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PREFACE 

F OURTEEN years have elapsed since the second 
volume of my Literary History of Persia1, of which 

the present work is in fact, if not in name and form, a con- 
tinuation, was published. That the appearance of this 
continuation, which comprises the period between Sa'di and 
JBmi, and extends from the death of HGlAgG the Mongol to 
the rise of the Safawf dynasty (A.D. 1265-1502),has been so 
long delayed is due to a variety of causes, a t  one of which, 
operative for five or six years (A.D. 1907-12), I have hinted 
in the Preface (p. xx) to my Persian Revolution of 1905-9. 
While Persia was going through what repeatedly appeared 
to be her death-agony, it was difficult for anyone who loved 
her to turn his eyes for long from her present sufferings to 
her past glories. Often, indeed, I almost abandoned all 
hope of continuing this work, and that I did at last take up, 
revise and complete what I had already begun to write was 
due above all else to the urgency and encouragement of my 
wife, and of one or two of my old friends and colleagues, 
amongst whom I would especially mention Dr T. W. Arnold 
and Mr Guy le Strange. 

The delay in the production of this volume has not, 
however, been altogether a matter for regret, since it has 
enabled me to make use of materials, both printed and 
manuscript, which would not have been available at an earlier 
date. In particular it has been my good fortune to acquire 

1 Of these two volumes, published by Mr T. Fisher Unwin in the 
"Library of Literary History," the full titles are as follows : A Literary 
History of Persia from tke earliest times until Firahwsi (pp. xvi + 52 I), 
1902 ; and A Literary History of Persia from Firdawst to Sn'di 
(pp. xvi+ 568), 1906. In the notes to this volume they are referred to 
as Lit. Hist. of Persia, voL i or vol. ii. 
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two very fine collections of Persian and Arabic manu- 
scripts which have yielded me much valuable material, 
namely, at  the beginning of 1g17l, some sixty manuscripts 
(besides lithographed and printed books published in Persia) 
from the Library of the late Sir Albert Houtum-Schindler, 
and at  the beginning of 1920 another forty or fifty manu- 
scripts of exceptional rarity and antiquity collected in 
Persia and Mesopotamia by Hzijji 'Abdu'l-Majfd Belshah. 
So  many Persian works of first-class importance still remain 
unpublished and generally inaccessible save in a few of the 
great public libraries of Europe that the possession of a 
good private library is essential to the student of Persian 
literature who wishes to e x t e ~ ~ t l  his rcscarcllcs into its lcss 
familiar by-paths. 

I regret in some ways that I have had to  produce this 
volume independently of its two predecessors, and not in 
the same series. Several considerations, however, induced 
me to adopt this course. Of these the principal ones were 
that I desired to retain full rights as to granting permission 
for i t  to  be quoted or translated, should such permission be 
sought; and that I wished to be able to reproduce the 
original Persian texts on which my translations were based, 
in the numerous cases where these were not accessible in 
printed or lithographed editions, in the proper character. 
For this reason it was necessary to entrust the printing of 
the book to a press provided with suitable Oriental types, 
and no author whose work has been produced by the 
Cambridge University Press will fail to recognize how much 
he owes to the skill, care, taste and unfailing courtesy of all 
responsible for its management. 

I hope that none of my Persian friends will take ex- 
ception to the title which I have given to this volume, 

See my notice of this collection in the1.R.A.S. for October 1917, 
pp. 657-694, entitled The Persian dfanuscrz$ts o f  the late Sir A26eyt 
Houfu77z-Schind2er, K.C.I.E. 
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"A History of Persian Literature under Tartar1 Dominion." 
I have known Persians whose patriotism has so far outrun 
their historical judgment as to seek to claim as compatriots 
not only Timlir but even Chingfz and HGligd, those scourges 
of mankind, of whom the two last mentioned in particular did 
more to compass the ruin of Islamic civilization, especially 
in Persia, than any other human beings. When we read of 
the shocking devastation wrought by the Mongols through 
the length and breadth of Central and Western Asia, we 
are amazed not so much a t  what perished at  their hands as 
a t  what survived their depredations, and it says much for 
the tenacity of the Persian character that it should have 
been so much less affected by these barbarians than most 
other peoples with whom they came in contact. The  period 
covered by this volume begins with the high tide of Mongol 
ascendancy, and ends with the ebb of the succeeding tide 
of ThrAnian invasion inaugurated by Timhr. Politically, 
during its whole duration, Thrdn, represented by Tartars, 
Turks and Turkrndns, lorded i t  over fr in,  which, neverthe- 
less, continued to live its own intellectua1,literary and artistic 
life, and even to some extent to civilize its invaders. It is 
my hope and purpose, should circumstances be favourable, 
to  conclude my survey of this spiritual and intellectial life 
of Persia in one other volume, to be entitled "A History 
of Persian Literature in Modern Times," covering the last 
four hundred years, from the rise of the great Safawi 
dynasty, which restored the ancient boundaries and revived 
the national spirit of Persia, to  the present day. 

There remains the pleasant duty of expressing my thanks 
to those of my friends and fellow-students who have most 
materially helped me in the preparation of this work. Nearly 
all the proofs were carefully read by two Government of 

1 I have yielded to the common usage in adopting this form instead 
of the more correct " Tatar." The  later and less accurate, though 
more familiar, form "Tartar" owes its origin, as  indicated on pp. 6-7 
infra, to a popular etymology which would connect it with Tartarus. 
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India Research Students of exceptional learning, ability and 
industry, Muhammad Shafi', a member of my own College 
and now Professor of Arabic in the PanjAb University, and, 
on his departure, by Muhammad Iqbil, a young scholar of 
great promise. To both of these I owe many valuable 
emendations, corrections and suggestions. 

Of the twelve illustrations to this volume four (those 
facing pp. 8, 66, 74 and 96) have already appeared in the 
edition of the Ta'l-ihh-i-Ja/zctlz-guskd published in 19 I 2 by 
the "E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Trust " (vol. xvi, I, pp. lxxxvii, 
147, 154 and 222), and are reproduced here by the kind 
permission of my fellow trustees. T o  my old friend Pro- 
fessor A. V. Williams Jaclison, of Columbia University, and 
to Messrs Macmillan, his publishers, I am indebted for 
permission to reproduce the photograph of the Tomb of 
H A f i ?  at Shfriz which originally appeared in his Persia, 
Past  andPresent (p. 332), and here appears facing p. 310. 
The facsimile of JQmi's autograph facing p. 508 of this 
volume is reproduced from vol. iii (1886) of the CoZZections 
Scientz&ues de Z'lnstitut des Langzles Orientales du 
Ministdye des Ajaiyes Btraqzg-~yes d St P~tersbourg: Martu- 
scrits Persans, compiled with so much judgment by the late 
Baron Victor Rosen, to whose help and encouragement in 
the early days of my career I am deeply indebted. The 
six remaining illustrations, which are new, and, as I 
think will be generally admitted, of exceptional beauty 
and interest, were selected for me from manuscripts in 
the British Museum by my friends Mr A. G. Ellis and 
Mr Edward Edwards, to whose unfailing erudition and 
kindness I owe more than I can say. Three of them, the 
portraits of Sa'di, Hifi? and Shih-rukh, are from Add. 7468 
(ff. 19, 34 and # respectively), while the portraits of HlildgG 
and TimGr are from Add. 18,803, f 19, and Add. 18,801, 
f 23. The colophon of the beautifully written QUY'&PZ 
transcribed at Maw~il in A.H. 710 (A.D. I 3 10-1 I )  for ~ l j ~ ~ t l i  
(Ichudd-banda) and his two ministers Rashidu'd-Din 
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Fadlu'llAh and Sa'du'd-Din is from the recently acquired 
Or. 4945l. All these have been reproduced by Mr R. B. 
Fleming with his usual taste and skill. 

Lastly I am indebted to Miss Gertrude Lowthian Bell, 
whose later devotion to Arabic has caused her services to 
Persian letters to be unduly forgotten, for permission to 
reprint in this volume some of her beautiful translations of 
the odes of HAfiq, together with her fine appreciation of his 
position as one of thc great poets not only of his own age 
and country but of the world and of all time. 

EDWARD G. BROWNE. 
AjriZ5, 1920. 

See the first entry in the Descn2tivc List of fit Avabic Manu- 
scrqts acpuived 6y the Trustees of the British Museunz since 1894, by 
M r  A. G. Ellis and Mr Edward Edwards (London, 1912). 
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ADDENDA 

p. 311, 1. 11.  The date given is evidently wrong, for Karfm KhLn 
reigned from A.H. 1163-1 193 (A.D. 1750-1779). 

pp. 41 I, 1. 16, and 412,l. 26.. One of the two dates (A.D. 1472 and 1474) 
here given is wrong, but I do not know which. 

BOOK I. 

THE MONGOL f ~ - K H A N S  OF PERSIA, 
FROM THE DEATH OF H ~ L A G ~  TO 
THE EXTINCTION OF T H E  DYNASTY 

(A.H. 663-737 = A.D. 1265-1337). 



CHAPTER I. 

THE MONGOL IL-KHANS O F  PERSIA. 

Although to the student every period in the history of 
every nation is more or less interesting, or could be made 
Great epochs in SO with sufficient knowledge, sympathy and 
Persianhistoryl imagination, there are in the history of most 
and their con- 
neaion peoples certain momentous epochs of upheaval 
World-history and reconstruction about which it behoves every 
educated person to know something. Of such epochs Persia, 
for geographical and ethnological reasons, has had her full 
share. A glance at the map will suffice to remind the reader 
that this ancient, civilized and homogeneous land, occupying 
the whole space between the Caspian Sea and the Persian 
Gulf, forms, as it were, a bridge between Europe and Asia 

.. Minor on the one hand and Central and Eastern Asia on 
the other, across which bridge from the earliest times have 
passed the invading hosts of the West or the East on their 
respective paths of conquest. The chief moments a t  which 
Persian history thus merges in World-history are as follows : 

(I)  The Persian invasion of Greece by the Achaemenian 
kings in the fifth century before Christ. 

Enumeration or (2) Alexander's invasion of Persia on his 
seven of these way to India in the fourth century before Christ, 
~pochs  resulting in the overthrow of the Achaemenian 
dynasty and the extinction of Persia as a Great Power for 
five centuries and a half. 

(3) The restoration of the Persian Empire by the House 
of S5sA.n in the third, and their often successful wars with the 
Romans in the fourth and following centuries after Christ. 

(4) The Arab invasion of the seventh century after 
Christ, which formed part of that extraordinary religious 
revival of a people hitherto accounted as naught, which in 
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the course of a few years carried the standards of Isl5m 
from the heart of desert Arabia to Spain in the West and 
the Oxus and Indus in the East. 

(5) The Mongol or Tartar invasion of the thirteenth 
century, which profoundly affected the greater part of Asia 
and South-eastern Europe, and which may be truly described 
as one of the most dreadful calamities which ever befel the 
human race. 

(6) The second Tartar invasion of Tamerlane (Tinzzi;,- 
. i-Lazg or " Limping TimGr") in the latter part of the four- 

teenth century. 
(7) The  Turco-Persian Wars of the sixteenth and seven- 

teenth centuries, which gave Persia at  that time so great at1 
importance in the eyes of Europe as a potential check on 
Turkish ambitions, and caused her friendship to be so eagerly 
sought after by the chief Western nations. 

Of these seven great epochs in Persian history the fourth 
and fifth are the most important and have had the greatest 
The and and most profound influence. In all points save 
Mongol illya- one, however, the Arab and Mongol invasions 
sions of Persia 
compared and were utterly dissimilar. The Arabs came from 
contrasted the South-west, the Tartars from the North- 
east; the Arabs were inspired by a fiery religious enthusiasm, 
the Tartars by mere brutish lust of conquest, bloodshed and 
rapine; the Arabs brought a new civilization and order to 
replace those which they had destroyed, the Tartars brought 
mere terror and devastation. In a word, the Tartars were 
cunning, ruthless and bloodthirsty marauders, while the 
Arabs were, as even their Spanish foes were fain to admit, 
" Knights.. .and gentlemen, albeit Moors." 

The one point of resemblance between the two was the 
scorn which their scanty equipment and insignificant ap- 
pearance aroused in their well-armed and richly-equipped 
antagonists before they had tasted of their quality. This 
point is well brought out in that charming Arabic history 
the Icitdbu'l-Fakhd, whose author wrote about A.D. 1300,  
some fifty years after the Tartars had sacked BaghdAd and 

CH. I] EFFECTS OF MONGOL INVASION 5 
destroyed the Caliphate. After describing the Arab inva- 
sion of Persia and the merriment of the Persian satraps 
and officers a t  the tattered scabbards, slender lances and 
small horses of the Arabs, he relates, d propos of this, the 
account1 given to him by one of those who "marched out 
to meet the Tartars on the Western side of Baghdid on the 
occasion of its supreme catastrophe in the year 656/1258," 
and tells how to meet one of their splendidly appointed 
champions in single combat there rode forth from the 
Mongol ranks "a man mounted on a horse resembling a 
donkey, havin? in his hand a spear like a spindle, and 
wearing neither uniform nor armour, so that .all who saw 
him were moved to laughter." "Yet ere the day was done," 
he concludes, "theirs was the victory, and they inflicted on 
us a great defeat, which was the Key of Evil, and after which , 
there befell us what befell us." 

I t  is almost impossible to exaggerate either the historical 
importance or the horror of this great irruption of barbarians 

Terrihle charac- 
out of Mongolia, Turkist6n and Transoxiana in 

ter and lasting the first half of the thirteenth century. Amongst 
effects the its results were the destruction of the Arabian 
Mongol invasion 

Caliphate and disruption of the Muhammadan 
Empire, rhe creation of the modern political divisions of 
Western Asia, the driving into Asia Minor and subsequently 
into Europe of the Ottoman Turks, the stunting and bar- 
barizing of Russia, and indirectly the Renaissance. As 
regards the terror universally inspired by the atrocious 
deeds of the Tartars, d'Ohsson in his admirable Histoire 
des Mongols observes2 that we should be tempted to charge 
the Oriental historians with exaggeration, were it not that 
their statements are entirely confirmed by the independent 
testimony of Western historians as to the precisely similar 
proceedings of the Tartars in South-eastern Europe, where 

1 For the full translation of this passage see Lit. Hist. of Persia, 
vol. i, pp. 197-8. 

Vo1. i, p. vii: 'I On croirait que l'histoire a exagdrd leurs atrocit&, 
si les annales de tous les pays n'dtaient d'accord sur ce point." 
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they ravaged not only Russia, Poland and Hungary, but 
penetrated to Silesia, Moravia and Dalmatia, and at the 
fatal battle of Liegnitz (April g, 1241) defeated an army 
of 30,000 Germans, Austrians, Hungarians and Poles com- 
manded by Henry the Pious, Duke of Silesia. Already 
two years before this date the terror which they inspired 
even in Western Europe was so great that the contempo- 
rary chronicler Matthew Paris, writing at S t  Albans, records 
under the year A.D. 1238 that for fear of the Mongols 
the fishermen of Gothland and Friesland dared not cross 
the North Sea to take part in the herrint-fishing at Yar- 
mouth, and that consequently herrings were so cheap and 
abundant in England that year that forty or fifty were sold 
for a piece of silver, even at places far from the coast. In 
the same year an envoy from the Isma'ilis or Assassins of 
Alam6t by the Caspian Sea came to France and England 

~ 

to crave help against those terrible foes by whom they 
were annihilated twenty years later. He met with little 
encouragement, however, for the Bishop of Winchester, 
having heard his appeal, replied : " Let these dogs devour 
each other and be utterly wiped out, and then we shall see, 
founded on their ruins, the Universal Catholic Church, and 
then shall truly be one shepherd and one flock !" 

The accounts given by Ibnu'l-Athir, Ybqdt and other 
contemporary Muhammadan historians of the Mongol in- 

vasion have been cited in part in a previous 
Ivlatthcw 
Paris cited volume1 and need not be repeated here, but 

it is instructive to compare them with what 
Matthew Paris says about those terrible Tatars, who, for 
reasons which he indicates, through a popular etymology 
connecting them with the infernal regions, became known in 
Europe as " Tartars." Under the year A.D. 1240 he writes 
of them as follows2: 

"That the joys of mortal man be not enduring, nor 

1 Lit. Hist. of Per-sia, vol. ii, pp. 426 et s q g .  
2 Vo1. iv, pp. 76-78, cited in the Introductory Note to vol. iv of the 

Second Series of the Hakluyt Society's publications (London, 1900). 

I,.-. 

B : ~ ~ :  
t?i ." 
s - 
@ ' -  
EL, . ~ 

T ,  

k. p:, ..: 
&l. " 

b*??, * . -  
c. .. 
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worldly happiness long lasting without lamentations, in 
this same year a detestable nation of Satan, to wit the 
countless army of Tartars, broke loose from its mountain- 
environed home, and, piercing the solid rocks (of the Cau- 
casus) poured forth like devils from the Tartarus, so that 
they are rightly called 'Tartars' or 'Tartarians.' Swarming 
like locusts over the face of the earth, they have brought 
terrible devastation to the eastern parts (of Europe), laying 
them waste with fire and carnage. After having passed 
through the land of the Saracens, they have razed cities, 
cut down forests, overthrown fortresses, pulled up vines, 
destroyed gardens, killed townspeople and peasants. If 
perchance they have spared any suppliants, they have forced 
them, reduced to the lowest condition of slavery, to fight in 
the foremost ranks against their own neighbours. Those 
who have feigned to fight, or have hidden in the hope 
of escaping, have been followed up by' the Tartars and 
butchered. If any have fought bravely for them and con- 
quered, they have got no thanks for reward ; and so they 
have misused their captives as they have their mares. For 
they are inhuman and beastly, rather monsters than men, 
thirsting for and drinking blood, tearing and devouring the 
flesh of dogs and men, dressed in ox-hides, armed with 
plates of iron, short and stout, thickset, strong, invincible, 
indefatigable, their backs unprotected, their breasts covered 
with armour; drinking with delight the pure blood of their 
flocks, with big, strong horses, which eat branches and even 
trees, and which they have to mount by the help of three 
steps on account of the shortness of their thighs. They are 
~ i t h o u t  human laws, know no comforts, are more ferocious 
than lions or bears, have boats made of ox-hides which ten 
or twelve of them own in common; they are able to swim 
or manage a boat, so that they can cross the largest and 
swiftest rivers without let or hindrance, drinking turbid and 
muddy water when blood fails them (as a beverage). They 
have one-edged swords and daggers, are wonderful archers, 
spare neither age, nor sex, nor condition.  h he^ know no 
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other language but their own, which no one else knows; 
for until now there has been no access to them, nor did 
they go forth (from their own country); so that there could 
be no knowledge of their customs or persons through the 
common intercourse of men. They wander about with their 
flocks and their wives, who are taught to fight like men. 
And so they come with the swiftness of lightning to the 
confines of Christendom, ravaging and slaughtering, striking 
everyone with terror and incomparable horror. I t  was for 
this that the Saracens sought to ally themselves with the 
Christians, hoping to be able to resist these monsters with 
their combined forces." 

So  far from such alliance talring place, however, it was 
not long before the ecclesiastical and temporal rulers of 
EarlyEuropean Christendom conceived the idea of malting use 
envoysto the of the Tartars to crush Islbm, and so end in 
Mongol capital their favour once and for all the secular struggle 
of which the Crusades were the chief manifestation. Com- 
munications were opened up between Western Europe and 
the remote and inhospitable Tartar capital of Qaraqorum; 
letters and envoys began to pass to and fro; and devoted 
friars lilre John of Pian de Carpine and Williarn of Rubruclc 
did not shrink from braving the dangers and hardships of 
that long and dreary road, or the arrogance and exactions 
of the Mongols, in the discharge of the missioils confided 
to them. The former, bearing a letter from the Pope dated 
March g, 1245, returned to Lyons in the autumn of 1247 
after an absence of two years and a half, and delivered 
to the Pope the written answer of the Mongol Emperor 
ICuy15k Khbn. The latter accomplished his journey in the 
years 1253-5 and spent about eight months (January- 
~ u ~ u s t ,  1254) a t  the camp and capital of MangG Khbn, 
by whom he was several times received in audience. Both 
have left narratives of their adventurous and arduous 
journeys which the Hakluyt Society has rendered easily 
accessible to English readers: and of which that of Friar 

Second Series, vol. iv, London, 1900, translated and edited by 
W. W. Rockhill. 

lCitli, thc ginndson 

i 
-4 
! From an old MS. of the 
; ~n*1~zi'u't-T(zsan'rikh in the ' Bibliothbque Nationale 

d 

$- 

i 
5 

holds Court on the 
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William of Rubruck especially is of engrossing interest 
and great value. These give us a very vivid picture of 
the Tartar Court and its ceremonies, the splendour of the 
presents offered to the Emperor by the numerous envoys of 
foreign nations and subject peoples, the gluttonous eating 
and drinking which prevailed (and which, as we shall see, 
also characterized the Court of Tfm6r 1 5 0  years later), and 
the extraordinary afflux of foreigners, amongst whom were 
included, besides almost every Asiatic nation, Russians, 
Georgians, Hungarians, Ruthenians and even Frenchmen. 
Some of these had spent ten, twenty, or even thirty years 
amongst the Mongols, were conversant with their language, 
and were able and willing to inform the missionaries "most 
fully of all things" without much questioning, and to act 
as interpreters1. The language question, as affecting the 
answer to the Pope's letter, presented, however, some diffi- 
culties. The Mongols enquired "whether there were any 
persons with the Lord Pope who understood the written 
languages of the Ruthenians, or Saracens, or Tartars," but 
Friar John advised that the letter should be written in 
Tartar and carefully translated and explained to them, so 
that they might make a Latin translation to take back 
with the original. The Mongol Emperor wished to send 
envoys of his own to Europe in the company of Friar Jphn, 
who, however, discountenanced this plan for five reasons, 
of which the first three were: ( I )  that he feared lest, seeing 
the wars and dissensions of the Christians, the Tartars might 
be further encouraged to attack them; (2) that they might 
act as spies; (3) that some harm might befall them in Europe 
"as our people are for the most part arrogant and hasty," 
and " it is the custom of the Tartars never to make peace 
with those who have killed their envoys till they have 
wreaked vengeance upon them." So Friar John and his 

1 M. Leon Cahun in his Introduction d ZJHisloire de PAsic, p. 353, 
n. 2 ad calc., puts forward the ingenious suggestion that the German 
Dolwzetsch is derived from the Turco-Mongol Tilmdj, both words 
meaning 'I Interpreter." 
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companions came at  last to Kieff on their homeward journey, 
and were there "congratulated as though they had risen 
from the dead, and so also throughout Russia, Poland and 
Bohemia." 

The  history of the diplomatic missions1 which passed 
between Europe and Tartary in the thirteenth and four- 

Diplomatic re- 
teenth centuries has been admirably illustrated 

lations or the by Abel-RCmusat in his two classical Mdhzoi?-es 
Mongols with 
Europe 

sur Zes RLlations polititipues des Princes Chrdtiens, 
et  particuZi2it'l,enze7~t k s  Rois de France, avec Zes 

Empereurs Mongols. Fac-similes are here given, with 
printed texts and in some cases Latin or French trans- 
lations, of nine Mongol letters conveyed by different envoys 
a t  different periods to the Frcnch Court. The originals of 
these, measuring in some cases more than six feet in length, 
may still be seen in tlie Archives in Paris. The  arrogance 
of their tone is very noticeable; still more so the occurrence 
in the Latin version of a letter to the Pope from BachG 
NliyAn of a very ominous and characteristic phrase which is 
also noticed by the contemporary Persian historian Juwayni. 
" Si vultis super terram vestram, aquam et patrimonium 
sedere," runs the letter, "oportet ut, tu Papa, in propri2 
person2 ad nos venias, et ad eum qui faciem totius terrae 
continet accedas. E t  si tu przceptum Dei stabile et  illius 
qui faciem totius terrae continet non audieris, iZZud nos 
nescinzzls Dezds scit2." SO Juwayni says3 that, unlike other 
great rulers and conquerors, they never indulged in violent 
and wordy threats when demanding submission or sur- 
render, but "as their utmost warning used to write but this 
much: 'If they do not submit and obey, what do we Know 
[what 7nay happen]? the Etelvzal God Knows' !" As to what 
would inevitably happen if the Tartars were resisted (and 

Published in the Mbnoires de Z'Acnddmie RoyaZe des Znsut$tions 
et Belles-Lettm in 1821 and 1822, v01. vi, p. 396 and vol. vii, p. 335. 

See pp. 421-2 of the second memoir mentioned above. 
3 Ta'n%h-i-]~zhdn-gu~k& (" E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series, vol. xvi, 

I, 1912) Part I, p. IS, 1. 11. 
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often even if they were not resisted) men were not long 
left in doubt. "Wherever there was a king, or local ruler, 
or city warden who ventured to oppose, him they annihi- 
lated, together with his family and his clan, kinsmen and 
strangers alike, to such a degree that, without exaggera- 
tion, not a hundred persons were left where there had been 
a hundred thousand. The proof of this assertion is the ac- 
count of the happenings in the various towns, each of which 
has been duly recorded in its proper time and place1." 

Whether any such letters exist in the records of this 
country I do not know, but in 1307, shortly after the 
death of Edward I (to whom they had been accredited), 
two Mongol ambassadors, whose names are given as 

Mamlakh and T6mAn" came to Northampton 
Mongol envoys 
"isit Edward 11 and carried back with them an answer from 
atNorthampton in 1307 Edward 11 written in Latin and dated Oc- 

tober 16, 1307. The  principal object of this 
and previous missions was to effect an  alliance between 
the Mongols and the European nations against the Mu- 
hammadans, especially the Egyptians. T o  attain this end 
the wily Mongols constantly represented themselves as dis- 
posed to embrace the Christian religion, a deceitful pretence 
which the more readily succeeded because of the belief pre- 
valent in Europe that there existed somewhere in Central or 

"Prester John" 
Eastern Asia a great Christian emperor ca!led 
" Prester John," generally identified with Ung 

KhAn the ruler of the Karits (or KerA'its), a people akin 
to the Mongols, with whom a t  the beginning of his career 
Chingiz KhAn stood in close relations, and who had been 
converted to Christianity by Nestorian missionariess. But 
as a matter of fact IslAm had been the official religion of 

1 Juwayni, 09. cit., p. 17. 
2 Called elsewhere " Thomas Ildaci " or " Iouldoutchi " (Yoldlichi). 
3 This identification is explicitly made by Abdl-Faraj Bar-Hebraeus 

(Beyrout ed. of 1890, p. 394). See also d90hss?n's Hist. des Mongols, 
vol. i, pp. 48-9 and 52-3 with the footnotes. Ung or Ong K h d ~  was 

converted by popular etymology into Yokhnatz=]ohnn. 
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the Mongol rulers of Persia for at least ten vears before 
- - -  - 

the above-mentioned ambassadors obtained audience of 
Edward 11. 

The contemporary Oriental histories of the Morlgols 
are singularly full and good', and include in Arabic Ibnu 

Excellence and 
'I-Athir's great chronicle, which comes down 

=bundance of to the year 6281123 I ; Shihhbu'd-Din NasA'i's 
materials for 
Mongol history very full biogr'aphy of his master JalAlu'd-Din 

Mankobirni, the gallant Prince of Khwirazm 
who maintained so heroic and protracted a struggle against 
the destroyers of his house and his empire; the Christian 
Abu'l-Faraj Bar-Hebraeus, whose Arabic history (for he 
wrote a fuller chronicle in Syriac) cornes down to 68311284, 
two years before his dcatli; and Ydqi~t the geographer, most 
of which have been discussed and quoted in a previous 
volume. Of the three chief Persian sources, the Tn'dkk-i- 
Jakk~r-gushd of Juwayni, the Ta'?,fM-i- Was~nx and 'the 
Jctmi'u't-Taw&dkk, a good deal will be said in the next 
chapter, but one may be permitted to express regret that 
the last-mentioned history, one of the most original, ex- 
tensive and valuable existing in the Persian language, still 
remains for the most part unpublished and almost inac- 
cessiblea. 

Of the three best-known European histories of the 
Mongols, and of the point of view represented by each, 
European his- something must needs be said here. First there 
tories of the is Baron d'ohsson's admirable Histoire des Mon- 
Mongols 

gals, depuis Tchinguiz Khan juspu'd Timoar Bey 
(I) d'Ohsson ou Tamerlans, a monument of clear exposition 
based on profound research. While recognizing, as every 

1 They are admirably enumerated and described by d'ohsson, op. 
cit., vol. i, pp. x-lxvi. 

I have discussed the materials available for a complete text of this 
importantwork in an article published in the J. R.A. S. for 1908, vol. XI, 
pp. 17-37, entitled Sug~e~tioionsfol- n conzplete edition of the Jgmi'u't- 
Tawhrikh of Rashidz2d-Dtn Fa&Zu'ZZdh. 

3 Published in four volumes at the Hague and Amsterdam, 1834-5. 
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student of the subject must recognize, the immense im- 
portance and far-reaching effects of the Mongol conquests, 
he finds this people utterly detestable: "their government," 
he says, "was the triumph of depravity: all that was noble 
and honourable was abased; while the most corrupt per- 
sons, taking service under these ferocious masters, obtained, 
as the price of their vile devotion, wealth, honours, and the 
power to oppress their countrymen. The history of the 
Mongols, stamped by their savagery, presents therefore 
only hideous pictures; but, closely connected as it is to 
that of several empires, i t  is necessary for the proper 
understanding of the great events of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries1." 

Next in point of time is Sir Henry Howorth's great 
History of the Mongols in four large volumes2. His 

view of the Tartars differs somewhat from . > 

(2) Sir Henry 
Howorth dl Ohsson's, for he sees in them "one of those 

hardy, brawny races, cradled amidst want and 
hard circumstances, in whose blood there is a good mix- 
ture of iron, which are sent periodically to destroy the 
luxurious and the wealthy, to lay in ashes the arts and 
culture which only grow under the shelter of wealth and 
easy circumstances, and to convert into a desert the para- 
dise which man has painfully cultivated. Like the pestilence 
and the famine the Mongols were essentially an engine of 
destruction ; and if it be a painful, harassing story to read, 
it is nevertheless a necessary one if we are to understand 
the great course of human progress3." After enumerating 
other luxurious and civilized peoples who have been simi- 
larly renovated by the like drastic methods, he asserts 
that this "was so to a large extent, with the victims of the 
Mongol arms ; their prosperity was hollow and pretentious, 

1 Ob. laud., vol. i, pp. vii-viii. 
2 Published in London 1876-1888 and divided into three parts, of 

\vhich part z forms vols. ii and iii. Part 3 (vol. iv) deals with the 
Mongols of Persia. 

3 0;b. laud., part I, p. X. 
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their grandeur very largely but outward glitter, and the 
diseased body needed a sharp remedy; the apoplexy that 
was impending could probably only be staved off by much 
blood-letting, the demoralized cities must be sown with 
salt and their inhabitants inoculated with fresh streams of 
vigorous blood from the uncontaminated desert1." With 
more justice he insists on the wonderful bringing together 
of the most remote peoples of the East and West which 
was the most important constructive effect of the Mongol 
conquest, and concludes : " I have no doubt myself.. .that 
the art of printing, the mariner's compass, firearms, and 
a great many details of social life, were not discovered in 
Europe, but imported by Ineans of Mongol influence from 
the furthest East." 

The third book which demands notice, chiefly on account 
of its influence in Turkey in generating the Yetii T ~ Y ~ B ,  

(3) Leon Cahun or Pan-Turanian movement, of which it is not 
yet possible exactly to appraise the political 

importance, is M. Leon Cahun's I~ztroduction d Z'Histoire 
de Z'Asie: Turcs et MongoZs, des Origines d 1405~. This 
writer goes very much further than Howorth in his admi- 
ration of the Mongols and the various kindred Turkish 
peoples who formed the bulk of their following. A note 
of admiration characterizes his description of their military 
virtues3, their "culte du drapeau, la glorificatioll du nom 
turc, puis mongo4 le chauvinisme4"; their political com- 
binations against the Sdsdnian Persians: and later against 
the Islamic influences of which Persia was the centre ; their 
courage, hardihood, discipline, hospitality, lack of religious 
fanaticism, and firm administration. This book, though 
diffuse, is suggestive, and is in any case worth reading 
because of its influence on certain chauvinistic circles in 
Turkey, as is a historical romance about the Mongols by 

03. laud, p. I I. Paris, 1896. 
Oj .  laud., p. ix. 4 16id., p. 79. 
16id., pp. 111-118. 
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the same author, translated into English under the title of 
The Yeai The Blue Bangzer. Of the YeBi Tdrdn movement 
Tzfyd*~ I have spoken briefly elsewhere1, and this is 
"New Tura- 
,,ianB1 M ~ ~ ~ -  hardly the place to discuss it more fully, though 
ment it has perhaps a greater significance than I was 
a t  that time disposed to think. On the literary side i t  
aims a t  preferring Turkish to Arabic and Persian words, 
idioms and vehicles of expression, and a t  combating Arabic 
and Persian influences and traditions ; while on the political 
side it dreams of amalgamating in one State all the Turkish 
and kindred peoples west and east of the Caspian Sea (in- 
cluding the Mongols on the one hand and the Bulgarians 
on the other), and of creating a great Turkish or Turanian 
Empire more or less coextensive with that of Chingiz Khdn. 
The ideas of this school were chiefly embodied in a fort- 
nightly publication entitled Turk Yurdu (the " Turkish 
Hearth ") inaugurated in December, 191 I. 

I t  is not, however, with the Mongol Empire as  a whole, 
but with Persia under Mongol dominion that we are here 

State of Persia 
chiefly concerned, nor is it necessary to record 

under the  on- in detail the history of the Mongol 1-khdns who 
gola succeeded HGldgG, which can be read in full in 
the pages of d'Ohsson and Howorth. Considering what 
Persia suffered a t  the hands of the Tartars, it is wonderful 
how much good literature was produced during this period. 

Generally speaking the South of Persia, lying 
Relative immu- 
nity ofsouth apart from the main track of conquest to the 
Persia West, suffered much less than the North, West 
and Centre. Isfahdn suffered a massacre in which one 
famous poet a t  least perishedg, but ShirAz, owing to the 
timely and prudent submission of its rulek, escaped almost 
scatheless, a fact to which Sa'df ingeniously alludes in the 

1 The Press and Poetry of Modern Persia, p. xxxix. An interesting 
article on this subject, written, I understand, by Mr Arnold Toynbee, 
also appeared in the Tilnes for Jan. 3, 5 and 7, 1918. 

2 See Lit. Hist. of Persia, vol. ii, pp. 541-2. 
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drawing towards its close, but we hear of him once again five 

Last days and 
years later, in 66g/1270-I, when he was called in 

death Na~l ru  to treat A bAqA, who had been gored by awild COW 
d-Din of T(ls on one of his hunting expeditions. The wound 
suppuratedand an abscess formed which none of the fl-khdn's 
other medical advisers dared to open. Na~iru'd-Din suc- 
cessfully performed the operation. He died in the following 
year at the age of seventy-five. Bar-Hebraeus gives him a 
brief but laudatory notice in his MzdKhtasaru'd-DuwaZ1, 
describing him as "theKeeper of the Observatory at MarAgha 
and a man of vast learning in all branches of philosophy." 
"Under his control," he continues, "were all the religious 
endowments in all the lands under Mongol rule. He com- 
posed rnaly worlts on logic, tlie natural sciences and meta- 
physics, and on Euclid and the Ahnagest. He also wrote 
a Persian work on Ethics2 of the utmost possible merit 
wherein he collected all the diGta of Plato and Aristotle on 
practical Philosophy, confirming the opinions of the ancients 
and solving the doubts of the moderns and the criticisms 
advanced by them in their writings." 

AbAqd was thirty-one years of age when he became ruler 
of Persia,and whether orno there was any truth in the rumour 

that he was actually baptised into the Christian 
Abdqd favours Church at the desire of his bride Despina, the 

' the Christians 
natural daughter of Michael Palaeologus3, he 

consistently favoured the Christians, and, indeed, appears 
to have owed his elevation to the throne to their influence, 
exercised through Doquz Khithn, the widow of his father 
and predecessor HhlAgh, who survived her husband about 
a year, and who never failed to befriend her co-religionists 
in every possible way4. Abiiq6's diplomatic relations with 

1 Beyrout ed. of A.D. 1890, pp. 500-1. 
Le. the well-known AKkZdq-i-Ndsiri, one of the three Persian 

works on this subject which are most read even at  the present day. 
See Lit. Hi~t. ofPersia, vol. ii, pp. 220, 456, 485. 

See Howorth, oj. cit., pt. 3, p. 223. 
4 Ibid, p. 218. She belonged to the Christian tribe of KerA'it (or 
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the Popes and Christian kings of Europe are, however, in all 
probability to be ascribed rather to political than religious 
motives. He was in correspondence with Clement IV, who 
wrote him a letter from Viterbo in I 267; Gregory X in 1274; 
and Nicolas 111, who in 1278 sent to him and to his over- 
lord the great Qhbildy (" Kubla ") KhAn an embassy of five 
Franciscan monks. One of his embassies even penetrated 
as far as England and was apparently received by Edward I, 
but the records of it seem to be scanty or hon-existent1. The 
political object of these negotiations was to arrange for a 
combined attack on the still unsubdued Muslims of Egypt 
and Syria, the natural and deadly foes of the Mongols; and 
the inducement held out to the Christians was the possession 
of the Holy Land for which they had so long striven. 
Fortunately for the Muhammadans, IslAm possessed in the 
Mamlhk SulfAn Baybars,called al-Malik a?-ZAhir, a doughty 
champion well qualified to meet the double peril which 
menaced his faith and his country. Already in 1260, before 
he was elected king, he had driven Hhldgh's Mongols out 
of Ghaza and routed them at  'Ayn JAlht, driven back the 
Crusaders in Syria, and broken the power of the Syrian 
branch of the Assassins ; and in April, 1277, he inflicted on 
the Mongols another great defeat at  Abulustayn, leaving 
nearly 7000 of them dead on the field of battlea. When 
Abdqd subsequently visited the battle-field, he was deeply 
moved, even to tears, by the numbers of the Mongol slain. 

Karit) and was the granddaughter of their ruler o n g  or Wang Khhn, 
the original of the "Prester John" of mediaeval legend. Rar-Hebraeus 
in recording her death (09. cit., p. 497) describes her as  '' great in her 
judgement and wisdom." 

See Howorth, 09. laud, pp. 278-281, and on the whole subject 
Abel-Rimusat's classical Mkmoires sur les RLlations ;6olitiques des 
Princes CArktiens ... avec Zes EEmpereurs Mong-02s in the Mhn. de PAcad. 
Xoyale des Insm@tions et Belles-Lettres, vols. vi and vii, pp. 396 and 
335 respectively. 

See Lit. Hist. of Persia, vol. ii, p. 446 ; S. Lane-Poole's admirable 
little History of Egy#t, pp. 262 and 270 ; and Howorth, oj .  cit. pp. 
257-9. 
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Bitter hatred subsisted during all this period between the 
Mongol fl-khAns and the Egyptian MamlGks, and no more 
dangerous or damaging charge could be preferred against 
a subject of the former than an accusation of being in com- 
munication with the latter. Every Muslim subject of the 
Mongols must needs walk very warily if he would avoid 
such deadly suspicion, and, as we shall see hereafter, the 
favourite method of ruining a hated rival was to denounce 
him to the Mongol government as having relations with 

Egypt. 
From our present point of view we are less concerned 

with the Mongol rulers and generals than with the Persian 
functionaries whom they found indispensable in 

Juwaynf the civil service (like the Arabs in earlier times), family 
and amongstwhom wereincluded men of remark- 

able talents. Conspicuous amongst these was the Juwayni 
family, notably Shamsu'd-Din Muhammad the Jd+ib- 
Biwdt, his brother 'Ald'u'd-Din 'At5 Malik, and his son 
Bahd'u'd-Din. The Jdbib-Diwd7t7s grandfather, also en- 
titled Shamsu'd-Din, but distinguished by the epithets 
BZLZZLY~ (" the Great") and &Iziy-di~,h ("the long-haired"), 
had been Prime Minister to Qutbu'd-Din KhwdrazmshAh, 
while his father, Bahgu'd-Din, had held the office of 
Mustawpl-MamdZiK (approximately equiialent to Chan- 
cellor of the Exchequer). H e  himself had held the office 
of Prime Minister for ten years under HGldgG KhAn, and 
was continued in this position by AbbqA. His brother, 
'Alb'u'd-Din is chiefly interesting to us as one of the finest 
historians whom Persia ever produced, and in this capacity 
he will be considered in the next chapter; but he was also 
a great administrator, and was for twenty-four years gover- 
nor of Baghdddl. His son BahA'u'd-Din was governor of 
Persian 'Irdq and Firs,  while another soil Sharafu'd-Din 

1 H e  was appointed by H61Pg6 in 65711259, one year after the 
capture of the city by the Mongols. See the Introduction to Mirzi 
Mul~aminad's edition of the Ta'rihh-i-mdn-pshd in the "E. J. W. 
Gibb Memorial" Series, vol. xvi, I ( ~ g r z ) ,  pp. xxviii. 
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HArhn was a poet and a patron of poets1. A full and critical 
account of this talented family, based on researches equally 
extensive and minute, is given by MirzA Muhammad of 
Qazwin, one of the finest and most critical Persian scholars 
whom I ever met, in his Introduction to the Ta'rikh-i- 
Iahcin-gz~shci (vol. i, pp. xix-xcii), to  which the reader may 
refer for much detailed information which considerations 
of space render it impossible to reproduce here. The  
Juwayni family, alike in their love of literature and learning, 
their princely generosity, their administrative capacity, and 
their tragic fate, irresistibly recall to one's mind another 
great Persian family of statesmen, the celebrated House of 
Barmak or Barmecides of "the Golden Prime of good 
I-Iaroun Alrascl~id".~' Their influence was great and wide- 
spread; their connection with literature, both as writers and 
as patrons of poets and men of learning, extensive; and 
the jealousy of less fortunate rivals which embittered their 
lives and finally brought about their destruction commen- 
surate with the power and high positions which they so 
long enjoyed. The first to  die of those mentioned above, 
and one of the few who was fortunate enough to die a 

Dcath and char- natural death, was BahA'u'd-Din, son of the 
acter of Bahfi'u $@ib-Diwdn and governor of Persian 'IrAq. 
'd-Din Juwayni His death took place in 67811279 a t  the early 
age of thirty. H e  was a terribly stern governor, who 
inspired the utmost terror in the hearts of his subjects, and 
whose ferocity went so far that he caused his little son, and 
he a favourite child, to be put to death by his executioner 
because in play he had caught hold of his beard. The  
historian Wa&f gives many other instances of his implac- 
able sternness,of which a selection will be found in Howorth's 
History of the Mongols3; but it is fair to  add that under his 

1 His DZwdn is very rare, but there is a MS. (Or. 3647) in the 
British Museum. See Rieu's Pers. Sul/pL Cat., No. 254, pp. 166-7. 

a Cf. Mirz5 Muhammad's Introduction to the jahdn-gushd, p. 4. 
3 Pt. 3, pp. 221-2, and the Ta'rikh-i- Was$& (Bombay lith.), pp. 60 

et segq. 
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stern administration the utmost security prevailed in the 
provinces which he administered, while he eagerly cultivated 
the society of poets, scholars and artists. His father the 
Sdhi6-Diwdn mourned his death in the following verse: 

" Muhammad's son! Thy slave is Heaven high ; 
One hair of thee the Age's Mart might buy; 
Thy Sire's support wert thou : bereft of thee 
His back is bent as brow o'er beauty's eye." 

The following verse was composed by IIindfishAh to com- 
memorate the date of his death : 

'>$jju &L aS &;)I s k  &I -Lo 
' d b  51 d9H d> d-44 C j Q b  J> 

"On the eve of Saturday the seventeenth of Sha'bbn's month 
In the year three score and eighteen and six hundiedfrom the Flight' 
From the world BahPu'd-Din, that great waztr, in I ~ f a h i n  
Fled. Ah, when on such another ruler shall Time's eyes alight?" 

This was the first of the misfortunes which befel the 
Juwayni family, and which were largely due to their un- 

Misfortunes 
grateful protegd Majdu'l-Mulk of Yazd, whose 

or Juwaynf ambition led him to calumniate both the .@bib- 
family Dizudn and his brother 'Algu'l-Mulk 'At5 
Malik. While still subordinate to the $ci/zib-DLwd~z, blajdu 
'1-Mulk addressed to him the following quatrain : 

CH. I] ABAQA KHAN (A.D. 1265-1282) 

'I I said, 'I'll ever in thy service be, 
Intrigues of Not come iike larch and go like willow tree '1 : 
hfajdu'l-Mulk H e  who despairs is bold and sharp of tongue ; 

Cause me not, Friend, thus desperate to be ! "  

By traducing the Jdhib-Dtwdn to AbAqd, he finally induced 
that monarch to associate him in the government with his 
rival, and this dual control gave rise t o  endless friction and 
recriminations. On one occasion he sent another quatrain 
to the ,sd&ib-Diwdn as follows : 

"Into the Ocean of thy grief I'll dive, 
And either drown, or pearls to gather strive ; 
'Tis hard to fight with thee, yet fight 1 will, 
And die red-throated, or red-cheeked survive?" 

T o  this the $d$ib-Dtwdlz sent the following answer : 

&'Since to the King complaints thou canst not bear 
Much anguish to consume shall be thy share. 
Through this design on which thou hast embarked 
Thy face and neck alike shall crimson wear." 

1 I suppose the writer's meaning is, that he wishes to be a permanent 
and honoured associate of the minister, not liable to reprimand, humili- 
ation or dismissal, coming in erect as the larch or cypress, and going 
out after some rebuff bowed down with humiliation like the weeping 
willow. 

2 Die red-throated," d.e. by decapitation. "Red-cheeked') or &'red- 
faced" means " honoured," the opposite of " black-faced." 
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Ultimately Majdu'l-Mulk succeeded in arousing AbAqP's 
suspicions against the Jd4ib-DLwkz's brother, 'AlA'u'l-Mulk 

'At& Malik-i- Juwayni,mho was arrested, paraded 
Disgrace and 
punishment of through the streets of BaghdAd, tortured, and 
'AraMalik-i- forced to pay large sums of money which he 
Juwaynf 

was alleged to have misappropriated. Matters 
might have gone yet worse with him had not AbAqP's sudden 
death on April I, 1282, put an end to his persecution and 

Release of 'At& 
brought about his release from prison, while 

Malik and death soon afterwards his enemy Majdu'l-Mulk fell a 
of Majdu'l-Mulk victim to the popular fury, and was torn in 
pieces by the mob, his dismembered limbs being publicly 
exhibited in the chief cities of Persia. On this well-merited 
punishlnent of the old and inveterate foe of his fanlily 'AfA 
Malik-i-Juwayni composed the following quatrain : 

" For some brief days thy guile did mischief wreak; 
Position, wealth and increase thou didst seek: 
Now every limb of thine a land hath ta'en : 
Thou'st over-run the kingdom in a week ! " 

'Afti Malik, however, did not long survive his foe, for he too 

Death of died in the spring of 1283. 
Malik-i-Juwa~ni In one curious particular connected with 
in A.D. 1283 

AbAqP's death all the historians agree. He had, 
in the usual Mongol fashion, been drinking deeply with his 
favourites and boon-companions. Feeling uneasy, he had 

Death of Abiq5. 
withdrawn from them for a moment into the 
palace garden when he suddenlv cried out that - 

a large black bird was threatening him, and ordered some 
ofhis servants to shoot itwith arrows. The servants hastened 
to him in answer to his call, but no bird was to be seen, and 
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while they were still searching for it, AbAqi fell down in a 
swoon from which' he never awoke1. 

A few other events of AbbqA's reign merit a brief men- 
tion. The Assassins, in spite of all they had suffer~d at 
Renewed the hands of the Mongols, so far recovered 
activityof themselves as to attempt the life of 'Atti Malik- 
Assassins i- Juwaynf in 67011 27 1-2, while four years later, 
in 67411275-6, they actually succeeded, under the leader- 
ship of the son of their last Grand Master Ruknu'd-Din 
KhurshAh, in regaining possession of Alamht, though they 
Internecine were shortly afterwards subdued and destroyed 
wars of Mon- by AbiqA. Internecine wars between various 
go1 princes Mongol princes began to be prevalent in 
AbAqA's reign, as, for instance, that between YGshmGt and 
NogAy at Aq-s6 in 66311264-5, the year of AbAqd's ac- 
cession, and that between AbAqti and Nikhdar'the son of 
Chaghatiy in 66711268-9. Further turmoil was caused by 
the repeated raids of the Nikhdaris, and by the revolt of 
R C V O I ~  of Buriq BurAq in KhurAsAn. The defeat of the latter 

by AbAqA's troops was due almost entirely to 
the valour of Subuttiy, in allusion to which a contemporary 
poet says : 

' ~ ; ~ . J > J ~ L W L S ~ ! ~ + ~  

"'Gainst the army of thy love not one could stand save only I, 
As against Buritq of all AbPqL's captains SubutAy." 

On the death of AbAqA two rival candidates appeared 
on the scene, his brother Takhdar2 (who, on his conversion 

1 Abu'l-Faraj Bar-Hebraeus (Beyrout ed. of 1890, p. 505) says that 
this happened at  HamadLn in the house of a Persian named BihnPm 
who gave abanquet in AbPqit's honour. H e  does not explicitly mention 
the black bird, but says that AbiqL "began to see phantoms in the air." 

2 This name is sometimes given as Nik6dar or Nigfidar, but the 
Armenian form Tongudar given by Haithon seems decisive. See 
Howorth, o j .  cit., pp. 310-1 I. 
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Din, MawlAnd Shamsu'd-Din, MawlAnA HumAmu'd-Dhl 
and those other great divines whom time and the circum- 
stances do not permit me to mention by name, that they 
may know that we have severed all ties and so departed. 
Let them assist me with their prayers1!" 

H e  also addressed the following farewell letter and 
testament to his sonsa: 

"Salvation and greeting to my sons and dear ones, may 
God Almighty preserve them ! Let them know that I en- 

trust them to God, Mighty and Glorious is He:  
His letter 
tohissons verily God doth not suffer that which is en- 

trusted to Him to sustain loss. I t  was in my 
mind that perhaps a meeting might be possible, whereat 
my last wishes might be coln~nunicated orally, but my 
days are ended, and my business is now with the world 
to come. Do not fall short in the care of my children; 
incite them to study, and on no account suffer them to 
have aught to do with the service of the State; let them 
rather be content with that which God Most High hath 
assigned to them. If my son AtAbek and his mother wish 
to return home, they have my permission so to do. Let  
Nawrhz, Masr6d and their mother remain with BulqAn 
KhAthn, and should she grant them estates, let them ac- 
cept them and be content therewith. Whither can my chief 
wife go from Tabriz? Let her then remain there near the 
grave of me and my brothers. If they can, let them make 
their dwelling in the monastery of Shaykh Fakhru'd-Din 
and repair thither. Mhmina hath received little satisfaction 
from us: if she wishes to marry again, let her do so. Let 
Farrukh and his mother remain with AtAbek. Let them 
leave ZakariyyA with the crown 1ands.and other estates 
which I have given over to Amir BhqB Let  them petition 
[on his behalf]: if some land should be granted to him, well 
and good: if not, let him rest content. May the Almighty 

' To'yfkk-i- WwdA p. 141. 

The text of this is given in the Mzg'Ir~zal of F a ~ i b i  of IChwSf, 
ff. 468b-469a of the MS. belonging to the Gibb Trustees. 
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Creator have mercy upon us, and bless all of them. At  
this hour my mind is fixed on the Divine Presence, and 
I can write no more than this. Deal kindly with all, bond 
and free, and forget us not on the nights when you remember 
the absent." 

The  SLi&ib-Dfwrtn did not perish alone. Four of his 
sons, YahyA, Faraju'lldh, Mas'Gd and AtAbek, were put 
t o  death soon after him, and a little later another son, 
HArhn. "Two brothers and seven sons," according to the 
Ta'rikh-i- W a ; ~ a ~ l ,  constituted the sacrifice demanded by 
Mongol ferocity, ever ready to visit the sins of the fathers 
upon the children, and little disposed to leave alive poten- 
tial avengers. Added to these losses were the deaths in the 
years immediately preceding of 'Ald'u'l-Mulk 'AfA Malik-i- 
Juwayni and Bahb'u'd-Dfn, already mentioned, so that in 
the course of five or six years this great family of states- 
men was practically effaced from the page of history. 

Fasihi, in his Mujlnal (f. 469), quotes the two following 
quatrains composed by the Sdkib-Diwdn in his last mo- 
ments : 

'ip 4~ 6 4  4 J P ~  *> GI 
'iP J> G ~ ! A 3 +  

' J>3 ~ ~ : j j l & w &  

'iP J> GlgsJ4 a34 &I 

'' 0 Hand of Fate, which doth my heart's steps stay, 
My heart submits to thy desire to slay: 
With all my heart I offer thee my life ; 
For this throughout my life my heart did pray." 

O J  'A J> & G  '- 
O J  

r w  4 ,  Lk '&*& &&j irlcZs 
Look, thou who caused'st life's bright lamp to die, 
Two hundred worlds thou seest extinguished lie, 
Yet do the slain eternal life attain, 
And those in chief who are by heathens slain." 

1 P. 142. 
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His death was universally lamented, even in towns like 
Shiriz where he was known only by his charities and good 
works, and which he had never visited. Amongst the verses 
composed on his death are the following: 

"The Night in grief hath dyed her cloak, and Morn, 
Heaving cold sighs, appears wit11 collar torn : 
The Sun's1 departure stains the sky with gore : 
The Moon is veiled, the locks of Venus shorn." 

- 
' >jjlg rii db 

# . . A  -135 d>>* 3(;iL &+ 3 b  

"That minister whose head o'ertopped the skies 
Hath earned, in truth, of martyrdom the prize ; 
The .?d4ib-Diwdn, who for thirty years 
Hath kept the world secure from hurts and fears. 
0 cruel heavens such a life to ban ! 
0 cruel earth, to slay so great a man !" 

There were, however, others who regarded the sdfiib- 
Dizwdn's fate as well deserved, on account of the part he had 
~ l a y e d  in respect to his unlucky predecessor Majdu'l-Mulk. 
This point of view is represented in the following verses, 
cited in the Ta'rikh-z-Gzdda : 

Shamsu'd-Din, "the Sun of Religion," was the Jd&ib-Diwdn'~ 
name, to  which allusion is here made. 
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'A 99 dbj>  jA 91 & ' ~ ~ > > ) o b 9 > >  JL*r)>jlh 

'pj 4 &+ 3jbj 15 >>I> A 'jl++ If& &> j> 3 
" Since Majdu'l-Mulk, by God-sent destiny, 

A martyr .in Naw Shahr's plain did die, 
By the Jd&ib-Di~wdn Muhammad's spite, 
Who ruled the land with unrestricted might, 
Two years, two months, two weeks went by, and lo, 
Fate bade him drain in turn the cup of woe. 
Beware how in this world thou workest harm ; 
Fate's scales hold equal weight of bane and balm I " 

A violent death was, however, the common end of 
those whowere rash enough to act as ministers to Mongol 
sovereigns. Thus Jaldlu'd-Din Simndni, who succeeded the 
$dbib-Dfwda,was executed in August, 1289; Sa'du'd-Dawla, 
who succeeded him, was put to death a t  the end of February, 
1291 ; Sadru'd-Din Khdlidf, who acted as minister to Gay- 
khAt6, suffered the same fate in May, I 298 ; and Rashidu'd- 
Din Fadlu'llAh, the most accomplished of all, was executed 
in July, 1318. 

ArghGn reigned over Persia for nearly seven years 
(August, 1284-May, 1291). The  embassies which he sent to 

Europe, and especially that of 1287-1288, of . 
Sa'du'd-Daw'a, which one of the envoys, Rabban Sawrnd, has 
thcJewishwasfr 

left us an account in Syriacl, mark a revival of 
Abdq6s policy, which had been reversed by Ahmad TakGdar. 
During the latter part of ArghCn's reign Sa'du'd-Dawla 
the Jew was his all-powerful minister. This man, originally 
a physician, was detested by the Muslims, who ascribed 
to him the most sinister designs against Islbm. H e  was 
originally a native of Abhar, and afterwards practised 
medicine a t  BaghdAd. H e  was recommended to ArghGn 
by some of his co-religionists, and, according to the Ta'- 
rikh-i- Wa&y, gained the esteem and confidence of that 
prince not only by his knowledge of the Mongol and 

1 See that most interesting book Histoire de Marjabalaha Il/.. .et 
~ Z L  moifte Rabbrtn qauma ... traduit du Syriapue et annotke $ar 1.-B. 
Chnbot (Paris, 1895). a p. 236. 
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Turkish languages, but also by the skilful manner in which 
he played on ArghGn's avarice by the schemes for re- 
plenishing the treasury which he unfolded. In the realiza- 
tion of these schemes in Baghddd he showed such ability 
that he was entrusted by ArghGn with the financial control 
of the whole kingdom. His co-religionists, hitherto despised 
and repressed, began to benefit by his ever-increasing power, 
and to fill many offices of state; so much so that a con- 
temporary poet of BaghdAd wrote as followsl: 

"The Jews of this our time a rank attain 
T o  which the heavens might aspire in vain. 
Theirs is dominion, wealth to them doth cling, 
T o  them belong both councillor and king. 
0 people, hear my words of counsel true : 
Turn Jews, for heaven itself hat11 turned a Jew ! 
Yet wait, and ye shall hear their torment's cry, 
And see them fall and perish presently." 

Sa'du'd-Dawla's boldness and open hostility to Isldm 
increased with his power, until he not only induced ArghGn 
to exclude the Muslims from all high civil and military 
posts2, hut endeavoured to compass the destruction of their 
religion. To this end he sought to persuade ArghGn that 
the prophetic function had passed from the Arabs to the 
Mongols, who were divinely commissioned to chastise the 
disobedient and degenerate followers of Muhammad, and 
proposed to turn the Ka'ba into an idol-temple. He began 
to prepare a fleet at Baghddd to attack Mecca, and sent his 
co-religionist KhwAja Najibu'd-Din ICahl~Al into I<hurAsdn 
with a black list of some two hundred notable and influential 
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Muslims whose death he desired to compass. A similar but 
shorter list, containing the names of seventeen notable 
divines and theologians of Shirdz, was also prepared for him. 
"It  is related," says the author of the Ta'rz'kh-i- Wag& 
" that when ArghGn Khdn first ascended the royal throne he 
greatly disliked bloodshed, so that one day, during the pro- 
gress of a banquet, he looked at the number of sheep slain, 
and,moved byexcessive compassion,said, 'Hardness of heart 
and a cruel disposition alone can prompt man to sacrifice 
so many innocent beasts for the pleasures of the table.' 
Yet this minister (Sa'du'd-Dawla) so constantly applauded 
evil and represented wrong as right, urging that to clear the 
garden of empire from the thorns of disaffection, and to 
purify the wells of endeavour from the impurity of suspects 
was required alike by prudence and discretion.. ., that finally, 
through his evil promptings and misleading counsels, the 
fl-khAnJs heart became as eager to kill the innocent as are 
the infidel glances of the fair ones of Khutan, so that on the 
least suspicion or the slightest fault he would destroy a 
hundred souls. Such is the effect produced by intercourse 
with an evil companion and the society of wicked persons'." 

But just when Sa'du'd-Dawla's influence was at its 
highest and his schemes were approaching maturity, ArghGn 

fell grievously sick at Tabrfz. The minister, 

ArghSlds ,a,,,ness realizing that he would certainly not long sur- 
vive his master, became a prey to the most acute 

and overpowering distress: he was unremitting in his atten- 
dance, and also, with the view of propitiating Heaven, gave 
away vast sums of money in charity, thirty thousand difzLtrs 
being distributed in BaghdAd and ten thousand amongst the 
poor of Shirdz. He also liberated many captives and renewed 
or extended many benefactions. Some of theMongol priests 
declared that the execution of QarAnqay, HGlAj6, J6shkab 
and other Mongol princes had brought this sickness on 
Argh6n ; others that he had been bewitched by one of his 
wives. Sulf5n fdAji, who was alleged to have instigated 

Zbid.., pp. 242-3. 

E. P 3 
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the former deed, was sacrificed in expiation, and also JGsh- 
kab's niece TGqjAq, who was suspected of the ensorcelment 
of the king ; but naught availed to stay the progress of his 
malady, and towards the end of February, I 291, his condition 
was so critical that none were allowed to approach him save 
JGshi and Sa'du'd-Dawla. The latter secretly sent mes- 
sengers to GhAzAn, bidding him be ready to claim the throne 
so soon as Arghlin should have breathed his last, but nothing 
could now avail to save him from his foes, and he was put 
to death a few days before his master expired, on March 9, 
1291 l. 

The death of Sa'du'd-Dawla was the signal for a general 
persecution of the Jews, who were plundered and in many 

cases slain. In  Baghddd alone more than a 
Persecution 
of the Jews 

hundred of their chief men were killed. The 
collapse of the Jewish ascendancy was celebrated 

by Zaynu'd-Din 'Ali b. S2id the preacher in the following 
Arabic qa~ida2, composed in the same metre and rhyme as 
that quoted on p. 32 sufya : 

> r r  O I  J  J J O P J  J J O *  I > , < O M  O P  r r  0 ,  J . 0 ,  

j+ & ,>$I ,&I &b ' U I  a6.4 I. . >I, * d4 . i  I 

0 ,  . or .  . O a r  n  , .OP J , O  . O P  r 

I & 1 3 'e2$ q JWI 1-1 7 
2 P  .: n > n . a  # 3 Z  J& Y( *(i >I, 6s J-&I 91 i.1 4 s . , I. 

1 See Howorth, o j .  cit., p. 345. 
2 Cited from the Ta'l-fik-i- Wn~sCtf, p. 247. 

-. 
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'I&& +&I +JdlUi3 
J  r r  0 ,  O  r 0 r  J  # O P :  
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' W I  j-?ul A ~ I  db eJ u ,U 17 

3. 0  - 0 J.. Z '4; . d;i;. . i ; G,L, . ,# A,QI 18 

O . . .  b l  r. J>. & I- # >b ' a '  0 I %u! 19 

I " His Name we praise who rules the firmament ! 
These apish Jews are done away and shent. 

z I11 luck hath whelmed the Fortune of their State' ; 
Throughout the lands they're shamed and desolate. 

3 God hath dispersed their dominant accord, 
And they are melted by the burnished sword. 

4 How long they ruled in fact, though not in name, 
And, sins committing, now are put to shame. 

1 Sa'du'd-DawZa means the "Fortune," or "Good Luck of the 
State." There is an antithesis between Su'4 which applies to the fortu- 
nate influence of the auspicious planets, and Nabs, the maleficent 
influence of the unlucky planets. 
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5 God made them wail in woe right speedily, 
After that in their days they laughed with glee. 

6 Grim captains made them drink Death's cup of ill, 
Until their skulls the blood-bathed streets did fill, 

7 And from their dwellings seized the wealth they'd gained, 
And their well-guarded women's rooms profaned. 

8 0 wretched dupes of error and despair, 
At length the trap hath caught you in its snare ! 

9 Vile, carrion birds, behold, in open ground 
The nets of ruin compass you around ! 

10 0 foulest race who e'er on earth did thrive, 
And hatefulest of those who still survive, 

I I The Calf you served in place of God ; and lo, 
Vain, vain are all your goings to and fro ! 

12 They doomed to death your ' Cleanser1' and thereby ' .  

A host of sinful souls did purify, 
13 What time they gathered round his head upraised 

Midst dust and stench, and on its features gazed. 
14 God sped the soul of him who was their chief 

To  hell, whose mirk is dark despair and grief. 
. 

15 In molten torments they were prisonCd, 
In trailing chains they to their doom were led. 

16 Take warning, from this doom without reprieve ; 
Recite the verse: "How nzany did they have2!" 

17 TughQchAr, prince fulfilled with strength and zeal, 
Hath caused the pillars of their power to reel. 

18 His flashing falchion on their flesh did feed, 
And none would hold him guilty for the deed. 

19 Our Shaykh's prediction found fulfilment there, 
What time he saw them rob him of his share ; 

zo That holy man, our lord Jamblu'd-Din3, 
Aided by God, endowed with angel's mien, 

21 Devoted, walking ever in the way 
Of Hirn the fishes in their seas obey. 

22 I penned this satire, hoping to attain 
The Eternal Gardens' lake-encompassed plain, 

23 And to refute that poet's words untrue 
Who said, 'Turn Jews, for Heaven hath turned a Jew.'" 

1 This word MzdhadAWib (" Purifier ") probably forms part of some 
such title as d~tdhadhdAiBt~'d-Uawln borne by one of the victims. 

'$ Hoze, many gardens andJou~ztai?zs.. .didthey have Behindthenz!" 
Qur'an, xliv, 24. 

3 Perhaps JamAlu'd-Din Muhammad ibn Sulaymdn an-Naqib al- 
Maqdisi (d. 698/1zg8-9) is meant. 
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Arghiin was succeeded by his brother GaykhitG, whose 
coronation did not take place till July 22,1291, four months 

Accession of and a half after his predecessor's death. During 
Gaykhitfi this interval, in spite of the fact that Tughichir 
(A.D. "9'- and other chiefs of the Mongols had hastened to 
' 2 9 5 )  

appoint governors in the different provinces, 
anarchy was rampant, and Afrisiyhb, of the House of 
Hazirasp, which had ruled over Luristin since the middle 
of the twelfth century, broke out in an abortive revolt and 

. for a while held Isfahin. 
GaykhitG, whom the author of the @abf6u's-Siyar 

describes as " the most generous of the children of MGllgii," 
chose Sadru'd-Din Ahmad Khilidi of Zanjin, 

Dissolute and better known as Sadr-i-Jahdtz, as his prime 
character minister. Both the monarch and his minister 
GaykhdtCl 

were disposed to extravagance and prodigality, 
and the former at any rate to the pleasures of the table and 
other less reputable enjoyments. Thus it soon happened 
that the treasury was empty, and, money being urgently 
Introduction or required, Sadr-i-Jahdn determined to introduce 
paper money the chao, or paper money, which was current in 
(chao) theChineseEmpire. To this end establishments 
for manufacturing the chao were erected in all the principal 
towns, and stringent laws were enacted to restrict the use 
of the precious metals as far as possible. Full descriptions of 
the projected paper money are preserved to us in the Ta'rtkh- 
i- Wa;;dp and other histories of the period. The notes 
consisted of oblong rectangular pieces of paper inscribed 
with some words in Chinese, over which stood the Muham- 
madan profession of faith, "There is no god but God, 
Muhammad is the Apostle of God," in Arabic. Lower down 
was the scribe's or designer's name, and the value of the note 
(which varied from half a d i r h a m  to ten dtndrs) inscribed 
in a circle. A further inscription ran as follows: "The King 
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of the world issued this auspicious chno in the year A.II. 693 
[A.D. 12941. Anyone altering or defacing the same shall 
be put to death, together with his wife and children, and his 
property shall be forfeited to the exchequer." Proclamations 
were also sent to Shiriz and other towns explaining the 
advantages of the new currency, answering imaginary objec- 
tions against it, and declaring that: 

" If in the world this cliao gains currency, 
Immortal shall the Empire's glory be," 

and that poverty and distress would entirely disappear. 
One ingenious provision in the laws affecting the chno was 
that notes worn and torn by circulation were to be returned 
to the chno-khdna, or Mint, and new notes, less by ten per 
cent. than the amount thus refunded, were to be given to 
the person so returning them. 

The issue of the chao in Tabriz was fixed for the month 
of Dhu'l-Qa'da, 693 (Sept.-Oct., 1294). In three days the 

bazaars of Tabriz were closed and business 
Unpopularity 
of the was practically at a standstill, for no one would 

accept the chao, and gold and silver had been 
withdrawn from circulation. The popular rage was largely 
directed against 'Izzu'd-Din Muzaffar, who had been in- 
strumental in introducing the hated paper money, and such 
verses as the following were composed about him: 

'I Pride of the Faith', Protection of the Land, 
Would that thy being from the world were banned I 

,This is the meaning of 'lzzu'd-Din. 
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Hence Muslim, Guebre and Jew first magnify 
God, and declare His Power and Unity ; 
Then, humbly praying, bow them in the dust, 
And thus invoke the Judge All-wise and Just :- 
' Lord, send him not victorious', we pray : 
Cause all his schemes and plans to go astray! ' " 

Similar disturbances broke out at ShirAz and in other 
cities, and, yielding to the representations of the Mongol 

nobles and others, GaykhAtG finally consented 
The cAao is 
withdrawn to recall the obnoxious chao and abolish the 

paper currency which had intensified instead of 
ameliorating the financial crisis. 

Shortly after this untoward experiment, GaykhAth, in 
one of those drunken orgies which were habitual to him, 

grossly insulted his cousin BaydG, a grandson 
Gaykhdtfi 
insults his of HGlAgG, and caused him to be beaten by one 
cousin Baydti of his retainers. Next morning, when he came 
to his senses, he repented of his action, and endeavoured to 
conciliate BaydG by means of gifts and honours. Raydh, 
for reasons of expediency, concealed his resentment for the 
time, but soon afterwards, encouraged by certain disaffected 
Mongol nobles, he openly revolted against GaykhAth, who, 
betrayed by his general TughichAr, was taken prisoner and 
put to death at MGqAn, on Thursday, 6 JumAda 11, 694 
(April 23, 1295). 

BaydC was crowned soon after this a t  Hamadin, and 
after celebrating his accession in the usual drunken fashion 

of the Mongols: proceeded to appoint Tughb- 
Rayd"April- act., A.D. 12gj) chir commander-in-chief,dismiss thelate premier 

Sadr-i-Jahdn, and replace him by Jamblu'd-Din 
Dastajirdini. He did not, however, long enjoy the high 
position which he had gained, for six months after his 

1 " Victorious " is the meaning of Mu~afa~. 
a flabt6u1s-Siyar (Bombay lithographed ed. of 1857), vol. iii, pt. I, 

p. 81. 
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accession he was overcome by GI~Bziin, the son of his cousin 
Arghlin, and, in the words of Khw6ndamir1, "quaffed a full 
cup of that draught which he had caused GaykhPt6 to taste." 

The accession of GhAz6t1, the great-grandson of H61dg6, 
marks the definite triumph of IslAm over Mongolheathenism, 

and the beginning of the reconstruction of Per- 
Ghdzdn (A.D. 

1295-1304) 
sian independence. H e  was born on December 
4, 127 I ,  and was therefore not twenty-four years 

of age when he assumed the reins of government. A t  the 
youthful age ofseven he accompanied his grandfatherAbAqd 
on his hunting expeditions, and at the age of ten his father 
Argh6n made him governor of I<hurdsdn, under the tutelage 
of the Amir Nawrhz, the son of Argh6n Agh5, who for 
thirty-nine years had governed various Persian provinces 
for Chingiz Khdn and his successors. The Amir Nawrliz had 

Ghddn's embraced IslAm, and it was through him that 
conversion GhAzAn was converted to that faith, for at the 
to Isldm beginning of his struggle with his rival Baydli 
he had been persuaded by Nawrliz to promise that, if God 
should grant him the victory, he would accept the religion 
of the Arabian Prophet. This promise he faithfully fulfilled ; 
on Sha'bAn 4, 694 (June 19, 12951, he and ten thousand 
Mongols made their profession of faith in the presence of 
Shaykh Sadru'd-Din Ibrbhim2, the son of the eminent 
doctor Sa'du'd-Din al-Hamawi. Nor did GhAzdn lack zeal 
for his new convictions, for four months after his conversion 
he permitted Nawr6z to destroy the churches, synagogues 
and idol-temples a t  Tabriz. H e  also caused a new coinage 
bearing Muhammadan inscriptions to be struck, and by an 
edict issued in May, 1299, prohibited usury, as contrary to 
the Muhammadan religion. In November, 1297, the Mon- 

1 fibtbu's-Siyar (Bombay lithographed ed. of 1857), vol. iii, pt. I, 
p. 81. 

SO the Hadtbu's-Sear and DazwZ~ztshdh ; but, according to the 
Mujmal of Fa~ihi, Shaykh Ibrlhim al-Juwayni. 
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go1 alntvs adopted the turban in place of their national 
head-dress. 

There was still, however, a considerable section of Mon- 
gols, princes, nobles and others, which regarded GhAzAn's 

Disaffection of 
conversion with active dislike. This led to 

the old-fashioned sundry rebellions and intrigues, which, however, 
Mongol noblcs were sternly 'repressed ; and in the course of - - 
one month, according to the Nabibu's-Szjar (loc. cit., p. 85)' 
no fewer than five Princes and thirty-seven a m t ~ s  of the 
Mongols were put to death by GhAzAn and NawrGz. Naw- 
rliz himself, however, in spite of all that GhAzAn owed him, 
was suspected by his master of secretly intriguing with the 
Sultan of Egypt, and, though he fled to Herdt and sought 
refuge with Malik Fakhru'd-Din Kurt, he was taken and 
put to death. Shortly afterwards Jamdlu'd-Din Dastajir- 
dini,  the Jadr-z-JnkLtnl and his brother Qutb-i-jaldrz, were 
also put to death, and the great historian and physician 
Rashidu'd-Din Fadlu'llAh was made prime minister. GhAzAn 
was a stern ruler; "his reign," as Sir Henry Howorth ob- 
serves2, "was marked by a terrible roll of executions, and, 
as d'Ohsson says, there is hardly a page of Rashidu'd-Din 
a t  this time without a notice of the execution of some public 
functionary." 

During a considerable portion of his reign, GhAzAn 
was a t  war with Egypt. His first campaign, which was 

in the winter of 1299-1 300, culminated in the 
Wars with 
Egypt 

Mongol victory a t  Majma'u'l-MurGj near Hims 
(Emessa), where the Egyptians, outnumbered 

by three or four to one, were completely routed. The  
Mongols occupied Damascus and other portions of Syria 
for a hundred days, during which GhAzdn's name was in- 
serted in the kkutba. In spite of GhAzAn's reassuring 
proclamation of December 30, 1299, Syria suffered heavily 
from the cruelties and depredations of the Mongolsa. In  

1 On April 30, A.D. 1298. See Howorth's Hist. of the Mongols, 
pt. 3, PP. 426-7. 

2 Howorth, l o c  cit., p. 421. Ibid., pp. 444-5. 
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the following winter (1300-1301 ) GhAzAn again prepared 
to invade Syria, but was forced to retreat owing to floods 
and bad weather. In the following May he despatched a 
letter to the Sultan of Egypt, the answer to which, written 
in October, was delivered to him by his envoys in De- 
cember, 1301~. Rather more than a year Iater, at  the 
end of January, 1303, Ghizbn again marched against the 
Egyptians. Having crossed the Euphrates at  the date 
above mentioned, he visited Karbal6, a spot sanctified to 
him by his strong Shi'ite proclivities, and bestowed on the 
shrine and its inmates many princely favours. At  (Ana, 

The historian 
whither he next proceeded, Wa~s i f ,  the court- 

Waqrbfispre- historian, presented him with the first three 
toGhL- volumes (out of five) of the history on which ran in A.D. 1303 

he was engaged, and which has been so often 
quoted or mentioned in these pages. GhAzbn accompanied 
his army for some distance further towards the West, and 
then recrossed the Euphrates to await the result of the 
campaign a t  Kashf, two days' journey westwards from 
Ardabi12. This campaign proved as disastrous to the 
Mongols as the previous one had been fortunate, for they 

Defeat of the 
were utterly defeated by the Egyptians in 

hlongols at March, 1303, at Marju's-Suffar near Damascus. 

course, at  

- - .  
The Egyptian victory was celebrated by gene- 
ral rejoicings in Syria and Egypt, especially, of 

Cairo, where every house was decorated and every 
point of vantage crowded to see the entry of the Sultan with 
his victorious troops, preceded by 1600 Mongol prisoners, 
each bearing, slung round his neck, the head of one of his 
dead comrades, while a thousand more Mongol heads were 
borne aloft on lances, accompanied by the great Mongol 
war-drums with their parchment rent3. Ghbz6n7s vexation 
was commensurate with the Egyptian Sultan's exultation, 
and was increased by a scornful and railing letter addressed 
to him by the victor4. Condign punishment was inflicted 

1 For the contents of these letters, see Howorth, Zoc. ax., pp. 458-461. 
a Ibid, p. 467. /bid., p. 474. Jbid, pp. 476-8. 

I 
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by him on the Mongol generals and captains who were sup- 
posed to have been responsible for this disaster. Ghizin's 
health seems to have been undermined by the distress re- 
sulting from this reverse to his arms, which was perhaps 
still further increased by the abortive conspiracy to depose 

him and place his cousin Alafrank the son of 
DeathofGhdz'n Gaykhith on the throne, and he died at the 
in A.D. 1304 

early age of thirty-two on May 17, 1304. 
The mourning for his death throughout Persia was uni- 

versal, and appears to have been sincere, for he .had restored 
- - 

Islim to the position it occupied before the in- 
Ghizin's 
,,,,,,, vasion of Chingiz Khin, repressed paganism, 

and reduced chaos to order. In spite of his 
severity, he was merciful compared to his predecessors, and 
had the reputation of disliking to shed blood save when 
he deemed it expedient or necessary. He was, moreover, 
a generous patron of science and literature and a liberal 
benefactor of the pious and the poor. Though ill-favoured 
and of mean and insignificant appearance, he was brave, 
assiduous in all things, and gifted with unusually wide in- 
terests and keen intelligence. H e  was devoted alike to 

arts and crafts and to the natural sciences, 
His interest in 
science 

especially to architecture on the one hand, and 
to astronomy, chemistry, mineralogy, metal- 

lurgy and botany on the other. H e  was extraordinarily 
well versed in the history and genealogy of the Mongols, 
and, besides Mongolian, his native tongue, was more or 

less conversant with Persian, Arabic, Chinese, 
His linguistic 
attainments Tibetan, Kashmfrf, and, it is said, Latin. Some- 

thing also he knew more than his predecessors 
of the lands and peoples of the West, a knowledge chiefly 
derived from the numerous envoys of different nations 
who sought his capital in AdharbayjAn, and reflected, as 
Howorth remarks (p. 487), in the work of the great his- 
torian Rashidu'd-Din, who acted as his prime minister 
during the latter portion of his reign, and who was aware, 
for instance, that the Scotch paid tribute to the English and 



',, 
i 
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that there were no snakes in Ireland1. Amongst the envoys 
who visited GhAzin's court were represented the Chinese, 
the Indians, the Egyptians, the Spaniards (by Solivero of 
Barcelona), the English (by Geoffrey de Langley), and many 
other nations. 

GhAzAn was also well grounded in Islrim, the faith of 
his adoption, and showed a marked predilection for the 
Ghdzdn,s parti- Shi'ite form of that religiona. How he enriched 
ality for the Karbalri we have already seen, and the shrine 
Shl'ite doctril~c 

of the eighth Imdm 'Ali ar-RidA at  Mash-had 
also benefited by his charity. How far he was influenced 
in his conversion by sincere conviction and how much by 
political expediency is a matter open to discussion, but his 
conversion was in any case a blessing for Persia. A harsh 
government is always an evil thing for those subject to its 
sway; more evil if it be administered by a foreign, domi- 
nant caste; most evil if the administrators be also of an 
alien religion hostile to, or unsympathetic towards, the faith 
of their subjects. The Mongol dominion had hitherto been 
of this last and cruellest type; by GhAzdn's conversion it 
was ameliorated at once to the second, which again pre- 
pared the way for a return to the first. "When Gh9zrin 
became a Muhammadan," says Howorth (p. 486), "he defi- 
nitely broke off his allegiance to the Supreme Khin in 
the furthest East. Hitherto the fl-khrins had been mere 
feudatories of the KhriqAn of Mongolia and China. They 
were now to become independent, and it is natural that 
the formulae on the coins should accordingly be changed." 
Henceforth Shamans and Buddhist monks could no longer 
domineer over the Muslim 'zlla~za'; their monasteries and 
temples gave place to colleges and mosques. Muslim 

1 See f. 31za of the India Office MS. of the Jdyni'u't-Tuwd~ikh 
(Persian, 3524=2828 of Eth6's Catalogue). 

2 Sayyid Nhru'llbh of Shirshtar includes him in the list of Shi'ite 
rulers given in the sixth MujZis of his Mc~~t~i.firuJ~-Mti'?ni?z~?zE The 
pages of the lithographed Tihr6n edition of this work published in 
1268/1851-z are unfortunately not numbered, so that no more exact 
reference can be given. 
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learning, enriched in some directions though impoverished 
in others, was once more honoured and encouraged. Nor 
were material improvements, tending greatly to benefit 
the hitherto oppressed subjects of the fl-khAns, wanting. 
GhAzAn was at  all times stern and often cruel, but he had 
far higher ideals of his duties towards his subjects than 
any of his predecessors, and he adopted practical means to 
give effect to these ideals. "Be sure," he says1, "that God 
has elevated me to be a ruler, and has confided his people 
to me in order that I may rule them with equity. He has 
imposed on me the duty of doing justice, of punishing the 
guilty according to their crimes. H e  would have me most 
severe with those who hold the highest rank. A ruler 
ought especially to punish the faults of those most highly 
placed, in order to strike the multitude by example." An 
account of the reforms which he effected in the collection 
of taxes, the prevention of extortion, the repression of the 
idle and baneful extravagances of the dominant Mongols, 
the restoration of confidence and security where the lack of 
these had previously reduced prosperous towns to ruined 
and deserted hamlets, and withal the restoration of the 
finances of the country to a sound and healthy condition 
would be out of place here, especially as the matter is fully 
discussed by Howorth in his great history (Zoc. ci?., pp. 487- 
530). The institution of the new Era, called 11-khAni or 
Ghdzini, which began on Rajab 13, 701 (March 14, 1302), 
was also dictated, at  any rate in part, by a desire to put 
an end to sundry irregularities which had crept into the 
finance. T o  GhizAn's credit must also be set his efforts to 
suppress or at  least minimize prostitution, and the example 
he himself gave of a morality far higher than that generally 
prevalent amongst his countrymen at that time. 

Previous Mongol sovereigns had, in accordance with the 

Ghlzbn's mauso- custom of their nation, always taken measures 
Ieum and charit- to have the place of their burial concealed. 
able endo\vments GhAzAn, on the other hand, specified the place 

1 Howorth, Zoc. cit., p. 491. 
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where he should be buried, and spent large sums in erecting 
and endowing round about his mausoleum a monastery 
for dervishes, colleges for the ShAfiii and Hanafi sects, a 
hospital, a library, an observatory, a philosophical academy, 
a residence for sayyids, a fountain, and other public build- 
ings. Annual endowments amounting to over a hundred 
tzirnd7zsJ or a million pieces of money, were provided for 
the maintenance of these establishments, and every possible 
precaution was taken to secure these revenues to their ori- 
ginal use. Round about the mausoleum and its dependent 
buildings grew up the suburb of GhAzAniyya, which soon 
rivalled Tabriz itself in size and surpassed it in beauty. 

Ghfizfin was succeeded by his brother ~ljAytli  the son 
of ArghGn, who was ct;owned on July 21, 1305, under the 
Reign of 61- name of UljAytli Muhammad KhudBbanda, 
j i y t d  (A.D. being at the time twenty-four years of age. 
1~05-13x6) As a child he had, at the desire of his mother 
UrGk KhAtGn, been baptised into the Christian church 
under the name of Nicolas, but later he was converted 
to IslAm by his wife, to whom he was married at a very 

early age. In his youth he had received the 
His earlier name ,,,,,,, curious name of Ichar-banda ("ass-servant," i.e. 

ass-herd or muleteer), which was afterwards 
changed to Khudb-banda ("servant of God "). On the 
former name Rashidu'd-Din has the following verses in 
the preface to vol. i of his great history: 
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OA-A;-.)~& Lph d? '@ dl& 0 

The point of these verses, which are hardly worth trans- 
lating in their entirety, is that the sum of the numerical 
values of the nine letters constituting the words Shdh Khar- 
banda ( o ~ +  ob) is equivalent to that of the fifteen letters 

in the words ~k~a-i-~h&-i-Afaytnafzda (6~+>iT '+L), 
for the first gives 300+ I i- 5 +600+200+2+50+4+5=1167, 
and the second 6 0 + 1 + 1 0 + 5 + 6 0 0 + 1 + g 0 + 1 + 8 0 + 2 0 0  

+ 10 + 50  + 50 + 4 + 5 = I 167. Since in the Muhammadan, 
as in the Jewish view, words giving the same numerical 
equivalent are in some sense identical, the King's name, 
Khar-banda, is shown to be equivalent to Sdya-i-Khd;-i- 
Afaytnatzda, the "Special Shadow (i.e. Protection) of the 
Creator." According to DawlatshAhl (an author on whose 
uncritical statements no reliance whatever can be placed), 
"when, on the death of ArghGn Khdn, GhAzAn Khfin be- 
came king, 61jAyt6 Khdn fled from him, and for some years 
wandered with the ass-herds in the district of Kirmfin and 
Hurmuz, on which account he was called Khar-balzda, 'the 
Ass-herd.' But others say that this is not so, but that the 

I , parents of a very beautiful child give him an ugly name, 
so that the evil eye may not affect him, and that on this 
account he was called Khar-banda2." 

t P. 217 of my edition. 1 
2 For another explanation see the Travels of Ibn BatCta (ed. r 

i Def rhe ry  and Sanguinetti), vol. ii, p. 115. 
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Even before uljAyt6 was crowned, it was deemed expe- 
dient to get rid of his cousin Alafrank as a possible claimant 

to the throne, and he, as well as the general 
Alafraqk is put 
to death HarqadAq, was accord,ingly assassinated by 

three Mongol officers. UljAytG's first act was to 
confirm the laws of his predecessor Ghbzbn, and to ordain 
the strict observance of the Shnri'nt, or Canon Law of 
IslAm ; and he appointed Rashidu'd-Din the historian and 
physician, and Sa'du'd-Din of SAwa as joint Chancellors of 
the Exchequer, with absolute authority over his Persian as 
opposed to his Mongolian subjects. ,He visited the cele- 
brated observatory of Marbgha, and installed A~ilu'd-Din, 
the son of the eminent Naziru'd-Din of TGs (who, as already 
mentioned, had died in 1272-3), as Astronomer-royal1. 
Abfi Sa'id, the son and successor of uljbyt6, was born in the 
year of the latter's accession, and in the same year was de- 
posed ShAh JahAn, the last sovereign of the Qarb-Khitb'i 
dynasty of KirmAn. In the same year was founded the 

royal city of SultAniyya2, near Zanjin, which 
Sultdniyya 
founded soon assumed the most majestic proportions. 

Now it is an almost uninhabited ruin, conspicu- 
ous only for its magnificent though dilapidated mosque; 
but the name of the royal founder is still remembered in 
the following doggerel, which I heard from an old man 
who accompanied me round the mosque when I visited it 
in November, 1887: 

' b &  J+ c jb  &I ' 6 6  & ' 6 ~ ; ?  16 be 

" 0 Sh5h IChud5-banda, worker of injustice, two fowls for one village !" 

The last line is Turkish, but I have never been able to 
ascertain to what it alludes. 

1 The death of Asilu'd-Din is recorded in the Mzq>?talof Fa~ihi under 
theyearA.H. 714(~.D. I 314-1 5). Abu'l-Faraj Bar-Hebraeusgivesthedate 
of Na~iru'd-Din's death as 675/1276-7(Beyrout ed. of 18g0,pp. 500-501). 

Ta'7ibh-i-Wa~;(tf, pp. 477-8. The author gives a long poem by 
himself on this event, at the end of which he mentions "the day of 
AnirLn in the month of Farwardin in the year A.H. 710" as the date 
when his poem was completed (March-April, A.D. 1311). 
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Two months after ChjAytGJs succession he received em- 
bassies from three of the Mongol rulers (of whom Tfm6r 

Ambassadors 
QA'An, Emperor of China, was the most im- 

received and portant) to announce the truce which had just 
desp?tched 
by u ~ j ~ ~ t f i  been concluded between them. Three months 

later arriyed an embassy from TGqtAy, and 
shortly afterwards UljAytG despatched ambassadors to 
Egypt, to assure SulfAn NA$r of his friendly disposition. 
H e  was also in correspondence with Philip le Bel, Edward 
the Second, and Pope Clement V. The bearer of the fl- 
khAn's letters to and from these potentates was Thomas 
Ildouchil, who, as d'Ohsson observes (vol. iv, pp. 590-8), 
evidently concealed from the European courts to which he 
was accredited the fact that his master 61jAytG had em- 
braced IslAm; for the letters on both sides are extant, and 
both Edward I1 (in a letter dated Nov. 30, 1307) and 
Pope Clement VJin a letter dated March I, 1308) assume 
explicitly that UljiytG would help them in extirpating 
what they describe as "the abominable sect of Mahomet." 
61jbyt6, meanwhile, was preoccupied with devising some 
test whereby he might prove the sincerity of the numerous 
Jews who at  this time desired to profess IslAm. This was 
finally effected by the learning of Rashidu'd-Din, who, as 
his history shows, was thoroughly conversant with Jewish 
tradition and doctrine, and was even accused by his ene- 
mies of being a Jew, or of regarding Judaism with undue 
favour. The intending proselyte was bidden to partake of 
camel's flesh seethed in milk, and the sincerity of his con- 
version was judged by his readiness to eat this doubly- 
unlawful food. I t  was about this time also (April 14, 
1306) that the aforesaid RashiduJd-Din presented the 
finished portion of his great historical work, the ]ctmi'u't- 
Tawkrikk to uljAytd. 

The chief wars of fJljdyt6's reign were the conquest of 
GilAn in the early summer of 1307 and the 

Wars capture of Herit in the latter part of the same 
1 Cf. p. I I SUJ~M,  and n. 2 ad calc. 
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year. In both campaigns a gallant resistance was made, and 
success was not achieved by the Mongols without serious 
losses. In the defence of HerAt especially the most con- 
spicuous courage and resource were shown by the GhGri 
captain, Muhammad Sdm, to whose charge the city had 

Executions 
been entrusted by Fakhru'd-Din Kurt. H e  
was, however, ultimately taken by treachery 

and put to death. Amongst other notable persons who 
suffered death in 6ljdytG's reign were M6sA the Kurd, who 
claimed to be the Mahdi or appointed Saviour of Isldm; 
Sa'du'd-Din, the associate and later the rival of Rashidu'd- 
Din, who was executed on a charge of peculation from the 
treasury; and Tziju'd-Din Awaji, xn extreme Shi'ite, who 

Tl'a tli to his doctrines. But what the had tried to convert C J ' y  
unfortunate Tdju'd-Din failed to accomplish nevertheless 

was brought about by other means. I?ljAyt6 be- 
61jiyt$s reli- 
gious views longed to the Hanafi sect, the doctors of which, 

relying on the royal favour, waxed arrogant, 
until the King was induced by his minister Rashidu'd- 
Din to incline to the ShAfi'i doctrine. Thereupon violent 
disputes took place in I?ljAytGJs presence between the repre- 
sentatives of these two Sunni schools, who, in the heat of 
controversy, bro3ght against each other such abominable 
accusations that Uljbytli was greatly annoyed with both, and 
even the Mongol nobles, who were by no means squeamish, 
professed disgust, and began to ask whether it was for this 
that they had abandoned the faith of their ancestors, to 
which they now called on 61jbytli to return. The fl-khAn 
was further alarmed by a violent thunder-storm by which . 
he was overtaken about this time, and which, according to 
the Mongols and their bakshis or priests (who, expelled by 
GhAzbn, would appear to have returned to Persia under his 
successor, unless, as d'Ohsson implies, they were brought 
back ad koc) was a signal of the Divine displeasure'. For 
some time he was distracted with doubt, until at length he 
was persuaded by the Amfr Taramtdz to follow GhAzAn's 

DIOhsson, vol. iv, pp. 536-541. 

f '  CH. I] 

I example and adopt the Shi'ite creed. This he ultimately 
didl, aiter he had visited 'Ali's tomb and there seen a vision 
which convinced him that the homage of the faithful was due, 

I after the Prophet, to 'Ali ibn Abi Tdlib and his descendants. 
i 61jAyt6 conducted one campaign against Syria, of which 
I 

I the chief event was the siege of Rahbat, which, however, the 
Mongols were obliged to raise when the town 

i Campaign a- 
gainst Syria was reduced to the last extremity on account 

of the heat and the scarcity of provisions. As 
the result of dissensions between the brothers of the house 
of Qatrida who ruled Mecca alternately according to the 
fortune of war, 6ljdytli's name was for a while substituted 
in public prayer in the Holy City for that of the Egyptian 
Sultan NAsir. 

61jbytli died at  SulfAniyya from the sequelae of an attack 
of gout on December 16, 1316, at  the comparatively early 

qeath of 
age of thirty-five. H e  is described as "virtuous, 

u,jiytc, in liberal, not readily influenced by calumny ; but, 
A D. 1316 like all Mongol princes, addicted to spirituous 
drinks, and chiefly occupied with his pleasures." His funeral 
obsequies were celebrated with great pomp, and he was 
mourned by his subjects for eight days. He had twelve 
wives, who bore him six sons and three daughters, but five 
of the former and one of the latter died in childhood. 
His surviving son, Ab6 Sa'id, succeeded him; his two 
surviving daughters were married to the Amir ChlibAn, and 
one of them, SAti Beg, subsequently held for a short time 
the position of queen in the year 1339.  

A B ~ J  SA'ID (A.D. 1317-1334). 
L 

Abli Sa'id, who was in Mizandarin a t  the time of his 
father's death, was crowned in April, 13 17, being then under 

Reign of AbG thirteen years of age. The Amfr Ch6bAn was 
Sa'id (AD. 1317 made Amf~u'Z- Unzard, while 'Mi-sh5h was asso- 
-1334) ciated with Rashidu'd-Din Fadlu'llAh in the 

The inscription on one of his coins affords proof of this. See 
.d'Ohsson, vol. iv, p. 541 ad c a k  

4-2 
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wazirate. Between these two ministers there existed a 
great rivalry, and it soon became evident that one or other 
must succumb. The victim was Rashfdu'd-Din, whose 
greater scrupulousi~ess and honour placed him at a disad- 
vantage. By the intrigues of his rival he was deposed in 
October, 1317, and the death of the powerful Amir Savinj 
in January, 1318, deprived him of his chief protector. The 
Amir ChiibAn was anxious to reinstate him in office, but 
though he pleaded his advanced age and desired only to 
be allowed to live out the remainder of his life in peace and 
retirement, his rival 'Ali-shAh took alarm, renewed his in- 
trigues, and succeeded in persuading AbG Sa'id that Rashidu 
'd-Din and his youthful and comely sofl KhwAja Ibrdhim 
were guilty of poisoning the late ruler UljAytG. Both were 

condemned to death and executed on July 18, 
Execution of 

1318, Rashidu'd-Din being then over seventy 
and his son in years of age. His body was outraged, his houses 
A.D. 1318 

and possessions plundered, and his relatives and 
connections subjected to all sorts of persecution. More 
will presently be said of his character, learning, charity and 
literary achievements. 

About a month after this sad event (August, 13 I 8) began 
the rebellion of Yasswur, whose ambition led him to covet 

Rebellions 
the province of KhurAsAn. He succeeded in 
compassing the death of YasP'G1, and, having 

made himself master of KhurAsAn, invaded and ravaged 
MAzandarAn, but retired before AbG Sa'id's general, Amir 
Husayn into the Garm-sir, or hot region bordering on the 
Persian Gulf. About the same time a formidable conspiracy 
of Mongol captains, such as Iranchinl, TGqmAq and Isen- 
bGqA was formed against ChGbAn, but the latt,er, supported 
by Ab6 Sa'id, utterly defeated them near UjAn in June, 
I 3 19, and those of the rebel leaders who did not perish in 
the battle were put to death with every circumstance of 

1 Or Irinjin, the nephew of Doquz I<hBt6n. See Chabot's Hist. de 
Mavlabalaka 111, p. 141 ad6-ak. 
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ignominy and cruelty at SultAniyya. Amongst the victims 
was Kinjik (or Kikhshik, or Kichik), the grand-daughter of 
AbAqA and wife of Iranchin, who had fought with con- 
spicuous bravery in the battle to avenge the death of her 
son Shaykh 'Ali, and was now, according to Nuwayri's 
account1, trampled to death by horses at the command of 
AbG Sa'id. Two months later Chiibdn was rewarded by 
being given in marriage Sdti Beg, the king's sister, while 
the king, to commemorate his valour in this battle, took the 
title of Bahddur Khdn. 

The years I 3 I 8-1 3 19 were remarkable for grievous 
famines in Asia Minor and elsewhere, followed in I320 by 

terrific hail-storms. AbG Sa'id, much alarmed, 
Famine and 
hail.storms consultedthe theologians as to the cause of these. 

calamities. They ascribed them to the laxity 
which prevailed about wine-drinking and prostitution, 
taverns and brothels being in many cases situated close to 
mosques and colleges. AbG Sa'id thereupon closed all dis- 

orderly houses, and caused an enormous quan- 
Suppression 
oc taverns 

tity of wine to be destroyed, but he allowed 
one wine-shop to remain for the use of travellers 

in each district. These measures produced a very good 
impression in Egypt, and facilitated the conclusion of a 
treaty between AbG Sa'id and SulfAn NA$r, the Egyptian 
ruler, who had recently carried his hostility against the 

Mongols so far as to send thirty assassins of the 
Assassins em- 
ployed against Isma'ili sect from Syria to attempt the life of 
Mongols QarA Sunqur. 'Although this attempt mis- 
carried, it greatly alarmed the Mongols, and both sides were 
thus to come to terms and to set aside their 
ancient feuds. A treaty was ultimately concluded in I323 
between the two states, after a Mongol princess1 (a grand- 

1 D'Ohsson, vol. iv, pp. 636 and 641 ad calc. According to another 
account she perished in the battle, while Wa&f (p. 645) says she was 
stoned to death, and her body cast naked into the street. 

a Ibid., pp. 655-6. The princess's journey from SarAy to Alex- 
andria, where she arrived in April, 1320, occupied nearly six months. 
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daughter of BBth) had been given in marriage to SulfAn 
N+ir in 1320. 

In 1322 Timhr-TAsh the son of Chhbdn revolted in Asia 
Minor and declared himself to be the expected Mahdf or 

Messiah, but he was overconle by his father, par- 
Timh-Thh doned, and ultimately reinstated in his govern- . 
ment by AbG Sa'id. About the same time Armenia was de- 
Armenia vastated by the Egyptians,and Pope John XXII 
devastated endeavoured to stir up the European powers 011 

their behalf; to which end he wrote a letter (dated July 12, 
1322)' to Abh Sa'id asking him to aid them, and exhorting 
him a t  the same time to embrace the Christian faith. H e  
also appointed2 a Domiilicarl named Fran~ois  de Peruse 
archbishop of SulfAniyya. 

Early in 1324 died the prime minister 'Ali-shAh, who 
was chiefly remarkable as the first Mongol w a z i ~  to die a 

Sacid natural death. H e  was succeeded by Ruknu'd- 
becomes 
impatient 

Din SA'in, who enjoyed the support of the 
Chdbdn's great Amir Chhbin. The  power of this Amir, 

power 
however, began to arouse the jealousy of Abii 

Sa'id, now about twenty-one years of age, and an open 
rupture was precipitated by AbG Sa'id's passion for BaghdAd 
KhPtGn, the daughter of ChhbAn and wife of Sbaykh Hasan 
JalA'ir, and by the intrigues of the ungrateful Rultnu'd-Din 
against his benefactor. A threatened invasion of Khurdsan 
by the Mongols of Transoxiana obliged ChGbdn and his son 
Husayn to be present in the eastern portion of the empire, 
while another son named Dimashq KhwAja, against whom 
AbG Sa'id was already incensed, remained at  the court, 
which returned from its winter quarters a t  Baghdad to 
Sulfdniyya in the spring of 1327. Abii Sa'id, growing daily 
more impatient of Dimashq KhwAja's arrogance and im- 
morality, only awaited a reasonable excuse to destroy him. 

1 A translation of this letter is given by dlOhsson, vol. iv, pp. 662-3. 
QD'Ohsson, vol. iv, p. 664. This appointment was made on May r ,  

1318. The first archbishop resigned in 1323, and was succeeded by 
Guillaume d'Ada. 

1: 1 

, :- 
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Nor had he to wait long, for about this time it was discovered 
tbat Dimashq was engaged in an intrigue with one of 
Uljdyth's former concubines. Finding himself detected, he 

endeavoured to escape, but was overtaken and 
Dimashq 
Khwijaput put to death, and his head was exhibited over 

death in one of the gates of SulfBniyya. This took place 
August, 1327 

on August 25, 1327'. H e  left four daughters, 
of whom the most notable was DilshPd Khdtlin. She was 
married first to AbG Sa'id, to  whom she bore a posthumous 
daughter who died in infancy, and afterwards to Shaykh 
Hasan f 1-khdnf, to whom she bore SultAnUways and another 
son. This SulfAn Uways reigned at  Baghddd from 1356- 
1374, and was, as we shall see, a notable patron of poets 
and men of letters and learning. 

AbG Sa'id, having taken this decisive step, resolved to 
exterminate ChGbdn and his whole family. ChGbPn, warned 

of the king's intention, first put to death the 
Death of 
ChClMn 

w a z i ~ ,  Ruknu'd-Din SA'in, and then collected 
his troops, to the number of seventy thousand, 

and marched westwards, first to  Mashhad and then to 
SimnAn, whence he sent the venerable Shaykh 'Ald'd-Din 
to intercede for him with Abli Sa'id. The  f l - k h ~ n  was not 
to be moved, and ChGbdn continued his advance westwards 
until he arrived within a day's march of Abh Sa'id. All 
seemed to be in ChhbAn's favour, until some of his most 
important anziys deserted to  the king, taking with them 
some thirty thousand men. Thereupon ChiibAa retreated, 
first to SAwa, where he left his wives KardGchin and Sdti 
Beg, and then to Tabas. His followers continued to desert 
him until he was finally left with only seventeen persons. 
H e  then decided to take refuge at  Herdt with GhiyAthu'd- 
Din Kurt, who, however, betrayed him, and caused him and 
his chief officers to be strangled. H i s  body was, by the 
fl-khan's order, conveyed to  al-Madina with great pomp, 
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and there buried in the tomb which he had prepared for 
himself l. 

Abh Sa'fd was now free to marry BaghdAd KhAt611, but, 
though she soon acquired a great influence over him, he did 

Fate of ChGbdn's 
not cease persecuting her family. Another of 

SO" ~ i m i i r - ~ h h ,  ChGbzin's sons,Timlir-Tish, who was governor of 
A U ~ .  1 ~ ~ 8  Asia Minor, took refuge a t  the Egyptian court, 
where he arrived on January 21, 1328. H e  was a t  first well 
received, sumptuously entertained, and given an allowance 
of I 500 dizrirs a day; but the urgent demands of Abh Sa'id 
for his extradition, combined with the intrigues of the 
Egyptian Sultan's courtiers, soon decided the latter to get 
rid of him. For a while he hesitated between the extradi- 
tion and the execution of his once powcrful guest, but finally 
hc decided to kill him, fearing lest, if he were sent to AbG 
Sa'id, the intercession of his sister Baghdzid Khzitlin and his 
old friend GhiyAthu'd-Din, the son of the great Rashidu'd- 
Din, now himself prime minister, might induce the fl-khdn 
to forgive him, and that, should this happen, he would 
certainly seek to revenge himself on the Egyptians. TimGr- 
TAsh was therefore put to death in prison on the night of 
Thursday, August 22, 1328, and his head, embalmed and 
placed in a casket, was sent to Abii Sa'id. 

Of the wazir GhiyAthu'd-Din b. Rashidu'd-Din the con- 
temporary historian Hamdu'lldh Mustawfi of Qazwin speaks 

Ifinistry of Ghi- 
in enthusiastic terms in his Ta'rikh-i-Guzida, 

ybthu'd-Dinb. or " Select History," whichis dedicated to him. 
Rashidu'd-Din "That minister of good repute," he says, "like 
his illustrious father, made the most admirable efforts to 
secure the order of the world ; and inasmuch as to pardon 
when one has power to injure is the extreme of human 
perfection, and all the greatest of former ages have followed 
this path, and thus,obtained, by their virtuous conduct, the 
highest honour and an enduring name, so this minister of 
angelic temperament, inspired by the certainty of his con- 
victions, did even more than this, for, instead of punishing 

See Ibn Bathfa, vol. ii, pp. 119-rz1. 
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those who had wrought towards his noble family ill deeds 
whereof the recapitulation would disgust the hearts of my 
hearers, he drew the pen of forgiveness through the record 
of their crimes, recompensed their evil actions with good, 
and made each one of them an exemplar of the prosperity 
of this Empire, raising them to the highest ranks, and en- 
trusting to them the most important functions, so that each 
now beholds with his own eyes that which he did most 
ardently desire1." 

This complaisance of GhiyAthu'd-Din nearly caused his 
destruction when the rebellious Amir Nbrin BGqB sought his 
intercession with Ab6 Sa'id at  the very moment when he 
was plotting the minister's assassination. On this occasion, 
however, the king, prompted by his wife UaghdAd KhAtGn, 
who hated NArin B6qd as the destroyer of her father and 
brothers, intervened, and caused the rebel and his con- 
federate TAsh-TimGr to be executed on October 5 ,  1327. 

The last years of AbGSa'id's reign saw numerous changes 
in the Kurt kings of Herbt. GhiyAthu'd-Din died inOctober, 

1329, and was succeeded by his eldest son 

Kurt of Hedt 
Shamsu'd-Din, who was so much addicted to 
drink that it was said that during a reign of ten 

months he was only sober for ten days. H e  was succeeded 
by his younger brother Hdfiz, a gentle scholar, who was 
assassinated in 1332, and replaced by his infant brother 
Mu'izzu'd-Din, whose election was approved by AbG Sa'id. 
H e  enjoyed a long reign of forty years, and was followed 
by his son, Ghiyzithu'd-Din Pir 'Ali, in whose time the 
dynasty, which had endured since 1245, was extinguished 
by Tamerlane. 

In August, 1335, Abh Sa'id, having learned that fizbek, 
the Khdn of the Golden Horde, intended an invasion of his 
Death or dominions, was preparing to take the field 
Abe Sa'id against him when he fell ill, and died a t  Q a r t  
(A.D.'335) bdgh near Arrdn on Nov. 30 of that year. H e  

1 See p. 61 I of the fac-simile edition of the Ta'rikh-i-Gzrzida pub- 
lished in the " E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series, vol. xiv, I. 
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is described by Ibn Taghribardi as " a  brave and brilliant 
prince of majestic appearance, generous and witty!' He 
was a good calligraphist, composer and musician, and is 
praised by this historian not only for his good moral 
character and for his suppression of the drink traffic, but 
also for his destruction of the Christian churches. I t  is 
suggested by MirkhwAnd and positively asserted by Ibn 
Bat6ta1 that Ab6 Sa'id mas poisoned by BaghdAd KhitGn, 
who was jealous of the ascendancy obtained by her younger 
rival DilshbdKhAt6n over the fl-khin2. At anyrate,whether 
guilty or not, BaghdAd KhitGn was put to death3. 

With AbG Sa'id's death the dynasty of the fl-khbns of 
Persia, founded by H61Ag~5 KhAn, practically came to an 
end, and a period of anarchy ensued which lastcd until 
another great wave of conquest from the land of Thrin 
swept over Persia and Asia Minor thirty-five years later, 
led by the ruthless and irresistible conqueror TimGr-i-Lang 
(" Limping TimGr "), or, as he is commonly called in Europe, 
Tamerlane. *By a strange coincidence, noticed in the 
MatZa'u's-Sa'dayn4, the year of TirnGr's birth was the same 
as that of AbG Sa'id's death, and the chronogram Zawdh 
(3,) = " refuge ! ")6 has been devised for it, since this word 
gives the date (A.H. 736) according to the Muhammadan 
computation, and men might well seek refuge with God 
from this double calamity-the death of Ab6 Sa'id and the 
birth of TimGr-which this year brought. 

On the death of AbG Sa'id, who left no sons, Arpa, or 
ArpagP'Gn, a descendant of Arik-bhqri, the 

Accession 
of Arpa brother of HfilAgG, was, at the instance of 

the minister GhiyAthu'd-Din b. Rashidu'd-Din, 

1 Ibn Batlita, vol. ii, p. 123. 
See Howorth's History of the ~ozgols, pt. 3, p. 624. In the 

first line of this page, Nov. 30, 1334, is given as the date of Abli Sa'id's 
death. This error is apparently due to a careless perusal of the last 
paragraph in d'Olisson's Hist. des iMo?tgnZs, vol. iv, p. 716. 

The ~nanner of her death is related by Ibn Baffita, vol. ii, p. 123. 
See Rieu's Persian Catalogue, p.  IS^. 
See Howorth's Hisfory of the Mo/zgoZ~, pt. 3, p. 634. 
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chosen as his successor. T o  strengthen his position, he 
married SAti Beg, the widow of ChGbin and sister of AbG 
Sa'id. He then marched against Uzbek and defeated him. 
But meanwhile Amir 'Ali PAdishAh and other awzfs, dis- 

approving of Arpa's election, set up a rival 
nfadSetupas fl-khAn in the person of MGsA, a descendant of 
a rival claimant 

HGlAgG. A battle took place between the two 
rivals near MarAgha on April 29, I 336. Arpa was defeated, 
and both he and the wazfy GhiyAthu'd-Din were put to 
death shortly afterwards. MGs4 however, was not suffered 
to enjoy the fruits of victory for long : another rival, 
Muhammad ShAh, also descended from H61bg6, was set up 
against him by Shaykh Hasan the Jalgir (called Buzurg, 
"the Great"). Another battle was fought at Ala-TAgh near 
the town of Naw-Shahr,in which, by the treachery of Shaylth 
Hasan Buzurg, MGsA was routed and 'Ali PAdishAh killed. 
Yet another claimant was set up in the person of TGghhy- 
TimGr, who joined forces with MGsA, and fought another 
battle with Shaykh Hasan Buzurg near Marbgha in June, 
1337, in which MGsA was taken prisoner and put to death 
(July, 1337)~ while TGghAy-Tim6r fled to BistAm. Shaykh 
Hasan,the son of Tim6r-TAsh,the son of ChGbAn,now added 
to the confusion by producing a pretender whom he asserted 
to be his father Tim6r-Tbsh, whose execution by the Sultan 
of Egypt has been already mentioned. A battle finally took 
place at NakhjuwAn on July 10, 1338, between the two 
Hasans, in which Hasan "the Greater" was defeated, while 
his pyotdgd Muhammad Shih was taken prisoner and put to 
death. Shaykh Hasan "the Less" (the grandson of ChGbAn) 
now quarrelled with the pretended TimGr-TAsh,and espoused 
the cause of the princess SAtf Beg, the sister of the late 
king Ab6 Sa'id and widow of his grandfather Chhbbn. 
She was proclaimed queen in 739 (1338-9)) and a reconcilia- 
tion was effected between the two Hasans. 

I t  is hardly worth following these intrigues further. 
Those who desire fuller information about them, and about 
the tortuous policy of Shaykh Hasan "the Less," will find 
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it in the pages of d'Ohsson and Howorth. Suffice it to say 
that Tughdy-Tim6r was betrayed by the astute Shaykh 
Hasan "the Less," who then set up another puppet, Sulay- 
mdn IChAn, a descendant of Hlildgh, and gave him SAti Beg 
in marriage, while Hasan "the Greater" set up as a rival a 
descendant of Abdqh named Shih JahAn TimGr. A battle 
took place between the two factions near Mardgha in 1340. 
Hasan "the Greater" was defeated, retired to Baghdad, 
deposed his puppet Shdh Jahdn Timfir, and, proclaiming 
himself king, founded the dynasty-more important in 
literary than in political history-of the Jald'irs, who reigned 
until 141 I over Western Persia and Mesopotamia, with 
Baghddd as their capital. As for Hasan "the Less," the 
grandson of ChGbdn, he was murdered in 1343, while march- 
ing to attack his rival, by his wife 'Izzat Malik, who expiated 
her crime by a most cruel and ignominious death. On this 
event the contemporary poet Salmdn of SAwa (who, being 
a prot6gL of the rival Shaylzh Hasan, was delighted at the 
death of ChGbAn's grandson) has the following verses: 
which hardly bear translation : 

The Mongol ascendancy in Persia was now at an end, 
and, until TimGr's hordes swept over the country (1384- 
13g3), it was divided into at least four kingdoms, those of 
the Jald'irs, the Muzaffaris, the Kurts and the Sar-ba-dirs, 
whose history will be considered in another chapter. 

Habtbu's-Siyav, vol. iii, p. 131 (Bombay lithographed ed. of A.D. 

1857). I cannot find these lines in the Bombay lithographed edition 
of Sal~niin's poems, but they are given in the rWatla'uJs-Sa'duyn. 
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Besides the travels of Ibn BatGfa, repeatedly cited in the 
notes, much light is thrown on this period by the travels in 
Persia of Friar Odoric of Pordenone about A.D. 1318:; the 
particulars given about " Bousaet or " Boussay I' (i.e. AbG 
Sa'id) and his kingdom by the Archbishop of SultAniyya 
in a tract written about A.D. 1330; and the narratives of 
the consuls who represented Venetian interests in Tabriz 
and other Persian towns between the years A.D. I305 and 
13322 

1 A fine edition of this work, edited by M. Henri Cordier, was 
published by Leroux of Paris in 1891. 

2 See Howorth, op. cif., pt. 3, 628-633. 



CHAPTER 11. 

THE HISTORIANS OF THE f~- KHAN^ PERIOD. 

The period of about seventy years which we are now 
considering is chiefly remarkable, from the literary point of 

view, for the large number of eminent Persian 
This period 
pre.eminent~y historians which it produced. At  least eight of 
that Of the these deserve somewhat detailed notices, besides 
great historians 

a rather larger number of notable poets, whose 
nutnber might easily be increased if those of the second 
rank were included. Before considering these Persian 
writers, however, a few words must be said about the 
Arabic literature of this period of which it behoves even 
students whose primary interest is in Persian letters to have 
at  least some general idea. 
. So long as the Caliphate endured and Baghddd remained, 
in theory at least, the metropolis of all orthodox Muslims, 

the Arabic language held throughout those wide 
Arabic literature 
in this period domains a position analogous to that of Latin 

in Europe during the Middle Ages ; that is to 
say it was not only (what it still remains) the language of 
theology, philosophy and science, but also to a large extent 
of diplomacy, polite society and beZZes kttres. The over- 
throw of the Caliphate by the Mongols greatly impaired its 
position and diminished its prestige, but this decline did 
not become very conspicuous so long as those survived 
whose education had been completed before Isldm suffered 
this great disaster, that is to say for some fifty or sixty 
years after the fall of BaghdAd. In the later periods which 
we have to consider a knowledge of contemporary Arabic 
literature, though always important, becomes less essential 
to the student of Persian history and letters, but at  this 
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period it is still vital, especially in the domains of history, 
biography and travel, not to mention theology, philosophy 
and science, where it continues to be indispensable. 

The Arabic literature with which we are here concerned 
falls into three classes. First, the Arabic works of bilingual 

Persians whose Persian writings entitle them to 
Three classes of 

literature mention in the literary history of their country. 
important to the Of this class the Qddi'l-Quddt (Chief Justice) 
student of Per- 
sian Ndziru'd-Din al-Bayddwi may be taken as an 

example. Al-BaydA ("the White"), from which 
he derived his cognomen, is the Arabic name of a place in 
Fdrs so called on account of a white tomb (tur6at-i-saffd)' 

Aral,ic works which renders it conspicuous. Al-Bayddwi is 
of bilingual best known as the author of the famous com- 
writers who 
deserve mention mentary on the Qur'dn entitled Asrd~u't- Tanzi, 

account Of which is written in Arabic2 ; but he also wrote 
their contrihu- 
tions to Persian in Persian a history of Persia entitled Niqa'gnzl't- 
literature TawddRh, whereof mention will be made in the 
course of this chapter. To  speak of him merely as a his- 
torian of the second rank and to ignore his far more impor- 

tant work as a commentator would be to do 
(2) Arabic works 
~~~ichprofoundly him a great injustice. Secondly, Arabic works . 
influencedPer- by non-Persians which have profoundly in- 
sian thought 

fluenced Persian thought, such as the Fu~u'szl'l- 
<%am and other writings of Shaykh Muhiyyu'd-Din ibnu'l- 
'Arabi, and the writings of Shaykh Sadru'd-Din of Qonya 

(Iconium), which were the sources whence such 
(g)Arabic histori- 
cal,geographica~ mystical poets as Fakhru'd-Din 'IrPqf derived 
and their inspiration. Thi~dZy, and most important, 
works 

Arabic historical, geographical and biographical 
works which throw light on the persons, places, circum- 
stances and ideas which we shall meet with in the course 
of our investigations. Amongst these special mention 
must be made of the lives of physicians (Tabaqdtu'LAtibbd) 

1 See Nuzhntu'l-Qulz26 (ed. G. le Strange), vol. xxiii, I of the 
'' E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series, p. 122, 11. 21 et sepq. 

2 See Brockelmann's Gesclz. a'. d r u b .  ,Litt., vol. i, pp. 416-418. 
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by Ibn Abf U?aybi'a1 (d. 668/1270); the great biographical 
work of Ibn Khallikin (d. 681/1282) entitled Wafaydtu'Z- 
Afydn2 ; the A t k a ' ~ u ' ~ - ~ i ~ d d  (" Monuments of the Lands ") 
of Zakariyyi b. Muhammad al-Qazwini3 (d. 68211283) ; the 
general history, especially important for the Mongol period, 
entitled Mukhtla~ar2/d-DzlwaZ of Abu'l-Faraj Bar-Hebraeus 
(d. July 30, 1289)~;  the well-known history of Abu'l-FidA, 
Prince of Hamit  (d. 732/1331), entitled AGMukhtasarfi 
Ta'ri&ki'Z-Bashar5; and the illuminating travels of Ibn 
BafGfab (d. 779/1377), which extended over a period of 
24 years (1325-1349) and included not only Persia but the 
greater part of Asia from Constantinople to India and 
China, and from Arabia to AfghinistAn and Transoxiana. 

The student of Persian history and literature who ignores 
these books is cut off from some of the richest sources of 

trustworthy information, yet they are constantly 
Value of the 
AUliru,l-Bilrid neglected even by experts who write authorita- 

tively on the Persian poets and other kindred 
topics. Take only the " Monuments of the Lands" of 
al-Qazwini above mentioned, consider the following list of 
eminent Persian poets to whom reference is made under the 
towns wherein they were born or where they spent their 
lives, and see how much information about them is given 
which is vainly sought in the Persian tadhkiras or "Memoirs" 
commonly consulted on such matters7:-Anwari (p. z ~ z ) ,  

Brockelmann's Gesck. d. Arab. Litt., vol. i, pp. 325-6. The text 
was printed at Cairo in 2 vols., 1299/1882. 

(bid., vol. i, pp. 326-8. This work is accessible to the English 
reader in the excellent translation of the Baron McGuckin de Slane, 
4 vols., London and Paris, 1843-1871. 

3 Did, vol. i, pp. 481-2 ; published by Wiistenfeld together with 
the better known but less valuable 'Ajd'ibu'LMakhZdpztt, or " Wonders 
of Creation" of the same author at Gottingen in 1818. 

4 Bid., vol. i, pp. 349-350. I have not used Pococke's edition 
(Oxford, 1663), but the text printed at Beyrout in 1890. 

Zbid, vol. ii, pp. 44-46. 
6 (bid., vol. ii, pp. 256-7 ; edited with a French translation by 

Defremery and Sanguinetti in 4 vols. (Paris, 1853-1858,and 1869-1879). 
7 The references are to the pages of Wiistenfeld's edition, which is 
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'Asjadi (p. 278), Awhadu'd-Din Kirmdni (p. 164), Fakhri of 
Jurjdn (p. 351), Farrukhi (p. 278), Firdawsf (pp. 278-9 and 
a verse from the Shdhndwta quoted on p. I 35), Jalil-i-Tabib 
(p. 257), Jaldl-i-Khwdri (p. 243), Khiqdnf (pp. 272-3, 
where 3 6ayts of his poetry are cited, and p. 404), Ab6 
Tdhir al-KhdtGni (p. 259), Mujir of Baylaqdn (p. 345), 
Nizdmf (pp. 351-2), Nd~ir-i-Khusraw (pp. 328-g), Ab6 
Sa'id ibn Abi'l-Khayr (pp. 241-z), SanBi (p. 287), Shams-i- 
Tabasi (pp. 272-3), 'Umar-i-Khayydm (p. 318), ' U n ~ u r i  
(p. 278)and Rashidu'd-Din Watwdt (pp. 223-4). Here,then, 
we have notices, some fairly full and containing matter not 
to be found elsewhere, of 19 important Persian poets who 
flourished before or during the thirteenta century, these 
being in many cases the oldest notices extant1, since the 
Lu6&u'Z-Al6db of 'Awfi and the Chakdr Mapcila, " Four 
Discourses," of Ni~dmi-i-'Arddf of Samarqand are almost 
the only Persian works of greater antiquity which treat ' 
more or less systematically of the lives of Persian poets. 
And this is only one subject out of many interesting to  the 
student of Persian dealt with in this most entertaining work, 

W e  must now pass to the historians, who, as  I have 
already said, are by far the most important writers of this 
period, for, while other periods, both earlier and later, have 
produced poets alike more numerous and more celebrated, 
none have produced historians comparable in merit to these. 

Of 'Afb Malik-i- Juwaynf's Ta'dkh-i-Jahdgz-pskd or 
History of the World-Conqueror " (i.e. Chingiz Khin), 

repeated mention was made in a preceding 
The Ta'dk'-i. volume2, but something more must be added 
Jalrdn-gnshd 

here. I t  was completed in 658/1260, but coq- 
the standard one. The work has not been translated, so far as I know, 
into any European language. 

1 On p. 334 of the A t k d ~ ~ ' z - ~ i z d  the author tells us that he met 
Shaykh Muhiyyu'd-Din ibnu'l-'Arabf in 630/1232-3, while the author's 
autograph copy of the book is dated 67411275-6, so that its composition 
lies between these limits. 

I 
2 Lit. Hist. of Persia, vol. ii, where the chief references are pp. 434, 

435, 443 and 473. 
B. P. 5 
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cludes with the events of the year 655/1257, notably the 
destruction of the Assassins by the author's master and 
patron H619gh KhAn. Some few M ~ S .  contain an Appendix 
describing the sack of BaghdLd, which took place in the 
following year, but this is probably an  addition by a later 
hand. The work comprises three parts, of which the &st 
deals with the history of Chingiz Khfin and his ancestors, 
and his successors down to ChaghatAy ; the second relates 
the history of the KhwArazm-shfihs, especially of the two 
last rulers of this dynasty, Qutbu'd-Din Muhammad and 
his son JalAlu'd-Din ; while the third treats of the Isma'fli 
sect and especially of Hasan-i-Sabbdh and his successors, 
the Assassins of Alamfit. The work is therefore not a 
general history, but a historical monograph on Chingiz 
Khdn and his predecessors and successors, to which are 
added accounts of the two chief dynasties with which he 
came in conflict in Persia and Mesopotamia. Further par- 
ticulars about this most valuable and original history are 
given in an article which I contributed to the J.R.A.S. for 
January, 1904, pp. 1-17, and the first and second of the 
three volumes which it comprises have already appeared 
(in 1912 and 1916 respectively) in the "E. J. W. Gibb 
Memorial" Series (xvi, I and xvi, z), edited by my learned 
friend MirzA Muhammad ibn 'Abdu'l-WahhAb of Qazwin, 
who has prefixed to the first volume1 a full and critical 
account of the work and its author, and of the family of 
statesmen to which he belonged, H e  died in March 1283. 
His brother Shamsu'd-Din the Jk&b-Diwhz wrote this 
verse on his death : 

"He and I, thou wouldst say, were two lamps which in unison shone; 
One lamp burneth still, but alas ! for the other is gone ! " 

C C 

1 English Introduction, pp. xv-xcii; Persian ditto, cG-c. 

Colophoil of the oldest 31s. of the Za'rikL-i-JaLn'~t-g~~s/Zci in the 
Eibliothi.que Nationale, dated A.H. 689 (A.D. 1290) 
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The following chronogram on his death was composed 
by Sadru'd-Din 'Alf, the son of Na~iru'd-Din of TW: 

The Ta'rtkA-i- Wnqdf was intended, as its author in- 
forms us, to be a continuation of t h l  above-mentioned his- 

tory, and may therefore most conveniently be 
Tu'rf'h-" mentioned next, although i t l s  of slightly later 
W'7${dG' 

date than the Jdwi'zd't-Tawd~tkh, of which we 
shall next speak. Its proper title is Tajzzyatu'LAmsd~ wwa 
Tazjzjatzl'l-A's& (the "Allotment of Lands and Propulsion . 
of Ages0),and its author,though commonly known simply as 
Wagkf (the " Panegyrist ") or Wagay-i-@a+at (the "Court 
Panegyrist "), was properly named 'Abdu'llPh ibn Fadlu'lldh 
of ShirAz. H e  was employed in the collection of revenue 
for the Mongol Government, and was aprotLgJof the great 
minister Rashidu'd-Din, who presented him and his book to 

Dr Rieu's esti- l h j ~ ~ t f i ,  as he himself relatesa, at Sulfdniyya on 
mattof itsmerits June I, A.D. 1312. His history, as Rieu well 
and defects saysa, " contains an authentic contemporary 
record of an important period, but its undoubted value is 
in some degree diminished by the want of method in its 
arrangement, and still more by the highly artificial character 
and tedious redundance of its style. I t  was unfortunately 
set up as a model, and has exercised a baneful influence on 
the later historical compositions in Persia." That these 
criticisms are fully justified will be denied by no one who 
has occasion to use the work, and indeed the author himself 

1 Both these verses are taken from the Mgjmat of Fa~thf, f. 466 of 
the Raverty MS., sub anno 681. 

2 Pp. 544 etseqq. of the fine Bombay lithograph of 1z6911852-3. 
3 Cat. of Pers. MSS. in Brit ,  ARus.., p. 162. 

5-2 
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During the reign of 61jiytd(or Khudi-banda)RashfduJd- 
Din enjoyed the same high position as under his predecessor, 

and received from the new king several singular 
Continued power 
and increased marks of favour and confidence. He also built 
honour under in SulfAniyya, the new capital, a fine suburb, 
Khudd-banda 

named after him Rashfdiyya, containing a 
magnificent mosque, a college, a hospital and other public 
buildings, and some thousand houses. In December, 1307, 
he was instrumental in establishing the innocence of two 
Shifi'ite doctors of BaghdAd, ShihAbu'd-Din Suhrawardi and 
Jamilu'd-Dfn,whohad been accused of carrying on a treason- 
able correspondence with Egypt1. Some two years later he 

built another beautiful little suburb, near GhizA- 
He founds and 
endowsthe niyya, the town which had grown up round 
suburbcalled GhizAn's mausoleum, to the East of Tabriz, 
Rubi-i-Rashfdt 

and, at  great expense, brought thither the 
river Sariw-rGd through channels hewn in the solid rocka. 
Immense sums of money were required for these and other 
admirable works of piety and public utility, but Rashidu'd- 
Din, as he himself declares, had received from the generous 
61jiyt6 such sums as no previous sovereign had ever 
bestowed on minister or courtier. On the transcriptioi~, 
binding, maps and illustrations of his numerous literary 
works he had, according to the Ta'rikh-i- Wa;;d.f, expended 
no less a sum than 60,000 dindm (.£36,00o). 

Early in the year I 3 I 2 Rashfdu'd-Din's colleague Sa'du'd- 
Din of Siwa fell from power and was put to death, the prime 

. mover in the intrigue of which he was the victim 
Rivalries and 
intrigues being the clever and unscrupulous 'Ali-shih, 

who at  once succeeded the dead minister in his 
offi,ce. Soon afterwards a dangerous intrigue was directed 
against Rashidu'd-Din, but happily it recoiled on its authors 
and left him unscathed. Whether he, on the other hand, 
was responsible for the barbarousexecutionof SayyidTAj.ju'd- 

1 Quatremhre, Hist. n'esMongaZ~, pp. xvi-xvii. The Shihdbu'd-Din 
here mentioned is not, of course, Sa'di's teacher, who died 632/1234-S. 

2 See G. le Strange's Lnlzd~ ofthe Easteutt CaZzjMnte, pp. 162-3. 
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Din, the Naql8u'GAs/z?.&J or " Dean of the Sharifs " (i,e. the 
descendants of 'Ali) is a doubtful question,which Quatrem&re 
answers in the negative. 

In 13 I 5 such acrimonious disputes broke out between 
Rashfdu'd-Din and 'Ali-shdh, as to who was responsible for 

Falland death of the lack of money to pay the troops, that 
Rashidu'd- in Ihjiyt6 assigned to the management of each 
in A.D. 1318 one different provinces of Persia and Asia Minor. 
Nevertheless 'Ali-shAh continued his campaign of calumny 
against his colleague, who succeeded only with the greatest 
difficulty in saving himself from disaster. The same rivalry 
and intrigue continued after t h ~  death of Uljiyth and the 
accession of Ab6 Sa'id, until finally Rashidu'd-Din, having 
succumbed to the attacks of his traducers, was deprived of 
his office in October, 13 17, and ultimately, on July 18, 1318, 
at  the age of over seventy years, was put to death with his 
son IbrAhim, a lad of sixteen years of age, on a charge of 
having poisoned the late king. His propertywas confiscated, 
his relatives were persecuted and despoiled, his pious founda- 

tions were robbed of their endowments, and the 
Destruction of 
his foundations Raw-i-Rashfdi,the suburb whichhe had founded, 
and of his desecration tomb was given over to rapine. H e  was buried in the 

mausoleum which he had prepared for his last 
resting-place, but his body was not suffered to rest there in 
peace, for about a century later MirAnshAh the son of Timlir- 
i-Lang, in one of his fits of insane brutality, caused it to be 
exhumed and buried in the Jews' cemetery. 'Ali-shAh, in 
order to testify his joy at  his rival's fall, presented magnifi- 
cent presents to the Sanctuary at  Mecca, and, escaping the 
retribution which overtook most of his accomplices, died 
peaceably in his bed six years later (in 1324), being, as 
already remarked, the first minister of the Mongol fl-khins 
who had the good fortune to die a natural death. Of Rashi- 
du'd-Din's son GhiyAthu'd-Din, who resembled him in virtue 
and learning, as well as in his public career and his sad end 
(for he too was ultimately put to death in the spring of I 336) 
mention has been already made in the preceding chapter. 
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For the conception of the Jd~~zi'u't- Tawddkh the credit, 
in Quatremhre's opinion1, belongs to GhizAn Khin, who, 

foreseeing that the Mongols in Persia, in spite 
General ~ l a n  
andexecution of their actual supremacy, would in course of 
0'theJd*2''~ time inevitably be absorbed by the Persians, 
't- Tawdrikh 

desired to leave to posterity a monument of 
their achievements, in the shape of a faithful record of their 
history and conquests, in the Persian language. For the 
accomplishment of this great task he chose (and no better 
choice could have been made) Rashidu'd-Din, at whose 
disposal were placed all the state archives, and the services 
of all those who were most learned in the history and 
antiquities of the Mongols. The minister, though engrossed 
by the state affairs of a vast empire, yet succeeded in finding 
time to prosecute his researches and commit them to writing, 
though, according to Dawlat-shAha, the only time at his 
disposal for this purpose was that which intervened between 
the morning prayer and sunrise. 

Before Rashidu'd-Din's history of the Mongols was 
completed, Ghdzdn died (May 17, 1304), but his successor 

Analysis of the 
61jAyth ordered it to be finished and dedicated, 

of the as originally intended, to GhizAn ; whence this 
J"mi'"f-T* portion of the work, generally called the first 
wrtrikh 

volume,is sometimesentitled Ta'dkh-i-Ghdzd~i, 
the " GhAzinian History." UljAytli also ordered the author 
to write a companion volume containing a general history 
of the world and especially of the lands of IslAm, and a 
third volume dealing with geography. This last has either 
perished, or was never actually written, but only projected, 
so that the work as we now know it comprises only two 
volumes, the first on the history of the Mongols, written for 
GhAzin, the second on general history. The whole work 
was completed in 7 1ol131o-I I, though two years later the 
author was still engaged on his supplementary account of 
uljAytu's reign. 

Hist. des Mongols, p. ixviii. 
P. 217 of my edition. 
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The contents of this great history are briefly as follows: 
VOL. I, ch. i. History of the different Turkish and Mongol 

tribes, their divisions, genealogies, pedigrees, legends, 
etc.,in a Preface and four sections. 

,, ch. ii. History of Chingiz KhAn, his ancestors and 
successors, down to Ghizin Khin. 

VOL. 11, Preface. On Adam and the Patriarchs and Hebrew 
Prophets. 

P a r t  I. History of the ancient kings of Persia before 
Isldm, in four sections. 

P a r t  2. History of the Prophet Muhammad and of the 
Caliphate, down to its extinction by the Mongols in 
1258 ; of the post-Muhammadan Persian dynasties 
of Persia, viz. the Sultans of Ghazna, the Seljhqs, 
the KhwArazmshAhs, the Salgharid Atibeks of FBrs, 
and the Isma'ilis of the West and of the East;  of 
Oghuz and his descendants, the Turks; of the 
Chinese; of the Jews ; of the Franks and their 
Emperors and Popes; and of the Indians, with a 
long and full account of Sakyamuni (Buddha) and 
of the religion which he founded. 

The above is the arrangement actually adopted in the 
manuscripts of the India Office and the British Museum, but 

the divisions proposed by the author in his Intro- 
Intended ar- 
rangement of duc t i~n  are slightly different, for he intended to 
theJd*fti'u'fi begin the second volume with the history of 
Tawdrfkh 

the reigning king 61jAyt6 from his birth until 
70611306-7, and to add a supplement at the end of the same 
volume continuing the history of this monarch year by year. 
This confusing arrangement is not actyally observed in most 
manuscripts, which, if they contain UljAyt6's reign at all, 
put it in its natural place, at the end of vol. i, after Ghizin. 
Few if any of the extant manuscripts are, however, complete, 
though every part of the history is contained in one or other 
of them. In the J.R.A.S. for January, 1908 (pp. 17-37) I 
have given a fuller analysis of the contents, together with a 
scheme for the complete edition which is so much needed. 
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IV 

Ignoring the complicated and confusing divisions made by 
Scheme TOI a the author, I proposed to publish the whole 
completeedition book in seven volumes, of which the first three, 
of the Jrirrti'u'f- 

containing the history of the Turks and Mon- 
seven volumes gols, would correspond to vol. i of the original, 
and the last four to vol. ii, as follows : 

Series I. Special history of the Mongols and Turks. 

VOL. I, from the beginning to the death of Chingiz Khin. 
VOL. 11, $-om the accession of Ogotiy to the death of TimGr 

(UljAyth), the grandson of QGbilriy Khinl.  
VOL. 111, from the accession of HGlrig6a to the death of 

Ghizin, including the continuation of the history of 
the later fl-khrins down to AbG Sa'fd compiled as a 
supplement to this portion of Rashidu'd-Din's work 
in the reign of Shih  Rukh and by his command. 

Series 11. GerzeraZ history. 

VOL. IV. The Introduction, the history of the ancient kings 
of Persia down to the fall of the Sisdnian dynasty, 
and the biography of the Prophet Muhammad. 

VOL. V. The entire history of the Caliphate, from A b i ~  
Bakr to al-Musta'sim. 

VOL. VI. The history of the post-Muhammadan dynasties 
of Persia (Ghaznawis, Seljhqs, KhwPrazmshihs, Sal- 
gharis and Isma'ilis). 

VOL. VII. The remainder of the work, comprising the history 
(from their own traditions and statements) of the 
Turks, Chinese, Israelites, Franks and Indians. 

The Jdmi'zd't-Tawn'yiKh is remarkable not only for the 
estensive field which it covers and the care with which it 
has been compiled from all available sources, both written 

This is the portion which M. Blochet has published in t he  
I' E. J. W. Gibb Memorial " Series, vol. xviii. 

2 The portion of this volume dealing with HilldgG was, as already 
stated, published by Quatremere under the title of Hisfaire des iM0?zggI~ 
dc la Perse, vol. i (Paris, 1836). 

E~lthronelne~lt ofcOgot&y, the son and successor of Chingiz, from an old 
nrs. of theJdmiLzl't-Tarudrilz/z in the Bibliothi-que Nationale 

T o  fncep. 74 
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and oral, but for its originality. I t  is doubtful whether any 
Persian prose work can be compared to it in value, a t  any 
rate in the domain of history, and it is the more to be re- 
gretted that it remains unpublished and almost inaccessible. 
" I will dwell no longer," says Quatremtrel, "on the proofs 
of the extreme importance of Rashidu'd-Din's compilation ; 
this excellent work, undertaken in the most favourable cir- 
cumstances, and 'with means of performing it never before 
possessed by any single writer, offered for the first time to 
the peoples of Asia a complete course of universal history 
and geography." The same writer illustrates the thorough- 
ness of Rashidu'd-Dfn's work by indicating the extent to 
which he drew on Chinese sources, written and oral, in 
writing that portion of his history which bore reference to 
Khat& (Cathay)z, and expresses a regret, which all must 
share, that the geographical portion of his work is lost, or 
a t  least still undiscovered. Perhaps, as Quatremtre conjec- 
turesB,it perished in the destruction and looting of the Rabr-i- 
Rashfdf which immediately followed Rashfdu'd-Din's death. 

Rashidu'd-Din composed numerous other woi-ks besides 
the Jd@ziru't-TawdrtKh, and of these and their contents a 

detailed account is given by Quatrem,tre4. 
OtherwOrk"~ Amongst them is the Kitdb~'GA&y& wa'GAthd~ 
Rashidu'd-Din 

(the "Book of Animalsand Monuments"), which 
comprised twenty-four chapters treating of a variety of 

matters connected with meteorology, agricul- 
KifdJZ-A&~'y" ture, arboriculture, apiculture, the destruction 
wa'GAUdr 

of noxious insects and reptiles, farming and 
stock-breeding, architecture, fortification, ship-building, min- 
ing and metallurgy. This work is unhappily lost. 

Another of Rashfdu'd-Din's works was the Tawdthrtt, 
or r~Explanations," a theological and mystical work, of 

which the contents are arranged under a pre- 
TawPf'dt face and nineteen letters. It was written a t  the 

1 0). laud., p. Ixxiv. 2 Did:, p. Ixxviii. 
3 Ibid., p. Ixxxi. Ibid., pp. cxii-cxlvi. 

\ 
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request of uljdytG, and is described by Quatremere from a 
manuscript in the Bibliotheque Nationale. 

This was followed by another theological work entitled 
M;ftn'4uJt-Tafdsir, the " Key of Commentaries," treating of 

the divine eloquence of the Qur'n'n, its com- 
'Nwd@*'f- mentators and their methods, Good and Evil, Ta fifsir 

rewards and punishments, length of life, Pro- 
vidence, Predestination and the Resurrection of the Body. 
To  these topics are added a refutation of the doctrine of 
Metempsychosis, and a definition of sundry technical terms. 

" The Royal Treatise " (ar-Ridatzl's-Su(tdnzj,ya) is 
another similar work, undertaken on Ramaddn g, 706 

(March 14, 1307), as the result of a discussion 
a~i? i sd /nfr ' s -  Su,td,,bYa 011 theological matfers which had taken place 

in the presence of UljriytG. 
The La@'zj?u'L[iapa"ip, or " Subtle Truths," comprises 

fourteen letters, and begins with an account of a vision in 
which the author, on the night preceding Ra- 

L afd'zf'iljrJZ- 
~ a g c ~ i g  madAn 26, 705 (April I I, 1306), dreamed that 

he was presented to the Prophet. Its contents 
also are theological. This and the three preceding works 
are all written in Arabic, and together form what is known 
as the Majmd'a-i-Rashfdiyya, or "Collection of the works 
of Rashidu'd-Din," of which a beautiful manuscript, dated 
71ol1310-11, exists at Paris. Another manuscript of the 
same library1 contains a Persian translation of the Lala' 
'zj%'L&!apd'ip, and there are also preserved there two copies 
of an attestation of the orthodoxy of Rashidu'd-Din's 
theological views, signed by seventy leading doctors of 
Muslim theology. This attestation was drawn up in con- 
sequence of accusations of heterodoxy made against Rashid 
by a malicious fellow whose enmity had been aroused by 
the frustration of his endeavours to appropriate an emolu- 
ment from a benefaction for scholars and men of learning 
made by Ghizdn Khdn on his death. 

Another of Rashid's works, of which, unhappily, only 
Anclen Fonds Persan, No. 107, & 1-70. 
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the general, nature of the contents is known, is the Baydnu'd- 
Uapd'ip, or " Explanation of Verities," com- 

Baydnr~'Z- 
tf&:q 

prising seventeen letters, dealing mostly with, 
theological topics, though. other subjects, such 

as the small-pox and the nature and varieties of heat, are 
discussed. 

The elaborate precautions (precautions which, alas ! in 
the event proved inadequate) taken by Rashidu'd-Din to 

Precautions 
. preserve and transmit to posterity the fruits of 

taken by  his literary labours are very fully detailed by 
Rashidu'd- ,,, Quatremhre, and can only be briefly recapitu- 
preservation OT his books lated in this place. First, he caused several 

copies of each of his works to be madefor lending 
to his friends and to men of letters, who were freely permitted 
to transcribe them for their own use. Then he caused 
Arabic translations of all his Persian, and Persian transla- 
tions of all his Arabic works to be prepared, and of both 
versions he caused numerous copies to be deposited, for the 
use of anyone who might desire to read or copy them, in , 

the mosque-library of the quarter called after him Raw-i- 
Rashfdi. H e  also caused one large volume, containing all 
of his treatises with the necessary maps and illustrations, 
to be prepared and deposited in the above-mentioned public 
library, giving it the title of ]dmi'zllt-ta;dnv~-RaskidB, or 
4'Complete collection of the works of Rashfdu'd-Din." Of 
four more works treating of Medicine and theMongol system 
of government he caused trilingual versions, in Chinese, 
Arabic and Persian, to be prepared. H e  further accorded 
the fullest liberty to anyone who desired to copy any or all 
of these books, and, not content with this, assigned a certain 
yearly sum from the revenues with which he had endowed 
his mosque in order to have two complete transcripts of his 

1 That this is the correct title appears from the text of this docu- 
ment, published by Quatremhre together with the translation. See his 
Mist. des Mongols, p. cxlix, 1. 3. The MujnzB'a containedfour treatises 
only (see the preceding page), while the Idmi' contained everything 
Rashid had written. 
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worlts, one in Arabic and one in Persian, made every year, 
and presented to one of the chief towns of the Muhammada~l 
world. These copies were to be made on the best BaghdAcl 
paper and in the finest and most legible writing, and to be 
carefully collated with the originals. The  copyists were to be 
carefully chosen, having regard both to the excellence and the 
speed of their work, and were to be lodged in the precincts 
of the mosque, as the administrators of the bequest might 
direct. Each copy, when finished, bound and ornamented, 
was to be carried into the mosque and placed on a book- 
rest between the pulpit and the vniCrkb, and over it was to 
be repeated a prayer for the author, composed by himself, 
and conceived in the following terms': 

" 0 God, who revenlest the vzost hidden secrets, n?zd givest 
knowledge of history and traditions ! As Thou hast graci- 

ous& gzcided thy servant RashM the Physiciaa, 
,R;;yp","i:;, who stundeth in need of Thine Abundant Mercy, 

in the co??zposition o j  these wovhs, which comprise 
investz&ztions szipporting- the funda??zentaZ dogmas of I s l d ~ ~ ,  
and minute researches telzdifzg to  elzdcidate philosophical truths 
and natu~al laws, projtable to those d o  meditate on the in- 
ventions of Art, and advantageous to such as YeJect on the 
wonders of Creation, even so hast Thou enabled him to  con- 
secrate a portion of his estates to piozds foundatiotzs, on co?zdition 
that from these revenues should be provided sundry copies of 
these books, so that the Mz~slims of all la7zds and of aZZ tiynes 
may devive projt therefrom. Accept, 0 God, all this f~097z 
him with a favotdrable accejtance, and cause his efforts to be 
rem~wibeffed with thanks, and gyant forgiveness for all sins, 
andjardon all those who shall he@ to accomplish this good 
work, and those who shall read or consult these works and 
put in practice the lessons which they contain. And Jestow 

1 The original of this prayer is given by Quatremkre on p. clxx of 
his Hist. des Mongols, and the translation, which is more elegant than 
literal, on pp. cxl-cxli. The translation here given is from the Arabic 
original. 

-. I - 

Colophon of Qur'ditz transcribed for 61jdytd, Rashidu'd-Din 
and Sa'du'd-Din in n.rr. 710 (A.D. 1310-11) 

Or. 4945 (Brit. Mus.), f. I" T O ~ ~ C C  b. 78 
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072 hivz a good recon@ense, both in this wo7tZd and the next! 
Veril3, Thou a r t  worthy of Jear, yet swift to forgive ! " 

This prayer was also to be inscribed a t  the end of each 
copy so completed, and was to be followed by a brief 
doxolog'y, also formulated by Rashidu'd-Din, and a colophon 
penned by the administrator of the bequest, stating at what 
epoch and for what town each copy had been made, and 
giving his own name and genealogy, so that he also might 
be remembered in the prayers of the faithful. Finally the 
completed copy was to be submitted to the pd+s, or judges, 
of Tabriz, who should certify that all the formalities pre- 
scribed by the author had been duly carried out ; and it was 
then to be sent to the town for which it was destined, and 
deposited in a public library where i t  could be freely used 
by all students, and even borrowed against a bond for such 
sum as the librarian might deem suitable. A copy of the 
Arabic version of the Ma~3~zJ'a-i-Xas/z~d~ya, together with 
the BayL~zu'kflapd'ip and the Kita'Bu7GA&yui wa'l-dthdr, was 
also to be made for one of the Professors on the foundation, 
who was daily to read and expound to the students some 
portion of the contents. Besides this, each lecturer on the 
foundation was obliged to make a copy of one of these 
works,either in Arabic or Persian,during the period occupied 
by his course of lectures, failing which he was to be dismissed 
and replaced by one more diligent than himself. The copy, 
when made, was to be his own, to sell, give away, or keep 
as he pleased. All facilities were to be accorded to persons 
desirous of copying any of these works in the library, but 
they were not allowed to be removed from its walls. In 
conclusion the successive administrators of the funds were 
exhorted to carry out zealously and literally the wishes of 
the benefactor,and curses were invoked on any administrator 
who should fail to do so. 

Yet, as Quatremkre observes1, in spite of all these elabo- 
rate precautions, "we have lost the greater part of the works 
of this learned historian, and all the measures which he took 

0). lagal, p. cxlv. 
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have not had a more fortunate success than the precautions 
devised by the Emperor Tacitus to secure the preservation 
of his illustrious relative's writings. The  action of time and 
the vandalism of man, those two scourges which have robbed 
us of so many masterpieces of antiquity, have also destroyed 
numerous other productions, less brilliant without doubt, 
but not less useful; and while worthless compilations are 
spread abroad in all directions and load the shelves of our 
libraries, we are left to lament bitterly a number of important 
works, of which the loss is irreparable." 

Of one such work, however, not apparently known to 
Quatremtre, I am the fortunate possessor. This is a col- 
Ahls,co,,ection lection of Rashidu'd-Din's letters, mostly on 
of Rashidu'd- and financial matters, addressed to  
Din's letters his sons and others who held various ofices 
under the Mongol government, and collected, arranged and 
edited by his secretary Muhammad of Abarqfih. For two 
manuscripts of this work, one old, the other a modern copy 
of the first, made, apparently, for Prince Bahman MirzA 
Bahd'u'd-Dnwla, I am indebted to the generosity of my 
friend Mr G. le Strange, who obtained them from the late 
Sir Albert Houturn-Scl~incller~. A third manuscript volume, 
in English, is entitled in Mr le Strange's hand: Sz~?tzma?y 
of the Contents of the Persiafz MS. Despatches of Rasliidzd'd- 
Din : copied f r o ~ ~ z  notes szlpplied by Sir A. H. SchindZer, arm? 
aferwnrds corrected by hiuz : Dec. I 9 I 3. In  view of the ex- 
treme rarity of this work and the interest of its contents, 
a list of the 53 despatches and letters which it contains and 
the persons to whom they are addressed is here appended. 

I. Preface of the editor Muhammad of Abarqfih, de- 
fective a t  beginning. 

2. Letter from Rashidu'd-Din to Majdu'd-Din Isma'il 
FAli. 

3. Answer to the above. 
4. From Rashidu'd-Din to his son Amfr 'Alf, Governor 

1 See my article on the Pevsialz Manuscr$ts of the late SSir Albert 
Houtunt-Sckimz'Zer, K.C.I.E., in the1.R.A.S. for Oct. 1917, pp. 693-4. 
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of 'IrAq-i-'Arab, ordering him to punish the people of Basra 
for rebellious conduct. 

5. From the same to his son Amfr MahmGd, Governor 
of Kirmbn, reprimanding him for oppressing the people 
of Bam. 

6. From the same to his servant Sunqur Bbwarchi, 
Governor of Ba~ra ,  instructing him as to the policy he 
should pursue. 

7, From the same to his sister's son KhwAja Ma'rGf, 
Governor of 'Ana, Haditha, Hit, Jibba, Ni'Gsa, 'AshAra (?), 
Rahba, ShafAthA (?) and Baladu'l-'Ayn, appointing him 
Governor of R6m. Written from Sultdniyya in 6go/1zg1 
(or possibly 69611 296-7). 

8. From the same to the NB'ibs of Kishdn concerning 
the pension of 2000 di?zLErs assigned to Sayyid Afdalu'd- 
Din Mas'fid out of the revenues of Kdshbn. 

9. From the same to his son Amir Mahmfid (see No. 5 
supra) ordering the distribution of food to the poor of Barn, 
Khabis, etc. 

10. From the same to his son KhwAja Sa'du'd-Din, 
Governor of Antioch, Tarsus, Shs, Qinnasrin, the 'AwAsim 
and the shores of the Euphrates, giving him fatherly advice 
as to the methods of administration he should adopt, and 
warning him against sloth, wine-drinking, and over-fondness 
for music and dissipation. 

I I. From the same to his son 'Abdu'l-MG'min, Governor 
of SimnAn, Ddmghbn and Khwir, ordering him to appoint 
the QAdi Shamsu'd-Din Muhammad b. Hasan b. Muham- 
mad b. 'Abdu'l-Karim of SimnAn Chief Judge of that 
district. 

12. From the same to Shaykh Sadru'd-Din b. Shaykh 
Bahd'u'd-Din Zakariyyi condoling with him on the death 
of a son. 

13. From the same to Mawlini  Sadru'd-Din Muham- 
nlad Turka'f concerning a revised and emended scale of 
taxation to be applied to the people of Isfahdn and other 
places. 

B. P. 6 
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amongst his children of his numerou: and extensive estates 
and other property. To the Rab'-i-Rashidi he bequeaths 
a library of 60,000 volumes of science, history and poetry, 
including 1000 Qur'cilzs by various excellent calligraphers, 
of which 10 were copied by YAqGt al-Musta'simi, 10 by Ibn 
Muqla and zoo by Ahmad Suhrawardi. He enumerates 
by name his 14 sons, viz. (I) Sa'du'd-Din, (2) JalAlu'd-Din, 
(3) Majdu'd-Din, (4) 'Abdu'l-Lafif, (5) Ibrbhim, (6) Ghi- 
yAthu'd-Din Mu$ammad, (7) Ahmad, (8) 'Ali, (9) Shaykhi, 
(10) Pir Sulfhn, ( I  I )  Mal.unGd, (12) HumAm, (13) ShihAbu 
'd-Din, (14) 'Ali-shih; and his 4 daughters, viz. ( I )  FarmAn- 
KhAnd, (2) Ay KhAtGn, (3) Shhhi KhAtGn, (4) Hadiyya 
Malik. 

37. Rashldu'd-Din to the same, concerning a book which 
he had written and dedicated to him, and sending him a 
present of money, choice garments, a horse and various 
food-stuffs. 

38. From the same to the people of DiyAr Bakr con- 
cerning the digging of a new canal to be called after him- 
self, and the establishment and population of 14 villages on 
both sides of it, with names and plan of the new villages, 
which are for the most part named after his 14 sons. 

39. From the same to his son JalAlu'd-Din, Governor 
of RGm, concerning the digging of a new canal from the 
Euphrates to be called after his late lord GhAzAn Khgn, 
and the foundation of 10 villages, of which the plan and 
names are again given. 

40. From the same to his agent KhwAja KamAlu'd-Din 
Siwisi, Mustawfi of RGm, ordering him to send, by means 
of a merchant named Khwhja Ahmad, certain presents in 
cash and in kind to ten learned men in Tunis and the 
Maghrib (names given) in return for ten books (titles given) 
in 36 volumes which they had sent to the Minister, of 
whose generosity they had heard. 

41. From the same to the authorities at ShirAz ordering 
them to make certain specified presents in cash and in 
kind to MawlAnA MahmGd b. IlyAs who had written a 
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book entitled Latdif-i-Rashidzjya and dedicated it to 
Rashfdu'd-Din. 

42. From the same to thk authorities at HamadAn con- 
cerning the maintenance of the Pharmacy (Ddd-Khdna) 
and Hospital (Dh'sh-S&d) which he had founded there, 
and which he is sending a physician named Ibn Mahdi to 
inspect and report on. Written from Caesarea (Qaysariyya) 
in 6 g o / ~ z g ~ .  

43. From the same to his son Amir MahmGd, Go- 
vernor of Kirmhn, recommending to his care and assist- 
ance Khwhja Mahmlid of SAwa, whom he is sending on a . 

mission to India, to Sultdn 'PlA'u'd-Din, and also to collect 
money due to Rashidu'd-Din from his estates there. 

44. From the same to his son Pir SulfAn, Governor of 
Georgia, concerning the Icing's projected expedition to 
Syria and Egypt, and an intended punitive expedition 
of 120,ooo men under ten Mongol a m i s  (names given) 
which is to pass through Georgia to chastise the rebelliotls 
people of Abkhiz and Trebizonde, and which Pir Sultin is 
to accompany, leaving the government of Georgia in the 
hands of his deputy KhwAja Mu'inu'd-Din. 

45. From the same to Shaykh Safiyyu'd-Din of Ardabil 
giving, after many compliments, a list of the supplies of 
meat, fowls, rice, wheat, butter, honey, mdst, perfumes and 
money which he proposes to supply to the aforesaid 
Shaykh's monastery (KhLinqdh) for the festival to be held 
there in commemoration of the Prophet's birthday. 

46. Letter from Malik Mu'inu'd-Din, ParwAna of Rhm, 
to Rashidu'd-Din, complaining of TurkmAn depredations 
in his province. 

47. Letter from Malik 'Alh'u'd-Din accompanying the 
presents of precious stuffs, aromatic drugs, animals, con- 
serves, spices, dried fruits, carpets, oils, plate, rare timber, 
ivory, etc., which he is sending from India by way of B a ~ r a  
to Rashidu'd-Din. 

48. Letter from Rashidu'd-Din to his son Amir MahmGd, 
then engaged in studying SGfiism in KirmAn. 
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Si~atu'n-Nnbi, or Biography of the Prophet (probably 
Ibn Hishim's'); (2) the Qi:a:zc'Z-AnbzjrE (probably ath- 
Tha'labi'sZ) ; (3) the RisdZa-i-Qushayr&aS; (4) the Taa'h- 
Kiratu'Z-AwZiyd (probably Faridu'd-Din 'Attdr's4); (5) the 
Tadwia of Im Amu'd-Din al-Ybfi'i5; (6) the T 2id~ibzc'Z- U ~ n a m ~  
(probably of Ibn Miskawayhi); (7) the Mashn'yibz~ 't-Toin'- 
rib; (8) the DLwdnu'n-Nasab7; (9) the Chronicle of Muham- 
mad Jarir at-Tabaris; (10) the history of Hamza of I?fahin9; 
(IS) the Ta'rikhaJZ-KdwziZ of Ibnu'l-AthirlO; (12) the Zub- 
datzd't-Tawdrtkii of Jam61u1d-Din Abu'l-Qdsim of KdshAn; 
(13) the Niqdmzt't-Tawd~dkh of the Qddi Nd~iru'd-Din 
al-Bayd5win; (14) the 'Uyzinzt't-Taa.ld~ikh of Ab6 TAlib 
'Alf al-Khdzin al-BaghdAdi; (15)  the K'itcibu'l-Ma'dr# 
of Ibn Qutaybalz; (16) the Ta'rikh-i-Jahdn-gz~shd of 'AfA 
Malilr-i-JuwaynilS; (17) Ab6 Sharaf Jarbddhaqdni's Persian 
translation of al-'Utbi'sKitdbulZ- Yanzini14; (IS) the Siydsat- 

Edited by Wustenfeld, Gottingen, 1858-1860; German trans- 
lation by Weil, Stuttgart, 1864. 

Printed at Cairo in 131211894-5, with the Abridgement of 
al-Ydfi'i's Rawdfd'r-Rayd&i~z in the margins. 

Printed at'BulBq, 128411867-8. 
4 Edited by Dr R. A. Nicholson in my Persian Hist. Text Series, 

vols. iii and v. 
6 See HBjji Khallfa (ed. Flugel), vol. ii, p. 254, No. 2773, where 

62311226 is given as the date of the author's death. 
6 Vols. I, 5 and 6 have been publislled in fac-sittzile in the " E. J. W. 

Gibb Memorial" Series, (vii, I; vii, 5; vii, 6). 
7 Probably one of the works on Genealogy entitled KitdbulGAnsdb. 

Published at Leyden in 15 vols. (1879-1901) by an international 
group of eminent Arabic scholars presided over by the late Professor 
de Goeje. 

Edited with Latin translation by Gottwaldt, Leipzig, 184-1848. 
'0 Ed. Tornberg, 14 vols., Leyden, 1851-1876 ; Cairo, 12 vols., 1290- 

130311 873-1886. 
l1 This work and its author will be discussed further on in this 

chapter. 
l2 Ed. Wiistenfeld, Gottingen, 1850. 
l3 The first two of the three vols. constituting this work, edited by 

MlrzB Mul?ammad of Qazwin, have appeared in the " E. J. W. Gibb 
Memorial" Series, xvi, I and xvi, 2. 

l4 The Arabic original was lithographed at Dihli in 1847, and printed 
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na'vza (here called Siyaru'd-MzlZdK) of NizAmu'l-Mulk'; 
(19) the S h d h n h a  of Firdawsia; (20) the SaQdq-mfwza of 
Zahiri of Niship6r; (21) the Majma'u Arbdbz'd-MasZak of 
Qddf Ruknu'd-Dfn Juwayni ; (22) the Isti~ha'ru'l-Akhba'r 
of Qddi Ahmad DAmghdnf; and lastly (23) the Jd~~zTu't- 
Tawdrikha of the author's late martyred master and patron 
Rashidu'd-Din Fadlu711dh. 

After the enumeration of his sources, most of which, as  
will appear from the foot-notes, are directly accessible to 
DiKerent eras us, the author describes the different eras used 
used in corn- by different peoples, some of whom date from 
puting time Adam, others from the Deluge, others from 
Abraham or Moses, others from the destruction of Pharaoh, 
others from the building of the Ka'ba or the Abyssinian in- 
vasion of Yaman,while the Greeks date from Alexander, the 
Copts from Nebuchadnezzar, and the pre-Islamic Quraysh 
from the year of the Elephant. H e  then discusses the 
confusion in chronology arising from these differences as  to 
the ternzi?zus a quo, which is increased by the fact that the 
philosophers deny that the world had a beginning, while the 
theologians assert that it had a beginning and will have an 
end, but decline to define or specify either. The  learned men 
of India, China and Europe assert that Adam lived about 
a million years ago, and that there were several Adams, 
each of whom, with his descendants, spoke a special lan- 
guage, but that the posterity of all save one (viz. the Adam 
of the Hebrews) died out. Most of the Muslim doctors of 
Persia, on the other hand, reckon the period between Adam 
and Muhammad as six thousand years, though some say 
more and some less. Astronomers reckon from the Deluge, 
since which, a t  the time of writing (viz. in the year 698 of 

in Cairo with al-Maninf s commentary in 1286/1869-70. Jarbbdhaq&nfls 
Persian translation was lithographed in Tihrbn in 1272/1855-6. 

1 Edited and translated by Schefer (Paris, 1891, 1893). 
2 The three printed editions are Turner Macan's (Calcutta, 1829), 

Jules Mohl's (Paris, 1838-1878) and Viillers and Landauer's (Strass- 
burg, 1877-1884, 3 vols., ending with Alexander the Great). 

3 See above, pp. 68-9, 72-5. 
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the Era of Yazdigird, i.e. about A.D. 1330) 4432 years are 
considered to have elapsed. 

The Ta'riAh-i-Guzidacomprisesan Introduction (Fa'tifia), 

Contents of six chapters (Bkh), each of which is divided 
the Ta'rfklr- into numerous sections (Fa~l ) ,  and a conclusion 
i-G~~zfdn (IChn'tiwza), as follows : 
Introductian. On the Creation of the Universe and of Man. 
Chapter I, in two sections. (I) Major Prophets, and 

(2) Minor Prophets, and Sages, who, not being Pro- 
phets, yet worked for the cause of true religion. 

Chapter II. The Pre-Islamic Kings of Persia, in four sec- 
tions, viz.: 

(I)  PishdPdiyAn, eleven Kings,who ruled 2450 years. 
(2) KayAniyPn, ten Kings, who ruled 734 years. 
(3) MuZzihu't - Taw&'$ (Parthians), twenty - two 

Kings, who ruled 318 years1. 
(4) SAsAniyPn, thirty-one Kings, who reigned 527 

years2. 
Chapter III. The Prophet Muhammad and his Companions 

and Descendants, in an introdu,ction and six sections, 
viz. : ,' 

I7ttrodz~ction, on the pedigree, genealogy and kin of 
the Prophet. 

( I )  Life of the Prophet, his wars, his wives, secre- 
taries, relations and descendants. 

(2) The Orthodox Caliphs, who are reckoned as 
five, al-Hasan being included. Duration, from 
10 Rabi' I, A.H. I I to 13 Rabi' I, A.H. 41 (June 6, 
632-July 17, 661), when al-Hasan resigned the 
supreme power to Mu'Awiya the Umayyad. 

The period between Alexander the Great and the fall of the 
Parthians (really about 550 years)is always under-estimated byMuham- 
madan writers, with the one exception (so far as I know) of Mas'lidi, 
who, in hisKit&bu't- Ta7tbilt wa'Z-Islt~&f(pp. 97-9), explains the political 
and religious motives which led the founder of the SAsCinian Dynasty, 
Ardashir-i-BLbakAn, to reduce it deliberately by about one half. 

This period is over-estimated by more than a century. The 
duration of the dynasty was from A.D. 226 to 652. 
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(3) The remainder of the twelve ImPms, excluding 
'Ali and his son al-Hasan, who was poisoned in 
491669-70. Duration, 215 years and 7 months, 
from 4 Safar, A.H. 49 to RamadPn, A.H. 264 
(March 14, 669-May, 878). 

(4) Notices of some of the chief "Companions" (As- 
&&) and " Followers" (Trtbi'dn) of the Prophet. 

(5) The Umayyad "Kings" (not regarded by the 
author as Caliphs), fourteen in number. Dura- 
tion, 91 years, from 13 Rabi' I, A.H. 41 to 13 Rabi' I, 
A.H. 132 (July 17, 661-0ct. 30, 749). 

(6) The 'Abbasid Caliphs, thirty-seven in number. 
Duration, 523 years, 2 months and 23 days, from 
I3 Rabi' I, A.H. 132 to 6 Safar, A.H. 656 (Oct. 30, 
749-Feb. 12, 1258). 

Chapter IV. Post-Islamic Kings of Persia, in twelve sec- 
tions, viz.: 

(I) SaffArids, three Icings, who reigned 35 years, 
from 2531867 to 2871900, after which date their 
posterity continued for some time to rule over 
SistAn. 

(2) SAmAnids, nine Kings, who reigned 102 years 
and 6 months, from Rabi' 11, A.H. 287 to Dhu'l- 
Qa'da, A.H. 389 (April, goo to 0ct.-Nov. 999). 

(3) Ghaznawis,fourteen Kings,who reigned I 55 years 
(30 years over most of Persia, and the remaining 
years in Ghazna), from 3go/100o to 545/1150-I. 

(4) Ghfiris, five Kings,who reigned for 64 years, from 
54511 150-1 to 609/1212-13. 

(5) Daylamis (or House of Buwayh), seventeen 
Kings, who reigned for 127 years, from 321/933 
to 44811056-7. 

(6) Seljfiqs, in three groups, viz.: 
(a) Of Persia, fourteen Kings, who reigned for 

161 years, from 42911037-8 to $90/1194. 
(6) Of KirmPn, eleven Kings, who reigned for 

I 50 years, from 433/1041-2 to 583/1 187-8. 
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(c) Of Asia Minor, eleven Kings, who reigned 
for 220 years, from 480/1087-8 to 70011 300-1. 

(7) I<l~wPrazmshPhs, nine Kings, who reigned for 
137 years, from 4g1/1og8 to 628I1230-I. 

(8) AtAbeks, in two groups, viz.: 
(a )  Of DiyPr Bakr and Syria, nine Kings, who 

reigned for 120 years, from 481/1088-g to 6011 
I 204-5. 

(b) Of F6rs (also called Salgharids), eleven Kings, 
who reigned for 120 years, from 54311 148-9 to 
66311264-5. 

(9) Isma'ilis, in two groups, viz.: 
(a) Of North Africa and Egypt (the FPtimid 

Caliphs), fourteen anti-Caliphs, who reigned for 
260 years, from zg6/go8-g to 5 5611 160. 

(6) Of Persia (the Assassins of AlamGt), eight 
pontiffs, who ruled for 171 years, from 4831 
1090-1 to 654/1256. 

(10) QarA-KhitA'is of KirmPn, ten Kings,who reigned 
for 85 years, from 621/1224 to 70611306-7. 

(11) AtAbeks of Luristdn, in two groups, viz.: 
(a) Of Lur-i-Buzurg, seven rulers, who reigned 

for 180 years, from 5 5011 I 5 5-6 to 73011 329- 
30. 

(6) Of Lur-i-KGchak, eleven rulers, who reigned 
150 years, from 580/1184-5 to 730/1329-30. 

(12) Mongol fl-khdns of Persia, thirteen Kings, who 
had reigned at  the time of writing I 3 I years, from 
599/1202-3 to 730/1329-30. " Hereafter," adds 
the author, "let him who will write the con- 
tinuation of their history." 

Chapter l? Account of men notable for their piety or 
learning, in six sections, viz.: 

(I) ImAms and Mujtahids (12 are mentioned). 
(2) "Readers" of the Qut'dn (9 are mentioned). 
(3) Traditionists (7 are mentioned). 
(4) Shaykhs and Slifis (about 300 are mentioned). 
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( 5 )  Doctors of Divinity, Law and Medicine (about 
70 are mentioned). 

(6) Poets, of whom about 5 Arabic and 87 Persian 
poets are mentioned. The  biographies of the latter 
have been translated and published by me in the 
J.R.A.S. for October 1900 and January 1901, and 
as a separate reprint. 

Chapter VI. Account of Qazwin, the author's native town, 
in seven sections, viz.: 

( I )  Traditions concerning Qazwfn. Some 40 are 
given, of which 36 are said to be from an  auto- 
graph copy of the Tadwin of ar-Rdfi'il. Nearly 
all these agree in describing Qazwin as one of the 
"Gates of Paradise." 

(2) Etymology of the name of Qazwin. 
(3) Notable buildings of Qazwfn; its nine quarters 

and architectural history from the timeof ShAp6r I, 
who was its original founder; its conquest by the 
Arabs, and conversion to IslAm. 

(4) Its environs, rivers, aqueducts (qandts), mosques, 
and tombs. Some of its inhabitants are said still 
to profess secretly the religion of Mazdak. 

( 5 )  Notable men who have visited Qazwin, including 
"Companions" and " Followers" of the Prophet, 
Imims and Caliphs, Shaykhs and 'ulamd, Kings 
and wazis ,  Khripdes and amtys. 

(6) Governors of Qazwin. 
(7) Tribes and leading families of Qazwin, including 

Sayyids; 'ulama'; Iftikhdris (of whom the actual 
representative, Malik Sarid IftikhAru'd-Din Mu- 
hammad b. Ab6 N a ~ r ,  had learned the Mongol and 
Turki languages and writing, and had translated 

1 See G. le Strange's ed. and translation of our author's Nun- 
hntu'l-Quldb ('I,E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series, vols. xxiii, I, pp. 
56-8 and xxiii,'~, pp. 62-3), where many of these traditions are given 
on the same/authorlty. See also p. 88 s@ra, n. 5 ad calc. 
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KaZtdn a?zd Dimna into the first, and the Sindi6Lid- 
nhna into the second); BAzdbris or Mu~affaris; 
BishLis ; Burhdnis ; Hanafis ; Hulwbnis ; Khb- 
lidis ; Khalilis ; DabirAn ; RAfiris ; ZdkAnis ; Zu- 
bayris ; Zbdbnis ; Shirzdds ; TgGsis ; 'Abbbsis ; 
GhaffAris ; Filw6gGshbn ; Qadawis ; Qariwuls ; 
Tamimis; Karajis or Dulafis (one of whom was 
the cosmographer and geographer Zakariyyi b. 
Muhammad b. MahmGd); KiyAs or Kaysis ; 
Mbkbnis ; Mustawfis (the author's own family, 
said to be descended from Hurr b. Yazid ar- 
Riybhi) ; MG'minAn ; Mukhtbrbn ; Mu'bfiybn or 
Mu'bfdniybn ; Marzubbndn ; NishApfiriyAn ; and 
BGlkTimGris or Tbbbbaltbn. 

Conclusion. A tree of dynasties, or genealogical tree, based 
on that devised by Rashidu'd-Din, but improved. This 
tree is, however, omitted in all the manuscripts which 
I have seen. 

Having regard to the extent of the field covered by the 
Ta'rtkh-i-Guzida, and its comparatively modest size (some 
170,000 words), it is evident that it is of the nature of a 
compendium, and that no great detail can be expected 
from it. I t  is, however, a useful manual, and contains many 
interesting particulars not to be found elsewhere, while for 
contemporary history it is of first-rate importance, so that 
the need for a complete edition of the text had long been 
felt. Until the year 1910 the only portions accessible in 
print were: 

(I)  The whole of chapter iv, on the Post-Islamic dy- 
nasties of Persia, edited in the original, with French 
translation, by M. Jules Gantin (Paris, 1903). Pp. 
ix + 623. 

(2) The whole of chapter vi, except the first section on 
the Traditions, containing the account of Qazwin, 
translated into French by M. Barbier de Meynard, 
and published in the ]oumal Asiatipue for 1857 
(Ser. v, vol. 10, pp. 257 et sepq.). 
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(3) Section 6 of chapter v, the account of the Persian 
poets, translated by myself in the J.R.A.S. for 
October 1900 and January 1901. 

In 1910, however, a fac-simile of a fairly accurate and 
ancient MS. (transcribed in 85711453) was published in the 
"E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series (vol. xiv, I), and this was 
followed in 1913 by an abridged English translation, with 
full Indices, by myself and Dr R. A. Nicholson (vol. xiv, 2), 
so that the whole work is now accessible to scholars, who 
can form their own opinion of its value. 

In the preface of the Ta'rZKk-i-Guzia'a, Hamdu'llAh 
hlustawfi speaks of a great historical poem on which he 

was then engaged, and of which he had at that 
The Zafar- 
nrtlnn time (730/1330) completed fifty and odd thou- 

sand couplets out of a total of 75,000. This 
poem, entitled Zafar-nhna, the "Book of Victory," was 
actually completed five years later. I t  is essentially a 
continuation of Firdawsi's Shkh-ncima, and the only known 
manuscript (Or. 2833 of the British Museum, a huge volume 
of 779 folios, transcribed in Shiriz in 807/1405, and bought 
in Persia by Mr Sidney Churchill for the Museum about 
18851) contains besides the Zafar-ndma the revised text 
of the Shdh-nha  on which the author had spent six years. 
The Zafar-ndwa begins with the life of the Prophet 
Muhammad, and comes down to the author's own time, 
viz. to the year 73211331-2, when Ab6 Sa'id was still 
reigning. I t  comprises, as already said, 75,000 couplets, 
~o,ooo couplets being assigned by the author to each of 
the seven and a half centuries of which he treats, or, ac- 
cording to the main chronological divisions of the work, 
25,000 couplets to the Arabs, 20,000 to the Persians, and 
30,000 to the Mongols. The author was forty years of age 
when he began it, and spent;fifteen years on its composition, 
so that he must have been born about 68011281-2. From 

1 For full description of this precious MS. see Rieu's Persian Su$- 
pZentent, No. 263, p. 172-174, and also the Athenaeum for 1885, p. 314. p. 

I* 
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Dr  Rieu's description, it is evident that the historical value 
of this work is by no means to be neglected: "the author," 
he  says (loc. cit., p. 173)~  "is very precise as to facts and 
dates, and his third book will be found valuable for the 
history of the Mongol period. H e  gives, for instance, on 
f. 512a, a very vivid description of the wholesale slaughter 
wrought by the Mongols in his native place, Qazwfn. His 
information was partly derived from his great-grandsire, 
Amin N a ~ r  Mustawfi, who was ninety-three years old at 
the time." The following extract from this portion may 
serve as a specimen : 

Mo~igol siege of a Chinese town, from an old MS. of theJcimilu't-Taz~n'rikh 
in the Biblioth6que Nationale 



I 
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"Thence1 to the town of Qazwin, Subutiya 
Like raging tiger came right speedily. 
The tale of years at  six, one, seven stood 
When that fair town became a lake of blood, 
And Sha'bln's month had counted seven days3 
When it was filled with woe and sore amaze. 
The governor who held the ill-starred town 
Muzaffar named, a ruler of renown, 
Was, by the Caliph's most august command, 
Set to control the fortunes of the land. 

When came the hosts of war and direful fate 
Firm as  a rock they closed the city gate. 
Upon the wall the warriors took their place, 
And each towards the Mongols set his face. 
Three days they kept the ruthless foe at  bay, 
But on the fourth they forced a blood-stained way. 

1 1.e. from ZanjLn. 
9 The MS. has ~b (n for 4, but see the Ta'viFh-i-jnfidn-gil~hd 

("E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series, xvi, I), p. 1 1 5 ~ 1 .  17. 
Sha'bdn 7, A.H. 61 7= October 7, A.D. 1220. 
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Fiercely the Mongols entered Qazwfn Town 
And heads held high before were now brought down. 
No quarter in that place the Mongols gave : 
The days were ended of each chieftain brave. 
Nothing could save the townsnlen from their doom, 
And all were gathered in one common tomb. 
Alike of great and small, of old and young, 
The lifeless bodies in the dust they flung : 
Both men and women shared a cominon fate : 
The luck-forsaken land lay desolate. 
Many a fair one in that fearful hour 
Sought death to save her from th' invaders' power: 
Chaste maidens of the Prophet's progeny 
Who shone like asteroids in Virtue's sky, 
Fearing the lust of that ferocious host 
Did cast them down, and so gave up the ghost. 
Much in that land prevails the ShBfiLite ; 
One in a thousand is a Hanafite' ; 
And yet they counted on that gory plain 
Twelve thousand Hanafites amongst the slain ! 
In heaps on every side the corpses lay, 
Alike Dn lonely path and broad high-way. 
Uncounted bodies cun~bered every street : 
Scarce might one find a place to set one's feet. 

In terror of the Mongol soldiery 
Hither and thither did the people fly, 
Some seeking refuge to the Mosque did go, 
Hearts filled with anguish, souls surcharged with woe. 
From that fierce foe so sore their straits and plight 
That climbing forms the arches hid from sight. 
The ruthless Mongols burning brands did ply 
Till tongues of flame leapt upwards to the sky. 
Roof, vault and arch in burning ruin fell, 
A heathen holocaust of Death and Hell! '' 

Yet a third work produced by this industrious writer is 
the well-known geographical and cosmographical treatise 

entitled the Nuz-hatu'CQuZib, or " Heart's De- 
N'4"-h'"'z~ Qul& light." Manuscripts of it are fairly common, 

but until 191 5 the text was only generally ac- 
cessible in the indifferent lithographed edition published 

1 Cf. Nuz-kntu'l-Qulz26 (Gibb Series, xxiii, I), p. 59, last line. 
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at Bombay in 1311/18g3-4. In 1915, however, a critical 
edition of the text was brought out by Mr G. le Strange 
in the " E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series (vol. xxiii, I), and 
the English translation (vol. xxiii, z), which is now in the 
Press, will shortly follow. 

T h e N a z - h t u ' l - Q  was composed five years later than 
the ?afar-ndma, during the period of anarchy which suc- 
ceeded Ab6 Sa'fd's death, to which the author alludes with 
feeling. He  was persuaded, he says, to undertake the work 
at the request of certain friends, who felt the want of a 
Persian work on geography, most of the works on that sub- 
Sources the ject being in Arabic. ' He enumerates amongst 
N=z-Aal*'Z- his sources the following works, which he has 
Qulria supplemented from his own observations during 
his travels through Persia: the $uwaru'l-Aqdlhz of Abli 
Zayd Ahmad b. Sahl al-Balkhi1; the Tilydn of Ahmad b. 
Abi 'Abdi'llPh; the Road-book (MasdZik wall-Mamdlih)  of 
Abu'l-QPsim 'Abdu'llPh ibn Khurdddhbiha; and a work 
entitled the Jahdn-nh~za; besides nineteen other works, 
of which the enumeration will be found in Rieu's P e r s i a n  

Catalogue, pp. 418-419. The work is primarily divided into 
an Introduction (Fdtiha), three Discourses (Maqdla), and 
an Appendix (Khdtima).  The third M a p d l a  is the impor- 
tant part of the work: all that precedes this deals with 
cosmography, the heavens, the earth, the three kingdoms, 
and man. This third MaqdZa, which contains the geo- 
graphical portion of the work, deals first with the geography 
of the two holy cities of Arabia and of Jerusalem; then 
with the geography of Persia, Mesopotamia and Asia 
Minor, with an appendix on the physical geography of 
Persia; then with the countries bordering on Persia, and 
some other lands never included in the Persian Empire. 

This author is perhaps identical with the " Ibnu'l-Balkhfn whose 
Fdrs-ndmn Mr G. le Strange intends to publish in the Gibb Series. 

2 H e  wrote about 230-41844-8. See Brockelmann, vol. i, pp. 225-6. 
The text is included in de Goeje's valuable BibZioiheca Geograjhorum 
Ambicorunz. - 

7-2 
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references to places, people, and historical events beyond 
the ken of most Muslim writers; places like Portugal, 
Poland, Bohemia, England, Scotland, Ireland, Catalonia, 
Lombardy, Paris and Cologne; people like the Roman 
Emperors from Romulus downwards, and the Popes from 
S t  Peter to the Pope contemporary with the author, who is 
said to be the two hundred and second in succession; and 
events like the different Church Councils, the Conversion 
of Britain to Christianity in the time of Pope Eleutherius, 
the Nestorian heresy, and the like. As  a specimen of one 
of the more interesting passages the following account of 
printing from wood blocks in China is worthy of atten- 
tion. Having described the care with which the Chinese 
transcribe historical and other passages fiom their anciellt 
books, he says : 

" Then, according to a custom which they have, they were 
wont and still continue to make copies from that book in 
Account of such wise that no change or alteration can find 
Chilleseprint- its way into the text. A r d  therefore when they 
i n g  from the 
- desire that any book containing matter of value 
Baxhka" to them should be well written and should re- 
main correct, authentic and unaltered, they order a skilful 
calligraphist to  copy a page of that book on a tablet in a 
fair hand. Then all the men of learning carefully correct it, 
and inscribe their names on the back of the tablet. Then 
skilled and expert engravers are ordered to cut out the 
letters. And when they have thus taken a copy of all the 
pages of the book, numbering all [the blocks] consecutively, 
they place these tablets in sealed bags, like the dies in a 
mint, and entrust them to reliable persons appointed for 
this purpose, keeping thetn securely in offices specially set 
apart to this end on which they set a particular and defi- 
nite seal. Then when anyone wants a copy of this book he 
goes before this committee and pays the dues and charges 
fixed by the Government. Then they bring out these tab- 
lets, impose them on leaves of paper like the dies used in 
minting gold, and deliver the sheets to him. Thus it is 
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impossible that there should be any addition or omission in 
any of their books, on which, therefore, they place complete 
reliance; and thus is the transmission of their histories 
effected." 

A third minor history of this period is the Majma'u'l- 
Ansd6 ("Collection of Genealogies") of Muhammad ibn 

'Ali of Shabinkira, who, like Fakhr-i-Bani- 
The Maj7xn'u'Z- 
Ansrid kati, was a poet as well as  a historian. Of this 

book there seem to have been two editions, the 
first issued in 73311332-3, the second three years later and 
one year after the death of Abii Sa'id. This work contains 
a summary of general history from the Creation to the time 
of writing, but I have unfortunately been unable to obtain 
or read a copy, and am indebted for these meagre par- 
ticulars to Rieu's admirable Persian Catalogue, pp. 83-4. 
According to EthC1 the original edition perished when the 
house of Rashidu'd-Din's son Ghiyithu'd-Din Muhammad 
was pillaged, and the author rewrote the book from memory, 
completing this second edition, according to EthP, in 7431 
1342-3. 

Two rhymed chronicles of this period also deserve notice, 
the Shdhinshdh-nkma (" Book of the King of Icings"), or 
Chingiz-nkma (" Book of Chingiz"), of Ahmad of Tabriz, 
containing the history of the Mongols down to 73811 337-8 
in about 18,ooo verses, and dedicated to Abii Sa'id; and 
the Ghdzkn-nkma of Ndru'd-Din ibn Shamsu'd-Din Mu- 
hammad, composed in 76311361-2. Both worlts are very 
rare. Rieu has described a MS. of the first, copied in 8001 
1397-8, acquired by the British Museum a t  the sale of the 
Comte de Gobineau's library in 1885~; and I possess a fine 
MS. of the latter, copied a t  Tabriz in 87311468-9 for the 
Royal Library of Abu'n-Na~r Hasan Beg Bahidur Ichin, 
and given to me in August, 1909, by Dr R id i  Tawfiq, then 

1 India Ofice Pers. Cat., cols. 1-11, Nos. 21'and 22. 

2 Persian Szt$$Z. Cut., No. 201, p. 135. 
f 
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Deputy for Adrianople in the Turkish Parliament. Both 
works are written in the same metre (the nzui-zqa'yib) as the 
Skdh-ncinza of Firdawsl, of which they are imitations, but 
the second is only about half the length of the first (some- 
thing between 9000 and 10,000 couplets)'. Neither of these 
two works appears to be of any exceptional merit either 
as history or poetry, though useful information about the 
period of ahich they treat could 110 doubt be extracted 
from them by patient examination. 

In the short prose preface describing how the poem came to be 
written for SulcBn Uways, who had restored the pension enjoyed by 
the author, then fifty years of age, under GhBzBn KhBn, the number of 
verses is stated as 10,000. 

CHAPTER 111. 

From the literary point of view the period which we 
are now considering is, as we have seen, chiefly remarkable - 

for the quality and quantity of historical writers 
Poetry in the 
Mollpol period which it produced. That it was also rich in 

poetical talent cannot be disputed, but this is 
less remarkable, since at  hardly any period was there a 
dearth of poets in Persia. Almost every well-educated 
Persian can produce moderately good verses on occasion, 
and it would be a hopeless and useless task even to mention 
all of those who, transcending the rank of mere versifiers, 
can fairly clgm to be poets. Severe selection is necessary 
but not easy, for on the one hand due regard must be paid 
to the judgement of the poet's own countrymen, even when 
it does not entirely accord with our own ; and on the other 
hand care must be taken not to overlook any poet of 
originality and talent merely because he has not found 
favour with the Persian biographers, who, especially in 
their treatment of contemporaries, are apt to be swayed by 
personal, political, and even religious prejudices and pre- 
dilections. 

In the period with which we are now dealing there lived 
at  least a score of poets whose claims to consideration 
The t,vo greatest cannot be denied. The two greatest by far 

poets vived who into sur- this 
were Jalhlu'd-Din R6mf and Sa'di of ShirAz, of 

period, ~ ~ l d l ~ ~ d .  whom the former died in 67211273 a t  the age of 
DinRfinltand 66, and the latter about 690/1291 at the very 
Sa'di, discussed 
in a previous advanced age, as is generally asserted, of I 10 
volume lunar years. Both these poets, therefore, belong 
rather to the period preceding this, and have accordingly 
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been already discussed in a previous volume1, to which the 
reader is referred. They might with equal justice have 
been included in this volume, which is the poorer for their 
omission,since their literary activity extended into the period 
which it covers, and both poets came into relations with 
some of its leading personages, Sa'di with the .$n'(izb-BiwLi~t 
and his brother 'Ali'u'd-Din of the great Juwayni family, and 
even with Abdqi KhAn himselfa, and Jalilu'd-Din R6mi 
with the unfortunate Parwdna of Rhm, Mu'inu'd-Din, who 
was put to death by AbAqd for suspected complicity with 
the Egyptians in 67511276-7" I t  would be easy to devote 
many pages to each of them in this place without repeating 
anything that has been said before, but thc difliculty is to 
limit rather than to extend the scope of this chapter, and, 
in spite of all temptations to the contrary, they must there- 
fore be omitted here. 

For similar reasons I shall content myself with a very 
brief mention of three other poets of this time whom many 

Omissionofpoets 
Persian students, especially such as have pur- 

who,thoughthey sued their studies in India, would place next 
wrote in Persian, 
were not of Per- to the two great poets mentioned above; I mean 
sian race orresi- Amfr Khusraw and Hasan of Dihlf and Badr- 
deuce 

i-ChAch, all of whom are highly esteemed in 
India, but none of whom, so far as is known, ever visited, 
much less resided in Persia. T o  reduce the subject-matter 
of this book within any reasonable limits, it becomes more 
and more necessary to exclude the great and increasing 
number of Indian writers of Persian. Two considerations 

Grounds for ex- 
besides that of space seems to me to justify this 

cluding Indian- procedure. The first is that, owing to the greater 
Persian literature interest in India which naturally prevails in 

Lit. Hist. of Persia, vol. ii, pp. 515-539. 
See the English Introduction to vol. xvi, I, of the " E. J. W. Gibb 

Memorial'' Series (the ]ahdn-pshd of Juwayni, edited by Mirzi 
Muhammad), pp. lii-liv. 

See Bar-Hebraeus' dlukltta~arzr'd-D21waZ (Beyrout ed. of 18go), 
PP. 501-3- 
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England, far more has been written about these Indian- 
Persian authors, whether poets or historians, than about 
the purely Persian men of letters. The  second is that, so 
far as  a foreign student may be permitted to  express an 
opinion on matters of literary taste, this Persian literature 
produced in India, has not, as a rule, the real Persian flavour, 
the btdr as the Irish call it, which belongs to the indigenous 
product. Without making any invidious comparisons, it 
will hardly be contested that there is just as good reason for 
treating the abundant Persian literature produced in India 
from the middle of the thirteenth to the middle of the 
nineteenth century as a separate subject as for a similar 
procedure in the case of the English literature produced in 
England and that produced in America; and that therefore 
the omission of Amir Khusraw from this chapter is as justi- 
fiable as the omission of Walt Whitman from a modern 
English literary history, especially as a very long notice of 
the former is given in Elliot's History ofIgzdial. The same 
observation applies in lesser degree to the Persian writings 

in Afghdnistdn and Turkey respectively, though 
Persian still remains the natural speech of a large number 
of Afghans, and Turlrish Sultans (notably the great Salfm 
" the Grim2 ") have not disdained, even when a t  war with the 
Persians, to make use of their language for literary purposes. 
Exceptions will be made, however, especially in the period 
succeeding that included in this volume, in the case of 
native-born Persians who, attracted by the munificence of 
the Moghul Emperor of Dihli, emigrated to India in the 
hopes of disposing of their intellectual wares more profitably 
than was possible in their own country. 

The  attention of those who read Urdd should be called 

1 Vol. iii, pp. 524-566. 
2 A most sumptuous edition of this Persian Dtwdn of SultBn Salfm, 

edited by the late Dr  Paul Horn of Strassburg, was printed by com- 
mand of the German Emperor for presentation to the late Sultan 
'Abdu'l-Hamid in 1904. Of this rare and beautiful work I am fortunate 
enough to possess a copy. 
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to  a very excellent modern book entitled S/zi'rz~'Z-'Ajanz 
on a good (''Poetry of the Persians") by the late Shibli Nu- 

modern Urdfi 'mbni, lithographed at 'All-gayh in two volumes 
work containing 

studies of in or about I 325/1907, and containing critical 
Persian poets studies of about a score of the classical poets of 
Persia from Firdawsi and his predecessors to Hbfi?. Amongst 
these a long notice1 is devoted to Amir Khusraw of Dihli, 
which contains incidentally a good deal of information 
about his friend, contemporary and fellow-poet Hasan of 
Dihli. Those who do not read Urdh may be referred to 
another excellent and scholarly work produced by Indian 
scholarship under the auspices of my friend Sir Edward 
Denison Ross, the CntnCogae of the A~tzhic and Pevsinn 
Alnnz~scripts in the Ol-ientcrZ Pub& Lib7,a~v at Bn~zk+ore, of 
which the first volume, containing the Persian poets from 
Firdawsi to Hbfiz, was published at  Calcutta in 1908. 
Twenty pages of this volume (pp. 176-195) are devoted to 
Amir Khusraw and his various works, and the four following 
pages to his friend Amir Hasan. Both were disciples of the 
great Saint Nizimu'd-Din Awliyb, who died in 72511324 
only seven months before Amir Khusraw, who was buried 
beside him. Amir Hasan only survived them a few (pro- 
bably two) years. 

Amir Khusraw, not less notable as  a musician than as 
a poet, was of Turkish race, his father Amir Sayfu'd-Din 

Mahmdd having fled before the Mongols from 
Brief account of 
Amir Khusraw the region of Balkh to India, where he finally 

settled at  Patyili. There the poet was born in 
651/1253. H e  was therefore seventy-one years old when 
he died, and "lived to enjoy the favour of five successive 
kings of Dihli." H e  was enormously productive ; Dawlat- 
shAh credits him with nearly half a million verses. Of 
these " Mirzi Bbysunqur, after ceaseless efforts, succeeded 
in collecting 1~0,000," but having subsequently discovered 
2000 more from his ghazals, he " concluded that it would be 

09. Ztzud., vol. ii, pp. 107-195. 
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very difficult for him to collect the complete work of the 
poet, and gave up the idea for ever1!' 

Although, for the reasons given above, I do  not propose 
to speak a t  length of Amir Ichusraw, yet, in accordance 
with the well-known Arabic sayings of which the gist is 
that what cannot be fully included need not therefore be 
wholly omitted, I shall give here "for good luck and a 
blessing" (tayammunm wa tnbarrukan) one short extract from 
his LayM wa-Mnjltzzin in which he mourns, with a remark- 
able touch of feeling, the death of his mother and younger 
brother, both of whom died in 6g8/1zg8-9. The  poet's love 
for his mother, which is in strong contrast with his lack of 
appreciation of his daughter, is 'one of the most attractive 
features of his characters. 

'>* &p q G ;  9 + &2+ '>*itQi)L?Jidp&$;915 , , 

See the Bankqore Cafalogue mentioned above, vol. i, pp. 176-7, 
and my edition of Dawlat-shah, p. 240. . D >  

"& fl,+ C\1 d k 4 & 9 t *  
3 The five verses addressed to his daughter, who appears to have 

been called 'Afifa, will be found on p. 125 of vol. ii of the Shi'ru'l- 
'Ajam, and the verses to his mother on pp. 126-7. 
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"A double radiance left my star this year : 
Khusraw's Gone are my brother and my mother dear. 

lament on his 
death My two full moons have set and ceased to shine 

In one short week through this ill luck of mine. 
By double torture I am racked of Fate, 
By double blow doth Heaven me prostrate. 
Double my mourning, double my despair ; 
Alas that I this double grief must bear ! 
Two brands for one like me is't not a shame 7 
One fire's enough to set the stack aflame. 
One breast a double burden should not bear, 
One head of headaches cannot hold a pair. 
Beneath the dust my mother lieth dead ; 
Is't strange if I cast dust upon my head ? 
Where art thou mother mine, in what strange place? 
Canst thou not, mother, show me thy dear face ? 
From heart of earth come smiling forth once more, 
And take conipassion on my weeping sore ! 
Where'er in days gone by thy feet did fall 
That place to me doth Paradise recall. 
Thy being was the guardian of my soul, 
The strong support which kept me safe and whole. 
Whene'er those lips of thine to speech were stirred 
Ever to my advantage was thy word. 
To-day thy silence makes its dumb appeal, 
And lo, my lips are closed as with a seal ! " 

Radr-i-Chbch, another poet of Transoxiana, has a con- 
siderable reputation in India but is practically unknown in 

Badr-i-Chich 
Persia. The town of Chich or Shish of which 
he claimed to be the "Full Moon" (Badr) is 

the modern TBshkand. His poetry, which I have never read, 
but of which Sir H. Elliot has translated specimens in 
his Histov of I?zdial, is reputed very difficult, a common 
characteristic of the Persian poetry produced by men of 
Turkish race or writing under Turkish influence and patron- 
age, but not in itself, from our point of view, a reason for 
including him in this survey. 

Vol. iii, pp. 567-573. 
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Mention may here be made of a little-known poet called 
QAni'i, who fled from his native town of TGs in Khurisin 

before the terrible Mongol invasion, escaped to 
Qbni'i 

India, and thence made his way westwards by 
Aden, Mecca, Medina and BaghdQd to Asia Minor, where 
he attached himself to the court of the SeljGq rulers of 
Qonya (Iconium), for whom he composed an immense versi- 
fied history of the dynasty on the model of the Shdh-nha ,  
and a metrical rendering of the celebrated Book of KaZda 

I 
I and Di~jzna, of which a manuscript (Add. 7766) belonging 

to the British Museum is described by Rieul, from whom 
these particulars are taken. In virtue of these and other 
poetical productions, of which he boasted that they filled 
thirty volumes and amounted to 300,000 bayts, he received 
the title of MaZiku'sh-Sku'ar~td (" King of PoetsJ' or Poet 
Laureate), and he lived long enough to compose an elegy 
on the death of the great JalQluJd-Din Rlimi, who died, 
as already mentioned, in 672/1273. 

Another early but little-known poet of this period is 
P6r-i-Bahi-yi- Jimi,to whom Dawlat-shih2 devotes an article 

containing but few facts about his life, to which 
Pir-i-Bahd-yi- 
J A ~ ~ '  

other biographical works, such as the Haft 
IqZi?n, A tash-Kada, Majna'u'l - F z  etc. 

add but little. His original patron was Khwija Wajihu'd- 
Din Zangl(Daw1at-shbh)or Tdhir-i-Faryhmadi(HaftafIqZim), 
but he afterwards enjoyed the patronage of the great J@ib 
Diwkn. H e  seems to have been fond of quaint conceits 
and tours de force, and Dawlat-shAh cites an ingenious poem 
of his, containing 28 bayts, in which he made use of as 
many Mongol and Turkish words and technical terms as 
possible, as when he saysS : 

dG"-;r &LG d* ,3 G h o ; b  dLoG 

'cS14 L g  g J ~ ~ ~ +  
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"The wizards of thy tresses, like the pens or the dnkhshis, 
Have practised on thy cheek the UyghGr writing1." 

The following quatrain, addressed to a friend who had 
lost a tooth, is also rather neat. 

" If a pearl is missing from thy sweet casket 
Thy dignity is in no wise diminished in the matter of beauty. 
A hundred moons shine from the corners of thy cheek 
What matter if one star be missing from thy Pleiades 7 "  

The two following poems by P6r-i-Ball&, written in 
the grand style cultivated by court poets, and filled with 
elaborate word-plays and far-fetched metaphors, are chiefly 
interesting because they can be exactly dated. The first 
refers to the destruction of NishApGr by an earthquake in 
66611 267-8, and the second to its restoration in 66911 270-1 
by order of Abdqb. Both are taken from that rare work 
the MujnznZ of Fa~ ih i  of IChwAf 2. 

1 See d'ohsson, vol. i, p. 17, who defines "les Cames" (Qdnzdn) as 
ctministres de leur culte grossier, qui Ctaient 21 la fois magiciens, 
interprbtes des songes, augures, aruspices, astrologues et mCdecins." 
The bakhslzis were the scribes who wrote the old UyghGr character, 
which continued to be used in Turkistbn until the fifteenth century of 
our era. 

2 Only four MSS. of this work are known to exist, two in Petrograd 
and two in Cambridg-e. See my article on this rare book in the iiumber 
of the Muskon published at the Cambridge University Press for the 
exiled Belgian professors in 1915, p p  48-78. 
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"Through the shakes and knocks of the earthquake shocks it is upside 
down and awry, 

So that 'neath the Fish is Arcturusl sunk, while the Fish is raised to 
the sky. 

That fury and force have run their course, and its buildings are over- 
thrown, 

And riven and ruined are whole and part, and the parts asunder strown. 
Not in worship, I ween, are its chapels seen with spires on the ground 

low lying, 
While the minarets stoop or bend in a loop, but not a t  the bedesmen's 

crying. 
The libraries all are  upside down, and the colleges all forsaken, 
And the Friday Mosque in ruins is laid, and the pulpits are shattered 

and shaken. 
Yet do not suppose that this ruin arose from the town's ill destiny, 
But ask of me if thou fain wouldst see the wherefore of this and the why. 

1 Arcturus (Sinzdk) is accounted one of the highest stars in 
heaven. In the popular cosmogony of the less educated Muslims, the 
earth is supposed to be supported by a great fish (Samak in Arabic, 
Mdki  in Persian) which swims in a vast ocean contained by banks of 
cloud. Hence the Arabic expression mina's-Samak ila's-Si~ndk (I' from 
the Fish to Arcturus"), corresponding to the Persian a z  mM td bi-nzdkt 
("from the Moon to the Fish"), meaning from the highest to the 
lowest. 
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'Twas because the Lord had such high regard for this old and famous 
place 

That He turned His gaze on its fashions and ways with the eyes of 
favour and grace, 

And such was the awe which His glance inspired, and His Light's 
effulgent rays 

That with shaking feet to earth it fell for fear of that awful blaze. 
For did not the Mountain of Sinai once fall down and crumble away 
Where Moses stood, and the Face of God to behold with his eyes did 

pray 7" 

'JjjL I;?$ j &sjb &A\+ G\J& 

' I;;.' w Q~,&Y &9> str? 

' W j  G ~ J  b k > h  d b  
' E.5 t;J o k  *jAc &xtb 

"The buildings of Nishiplir Time had striven to displace 
And Iiuin wide from every side had thither turned its face. 
God willed that men should once again its buildings strive to raise 
In the reign of just Abiqd, the N6shirwdn of our days. 
Of all the world the lord is he, of all the earth the king, 
Foe-binder, world-subduer he, all kingdoms conquering. 
I t  happened in the year six-hundred and three-score and nine 
That from its ruins rose again this city famed and fine. 
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Venus and Sol in Taurus, RamadCin was ending soon ; 
In Gemini stood Mercury, in Pisces stood the Moon. 
May this new town's foundation to thee a blessing bring, 
And every desert in thy reign bear towns as flourishing! 
By thy good luck Nishdpur old is now grown young again, 
Like to some agCd dotard who his boyhood doth regain. 
Three things, I pray, may last for aye, while earth doth roll along : 
The Khwdja'sl life, the city's luck, and Plir-i-BahA's song ! " 

Not v e r y  m u c h  need be said, or indeed ,  is k n o w n ,  a b o u t  
Imimi  o f  H e r d t ,  whose full name, according to the author 

Imdmi of Herdt 
o f  the Ta'rihk-i-Guzida, was Ab6 'Abdi'llAh 

M u h a m m a d  b. AbG Bakr b. 'UthmAn. He was 
the panegyr i s t  o f  t h e  rulers  and min is te r s  o f  K i r m i n ,  and 
died,  a c c o r d i n g  t o  the Mqi~zn'u'Z-Fu;afict~ in 66711268-9. 
An ext raord inar i ly  compl ica ted  acros t ic  on his o w n  n a m e ,  
c o m p o s e d  by h i m  accord ing  to the t e r m i n o l o g y  o f  the s t a t e  
accountan ts ,  will  b e  found  in the Gzlzidaa. The highes t  
c o m p l i m e n t  w h i c h  he ever received was p r o b a b l y  that paid 
h i m  by h i s  c o n t e m p o r a r y  Majdu 'd -Din  Hamgar, in reply to 
a versified ques t ion  addressed t o  the l a t t e r  poet by Mu'inu'd- 
D i n  t h e  Parwhna ,  Mal ik  I f t ikh i ru 'd -Din ,  N t r u ' d - D i n  R a ~ a d i ,  
a n d  the &@id-Dfwdn Shamsu 'd-Din ,  e n q u i r i n g  h i s  op in ion  
as t o  the respect ive mer i t s  of  himself,  Sa'di and ImAmi4. 
H i s  r e p l y  w a s  as follows : 

14 d+ &4= &+ 6+Jb 
'A dJL1 CSbb;il& 2 

'2: e b b  d p [ A  %& J> 

'M,' u4b4 6- 3 iro 4P 
"Though I in song am like the tuneful birds, 

Fly-like I sip the sweets of Sa'di's words ; 
Yet all agree that in the arts of speech 
Sa'di and I can ne'er ImLmi reach." 

Probably the Jdfiib-Diwdn is meant. Vol. i, p. 98. 
3 See my translation of this section of the work (ch. v, 5 6) in the 

J.R.A.S. for Oct. 1900 and Jan. 1901, pp. 13-15 of the separate reprint. 
4 These verses are given by DawlatshBh, p. 166, 1. 24-p. 167, 

11. 1-9 of my edition. 

8-2 
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of I<hurAsAnl, who on one occasion submitted to him the 
following versified enquiry2 : 
"What says that master of the Law, chief scholar of our land, 

Our guide in doctrine and belief, to this which we demand : 
Suppose a cat a t  dead of night feloniously should steal 
A cage of pigeons or of doves, and make therefrom a meal, 
Would Retribution's Law revealed the owner justify 
If he in vengeance for the birds sllould doom the cat to die?',' 

To this enquiry, ImAmi answered as follows : 
' (A subtle question this indeed ! The palate of the mind 

Therein thy nature's fragrance fair and reason rare doth find ! 
No vengeance falls upon the cat, for nowhere hath implied 
Our Prophet in his Holy Law that such is justified. 
Have cats whicli hunt for birds less right than catkins3 on the tree ? 
Their claws upon the branch they spread whenc'er a bird they see. 
So, if his own white arm he seeks to keep secure from pain, 
Let him avoid with Pussy's blood his hand and arm to stain. 
If he the pigeon seeks to save, the dove to keep alive, 
To  hang their cages out of reach he surely could contrive ! " 

Poetical interrogations of this sort seem to have been 
the fashion at this time, for certain people of KAshAn 
addressed a similar versified question as to the respective 
merits of the poets Anwari and Zahir of FAryAb to 
Majdu'd-Din Hamgar, and to this same question ImAmi also 
thought good to reply in verse. The text and trans- 
lation of this correspondence, including the question and 
the two answers, all in verse, are given in the Ta'rikh-i- 
Guzfda4, to which the curious reader is referred. Majdu'd- 
Din Hamgar's reply contains the date when it was written, 
viz. the end of Rajab, 674 (Jan. 19, 1276), and both he 
and ImAmi agree in preferring Anwari to Zahir, a judge- 
ment in which nearly all competent critics will concur. 

Apparently that same minister Fakhru'l-Mulk Shamsu 'd-Dawla, 
to whom several of Im6miJs poems are dedicated. 

For the original verses, which it would be superfluous to reprint 
here, see my edition of DawlatshBh, p. 169. 

3 Catkins are calledgurba-i-bid, " willow-cats," in Persian. 
See pp. 60-64 of the separate reprint of my translation of this por- 

tion (ch. v, $ 6 )  published in the J. X. A. S. for Oct. 1900 and Jan. 1901. 
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Majdu'd-Din's claim to prefer Imbmi's poetry not only to his 
own but to Sa'di's, on the other hand, cannot be taken 
seriously, and must have been prompted by some personal 
motive, such as a desire to please ImAmi or to annoy Sa'di. 
All Persian writers who have noticed this matter at all 
have expressed amazement at the view which Majdu'd-Din 
Hamgar saw fit to advance; for in truth IrnAmi's poetry, so 
far as'we can judg? from the specimens given by Dawlat- 
shAhl and in the Atash-Kadaa and the Majma'zl'Z-Fzqa@dS, 
has no special distinction or originality, while Sa'df's claim 
to be reckoned among the half-dozen greatest poets of his 
country has never been disputed. 

Majdu'd-Din Hamgar was, according to the Ta'rtkh-i- 
Gzczidn, a native of Yazd, and a $rotkg6 of BahBu'd-Din 

Juwayni, the high-handed governor of FArs, who 
Majdu'd-Din 
Hamgar died in 67S/127g4. When the poet came from 

Yazd to I~fahAn, he left his elderly wife behind 
him, but she soon followed him. News of her arrival was 
brought to the poet by one of his pupils, who said, " Good 
news! Your lady has alighted in the house." " Good 
news," replied Majdu'd-Din, "would rather be that the 
house had alighted on her!" The lady, to whom this 
speech was reported, reproached her husband for his unkind 
words, quoting the quatrain of 'Umar Khayydm beginning : 

' ~ m ~ ~ V s A j 9 s - j l ; ; c :  
" Days changed to nights ere thou wert born, or I <'I 

a Before me, perhaps," replied Majdu'd-Din, "but Heaven 
forbid that day and night should have existed before thee!" 

According to DawlatshAhE, Majdu'd-Din Hamgar boast- 
ed descent from NGshirwAn the SAsinian, and was on this 

1 Pp. 167-170 of my edition. 
2 P. 137 of the lithographed edition of 1z77/1860-I. 
3 Vol. i, pp. 98-101. See p. 21 su;llra. 
6 See E. H. Whinfield's text and translation in T~iibner's Oyienfa( 

Series (1883), No. 33 (pp. 24-5). 
6 P. 176 of my edition. 
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account a somewhat privileged person at  the courts which 
he frequented. T o  this alleged genealogy the poet alludes 
in the following verses1 : 

'Jb3 w + >+ &bj & H  
'Jb c ~ ~ l *  i)+ G;s!>Aij3 

' 3 .C ;>pr~$3; .Lc !k> jAb  
' J ~ i r U , W & ~ ~ i r o *  

' L S ~  19 @ j l  + k,t 
'Jb a;,C=,?bic-e jl u~lp ac. b> 

'99 &W & d d  jb  + j l  
' JUBd + U L  +)I j9 

' L S ~ J  p d u  & 3~ 9' +j j l  

' JIj> U&&;,L+~>+J~ 

'3& 2 ~ 3  IF 'Gi J-c+ ~54 &I 
' JL+$- lp LLCl te -1 &I 

'ij~f 3 3 ~  A> c ih  & &Jb j I  

' JL j l  4 7  A+;+ >+ GgJ 
' + a > ~ ~ ~ j l J 2 t ~ ~ ~ u ~ 3  

'JV . * t ~  tP CLI&26tjlb 

+& jl+" &Lj hJ bLftj y> 
' J l j j j l  v"3 d W  ptj b&~+ 

Cited in the Majma'u'LFu~akd, vol. i, p. 596. 
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'' My virtues all a cruel age hath made for me a bane ; 
My youthful blood the aged Sphere hath shed in grief and pain. 
The envious Mercury1 hath plucked the pen from out my hand, 
The arching Heaven hath drawn a bow to smite me where I stand. 
0 Sphere, what would'st thou of me, a poor, bare-footed thing? 
0 Time, what seek'st thou from me, a bird with broken wing? 
Make of the falcon's eyes a dish to satisfy the owl : 
Make of the lion's thighs the food for which the jackals prowl. 
In no wise like the noisy drum will I his blows bewail, 
Although his lashes on my back descend as falls the flail. 
0 foot of trouble's elephant, prithee more gently press ! 
0 hand of this ignoble Sphere, increase my dire distress ! 
Through tribulations bravely borne my heart hath grown more bright, 
As mirrors gain by polishing in radiancy and light. 
What time the rose-bush from the dust doth raise its flowering head, 
The sapling of my luck (what luck I )  hath withered and is dead. 
My fault is this, that I am not from some base seed upgrown : 
My crime is this, that noble is the pedigree I own. 
The sons of SPsPn, not Tigin, my ancestors I call ; 
I'm of the race of KisrP, not the household of InPl1. 
My verse is sweet and exquisite as  union with the fair : 
My pen in picture-painting hath the gifts of fancy rare. 
No eye hath seen an impulse mean impede my bounty's flow: 
The ear of no petitioner hath heard the answer ' N o  !' 
When youth is gone, from out the heart all love of play is cast: 
And lustre fadeth from the sun which hath the zenith passed." 

Majdu'd-Din Hamgarwrotepoems in praise of Shamsu'd- 
Din Muhammad the Jd&ib-DiwLin as well as of the AtAbek 

Sa'd b. Ab6 Bakr. Manuscripts of his poems 
Quatrains of 
~ajd-i- amg gar are rare, but a fine old manuscript (Or. 3713) 

in the British Museum, transcribed in the years 
A.D. 1293-8 by the poet's grandson, contains a number 
of his quatrains. Unlike the quatrains of 'Umar Khay- 
y&n, Ab6 Sa'id b. Abi'l-Ichayr, and other masters of this 
style of verse, Majdu'd-Din's quatrains deal less with 

1 Mercury is the planet which presides over the destinies of authors, 
scribes and poets. 

2 Tigin or Tagz'n is a suffix of Turkish names (e.g. Subuk-tigin, 
Alptigin, etc.) and Indl  is another common Turkish name or title. 
Kisp-d is the Arabic form of Khusraw (" Chosroes "), the proper name 
of Ndshirwin and Parwiz, and the generic name for all the kings of the 
Royal House of Sksin. 
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mystical and philosophical ideas than with concrete things 
and persons. Some are merely abusive epigrams, such as 
the following : 

/ 
I I *  3 t &  21+ 2J3& * * i t >  dl , 

/ 'Y>I> & LJ,A i,+) d>$$ 
"Born of a mother of accursCd womb 

From Ganja's town to AbkhAz thou didst come, 
Where that dog-training swineherd nurse of thine 
Fed thee on dog's milk and the blood of swine.'' 

The following, expressing the poet's love of travel, is too 
ingenious in its word-plays to adtnit of adequate translation : 

'+lF j o> j JLj 

' 3 1 j  u.a> A> 3l& j ~ l ; j  + 
'3i &+ lp 0 s  PC j ~ l !  fi 
" 0 heaven, never turn aside my reins from wandering : 

Give me my bread from Sarandib (Ceylon), my water from SarPb: 
Grant nle each evening (shdnz) a loaf of bread from BBmiyBn, 
And every morning (bdm) give me a draught of water from Sltrfin 

(Damas~us)~."  

In  the two following quatrains he laments his advancing 
age : 

'+i3 +id3,,+ @ jJ> 4% .e., J 
+ ;  39z &%N w> @ 

1 Sarandib, from the Sanskrit Swnrtza-d$n, is the n?me given by 
the Arab geographers to Ceylon, and Snnib is a town in AdharbByjBn. 
There is a lcind of word-play between these two names, but a much more 
complete one in the second half of the quatrain between 6dm (morning) 
and Bd7lt~j/Ltn (north-west of AfghAnistBn) on the one hand, and 
shdtn (evening) and Sltn'nt (Damascus) on the other. The last is an 
example of the " complete word-play." 
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'' Fiery and fluent, once my heart did hurl 
Spontaneous verses forth, each verse a pearl: 
Then Love, Desire and Youth were mine. These three 
Not e'en in dreams I now can hope to see ! " 

" This foot of mine no more the stirrup suits ; 
For me no more are spurs and riding-boots. 
Oppressed by aches and age, there now remains 

' No foot for stirrup and no hand for reins." 

Here is another very insulting quatrain, but again no 
record remains of the person to whom it was addressed : 

'++ 9 >I&> d p  3&> GI 
' ++; ;+ dj* 9 ' d m  Q 

'CUIIJ~U~ +$ @ $ & j l  

' ++ 9 G3> u A j  3 &9& b 
'' Compared to thee a pig's a pretty sight : 

Beside thy face an ape's the heart's delight. 
Thy temper's uglier than e'en thy face, 
Compared to it thy face is fair and bright." 

Some of the quatrains are acrostics on names, as, for 
example, the following : 

"The [sum of the] numbers of the letters in that graceful charmer's 
name 

Is eractlv three hundred and sixty, like the divisions of the heavens. - - -. . .- 
The third letter is one-ninth of the fourth letter, 
While the first letter is one-sixth of the second letter." 
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The name appears to be Nashd! (bW), for = 50, 
J = 300, 1 = I ,  and b = 9, which yields a total of 360 and 
fulfils the two other conditions. 

The following is addressed to his sweetheart : 

" No means have I by thee to pitch my tent, 
Nor money in thy street a house to rent: 
My ears and eyes serve only to this end, 
To hear thy voice and on thee gaze intent." 

That Majdu'd-Din Hamgar reached an advanced age is 
suggested by some of the quatrains just cited,whilein another 
he describes himself as over eighty, but I have not been 
able to ascertain the precise dates of his birth and death. 

Mention must now be made of a poet of far greater 
talent and originality than those of whom we have spoken 

'IrPql 
above, namely Fakhru'd-Din Ibrhhim of Hama- 
dhn, better known by his poetical nom de guerre, 

or takhaZZz~.s, of 'Irdqi. Notices of his life are found in 
most of the later biographies of mystics and poets, notably 
in the Nafahktu'Z- Uyzs of Jdmil and in the M~ZZ~SZI'Z- 
'Us/tshdq of Husayn Mirzd Bayqarh ; but in the absence of 
contemporary testimony the particulars there given must 
be received with a certain reserve, while from his writings, 
almost entirely of a mystical and erotic character, little or 
nothing is to be gleaned as to his personal adventures. H e  
is the typical palanday, heedless of his reputation, and seeing 
in every beautiful face or object a reflection, as in a mirror, 
of the Eternal Beauty. " Love," as one of his biographers 
says, "was predominant in his nature," and hence hisghazals 
have an erotic character which has exposed him to very 
harsh strictures on the part of some European critics, notably 

Pp. 700-704 of Nassau Lees's edition. 
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Sprengerl, who find scandalous in a Persian sentiments 
which in Plato they either admire or ignore. 

According to Jhmi,'Iriqi was born a t  Hamaddn, and in 
childhood learned the Quddz by heart and could recite i t  
melodiously and accurately. When he  was about seventeen 
years of age, a party of qaZa?zdars, amongst whom was a 
very beautiful youth, came to HamadAn, and, when they 
left, 'IrAqi, attracted by the beauty of the young dervish, 
followed them to India. A t  Multdn he became the disciple 
of Shaylch Bahh'u'd-Din Zakariyyh, of whom he says in one 
of his poems : 

'pU1\)I pbl ---U-". d b  jl Jl 

'4,+ G'jh d b f j l  u+ 
" If thou shouldst ask of the world 'Who is the guide of men?' 

Thou wilt hear from heaven no other answer than 'Zakariyyd!" 

Soon after his arrival there the discipline of a chills, or  
forty days' retirement and meditation, was imposed upon 
him, but on the tenth day the other dervishes came to the 
Shaykh and complained that instead of meditating in silence 
he was singing a ghazad or ode which he had composed, and 
which in the course of a few days was in the mouths of all the 
revellers in the city, who were singing it in the taverns to 
the accompaniment of the harp and zither. This ghazal, 
which is one of 'Irbqi's best-known poems, is as follows : 

Catalogue of the Library of the King of Oude, pp. 440-1. 
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"The wine wherewith the cup they first filled high 
Was borrowed from the SQqi's languorous eye. 
Since self-possessed the revellers they found 
The draught of selflessness they handed round. 
The loved one's wine-red lips supplied the cup : 
They named it ' Lover's wine,' and drank it up. 
No rest the hair of those fair idols knows, 
So many a heart it robs of its repose. 
For good and bad a place within our hall 
They found, and with one cup confounded all. 
They cast the ball of Beauty on the field, 
And at one charge compelled both worlds to yield. 
The drunken revellers from eye and lip 
The almond gather, and the sugar sip. 
But that sweet lip, desired of all, most fair, 
hlaketh harsh words the helpless lover's share. 

a' CH. 1111 

They loosen and set free their locks of jet 
That they therewith for hearts a snare may set. 
A hundred messages their glances dart;  
Their eyebrows signal secrets to the heart. 
They speak in confidence and silence claim, 
And then their secrets to the world proclaim. 
Where'er in all the world is grief and gall 
They mix them up, the mixture ' Love' they call. 
Why should they seek to hurt 'IriqPs fame; 
Since they themselves their secrets thus proclaim ? "  

When Shaykh BahA'u'd-Din heard the last couplet, he 
said, "This finishes his business !" He then called to 
'Irdqi in his cell," Do you make your supplications in wine- 
taverns ? Come forth ! " So 'Irbqi came forth, and the 
Shaykh clothed him in his own khiyqa or dervish-cloak, 
raised him from the ground to which he had cast himself, 
and subsequently gave him in marriage his daughter, who 
afterwards bore him a son named Kabiru'd-Din. 

Twenty-five years passed, and Shaylth BahA'u'd-Din 
died, naming 'Irdqi as his successor. The other dervishes, 
however, disapproved of this nomination, and complained 
to the King of 'Irdqi's antinomianism. He thereupon left 
India and visited Mecca and al-Madina,whence he proceeded 
to Asia Minor. A t  Qonya (Iconium) he attended the 
lectures of the celebrated Shaykh Sadru'd-Din of that city 
on the Fzdszis of Shaykh Mul?iyyu'd-Din ibnu'l-'Arabil, and 
composed his most celebrated prose work, the Lama'& 
( ' I  Flashes " or " Effulgences "), which was submitted to the 
Shaykh and won his approval. The powerful nobleman 
Mu'inu'd-Din the Parwdna was 'Irdqi's admirer and disciple, 
and built for him, it is said, a kkdnpdh or monastery at 
Tuqit, besides showing him other favours. On his death, 
'Iriqi left Asia Minor for Egypt, where also he is said to 
have been well received by the reigning Sultan, whose favour 
he retained, notwithstanding the efforts of his enemies to 
traduce him. In Syria, whither he subsequently proceeded, 
he met with an equally good reception, and there, after six 
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montl~s' sojourn, he was joined by his son Kabiru'd-Din 
from India. There also he died,on the 8th of Dhu'l-Qa'da, 
688 (Nov. 23, 1289) and was buried in the Sblihiyya 
Cemetery at  Damascus, beside the great mystic Shaykll 
Muhiyyu'd-Din ibnu'l-"rabi, who had predeceased him by 
50 years, and whose influence in Persia, still prevalent even 
in our days, was largely due to 'Irhqi, Awl?adu'd-Din of 
Mardgha, and others of the same school. 

The following poems from 'Iriqi's D i w h  may serve 
besides that already given, as typical of his style : 

' J e d ~ u L k 9 u ~ ~ w  

f-! & I  LSG -t dk j l  

'c"--j LS3.J LSY 6 W> & 
',+ &1 v'U> 423 09 
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CH. 111]  IRAQ^ 

"From head to feet thou art gracious, pleasant and sweet, O Love ! 
Thee to prefer to life 'twere right and meet, 0 Love ! 
To thee doth aspire the heart's desire of all, 0 Love ! 
A hunter of hearts art thou to hold us in thrall, 0 Love ! 
T o  mine eyes appear thy features fair and dear, 0 Love ! 
Awake or asleep like a crystal stream so clear, 0 Love ! 
Though Beauty's wine doth incarnadine thy cheek, 0 Love ! 
Bear with thy comrades, nor causeless quarrels seek, 0 Love I 
They melt in air, hope's promises false and fair, 0 Love ! 
Excuses, I ween, you'll find enough and to spare, 0 Love ! 
ICisses sip from thine own fair lip, and behold, 0 Love ! 
The Water of Life with its savour so sweet and so cold, 0 Love ! 
In the dust hard by thy path I die at  thy door, 0 Love ! 
That a draught of wine on this dust of mine thou mayst pour, 0 Love! 
Jewels of speech on all and each thou dost hurl, 0 Love ! 
So that every soul in its ear may wear a pearl, 0 Love ! 
None do I see in grace like thee, and I'm sure, 0 Love ! 
Thou art soul incarnate and spirit essential and pure, 0 Love ! 
In mine eyes and heart thou hast thy part and share, 0 Love ! 
Thou dost hide or appear, now dark and dim, now clear, 0 Love ! 
Never a moment on earth from North to South, 0 Love ! 
May 'Irdqi aspire to have his desire of thy mouth, 0 Love ! " 

The following is the first strophe of a very fine Tuqi!<- 
bawd : 
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" Cups are those a-flashing with wine, 
Or suns through the clouds a-gleaming ? 
So clear is the wine and the glass so fine 
That the two are one in seeming. 
The glass is all and the wine is naught, 
Or the glass is naught and the wine is all : 
Since the air the rays of the sun hath caught 
The light combines with night's dark pall, 

For the night hath made a truce with the day, 
And thereby is ordered the world's array. 

If thou know'st not which is day, which night, 
Or which is goblet and which is wine, 
By wine and cup divine aright 
The Water of Life and its secret sign: 

Like night and day thou mayst e'en assume 
Certain knowledge and doubt's dark gloom. 

If these comparisons clear not up 
All these problems low and high, 
Seek for the world-reflecting cup 
That thou mayst see with reason's eye 
That all that is, is H e  indeed, 
Soul and loved one and heart and creed." 

Here is a fragment of another ode: 

6 cH. 1111 

' & dlE- JS Aq fij '4-L d 3 ~  - 
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* * * * * * * 
" Forth from the Veil came that fair Cup-bearer, in hand the cup ; 
H e  tore our veils asunder, and our vows forthwith broke up ; 
Showed us His visage fair, and straightway us of sense bereft, 
Then sat Him down beside us, when of us no trace was left. 
His locks the knots unloosed ; our spirits' bonds were cast aside; 
Our souls abjured the world, and to His curls their fortunes tied. 
There in His fragrant tresses we remained in frenzy fine, 
Intoxicated with the proffered cup of ruby wine. 
Lost a t  His hands, our hearts for refuge clung unto His hair, 
E'en as the drowning man will catch at  straws in his despair. 
And when His tresses' chains became the bonds of hearts that raved, 
From their own being they escaped and from the world were saved." 

Of the following ode a spirited translation was made, 
but not published, by my friend Sir E. Denison Ross. The 
translation here given resembles and is suggested by his, 
but is not identical with it, for1  cannot, lay my hands on 
the copy which I received, nor can I remember it in detail. ' 

'A;.? &d u6i L5jb 9 '+ )+ 1 9  
'2 -Oj 2 Lpi LSjb4 $), bJ> 
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'Although in form of Adam's race,' said he, 
' Higher by far than his is my degree. 
My beauty mirrored in a glass I see, 
And all the world a picture seems of me. 
Creation's Sun am I : dot11 it amaze 
If each created atom me displays? 
The holy Spirits make my Essence plain, 
And human forms my Attributes retain. 
The boundless Sea's a sprinltling of my grace ; 
The radiant light's a reflex of my face. 
From Throne to Footstool all is but a mote 

' 

Which in the radiance of illy S L I ~  doth float. 
The Veil of Attributes aside is hurled, 
And my bright Essence brightens all the world. 
The stream which Ichidr's ebb of life did stop 
Was of my Kawthar-stream a single drop. 
That breath wherewith Christ loosed the thralls of Death 
Was but a blast of my soul-saving breath. 

CH. 1111 'IRAQPS LAMA'AT 
My Essence all the Names doth manifest ; 
I am of Names the greatest and the best !' 

(May God bless and hail  Him !) 

But to proceed. A few words on the degrees of Love, 
dictated by the mood of the moment, are here set down in 
the manner of the SawcEni&l, that they may be for every 
lover a mirror to display the Beloved ; though the rank of 
Love is too high for anyone to approach the pavilion of its 
glory by dint of understanding or explanation, or to gaze on 
the perfection of its true nature with the eyes of discovery 
and observation. 

! JLLJI abL91 as ' JL+ & 1-0 + 
Exalted high is Love o'er men's ambition, 
And o'er ideas of union or partition ; 
For when a thing transcends all thought and mention 
'Tis freed from likeness and from comprehension. 

I t  is veiled by the Veil of Glory and isolated in its Per- 
fection. Its Attributes are the Veils of its Essence and 
implicit in that Essence. Its Splendour is the Lover of its 
Beauty, which is involved in that Splendour. For ever it 
makes love to itself, and concerns itself not with aught else. 
Every momei~t it casts aside the Veil from the face of some 
loved one, and every instant it raises a new song in the 
way of loverhood. 

Within the Veil Love sings its air: 
Where is the lover to hear it, where? 

1 This is the title of a treatise by Shaykh Ahmad Ghazzdli on Love, 
the Lover, and the Beloved. 
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Each moment it chants a different lay, 
And ever some melody fresh doth play. 
All the Universe echoes its song: 
Who hath heard such an anthem long? 
Its secret out from the world doth leap: 
How can an Echo its secret keep ? 
I tell no tales, but loud and clear 
From the tongue of each atom its secret hear. 

Every moment with every tongue it tells its secret to 
its own ear; every instant with all its ears it hears its 
speech from its own tongue; every minute with all its 
eyes it flashes its beauty on its own vision; every second 
in every aspect it presents its being to its own notice. Hear 
from me its description as it really is : 

It  speaks with me through speaking and through speechlessl; 
Through lowered eyelashes and glancing eyes. 

Knowest thou what it whispers in my ears? 

I am Love, for the which in these worlds there is found not a place : 
The 'An@ am I of the West2, who hath never a trace. 

1 Le. through articulate and inarticulate creatures, through the 
organic and the inorganic. 

The true explanation of 'Anpd-yi-Mu is doubtful. See Lane's 
AT-abic-E~z~Zi.rh Lexicon, s.v. 

/ 
./.f 
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By my glance and my eyebrow the world I have captured, I trow, 
Heed not that I do not possess either arrow or bow. 
Revealed in the face of each atom am I, like the sun ; 
So apparent am I that my form is apparent to none. 
I speak with all tongues, and with every ear do I hear 
Though, strange as it seems, I have neither a tongue nor an ear. 
I am all that exists in all worlds, so 'tis patent and clear 
That neither in this world nor that have I rival or peer. 

FOREWORD. 

Know that in each ' Flash' of these ' Flashes ' some hint 
is given of that Reality which transcends differentiation, 
whether you call it Love or Attraction, since there is no 
dearth of words; and some suggestion is made as to the 
manner of its progress in diverse conditions and cycles, 
of its journey through the degrees of dissociation and es- 
tablishment, of its manifestation in the form of ideas and 
realities, of its emergence in the garb of Beloved and Lover, 
and finally of the absorption of the Lover in the Beloved 
formally, of the inclusion of the Beloved in the Lover 
ideally, and of the comprehension of both together in the 
Majesty of its Unity. There divergences are reconciled, 
ruptures are made whole, the Light is concealed within the 
Light, and the Manifestation lies latent within the Mani- 
festation. while from behind the pavilions of Glory is cried: 

'3b4 &:?& b 3 & '$ 
0, is not all save God hollow and vain? 

The identity [of each] disappears [in the other], leaving 
neither sign nor trace, and they merge in God, the One, the 
All-compelling. 

FIRST FLASH, 
Setting forth the pre-existence of Love to both Beloved and 

Lover, and the manner of their production by it, 
which takes place in the First Differentiation ; 

and setting forth that wherein each stands 
in need of the other. 

The derivation of both Lover and Beloved is from Love, 
which, in its Abode of Glory, is exempt from differentiation, 
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and, in the Sanctuary of its own Identity, is sanctified from 
inwardness and outwardness. Yea, in order to display its 
perfection, in such way as is identical with its Essence and 
[equally] identical with its Attributes, it shows itself to  itself 
in the Mirror of Loverhood and Belovedness, and reveals its 
Beauty to its own Contemplation by means of the Seer and 
the Vision. Thus the names of Loverhood and Beloved- 
ness appeared, and the description of the Seeker and the 
Quest became manifest. I t  showed the Outward to the 
Inmost, and the Voice of Loverhood arose : it showed the 
Inmost to the Outward, and the name of Belovedness was 
made plain. 

'>+ gl j.? 6 d& &S 4 

No atom doth exist apart from It, that Essence s i n ~ l e :  
'Tis when Itself it doth reveal that first those 'others ' mingle. 
0 Thou whose outward seeming Lover is, Beloved thine Essence, 
Who hitherto e'er saw the Object Sought seek its own presence? 

Love, by way of Belovedness, became the Mirror of the 
Beauty of Loverhood, so that therein it might behold its 
own Essence, and by way of Loverhood the Mirror of 
Belovedness, so that therein it might contemplate its own 
Names and Attributes. Although but one object is beheld 
by the Eye of Contemplation, yet when one face appears 
in two mirrors, assuredly in each mirror a different face 
appears. 

# 5 # #  # * # O #  s 0 5 >  - 0 6  # J ~ Z  , D l  5 , 5 J O c C P  r r 

'I>-- \?hdl c r ( 5 ~  d l  ' & I  ,,k y\)j +3Jl b j 

The Face is only one, yet multiple 
When thou in many mirrors see'st it. 
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0 how can ' Otherness' appear when whatsoe'er existeth here 
In essence is that Other One becoming to our vision clear?" 

Shaykh Ab6 Hdmid Awhadu'd-Din of KirmAn was, 
like 'Iriqi, a follower, and, indeed, as it would-appear from 

the Mq'~+za'u'LFu:n/in", a personal friend or dis- 
Awhadbd-Din of 
Kirmdn ciple of the great Shaykh Muhiyyu'd-Din ibnu'l- 

'Arabi, and had met (according to the same 
authority) that wild mystic Shams-i-Tabriz, the inspirer. of 
JalAlu'd-Din's Mathnawt and Dz'wrin. H e  was also ac- 
quainted, as some assert, with Awhadi of Mardgha and with 
'Iriqi himself, whom, in his heedlessness of appearances and 
passionate admiration of beauty, he somewhat resembles. 
Shaykh Shihibu'd-Din, who, for chronological reasons, 
cannot be the famous Suhrawardi, strongly disapproved of 
him, called him a "heretical innovator," and refused to 
admit him to his presence, on hearing which Awhadu'd- 
Din recited the following Arabic versea : 

" I mind not that bad names thou dost me call: 
I'm glad that thou shouldst mention me a t  all." 

Jdmf apologizes for hiin for "contemplating the Truth 
through the medium of its Manifestations in Phenomena, 
and beholding Absolute Beauty in finite forms," and adds 
that, being asked by Shams-i-Tabriz what he  was doing, he 
replied, " I am contemplating the Moon in a bowl of water," 
meaning the Beauty of the Creator in the beauty of the 
creature ; to  which Shams-i-Tabriz replied, " Unless you 
are afflicted with a carbuncle on the back of your neck, 

1 See the Tihrin lithographed edition, vol. i, pp. 89-94, and JBmi's 
Nufa&& p 685. 

2 See Jimi, Nafa&dtzc'LUm, ed. Nassau Lees, pp. 684-689. This 
verse is ascribed by Badi'u'z-ZamAn al-HamadhAni to a poet named 
Dumayna (Rasd'il, ed. Beyrout, 1890, p. 96 and n. 8 ad calc.). In  its 
original form it was addressed to a woman and runs :- 
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why do you not look at  the Moon in the sky?" Similarly 
MawlbnA Jalblu'd-Din Rrimi, being told that Awhadu'd- 
Din sought the society of the beautiful, but with purity of 
purpose, exclaimed, "Would rather that his desires had 
been carnal, and that he had outgrown them ! " Awhadu'd- 
Din expresses his own point of view in the following 
quatrain : ,I 

' +94 J> r* +e? 2p6 ,* i;ij 

"Therefore mine eyes iilsistent gaze on forms 
Because the Idea itself displays in forms : 
We live in forms ; this World's the formal World : 
The Idea we thus must needs appraise in forms." 

Apart from a few quatrains cited in the Na/Tn&a'tuYl-Ufzs of 
Jbmi, the Mq>?zafu'Z-Fu;a&i of Ridb-quli Khbn, and other 
biographical works, Awhadu'd-Din seems to have left little 
save a nzathnawt poem entitled " The Lamp of Spirits " 
(M@ba&z~'l-Arw&), from which long extracts are given in 
the Majhza'u'l-Fu;a&a' and the following eight couplets in 
the Nafa&& (pp. 688-9) : 
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'I While the hand moves, the shadow moveth too : 
What else, indeed, can the poor shadow do? 
'Tis but the hand which makes the shadow fall, 
The shadow, then, no substance hath at  all. 
T o  call 'existent' what no Being hath, 
Save through another, is not Wisdom's-Path. 
Absolute sking only wise men call - 

Being, and naught save God exists at all. 
That which existent but through God became 
Is NOT in truth, but only IS in name. 
And yet the Artist loves His work, 'tis clear ; 
There's none but He, so be thou of good cheer. 
Himself a t  once the Truth doth hear and tell' 
The Face H e  shows H e  doth perceive.as well, 
Know, then, by Allah, for a certainty 

. 

That nothing else existence hat11 save He." 

Mention should also be made of Awhadu'd-Din's disciple, 
Awhadi of MarAgha, also called of I~fahAn, because,though a 

native of the former place, he passed a consider- 
Alvhadi of 
Marigha 

able portion of his life and died a t  the latter'. 
Little seems to be known to the biographers 

of his circumstances, but the prevalent opinion is that he 
died in 73811337-8. His chief poem is an imitation of the 
fladiqa of SanB'i entit1edJa'~n-i-Jnm (the "Cup of Jamshid," 
also known as the " World-displaying GlassJ'), of which 
copious extracts are given by the biographers, and of which 
I possess a good manuscripta. Dawlatshih, followed by 
the Haft IqZim, states that this poem was SO popular that 
within a month of its production four hundred copies of it 
were made and sold at  a good price, but adds that in his 
time (89211487) it was seldom met with and little read. This 
seems to have been the only mnthnawi poem he wrote, but 
he also left a diwrilz, estimated by RidA-quli Khbn, the author 
of the Majna'a'Z-Fusa&Li, to contain six or seven thousand 

1 See my edition of DawlatshBh, pp. 210-215 ; Majma'u'GFusa&d, 
vol. ii, pp. 94-98 ; Haft Iqlinz, under I~fahdn, etc. Jdmt, however, 
(Nnfnfidt, p. 707) reverses the riles of these two cities. 

2 Dated g16/151o-11. The text comprises about 4500 couplets. 



verses1, including pasta'as and quatrains, of which a selection 
is given by the biographers. The following may serve as 
examples of his style : 

(Part of a qag'da taken from the Haft  iqlivz). 

" How long wilt pride in beard and turban take? 
That Friend adopt as friend : all else forsake. 
With stir and movement fill thy heart with pain : 

Dawlatshah (p, 210 of my edition) says ro,ooo. 
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The soul in rest and quiet strength doth gain. 
All scent and hue of self do thou efface, 
That HE may clasp thee tight in HIS embrace. 
Till thou art contrite vainly shalt thou seek 
In truth the beauty of that lovely cheek. 
If thou canst do what H e  enjoins on thee 
He'll do what thou dost ask assuredly. 
He's kin enough : all else forsake forthwith.: 
When wilt thou free thyself from kin and kith? 
Ask of thyself, when from thyself set free, 
God-vexer, where and who thy God may be ? 
Who is't in thee who speaks of ' us ' and ' me' ? 
Who fixed the evil and the good for thee? 
If there are 'others,' prithee point them out : 
Art thou alone ? Then wherefore ' others ' flout ? 
To be united is not as to see : 
In this my speech is no hypocrisy. 
Were sight and union one in fact and deed 
The eye on looking a t  the thorn would bleed. 
A cup he gives thee : spill not, drink it up ! 
Hold fast when I bestow another cup ! 
One is the Master's Face : pluralities 
From Mirror and from Mirror-holder rise. 
One the King's portrait and the coining-die : 
Numbers in gold and silver coinage lie. 
One sap supplies the flower which doth adorn 
The rose-bush, and the sharp and cruel thorn. 
Orange and fire alike1 their hue derive 
From that life-giving sun whereon they thrive. 
A thousand circles issue from the point 
What time the compass doth enlarge its joint. 
The world entire reveals His Vision bright : 
Seek it, 0 ye who are endowed with sight : 
All things His praises hymn in voices still, 
Sand in the plain and rocks upon the hill." 

The following fragment is possessed of some beauty, 
but is imitated from one of Sa'di's? 

1 Or '' Orange and pomegranate," for ndr has both meanings. 
"ee the Calcutta edition of 1795, vol. ii, K z3Sa-z3gb. 
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" Think 0 thou who dost inherit, yet didst labour ne'er, 
Who was he whose wealth was thine, and who art thou, the heir? 
H e  amassed but did not spend it, so 'twas left behind: 
Use it well, that when thou flittest, others good may find. 
Gold a goblin is, and woman for the neck a chain : 
Chained and goblin-haunted's he who greatly loves the twain. 
Over-anxious for thy offspring be not, for the Lord 
Icnoweth better than the servant how to guard his ward. 
Dally not with lust and passion, which do curses bring, 
Curses which thou shalt not 'scape with Flying Ja'far'sl winz. 
This thy lust and this thy craving are a sea of strife : 

1 Le. Jalfar ibn Abi Tglib, the Prophet's cousin, who was killed by 
the Romans in the Battle of M6'ta (September, A.D. 629), and of whom 
the Prophet said, " I saw Ja'far yesterday in a group of the angels, 
having two wings whereof the pinions were stained with blood." 
(Ibnu'l-Athir, ed. Tornberg, vol. ii, p. 181). Hence he was called the 
" Winged (or " Flying ") Martyr." (Muir's Lt;fe of Mahonzet, new and 
abridged edition of 1828, p. 410 a d  calc.) 

Canst thou swim not 7 Wherefore venture in the waves thy life ? 
Washing of the coat and turban naught can profit you : 
Wash thy hands of worldly longings : this is washing true! 
On the evil wrought by others never wilt thou dwell 
If upon the deeds thou doest thou shouldst ponder well. 
Truth there lacks not in the sayings Awhadf doth say : 
H e  who hearkens to his counsel wins to Fortune's way 1 " 

The following ode is another favourable 'specimen of 
Awhadi's work : 

' G 4  L S J ~  3 dl)& 3 i l  w & 

0' 

'&t u)iF >$ i,+Jl &I> -3 
" Many a Spring shall Autumn follow when thou'rt passed away; 

Many an evening, many a morning, many a night and day. 
T o  the World thy heart incline not, though it seemeth fair ; 
Deem it not a faithful friend who for its friends doth care. 
Thou to-day who like a scorpion everyone dost sting, 
Snakes shall be thy tomb's companions, shame to thee shall bring. 
Comfort some afflicted spirit ; that is worth thy while ; 
Else to vex thy fellows' spirits easy is and vile. 
Look not on earth's humble dwellers with a glance so proud : 
Knowing not what Knight is hidden midst the dusty cloud." 

The following fragment must conclude our citations from 
Awhadf : 

'>I> )qj hd'-$l+ >+j 
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"These suppliant suitors hold in slight esteem ; 
Hold thou their vows as frailer than a dream. 
Honours which meanness winneth for thy name 
Regard, if honour toucheth thee, as shame. 
When Fortune's cup into your hands doth pass 
Think of the headache as you raise the glass. 
Like ill-bred camel seems thy restive soul ; 
Put on the leading-rein or lose control ! " 

The village of Shabistar (or Chabistar) near Tabriz, in 
A d h a r b ~ ~ j ~ n ,  gave birth about the middle of the thirteenth 

century of the Christian era (seventh of the 
Mahrnbd-i- 
Shahistari 

hij-a) to another notable mystic, Sa'du'd-Din 
MahmGd, generally called, after his native place, 

Shabistarf. Little is known of his life, which seems to have 
been passed quietly, and, so far as those stirring times 
allowed, uneventfully, at or near Tabriz, where he died 
about 720/1320. He was by no means a voluminous writer, 
but his Gz~lskan-i-Rdz, or " Rose-Garden of Mystery," a 
nzath/znawt containing about one thousand couplets, is one 
of the best and most compendious manuals of the mystical 
doctrine of the SGfis, and enjoys. even at  the present day a 
high reputation. I t  has been edited with a translation, 
Introduction, and valuable notes, by Mr E. Whinfieldl, who 
gives in his Introduction the few particulars known about the 
author and the history of the poem. This attracted the 
attention of European travellers as early as A.D. 1700, 
reached certain Western libraries during the succeeding 

j 1 Published by Triibner, London, 1880. 
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century, was utilized by Dr Tholuck in his Ssujsmz~s in 
1821 and was ~ a r t l ~ h .  translated into German by the same 
writer in his B l ~ t k e n s a  azls dey Mo~genlandiscben 
Mystik in 1825, and was edited with a complete versified 
translation in German by I-Iammer-Purgstall in 1838. The 
poem was composed, as the poet himself informs us, in the 
month of ShawwAl, 710 (Feb.-March, 131 I )  in reply to 
a series of fifteen questions on mystical doctrine propounded 
by an enquirer from KhurAsAn named Amfr Husaynt These 
questions, which are included in the poem, are briefly as 
follows : 

The fifteen ( I )  As to the nature of thought. 
q~~es t ions  ( 2 )  Why is thought sometimes a sin, some- 

, nnswcrcd i n  the 
GUW~X-i -R&S times a duty, and what sort of thought 

is incumbent on the mystic? 

(3) What am " I " ? What is meant by " travelling into' 
one's self" ? 

(4) What is meant by "the Pilgrim," and what by " the 
Perfect Man " ? 

( 5 )  Who is the Gnostic ((Ayif) who attains to the Secret 
of' Unity ? 

(6) " If Knower and Known are one pure Essence, 
What are the inspirations in this handful of dust?" 

(7) " To what Point belongs the, expression, ' I am the 
Truth ' ? " 

(8) " Why call they a creature ' united ' ? 
How can he achieve ' travelling' and ' journey ' ? " 

(9) " What is the union of ' Necessary' and ' Contingent'? 
What are ' near ' and ' far,' ' more ' and ' less ' ? " 

(10) "What is that Sea whose shore is speech ? 
What is that pearl which is found in its depths ? " 

(11) "What is that Part which is greater than its Whole? 
What is the way to find that Part? " 

(12) " HOW are Eternal and Temporal separate ? 
Is this one the World and the other God ? "  

(13) "What means the mystic by those [allegorical] ex- 
pressions of his ? 
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What does he indicate by 'eye' and ' l ip '? 
What does he intend by ' cheek,' ' curl,' ' down ' and 

' mole ' ? 
(He, to wit, who is in ' Stations' and ' States.')" 

(14) " What meaning attaches to ' Wine,' ' Torch ' and 
' Beauty ' ? 

What is assumed i n  being a haunter of Taverns ? " 
( I  5)  " Idols, girdles and Christianity in this discourse 

Are all infidelity ; if not, say what are they ? " 

, 
t r 

The book contains not only the answers to these ques- 
tions, but a number of incidental illustrations, parables and 
digressions, and is on the whole one of the best manuals of 
S i l M  Theosophy which exist, cspecinlly whcn tnlten in con- 
junction with the excellent commentary of 'Abdu'r-Razziq 

'1, 

1,, 

j, 

al-Lhhiji. 
Since the whole of this work is accessible to the English 

reader in Whinfield's excellent translation, the following 

/I! 

short specimen may suffice here : 

! ' 
! 
i 

; 
i 

F~~~ the What Sea is that whereof the shore is speech? 
GulsJzan-i-Rdz What pearl from out its depths our hands can reach?" 

'1: 
I!' 

11 
!:i 
3 
!i 
,I 

$ 
/!I 

Answer X. 

:i il $ 
a,/ 

" The Sea is Being ; speech its shore ; the shell 
Words, and its pearls Heart's Wisdom, wot thee well. 
Each wave a thousand royal pearls doth pqur 
Of text, tradition arid prophetic lore. 
Each moment thence a thousand waves are tossed, 
Yet ne'er a drop therefrom is ever lost. 
Knowledge is gathered from that Sea profound : 
Its pearls enveloped are in words and sound. 
Ideas and mysteries descending here 
Need some similitude to make them clear." 

L' In April's month, thus was it told to me, 
The oysters upwards float in 'Un~nlBn's sea. 
Up from the depths unto the Ocean's brim 
Ascending open-mouthed they shorewards swim. 
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Mists from the-sea arise and veil the land, 
And then in rain dissolve by God's command. 
Into each oyster-mouth a rain-drop creeps : 
The shell doth close, and sinketh to the deeps. 
With heart fulfilled it sinketh down again ; 
A pearl is formed from every drop of rain. 
Into the depths himself the Diver hurls, 
And to the shore brings back the lustrous pearls. 
Being's the sea: the shore our human frames : 
God's Grace the mist : the rain God's Holy Names : 
Wisdom's the diver in this mighty deep, 
Who 'neath his cloak a hundred pearls doth keep. 
The Heart's the vase wherein is Wisdom found : 
Heart's wisdom's shell the letters, words and sound. 
The moving breath like lightning doth appear, 
And thence words fall upon the hearer's ear. 
Break, then, the shell: bring forth the royal pearl : 
The kernel keep : the husk on ash-heap hurl. 
Lexicon, grammar and philology 
All these mere accidents of letters be. 
Whoe'er on things like these his life doth spend 
Doth waste his life without an aim or end." 

Shaykh MahmGd Shabistari cannot, like so many Persian 
poets, be charged with writing too much, for the Gudshan-i- 
Rkz is, so far as I know, his only poem, while his only othet 
works are the Naqqu'G Yapin  (" Certain Truth "), and the 
RisdZa-i-ShMid (" Tract of the Witness "). The former is 
fairly common, and has been lithographed at Tihrdn with 
other S6fi tracts: the latter I have never met with. The 
full title of the better-known treatise is "Certain truth on 
the Knowledge of the Lord of the Worlds," and it contains 
eight chapters, corresponding with the eight Gates of 
Paradise, and dealing with the following topics : 

( I )  The Manifestation of the Divine Essence. 
(2) The Manifestation of the Divine Attributes, and 

the Station of Knowledge. 
(3) The Manifestation of the Degrees thereof, and the 

explanation of the Origin. 
(4) On the Necessity of the Divine Unity. 
(5) On Contingent Being and Plurality. 
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( 6 )  On Differentiation of n~ovement, and the continual 
renovation of Differentiations. 

(7)  On the Philosophy of obligation, compulsion, pre- 
destination and conduct. 

(8) Explaining the Return and the Resurrection, and 
Annihilation and Permanence. 

The poet Rabi'i of Bdshanj, the panegyrist of Fakhru'd- 
Din Kurt,of Herbt, is little known, but a long notice of him 

is given in that rare and valuable work the 
Rabl'i of 
Bashanj Muj>~zak (" Compendium ") of Fa~ihi of KhwAfl, 

under the year 70z/13gg-1400 in which he was 
put to death. H e  was a great dril~lter of wine, while 
Fxlthru'd-Din was addicted to bang; a fact to which rcfcr- 
ence is made in these two quatrains : 

'$+A >J+* d b  j+ b 
'J+ dk)> b+ *4 dlj 

"When I was cheerful with the green-hued seed2 
I'm ready to bestride the heaven's green steed ; 
With verdant youths on lawns the green2 I eat 
Ere like the grass the earth on me shall feed." 

"The toper, e'en if rich, is harshly blamed, 
While by his rioting the world's inflamed. 

The MS. which I have used formerly belonged to Colonel Raverty, 
and was bought by the trustees of the "E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Fund " 
on his death. A second MS., now in my possession, is from the Library 
of the late Sir Albert Houtum-Schindler. There is a third MS. at St 
Petersburg. There is, unfortunately, a large lacuna comprising the 
years A.H. 718-840 (A.D. 1318-1436) in the Raverly MS. 

Le. Indian hemp (Cannnbis Indica) or ba?t,q the green colour of 
which is also alluded to in its nicknames Apct-yi-sayyid (" Master 
Sayyid ") and Tzitiyi-Sabz (the " GI-een Parrot "). 
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In ruby casket emeralds I pour1, 
And blinding snake-eyed sorrow, grieve no more." 

While in prison Rabi'i composed a poem called the 132~- 
n h a  ("Book of Deeds") and other poems,wherein he  sought 
but failed to move the King's pity. Of these some seventy 
couplets are cited in the Mujwal of Fasfhi, of which the 
following may serve as specimens : 

(From the Krir-nrinza.) 

'' The Empire's Lord, Icing of these realms so fair, 
Prince Fakhru'd-Dfn the Kurt, great Jamshid's heir, 
Had fetters fashioned for the =ulpritls heel 
Most strongly wrought of iron and of steel. 
Therewith my feet they bound by his command : 
Bow to the will of him who rules the land ! 
The other captives all he did set free : 
Of Heaven's wheel behold the tyranny I 

1 This seems to point to  the smoking of hemp, the hemp being 
compared to the emerald and the fiery pipe-bowl to the ruby casket. 
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Thus I myself in grievous fetters found, 
As KVhs in MBzandarLn was bound. 
With feet in fetters, heart weighed down with care, 
How long shall I in every sorrow share ? 
Nor men nor demons are my comrades here : 
My soul cries out a t  such companions drear. 
No heart on earth through them doth gladness feel: 
Hard as their hearts no iron is, nor steel. 
The Devil's but a joke when they are there ; 
Their pupil, only fit for blows, the bear. 
Their custom is to hang, torment and bind ; 
Bloodshed and slaughter occupy their mind. 
Their life-long work is outrage, curse and blow : 
To KhaysLrl and to Ghhr each year they go. 
They're highland robbers all, in battle proved, 
Themselves like mountains which God's power hath moved. 
Ten of these wretches now control my fate : 
Alas for my condition desolate ! " 
In another qra~ida, composed during his imprisonment, 

the poet says that he was thirty-one years of age a t  the 
time of writing, and that of this period he had spent seventeen 
years in the King's service and fourteen in the Holy Sanc- 
tuaries (Mecca and Medina) : 

A third poem in the same strain and composed under 
the same conditions (a mathlzawi in this case) is also recorded 
in the MujnzznZ, but all appeals were unavailing, and the 
unfortunate poet died in prison, none knows in what manner. 

Humzimu'd-Din of Tabriz is another poet of this period 
who merits a brief mention. According to the 

HumLm of 
Tabriz Mzqinal he died in 714/1314, a t  the age of I 16, 

while a well-known anecdotez brings-him into 
1 Khaysfir is a fortress in KhurAsrln, not far from HerAt (YAqdt, 

vol. ii, p. ,507) ; and GhGr a mountainous district in Afghrlnistfin. 
Perhaps, hlce Icalrlt-i-Nfidiri at the present day, they were formerly 
used as penal settlements. 

See Sir Gore Ouseley's Biographical Notices of Persian Poets 
(London, 1546), pp. 14-15. 

(-1 ,\J 
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contact with the great Sa'dl (died 69011 291), with whom 
he engaged in a wordy duel, not conspicuous for refinement, 
in which he was signally worsted. No other particulars of 
his life are known to me, except that he also was one of the 
panegyrists of the Jdhib Qz'wL?zl. The  following specimens 
of his verse (which is said to have been greatly influenced 
by that of Sa'di) are taken from the Haft IqZtm. 

* 
kdb 33 dsjjl 1, ~ 4 3 4  G3-4 
" On the day of life's surrender I shall die desiring Thee : 

I shall yield my Spirit craving of thy street the dust to be. 
On the Resurrection Morning, when I raise my head from sleep, 
I shall rise desiring Thee, and forth to seek for Thee shall creep. 
I will smell not blooms of Eden, nor of Heavenly Gardens  speak,^ 
Nor, desiring Thee alone, shall I Celestial Houris seek." 

' JL, & 3 d i ~  3 j 3 ~  i fddi)gyb~w 
"When the parting from country and friends to my vision appears 

The stages I tread are fulfilled with the flood of my tears. 
In parting one moment, one breath like ten centuries seems : 
How weary the days and the weeks and the months and the years!" 

1 See p. 1 of the English introduction to Part I of Juwaynfs 
Ta'rihh-i-]aMn-gushd, edited by MIrz5 Muhammad (" E. J. W. Gibb 
Memorial Series," vol. xvi, I). 
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"That day of parting seemed the Day of Doom : 
How were it if our friendship had been less ? 
Make much, then, of your friends while they are here, 
For this false sphere is fraught with faithlessness." 

' jb> >? La A 4 5  It-5 c~r - .>  i.&$? b +A& ~5~ 4 
"Last night to tell my tale I did prepare 

Unto my Friend, and forth from every hair 
Flowed speech. Night passed, unended was my song ; 
Blame not the night ; the tale was over-long ! " 

A good many other poets of this period, such as Afdal- 
i-KAshi, Athir-i-Awmdni, Sayfu'd-Din-i-Isfarangi, Rafi'u'd- 

Din-i-Abhari, Farid-i-Ahwal(" the squint-eyed") 
Other poets of 
this period and Nizdri of QuhistAn might be mentioned, did 

space allow, but as in most cases their works are 
inaccessible to me save in the brief extracts given by the 
biographers, it has seemed better to pass them over for the 

present. Of the last-named, however, a few 
Nizdri of 
Quhistan words must be said, for a MS. of his poems 

(Or. 7909) has been acquired by the British 
Museum since the publication of the Sz@$lement to the 
Persia;iz Catalogzre, and of this MS. a trallscript was made 
for me in the autumn of 1913 by an Indian copyist, Mawlawi 
Isma'il 'Ali. This transcript I desired because of the strong 
probability that Nizdri belonged to the sect of the Isma'ilis, 
Malbhida, or Assassins, and I hoped that his poems might 
afford proof of this fact, and perhaps reveal a genius com- 
parable to that of the one great Isma'ili poet hitherto known, 
NAsir-i-Khusrawl. That NizQi of QuhistAn belonged to 
the Isma'ilf sect is not merely suggested by his pen-name 
and place of origin, but is asserted or hinted at  by most 
of the biographers. On the death of al-Mustan~ir, the 
eighth FAtimid or Isma'ili Caliph (A.D. 1035-1og4), there 
ensued a struggle for the succession between his two sons 
al-Musta'lf and NizAr" in which the latter lost his life and 

See vol. ii of my Lit. Hist. ojPersia, pp. 218-247. 
a Bid., pp. 199, 201, 203, 204, 206, etc. 
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his throne, but continued to be regarded by the Eastern or 
Persian Isma'ilis (including the derived Syrian branch) as 
the legitimate Imdm. I t  was from him, no doubt, that the 

took his nom de guerre, for the other suggestion, that 
it was derived from the Persian adjective a i z d ~  ("thin," 
"weak ") is quite untenable. Quhistdn, moreover, was a 
stronghold of the Assassins1, especially the towns of Qdyin 
and Rirjand to which he particularly alludes in one of his 
poems, where he says : 

'I I am seated over my treasure, whether I be in Birjand or Qdyin ; 
0 Nizdri, henceforth, free and untroubled, thou hast the treasure of 

poverty and a safe corner." 

The  MS. of NizAri's poems alluded to above contains 
only ghnzals or odes, and these, though spirited enough, 
appear for the most part to be of the usual Bacchanalian 
type, and to give little or no indication of the poet's religious 
views or general circumstances. I t  is in qa~ idas  and math- 
nazufs that such indications are generally to be found, and, 
unfortunately, neither of these classes of poems are repre- 
'sented in the MS. in question. According to Sprengera, 
NizArf died in 72011320, and left two mathnawis, one of 
which, entitled Das td r -nha ,  he describes as "very witty 
and amusing," but I have never seen it. Nizhri's writings 
would probably repay further study. 

In  conclusion a few words must be said about SuIfAn 
Walad (or Veled, according to  the Turkish pronunciation), 

Sultdn Walad the son and ultimately the spiritual successor 
(or Veled) and of the great MawlAnh Jaldlu'd-Din Rhmi. H e  
his Rddb-ndtna was born in Asia Minor at  LAranda (the modern 
Qaramin) in 623/1zz6 when his father was only nineteen 
years of age, and his proper name was Bahi'u'd-Din Ahmad. 

1 See G. le Strange's Lands of the Eastern CaZz$hate, pp. 354-5. 
Catalogue of the Library of the K i n g  of Oua'e, vol. i, p. 524. 
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IIis best-known work is a ;~tzat/znnwt poem, entitled XabkJ- 
n h z a  (the " Book of the Rebeck "), which, though mostly 
written in Persian, contains 156 verses in Turkish,which Gibb 
describes as " the earliest important specimen of West- 
Turkish poetry that we possess." These archaic verses 
have attracted the attention of Von Hammer, Wickerhauser, 
Bernhauer, Fleischer, Salemannl and Radloff, and Gibb 
has very fully discussed them and their author in the first 
volume of his great H i s t o r y  of Ottovzan Poetry, pp. 149-163. 
" T o  SultAn Veled," he says (loc. Lit . ,  pp. 156-7), "belongs 
not only the honour due to the pioneer in every good work, 
but the credit which is justly, his who successfully accom- 
plishes an arduous enterprise. To have inaugurated the 
poetry of a nation is an achievement of which any man 
might be proud." Thus even so great an admirer of 
Turkish poetry as Gibb is constrained to admit that it 
chiefly owes its inception to a Persian, and is in fact, in a 
sense, a branch of Persian poetry, to which for five centuries 
and a half (A.D. 1300-1850) it owed its inspiration. A t  all 
events the rise of both the Ottoman State and Turkish 
literature belong to the period which we have discussed in 
this and the preceding chapters, and henceforth it will be 
necessary to allude to both with increasing frequency. 

1 For references see Gibb's Hisf. of Ofto~nan Poetry, vol. i, p. .157 
adcalc. Radloff's article, which he does not mention, is entitled Uber 
AZf-Tiirkische Ui~zZekfe. i. Die SeZdschukisclzen Verse im Rebdbndnzeh. 
I t  was published in 1890 in vol. x, Livraison I, of the MkZanges 
Asiatiqzres at  S t  Petersburg. 

BOOK 11. 

FROM T H E  BIRTH TO THE DEATH OF T ~ M T ~ R -  
I-LANG, COMMONLY CALLED TAMERLANE. 

(A.H. 736-807 = A.D. 1335-1405.) 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE PERIOD OF T ~ M U R .  

The power of the Mongols in Persia practically came 
to an end on the death of Ab6 Sa'fd (13 Rabi' 11, A.H. 736 

Definition or the = Nov. 30, I 33 5 ) ,  and some eight months later in 
pe~iod about t o  the same year of the hgya (Shi'bAn 25 = April 8, 
be considered 1336) was born TimGr, called Lang ("the limp- 
ing"), and generally known in the West as lcTamerlane," 
who was destined to become in his turn almost as great a 
scourge to the Muslims of Western and Central Asia as 
Chingiz KhAn. The approximate coincidence of the death 
of the last great Mongol ruler of Persia with the birth of this 
new organizer of Tartar depredations has been remarked by 
the author of the Majla'u's-Sa'daynl, and makes this date a 
convenient starting-point for the period of seventy years 
which we are now about to consider; a period which, in spite 
of the anarchy wherewith it began and the bloodshed where- 
with it ended, is remarkable alike for the quantity and the 

quality of the poets and writers which it pro- 
Eminent writers 
of this period duced. Of the former were SalmAn of SAwa, 

KhwAj6 of KirmQn, 'Ubayd-i-ZAkAni, 'Imid of 
KirmAn,- '~~~Ar of Tabriz, the two JalAls, known respectively 
as 'Adudf and Tabf6 ("the physician "), KamAl of Khujand, 
Maghribi, Bushaq, Ibn-i-Yamin, and last but not least the 
incomparableHdfizof ShfrAz; of the latter were the historians 
of Timhr, Ni5h-n-i-Shdmi and Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali Yazdi, 
and Mu'inuJd-Din Yazdi, the historian of the House of 
Muzaffar which perished at Tfm6rJs hands, not to mention 
others who, though Persians, wrote chiefly in Arabic, such 
as the Sayyid-i-Sharif of JurjAn, Sa'du'd-Din TaftAzAni, and 
'AduduJd-Din al-fjf. 

See Rieu's Persian Catalogue, p. 182. 
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TimGr's first invasion of Persia took place in A.D. 1380, 
when he subdued KhurAsAn, Sfstdn and Mizandarin ; his 
TimGr's three second in A.D. 1384-5, when he again invaded 
invasions of MAzandarAn and extended his operations into 
Persia Adharbdyjdn, 'IrAq-i-'Ajam and Georgia, finish- 
ing up with the subjugation of ShirAz and a massacre of 
70,000 persons a t  Isfahiin; and his third and last in 
A.D. 1392, when he again subdued FArs and extirpated the 
Muzaffari dynasty, having already destroyed the Sarbadirs 
of Sabzawdr (in 1381) and the Kurts of Herdt (in 1389). 
During the 45 years succeeding TimGr's birth and AbG 
Sa'fd's death (A.D. I 335-1380) Persia was, however, left to  its 

own devices, and was diviclcd between four or five 
'slle dynasties lninor petty dynasties, of which the Mu~arfi11-is, 'ruling 
destroyedby over Fbrs, 'Iriq-i-'Ajam and Kirmin, were the 
TimGr 

most jmportant ; then the JalB'irs (or f l - l ih~nb)  
of BaghdAd and Adharbbyjbn ; and lastly the SarbadArs of 
Sabzawir and the Kurts of HerAt, both in the North-East. 
The  history of these dynasties is very intricate, and, perhaps, 
hardly worth a detailed study; while the territories over 
which each held control were indeterminate, and their fron- 
tiers (if such existed) constantly shifting, and often-indeed 
generally-civil war prevailed between members of the same 
dynasty,and their heritage was dividedamongst rivalbrothers 
or cousins. What is remarkable, however, is that it is pre- 

cisely duringsuchperiods of anarchy and division 
Persian litera- 
ture nost flour- of power that Persian literature has flourished 
ishingin troubled most ; so that, for example, while a dozen first- 
times 

class poets lived in the brief period of 45 years 
now under discussion, the whole Safawf period, which in 
all lasted 234 years (A.D. 1502-1736), and in which Persia 
reached a degree of power, splendour and consolidation un- 
equalled in modern times, hardly produced half that number 
of poets of more than local fame, though arts flourished 
and theology reached its zenith. The cause of this curious 
phenomenon will be further discussed when we come to 
speak of the Safawi period; but it would seem that the 

i 
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existence of numerous small courts, rivals to one another, 
and each striving to outshine the others, was singularly 
favourable to the encouragement of poets and other men of 
letters, who, if disappointed or slighted in one city, could 
generally find in another a more favourable reception. 

Before speaking of Tfmhr, then, it is necessary to give 
some account of the petty dynasties which flourished in 

Muzaffaris 
Persia during this half-century's interregnum. 
Of thesethe Mu~affarfs werethe most important, 

both on account of the position and extent of their realms, 
and by  reason of the eminent poets-notably HAfi? of 
ShfrAz-who frequented their courts. Next to them we 

may place the Jali'ir or  fl-khini princes who 
Jnld'irs or 
11-khanls 

ruled over Baghdid and Tabriz as the direct 
heirs of the shrunken Mongol power, and under 

whose zgis  likewise many eminent poets flourished. The  

Sarbadirs 
SarbadArs (or SarbadAls) of SabzawAr seem t o  
have held sway over a very restricted territory, 

and were in fact (as their name, " Head-on-the-gallows," 
implies) little better than successful outlaws and highway- 

Kurts 
robbers; while the Kurts of HerAt, though more 
civilized, greater patrons of letters, and more 

stable in character (they ruled for 144 years, from A.D. 1245 
to 138g), were established in a domain which is no longer 
included in Persia, but now forms part of AfghAnistin, and 
were themselves,perhaps,of Afghin or semi-AfghAn descent. 
Of each of these dynasties some brief account must now be 
given. 

THE MUZAFFAR~S. 
Apart from the general histories, such as the Raw&atuJ~- 

Fafd, with which every student of Persian is familiar, there 

Authorities exists a monograph on the House of Muzaffar 
forhistoryof by a contemporary scholar of some repute, 
Muzaffarls Mu'inu'd-Din of Yazd, who was made professor 
at  one of the colleges of KirmAn in 755/1354. This history 
exists only in manuscript1, and I have been able to consult 

1 See Rieu's Persian Cat., p, 168, and Persian Silppl., p. 33. 
B. P. I I 



it in an old copy belonging to the Fitzwilliam Museum at 
Cambridge1, dated 77811376-7, and, since January, 1917, in 
two MSS.,one written in the author's life-time, from the library 
of the late Sir A. Houtum-Schindler. I t  comes down only 
to the year 76711365-6, and so omits the last thirty years 
of the dynasty ; and it is, moreover, written in a very stilted 
and artificial style. So difficult, indeed, was it that a certain 
MahmGd Kutbf, while engaged in transcribing the Ta'dkh- 
i-Gzbzida in 823/1420, thought good to add to that history 
an independent account of the Muzaffari dynasty from his 
own pen. This account is contained in the fac-simile of an 
old MS. of the Gzdzida published in the Gibb Memorial 
Series (vol. xiv, I, pp. 613-755)=, and carries the history of 
the dynasty down to its extinction in Rajab, 795 (May, 
1393). This, and the account contained in the modern 
Fdrs-nha-i-N&irtS of Hijjf Mirzi Hasan (pp. 49-66), have 
been chiefly used in compiling the following brief account 
of the dynasty, but I should like also to acknowledge my 
indebtedness to an excellent and most readable sketch of 
its history contained in the Introduction to Miss Gertrude 
Lowthian Bell's Poems from the Divan of Hafia4 (pp. 8-28). 

The ancestors of the House of Mui.,affar are said to have 
come to Persia from Arabia in the early days of the Mu- 

Origin of the 
hammadan conquest, and to have settled near 

Mufaffari KhwAf in IChurAsAn, whence Amir GhiyAthu'd- 
Dynasty Din HAjji KhurPsPni, the grandfather of Mu- 
bdrizu'd-Din Muhammad, the first king of the dynasty, 
migrated to Yazd during the period of the Mongol invasion. 
One of his three sons, AbG Bakr, with 300 horsemen, accom- 
panied HGlAgG's expedition against BaghdAd, and was 
subsequently killed in Egypt by Arabs of the Ban6 KhafAja 
tribe. His brother Muhammad succeeded him as deputy to 
the Governor of Yazd, but died without issue. The third son, 

Frank McClean Collection, No. 198. 
See also Rieu's Persian Cat., p. 82. 
Lithographed at Tihrin in A.H. 131311895-6. 

4 London : Heinemann, 1897. 
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Jalilu'd-Din Man~Gr, lived a t  Maybud, near Yazd, and like- 
wise left three sons, Sharafu'd-Din Muzaffar, Zaynu'd-Din 
'Ali, and Mubirizu'd-Din Muhammad. The first is said to 
have been notified in a dream of the distinction to which 
his family was destined, and while still young distinguished 
himself by destroying a band of robbers from FArs who 
were committing depredations in his province. In 685/1286 
he went to Kirinin and entered the service of Shrghatmish 
QarA-KhitA'i. Later he served the four Mongol sovereigns 
Arghhn, GaykhAtG, GhAzAn and UljAyth KhudA-banda, 
to the last-named of whom he was presented at Khiniqin 
in 71 1/13 1 I,  and who conferred on him a more extensive 
government. He  died in 71311313, leaving to succeed him 
his son MubArizuJd-Din Muhammad, then only thirteen 
years of age, who was confirmed in his father's offices by 
UljPytG (died Dec. 16, 13 16). At the age of 29 he married as 
his second wife Bin6 JahAn, the grand-daughter of SGrghat- 
mish. He  had five sons, Sharafu'd-Din Muzaffar (born 
725/1325, died of a wound in 7541353); ShAh Shuj2 
(born 73311333); Qutbu'd-Din MahmGd (born 73711336); 
and two others named Ahmad and BAyazfd. 

MubArizu'd-Din Muhammad is generally reckoned the 
first of the Muzaffari dynasty, the duration of which, from 

his accession in A.D. I 3 1 3  to the extirpation of 
Mubirizu'-d-Dln the dynasty by TimGr in A.D. 1393, covered a 

period of 80 years. His original government, 
as we have seen, was the little town of Maybud near Yazd, 
but in A.D. I319 the latter town was added to his jurisdiction. 
In A.D. 1340 KirmAn also fell to his share, though the 
previous ruler, Qutbu'd-Din, invoked and received help from 
theKurt kings of Herdt,and offered a stubborn resistance. In  
A.D. I 353, after a still more prolonged struggle, he succeeded 
in wresting the province of FArs with its capital ShirPz from 
AbG IshAq InjG, whose little son, 'Ali Sahl, aged ten, was 
taken prisoner and cruelly put to death by Shih  ShujP' at 
Rafsinjdn. One of Mubirizu'd-Din's first measures was to 
enact severe laws against wine-drinking and other forms of 



dissipation prevalent amongst the pleasure-loving Shirizis, 
'concerning which his son ShAh Shuj6'composed the following 
quatrain : 

Lw + j i l ~ f l >  j> 

"Closed are the taverns now throughout the land; 
Zither and harp and tambourine are banned ; 
Banned is wine-worship to the libertine ; 
Only the proctor's' drunk, though not with wine !" 

In the following year, A.D. 1354, whether in consequence 
of this unpopular measure or not, ShfrAz was seized by 
rebels against the Mu~affarfs, but was soon retaken. About 
this time Mubdrizu'd-Din declared his allegiance to the 
titular Caliph al-Mu'tadid: whose name he caused to be 
inserted in the Kkutba. In A.D. 1357 I~fahAn was attacked 

and ultimately taken, and its ruler Shaykh Abii 
AbB Ishiq Inj6 
put to death 

IshAq Inj6 was captured, brought to Shirdz, 
and there put to death at MubArizuJd-Din's 

command by Amir Qutbu'd-Din, the son of Sayyid Amfr 
HAjji Darrib, who had suffered death by order of Ab6 
IshAq. I t  is said that just before his death Ab6 IshAq 
recited the two following quatrains : 

'&U dl> tJ* d 3  
/ 

.&W 4G ) &* p f 

1 The  Muhtnsib, here rendered "proctor," was an officer whose 
function it was to maintain public order and morality and ensure that 
the goods sold by tradesmen should both in quantity and quality 
maintain a proper standard. 

a Abu'l-Fath Abri Bakr al-Mu'tadid biJllAh, son of al-Mustakfl, one 
of the titular 'AbbBsid Caliphs who exercised a merely nominal sway 
in Egypt after the sack of Baghdtrd until the Ottoman conquest 
(A.D. 1262-1517), succeeded his brother al-HAkim bi-amri'llih in 
75311352-3 and died in 76311362. See as-Suyhfi's Ta'rikku'l-Khula/i 
(ed. Nassau Lees, Calcutta, 1857), p. 516. 
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' 3 ~  3 )*;-. JLS 6- t~+ 4 

'w 3 - L  JS +, 4 

' ~ i i t +  k9j *L.& 4 

'9A,A> i r k J + ~ * 9 " = ~ >  L;+- 
" No hope in kin or stranger doth remain, 

Nor to the bird of Life one single grain; 
Of all we said throughout our life, alas ! 
Naught will survive us save an echo vain I " 

" Depart and quarrel not with Fortune's spite ; 
Depart, nor strive with circling Heaven's might: 
Drain with a smile the poison-cup of Death 
And pour libations ere you take your flight." 

After capturing IsfahAn, MubQizu'd-Din marched on 
Tabrfz, which also he occupied, after two engagements with 
the troops of AkhI Jhq, whom his sons pursued as far as 
NakhjuwAn. Finally, however, his fortune turned against 
him, for his sons Mahm6d and ShujA', apprehensive of his 
intentions towards them, seized and blinded him when they 
reached Isfahdn on the homeward march, and imprisoned 
him first in the castle of Tabarak and then in the Qal'a-i- 
Saffd in FArs, where he succeeded in winning over the 
warden to his interests. Some sort of reconciliation was 
eventually effected between him and his rebellious sons, 
but it did not long endure, and MubArizu'd-Din finally died 
in prison at Barn in Rabi' 1 (December, 1363), at the age 
of sixty-five1. 

I 1 His severity was such that, according to one of his intimates, 
Lutfu'lltrh b. Sadru'd-Din 'IrLql (cited in the Fdt-s-ndma-i-Nhw), he 
would often lay aside the Qur'dn which he was reading to decapitate 
some criminal brought before him for judgement, and then calmly 
resume the perusal of the Sacred Book. 
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SHAH SHUJA' (759-786 = 1357-1384). 

MubArizu'd-Din was succeeded by his son ShAh Shuj2, 
whose chief claim to fame is that he was the patron of the 

Shah Shuja' 
immortal HAfi?;. He himself was not devoid of 
poetic talent, and wrote verses both in Arabic 

and Persian, specimens of which are given by Mahm6d 
Kutbil. Nor did his intellectual attainments end here : he 
knew the Qur'ctn by heart when he was nine years of age ; 
could remember eight verses of Arabic poetry after hearing 
them read once ; was famous for his epistolary style, wrote 
a fine hand, and was skilled in all martial exercises. He  
was also a great patron of men of learning, and at one time 
used to attend the lectures of MawlAnd QiwAmu'd-Din, 
while he appointed the eminent Sayyid-i-Sharif-i-JurjAni 
professor in the Ddru'sh-Shifd College which he had founded 
at ShirAz. Nor did his reign lack military glory of the 
somewhat barren kind prevalent at that time, for he retook 
ShirAz from his brother Mahmhd, who had ousted him from 
it by a trick, and Kirmin, which had been seized by Dawlat- 
shAh ; and, on the death of SultAn Uways Jald'ir at Tabriz 
in March, 1375, occupied not only that city, but also Nakh- 
juwAn, Qhrabjgh, Awjdn, SultAniyya, ShGshtar and even 
BaghdAd, so that he became for a while the master of the 
greater part of Persia. 

In his family relations he was not happier than the rest 
of his House. His brother MahmGd, who had strangled his 
wife, the daughter of Shaykh Ab6 IshAq, about AD. 1368, 
died in 1375 at the age of 38. On hearing of his death 
ShAh ShujA' wrote the following quatrain : 

'& + .LA PJ>~H >- 

&A, r~ & > I  a* >+ 
'&A *? U 35 A>+ 

'Wj 69) 3.. 9 SJJ ;R? TJ 91 

1 See pp. 683-4 of the fac-sintile of an old MS. of the Ta7dkh-i- 
Guzida published in the Gibb Series (vol. xiv, I). 
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"My brother Mahmhd, lion-like crouched low, 
For crown and ring was my relentless foe. 
At length we shared the earth that men might rest : 
I took the surface, he the realm below." 

He was also troubled by the real disloyalty of one son, 
SulfAn Uways, and the fancied disloyalty of another, SultAn 
Shibli, whom in a fit of anger, intensified by drink, he 
caused to be blinded, and only repented of his rash act 
when it was too late. This happened in A.D. 1383, a year 
before his death, which took place on October g, 1384, he 
being then 53 years of age and having reigned 27 years. 
On his death-bed he wrote a letter to the great Timlirl, 
setting forth his devotion and loyalty, and commending 
to his care his sons and brothers, especially his successor 
2aynu11- bidin in. How much effect this letter, with its 
admonitions that "loyalty to promises is a part of Faith," 
produced onTimfir was shown nine years laterwhen he made 
a massacre of the whole family. The body of ShPh Shuji' 
was conveyed to Medina for burial, or, according to another 
account, buried in a place called Kdk-i-CkakiZ Maflcim (the 
" Mountain of Forty Stations ") a little to the North-east of 
Shiriz. The date of his death is given by the chronogram : 

0 k  j l  + ("Alas for ShPh Shujii ! "), the numerical 
equivalents of the component letters of which add up to 
(A.H.) 786 (= A.D. I 384). 

~a~nu'l- 'Abidin's reign was both short and troubled, 
for not only was it marred by those family feuds and fratri- 

~ ~ j h h i d u ' d - D ~ U  cidal strifes which were characteristic of this 
IAII Zaynu.1- dynasty, but the menace of Timlir and his Tar- 
'iibidh tars hung ever more threateningly over the land. 
Soon after his accession Zaynu'l-'Abidin was attacked by 
his cousin ShAh YahyA, and shortly after this arrived Timlir's 
envoy Qufbu'd-Din and required the insertion in the kliutba 

1 The text of this letter will be found on pp. 730-733 of the fac- 
simile of the Ta'rfkh-i-Guztda (Gibb Series, vol. xiv, I )  



of his master's name, which was tantamount to recognizing 
him as over-lord. In 789/1387 TimGr himself made his 
first entry into 'llbq and Firs. From Isfahdn, which was 
governed by Majdu'd-Din Mu~affar, the uncle of Zaynu'd- 
Din, he demanded a large sum of money, in collecting 
which his agents showed so harsh and arrogant a disposition 
that the inhabitants rose against them and killed them. 
Timfir took a terrible revenge on them, for he ordered a 
general massacre, in which 70,000 persons1 are said to have 
perished. H e  then advanced on Shfrdz, but ~ a ~ n u ' ~ - ' A b i d i n  
did not await his arrival, and fled to ShGshtar, where he 
was treacherously seized by his cousin Shdh Mansfir, who 
thereupon marched to Shiriz and drove out his brother 
Yahyi, who fell back on Yazd. The next six years (A.D. 

1387-1393) passed in continual strife between 
strife the three Muzaffari princes Sh ih  Man~fir  (who of the Muzaffaris 

reigned over F i rs  and Isfahdn), his brother 
S h i h  YahyP (who ruled at  Yazd), and his cousin Shdh 
Ahmad (who held Kirmbn), until in 7g5/13g3 TimGr for 
the second time descended on these distracted provinces. 
H e  first took the Qal'a-i-Safid ("White Castle"), killed the 
garrison, and released and restored to the throne Zaynu'l- 
'Abidin, and then continued his march on Sliiriz, whence 
ShAh Man& fled to Pul-i-FasQ Of some of the ShirAzis 
who had followed him thither lie enquired what the people 
of Shiriz were saying of him. "Some say," they replied, 
"that those who wielded maces weighing ten maunds and 
carried quivers weighing seventeen maunds have fled like 
goats before a pack of wolves and have left their families 
as an easy prey to the foe." On hearing this Sh ih  MansGr, 
moved alike by shame and compassion, resolved to go back 

Shah Mansdr 
to Shirdz and face the inevitable death which a 

gives battle t o  conflict with TimGr's hosts involved. H e  had 
TirnGr with him only 3000 men, of whom zoo0 fled 
soon after the battle began, while the Tartar army "were 

1 This is the number given in the Fdrs-ndnm-i-Nd~irL, but the 
Ta'rtkh-i-Guztda (p. 739 offac-simile) raises the number to zoo,ooo. 
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more numerous than ants and locusts," yet with such valour 
and desperation did he engage the enemy that more than 
once he forced his way almost to within striking distance 
of Timlir, until a t  last, wounded in the neck and shoulder, 
he turned in flight towards ShirPz. H e  was overtaken by 

some of Shdh Rukh's soldiers, who dragged him 
from his horse and severed his head from his 

ManqGr 
body. The year of his death (795/1393) is 

I given by the chronograrn & dd ("he relinquished the 

kingdom0)l. The other ~ u z a f f i r i  princes (Ahmad 'Imbdu'd- 
Din and Sultdn Mahdf, son of S h i h  Shuji', from KirmPn ; 
Nusratu'd-Din ShAh Yahyd and his sons Mu'izzuJd-Din 

I Muqaffarl princes JahAngfr and Sultin Muhammad from Yazd; 
put to death by and Sultdn AbG Ishdq, son of Sulfitn Uways, 
T ~ ~ G I  

son of Sh ih  Shujzi', from Sirjdn) surrendered 
themselves to Timdr and were a t  first treated honourably, 
but  were finally put to death a t  Qumishah, a little to the 
south of Isfahdn, on Rajab 10, 795 (May 22, 1393)~ a date 
commemorated in the following verses : 

QLj JJ d\;, L+ 
'&>+A uL'.-aj O s j 4  6;' 

Only two were spared, zaynu'l-'Abidin and Shibll, both of 
whom had been blinded, the one by his cousin Man~dr ,  the 
other by his father Sh ih  Shujg. These were ,taken by 
Timdr to Samarqand, his capital, where they spent the 
remainder of their days in tranquillity. So  ended the 

Muqaffari dynasty, which for eighty years had 
Literary tastes 
of the held sway over the greater part of southern 

and central Persia. Several of their princes 
This works out at 40+30+~0+5+~oo+400=7g~. 



were distinguished alike by their taste and their talents, 
and their patronage of learning and letters drew to their 
court not only numerous poets of distinction, including the 
incomparable HPfiz, but savants such as 'Adudu'd-Din al-fji 
and Mu'inu'd-Din Yazdi. Materially they did little to 
benefit their iubjects, save for the building of a few colleges; 
while even in Eastern history it would be difficult to find a 
household so divided against itself and so disposed to those 
fratricidal wars and savage mutilations or destruction of their 
kinsmen which constitute the greater part of their history. 

During the period of the disruption of the Mongol Empire 
two Shaykh Hasans play a prominent part, the one known 

as "the Great" (Buzurg), the other as "the Little" 
The Jalb'ir or 
flbnr Dynasty (Kzichak). The latter was the grandson of the 

great Amir ChGbdn, whose power and influence 
were still further increased by his marriage in 71g/131g 
with Sdti Beg, the daughter of 61jdytli and sister of AbG 
Sa'id, who bore him three sons, besides the six sons and one 
daughter (BaghdPd I<hPtdn) born to him by another wife. 
Of these ten children the most celebrated were Amfr Hasan, 
TirnGr-Tdsh, Dimashq Khwdja,and Baghddd KhPtGn. Amir 
Hasan and histhreesons,Tdlish, Hdjji Beg and Gh6ch Husayn, 
all died violent deaths about 727-811327-8. TimGr-Tdsh 
rebelled and fled to Egypt, where he was at first well received 
by al-Malik an-Ndsir, who, however, becoming alarmed at 
his increasing influence and evident ambition, put him to 
death in728/1328. He was the father of the above-mentioned 
Shaykh Hasan-i-Kzichak (" the Little "), also called after his 
grandfather " Chhbdni," and of Malik-i-Ashraf. Dimashq 
KhwAja, the third of Amir Chiibin's sons, was put to death 
by Abd Sa'id in 72711327 (a year very fatal to this family) 

Concerning the JalA'irs, a tribe cognate to the Mongols, see the 
Histovy of the Moghuls of Ce~ztrnl Asia by N. Elias and E. Denison 
Ross (London, 18gS), p. 88'. 

on a charge of carrying qn an intrigue with one of the 
widows of the late king UljiytG. His daughter Dilshdd 
KhdtGn and her aunt Baghddd KhPtGn were both ladies of 
considerable note, and, extraordinary as it appears, both 
were married at one time in their lives to the Sultdn AbG 
Sa'fd and at another to the rival Shaykh Hasan, called "the 
Great" (Buzzlrg). Baghdid KhdtGn is said to have been 
remarkable for her beauty, and was married in 72311323 to 
Shaykh Hasan-i-Buzuvg, but unfortunately AbG Sa'id saw 
her, was smitten by her charms, and conceived so violent a 
passion for her that in 72711325 he compelled her husband 
to divorce her so that he might marry her himself. On 
Abd Sa'id's death in 73611335-6 and the elevation to the 
throne of Arpa, she was put to death privily by the new 
Sulfin on suspicion of having poisoned her late husband, 
andshaykh Hasan-i-Bmrgcompensated himself by appro- 
priating the late monarch's other widow Dilshdd KhPtGnl. 
She bore him SultPn Uways, whose power she subsequently 
shared, and, like him, was the subject of many panegyrics 
on the part of the poet Salmdn of Siwa. 

Shaykh Hasan " the Great" was the son of Husayn, the 
son of Aq-~fighi,  the son of Aydakdn, and claimed descent 

from Hfildgi~, whence, I suppose, the title of 
Shaykh Hasan- 
i-Buzurg flkinf (>&I, not j-I ,  fl-khini, though 

probably a mere variant of it) by which, as well 
as JalVir (the tribal name) the dynasty was known. For 
about eight years (736-744/1335-1343) after the death of 
Abh Sa'fd the history of Persia consists largely in the 
struggles and intrigues of these two houses (of ChGbAn and 
JalP'ir) for the supreme power, their ambitions being thinly 
masked by the puppet-princes of the race of HGldg6 whom 
they successively raised to a nominal and generally very 

The author of the ~abibu's-Siyav, KhwPndamir, endeavours to 
explain the illegality of Ab6 Sa'id's marriage with BaghdPd KhPt6n 
and her niece DilshBd KhPtfin by assuming that he divorced the 
former before marrying the latter. H e  also asserts that BaghdPd 
KhPt6n avenged this slight by poisoning Ab6 Sa'id. 
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brief sovereignty. By 73711337 Shaykh Hasan-i-Buzurg 
vas in possession of BaghdAd and Tabriz, the two capitals 
of the Mongol fl-kh6ns and afterwards of the Jald'irs, who 
would therefore appear to have represented most directly 
the older dynasty; but his tenure only became relatively 
secure on Rajab 27, 744 (Dec. 15, 1343)~ when his rival 

Shaykh Hasan-i-Kzlchak was murdered by his 
Murder of 
Shaykh Hasan- unfaithful wife in a very horrible manner, which 
i-Khchflkhy nevertheless called forth a savage and untrans- 
his wife 

lateable epigram from SalmAn of Sdwa, the 
panegyrist of the Jalf  irs, of which the text has been already 
given on p. 60, s?@ra. 

The Jali'ir or 11-kh6nidynasty founded by Shaykh Hasan- 
i-Bz~zu~g endured for some 75 years, and, though much 
harassed by TimGr during the last fifteen or twenty years 
of its existence, was never entirely crushed by him like the 
Muqaffaris. Shaykh Hasan and hissonShaykhUways,whose 
mother wasDilshAd KhitGn,each reigned about twenty years 
(A.H. 736 or 737 to 757 and A.H. 757 to 776 respectively); and 
all three seein to owe much of their fame and good repute to 
their indefatigable panegyrist SalmAn of SAwa, most of whose 
poems are consecrated to their praise. The portrait of them 
presented by most historians and biographers is therefore 
a very flattering one, and, though their virtues may have 
been exaggerated, there seems no reason to believe that it 
is altogether unfounded. After the death of SulfAn Uways, 
however, on the and of Jumida I, 776 (Oct. g, 1374), the 
fortunes of the dynasty began to decline. On that same 
day the late ruler's eldest son Hasan was put to death by 
the nobles, and the younger son Husayn was placed on the 
vacant throne at Tabriz, whence he was driven out, after a 
successful war with the TurkmAns, for a space of four months 
by Shih ShujA' the Mu~affari. Shortly after this his authority 
was resisted by his brother 'Alf, and finally in Safar, 784 
(April-May, I 3Sz),he was killed by another brother, Al?mad, 
who in turn was proclaimed king, and became involved 
almost immediately in a fratricidal conflict with yet another 

i 
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brother named Btiyazid. A partition of the kingdom was 
finally effected, Adharbiyjtin being assigned to Ahmad and 
'IrPq to BAyazfd, but soon fresh conflicts occurred between 
the two brothers in which the aid of ShAh M a n & -  the 
Muzaffari was invoked first by one and then by the other. 
These unedifying squabbles were brought to an end by the 
approach of TirnGr's army, which, after a protracted resist- 
ance on the part of Ahmad, finally compelled him and 
QarkYGsuf the Turkmdn to seek refuge with the Turkish - 

SulfAn BAyazid, known as Yitdiyim, "the 
The Ottoman say,,, Thunder-bolt." Thence they passed to Egypt, 

''theThunder- the ruler of which country was preparing to 
bolt." 

make his peace with TimGr by surrendering 
them to him when, fortunately for them, news arrived that 
that sanguinary conqueror was dead. Shortly afterwards 
Ahmad's bad faith led to a rupture between him and Qard- 
YGsuf, who defeated him near Tabriz on the 25 th of Rabi' 11, 
812 (Sept. 6, 1409). The same night he was captured and 
put to death, after a troubled and turbulent reign of twenty- 
seven years, by his conqueror, and with him practically 
ended the fl-khtinf or Jalf ir dynasty, though its final extinc- 
tion at  the hands of the QarBqoyGnlG or "Black Sheep" 
Turkmtins did not take place until a year or two later. 

We pass now to the Kurt dynasty which ruled over 
extensive territories in the N.E. of Persia and the adjacent 
countries with their capital at  HerPt. The most detailed 
account of them which I have met with is contained in a 
still unpublished history of Her& entitled Rawg'dtu'l-Janndt 
ft ta'rtkhi madtrzati Her& (" Gardens of Paradise : on the 
history of the city of Hertit "), composed by MawlPnA Mu'in 
of Isfiztir. This history, which comes down to the year 8751 

'l The name is generally spelt Knvt by English Orientalists, but in 
the carefully-written MS. of the History of Herit, which will be men- 
tioned immediately, it is repeatedly pointed Kurt, which pronunciation 
I have therefore adopted. 
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1473-4 or thereabouts, is based on the older works of Abh 
Ishaq Ahmad b. Yi-Sin ; Shaykh 'Abdu'r-Ral!mAn FAmi ; 
Sayfi of HerAt ; and the Kurt-na'wza of Rabi'il of B6shanj ; 
and is divided into 26 Rnw4a.s ('I Gardens "), each containing 
two or more Chi~vrans ("Parterres"). Of these, Rnwdas vii-x 
deal with the period and dynasty now under review. I am 
indebted to Mr A. G. Ellis, Assistant Librarian of the India 
Office, for the loan of an excellent MS. of this work, tran- 
scribed in 1073/1662-3 and superior in accuracy andlegibility 
to either of the British Museum codicesz. Another work 
which supplies some useful information about this dynasty 
is the very rare Mzqhzal of Fasihi of KhwAfs, from which the 
poems of Rabi'i cited in the last chapter are taken. Some 
account of the dynasty is, of course, also contained in all 
general histories of Persia of a later date, such as the 
Rawfz'atzr'~-Safa', flabihu's-Siyal; Mnflolz~'s-Sa'dayn, etc. 

The ancestor of the Kurts was a certain TAju'd-Din 
'UthmAn-i-Marghini, whose brother, 'Izzu'd-Din 'Umar-i- 
Marghinf, was the powerful Wazir of SultAn Ghipithu'd-Din 
Muhammad-i-Ghdri (d. 59911202-3). TAju'd-Din was made 
Warden of the Castle of Khaysbr, and on his death his son, 
Malik Ruknu'd-Din Abh Bakr, married the daughter of the 

above-mentioned SultAn. Their son Shamsu'd- 
Shamsu'd-Din 
Kurt 

Din succeeded his father in 64311245-6, joined 
Silf Noyan in an invasion of India in the 

following year, and met the great Shaylch Bahf u'd-Din 
ZakariyyA (the spiritual director of the poet 'IrAqi) at 
Multin in 64511247-8. Later he visited the Mongol ruler 
Mang6 Qf An (646-655/1248-1257) who placed under 

Rabf'l, called Khatlb, of BCshanj, was killed, according to the 
ilfujnzal of Fa~fljl, in 702/1j02-3. He was court-poet to Fakhru'd- 
Din Kurt. 

Add. 22380 and Or. 4106. 
See p. I50 sufra, ad caZc., where the MSS. are enumerated. The 

St Petersburg MS. is No. 271 of the 1nstitu.t des Langues Orientales 
ct% MinisQre des Aflai~es EtrangJres. See Baron Victor Rosen's 
4Manuscrifs Persans, pp. I I 1-1 I 3. 

d 
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his sway Herit, Jim, BGshanj, Gh6r, Khaysir, Fir6z-Kdh, 
Gharjistin, Murghib, Merv, FPryAb (up to the Oxus), 
Isfizir, Farih, SfstAn, KAbul, TirAh, and AfghQnistPn up to 
the Indus. In 66211263-4, after having subdued Sfstin, he 
visited H61ig6, and three years later his successor AbAqA, 
whom he accompanied in his campaign against Darband 
and BAk6. He again visited AbiqA, accompanied by 
Shamsu'd-Din the Sdhib Dhva'n, in 67511276-7, and this 
time the former good opinion of the Mongol sovereign in 
respect to him seems to have been changed to suspicion, 
which led to his death, for he was poisoned in Sha'bPn, 676 

(January, 1278) by means of a water-melon given 
Shamsu'd-Din 
poisoned to him while he was in the bath a t  Tabrlz. 

AbiqQ even caused his body to be buried in 
chains at J im in KhurPsin. MawlQnA Wajihu'd-Din Nasafi 
commemorated the date of his death in the following verses : 

The allusion is to the verse in the Qur'rtn (szira Ixxxi, I )  
" When the satz is rolled @," for the title of the deceased 
ruler, Shamsu'd-Din, signifies the Sun of the Faith. 

The title of MaZik (which means King in Arabic, but in 
Persia at this period meant no more than Prince or Amir) 
seems to have been first taken by Ruknu'd-Din, but already 
the Shaykh Thiqatu'd-Din FPmi had given the higher title 
of Shdh to his uncle 'Izzu'd-Dfn 'Umar in the following 
verse : 
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The title of MaZik was, however, that borne by all the suc- 
ceeding members of this house. 

Shamsu'd-Din was succeeJed in 67711278-9 by his son 
Kuknu'd-Din, who thereupon assumed his father's title with 

R U ~ ~ U ' ~ - ~ i ~  the adjective Kihftz (" the Younger "). He died 
succeedsh~s at KhaysL on Safar 12, 705 (Sept. 3, 1305)~ but 
father under 
the title of 

seems at  a much earlier date to have been 
shamsu'd-~cn- practically set aside by his son Fakhru'd-Din, 
i-Kihin who, having been imprisoned by his father for 
seven years, was released at the intercession of the Mongol 

He is superseded general NawrGz, whom he ill requited by be- 
by his son traying him in 6961 I 296-7 to Ghdzin Kh in, 
Fakhru'd-Din against whom NawrGz had revolted. Three 
years later Fakhru'd-Din himself fought against Ghdzin's 
brother Ichudd-banda, who succeeded Ghizin in 70511 305-6, 
and in the following year sent an army of ro,ooo men under 
Dhnishmand Bahddur against Herit, of which the fortifica- 
tions had been greatly strengthened by Fakhru'd-Din. 
DBnishmand was, however,killed by a treacherous stratagem 
after he had been allowed to occupy Herit, together with 
many of his men, and Fakhru'd-Din then returned from 
Amin-KGh, whither he had fled, and reoccupied the city. 
Soon afterwards he died on Sha'bin 22,706 (Feb. 26, I 307). 
He was a great patron of literature. Sayfi says that forty 
poets of note were his panegyrists, and that he himself 
had composed eighty pazidns and one hundred and fifty 
~~upa??a'Lit in his praise. On the other hand his rule was 
austere: he forbade women to walk abroad, and sternly 
repressed wine-drinking and public mourning. 

Fakhru'd-Din was succeeded by his brother Ghiyithu'd- 
Din, who soon afterwards had a quarrel with his brother 

'Ali'u'd-Dfn, and went to lay his case before 
Ghiyathn'd-Din 
succeeds 

the Mongol sovereign Khudi-banda, who ac- 
corded him a gracious reception. On his return 

to Her& in 70811308-9 he extended his power over GhGr, 
Khaysdr and Isfizir. 'AICu'd-Din HindG's intrigues against 
him compelled him again to visit Shih  KhudCbanda in 

.J 
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714/1314-15, and it took him some time, aided by the 
intercession of Shaykh NGru'd-Din 'Abdu'r-RahmPn of 
Isfargin, to regain that monarch's confidence. On his return 
he was confronted first, in 718/1318-19, with an invasion 
of Khurdsin by Prince YasGrl the NikGdari and, in the 
following year, with the hostility of Qufbu'd-Din of IsfizQr 
and the people of Sistdn, on which latter war PGr-i-Bahi 
of Isfizir has the following verses : 

'dL i;be,, , a4 fi 4 tvj 
'' 0 King, do not again, supported [only] by the weak Sfstinis, 

Venture to give battle to the army of the Persians. 
The people of Sfstin are nothing more than beards and moustaches ; 

Beware lest thou place thy reliance on felt and cords!" 

In 720/1320 Prince YasGr was killed and the NikitdarIs 
dispersed, and in Rajab of that year (August, 1320) 
GhiyPthu'd-Dfn set out to perform the pilgrimage to Mecca, 
leaving his son Malik Shamsu'd-Din Muhammad to act as 
Viceroy. In 72911329 Ghiyithu'd-Din died, leaving four 
sons, the above Shamsu'd-Din who succeeded him ; HAfiz 
and Mu'izzu'd-Din who successively ascended the throne ; 
and BPqir. 

On the date of Shamsu'd-Din's accession the following 
Arabic chronogram was composed by Jamilu'd-Din Mu- 
!lammad ibn H u s h  : 

The words KhzdZida muZKuhu (" May his rule be eternal- 
ized!") give, according to the avad reckoning, the date 729 ; 
but unhappily so slight was their appropriateness that 

See ~oworth~s If i t .  ofthe Mongol~, Part iii, pp. 590-1. 

B. P. I2 
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Shamsu'd-Din died two months after his accession, and was 
succeeded by his brother Hifiz, who in turn, after a brief and 
troubled reign of about two years, was succeeded by the third 
brother Abu'l-Husayn Malik Mu'izzu'd-Din. 

The accession of Mu'izzu'd-Din in 73211331 almost 
synchronized with three important events, the 

of death of Abfi Sa'id (which practically marked 
I).lu'izzu'd-Dln 

the end of the Mongol dominion over Persia) ; 
the birth of Timfir ; and the rise of the SarbadAr Dynasty. 

The history of this dynasty, so far as it need be discussed 
here, may well be considered in connection with that of the 

ICurts. I t  is well suinmarized by Stanley Lane- 
'I'hc Snrbaddr 
Dynarty Poole1, who says that they held Sabzawrir and 

the neighbouring district for nearly half a cen- 
tury, "during which period twelve successive chiefs assumed 
the command, nine of whom suffered violent deaths." I t  
may be added that no one of them reigned more than six 
or seven years, and that they were enthusiastic adherents 
of the Shi'a doctrine, while in NishApGr and Her i t  the 
Sunni doctrine predominated. Nevertheless Khwija 'Alf 
Mu'ayyad, the last of the line, succeeded in taking Bistim 
and Farhidjird and winning over NishApGr, which, how- 
ever, was recaptured by the Kurts in 777/1375-6. The 
revolt which gave rise to this dynasty-if such it can be 
called-took place on Sha'bin 12, 737 (March 16, 1337), 
when Amir 'Abdu'r-RazzAq of Bayhaq, a disciple of Shaykh 
Husayn JGri (whose murids or disciples formed an im- 
portant element in the forces of this little kingdom) first 
raised the standard of rebellion, saying, " A  gang of evil- 
doers dominates and oppresses the people. By God's grace 
we will do away with the oppression of these tyrants, 

failing which we will see our heads on the 
Origin of the gibbet (sar-ba-ddr), since we can no longer 

endure these tyrannical aggressions," and i t  

1 MoLammadan Dynasties, p. 25 I. 
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was to this expression that the dynasty owed its name1. 
One notable poet, Ibn-i-Yamin, is associated with the Sar- 
baddrs, but after the battle of ZAwa, in which Shaykh 
Husayn JGri was killed and the SarbadAr forces routed, he  
fell into the hands of Malik Mu'izzu'd-Din Kurt, by whom 
he was well received and treated with honour. 

Mu'izzu'd-Dfn Kurt reigned for forty years, not in- 
gloriously, though not without occasional acts of barbarity 
Death ofMalit which were, unhappily, characteristic of that 
~ u ' i z z u ' d - ~ f n  time, as  when, after the capture of BAdghis, 
Kurt 

he erected, in the style later made familiar 
by TimGr, two towers or minarets of the heads of his 
enemies. Finally he sickened and died in 771/136g-70, 
a date expressed in the following chronogram : 

He was buried a t  HerAt by the side of the GhGrl monarch 
SultAn GhiyAthu'd-Din Muhammad SAm and of his own 
father GhiyAthu'd-Din Muhammad-i-Kurt, and was suc- 
ceeded by his son Ghiy6thu1d-Din Pir 'Ali. 

I t  was about this time that the shadow of Timlir 
(Tamerlane) began to fall over the land, but as usual his 

first advances were of a friendly character, and 
The irruption 
ofTim,, he gave his niece Sevinj Qutluq AghA in 

marriage to  GhiyAthu'd-Din Pir 'Ali's son Pfr 
Muhammad in or about the year 77811376. Five years 

1 The original words (Raw&tu'l-ja?tndt, Mr Ellis's MS., f. 147) are 
as follows : 
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later, in the spring of A.D. 1381,  early in his first Persian 
campaign, Tim6r occupied Herdt, placed it and the adjacent 
territories under the control of his son MirAn-shih, and 
carried off the Kurt ruler GhiyAthu'd-Din Pir 'Ali and his 
eldest son Pir Muhammad to Samarqand, where he  im- 
Extinction of the prisoned them, while two other members of the 
Kurt Dynasty family, Amfr Ghliri and Malik Muhammad, 
by Timdr were similarly imprisoned at  AndakAn. Soon 
afterwards, however, an abortive rebellion at  Herdt in 
A.D. 1359 furnished their captor with an excuse for 
putting them to death, and so ended the Kurt dynasty, a 
year after the extinction of their rivals the SarbadArs. 

Amongst the four dynasties whose history has been 
briefly sketched above was Persia for the most part divided 

Comparison of 
when, in the last quarter of the eighth century 

Timdrwith of the k q ~ a  and the fourteenth of the Christian 
Chingiz Khdn era, Tfmlir burst upon the land and ravaged i t  
as  Chingiz KhAn had done some hundred and fifty years 
before. Between the two Central Asian conquerors there 
are many points of resemblance ; both had to begin by con- 
solidating their power and destroying rivals amongst their 
own people; both had passed the age of forty when they 
embarked on their invasions of Persia ; and both were re- 
sponsible for incalculable bloodshed and suffering. Two 
circumstances chieflydifferentiate thern,the fact thatchingiz 
Khdn was a heathen while Timhr was, in name at  least, a 
Muhammadan ; and the fact that, while Chingiz Khdn was 
confronted with the great empire of the KhwArazmshdhs, 
TfmGr found Persia, as we have seen, parcelled out amongst 
a number of petty rulers whose dominions had no fixed 
frontiers, and who were constantly a t  war with one another 
and even with ambitious members of their own families. 
That  Tfm6r was a Muhammadan certainly tended to miti- 
gate in some measure, so far as Persia and other Muslim 
lands were concerned, a natural savagery not inferior t o  
that of Chingiz, for he at least showed more respect for 

VII 
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shrines and sacred edifices, and for men reputed holy or 
learned. Yet we must not be misled by panegyrists like 
Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali Yazdi, author of the Zafay-ndwa ("Book 
of Victory")l, who wrote under the patronage and for the 
pleasure of the conqueror ; though we need not, on the other 
hand, endorse all the abusive language employed by the 
Arabic writer Ahmad ibn 'ArabshAh in his'Ajrt'ibuJZ-1Maqdzir 
fi akhbrtri Tfwzdr (" Marvels of Destiny in the History of 
TfmGr ")a, where the conqueror is habitually described as 
" this traitor," " this criminal," " this mad dog," and the like. 
But Sharafu'd-Din's fulsome flattery is less tolerable than 
Ibn 'Arabshih's abuse, for though he is unable to omit all 
mention of Timhr's massacres and pyramids of skulls, he 
does not scruple to declare' that "his generous personality 
manifested the boundless grace of God, while the purest 
virtue and philanthropy were concealed in his light-seeking 
mind ; and such acts of wrath and retribution as were 
ostensibly committed in the initial stages [of his conquests] 
by some of his world-endowed followers and partisans, as 
will be presently set forth, were prompted only by the exi- 
gencies of conquest and' the necessities of world-empire." 
As specimens of those acts mention may be made of his 
massacre of the people of SistAn in 785/1383-4, when he 
caused some two thousand prisoners to be built up in a wall; 
his cold-blooded slaughter of a hundred thousand captive 
Indians near Dihlf in 801 (December, 1398); his burying 
alive of four thousand Armenians in 803/140o-I, and the 
twenty towers of skulls erected by him at Aleppo and 
Damascus in the same year; and his massacre of 70,000 
of the inhabitants of I~ fah in  in 789 (November, 1387), to 
quote only a few out of many similar instances of his callous 
indifference to bloodshed and human suffering. Sir John 

Published in two volumes at Calcutta in the BibZiothca Indica 
Series in 1887-8. This history, which comprises in this edition some 
I 560 pages, is prolix, tedious, florid and fulsome. 

2 Published at Leyden, 1636; Calcutta, 1818; Cairo, A.H. 1285, etc. 
Pp. I 5-16 of the BibZ. Ind. edition. 



Malcolm's judgements of Tflnilr will command the assent 
of all fair-minded students not blinded by a misplaced hero- 
worship of great conquerors, such as Alexander, Chingiz, 
Timhr or Napoleon, who deemed no price of human suffering 
too great for the gratification of their ambitions. "Such a 
leader as Timour," says Malcolm, in his excellent History 
of Persial, "must have been idolized by his soldiers ; and, 
with an army of six or seven hundred thousand men attached 
to his person, he was careless of the opinion of other classes 
in the community. The  object of this monarch was fame 
as a conqueror ; and a noble city was laid in ashes, or the 
inhabitants of a province massacred, on a cold calculation 
that a dreadful impression would be made which would 
facilitate the purposes of his ambition. H e  pretended to be ' 
very religious, was rigid in performing his sacred duties, and 
paid attention to pious men ; who, in return for his favour, 
used to assure him that God had given the countries of other 
monarchs to his victorious sword. The parade which he 
made of these prophecies proves that he either believed in 
them, or that he thought they might produce an  effect 
favourable to his designs." 

"Frotn what has been said," observes this judicious 
historian a little further on2, "we may pronounce that 
Timour, though one of the greatest of warriors, was one of 
the worst of monarchs. He was able, brave and generous ; 
but ambitious, cruel and oppressive. H e  considered the 
happiness of every human being as a feather in the scale, 
when weighed against the advancement of what he deemed 
his personal glory ; and that appears to have been measured 
by the number of kingdoms which he laid waste, and the 
people that he destroyed. The vast fabric of his power had 
no foundation, it was upheld by his individual fame; and 
the moment that he died, his empire dissolved. Some 
fragments of it were seized by his children : but it was in 
India alone that they retained dominion for any length of 
time. In that country we yet perceive a faint and expiring 

1 London, 1815, pp. 482-3. 2 Op. laud, p. 484. 
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trace of the former splendour of the Moghul dynasty; a 
pageant, supported by the British nation, still sits upon a 
throne a t  Delhil; and we view in him the gradual decline 
of human greatness, and wonder a t  the state to which a few 
centuries have reduced the lineal descendants of the great 

, 

Timour." 
Besides the two histories of Timhr already mentioned, 

the Persian Zafay-n&a of Sharafu'd-Din 'All Yazdi and 
the Arabic 'Ajrt'iba'GMaqdziv of Ibn 'ArabshPh, 

NifRm-i-Shdmfs 
history of Thn~r there exists a third contemporary history, un- 

published, and, so far as is known, represented 
only by the unique MS. Add. 23,980 of the British Museum. 
This history, also written in Persian, and also entitled 
Zafav-ndma, was undertaken a t  TlmGr's command in 8041 
1401-2 by Nizdm-i-ShAmf, and was concluded and presented 
to Timhr in 806/1403-4, just a year before his death. 
The  author was living in BaghdAd when i t  was taken by 
Timhr in 79511393, and was the first person who came out 
t o  greet him. "God have mercy on thee," said Timbr, "for 
thou yer t  the first person to come forth from this city before 
me!"' This history, conciser and less florid than the 
homonymous work of Sharafu'd-Din, appears to deserve 
publication, and seems to have formed the basis of the later 
work. I n  writing this chapter I have had a t  my disposal 
not only my own brief notes on its contents, taken during 
spare hours in the British Museum, but also a complete 
transcript made for me by my friend Dr  Ahmad KhAn. 

Reference must also be made to the so-called "Memoirs" 
and "Institutes" of TimGr(lMalfu'?dt and Tuzdkrit-i-Ttmdvt), 

The so-called 
which, though translated into English from the 

a ~ e m o i r s 3 1  and Persian and widely quoted and used by Euro- 
"Institutes" of pean writers, are now generally, and I think 
TLmCIr 

properly, regarded by the best judges as apocry- 

1 Sir John Malcolni's History was published in 1815, long before 
the Indian Mutiny, which led, among other results, to the final ex- 
tinction of the dynasty of Timhr, commonly known as the "Great 
Moghuls." a MS., f. 99. 



phall. The Persian version of this book was first produced 
in the seventeenth century of our era, in the reign of ShAh 
JahAn (1628-1659), by a certain AbG Tdlib al-Husayni, who 
professed to have translated it from a Turki original dis- 
covered by him in the library of a certain Ja'far PAshA, 
governor of Yarnan (Arabia Felix). Of the existence of 
this Turki original no evidence whatever exists save this 
statement of AbG TAlib's, and it appears much more likely 
that he himself compiled the Persian work, in imitation of 
BAbur'sa authentic autobiography, with the aid of the Zafar- 
ndma and other histories of TimGr. A manuscript of this 
work was brought to England by Major Davy in 1779, and 
on his death in 1784 passed into the possession of his son. 
In 1779 he wrote to Dr White, then Laudian Professor of 
Arabic in the University of Oxford, a high appreciation of 
this book and a vehement defence of its authenticity3, and 
in 1783 both the text and translation of the "Institutes" were 
published in collaboration by these two. In 1787 Professor 
Langlks produced a French translation with the following 
cumbrous title : Institzltspolitipues etmilitaiyes de TaggzerZaa, 
proprement appellk Timour, dcrits par  hi-m8me en MongoZ, et 
t~aduits  en Fran~ois, s t r r  la versio?z Persane d'dbou-TaZeb 
AZ-Hosseiizi, avec la Vie de ce Conqzrd~ant, dapr2.s Zes ?neiZZeurs 
Auteurs Orientaz~x, des Notes, et des Tables Historipe, Gko- 
gyajkique, 6c .  In 1830 Major Charles Stewart published 
an English translation of the Ma@?& or [pseudo] auto- 
biographical Memoirs. 

Not only as one of the greatest conquerors the world has 
ever seen, but as the ancestor of the so-called Moghul 
dynasty in India, Tfmlir has attracted the attention of many 

See RieuJs Peus. Cat., pp. 177-180, where several very cogent 
reasons against the authenticity of the book are given. 

That this, not Bdbar, is the correct form has been shown by 
Sir E. Denison Ross, in his interesting article on A Collection of Poems 
by the Engevor Bddur published on Oct. 26, 1910, as an extra number 
to vol. vi of thej.A.S. of Bengal, pp. iv-vi of the Inif-odzrclian. 

See pp. ix-xiii of Major Charles Stewart's translation of the 
Ma~Zfji~dt ( I  830). 
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European (especially English) as well as Asiatic historians, 
and has furnished a subject for many writers. For the 
purposes of this book, in which the historical portion of the 
subject is necessarily subordinated to the literary, it will be 
sufficient to give a brief sketch of his career, based chiefly 
on the Zafar-ndma and Ibn 'ArabshAh, especially that 
portion of it which is connected with Persia. 

Timer (a name which in Turkish signifies " Iron ") was 
born at Kash in Transoxiana on Shacbdn 28,736 (April I I, 

Birth of Timdr 1336). As usual in the case of men who after- 
wards became famous, attempts are made by 

his panegyrists on the one hand to affiliate him (through 
QarichAr Noydn) to the Mongol Royal House of Chingfz 
Khin, and on the other to surround his birth with all manner 
of portents indicative of his future greatness. Ibn 'Arab- 
shih, on the other hand, merely gives the names of his father 
(TaraghAy) and his grandfather (Abghiy), says that "he 
and his father were herdsmen, belonging to a gang of rascals 
devoid alike of intelligence and religion," and ascribes the 
limp to which he owed his robripurr of " the Lame " (Lang) 
to a wound received while engaged in stealing sheep. His 
early adventures and the steps by which he gradually 
attained the leading position amongst his people need not 
here detain us, and it is sufficient to say that he first became 
prominent at the age of 24 in 76111360; received the title 
of Jdfii6-Qirdn (" Lord of the Auspicious ConjunctionJ') 
ten years later when he succeeded in killing his rival Sulfin 
Husayn in Sha'bin, 771 (March, 1370) ; spent six or seven 
years after this in consolidating his power in Transoxiana, 

and did not seriously turn his attention to Persia 
First Persian 
campaign of 1381 until the spring of A.D. 1381, when he was 45 

years of age. In this first campaign, which 
lasted only for the inside of a year, his attention was con- 
fined to KhurisAn. At Andakh6d he paid his respects to a 
more or less crazy dervish known as B i b i  SangG1, and, with 
that superstition which was so strangely blended with his 
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ferocious energy, interpreted as a presage of victory the 
piece of meat which that holy but demented personage 
threw at  his head. Sarakhs surrendered to him, and, after 
visiting another holy man, Zaynu'd-Din Rb~5  Bakr, a t  
TAyabAd,hecaptured and destroyedBGshanj. The reduction 
of Herit  and submission of Ghiyithu'd-Din Pir 'Ali, the 
Kurt ruler, followed ; and thereafter came the turn of Ths, 
Isfard'in (which was levelled with the ground and many of 
its inhabitants slain), and Kalit. H e  then returned to  
Samarqand and Bukhdrd for the winter. 

In the spring of the following year (A.D. 1382) he con- 
tinued his operations against Persia. A t  Kalbt, where he  

encamped, he was joined by his son Mfrdn-shAh 
Persian cam- 
paign of 1382 

from Sarakhs and by the now'submissive Ghi- 
ydthu'd-Din Kurt from HerAt ; and, having 

established a blockade of this strong place, he passed on to 
Turshiz, which also surrendered to him. Here he received 
an ambassador from Shih ShujQ', the Muzaffari ruler of Fdrs, 
whose daughter he demanded in marriage for his grandson 
Pir Muhammad. Having received the submission of Amir 
Wali, the ruler of MAzandardn, Timhr returned for the winter 
t o  Samarqand, his capital, where he was for a yhile plunged 
in sorrow by the death of his wife DilshAd AghA and her 
elder sister Qutlugh Turkin Aghd. 

In the autumn of A.D. 1383, after despatching an expe- 
dition against the heathen Mongols to pursue Qamaru'd-Din, 

Third Persian 
TimGr again set out on a campaign against 

campaign of Mdzandarin and Sistdn. Towards the end of 
1383-4 October he attacked Sabzawbr, undermined and 
destroyed the citadel, and took captive some two thousand 
persons,whom "hepiledaliveone onanother,compacted them 
with bricks and clay,and erected minarets, so that men,being 
apprised of the majesty of his wrath, might not be seduced 
by the demon of arrogance, and so cast themselves into the 
pit of wailing and destructionl." Having received the sub- 
mission of Farbh, he attacked Zirih, which was fiercely 

i 
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defended by some five thousand men, most of whom were 
slain, and their heads built up into minarets. In  December 
Sistdn fell before his onslaught, and "whatever was in that 
country, from potsherds to  royal pearls, and from the finest 
fabrics to the very nails in the doors and walls, was swept 
away by the winds of spoliation, while the lightning of I 
rapine, comprehending alike the greater and the less of that 1 

I 
land, consumed moist and dry together1." After reducing 
two or three other fortresses,and constructing more pyramids i 
of the skulls of his enemies, Timhr captured Qandahdr, 1 
hanged the commander of the garrison, and returned to his 
capital Samarqand, where he allowed himself a period of 
repose lasting three months. 

I t  would be tedious, and, in a work of this character, 
out of place to describe in detail the almost annual cam- 
paigns which occupied the remaining twenty years of Tfrnhr's 
life, but in brief they were as follows: 

In 786/1354-5 Tim6r invaded MAzandardn and Adhar- 
bAyjAn, wintered a t  Kay, continued his campaign in the 
spring of 1385, and, having reduced the Caspian provinces 
and the North of Persia as far as  Sulfdniyya, returned to 
his capital Samarqand for the winter. 

In 788/1386-7 TimGr, seeing the distracted state of 
Persia, determined to  effect its total subjugation, and set 
out on a three years' campaign against that country. H e  
first marched against Malik 'Izzu'd-Din, the ruler of Luristin, 
sacked Burhjird and KhurramPbAd, and caused many of 
his opponents to be cast alive over precipices. H e  next 
marched on Tabriz, where SulfAn Ahmad Jalgir had col- 
lected an army to oppose him, but on his approach the 
latter, deeming discretion the better part of valour, retreated 
to Nakhjuwdn, and, after a fierce battle, succeeded in making 
good his escape. TimGr spent the summer a t  Tabriz, and 
despatched thence to Samarqand a selection of the most 
skilful artificers and craftsmen whom he could find in the 
conquered city. I n  the autumn he crossed the Araxes, 



pushed forward towards Nakhjuwin, and, having subdued 
the strong fortress of QArs, proceeded to devastate Gurjistdtl 
(Georgia). Having captured Tiflis, and, indulged in a great 
hunting-expedition,in which the game slain was so abundant 
that most of it was left to rot on the ground1, he returned 
to winter quarters in QarP-Bagh. 

In the spring of A.D. 1387 (A.H. 789) Tim6r renewed 
his campaign in Asia Minor, subdued the cities of BAyazid, 
Erzeroum, Erzinjin, M6sh, AkhlPf and VPn, and received 
the submission of Salmis and Urmiya, and in the autumn, 
in consequence of the refusal of the Muza6ari prince 
2aynu91-'Abidfn to appear before him, he marched against 
Firs. On the way thither he entered I?fahAn, and levied a 
heavy contribution on the people of that city. This pro- 
voked a riot, in which a good many of TimGr's tax-collectors 
and agents were killed, and TimGr took a terrible revenge, 
making a general massacre of the people, in which it is 
computed that 70,000 perished, whose heads were counted 

and afterwards built up into minarets. This 
. TfmGr's first 

entry into Shfr iz  happened on Monday, NOV. 18, 1 3 8 7 ~ .  TimGr 
then continued his march to ShirAz, which sub- 

mitted to him in the following month (Dec. 1387), and it is 
on this occasion that the legendary interview between the 
great conqueror and the poet HAfiz is supposed to have 
taken place. Dawlatshih, who relates the anecdote8, with 
characteristic inaccuracy assigns this meeting to the year 
7g5/13gz-3, when HAfiz had been dead for four years. 
The story, which is probably entirely apocryphal, is that 
TimGr summoned HAfiz to his presence and upbraided him 
for the well-known verse in which he says : 
"If that unkindly Shlr5z Turk would take my heart within her hand, 

I'd give BukhLA for the mole upon her cheek, or Samarqa~id." 

"With the blows of my lustrous sword," exclaimed Timlir, 
"have I subjugated most of the habitable globe, and laid 

eafnr-&ma, i, p. 404. 
"bid., p. 435. 
3 See pp. 305-6 of my edition. 
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waste thousands of towns and countries to embellish Samar- 
qand and Bukhdrd, my native towns and the seats of my 
government ; and you, miserable wretch that you are, would 
sell them both for the black mole of a Turk of ShirPz ! " 
"Sire," replied HPfiz, with a deep obeisance, "it is through 
such prodigality that I have fallen on such evil days!" 
TimGr is said to have been so much delighted by this quick 
rejoinder that he not only refrained from punishing the 
poet but gave him a handsome present. There is a variant 
of the story, which I have heard in Persia but not met with 
in any book, according to which HAfiz replied, "They have 
misquoted me: what I really wrote was not 

Bi-khdLi-hinduwash bakhsham Samarqatrd u Bukhdrd-rd 

but- 

B i - k h d Z - - d w a  bakhsham du man pand u si khurmd-vd 

I would give for the mole on her cheek two maunds of sugar and 
three dates." 

No mention of any such meeting occurs in contemporary 
biographers of Timhr, such as Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali of Yazd, 
nor have I met with any trustworthy evidence in support 
of it. 

T o  return to Tim6r1s invasion of FArs. 2aynu91-'Abidin, 
the Muzaffari prince, had fled to his cousin ShPh Man~Gr, 
governor of Sh6shtar in the S.W. of Persia, who, violating 
alike the bonds of kinship and claims of hospitality, cast 
him into prison. Most of the other princes of the House 
of Muzaffar, as well as the Atdbeks of Luristdn and other 
petty rulers, waited on Timlir a t  ShirPz and tendered their 
submission. But, even in the moment of his triumph, news 
was brought to the conqueror by a messenger, who had 
accomplished the long journey from Samarqand to Shirdz 
in the incredibly short space of seventeen days, that a 
fresh revolt of the stiff-necked T6qdtmish required the 
presence of TfmGr to defend his own realms. Thereupon, 
in February, 1388, he at once set out for Samarqand, bearing 
with him, as part of his spoils, the learned Sayyid-i-Sharif-i- 
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Jurj&nf, and appointing the Muzaffarf princes Shih Yal?yi, 
Sultdn Muhammad, SulfAn Ahmad and SulfPn AbG IshAq 
governors of ShirAz, I~fahAn,KirmAn and Sirjin respectively. 

For the next four years and a half Tfmir was engaged 
in warfare against TGqAtmish, the Mongols, the realm of 
KhwArazm or Khiva, and other northern peoples, and 
Persia enjoyed a brief rest from his attentions, though a 
rebellion which broke out in the summer of 1389 in Khu- 
rPsin (apparently prompted by reports of his defeat at the 

I 

hands of Tiiqitmish) was put down in the usual bloody 
and barbarous fashion by MirAnshdh, especially at TGs, 
where some ten thousand persons were massacred, and their 
heads built up into pyramids or minarets. 

On the last day of July, 1392, TimGr, after some delay 
occasioned by a serious illness, once again crossed the Oxus 
on another of his devastating campaigns in the South. 
This, known as the " Five Years' Campaign " ( Ydristr-C 
panzdZal) included the Caspian provinces, FArs (where he 
exterminated the princes of the Muzaffarf dynasty,as already 
described at p. 169 supra), Armenia, Georgia, Mesopotamia, 
and South Russia. In GurgPn and MAzandarAn he came in 
contact with certain heretical Sayyids, many of whom he 
slew,"delivering those regions from the mischievous influence 
of those misguided communistsa." Sharafu'd-Din's account 
of their tenets is neither clear nor detailed, but it appears 
highly probable that they belonged to the heretical HurGff 
sect, whose founder, Fadlu'llAh, appeared, preached his 
doctrines, and suffered death in TfmiirJs reign, and was 
a native of AstarBbAd. We shall have more to say about 
him and his doctrine presently. 

In the latter part of December, 1392, Timbr, having 
received a visit from his wives and family, set out for South 
Persia, travelling by way of DbmghAn, Samnin, Ray, 
Qazwfn, SulfBniyya, KurdistAn, and Burhjird (which he 
reached on February 14, 1393'), and putting to death on 

<afar-ndma, i. pp. 561 et seqp. a Ibid., pp. 576-7. 
Ibid., p. 587. 
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his way many of the Lurs. He  reached Dizful on March 2 

and ShGshtar a day or two later, and thence set out for 
ShirAz. On his way thither he captured the strong fortress 
of Qal'a-i-Safid and released the blinded captive prince 
~a~nu'l- 'Abidin, whom he treated with honour and promised 
vengeance on Sh5h Mans6r. Nor was this vengeance long 
delayed, for, as already narrated, Shih MansGr was slain in 
battle a few days later, while most of the remaining princes 
of the House of Muzaffar were put to death by TfmWs 
order on May 22, 1393. " All the most skilful of the crafts- 
men and artisans of the provinces of F k s  and 'Iriq" were, 
according to Sharafu'd-Din 'A11 of Yazd, transferred by 
TfmGr to Samarqand'. 

On August 10 TimGr, who was approaching Baghdid 
was visited by Shaykh NGru'd-Din 'Abdu'r-Rahmin of 
Isfargin, who came as an ambassador from SulfAn Ahmad 
JalA'ir to make his excuses for not waiting on Timir in 
person. His excuses were ill received by TimGr, who 
nevertheless treated the Shaykh with the respect which, 
according to the Zafa r -nha  (p.6291, he habitually accorded 
to learned and pious men. Shortly afterwards he entered 
Baghddd and occupied the palace of SulfAn Ahmad, who 
fled before him. Some of TimGr's anzirs went in pursuit, 
overtook the fugitives near KarbalA, and captured much 
spoil and some of the wives and sons of Sulfin Ahmad, 
who, however, succeeded in making his escape. His son 
'Ald'u'd-Dawla, together with his wives, a selection of the 
most skilful artisans of BaghdPd,and the celebrated musician 
KhwAja 'Abdu'l;QPdir, were sent to Samarqand by TfmGr, 
who also despatched an ambassador to BarqGq al-Maliku'z- 
ZQhir, the ruler of Egypt, with a view to concluding a treaty 
of friendship and commercial intercourse with him, 

Tfmhr's next exploit was the reduction of the strong 
fortress of Takrit, which was gallantly defended. Finally, 
however, the defenders were overcome and put to death, and 
their heads built up into minarets. Continuing his march 

Zbia'., p. 619. 
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northwards he passed by Karltiil.;, Arbil, Mawsil (Mosul) and 
RawhA, where, in March, 1394, he was overtaken by stormy 
and rainy weather, and compelled by this and the disobedi- 
ence of Malik 'Izzu'd-Din to return to Mesopotamia. Having 
in a brief space of time dealt with this rebellious chieftain, 
Timlir again turned northwards and reduced the fortress of 
MBrdfn. Luckily for the garrison, news had just reached 
Timlir of the birth, at SulfAniyya, on March 22, 1394, of a 
grandson, the afterwards celebrated Ulugh Bey, son of ShAh- 
rukh, and this put TimGr in such good humour that he 
spared their lives, which would otherwise have certainly 
been forfeited1. Amid (DiyAr Bakr) next succumbed to his 
victorious arms in April, but he had to abandon his attempt 
to raze the fortifications on account of their extraordinary 
strength and soliditya. He then passed on to SiwAs, MGsh, 
Bitlfs, AkhlAt and Aydin, halting for a while in the Plain 
of Ala-dAgh to receive his wives and younger children, who 
came to visit him from SulfAniyya, and despatching an 
army in pursuit of his enemy Qari  Y6suf and his TurkmAn 
followers. At  the end of July, 1394, he captured the fortress 
of Avnik, on the upper waters of the Araxes, and sent its 
defender, M i ~ r  the s?n of QarA YGsuf, to Samarqand, to- 
gether with Sulfin 'Isi, the ex-governor of MBrdin. H e  
next invaded Georgia and occupied Tiflis. 

Fortunately for Persia, a fresh menace on the part of 
his old enemy TGqAtmish compelled Timlir at  this juncture, 
towards the end of February, 1395 a, to march northwards 
to defend his own territories, and this, with the ensuing 
campaign in Southern Russia, in the course of which he 
penetrated as far as Moscow4, kept him occupied for more 
than a year. During and in consequence of his absence 
several revolts broke out in Persia, such as that of Qar i  
Y6suf the TurkmAn in AdharbAyj An 6; of Glidarz (probably 
a Zoroastrian) at  SfrjAn6; of Sulfin Muhammad, son of 

1 zafar-ndma, i. p. 680. a Ibid., p. 684. 
Ibid., p. 735. Ibid., p. 761. 
Ibid., p. 757. I b id ,  pp. 784-5. 

AbG Sa'fd of Tabas, and some KhurdsAni soldiers who had 
formerly been in the service of the Muzaffarl dynasty 
at Yazd ; and of BuhlGl at  NihAwand. All these revolts 
were quickly and sternly repressed, and the ringleader of 
that last mentioned, BuhlG1, was burned alive1, The en- 
suing month of Ramaddn was passed by TfmGr a t  HamadAn 
" in obedience and devotion to the Divine Benefactor, and 
in the observance of the obligations of fasting and vigils 
and of every kind of religious rite and ceremony." H e  
then, having ordered his generals to subdue the whole 
Persian shore of the gulf from KhGzistAn to Hurmuz, set 
out on July 18, 1396, for Samarqand. 

On this occasion Tfm6r remained quiet at  his capital 
for a longer period than usual, and devoted a good deal of 
attention to beautifying it and its environs by the labours 
of "the expert engineers and skilful architects who had 
been gathered to  the Royal Metropolis from every clime 
and country from East to West?" H e  also gave a series 
of gorgeous banquets, of which one of the chief was t o  
celebrate the conferring of the kingdom of KhurAsAn, in- 
cluding SfstAn and MAzandarAn, from FfruzkGh to Ray, on 
his son ShAh-rukh, which happened in May, 1397% Less 
than a year later, in the spring of 1398, he set out on his 
Indian campaign, instigated thereto, as asserted in the 
Zafar-ndma4, by his desire to promote IslAm and crush 
idolatry, and by the accounts which reached him ,of the 
toleration shown by the Muslim rulers towards their Hind6 
subjects and neikhbours. After some preliminary opera- 
tions against the AfghAns (or Awghdns) of the SulaymPn 
KGh and the Siydh-pdsh ("Black-robed") heathen of KAfir- 
istAn, he crossed the Indus on Muharram 12, 801 (Sept. 24, 
1398) and proceeded to carry fire and sword into India. It  
is unnecessary for our purpose to follow these operations in 
detail. They were characterized by the usual bloodshed 
and barbarities, amongst the worst of which was the massacre 

1 Ibid, i, p. 788. 
3 Ibid, i, pp. 803-4. 

B. P. 

Ib id ,  ii, p. 6. 
Ibid, ii, p. 15. 
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in cold blood of ~oo,ooo Indian prisoners near DihlI on 
December 12, 1398~. Compared to this monstrous crime 
the horrors enacted a few days later at Dihli, and the 
massacre of 10,000 persons a month earlier at Batnir sink 
into insignificance. 

Reports of troubles in Persia (especially in Adharbdyjdn, 
where his son, MfrPnshdh, to whom the government of this 
important province had been entrusted,was courting disaster 
by his insane vagaries, generally ascribed to an injury to his 
head caused by a fall from his horse) impelled TimGr to cut 
short his Indian campaign early in the year A.D. 1399, and 
to hasten homewards. He crossed the Indus on his return 
journey on March 8 of that year, five months and seventeen 
days after he had crossed it at the beginning of his campaign, 
and the Oxus three weeks later. On April 7 he reached 
his native town of Kash or Shahr-i-Sabz (the "Green City"), 
and entered Samarqand, his capital, on April 27. A fort- 
night later (May 9, 1399) he laid the foundation-stone of 
the magnificent mosque (Masjid-i--&mi') which he had long 
intended to erect for the embellishment of his metropolis. 

On September g, 1399, Timhr again quitted Samarqand 
for Adharbiyjin, where the erratic conduct of his son 
MirPnshih, of which fresh accounts continued to reach 
him, urgently demanded his attention. At  AywAnak, near 
Kay, he was joined by his son Shdh-rukh and by another 
army which he had despatched by way of Mdzandarin. 
MirPnshPh was induced to come to his father's camp to 
render account of his misconduct, which included the waste 
or embezzlement of a large proportion of the revenues, the 
putting to death on mere suspicion of certain men of conse- 
quence against whom he had conceived a spite, the wanton 
destruction of certain historic buildings, and the exhuma- 
tion of the eminent Minister and historian Rashfdu'd-Din 
Fadlu'llrih, whose body he caused to be re-interred in the 
Jews' cemetery. MirBnshAh was punished by his father's 
displeasure and the virtual transference of the authority he 

Zafar-artma, ii, p. 92. 
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had misused to his son Ab6 Bakr, but Tfrnlir's fiercest 
wrath fell upon certain minstrels and poets who had been 
MirinshPh's boon-companions, and who were alleged to 
have corrupted his principles and encouraged his extrava- 
gances. Several of these, namely MawlPnP Muhammad of 
QuhistAn, "who, together with a complete mastery of the 
technicalities of the various sciences, was unique in his age 
and the marvel of his time in verse and prose composition, 
both serious and frivolous1," Qutbu'd-Dln NB'I, Hablb-i- 
'6di  and 'Abdu'l-MG'min the rhapsodist, were condemned 
to death on this charge and hanged a t  or near Qazwin. 
According to DawlatshPhq Muhammad of QuhistAn must 
needs indulge his propensity-for jesting even on the scaffold. 
Turning to Qutbu'd-Din, one of his fellow-victims, he said, 
"You had precedence in the King's company:. precede 
me, therefore, here also." " 0 unlucky heretic," replied the 
other, "do you bring matters to this pass, and cannot you 
cease jesting yet ? "  When it came to Muhammad's turn 
to die, he recited the following punning verse : 

GJb &k a d !  J >* 
L - r J 's?k,~b+ ~ ' 3  LS4 

'I )Tis the end of the matter and the last round, 0 heretic ! 
Whether thou goest or not, the choice is no longer in thy hand I 
If they lead thee, like Man5Gr3, to the foot of the gibbet (pdyi-drfv), 
Stand firm (Pdy-drfr) like a man, for the world is not enduring (jdy- 

db)  ! " 

?afar-ttdma ii, pp. 213-214, 
Pp. 330-1 of my edition. In the very rare Mujmnl of Fa~lh i ,  

under the year A.H. 802, two other victims are enumerated, viz. 
Ardashfr-i-Changi (I' the harper 'I), and KhwAja YabyA-yi-Narrid ("the 
backgammon-player "). 

3 The celebrated mystic who was hanged or crucified in the tenth 
century of our era at BaghdLd for exclaiming Ana'GHapp! ("I am the 
Truth ! " i.e. God). His real name was Husayn ibn M a n ~ u r  al-HallAj 
('I the wool-carder 'I). See my Lit. Hisf. ofPevsia, vol. i, pp. 428-437. 
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The campaign on which TimGr was now embarked, and 
which iilcluded some of his most remarkable achievements, 
is called by Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali Yazdi (ii, 206) the "Seven 
Years' Campaign." As it began about Muharram 8, 802 
(Sept. 10, 1399), and as Timdr returned to his capital, 
Samarqand, in Muharram, 807 (July, 1404), this appellation 
must be regarded as a misnomer. Even the abridged 
account of the many bloody battles and brilliant victories 
included in this period which is given in Price's Chrofzo- 
Logicad Retrospect1 fills 166 quarto pages, and in this place 
it must suffice to indicate only its chief events. 

The winter of A.D. 1399-1400 was spent by TimGr in 
Qardbigh near the Araxes, and ere spring had melted the 
snows he once more invaded Georgia,devastated the country, 
destroyed the churches and monasteries, and slew great 
numbers of tlie inhabitants. In August, 1400, he began his 
march into Asia Minor by way of Avnik, Erzeroum, Erzinjin 
and Sfvds. The latter place offered a stubborn resistance, 
and when it finally capitulated Timdr caused all the Arme- 
nian and Christian soldiers to the number of four thousand 
to be buried alive; but the Muhammadans he spared? 
Meanwhile an animated correspondence was taking place 
between him and the Ottoman SulfAn Biyazid, called YiL 
diyim (the " Thunder-bolt "), from whom Timdr demanded 
the surrender of Sulfin Ahmad of Baghdid and QarA 
Y6suf the Turkmin. This Biyazid refused, as, until a very 
recent occasion, the Turks have ever been wont to refuse 
such betrayal of guests ; and, moreover, as must be admit- 
ted, and as will presently be seen, he couched his refusal in 
language little calculated to appease his great rival. With 
the Sulfin of Egypt also (al-Maliku'n-Nisir Faraj) Timdr 
became embroiled by reason of the unlawful detention of 
his ambassador at  Cairo, and thus the campaign became 
diverted not only against the territories over which the two 

Published in London in 4vols., 1811-1821. The portion to which 
reference is here made is vol. iii, Part i, pp. 297-463. 

?afar-ndnza, ii, p. 269. 
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fugitive kings had reigned respectively, but against the 
Ottoman and Egyptian, and incidentally the Syrian lands. 

After taking 'Ayntib, TimGr besieged and reduced 
Aleppo in October, 1400, and there captured and sent with 

other spoils of war to Samarqand his future 
Aleppo and 
D~~~~~~~~ historian Mawlini  Ni?imu'd-Din called Shrimt 
captured by 
Timdr 

(the " Syrian "). Having next subdued in turn 
Hama, Hims(Emessa) and Ba'labakk (Baalbek) 

he proceeded to invest Damascus. Here an assassin, insti- 
gated by al-Maliku'n-Nisir, Sulfdn of Egypt, attempted his 
life, but failed and was put to death. Damascus surrendered, 
but again revolted, and was again subdued in March, 1401, 
when it finally submitted, and suffered TimGr's name to be 
inserted in the khz&a, after it had suffered the horrors 
of Tartar incendiarism and looting. Another portion of 
TimGr's army ravaged the Syrian coast as far south as  
'AkkB 

TimGr next turned his attention to Baghdid, the 
capital of the recalcitrant Sulf in Ahmad Jali'ir, and, 

having taken it, made, on June 20, 1401, a 
sackorBaghd'd great massacre, in revenge for the many notable 
by Tin~dr 

officers of his army who had perished in the 
siege. Each soldier was ordered to bring a head1, and in 
the words of Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali Yazdi, " the market of 
retribution became so brisk that the broker of death sold 
at one price the old man of eighty and the child of eight, 
while the oven of wrath was so enkindled that it consumed 
in like manner the corporeal vestiture of the wealthy 
plutocrat and the wretched paupera." 

Having left BaghdAd a smoking charnel-house, TimGr 
again turned his attention to  the unfortunate Georgians, 

until the approach of winter drove him in 
The Battle of 
Angora November, 1401, into his winter quarters a t  

Qaribigh. About the middle of February, 

1 According to Ibn 'Arabshdh the number of TfmGr's soldiers on 
this occasion was z o , ~ ,  and each was ordered to bring two heads. 

TaJar-ndma, ii, p. 367. 



1402, he prepared to attack the Ottoman SultAn Bdyazfd, 
from whom he had received another defiant letter which 
goaded him to fury. On July 20, 1402, was fought the 
memorable battle of Angora, in which the Ottoman Turks 
were utterly defeated and their SulfAn, BAyazid, "the 
Thunderbolt," taken prisoner. The well-known story that 

The story of 
Tim6r confined him in a cage and carried him 

Bayaz!dand about with him wherever he went is now gene- 
the Iron Cage rally discreditedl. No mention of this is made, 
I think, by Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali of Yazd and other Persian 
historians of TimGr, and the story may have arisen from an 
expression used by I bn 'ArabshAh, who,asalready mentioned, 
hated TimGr, and sought always to represent his actions in 
the worst light. The expression in question is : 

"The son of 'OsmAn fell into a hunter's snare, and became confined 
like a bird in a cagen-- 

a phrase which it is not necessary to take literally, and which 
may well have been employed metaphorically and to fulfil 
the exigencies of the rhymed prose in which Ibn 'ArabshAh's 
work is composed. Sharafu'd-Din explicitly says2 that 
when BAyazid, with hands bound, was brought before TimGr, 
the latter, after reproaching him for his previous contumacy, 
expressing his regret at  having been compelled to make war 
on a fellow-believer who had rendered such signal services 
to Isldm, and reminding him how he would have probably 
behaved to the conquered had their respective positions been 
reversed, concluded by saying that "in gratitude for the 
victory and help vouchsafed to him by the mercy of God " 
he would do naught but good to his captive and the other 
Turkish prisoners. 
- I t  is, however, accepted by Professor H. A. Gibbons in his very 
interesting work on the Foundation qf tAe Otto?mzrt E7rtjire (Oxford, 
1916). See his long foot-note on p. 255, where the matter is very fully 
discussed. 

$afar-ndmn, vol. ii, pp. 438-9. 
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Be this as it may, the campaign against the Ottoman 

Turks continued ; royal Broussa and "infidel" Smyrna were 
attacked and made desolate, the latter in December, 1402; 
and a little later, on February 26, 1403, the unfortunate 
BAyazfd died in captivity. 

Seeing what had befallen the Turks, the Egyptian 
SultAn, a1 - Maliku'n - NAsir Faraj, abandoned his former 

attitude of defiance, released Timhr's ambas- 
Submission the Egyptian of sador, and sent his submission to the victor 
sllltdn of Angora by an embassy which was graciously 
Maliku'n-N&ir 

received. In  August and September, 1403, 
Timdr again raided Georgia, and, having wintered once 
more at  QarAbAgh, reached Ray on May 10 and Samarqand 
about the end of July, 1404. Here a month later arrived 

the Spanish Mission headed by Ruy Gonzalez 
Clavijo's embassy 
to TimSlr de Clavijo, who has left us an entertaining 

account of his journey from Spain to Samar- 
qand and back, and of his impressions of Tfmlir, of which 
account an English translation, edited by Sir Clements R. 
Markham, was published by the Hakluyt Society in 1859. 
Clavijo sailed from Seville in company with an envoy, 
Muhammad al-QAdi, whom Timlir had sent to Spain, 
accompanied by Gomez de Salazar and an ecclesiastic 
named Fray Alonzo Paez de Santa Maria. Travelling by 
way of Constantinople, Trebizond, Erzeroum, Khhy, Tabriz, 
TihrAn and Mashhad, the Spanish envoys reached Samar- 
qand on August 31,1404, in company with the ambassador 
o f "  the Sultan of Babylon," and were received by Timhr 
on Monday, September 8. H e  "was seated in a portal, in 
front of the entrance of a beautiful palace; and he was 
sitting on the ground. Before him there was a fountain, 
which threw up the water very high, and in it there were 
some red apples. The lord was seated cross-legged, on 
silken embroidered carpets, amongst round pillows. He was 
dressed in a robe of silk, with a high white hat on his head, 
on the top of which there was a special ruby, with pearls 
and precious stones round it." The ambassadors were 
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brought close before him that he might see them better; 
for his eyesight was bad, he being so old that the eyelids had 
fallen down entirely. He received them graciously, en- 
quiring, " How is my son the king? Is he in good health? " 
and then turned to the nobles who stood round him, saying, 

, "Behold! here are the ambassadors sent by my son the 
King of Spain, who is the greatest King of the Franks, arid 
lives at the end of the world. The Franks are truly a great 
people, and I will give my benediction to the King of Spain, 
my son. I t  would have sufficed if he had sent you to me 
with the letter, and without the presents, so well satisfied 
am I to hear of his health and prosperous state." 

The Spanish envoys were subsequently entertained at 
several banquets, of which Clavijo gives detailed descrip- 
Clavijo3s de- tions, and saw Tfmhr several times. They seem 
scriptionof to have been much struck by the quantities of 
TimGr's Court, 
his banquets and meat and wine consumed, and the frequent 
his "justice" drunkenness. " The drinking," says Clavijo 
(p. 148), "was such that some of the men fell down drunlr 
before her" (Cafio, wife of TirnGr) ; " and this was con- 
sidered very jovial, for they think there can be no pleasure 
without drunken men." On another occasion (Oct. 9, 1404)~ 
besides the banquet, they were treated to an exhibition of 
Tfmdr's "justice," for "in the place where the traders had 
pitched their tents, he ordered a great number of gallows to 
be set up ; and declared that, in this festival, he knew how 
to be merciful and kind to some, and how to be severe to 
others." On these gallows he forthwith hanged several 
persons of quality, besides "certain traders who had sold 
meat for more than it was worth," and some shoemakers. 
"The custom is," adds Clavijo, "that, when a great man is 
put to death, he is hanged; but the meaner sort are be- 
headed "-a curious inversion of the mediaeval practice in 
England. 

The ambassadors do not seem to have seen Timhr after 
November I, 1404, on the morrow of which day "he did not 
come out of his tent, because he felt ill." They were bidden 
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by the MirzPs, or Secretaries of the Court, to depart, but 
this they at first declined to do until they should receive 
their dismissal from Tim6r and his messages and compliments 
to their own King. Finally, however, they were compelled 
to leave without another audience (Timhr being then,as they 
were led to believe, sick unto death) and quitted the city 
on November I 8 with the "ambassadors from Turkey " and 
"the ambassador from the Sultan of Babylon." After re- 
maining for three days in a garden outside the town, they 
started on their homeward journey on November 21, 1404. 
They reached Tabriz on February 28, 1405, and were 
delayed there and at the camp of 'Umar Shaykh MirzP 
in QarPbAgh for six months, not leaving Tabriz on their 
homeward march until August 22. After passing through 
Armenia, of whose inhabitants Clavijo says that "the Chris- 
tian Armenians are an evil race, who would not let the 
ambassadors pass until they had given up some of their 
property," they reached Trebizond on September 17, Con- 
stantinople on October 22,1405, Genoa on January 3, 1406, 
and San Lucar in Spain on March r of the same year, after 
an absence of nearly three years. 

But few notices of this Embassy occur in the Persian 
historians, though mention is made of it by Sharafu'd-Din 
'Ali of Yazd, who says1: "At this juncture there arrived an 
ambassador from the ruler (far~ndtz-dih) of the Frankish 
realms, who presented many fine gifts and presents, and a 
variety of offerings and oblations," amongst which " certain 
tissues adorned with designs and pictures which would have 
filled Manes with despair" specially aroused the author's 
admiration. He also mentions on the next page the pre- 
sence of the Spaniards at one of the banquets given by 
TfmGr, adding that "even chaff finds its way into the sea," 
and, a few pages lower: chronicles their departure. 

By this time TfmGr was apparently recovered from his 
indisposition, tired of the settled life, and eager for fresh 
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adventures, and he resolved to undertake a campaigti 

TimGr prepares 
against China in order to destroy the temples 

for a campaign of the heathen, spread the true faith, and in- 
against China cidentally enrich himself and his army with the 
spoils of that spacious, ancient and wealthy land. After 
making all necessary arrangements for the campaign and for 
the administration of his vast territories during his absence, 
he set out from Samarqand on his eastward march on 
November 27, 1404. The winter was exceptionally severe, 
and the army, after suffering much from the cold, crossed 
the Taxartes (Sihdn) on the ice, and reached UtrAr on . .  , 
Illness anddcath 

January 14, 1405. A month later Tim&- fell ill, 
or Tim(lr on and, though treated by MawlAnA Fadlu'llAh of 
Feb. 18, 1405 Tabriz. who was accounted one of the most 
skilful physicians of his age, his sickness increased and 
complications set in until he finally succumbed, a week after 
the first attack, on February 18,1405, being then seventy-one 
[lunar] years of age, and having reigned thirty-six years. 
His mind remained clear to the last, and having nominated 
his grandson Pir Muhammad-i-JahAngir to succeed him as 
ruler of his vast empire, he embodied his last wishes in a 
discourse which is fully reported by Sharafu'd-Din1, and 
died with the profession of the faith of IslAm on his lips. 

The character of TimGr has been differently appraised 
by those who are dazzled by his military achievements on 

Various views 
the one hand, and those who are disgusted by 

Timhr's his cruelty and utter disregard of human life 
character on the other. One factor in such judgement 
is the acceptance or rejection of the much discussed and 
quoted TzizBkrtt, or " Institutes," which profess to contain 
Tirnrir's own philosophy of Empire. Thus Gibbon says, in 
a foot-note in ch. Ixv, that though he " did not expect to 
hear of Timour's amiable moderation "...he " can excuse a 
generous enthusiasm in the reader, and still more in the 
editor, of the I~zstitutio~zs," though in the corresponding 
portion of the text, he criticizes him pretty severely, and 

09. cit., vol. ii, pp. 656-7. 
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admits that "perhaps we shall conclude that the Mogul 
Emperor was rather the scourge than the benefactor of rnan- 
kind.'' Sir John Malcolm's very judicious observations have 
been already cited'. Sir Clements R. Markham2 says that, 
although Timhr's conquests were the cause of much suffer- 
ing to the human race, yet "he certainly was not the 
remorseless tyrant he is represented by [Ibn] 'ArabshAh 
and his other enemies," and that "there is evidence that he 
had loftier aims than 'the mere gratification of his lust for 
conquest." H e  adds8 that though " the name of TimGr is 
frequently coupled with that of Chingiz KhAn, yet the latter 
was a rude uncultivated barbarian, while there is evidence 
that the former was versed in all the knowledge of his age 
and country." As  regards the facts of Timhr's life, there 
is little difference of opinion : his massacres and pyramids of 
skulls are equally chronicled by his panegyrists, Sharafu'd- 
Din 'Ali of Yazd and Nizim-i-ShAmi, and his detractor Ibn 
'Arabshzih, though the former affect to regard them as 
" manifestations of the Divine Attributes of Wrath " (Szydt- 
i-JaZa'Ztj~a or Qahrtjya), and the latter as  the outcome of 
diabolic malignity. The  latter view appears to me the 
more reasonable and natural ; and as for the " Institutes," 
which supply a quasi-philosophic basis for this policy of 
"frightfulness," I incline to the reasoned opinion expressed 
by  Rieu' that they are spurious. 

Before closing this brief account of Timlir, some refer- 
ence should be made to certain despatches which passed 

Firidfin Bey's 
between him and the Ottoman Sultan BAyazfd 

collection or and others, of which the texts are preserved in 
State Papers an important collection of State Papers known 
as the Mu~zslin'dt-i-FirPddn Bey, of which a good edition was 
printed a t  Constantinople in Jumzida 11, A.H. I274 (February, 
1858). The  compiler of this work, Ahmad Firidlin, known 
as Tnwpfi  (Tevqft), flourished in the middle of the tenth 

See pp. 182-3 supra. 2 Histouy of Persia, p. 2 19. 
I6id, p. 220, and the Introdz~ctory Lz;fe of Thzir prefixed to 

Clavijo's Embassy to the Court of Timlr, p. li. * Pers. Cat., p. 178. 



century of the Muhammadan (sixteenth of the Christian) 
era, and composed, besides the Mufzsha'dt (compiled in 
98211 574-5), a history entitled Nuz-Jzatzb'l-Ahkbdr. The 
first volume of the Mz~nska'dt comprises State Papers 
ranging in date from the time of the Prophet (seventh 

century of the Christian era) to the middle of 
List of d e  

con. the sixteenth century. I t  contains 626 large 
netted with pages, of which pp. I 18-142 contain letters to, 
Tfmlir 

from, or about Tiinfir, as follows : 

(I)  Letter from QarA Ybsuf to SulfAn BAyazid, written 
in Persian and undated, complaining of the aggressions of 
TimGr, whom the writer describes as " that quickener of the 
fire of evil and trouble and agitator of the chain of mischief 
and insolence, TfmGr the object of Divine Wrath (may God 
destroy and crush him !)," and demanding help from BAyazid 
(pp. 118-1 19). 

(2) BAyazid's answer to the above, also written in 
Persian and undated (p. I 19). 

(3) Letter from Timlir to Bdyazid, written in Arabic 
and undated, requiring in peremptory language that no 
shelter shall be afforded to QarA YGsuf and SulfAn Ahmad, 
and warning the Ottoman Sultan against disobedience to 
this command (pp. 120-1). 

(4) BAyazid's answer to the above, also written in 
Arabic and undated. This begins (after the doxology), 
" Know, 0 ravening dog named TimGr," and hurls defiance 
at the invader, daring him to advance (p. 121). 

( 5 )  Letter from SultAn Ahmad JalA'ir of BaghdAd to 
SultAn BByazid, written in Persian and undated. The writer 
describes how, after the capture of BaghdAd and the two 
'IrAqs by Tfmbr, he withdrew to Malatya and SiwAs to 
await the arrival of Qard YGsuf, according to BAyazid's 
instructions, and how in conjunction they attacked, routed 
and annihilated the Uzbeks who formed the vanguard of 
Timfir's army, but were awaiting with certainty an attack 
from his main army so soon as news of this disaster should 
reach him (pp. 124-5). 
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(6) BAyazfdJs answer to the above, announcing that, in 
consequence of the news received from SultBn Ahrnad, 
he has concluded peace with the " Tekfur," or Byzantine 
Emperor, and has advanced to T6qAt to aid in checking 
the invasion of Tfmbr (p. 125). Dated ShalbAn, 798 (May, 
1396). 

(7) Second letter from TfmGr to BByazfd, written in 
Persian and undated. Jt begins with a "salutation tern- 
pered with reproach " (saltm-i-'it&-htz), describes the 
writer's forty yearsJ career of conquest, and how he has 
now advanced to SiwAs, and taunts his adversaries with 
their failure to capture Malatya and Sinope. H e  is still, 
however, ready to come to terms, since he is unwilling that 
the dissensions of Muslims should afford fresh opportunity 
to the "Frankish infidels" to pursue their schemes of 
aggression. In conclusion he describes himself as of the 
family of the fl-khAnis, and demands a speedy and con- 
ciliatory answer to his overtures (pp. 126-7). 

(8) Bdyazid's answer to the above, also in Persian and 
undated. The writer boasts of the martial prowess of the 
Turks, reminds TimGr how his ancestor Er-Toghril with 
300 horsemen routed 10,ooo " Tartar and Mongol heathens," 
and rehearses other like glorious deeds of his predecessors. 
H e  claims to be the protector of the Muslims, and declares 
that "hitherto not one of the House of 'Othmin has sought 
by flattery t o  turn aside an enemy, or has had recourse to 
deceit or guile " (pp. 127-8). 

(9) TimGr's third letter to BAyazid, written in Persian 
and undated, acknowledging a letter sent by means of the 
Qddi Faridu'd-Din and a person named Najdshi, and ex- 
pressing a desire for friendship and alliance. TfmGr alludes 
to his Syrian campaign, objects to the Sultans of Egypt 
calling themselves "Kings of the two Holy ShrinesJ' 
(SulMnzc'l-flaramayn), and complains of the return of 
SulfBn Ahmad Jali'ir to Baghdid (pp. 128-131). 

(10) Biyazfd's answer to the above, written in Persian. 
I t  is couched in much politer language than his previous 
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letters, but declines absolutely to surrender SultAn Ahrnad 
JalA'ir and Qard YGsuf, which, says the writer, would be 
entirely incompatible with the Ottoman traditions of hospi- 
tality. He alludes to the continuance in Egypt of the 
lawful descendants of the 'AbbAsid Caliphs, and calls on 
TlmGr, if his intentions are really peaceful, to surrender 
Siwds (pp. 131-2). 

(I I) TfmGr's fourth letter to Bdyazid. In this letter he 
boasts his orthodoxy and adherence to the Sunni creed, 
denounces the actions of SulfAn Ahmad JalCir and QarP 
YGsuf, and demands their banishment from Ottoman terri- 
tory, and an apology from Rdyazid (pp. 132-4). 

(12) BAyazid's answer to the above (pp. 134-5). 
(13) Letters from Shdh Mansirr, the nephew of Sl1i4h 

ShujA' the Muzaffari ruler of ShirAz, to Bdyazid, written 
in Persian after Dhu'l Qa'da, 802 (June-July, 14oo), de- 
scribing the mischief wrought by "the accursed ones of 
Chaghatdy," and the deceitfulness and cunning of " that 
sinner and rebel " Timrir (pp. 135-9). 

(14) BAyazid's answer to the above. He  abuses TimGr, 
alludes to the depredations wrought by him in Fdrs and a t  
Shirdz, and states that, though actually engaged in an 
attempt to capture Constantinople, he is preparing to 
abandon this in order to attack TfmGr (pp. 139-140). 

(15) TimGr's fifth letter to BAyazid, written from 
Mardgha in Persian, but undated. He alludes to his 
capture of Baghddd, and, after quoting a verse to the'effect 
that to win the wlzole world it is not worth vexing even 
an ant, indulges in veiled threats as to what he will do if 
Bdyazid still refuses to listen to his demands (pp. 140-2). 

Here ends the correspondence between TimGr and 
Bdyazid preserved by Firid6n Bey. 

I t  only remains to be added that TfmGr's corpse was 
conveyed across the frozen Khujand River on the night of 
Feb. 19, 1405, and interred four days later at Samarqand, 
while the Chinese campaign-happily for that people-was 
finally abandoned. 

CHAPTER V. 

THE POETS AND WRITERS O F  THE TIME O F  T ~ M ~ J R .  

Attention has already been called to the curious but 
indisputable fact that in Persia, at any rate, periods of great 

turmoil and disorder have generally produced 
Stable govern- 
ment not neces- the finest poetry, while periods of relative 
sarily conducive 
to good poetry 

prosperity, when the country was under a strong 
and stable government, have generally been 

singularly barren in this respect1. In comparatively modern 
times Persia has never been more strong, united and pros- 
perous than under the Safawi dynasty (A.D. 1502-1736), 
more particularly during the sixteenth century ; yet, though, 
not only in military strength, national unity and commerce, 
but also in the arts (especially architecture and painting) 
and the sciences (especially theology), this period was 
particularly brilliant, it hardly produced a single poet of com- 
manding genius or wide-spread reputation ; a phenomenon 
of which the causes will be discussed when we come to 
speak of the epoch in question. The period with the literary 
aspects of which we are now about to deal is, on the other 
hand, as will have been sufficiently apparent from the pre- 
ceding chapter, one of anarchy, misery and bloodshed; yet 
it would be hard to indicate any period of seventy years 
(A.D. 1335-1405) which produced so many remarkable poets, 
a galaxy of talent in which the great HAfiz is merely the 
brightest of many brilliant stars. Probably the existence of 
numerous little courts, each anxious to rival and excel the 
others, is favourable to the development of poetical talent, 
since the poet who fails to win appreciation from one royal 
patron can easily find another who may prove more sus- 
ceptible to his song ; while, when there is but one capital 

Cf. pp. 160-1 sllpra. ' 
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and one court, he who fails there (not necessarily from lack 
of talent so much as from lack of opportunity, ill fortune, 
or the machinations of jealous rivals) is likely to be perma- 
nently discouraged, or at least to remain unknown outside 
his own immediate circle. 

From this point of view, Persia, immediately after the 
collapse of the Mongol power, and before the irruption of 

TimGr the Tartar, was an ideal field for the 
Anarchical con- 
dition ofPersia wandering poet. In the North-East, with their 
fromtheextinc- capital at HerAt, were the Kurt princes ; at  
tion of the 
~~~~~l power SabzawAr and the neighbourhood the little' 

the rise Of Sarbaddr dynasty (if such it can be called) held 
TInlQr 

sway; the fl-khatlls,~ha~lth Hasan-i-Ruzurg, his 
son SulfAn Uways, and their descendants, ruled over a 
curious elliptical domain which had its northern capital 
a t  Tabriz and its southern capital at BaghdAd; while 
Southern Persia was divided amongst princes of the House 
of Muzaffar, often independent of, and even at war with, one 
another, with ShirAz, IsfahAn, Yazd and Kirmdn as their 
seats of government. There were no hard and fast frontiers 
to these little states, and no map could be made showing 
the divisions of these fluid, ever-shifting kingdoms ; rather, 
if we wish to reconstruct the political geography of Persia 
at that period, we must conceive of some seven or eight 
centres whence radiated, in ever-varying strength, the 
influence of as many petty warrior-princes, whose truculent 
activities were oftener than not combined with a fine 
literary taste. 

Of the poets of this period some ten at least deserve 
mention, either on account of their evident originality and 

beauty, or because of the reputation which they 
Number and ex- 
cellence of the enjoy in their own country. These two things 
poetsofthis do not necessarily go together, but either of 
period 

them seems to me to entitle a poet at any rate 
to honourable mention ; for a foreign critic must always 
entertain some mistrust of his judgements, and must re- 
member that, strive as he may, he can hardly hope to 
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develop the fine and discriminating taste of the cultivated 
,, native critic, and that the mere fact that a poet 
tcrions~oets  has maintained his reputation amongst his own 
may be judged 
by a foreign countrymen for several centuries entitles him at 
critic least to some respectful consideration. This 

applies to lyrical poets like KhwAj.jG and 'ImAd of KirmAn 
and Kamdl of Khujand, of whom .one .is apt to think as 
mere dim reflections of the incomparable HAfis, devoid of 
any salient originality; but it must not be forgotten that 
the first died 37 and the second 18 years before him, and 
that.they may therefore well have prepared the way for his 
greater achievements, while the eminence of the third, who 
was his contemporary, is to a certain extent certified by 
Hdfiz himself in the verse- 

I which is translated by Rosenzweig-Schwannaul- 

'(Wenn er erst Hafisens Lieder horet, 
Die als zart und lieblich Jeder kennt, 
Wird sich selbst Kemzl nicht unterfangen 
Dichtend aufzutreten in Chodschend." 

On the other hand poets like 'Ubayd-i-ZAkdni and 
Bushaq (Ab6 IshAq) are so original that,whether appreciated 
or not in their own country, they cannot be ignored by any 
student of Persian literature. 

I propose, therefore, to discuss in this chapter the 
following poets, and, that priority may be duly considered 

in relation to actual merit, in chronological 
Untmstworthi- 
ness ofmost order. This, however, can only be regarded as 
the Persian bio- approximate, since in most cases the date of graphers of poets 

death only is recorded (and that often uncer- 
tainly), and we often do not know whether the poet died 
young or at an advanced old age. Indeed, notwithstanding 
the numerous biographies of poets given by Dawlatshbh, 

Naf i ,  Diwdn, vol i, pp. 328, 329,ll. 13-14 of text. 
B. P. 14 
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and in the Atash-~ndu, Hnft IqZht a,nd other similar well- 
known works, the lack of authentic particulars as to the 
lives and characters of these poets is a very discouraging 
feature in our quest. Most of the anecdotes givefi in these 
books are trivial o r  fictitious, and, save for what can be 
gleaned from their verses (where again we are often 

hampered by the lack of anything approaching 
Lack of a critical edition), we are finally driven to admit 
editions 

that we know very little indeed about most of 
them. They were generally poor men,often socially obscure, 
and as such were completely ignored by contemporary 
historians, while all that later generations, who appreciated 
their merit, could do was, as a rule, to string together a few 
more or less trivial anecdotes, evidently constructed in many 
cases to explain or illustrate passages in their poems. An 
exception must be made in favour of one rare manuscript 
work, the Muljmal ("Compendium") of F a ~ i h i  of Khwdf: a 
chronicle of some thousand pages compiled in 84511441-2 
and containing many valuable details not to be found else- 
where, especially in what concerns the province of Khurisin 
in general, and the city of HerAt in particular. 

The  poets of this period whom I propose to discuss are 
the following : 

Ten poets to ( I )  Ibn-i- Yamin (d. 745/1345 according to 
be discussed in Dawlatshhhz, or 76911368 according to the more 
this chapter authoritative Mujvzal) was associated with the 
Sarbadir dynasty. 

1 So far as I know, only three MSS. of this work exist in Europe. 
One, in St Petersburg, is described by the late Baron Victor Rosen at 
pp. I I 1-1 13 of his Collections Scientz@pues, vol. iii, Manuscrits Persans 
(No. 27 I )  and by Dorn in vol. ii of the Bulletin de la classe histodo- 
philologipue de ZIAcadJmie INzpeviaZe des Sciences de St Pkters6ourg, 
pp. I et sepq. The second (marred by an extensive lacuna comprising 
the years A.H. 718-840) formerly belonged to the late Colonel Raverty, 
and is now the property of the "E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Trust." The 
third, modern but complete, belonged to Sir Albert Houtum-Schindler 
and is now in my possession. See also p. 1 5 0  supra, n. I ad calc. 

a See p. 276,ll. 12-13 of my edition. 
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(2) Klizu4i4 of Kirma'n (d. 75311 352, or, 'accoi-ding to 
DawlatshAh, 74211 341-2). . 

(3) 'Ubuyd-i-Zdkdni, the great satirist and parodist 
(d. 77211 371). 

(4) '~mdu! of Kirwzrtn (d. 77311 372). 
( 5 )  SaZmdn of Sa'wa (d. 779/1378), the panegyrist of 

SultAn Uways. 9 

(6) Ydf;g of Shirdz (d. 79 I 1 I 3 89). 
(7) KamdZ of Khujand (d. 7931 I 39 I, or 8031 I 400). 
(8) Maghribt, the mystic (d. 80911407). 
(9) Bushaq (Abli IshAq) of Shi~dz ,  the gastronomic 

poet (d. 81411416). 
(10) Niaa'mu'd-Din Ma4mdd Qrfvt of Yaad, the poet 

of clothes. 
Of each of these poets I shall now proceed to speak in 

detail. 

I. Zbn-i- Yamtn 
( A m k  Mahndd  ibn Amtr  Yamtnzl'd-Din TugArdJt). 

Although notices of this poet and his father Yaminu'd- 
Din (from whom he derives the name Ibn-i-Yamin-"son 
of Yamfn"-by which he is commonly known) occur in 
Dawlatshih l, the Haft lqZhn, Atash-kadaa, Majma'u'l- 
Fusa&da and other biographical works, the few particulars 
about him which are known to  us are chiefly derived from 
the rare M z j ~ a l  of Fa~ihf .  I n  this work Ibn-i-Yamin is 
thrice mentioned, under the years 74311342-3, and 7691 
1367-8, the year of his death. 

T h e  first of these'two notices, so far as it concerns 
Ibn-i-Yamin, runs as follows : . ' 

Notice of 
"War of Malik Mu'izzu'd-Din Abu'l-Husayn 

1bn-i-yamh Muhammad-i-x~vt  with KhwAjP Wajfhu'd-Din 
in the Mujn*a' Mas'Gd-i-Sarbadrir and Shaykh Hasan-i- Jiiri 
oi Fa$$[ 

between ZPwa and KhwPf, and death of Shaykh 

Pp. 272; 275-7 and 359 of my edition. 
P. 7 of the Bombay lithographed ed. of A.H. 1277. . 
Vol. ii, pp. 2-5 of the TihrAn lithograph. . 

14-2 
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Hasan-i-JGrf a t  the hands of KhwAjA Wajihu'd-Din Mas'Gd's 
men on the I 3th of Safar [A.H. 743 = J U ~ ~  I 8, 13421, and 
flight of KhwAjd Wajihu'd-Din. 

"Loss of the Diwrin (complete poetical works) of the  
late' Arnir Fakhru'l-Haqq wa'd-Din Mahmlid ibn-i-Yamin 
the MzutawjZ(government accountant) of Faryhmad, which 
was looted in the battle mentioned above. Here is t he  
fragment [in which Ibn-i-Yamin refers to  this event] : 

'It fell into the hands of the spoilers, and thereafter no trace of it was 
found.' 

"The above-mentioned Amir Fakhru'd-Din MahmGd 
[Ibn-i-Yamfn] sent the following fragment which he had 

- composed from SabzawAr to Malik Mu'izzu'd-Din Abu'l- 
Husayn-i-Kurt : 

CH. V] IBN-I-YAM~N 

" Seek as they might his Diwdn was not t o  be found, so  
he  made a [fresh] compilation from the anthologies of the 
Masters [of this art], and from what each [amateur of verse] 
remembered by  heartland from what h e  himself subsequently 
composed : 

. - 

'So that my verses, scattered like the Seven Thrones', 
Might be again co-ordinated like the Pleiades!' 

1 Le. the Great Bear, also called "the Seven Brothers" (HaftBid- 
dartfn), and by the Arabs Banhfu'n-Na'sh, "the Daughters of the 
Bier," or " Pall-bearers." 
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This ends the first notice of Ibn-i-Yamfn in the Mzq&nZ, 
but, before passing on to the second, I should give a trans- 
lation of the fourteen couplets quoted above, which, if not 
remarkable as poetry, are of interest on account of the data 
which they afford. 

"If Heaven, by a trick, snatched my Diwdn out of my hands, 
Thanks be to God I H e  who made the Diwdnl is still with me 1 
And if Fate plucked from me a string of pearls fit for a king, 
Yet I grieve not a t  its loss, since the remedy is with me. 
And if the wind tore a flower from a branch of the rose-bush of my 

talent, 
A garden full of anemones, eglantine and basil is still with me. 
And if one of my shells of brilliant pearls was emptied, 
I still have a mind filled with pearls like the sea of 'Un~mAn. 
What  matters it if a few drops of the sputterings of my pen are lost ? 
There still remains with me a talent bountiful as the April cloud I 
If the sweet water of my verse has been cast to the winds like dust 
I t  matters little, for with me is the Fountain of the Water of Life. 
And though my heart is grieved at the loss of my Dtwrin, 
Why should I grieve at this, since my pearl-producing genius re- 

mains ? 
And if the praise of the King of the World is, like the fame of his 

justice, 
Spread abroad throughout the earth, the praise-producing talent is 

mine ! 
Although I could compile another Diwbn, yet 
My life's work is wasted, and regret for this remains with me. 
If this vile Age is unkind to me, what matter 
If the favours of the King of the Age are mine ? 
That just Prince Ma'izzu'd-Din, whose virtue cries, 
'Whatever of glory can enter the Phenomenal World is mine! 
The chief of the favours which in all circumstances 
The King of the Age doth show me amongst all my peers 
Is  this, that by his favour one of noble rank says to me 
'Rejoice, 0 Ibn-i-Yamin, for the constituent parts of the Diwkn 

are in my possession !' 
Life has passed : may he continue successful until Eternity, 
And may the daily portion of me his servant be prayers for the 

King so long as life remains to me ! " 

Le. my genius, myself. 
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The second entry in the Mzcjllzal is very brief, and 

Date of 
merely records the death of Ibn-i-Yamfn on the 

~bn- i -~amm's  8th of Jumdda ii, 769 (Jan. 30, 1368), this date 
death 

being further commemorated in the following 
chronogram : 

This is followed by a quatrain1 said to have been uttered 
by the poet a little before his death: 

"Regard not Ibn-i-Yamin's heart of woe ; 
See how from out this transient world I go. 
Qur'hn in hand and smiling, forth I wend 
With Death's dread messenger to seek the Friend" 

Dawlatshdh devotes an article to the poet's father as 
well as to himself (Nos. 6 and 7 of the fifth Tabapa), but 
Particularsgiven contributes few material or trustworthy facts, 
by Dawlatsh5h though he cites one fine poem of 14 couplets 
concerning 
lbn-i-yan,in by the former, whose death he places in the year 
and his father 72411324. According to him Amfr Yamfnu'd- 

Din, the father of our poet, was of Turkish origin ; settled, 
as a landowner at FaryGmhd, where his son was born, in 
thereign of the Mongol Sultdn Khudai-banda; and enjoyed 
the favour and patronage of Khwija 'Ali'u'd-Din Muham- 
mad, who was in the fiscal service of Sulfin Ab6 Sa'id, 

Given also with very slight variations by Dawlatshih, p. 276, 
11. 15-1 8 of my edition. 
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and who was killed near AstardbAd by the Sarbadirs in 
73711336-7. Concerning the son, Ibn-i-Yamin, he tells us 
little, save that he was the panegyrist of the SarbadArs, 
which is doubtful, and that he died in 74511344-5, which 
is almost certainly incorrect; but he endeavours to make 
up for this dearth of information by a digression of ten 
pages on the history of the little Sarbadhr dynasty, which 
lasted about fifty years and was finally e?tinguished by 
TimGr about 78811386. The Haft Iqdim, Atash-Kada and 
i%faj?jza'u'l-Fu:a/iI practically yield no further information, 
except that the last-named work states that Ibn-i-Yamin 
was the panegyrist of Tughd-TimGr. Owing to the loss of 
his D(wa'?z, as described above, it is impossible to determine 
with certainty who were his patrons and to whom his 
panegyrics were chiefly addressed. 

Ibn-i-Yamin's extant work consists of his &?zqa??a1cEt, 
or " Fragments," most of which are of a philosophical, ethical 

or mystical character. An edition of them was 
Extant poems of 
Ibn-i-Yamh printed at  Calcutta in 1865, and I also possess 

a pretty and carefully-written manuscript dated 
Rajab 5,881 (Oct. 24,1476). A German rendering of many 
of these poems by Schlechta-Wssehrd has also been pub- 
lished'. The following fine verses on the evolution of the 
soul are amongst the best and most celebrated of Ibn-i- 
Yamin's poems : 

16n Jernin's Bruchsfiicke, Vienna, 18 j2, pp. 191. I t  contains 
translations of 164 I' Fragments." 
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" ^ w ~  j t  &% 4 ' bud&  
'ci, ,P>>-S &lii ,G , & J.? >G 

J 0 

at & 5 PW 9 UF 9 dl jl w 
a, ,A>+ &,-f> d$ j d , t  a 

The following is a rather free translation of the above : 
"From the void of Non-Existence to this dwelling-house of clay 

I came, and rose from stone to plant ; but that hath passed away ! 
Thereafter, through the working of the Spirit's toil and strife, 
I gained, but soon abandoned, some lowly form of life : 

That too hath passed away ! 
In a human breast, no longer a mere unheeding brute, 
This tiny drop of Being to a pearl I did transmute : 

That too hat11 passed away ! 
At the Holy Temple next did I foregather with the throng 
Of Angels, compassed it about, and gazed upon it long : 

That too hath passed away ! 
Forsaking Ibn-i-Yamin, and from this too soaring free, 
I abandoned all beside Him, so that naught was left but HE: 

All else hath passed away !" 

The same ideas have been equally well expressed, how- 
~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ l  ever, by the great mystical poet Jalilu'd-Din 
passage evolution On or the the - RGrnl, who lived a century earlier, in a very 
soul from the well-known passage of the ~Wathnawf which 
MaMnawf runs as follows : 

b J  

'A& d u  9 A>Y u>b+ jl . J 

' ~ > j  y udu jl A>* 
0 0 1  

'A& A A ~  > jl A J ~  

'.&Po;; j >&$** 
'A jl A +  pG> 'k 

'J+, J4 &3Lo 4 p! U 
'* j * ~ & 4  A & j l  

' %-c, $1 UL. 3 JA 
~,+JI i),~ P ~ S  PSJ A* ylc 

'&J,-+I) dtJl d ( c P A i , L  . 
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" I  died from mineral and plant became ; 
Died from the plant, and took a sentient frame; 
Died from the beast, and donned a human dress ; 
When by my dying did I e'er grow less? 
Another time from manhood I must die 
To soar with angel-pinions through the sky. 
'Midst Angels also I must lose my place, 
Since ' Everytlzizg shall@+.& save His Face.' 
Let me be Naught ! The harp-strings tell me plain 
That 'unto Him do w e  return agaift'! '" 

. 
" Only for one of reasons twain the wise 

Possession of this varied world do prize : 
Either to benefit their friends thereby, 
Or else to trample down some enemy. 
But he who seeketh wealth upon this earth, 
And knoweth not wherein consists its worth 
Is as the gleaner, who with toil doth bind 
His sheaf, then casts the harvest to the wind. 
Naught but a weary soul and aching back 
Accrue to those who understanding lack." 

The following is typical in its Manichzan and Malthu- 
sian pessimism : 

1 Compare Tennyson in LocJsZey Hal l :  
"Love took up the harp of Life, and smote on all the chords with 

minht : - ,  

Smote the chord of Self, that, trembling, pass'd in music out of sight." 
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" Knowest thou wherefore the child no gratitude bears 
E'en to the father who makes him the chief of his heirs? 
"Twas thou,' he seems to say, 'who my peace didst mar 
By bringing me into a world where such miseries are !"' 

The fragment next following also represents a line of 
thought common with Ibn-i-Yamin and others of his school : 

"That God who on Creation's Primal Day1 
The first foundations of thy soul did lay, , . '. 

Who i n ~ H i s  Wisdom did for forty morns 
Fashion the house of clay thy soul adornsa, 

The Rtia-i-Alast, or "Day of 'Am I not' [your Lord]?" is the 
day at  the beginning of time when God thus addressed the souls which 
H e  had created, A-Zastu bi-RadbikumP "Am I not your Lord?" 

I t  is said in the traditions " God Most High kneaded Adam's clay 
for forty days." See Tabarf, I, 91.  
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Who bade the Pen1 inscribe upon thy brow 
Whate'er betided thee from then till now, 
It  ill beseems Him on the Judgement-Day 
'This was well done, and that done ill' to say! 
For he who sows the camel-thorn can ne'er 
Expect the aloe-tree to blossom there. 
Since, then, the Muslim and the Christian stand 
Subject alike to His supreme command, 
'Why should H e  give,' in wonder ask the wise, 
'To this one Hell, to that one Paradise?'" 

" Whoe'er he be, wherever he may dwell 
A man should strive to guard his honour well ; 
Conceit and folly he should put aside, 
And turn his back on arrogance and pride ; 
Should so behave that none through him should e'er 
Endure vexation equal to a hair ; 
None should despise for lack of power or pelf, 
And deem each neighbour better than himself; 
Then all his energies and wealth should spend 
That so perchance he thus may gain a friend." 

According to another tradition (Tabari, I, 29) the Prophet said: 
"The first thing which God created was the Pen, and H e  commanded 
it to write down everything" (i.e., as is explained in other traditions, 
everything predestined to happen). 
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"A corner which no stranger can explore, 
Where no one bores you, and you no one bore, 
A sweetheart, lute and song, a friend or two- 
At most a party not exceeding four ; 
A harp, a zither, roasted meats and wine, 
A cup-bearer who is a friend of thine, 
Reason, which doth distinguish good and ill, 
Regarding not thy ploy with eyes malign 1 

Whoever doth disparage such affair 
I s  in the spirit-world devoid of share ; 
T o  Ibn-i-Yamin should such luck accrue 
For  no one in this world or that he'd care !" 

I The following fragment is practically a paraphrase of 
some very well-known Arabic verses ascribed to QAb6s ibn 
Washmgfr, Prince of TabaristAn (reigned A.D. 976-1012), 
which are quoted in the Story of the Merchant and the 
]inn/ in the Arabian Nights1: 

1 See W. H. MacNaghten's edition (Calcutta, 18391, vol. i, p. XI, 

11. 1-8. 
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" Not as I would, 0 friends, the world doth go : 
Of men of genius 'tis the constant foe. 
Though fickle Fortune trouble me, what then? 
Trouble's the portion of all noble men. 
The sky holds couiltlcss stars, of wliich not one 
Suffers eclipse, except the moon and sun. 
'Tis custom now that he who wants for wits 
Ever above the man of talent sits, 
As on the sea the dust and rubbish swim 
While pearls lie sunk in its abysses dim." 

Although nearly all the well-known biographies, such 
as Dawlatshbhl, the Haft Iplim, the Atah-hada; the 

Maj~71~a'u'Z-Fusa~d~, etc., contain notices of 
KhwfijCl of 
Kirrnin Khwijd of Kirmin, they are singularly jejune 

and lacking in precise information, while 
such precise information as is given is often demon- 
strably incorrect. Indeed the carelesslless with which 
these works are compiled and copied is deplorable. T o  
take one instance only, Ridi-quli Khbn, in spite of his 
undeniable attainments as a poet, a lexicographer and 
a historian, states in the Majma'u'GFzc~a&a' that KhwAjd 
was the panegyrist of SultAn Abu Sa'id IChdn, whq 

Pp. 249-253 of my edition. 
a Pp. 109-110, Bombay lith. of A. H. 1277. 

Vol. ii, pp. 15-18 of the TihrAn lithographed edition. 
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reigned from 7 16-7361 I 3 16-1 335, and immediately after- 
wards gives the year of his death as 50311 109-1 I 10, which 
is evidently a careless mistake for 753. Dawlatshdh, who 
gives 74211341-2 as the year of his decease, describes 
him as belonging to a good family in Kirmdn, where, 
however, he spent but a small part of his life, though in 
some verses quoted on the same page1, and evidently 
composed a t  BaghdAd, he speaks of his native town with 
longing and affection : 

" Pleasant the fragrant and sweet-scented blast 
Verses showing 
his love of his Which o'er the earth of Kirnlln late hath passed 1 
native place Pleasant the days of that sweet Philomel 
Kirmdn Which in its groves and gardens fair doth dwell 1 

What fault was mine that Heaven did decree 
From that pure land I must an exile b e ?  
Wherefore in BaghdAd city must I dwell 
That tears like Tigris from mine eyesmay well2?" 

, During his travels, according to the Haft IpZhz, KhwAjii 
made the acquaintance of many of his contemporaries 
amongst the poets and men of letters, and became the 
disciple of the eminent and pious Shaykh Ruknu'd-Din 
'AlA'u'd-Dawla of Simnbn, with a sketch of whose life 
Dawlatshdh seeks to compensate us for the exiguity of 
his information about the proper subject of his biography. 
RieuS quotes some verses in which a little-known con- 
temporary poet named Uaydar of Shfrdz fiercely attacks 

1 Loc. cit., p. 249, 11. 18-21. 
a Literally, "Where naught but the Tigris comes into my eyes." 

This may either mean "Where my eyes serve only to shed rivers of 
tears," or, "Where I can see nothing but the Tigris." 

3 Byitid Museunz Pen.  Cat., p. 623. 
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KhwQj6, whom he calls "a KQbuli thief from KirmQn 
town," as a plagiarist. He says: 
KhwLj6 accused " DO not mention the name of Khw&j.jli before a poet, 
ofplagiarism For he is a thief from the Dfwdn of Sa'di. 
by TIaydar of Since he cannot compete in verse even with me 
Shfriz How dares he talk about Sa'di?" 

I can find no mention of Khwij15 in the Mzgwzad of 
Fa~ihf, but Hamdu'llPh Mustawfi of Qazwfn accords him 

a brief notice and cites one of his poems in 
References to 
KhW&j6 in the Ta'rihh-i- Guzidn, which was completed 
chiefbiographies in 730/13301, so that even during his life- 
of poets 

time he was evidently well-known throughout 
Persia. H e  is also mentioned in the Mny;tZisiszl'C-iMzi'?~zint?z, 
that late but extensive biographical work on the ornaments 
of the Shi'a sect of IslPm, which, however, in this case does 
little more than copy Dawlatsh5h. 

I t  may be laid down as a general principle that the 
only satisfactory method of writing the lives of Persian 

Von Erdmann's 
poets, with the possible exception of some of 

critical study the older ones, who lived before the Mongol 
ofKhwLjG'" Invasion had destroyed the scientific spirit of life and works 

historical criticism in Persia, is to collect and 
collate such particulars as can be derived from their own 
works as preserved in old and correct manuscript copies, 
since little confidence can be placed in some of the modern 
lithographed editions. This method has been followed in 
the case of many of the older poets, such as Firdawsi, 
NizPmi, Anwarl, Khiqinf, etc., and in this respect KhwQj6 
is more fortunate than many of his contemporaries, for so 
long ago as 1848 Dr Franz von Erdmann publishedZ a 
short account of him, in which, after quoting and translating 
Dawlatshih's article, he gives a brief description of a manu- 

P. 818 of thefac-simile edition published in the "E. J. W. Gibb 
Memorial" Series, xiv, I. See also pp. 29-30 of the reprint of an article 
on the Bi0p.rajhie.s of Pevsian Pocts contained in.. .the Ta'dkh-i-Guztda 
which I contributed to the J.R.A.S. for Oct. 1900 and Jan. 1910. 

Z.D.M.G. for I 848, vol. ii, pp. 205-215. 
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script of his Khamsa, or five longer mathnawt poems, 
adding some useful particulars derived from them and 
from his Dtwdn. These particulars I shall here sum- 
marize, together with the additional details contributed 
by Rieul. 

According to his own statement, in his poem Naw-nla 
zb GuZ ("New Year's Day and the Rose 'I), he was born on 
Shawwil 15, 679 (Feb. 7, 1281). He began his poetical 
career by attaching himself to the court of one of the 
Mu~affarf princes, probably Mubirizu'd-Din Muhammad, 
the founder of that dynasty, at  Yazd. Later he fre- 
quented the court of Shaykh Ab6 Ishiq (reigned 742- 
754/1341-1353) at Shiriz, and, as may be gathered from 
the dedications of some of his qa~Ertas (panegyrics) given 
by von Erdmann, the courts of Shirwin-shih and Qizil 
Arslin, Prince of 'Iriq, while the poem already cited shows 
that he also spent some time a t  Baghdid. In short he 
would seem to have wandered through the greater part 
of Persia, and cannot be regarded, like some of his 
contemporaries, as essentially the poet of one particular 
dynasty. 

KhwijjG's poems comprise the five romantic mathnawts 
which constitute the Khamsa, or "Quintet" (of which no 

copy is accessible in Cambridge, though the 
Extant f K h w i j  poems British Museum possesses a fine copyz made 

in 798/1396), and a DfwLtn containing qwtdas 
(some religious, but mostly panegyrics), ghazaZ's (odes), 
*zuqu@a'rit (fragments), rzcbdCEj,ydt (quatrains), etc. Of the 
Dtwdn I possess two manuscripts, one quite modern, and 
the other, bought at  the sale of the Fiott-Hughes library 
about twenty years ago, copied by "Darwfsh H i f i ~  of 
Shirhz" (not, of course, the great HQfiz, who died more 
than a century earlier) in 899/1493-4 A former owner of 
the last-mentioned manuscript has computed the number 
of verses which it contains at  about four thousand, 

British Museum Pers. Cat., pp. 620-3. 
2 Add. 18,113, to which Rieu's remarks, where cited, refer. 
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The five poems which constitute the IChatnsa are: 

(I)  Naw-&z 26 GuZ ("New Year's Day and the Rose"), 
of which the contents are briefly stated by 

Khwsjjd's five ,,,,, von Erdmann, who says that it comprises 
2615 verses (bayt). 

I 

(2) Hu~ndy zc H~~mdyt.21~~ dedicated, apparently, either 
to Sultin AbG Sa'id (716-73611 3 16-1 335) or to his minister 
Ghiydthu'd-Din Muhammad, and containing 3203 verses. 
This poem, as Rieu has shown, was composed at BaghdAd 
in 732/1331-2. 

(3) Kamdl-nrtma (the "Book of Perfection "), com- 
posed in 74411343-4, and dedicated to Shaykh Ab6 Ishdq, 
Prince of Firs, who had ascended the throne only two 
years previously. 

(4) The Raw&atuJl-Anwkr ("Garden of Lights "), a 
mystical poem composed at  the shrine of Shaykh AbG 
Ishiq Ibrdhfm, the patron saint of KizarGn in Firs, in 
743/1342-3, a year before the poem last mentioned. 

(5) Another mystical poem of the title of which I am 
uncertain. The whole Khamsa, or "Quintet," is apparently 
an imitation of the celebrated Khamsa of Ni~dmi of Ganja, 
and was concluded in 74411343-4. 

In spite of the comparative celebrity which Khwijti 
enjoys, I have not been able to discover any striking 
beauty or conspicuous merit in his odes (ghazals), of 
which I have read . some seventy-five. The following 
may serve as a fairly favourable specimen: 
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( Translation) 

"Pass us not by, for our thought is set on thy constancy, 
Our heart on the hope of thy promise, and our soul on thy faith ! 
If it be thy pleasure to thwart our pleasure, that matters little ; 
Our object in this world and the next is thy pleasure. 
Hereafter, since we have staked our head in following thee, 
Drive us not from thy presence, for our heart follows after thee. 
I put my neck under the yoke and bow my head in service : 
Forgive me, if thou wilt, or slay me : it is for thee to judge. 
H e  who is thy slave becomes freed from all : 
H e  who is thy friend becomes a stranger to his own kin. 
0 thou who art dearer to my heart than the soul which is in the body, 
That soul which is in my body exists but for thee ! 
This sad-hearted victim who aspires to thy love, 
His rightest oath is by thy heart-entrancing stature. 
KhwAj.jli, who is passing away through thy cruelty and harshness, 
His heart is still set on thy love and loyalty !" 

Besides odes (ghazals) and the above-mentioned math- 
nawts, Khwijti has several tarkib-bands, one or two 
"fragments" (muqattddt), and a few quatrains, including 
one about the dove crying " Kd, Kd P" (" Where, where " 
are the great ones of yore departed?), generally ascribed 
to 'Umar Khayyim. 
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The following mustazdd is not without grace : 

3- C I ) ~  < b l k L d g 3 i + j s 2 & & ~ &  
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( Translation) 

"Is there none to say from me to that Turk of Cathay (Khatd) 
' If any fault (kLntd)l has been committed 

Come back, for we hope from thee for ourselves 
Fidelity to promises. 

1 This is a very common word-play, e.g. in the well-known verse : 

'+\,.a >+ USA d&. A J J  

The Turks of Cathay or Chinese Tartary are celebrated In Persia for 
their fair complexions and beauty. 
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Do not cast pepper in the name of me, the heart-consumed, 
On the fire of thy cheek1, 

For because of that musky grain of thine I have fallen, 0 friend, 
Into the snare of misfortune. 

Today I am, like the curve of thine eyebrow, in the city 
Like unto the crescent moons, 

Since I have seen that face of signal beauty 
The cynosure of every eye. 

Come back, that I may lay down my head at thy feet, and my life 
At the feet of thy horse, 

Since the hand of poor indigent me cannot provide 
Anything more than ' hoof-money3.' 

Is  it a rule in your city not to enquire 
Into the condition of poor strangers ? 

After all, what hurt could befall the realm of thy beauty 
From one so helpless [as me] ? 

How long, 0 sweet-voiced minstrel, wilt thou play out of tune 
The ' Lover's Air ' ? 

Soothe me, the poor and portionless, for once 
By a song of substance I 

After all, how much longer can I keep hidden 
In my heart the grief of separation? 

0 Beloved, I am sure that this grief will spread 
One day somewhither. 

Through regret for thy ruby lip I am in the Darkness of Alexander4 
Like KhwAjG, 

But what can I do, since the Kingdom of Darius. 
Is  not meet for a beggar ? " 

I These few specimens of KhwAjh's poems will perhaps 
suffice to show that his verse, while graceful and pleasing, 
lacks any conspicuous distinction or excellence. 

1 Rue (styand) and pepper (#PC) are burned in incantations against 
the Evil Eye. The black mole (kltdZ) or beauty-spot on the red cheek 
of a beautiful person is often compared by the Persian poets to rue on 
the fire. 

2 1.e. bent with grief and disappointment. 
3 Nail-bahd, or "hoof-money," is money paid to invading troops to 

induce them to abstain from looting. 
4 This alludes to Alexander's quest for the Water of Life in the 

Land of Darkness. 
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'Ubayd-i-ZAkAnf is, perhaps, the most remarkable 
parodist and satirical writer produced by Persia, and 

'Ubayd.i.Zikinl though, like most Persian, Arabian and Turkish 
satirists, his language is frequently so coarse 

as to render a large part of his writings unfit for trans- 
lation, his AkhZdqu'Z-Ash~tf; or "Ethics of the Aristocracy," 
is, where not so marred, a fine piece of irony, while some 
of his serious poems (which have been too much ignored 
by most of his biographers) are of singular beauty. Of 
his life, as usual, little is known, save that he was originally 
from Qazwin (for which city he seems to have had little 
affection, since he is constantly gibing at the stupidity of 
its inhabitants), lived at ShfrAz (to which, on the other 
hand, as several of his poems show, he was much attached) 
during the reign of Shaykh Ab6 IshAq Inj6 (who was killed 
in 74711346-7), abandoned serious writing for a ribaldry 
more in accord with the taste of the great men of that 
time, but none the less (as several of his poems and a well- 
known anecdote about his death indicate) suffered much 
from penury and debt, and finally died about 77211371. 
Another well-known anecdote describes his quarrel and 
reconciliation with his contemporary SalmAn of SAwal, 
and he appears to have enjoyed the patronage of SulfAn 
Uways at  BaghdAd or Tabriz, or both. DawlatshAh2 con- 
secrates a long but not very informative article to him, 
most of which (with fuller quotations from his poems) is 
reproduced in the Haft Iqlfm. The notice in the Atash- 
knda is very meagre, and no mention of him is made in 
the Mzq>lzal of Fasihi or in the modern Majllta'u'Z-Fu~ahk. 
His satirical mathnawl of " the Mouse and the Cat " (Mzish 
u Gurbn) has been lithographed, with quaint woodcuts, at  

See Ouseley's Notices of Pcrsiarz Poets, pp. 125-128. 
a Pp. 288-294 of my edition. 
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Bombay, without date1 ; and a selection of his Facetie, to 
which is prefixed a Persian preface, probably by the late 
MirzA Habib of IsfahAn, followed by another of M. Ferte, 
was printed at Constantinople, at the Press of Ebu'z-ZiyA 
Tevfiq Bey, in 1303/1885-6~. As these two prefaces 
contain most that is to be said about 'Ubayd-i-ZBkAnf, I 
here append a translation, omitting only a few unsuitable 
passages. 

'' Prcfacc. 

"That most witty poet 'Ubayd-i-ZikAnf was of the village of ZrlkAns 
near Qazwin, and was one of the notabilities of the eighth century of the 
Flight4. H e  was a man of talent and learning, one of the masters of 
style and sound taste. Although some reckon him as one of the ribald 
writers, it is only fair to state that, though jests, ribaldry and satire 
occur in his poems, he deserves to rank as something more than a 
mere satirist, being, indeed, conspicuous amongst the older poets for 
his grace and wit, and in these respects approached by few. H e  was 
particularly skilful in ~ncorporating in his poems and investing with a 
ludicrous sense the serious verses of other poets, an achievement in 
which he left no ground unturned. His own serious poems, on the 
other hand, are incomparable in fluency of diction, sweetness and dis- 
tinction, and are unrivalled in grace and subtlety. 

"'Ubayd-i-ZAkLnt pursued his studies a t  Shiritz in the reign of 
Sh ih  AbG Ishlq, and became one of the most accomplished men of 
letters and learning of his time, acquiring complete proficiency in every 
art, and compiling books and treatises thereon. H e  subsequently 

1 There is also a cheap English rendering, with the same woodcuts, 
of which I once picked up a copy at the railway bookstall of Llandudno 
Junction. 

!a It  coniprises I 28 pp. 
3 Hamdu'IlAh Mustawfi of Qazwin in his Ta'dKR-i-GuaIah (Gibb 

Memorial Series, vol. xiv, I, pp. 845-6) speaks of the Zrfkdnts as one 
of the notable tribes or families of Qazwin, says that they were de- 
scended from the Arabian tribe of KhafAja, and quotes in the original 
Arabic a rescript (manshkr) addressed to them by the Prophet Mu- 
hammad. At the end of this article he mentions our poet as follows : 
"Of them is that honoured gentleman Master [Khwctja] Ni;imu'd-Din 
'Ubaydu'llAh, who has some fine poems and incomparable writings." 
This book was written in 73011330, and as 'Ubayd-i-Zrlkrlnf was then 
already a man of note in his own city of Qazwin, he cannot have been 
born much later than 7w/13w, 

4 Fourteenth of the Christian era. 
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returned to Qazwln, where he had the honour of being appointed to a 
Judgeship, and was chosen as the tutor and teacher of sundry young 
noblemen. At that time the Turks in Persia had left no prohibited or 
vicious act undone, and the character of the Persian people, by reason 
of association and intercourse with them, had become so changed and 
corrupted that 'Ubayd-i-ZBkdni, disgusted at the contemplation thereof, 
sought by every means to make known and bring home to them the 
true condition of affairs. Therefore, as an example of the corrupt 
morals of the age and its people, he composed the treatise known as  
the <Ethics of the Aristocracy' (Akhldpu'Z-AskrdJ), which was not 
intended as mere ribaldry, but as a satire containing serious reflections 
and wise warnings. So likewise, in order to depict the level of intelli- 
gence and degree of knowledge of the leading men of Qazwin, each 
one of whom was a mass of stupidity and ignorance, he included in 
his 'Joyous Treatise' (Risdla-i-Dilgushd) many anecdotes of which 
each contains a lesson for persons of discernment. As a measure of 
his accomplishments, experience, learning and worldly wisdom, his 
' Tract of a Hundred Counsels ' (RisdZa-&Sad P a ? 4  and his ' Defini- 
tions' (Ta'fi'fdt) are a sufficient proof. Moreover, even those who speak 
of him as  a mere ribald satirist admit that he composed a treatise on 
Rhetoric ('IZm-i-Ma'dnt u Baydn) which he desired to present to the 
King. The courtiers and favourites, however, told him that the King 
had no need of such rubbish. Then he composed a fine panegyric, 
which he desired to recite, but they informed him that His Majesty did 
not like to be mocked with the lies, exaggerations and fulsome flattery 
of poets. Thereupon 'Ubayd-i-ZAkdni said, ' In  that case I too will 
pursue the path of impudence, so that by this means I may obtain access 
to the King's most intimate society, and may become one of his 
courtiers and favourites,' which he accordingly did. Then he  began 
recklessly to utter the most shameless sayings and the most unseemly 
and extravagant jests, whereby he obtained innumerable gifts and 
presents, while none dared to oppose or contend with him. 

" It  is said that after 'Ubayd-i-ZdMni had despairedof entering the 
King's assembly, he extemporized the following quatrain : 

The Farhang-i-N&irz'explains & as & ~3 > , I ,  with a 
reference to Sa'dPs Khabitkdt (Calcutta ed. of 1795, vol. ii, f. 4707 1. 4) ; 
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' In  arts and learning be not skilled like me, 
Or  by the great like me despised thou'llt be. 
Wouldst earn applause from this base age of thine ? 
Beg shamelessly, play lute and libertine !' 

"One of his acquaintances, hearing this, expressed astonishment 
that one so talented and accomplished could abandon learning and 
culture in favour of ribaldry and-lewd utterances. T o  him 'ubiyd-i- 
ZdkAn.ni sent the following verse : 

6&& 4 319 U & +l+&I 

'jJd& 9 i+ Jw 9; 
'&&*9~+jI  > + > I >  6 

'Keep clear of learning, Sir, if so you may, 
Lest you should lose yourpittance for the day. 
Play the buffoon and learn the fiddler's skill : 
On great and small you then may work your will1 1'. 

I t  is said that Salm6n-i-Siwaji, a contemporary poet, wrote these 
verses satirizing 'Ubayd-i-Ziikdni, whom he had never seen : 

"Ubayd-i-ZgkLni, the rhymester, whose damnable satirist pen 
Hath made him accursed before God, and obnoxious to men ; 
He's an ignorant oaf from the country, and not a Qazwfni at  all, 
Though him, and that not without reason, "Qazwini" they calls! 

"The point of this verse is that Persian wits affect to regard the 
people of Qazwin as fools, just as  they dub the Khurdsdnfs ' asses,' the 

as a very importunate type of beggar, who continues to make an 
intolerable noise outside a house until the householder gives him money 

to go away ; and,& as an Indian musical instrument. . . 
1 Here follow some very coarse verses on a lady named Jahhn- 

KhdtGn whose hand had been sought in marriage by KhwAja Amfnu'd- 
Din, one of S h l h  Abh Ishdq's ministers. She also was a poetess, and 
I possess a MS. of her poems, the only copy I ever met with. 

"he people of Qazwln are reputed (very unjustly) to be the 
stupidest in Persia. 
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people of T6s ' cows,' those of BukhLrL 'bears,' and those of Trans- 
oxiana ' Mashhadfs,' that is, heretics (Rcfjhi.), all of which attributions 
are of the nature of disparagement. 

"AS soon as 'Ubayd-i-ZikBni heard this verse, he at once set out 
for Baghdid. On his arrival there, he found SalmBn, surrounded with 
great pomp and circumstance, on the banks of the Tigris, occupied 
with pleasure and diversion and the society of learned and accom- 
plished men. When by some means he succeeded in entering the 
circle, SalmBn had jus; composed this hemistich descriptive ouf the 
Tigris : 

' With drunken frenzy and fury fierce this year the Tigris flows '- 
which he asked the bystanders to complete. Thereupon 'Ubayd-i- 
Zikini  extemporized the following complementary hemistich : 

' c j l  d 1 , + ~ & r j ~  *j&j>> ~k 
'With its foaming lips and its feet in chains, 'twere 

mad, you might suppose! 

"SalmLn was delighted, and enquired whence he came. He re- 
plied, 'From Qazwin.' In the course of the ensuing conversation 
Salmin asked him whether his name was known or any of his verse 
familiar in Qazwin, or not. 'Ubayd-i-ZikBni replied, 'The following 
fragment of his poetry is very well known : 

" A  frequenter of taverns am I, and a lover of wine, 
Besotted with drink and desire at the Magians' shrine. 
Like a wine-jar from shoulder to shoulder amongst them I pass, 
And go from one hand to another like goblet or glass."' 

" 'NOW although Salmin is an accomplished man,' added 'Ubayd, 
'and these verses may perhaps be truly ascribed to him, yet in my 
opinion they were most probably composed by his wife'.' 

'' Salmin perceived from this witty speech that this was none other 
than 'Ubayd himself, whereupon he made much of him, apologized for 
his satire, and so long as 'Ubayd remained in Baghdid, fell short in 
no service which he could render him. And 'Ubayd used often to say to 

The implication is, of course, that his wife was a woman of loose 
morals and bad character. 
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I him, '0 SalmBn, fortune favoured you in that you so speedily made your 
peace with me, and so escaped from the malice of my tongue ! '" 

Then follows as a postscript the short Introduction 
ascribed to M. Fertg, who describes therein his devotion to 
Oriental and especially Persian literature, his desire to con- 
tribute something to a fuller knowledge of it, and his ap- 
preciation of the works of 'Ubayd-i-ZAkAnf, a manuscript of 
which happened to come under his notice. From this manu- 
script he made the selections (amounting to about three- 
quarters of the whole contents) contained in this volume. 
These include : 

(I)  The AkhZdqu'Z-Ashy& or "Ethics of the Aristo- 
cracy " (prose), composed in 74011 340. 

(2) The " Book of the Beard " (Rid-nlfma), in mixed 
prose and verse, undated. 

(3) The " Book of a hundred Counsels " (Risdla-i-Sad 
#and), composed in 750/1350 (prose). 

(4) The " Definitions " (Ta'rqdt), or " Ten Sections " 
(Dah Fa~d), undated (prose). 

(5) Poems of different kinds, mostly obscene, including 
parodies. 

(6) The "Joyous Treatise" (Risdla-i-Dilgushrt), divided 
into two parts, the one containing Arabic, the other Persian 
anecdotes and facetia. 

On the other hand,there are omittedfrom these selections 
all 'Ubayd's serious poems and panegyrics, as well as the 
"Book of Lovers" ('Ushshdq-nd~a), "Book of Omens" (FdZ- 
nrima), etc. Of the three MSS. of this poet's works which I 
have examined in the British Museum (Or. 2947, Or. 5738, 
and Or. 6303) the last contains the largest selection of poetry, 
including panegyrics on Shaykh AbG IshPq, Sultlin Uways, 
Ruknu'd-Dfn 'Amidu'l-Mulk, etc. Among these one of the 
prettiest is the following : 
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( Translat ion)  

"Once again a passion has entered my head ; again my heart inclines 
in a certain direction. 

H e  is of Royal birth, I am of the dust ; he is a King, and I am 
portionless. 

One tall of stature, with locks like lassoes, an autocrat descended 
from Sultan Husayn : 

One with eyebrows like bows and slender waist, one unkind, fair and 
deceitful. 

Such a charmer of hearts, such a graceful cypress-tree, such a shower 
of oats and seller of barley1 ! 

Without him the sun gives no light; without Pim the world has no 
lustre. 

Wherever his ruby-lip smiles, there sugar is of no account. 
Everywhere the heart holds with his vision pleasant speech and 

sweet discourse 
Thou wouldst say that I come to the house of a physician, that perhaps 

I may procure a remedy for my heart. 
Everyone else complains of a foe, but our complaint is of a friend. 
Should the eyes of 'Ubayd not look their fill upon him, then his eyes 

do not regard any other misfortune ! " 

A n o t h e r  fine m a n u s c r i p t  o f  t h e w o r k s  o f  'Ubayd-i-Zbkini ,  
bearing the class-mark S u p p l .  p e r s a n  824, i s  i n  the possession 

"To show oats and sell barleyJJ means to make specious pronlises 
which one cannot fulfil, to let one's practice fall short of one's 
promises, etc. 
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o f  the Bib l io theque  N a t i o n a l e  at Paris .  I t  was t ranscr ibed  

in M u h a r r a m ,  834 (Sept.-Oct., 1430), compr i ses  I I I leaves, 
a n d  conta ins  besides the poems, se r ious  and fl ippant ,  the 
" Book of  L o v e r s "  ('Uslislidq-ndma), i n  verse and partly in 
d ia lec t ;  the " E t h i c s  o f  the Ar is tocracy"  (Akkldqu ' l -Ashug) ,  
the "Book o f  the Beard" (Risli-ndwa), and the "Ten Chap- 
t e r s "  (Dah Fa$). The most s t r ik ing  fea ture  o f  the ser ious  
p o e m s  i s  the c o n s t a n t  references to FBrs and its c a p i t a l  
Shfrbz, which  ev iden t ly  held the affection o f  the poet f a r  
more than his n a t i v e  c i t y  Qazwln. Thus, to quote a few 
examples, he says (f. I 3b) : 

'j13 0- O G S ~  GJ- 

"By the auspicious justice of that King who is so gracious to his 
servants the region of ShfrPz has become an earthly Paradise." 

So a g a i n  he says (f. 23a): 

',d>+ *& jk J,(! .*L. 

By the favour of the Creator the Kingdom of PPrs hath become 
pleasanter than the Courts of Paradise and gayer than the Spring!' 

And a g a i n  (f. 28a) he says: 

'jl9 ea+ o L 5  J+ a b  WJ 

"The victorious standard of the King who is so gracious to his 
servants hath reached with glee and happiness the region of ShlrC : 

Shaykh Abh Ishhq, that world-conqueror of youthful fortune, our 
liege-lord who slayeth opponents and maketh the fortune of his loyal 
supporters." 

The following verse, a g a i n  (f. 35b), i s  s t r o n g l y  remin iscen t  
of, and was probably inspired by, a very well-known verse 
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of Sa'di's occurring in a poem quoted in vol. ii of my Literary 
History of Persia, p. 5 3 5, lines I 3- I 5 : 

''The gentle breeze of Muzalld and the stream of RukndbAd cause 
the stranger to forget his own native land." 

The following verse occurring in a poem in which 'Ubayd 
bids farewell to ShfrAz affords further testimony of his attach- 
ment to that place : 

" I leave the region of ShirPz, being in peril of my life : 
Alas, how full of anguish is my heart at this inevitable departure I "  

As in the case of HAfiz so also in 'Ubayd's Dtwdn we 
find one disparaging allusion to Hurmuz (Ormuz) in the 
Persian Gulf which would seem to show that our poet had 
once visited that place : 

'>J> 3 h  b 0>&1 499 >> 
'$9 d L 3 a  3 dL3> jt 

''I am thus cast away in Hurmuz in grief and sorrow, isolated from 
the companionship of friends and patrons!' 

Amongst the serious poems is one (f. 30b) in praise of 
the Jrihib-Diwa'n 'Amfdu'l-Mnlk, while amongst the satires 
are two (ff. 54b and 55a) directed against KamAlu'd-Din 
uusayn and ShihAbu'd-Din Haydarl. One of the religious 
poems at  the beginning of the volume (f. ~b) ,  containing the 
praise of God, the Prophet, and the Four Orthodox Caliphs, 
indicates that 'Ubayd was a Sunnf, but, apart from his 
disreputable faceti@, the following verse shows clearly 
enough that he neither claimed nor desired to lead a vir- 
tuous life : 
' & I >  >* * AJ4 "C 4 & i , 3  & j l ~ > l >  l?jt&.A . . 

. J  > j j s '& j l  aj .LA5 & ~ J ~ G  
' I have not been able to identify these persons. 
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"God, of Thy grace one special hope I nourish, 
That Thou wilt cause my pleasure-realm to flourish, 
And turn from me the Doom of Abstinence, 
And save me from the Plague of Penitence ! " 

As regards 'Ubayd's faceti@ (lzazaZzjyLit), which are 
practically the only poems contained in the Constantinople 
edition of his works, they are, as already stated, almost with- 
out exception unfit for translation, and are regarded with 
disapproval or disgust by all respectable Persians at  the 
present day. Their only point, moreover, lies in the skilful 
turning to base uses of the serious verses of earlier or con-. 
temporary poets, who are thus held up to ridicule and made 
to afford material for ribaldry by the unscrupulous 'Ubayd- 
i-ZAkini. Amongst the lighter poems which are unobjection- 
able, however, the following may be cited: 

'CS*: d&U i;i , 
"Something at least from my small property 

Was wont to reach me in the days gone by, 
And when friends came to cheer my loneliness 
A crust of bread they found, a dish of cress, 
And sometimes wine withal, when some new flame 
Or some old crony me to visit came. 
But now, alas ! all that I reckoned on, 
Solid or liquid, from my table's gone, 
And only I am left, nor would remain 
If my removal were another's gain ! " 

That poverty and debt were our poet's usual lot appears 
from other verses, such as the following1 : 

'dv;,j + 9 J.k* A P J ~  
'dj; &% >a 9 d ' b  >>LC! 4 

1 Pp. 61-2 of the Constantinople edition. 
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"Others rejoice in merriment, while I am afflicted with debt ; 
Everyone has his affairs and business, while I am in the misfortune 

of debt. 
My duty towards God and my debts to His creatures bow my neck; 
Shall I discharge my duty towards God, or my debts? 
My expenses are more than usual, and my debts beyond bounds : 
Shall I take thought for my expenses or for my debts? 
I complain of no documents save summonses for debt, 
And I fear no one save the witnesses to my indebtedness. 
I have debts in the town and debts in the suburb, 
Debts in the street and debts in the store. 
From morning until evening I continue in anxiety 
As to where I may incontinently beg a loan. 
Other people flee from the hands of debt, while I, 

CH. V] 'UBAYD-I-ZAKAN~ 
After prayer and supplication, pray for a loan from God1. 
My honour, like that of beggars, is cast to the winds, 
So often have I sought a loan from the door of every beggar. 
If the Master does not bespeak for me the King's favour 
How can poor LUbayd finally discharge his debts ?- 
Master 'AM'u'd-Dunyd wa'd-Din, except whose hand 
None other in the world hath given Debt its deserts !" 

Other poems to the same purport will be found on pp. 58 
(11. 18-23) and 61 (11. 16-20) of the Constantinople edition, 
and whether or no the well-known storya about 'Ubayd-i- 
ZdkAni's death-bed practical joke on his children be true, 
it certainly accords alike with his character and his circum- 
stances. 

The following epigram on a physician is worth quoting: 

C 

' JL- &J3+ W' * j31 
"To this fool-doctor no man need apply 

For treatment if he does not wish to die. 
At last to him the Death-Angel appears 
Saying, 'Buy now the goods you've sold for years' I 

"The Mouse and the Cat" (Mzisk tc Garba) is a short 
mathnawt poem of 174 verses, and in the Bombay litho- 
graphed edition, with the numerous quaint woodcuts which 
illustrate it, comprises only 18 pages. It opens with a de- 
scription of the voracious, keen-eyed, " lion-hunting" cat, 
with eyes like amber and sharp claws, feet like a scorpion, 
a forehead like an eagle, a belly like a drum, a breast of 
ermine, eyebrows like bows, and sharp teeth: 

Le. while others fear to become debtors,' I pray that I may have 
the chance of borrowing money and so becoming a debtor. 

a See my Year amongst fhe Persians, pp. I I 5-1 16. 
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This cat, being in need of a meal, goes to a wine-tavern 
and conceals itself behind a wine-jar. Presently a mouse 

appears, leaps on to the edge of one of the jars, and begins 
to drink the wine, until, filled with the arrogance engendered 
by alcohol, and ignorant of the proximity of its formidable 
foe, it begins to boast its prowess, saying: "Where is the 
cat, that' I may wring its neck and bear its head to the 
market-place? In the day of my munificence at the time of 
conferring benefits I would distribute the heads of a hundred 
cats ! Cats are but as dogs in my sight, were I to meet them 
in the open field!" 

' ~ I J - &  p,? 1191 y '&dp U + f + d  

Suddenly the cat leaps out upon it, seizes it, and cries, 
' '0 miserable mouse, how wilt thou save thy life?" 

The mouse, effectively sobered now, adopts a tone of 
piteous entreaty, saying, " I am thy slave: pardon me these 
sins ! If I ate dirt (i.e. talked nonsense) I was drunk, and 
drunkards eat much dirt ! I am your slave, your devoted 
slave.. .": 

'blnLf&l.&+,! ,++ ' p y p t  *&L;L(;+ 

' IjL &),& i;ijP 3 6 3 > ) +  Lc*l JI CI 

d~b31i ,-+ 3+ ($,c> &p*** + 
The cat, however, pays no heed to the mouse's supplica- 

tions, kills and eats it, and then goes to the mosque to pray 
and repent of its mouse-eating: 
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Another mouse which was hiding in the pulpit of the 
mosque hears these edifying utterances and hastens to bear 
the good news of the cat's repentance to the other mice, 
saying, in a verse which has become proverbial and is 
alluded to by Hdfizl: 

" Good 
believer, a 

tidings, for 
Musulmin ! 

the 
,I 

cat has become devout, ascetic, a true 

The mice thereupon decide to express their satisfaction 
by sending to the cat a deputation of seven mice bearing 
suitable presents of wine, roasted meats, sweets, nuts, fruits 
and sherbets. The cat invites them to approach, and then 
seizes five of them, one in its mouth and one in each of its 
four paws, while the two survivors escape and carry the sad 
news of the cat's unchanged nature to the other mice. After 
a week's mourning for their lost comrades, the mice, 330,000 
in number, under the command of their king, march out to 
do battle with the cats. After a fierce struggle, the cats 
are defeated, and the chief offender, taken captive, is brought 
before the king of the mice, who condemns it to die on the 
gibbet, but at the end the cat breaks away from its captors, 

See my Literary History of Persia, vol. ii, p. 78, on the figure 
called talmi& or "allusion." 
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kills the king of the mice, and scat ters  o r  s l a y s  h i s  followers. 
The p o e m  ends : 

' &  + s '-3 *+*A a1 cL"A 
''This strange and wonderful story is a memento of 'Ubayd-i- 

ZAkAnt" 

Passing now to 'Ubayd-i-Zbkini 's prose works,  we shall 
first cons ider  h i s  " E t h i c s  of  the Ar i s tocracy"  

'Ubayd-i. 
ZikinTs (AkhZ&q~'LAsh?Ctf ), which  i s  a very b i t t e r  s a t i r e  
of the Aristo- on the m o r a l s  o f  h i s  time, composed  i n  74011 340, 
cracy " 

and compr is ing  a Preface and seven  chapters ,  

each  of which  d e a l s  w i t h  o n e  of the vir tues  i n  the fol lowing 
order: ( I )  W i s d o m  ; ( 2 )  C o u r a g e ;  (3) C h a s t i t y ;  (4) Jus t ice ;  
(5) G e n e r o s i t y ;  (6) C l e m e n c y  a n d  F ide l i ty  ; (7) Modes ty ,  
Mercy,  etc. In e a c h  c h a p t e r  the a u t h o r  treats first of the 
o ld  or "abrogated" concept ion o f  the v i r tue  in ques t ion  

(~rzndk-knb-i-mntzsdkk), a n d  t h e n  o f  the n e w  o r  "adopted" 
view (madh-Aab-i-nzukhtd~) o f  t h e  moderns ,  w h o m  he ironi- 
cally e x t o l s  for their discovery, that, fo r  instance,  C o u r a g e  
is not real ly  a vir tue,  as the ancients  t a u g h t ,  b u t  a very 
dangerous and h a r m f u l  quality. Concern ing  the p u r p o s e  
o f  h i s  b o o k  he t h u s  speaks in t h e  Preface : 

"Just as the physicians have expended their energies on removing 
the ailments of the body and maintaining its health, so likewise the 
prophets have concentrated their attention on removing the maladies 
and misfortunes of the spirit, so that they may bring it out of the 
perilous gulfs and whirlpools of ignorance and imperfection to the 
shores of salvation and perfection. When the wise man regards with 
attentive gaze, it will become plain to him that the object of the mission 
of those on whom has devolved the Prophet's trust is the refining of 
the qualities and purification of the attributes of God's servants, a truth 
thus enunciated in the words of the poet : 

' $ 4 3 P f i 3 4 , . r i i & J  

Whether or no a Prophet comes, be thou virtuous in conduct, 
For he whose conduct is virtuous will not go to Hell.' 

"His Holiness the Prophet himself has removed the veil from the 
virgin face of this idea, and has revealed the beauty implicit therein 
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on the bridal throne of this assurance-'(have been serzt to comjlete 
virtilous qualities,' while learned men of former times have com- 
mitted to writing, in lengthy treatises, most of which the defective 
intelligence of this humble writer fails to comprehend, the laws of this 
science, known as  'Ethics' or 'Practical Philosophy,' whereby, in the 
best and safest way, human nature may be perfected. From the 
auspicious time of the pure Adam until these days the noblest of man- 
kind, with much trouble and extreme endeavour, have made the most 
strenuous efforts to acquire the four cardinalvirtues of Wisdom, Courage, 
Chastity and Justice, which they account the chief means to happiness 
in this world and salvation in the world to come, and concerning which 
they say: 

'Of whatever creed thou art, be a well-doer and a giver, 
For  Infidelity combined with good character is better than Islgm 

combined with immorality.' 

"But now in this age, which is the cream of all the ages and the 
crown of all times, the nature of the leaders of mankind has been subli- 
mated, and great and powerful thinkers have appeared who have con- 
centrated their luminous thoughts and salutary meditations on all 
matters appertaining to this life and the next, and in their clear vision the 
ancient laws and practices appeared contemptible and unsubstantial. 
Moreover, by the lapse of ages and passage of time, most of these rules 
had become obsolete, and the observance of these ethical principles 
and practices proved burdensome to the powerful minds and luminous 
intellects of these people. Therefore they manfully trampled under 
foot these principles and practices ; adopted instead, for their guidance 
in this life and the next, the method now current amongst the great 
and noble (to the elucidation of some portion of which this epitome is 
devoted) ; and based on it their conduct of the affairs of this world and 
the next. The portals of thought being thus opened and the chain of 
speech extended, let us enter upon the matter in hand. 

" I t  is now some time since this humble writer 'Ubayd-i-ZAkAnf 
conceived the ambition of writing a compendious treatise dealing with 
certain ethical conceptions of the ancients, which the people of our time 
regard as  'obsolete,' and some portion of the principles and practices 
of the leaders of thought in this age, which they regard as  'adopted,' 
in order that this treatise might benefit students of this science and 
neophytes in this path. Now at  last, in this year 740 of the Flight 
(A.D. 1339-1340) he hath hastily penned this epitome, entitled 'Ethics 
of the Aristocracy,' dividing it into seven chapters, each of which 
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contains two views, first the 'obsolete' view, in accordance with which 
our forefathers regulated their lives ; and second the 'adopted' view, 
now discovered by our great thinkers, whereby they regulate their 
affairs here and hereafter. And although this treatise borders on 
ribaldry, yet- 

'He  who is familiar with the city will know whence our goods are 
obtained.' 

''The humble author's hope in striving to complete this brief 
treatise is that- 

'&> & &! >> 6 Gjjj &-lS & 
'Perchance somewhere and somewhen some man of heart 
May utter a prayer on behalf of this poor fellow.'" 

After these preliminary remarks, the author proceeds 
to discuss in turn each of the seven virtues already enu- 
merated, beginning in each case with the "obsolete view" 
(which is exactly modelled on what is set forth at greater 
length in such well-known treatises on Ethics as the earlier 
Akhlip-i-Na'siyC or the later AKhZip-i-JaldCi or AKhldpi- 
Mz@%sint), and then passing on to the " adopted " view of 
his contemporaries. As a specimen we may take the first 
chapter, which is less ribald than most. 

" First Chapter. On Widont. 
"Philosophers in defining Wisdom say that this consists in 'seekinc 

to perfect the human soul i n  its inte~lecturcl nnd jractical ajtitrrdcs; 
chapter of whereof the jornzer is eftcted by a n  nflrehensiun of the 

the " ~ t h i ~ ~  of trrce nature of thizg-s as  Uey real+ are, a n d  the latter 6y 
the Aristocracy," the acp~isitioft ojap.rychical habit o r  faczrl9, zwhereby thc 
on Wisdom sozrl is able to #erform virtuous actiu?zs a n d  to abstnin 

from evil actions, which is called Chnrncter.' In other words', there 
are centred in the Rational Soul two faculties, on the perfecting of 
which its perfection depends ; one, the speculative faculty, the other 
the practical faculty. The first is that which craves after the appre- 
hension of knowledge and the acquisition of science, so that, impelled 
by its promptings, the soul acquires a power of knowing things as they 
truly are, whereby eventually it attains the felicity of knowing that true 

The preceding words in,italics are in the original in Arabic. In 
what follows they are explained in Persian. 
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Object of all Search and Universal Goal Who (Exalted and Holy is 
H e  !) is the Consummation of all Existences. So, guided by this know- 
ledge, the soul attains to the Realm of Unity, nay, even to the Pre- 
cincts of Union, and becomes tranquil and composed (for 'are not 
hearts comjosedby the renzembrance of God1?'), while the dust of doubt 
and the rust of uncertainty are  cleansed from the visage of its mind 
and the mirror of its heart, even as  the poet says : 

' Wherever Certainty entered, Doubt departed.' 

" Now as for the Practical Faculty, it is that which coordinates and 
arranges the powers and actions of the soul, so that they cooperate and 
agree with one another, by virtue of which equipoise and accord its 
qualities become pleasing in God's sight. And when such knowledge 
and practice are combined in this degree in any person, he may fitly 
be entitled the 'Perfect Man' and ' Vicara of God,' and his rank becomes 
the highest attainable by the human race, even as  God Most High 
hath said : 'He giveth Wisdom to whom He will, a n d  whosoever is 
given Wisa'om hath been given a b u n h n t  goo& Moreover his spirit, 
after its separation from the body, becomes fitted to dwell in Paradise, 
to enjoy everlasting happiness, and to become receptive of God's 
grace. .. 

"Thus far is the view of the ancient philosophers.'' 

The writer now passes immediately to the 

" Adojtcd View. 

"When the great and wise men of subtle understanding, with whose 
honoured persons the face of the earth is now adorned, reflected on the 
perfecting of the human soul and its future destiny, and examined the 
practices and opinions of the famous men of former times, they soon 
formulated a complete and categorical denial of all these beliefs. They 
say : ' It  has been revealed to us that the " Rational Soul" is a thing 
of-no consideration ; that its continuance absolutely depends on the 
continuance of the body, and that its destruction is involved in the 
destruction of the body.' They further say: 'What is asserted by the 
Prophets as to its having perfections and defects, and as to its sub- 
sisting and continuing in itself after its separation from the body is 
impos&ble, as  is also the Resurrection. Life consists in the just 

Qufldn, xiii, 28. 
KhaZga ("Caliph"), or Representative, alluding to God's saying, 

when He created man (Qur'dn, ii, 28), " VeriQ I am$Zacing a Repre- 
sentative (or Vice-Gerent) on Earth." 

Qur'dn, ii, 272. 
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equipoise of the elements comprising the body, and when this is 
decomposed its owner becomes for ever extinct and null. What is 
intended by the joys of Paradise and the torments of Hell must be in 
this world, as the poet says : 

'&I *>I, "21ZI* 3jl * > I >  dS b3'i 

' H e  to whom they give receives his gift even here, 
And he who has nothing [here] is put off with promises for "to- 

morrow1."' 

" Consequently our leaders of thought are entirely unconcerned with 
such matters as  the Resurrection, Future Punishment, Nearness to or 
Remoteness from God, the Divine Approval or Wrath, Perfection and 
Imperfection, and the like; and the result of this conviction is that 
they spend every day of their life in satisfying their lusts and pursuing 
their pleasures, saying : 

"+ g j+ =d . :" dhCji &I 

'+ jail dl> j&? 3 U jj 

ILS;ij) SJ ,? d - T  j b  
'0 Final Outcome of the Seven and Fours, 
Who by the Four and Seven art vexed sore, 
Drink wine ! A thousand times I've told thee this- 
When once thou'rt gone, thou shalt return no more !' 

"While they commonly inscribe this quatrain on their fathers' tomb- 
stones : 

I . .  . - LS~*.'JJ> j G(gl 3.3~ LjLk.l &j 
' r 4 LSW~ &AS+)  it0 I+)+ 

,' 'm & J\j ajlJ&6$+ 
' No mansions lie beyond this earth and sea ; 
No reason dwells outside of me and thee : 
That Nothing which is deemed by some men All, 
0 pass it by ; ltis but vain phantasy !' 

1 1.e. pron~ises of a future life. 
a 1.e. the Seven Planets and the Four Elements called the "Seven 

Celestial Fathers" and the "Four Mundane Mothers!' 
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"And it is for this reason that in their eyes attacks on men's lives, 
property and honour seem insignificant and of small account. 

' T o  such one draught of wine in hue like fire 
Outweighs the blood of brethren or of sire.' 

"In truth our applause is the just meed of these our great and favoured 
guides to  whom matters which, notwithstanding the cultivation of the 
reasoning powers, remained hidden for several thousand years have 
been made plain without trouble." 

So in l i k e  manner 'Ubayd- i -Zdkin i  deals with the other 
virtues. T h u s  in speaking o f  the "adopted" or c u r r e n t  
view a b o u t  Courage ,  which  is the subjec t  o f  the second  

chapte r ,  he says : 
"Our teachers say that when one confronts a dangerous enterprise, 

or engages in combat and conflict with another, one of two things will 
happen : either his adversary will prevail and slay him, 

z~k611i on or the contrary. If he slays his adversary, he  will have 
Courage on his neck the burden of innocent blood, and as a 
consequence thereof will undoubtedly sooner or later be overtaken by 
punishment. I f ,  on the other hand, his adversary prevails, that person 
will assuredly go the road to Hell. How, then, can a wise man under- 
take an action presenting such alternatives ? What proof, indeed, is 
clearer than this, that whenever there is a wedding, or a dance, or any 
social function where delicate meats, sweets, robes of honour and money 
are  in evidence, rakes, effeminate persons, minstrels and jesters are 
invited there, while when arrows and spears are the entertainment pro- 
vided, some stupid fool is persuaded that he is a man, a hero, a defeater 
of armies, a captain courageous, and is thus induced to confront the 
swords, so that when the poor wretch is slain in battle the rakes and 
effeminates of the town wag their tails, saying : 

C 

' > j b & ~ ? ! d - ) ~ > +  ' > J + P J ~ U ~ ~  o ) G 3 ~ 4 9 S  
'Scant attraction have arrow and axe and spear for me;  
Minstrels, wine and delicate meats far better agree 1 ' JJ 

The third chapter, dealing with Chastity, hardly lends 
itself to translat ion,  but the " a d o p t e d  view" concern ing  
Jus t ice  in the f o u r t h  chapter is worth quot ing .  

"The view of our teachers is that this quality is the worst of all 
attributes, and that Justice involves much loss ; a thesis which they 
have proved by the clearest arguments. For they say: 'The founda- 
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tion of sovereignty, lordship and mastery is punishment, since men 
Uhayd-i- will not obey any one until they fear him ; all will feel 
Zekini on themselves equal ; the foundations of administration will 
Justice be undermined, and the order of public business dis- 
organized. He who practices Justice (which God forbid!) refrains 
from beating, killing and fining any one, and does not intoxicate him- 
self and quarrel or be angry with his subordinates, him none will fear. 
Then the people will not obey their kings, nor sons their sires, nor 
servants their masters, while the affairs of the lands and the people 
will lapse into chaos. Hence it is that they say: 

'Kings to gain a single object oft will slay a hundred souls.' 

"And they further say : 'Justice bequeaths disaster.' 

What proof, indeed, can be more convincing than this, that so long 
as the Kings of Persia played the tyrant, like Pahhik  the Arabian and 
Yazdigird 'the Sinner' (who now confer distinction on the chief seats 
of Hell, together with other later potentates who followed them), their 
Empire increased and their realm flourished ; but when the reign of 
Khusraw An6sharwAn came, who, by reason of his weak judgement 
and the policy of his feeble-minded ministers chose the attribute of 
Justice, in a little while the pinnacles of his Palace fell to the ground, the 
Fire Temples, which were their places of worship, were extinguished, 
and all trace of them disappeared from the face of the earth1. The 
Commander of the Faithful and Confirmer of the Laws of Religion 
'Umar ibnu'l-Khatfib (may God be well pleased with him), who was 
noted for his justice, made bricks and ate barley-bread, while his cloak, 
as they relate, weighed seventeen maunds. Mu'Awiya, by the blessing 
of Injustice, wrested the kingdom from the hands of the Imim 'A1I (may 
God ennoble his countenance). Nebuchadnezzar did not establish his 
authority, nor become eminent in both worlds, nor did his empire in- 
crease, until he slew twelve thousand innocent prophets in the Holy 
City and cast into bondage many thousand more. Chingiz KhAn, who 
to-day, in despite of his enemies, stands supreme in the lower depths 
of Hell as the exemplar and guide of all the Mongols, ancient and 
modern, did not attain to the sovereignty of the whole world until with 
ruthless sword he had destroyed millions of innocent persons. 

IL It is recorded in the histories of the Mongols that when Baghddd 
was conquered by H61Ag6 Khan he ordered the remnant of the in- 

These were some of the portents said to have heralded the Arab 
Invasion and the overthrow of the SBsAnian Empire. 

CH. V] 

habitants who had escaped the sword to be brought before him. He 
then enquired into the circumstances of each class, and, when he  was 
acquainted with them, he said : 'Artisans are indispensable,' andgave 
them permission to go about their business. T o  the merchants he 
commanded that some capital should be given, so that they might trade 
for him. From the Jews he was content to take a poll-tax, declaring 
them to be an oppressed people ; while the effeminates he consigned 
to his gynaecia. H e  then set apart the judges, shaykhs, $Gfls, HAjj(ijis, 
preachers, persons of note, beggars, religious mendicants, wrestlers, 
poets and story-tellers, saying, 'These are superfluous creatures who 
waste God's blessings,' and ordered all of them to be drowned in the 
Tigris, thus purifying the face of earth from their vile existence. As a 
natural consequence sovereignty continued in his family for nearly 
ninety years, during which time their Empire daily increased; until, 
when poor AbG Sa'Id conceived in his mind a sentimental passion for 
Justice, and branded himself with the stigma of this quality, his Empire 
shortly came to an end, and the House of HGlAgG Khin and all his en- 
deavours were brought to naught through the aspirations of AbG Sa'Ld. .. 

'LBlessings rest on those great and well-directed persons who guided 
mankind out of the dark delusion of Justice into the light of right 
guidance I "  

The "Book of the Beard" (Rish-ndvza) is a fantastic 
dialogue between 'Ubayd-i-ZAkAni and the 

Ci:$"' beard considered as the destroyer of youthful 
beauty. 

The " Hundred Counsels " (Sad Pand) was composed 
in 750/1350, and, as its name implies, comprises a hundred 

aphorisms, some serious, such as: " 0 dear 
The"Hund"d Counsels " friends, make the most of life" ; "Do not 

defer until to-morrow the pleasure of to-day "; 
"Profit by the present, for life will not return a second 
time"; and some ironical and ribald, such as: "So far 
as you are able, refrain from 'speaking the truth, so that 
you may not be a bore to other people, and that they 
may not be vexed with you without due cause "; "Do 
not believe the words of pious and learned men, lest you 
go astray and fall into Hell " ; " Do not take lodgings in 
a street where there is a minaret, so that you may be safe 
from the annoyance of cacophonous mu'adhdhins"; "Despise 
not ribaldry, nor regard satirists with the eye of scorn." 
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Tlie " Definitions " ( T a ' y q d t ) ,  or " Ten Sections " (Dah 

'Ubayd-i- 
Fa~d) is, like the "Hundred Counsels" just 

ZikPnCs mentioned, a tract of only a few pages. A 
" Definitions " few specimens from it will suffice to show its 
character. 

L'Fi~,st Section : on the World and what is therein. 

"The World. That place wherein no creature can enjoy peace. 
The Wise Man. H e  who does not concern himself with the world 

and its inhabitants. 
The Perfect Man. H e  who is not affected by grief or gladness. 
Thought. That which wearies men to no purpose. 
The Man of Learning. H e  who has not sense enough to earn his 

own livelihood. 
The Ignorast Man. Fortune's favourite. 

" Second Section : on the Turks and theirfriends. 

"Gog and Magog. The Turkish tribes when they set out for a 
country. 

The Infernal Guard. Their leaders. 
Famine. The result of their advent. 
The Consfadk. H e  who robs by night and demands payment from 

the shop-keepers by day. 

* rle * * 
" Third Section: on theludge and his appanages. 

" The judge. H e  whom all men curse. 
The Advocate. H e  who renders the truth of no effect. 
Bn'bery. That which does the business of the helpless. 
The Lucky Man. I l e  who never sees the Judge's countenance. 
The Preacher. An ass. 
The Prelector. An ass's tail. 
The Poet. A greedy coxcomb. 

' I  Fourth Section: on Shaykks arrd their Mendenfs. 

" The Shaykh. Iblis (the Devil). 
The Devils. His followers. 
The Jzift. H e  who eats what he has not earned. 
The fldjji. H e  who swears falsely by the Ka'ba. 

* * * * 

" Ftj5th Section : on fhe Gentry. 
LLBoasting and imjudnce. The Gentry's stock-in-trade. 

Nothing. Their existence. 
Hollow. Their politeness. 
Vanity and folCy. Their talk. 
Fault-jnding, greed, avarice and envy. Their characteristics. 
The Fool. H e  who hopes any good of them. 

" Sirth Section : on Artisans and O$cials. 
'' The Shopman. H e  who fears not God. 

The Druggist. H e  who wants to make everyone ill. 
The Doctor. An executioner. 
The Liar. The astrologer. 
The Athlete. An idle rogue. 
The Broker. The  chartered thief of the market-place. 
Oneper cent. What does not reach the landlord from his crops. 
Comjlaint. What is carried to the landlord. 

* * * * 
" Seventh Section : on Wine  and its afiurtemnces. 

'' Wine. The  source of disturbance. 
Backgammon, beauties, candles and desert. Its instruments. 
The Harp, Lute and Dulcimer. Its music. 
Soup and roasted meat. Its food. 
The Garden and Parterre. Its appropriate place. 
The 'Destroyer of joys.' RamadAn. 
The 'Nigh t  of Worth! The  eve of the festival. 

* * * * 
" Eighth Section : on Bang and its acctsso~ies. 

"Bang. That which fills the Sbfi with ecstasy. 
The Bejewelled or tlze Noble on b o a  n-&s. H e  who indulges simul- 

taneously in bang and wine. 
The D i s e o i n t e d  H e  who enjoys n5ither. 

L'Ninth Section : the Houselroldcr and what apllertains to Aim. 

The Bachelor. He who laughs a t  the world's beard. 
The Unforfunafe. The householder. 
The Two-horned (Dhu'l-Qarnap). H e  who has two wives. 
The most unfortunate of the unfartunate. H e  who has more. 
The Futile. The householder's life. 
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The Wasted His time. 
The Dissz$akd His wealth. 
The Distracted His mind. 
The Bitter. His life. 
The Abode of Mozcrning. Flis house. 
The Enemy in the Hozcse. His son. 
The Ill-starred. H e  who is afflicted with a daughter. 
The Adversavy. His brother. 
The Kinsman. His deadly foe. 

Joy after sorrow. The triple divorce. 

'' Tenth Section: on the true nature of dlen and Women. 

'I The Lady. She who has many lovers. 
The House-wqe. She who has few. 
The Virtz~arcs. She who is satisfied with one lover. 
The Maiden. A name denoting what does not exist." 

The " Joyous T r e a t i s e "  (Risdln-i-DiZgushd) is a col- 

'Ubayd-i- 
lection of s h o r t  Arabic a n d  Pers ian  s to r ies  and 

Zikdni's w ~ o y o ~ s  facet&, m o s t l y  of a s o m e w h a t  r iba ld  character, 
Treatise " preceded  by a s h o r t  Preface. A few spec imens  

of both parts a r e  h e r e  appended .  

(Ambic Stories.) 

" Juhd once went to al-Kindsn ('the Dust-heap ') to buy a donkey. 
A man met him and asked him where he was going. H e  replied, ' T o  
al-Kittdsa to buy a donkey! 'Say, "Please God,"' answered the 
other. ' There is no " Please God " about it,' responded Juhd : ' the 
donkey is in the market and the money is in my sleeve.' 

''Now when he entered the market, some pickpockets fell upon 
him and stole his money. And as he returned, the man met him 
again, and enquired whence he came. H e  replied, ' From the market, 
Please God. My money has been stolen, Please God. So I did not 
buy the donkey, Please God. And I am returning to my house dis- 
appointed and despoiled, Please God.' " 

" A  certain man met another riding on a sorry ass, and enquired 
of him, 'Whither away?' H e  replied, 'To  try to reach the Friday 
prayer! ' Out on thee ! ' exclaimed the other ; ' To-day is Tuesday ! ' 
' I shall be lucky,' answered the rider, 'if my ass gets me to the mosque 
by Saturday ! ' " 

4 

CH. VJ 'UBAYD-I-ZAKAN~ 
" A  man came to IyQs ibn MuCAwiya and asked him : ' If I should 

eat dates, would it harm me?'  H e  replied, 'No.' 'What  would 
happen,' he continued. 'if I were to eat fennel with bread? ' ' Nothing 
would happen,' he answered. 'And if I then drank a little water?' he 
asked. 'What forbids?, replied the other. Said the questioner, 'Date- 
wine is compounded of these things : how then can it be unlawful?' 
'If I threw some earth at you,' said IyLs, 'would it hurt?'  'No,' said 
the man. 'And if a little water was poured upon you, would any of 
your bones be broken?' continued IyL.  ' No,' said the man. ' But 
if,' said Iyds, 'out of the earth and the water I made a brick, and dried 
it in the sun, and then struck you on the head with it, how would it be?'  
' I t  would kill me,' answered the other. Said IyPs, 'This case is like 
tha t J  

(Persian SdoriPs.) 
" A certain Shf'ite entered a mosque and saw the names of the [four] 

Companions' written up on the wall. He wished to spit on the names 
of Ab6 Bakr and 'Umar, but his spittle fell on the name of 'Alf. H e  
was greatly annoyed at  this, and exclaimed, 'This is only what you 
deserve for keeping such company ! '" 

''A certain inan claimed to be God. H e  was brought before the 
Caliph, who said to  him, 'Last year someone here claimed to be a 
prophet, and he was put to death.' ' I t  was well done,' repliedthe man, 
'for I did not send him.'" 

JuhB in his childhood was apprenticed for some days to a tailor. 
One day his master brought a jar of honey to the shop. Desiring to 
go  out on some business, he said to J u l ~ i ,  ' There is poison in this jar : 
beware lest you partake of it, or you will perish ! ' Said JuhA, 'What 
have I to do with i t? '  When his master had gone, JuhA gave a piece 
of cloth to a money-changer and bought a piece of baker's bread, 
which he ate with all the honey. When his master returned, he 
demanded the piece of cloth. ' Don't beat me,' said Juhd, 'so that I 
may tell you the truth. A thief stole the piece of cloth while I was 
not paying attention. I was afraid that when you came back you 
would beat me, so I said to myself that I would take poison, so that 
when you returned I should be dead. So I ate all the poison which 
was in the jar, but I am still alive. The rest you know."' 

'<A Qazwini armed with an enormous shield went out to fight the 
Heretics2. A stone fired from their stronghold struck him and broke 

1 Le. the four Orthodox Caliphs, Abd Bakr, 'Umar, 'Uthm&n and 
of whom the Shl'ites regard the first three as usurpers. 

2 Maldkida, i.e. the Assassins, whose chief fortress, AlamGt, was 
situated near Qazwln. ' 
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his head. H e  was much annoyed and exclaimed, ' 0 fellow, are you 
blind that you cannot see so large a shield and must needs hit me on 
the head ? ' " 

'' The son of a certain Qazwinf fell into a well. ' 0 my dear boy,' 
he exclaimed, 'don't move from where you are until I go and fetch a 
rope and pull you out ! ' " 

" A  certain mu'adhdhi~ was running along shouting the call to 
prayer. They asked him why he was running. H e  replied, 'They tell 
me that my voice sounds best from a distance, so I atn running away 
from it to see if this is true! " 

" Sultin Mahmud saw a feeble old man carrying on his back a load 
of firewood. Being moved to pity, he said, 'Old man, would you 
prefer that I should give you two or three gold dtlrdvs, or a donkey, 
or two or three sheep, or a garden, so that you may be delivered from 
this misery?' 'Give me money,' said the old man, 'so that I may put 
it in my girdle, and ride on the donkey, and drive the sheep before me, 
and go to the garden, and rest there, through your favour, for the rest 
of my life.' The Sultin was pleased a t  his reply, and gave orders that 
this should be done." 

"A man said to his friend, ' My eye hurts me. ~ h ' a t  should I do?  ' 
'Last year,' replied his friend, 'one of my teeth hurt me and I pulled 
it out.'" 

"A.bald man coming out from the bath found that his hat had 
been stolen, and had a violent altercation with the bathman, who 
declared that he had no hat on whea he came. '0 Musulrnins!' 
exclaimed the man, 'is mine the kind of head which goes about 
hatless ?' " 

"A certain Qazwini was asked if he knew about 'All, the Commander 
of the Faithful. ' Of course I know about him,' he replied. 'Which 
of the Caliphs was he in order?' they asked. ' I know nothing about 
Caliphs,' he answered, 'but it was he whom Husayn caused to die a 
martyr's death on the Plain of Karbalhl ! ~ J J  

"A certain gipsy reproached his son, saying, 'You do nothing, and 
spend your life in idleness. How often must I tell you that you should 

'Ali, the first Imdm of the Shi'ites and Fourth Caliph of the 
Sunnites, was assassinated by Ibn Muljam in A.D. 661. His younger 
son, Husayn, the third Imhm, called by the Persians "the Chief of 
Martyrs," was slain at  Karbali by Yazid's myrmidons some twenty 
years later. The anecdote is intended to illustrate the stupidity and 
ignorance of the Qazwlnis. For a similar anecdote given by Zamakh- 
shari see the English Preface to the Chahdr Magctla ("E. J. W. Gibb 
MemorialJ1 Series, Vol. xi), pp. xxi-xxii. 
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learn to turn somersaults, make dogs jump through hoops, or walk on 
the tight-rope, so that you may derive some p r ~ f i t  from life. If you 
won't listen to me, by Heaven, I will send you to college to learn their 

I moth-eaten science and to become a learned man, so that all your life 
you may continue in abasement, poverty and evil fortune, and be un- 
able to earn a single barleycorn anywhere.'" . 

I "A certain Qazwini was returning from Baghdid in the summer. , 

They asked him what he was doing there. H e  replied, ' Sweating.' 

With the "Joyous Treatise," from which the few 
anecdotes given above are taken, the printed edition of 
'Ubayd-i-ZdkAni's works ends, except for two letters- 
models of unintelligible vulgarity and full of solecisms- 
ascribed to Shaykh ShihAbu'd-Din Qalandar and MawlBnd 
JalBlu'd-Dln b. Husdm of Herdt, but no doubt written by 
'Ubayd himself in order to hold them up to ridicule. 

I have devoted to 'Ubayd-i-ZAkini more space than he 
may be deemed by many students of Persian literature 

Reasons for to deserve, but, in spite of his coarseness and 
devotingso cynicism, his strong originality and boldness 
much space to 
1 ~ b ~ ~ d - i -  of speech appear to me to entitle him to more 
Zdkdni consideration than he has hitherto received. 

His " Ethics of the Aristocracy" is valuable for the light 
it throws on the corrupt morals of his age, and it is a t  
least conceivable that, as 'Ubayd's biographer suggests, 
it was really written with serious purpose to awaken his 
countrymen to the lamentable deterioration in public and 
private life which had taken place in Persia during the 
Mongol ascendancy. In  style and subject-matter 'Ubayd- 
i-ZdkAni stands almost alone amongst the older poets, 
though he bears some resemblance to his predecessor 
Si~zani, and to his successors AbG IshAq (Bushaq) of 
Shirdz, the parodist and poet of the kitchen, and Mah- 
mlid Qdri of Yazd, the poet of clothes. Amongst the 
moderns, the learned Mirz5 Habib of IsfahAn, the editor 
of his books, who died in Constantinople towards the end 
of the nineteenth century, rivals and even surpasses him 
in haznliyya't or ribald poems. 
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4 'I7nddzl'd-Din Faqih (the Jurisconsult) of Kirmdn. 

Such fame as this poet enjoys arises chiefly from t h e  

'ImAd of Kirrndn 
fact that he  was a rival of the  great HAfic, and  
is supposed to be aimed a t  in a rather spiteful 

poem' by the latter, especially in the  verse : 

"0 gracefully-walking partridge, whither goest thou? Stop ! 
Be not deceived because the zealot's cat says its prayers !" 

T h e  story is2 that 'Imdd stood high in the favour of 
ShAh Shuj ic  the  Muzaffarf, with whom, on the  other hand, 
HAfiz was by no means a persolza grata .  'ImAd, who, as 
his title Faqth indicates, was a theologian, had a t ame 
cat  which he  had taught to  go  through the appropriate 
postures and genuflections when he  prayed, and this ar t  
of mimicry was regarded by the Prince as  miraculous, but  
by HAfiz as  a piece of hypocritical cunning. 

Notices of 'IrnAd are given by D a w l a t ~ h A $ ~  and JAmi 
(in the  Bakdristrfn, chapter vii), and in the Atash-kada4, 
the Haft IqZim and the gabfbzd's-Siyar (as mentioned 
above), and most other biographies of poets, but these 
contain very little indeed about his life. H e  is said t o  

have been highly respected a t  KirmAn, and to  have had 
a college or retreat there. " H e  was wont," says JAmf, 

" t o  recite his verses t o  all who visited the  rest-house 
(Khdnqdh), requesting them t o  criticize and amend them, 
whence it is that they say that his poetry is really the  

1 See Rosenzweig-Schwannau's edition of the Diwdn of Yd&, 
vol. i, pp. 316-317, in the note to which, however, the allusion is other- 
wise expla~ned. See also p. 243, n. I su$ra. 

1 See Habibu's-Siyar, vol. iii, pt. 2, p. 37 ; and tlie Halt Iqlim. 
3 Pp. 254-6 of my edition. 
4 P. 110. 
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poetry of all the  people of KirmAn." DawlatshAh quotes 
the  opinion of Adhari, author of the lc Gems of Mysteries " 
(Jawdhiru'GAsrdr), who says : 

"Critical scholars hold that some redundancy ('stuffing1-fiashw) 
is to be observed at times in the poetry of all the ancients and moderns 
except in that of Khwlja 'Imld-i-Faqfh, in which, as they agree, there 
is absolutely no such lapse, either in words or ideas." 

'Imdd's extant  work comprises a Diwd~z  of lyric poetry, 
of which copies are not common1, and a t  least five mathnawi 
poems, of which the earliest, entitled Macabbat-&ma-i- 
$&bib-dildn, was composed in 722/1322, and the latest, 

the  MzinisuJZ-Abrdr, in 76611364. According t o  Dawlat- 
shAh, he  died in 77311371-2, evidently a t  a fairly advanced 
age. T h e  following is a translation of tlie first of the  two 
odes of 'ImAd quoted by this biographer2 : 

'(The poor patient in the hospital of Religion who details his 
symptoms to the physicians who sit by the road, 

What cares he for the road, the pain, the trouble and the sickness 
Who has Khidr for his friend and Christ for his companion? 

On the first day of Eternity Past I inscribed on the Tablet of my Soul 
Of the words of my father (may his tomb be fragrant !) these : 

'0 child, if thou meetest with one who is fallen, 
Do not mock him, nor look on him with the eyes of scorn ! ' 

For this reason did the great religious leaders ride on lions, 
Because they trod the earth more gently than ants. 

If no heart in the world is cheered by thee, 
At least do not so act that any spirit may be saddened by thee. 

0 'Imid, one cannot seek for any friend but God : 
Help, 0 Helper 1 'From Thee do we seek assistance3'!" 

See the excellent ~~~~~~~~e Catalogue, prepared under the super- 
vision of Sir E. Denison Ross by Mawlawf'Abdu'l-Muqtadir, and printed 
at  Calcutta in 1908. ("Persian Poets," Firdawsf to I38fi?, pp. 217-219.) 

a See p. 254, 1. 14 to p. 255,l. 4, of my edition for the text. 
The last words are from the opening sh-a of the Qur'd72, v. 4. 
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5. Salndn of Sdwa 
(Jamdlu'd-Din JfzdFammad SaZmdn b. 'A  ldu'd-Din 

Mzl&arnmad). 

Salmin of Siwa, who has been already mentioned in 
connection with 'Ubayd-i-ZAkini, is another 

Salmdn of SLwa 
poet whose eminence has been certified by 

the great HAfiz in the following verse : 

Dost thou know who is the chief of the scholars of this age 
In the way of truth and certainty, not in the way of doubt and 

falsehood ? 
That monarch of the accomplished and king of the realm of verse 
That ornament of Church and State uamctlu'd-Din), the Master 

of the World Salmin." 

He was essentially a court-poet and panegyrist, and 
was attached during the greater part of his long life to 
the fl-khini or JalA'ir dynasty, his special patrons being 
Shaykh Hasan-i-Buzurg, the founder of that dynasty, his 
consort Dilshid KhitGn, and their son Shaykh Uways. ' 

Apart from the notices of him given by the biographers 
cited throughout this chapter1, attention should be called 
to two excellent biographies by Indian scholars, one in 
English and the other in UrdG. The first, in the Catalogue 
of.. .the Orie?ztnl Public Library a t  Bnaktpore, Fzrdawst to 
fld$? (pp. 219-ZZ~), is by Mawlawi 'Abdu'l-Muqtadir, and 
gives a very good critical summary of the data furnished 
by the.Persian biographers. The second is contained in 
an admirable collection of stu'dies of some twenty eminent 

1 See DawlatshLh (my edition), pp. 257-263; Almh-kad~ (lith. ed., 
A.H. 1277), pp. 208-21 I ; &abibJs-Siynr (Bombay lith. ed., A.D. 18 57), 
vol. iii, pt. I ,  pp 130, 135, 137 ; JAmi's Bnhdrisldn, ch. vii, etc. 
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Persian poets by Shibli Nu'mPnt entitled Shi'ru'CCAja~z 
(" Poetry of the Persians ")I, compiled in 1324-5/1906--7, 
and lithographed a t  'Aligayh. 

That Salmin was born in or about the year 7001130o 
is proved, as pointed out by Mawlawi 'Abdu'l-Muqtadir, 

Materials for the by a verse in the Firdq-ndma ("Book of 
biography of Separation "), composed in 761/1360, in which 
Salmbn 

the poet says that his age had then passed 
sixty-one; and the same scholar gives good reason for 
believing that he died on Monday, Safar 12, 778 (July I, 

1376). H e  composed two mathilzawt poems, the above- 
mentioned Fiydq-mdma and another entitled JamshM a 
Kh~crshtd, and a number of odes (ghazaliyydt), fragments 
(~tzuqatta'dt), and quatrains (rzrbd'&ydt), but it is as a 
qastda-writer and panegyrist that he excels, often sur- 
passing, as Jimi says, the earlier masters, such as Kamil 
Isma'il, Zahir of Firyib,  Athir-i-Awminf, Sani'i, etc., 

Jiml's criticism whom he took for his models. Of his odes 
ofsatman's (ghazaliyydt) JAmi says that they too are very 
lyric poetry agreeable and highly finished, but that, "being 
devoid of the savour of love and passion which is the 
essence of the ghazad, they are not very highly esteemed 
by men of taste." In the Bombay lithographed edition 
of Salmin's KzdZZzj~ya't, the qa:tdas, with two ta~2-bands, 
fill the first 135 pages, the ghazals pp. 136-230, and the 
quatrains the last six pages. 

Salmin's earliest: poems, as 'Abdu'l-Muqtadir observes, 
are apparently his elegies on the death of Sultin AbG Sa'id 
(Nov.-Dec., 1335), and of his great minister KhwAja 
Ghiyithu'd-Din Muhammad, who was put to death on 
RamadPn 21, 736 (May 3, 1336). In this same year 
Shaykh Hasan-i-Buzzrrg established the dynasty known 
as fl-khini, with its capital a t  Baghdid, and thither SalmPn, 
attracted by the fame of that ruler's generosity to men of 
letters, made his way, probably soon after the cruel and 

1 The notice of Salmin is in the second part of this work, pp. 196- 
211. 
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violent  d e a t h  o f  his earl ier  p a t r o n  Ghiy i t l~u 'c l -Din .  I t  i s  
related by DawlatshAh a n d  o ther  writers that he first w o n  
S h a y k h  Hasan 's  favour by the following verses  which  he 
ex tempor ized  on s o m e  occasion w h e n  that Prince was 
exhib i t ing  his skill  w i t h  the bow1 : 

"When the King lifted his ChPchf2 bow 
Thou ~~rould'st have said that the Moon was in the Sign of 

Sagittarius. 
I saw the two 'crows' of the bow and the three-winged eagle3 
Bring their heads together in one corner4. 
They laid their heads on the King's shoulder : 
I know not what they whispered in the King's ear. 
When the King loosed the bow-string from the finger-stall 
From every side arose the twang of the string. 
0 King, the arrow is subject to thy schemes, 
And fortune follows the flight of thy arrow. 
In thy time complaints arise from none 
Save from the bow, which it is but right should lament 
For, in the reign of this auspicious Sultan 
None does violence save to the bow." 

It was, however, accord ing  to the biographers, chiefly 
to the beautiful and accomplished Q u e e n  D i l s h i d  K h i t l i n ,  
a n d  to the a m i a b l e  P r i n c e  Uways,  that S a l m i n  o w e d  the 
favours  which he enjoyed at the i l - k h i n i  court,  o f  which  
he says : 

"Through the auspicious fortune of this House I have captured the 
world with the sword of my tongue. 

To-day from the East to the West I am more famous than the Sun." 

Shaykh U w a y s  succeeded to the t h r o n e  in 75711356 
and reigned nearly t w e n t y  years ,  and to h i m  a great 

For the text, see my edition of Dawlatshbh, p. 257, 11. 15-21. 
Chbch, or Shdsh, the modern Thshkand, is a place in TurkistLn 

celebrated for its bows. 
3 Each of the two horns or tips of a bow is called zdgk, "crow.': 

The "three-winged eagle" is the arrow. 
4 This indicates metaphorically the full drawing of the bow. 
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n u m b e r  o f  SalmAn's pa~tdns are addressed ,  whi le  anecdotes 
g i v e n  by DawlatshAh and r e p r o d u c e d  by O u s e l e y  in h i s  
Biographical Notices of the Persian Poets1 show the i n t i m a c y  

w h i c h  prevai led between t h e  two. T h i s  p r ince  i s  sa id  by 
DawlatshAh to have been of s u c h  s t r i k i n g  b e a u t y  that when 
he rode out the people of BaghdPd used to flock into the 
streets to g a z e  u p o n  a c o u n t e n a n c e  w h i c h  s e e m e d  to 
re incarna te  the l e g e n d a r y  comel iness  o f  Joseph. When 
o v e r t a k e n  by u n t i m e l y  death, he is s a i d  to h a v e  composed  

the fol lowing fine verses : 

" From the spirit-world one day to the realms of Body and Sense did 
I roam ; 

I sojourned here for a few brief days, and now I am going home. 
The  servant was I of a mighty Lord, and I fled from my Liege and 

Lord, 
Whom now in shame I am going to meet with a winding-sheet and 

a sword2. 
Comrades of mine, I leave you now to joys which I may not share, 
And that you may enjoy this banquet long is my parting hope and 

prayer !" 

As i s  usua l ly  the case with panegyrists, many of 
Sa lmdn ' s  pasidas refer to defini te  historical events, and 
can there fore  be dated. Mawlawi 'Abdu' l -Muqtadir  g ives  
a list o f  ten such poems, w i t h  t h e i r  d a t e s  and the occasions 

Pp. I 17 c t  seqq. 
A fugit~ve and repentant slave, to show his readiness to surrender 

himself unconditionally and submit to even the extremest punishment, 
goes back to his master bearing a sword, wherewith he may be slain, 
and a winding-sheet for his burial. 
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which called them forth, from the flnbtbzc's-Szjnrl. The 
earliest of them, composed in 73911338 on the occasion of 
the flight of Shaykh Hasan-i-Bzrzzwg to Baghdid, begins=: 

" It  is the time of morning, and the brink of the Tigris, and the breath 
of Spring ; 

0, boy, bring the wine-boat to the estuary of BaghdAd ! ', 
The two latest, composed in 77711375, celebrate a 

victory of Shih  ShujA' in Adharbiyjin3. The second of 
them, which won that Prince's high approval, begins4: 

and it was after hearing i t  that ShAh Shuji' observed : 
" W e  had heard the fame of three notable persons of this 
country, and found them differing in their circumstances. 
Salmin exceeded all that was said in his praise; Yljsuf 
S h i h  the minstrel agreed with his reputation; and Shaykh 
Kajahini fell short of his." 

One of the most celebrated of Salmin's qa~tdas, how- 
ever, was written to commemorate the death of Shaykh 
Uways, which took place in JumAda ii, 776 (November, 
1374). I t  begins6 : 

Bankipore Catalogue, pp. 222-3. 
This poem will be found on pp. 87-8 of the lithographed edition 

of the KiiZlzjydt of SalmBn. 
Ha6ibrr7s-Stjlar, vol. iii, pt z, p. 35. 
See pp. 57-8 of the lithographed edition. 
It  does not seem to be included in the lithographed edition. 
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"0 Heaven, go gently ! It  is no slight thing that thou hast done : 
Thou hast made desolate the land of Persia by the death of the King. 
Thou hast brought down a heaven from its zenith, 
And hast cast it on the earth and made it level with the dust. 
If thou walkest with truth, this is no insignificant matter: 
Thou hast attacked the life and property and honour of every 

Musulmdn I " 

As already stated, Salmin probably died in 77811376, 
a year after the composition of two of the pasidas mentioned 
above, so that he evidently continued to write poetry until 
the end of his long life, and did not, as stated by Dawlat- 
shih', actually retire into seclusion, though he implies his 
desire and intention of so doing in an interesting poem cited 
by Shibli Nu'mini in his Shi'ru'G'Ajam (vol. ii, pp. 198-200). 
In  this poem he says that for nearly forty years he has 
celebrated his Royal patron's praises in the East and in 
the West ; that he is now old and feeble, lame, and weak 
of sight, and wishes to retire from Court and spend the 
remainder of his days in praying for the King ; that having 
been the master of the realm of poets, he desires to become 
the servant of the poor; that he has no doubt that the 
King will continue his allowance, but that he would like 
its source and amount to be definitely fixed; and finally 
that he owes considerable sums of money which he  cannot 
pay, and prays the King to discharge these debts for him. 
In reply the King is said to have written two couplets on 
the poet's versified petition, in the first of which he orders 
his allowance to be continued as heretofore, while in the 
second he assigns him the revenues of the village of frin 
near Ray. 

Shibli Nu'minf concludes his notice of Salmin with 
a fairly detailed and wholly favourable appreciation of his 
skill in the different forms of verse. His skill is chiefly 

1 P. 261,l. 21, of my edition. 
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apparent in his p+tdas, which are rernarl<able for grace and 
fluency of language, and for a felicity of diction possessed 
by none of the earlier poets, and peculiar to those of this 
middle period, between which two groups SalmPn marks 
the transition. Shibli gives the following examples to  
illustrate his assertion : 

"Thy mouth smiled, and produced a jar of sugar : 
Thy lip spoke, and revealed glistening pearls. 
Thy waist was undiscoverable1, but thy girdle 
Deftly clasped it round, and revealed it in gold. 
Cast aside the veil from thy face, for those black tresses 
Have affected the fairness of thy cheeks." 

1 On account of its extreme slenderness. 
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"The breeze of the Naw-rzizl brings the aroma of the beautiful rose, 
[And] brings the dust of the musk of Tartary from the borders of 

the desert. 
The garden has decked the branch with the patterns of a peacock's 

tail ; 
The wind hath fashioned the bud into the likeness of a parrot's head. 
The [red] anemone hath displayed from the mountain-slopes the 

fire of Moses ; 
The branch hath brought forth 'the White Hand' from its bosoma. 
The sweet-voiced nightingale,for the [delectation of the] Rose-Prince, 
Hath contributed the strains of Barbad and the songs of NikfsL8. 
The  zephyr-breeze hath conferred high rank on the cypress ; 
The  sweetness of the air hath endowed the anemone with a npble 

robe." 

Shibli next gives examples of Salmin's skill in inventing 
those graceful and subtle conceits in which the poets of 
the middle and later periods take pride. The following 
specimens may suffice : 

1 The Persian New Year's Day, or Naw-rdz, falls on March 21 and 
corresponds with the Vernal Equinox. 

2 "The White Hand" is the hand that Moses drew forth from his 
garment "as  white as 'snow." Here the allusion is to the white 
blossoms. 

BArbad was the famous minstrelof Khusraw Parwiz the SBsSnian, 
and Nikfsl his harper. 
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"The carnelian of thy lip placed the coin of life in a casket of pearls; 
I t  was a precious stuff, so it put it in a hidden place'. 
Thy lips piit a ruby lock on the lid of that casket ; 
Thy mole, which was of ambergris, set a seal upon i t  
A subtle thought, finer than a hair, suddenly came 
Into the heart of thy girdle, and named it ' waist2'." 

0 '  

&+b 3p d l > J  4 &*? >[& FA 

' I  Henceforth make your rosary from the knots of the Maginn's tresses; 
Henceforth take as your i)ri4rrfb the arch of the idols' (fair oncs') 

ey el~rows. 
Arise joyous like the bubbles from the rose-red wine, and base no 

hopes 
On this bubble-like revolving dome [of sky]." 

"For some while the revolution of this circle parted us from one 
another like the [points of a] compass, but at last brought us together 
[once more]." 

'&4 dl& b 9" d b >  & I,+ 

"The Zephyr found the rose-bud laughing before thy mouth, 
And smote it so sharply in the mouth that its mouth was filled with 

blood." 

This means that the life of the lover is in his sweetheart's mouth, 
which, on account of the brilliant teeth, he compares to a casket of 
pearls, and, on account of its smallness, to " a  hidden place." 

A slender waist and a small mouth are accounted amongst the 
chief charms of Persian beauties. Both are here described in the most 
exaggerated terms. 

" I  will not set my foot one hair's breadth outside this circle1, 
Even though they should split me like a compass into two halves 

from head to foot." 

Other points in Salmin's poetry noted by Shibli Nu'mAni 
are his skill in the successful manipulation of difficult rhymes 
and awkward refrains. Thus he has long pasidas in which 
each verse ends with such words as dast ("hand"), pdy 
(" foot "), rzi (" face "), bar s a y  (" on the head ") preceded by 
the rhyming word, yet which maintain an easy and natural 
flow of words and ideas. 

Shibli Nu'mhnf next deals with the poet's "fragments" 
(muqatta'dt), or occasional verses, which, as usual with this 
class of verse, are connected with various incidents in his 
life, and therefore have a more personal note than the 
odes (gliazaZiyydt) and elegies ( q a ~ d ' i d ) ,  but which are un- 
fortunately omitted from the Bombay lithographed edition. 

On one occasion the King gave SalmPn a black horse, 
which he did not like and wished to exchange for one of 
another colour, but the Master of the Horse apparently 
would not permit this. Thereupon he wrote as follows to 
his patron : 

' G>* b>+ $99 ~1 b! b 

1 My friend Muhammad IqbPl has called my attention to the follow- 
ing parallel verse by HPfi?, from which it appears that the circle formed 
by the down on the cheeks is here intended : 

' ~ 3 4  r k 
'&l, U & d9J& 091, *J' & 

See Rosenrweig-Schwannau's edition of the Diwdn, vol. i, p. 5x0. 
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"0 King, thou didst promise me a horse: no further discussion is 
possible about the word of Kings. 

They gave me an old, black horse, and I am of opinion that no more 
aged black is to be found in the world. 

I gave back that horse so that I might get another in such wise that 
none should have knowledge of this secret. 

I gave back a black horse, but they would not give me one of another 
colour; yes, indeed, 'There is no colour beyond black1 !'" 

Salmin further satirized this unfortunate horse as 
follows : 

'U~S-? A J H  +-a! (du 

" 0 King, I had hopes that, through thy good fortune, I might mount 
a tall, young and ambling horse. 

They give me an old, lazy, undersized horse, not such a horse as  I 
can ride. 

It is a horse black, feeble and lean as a pen : it would be the height 
of folly to mount such a beast. 

In truth it must be thirty years older than myself, and it is dis- 
respectful to sit upon one's elders." 

In another fragment SalmQn excuses his absence from 
the Court on the plea that his eyes are bad, and that though 
the dust of the King's threshold is a collyrium, yet the evil 
eye must be kept far from him: 

' "  j I 'kip 9 dSj> d k  I,+ 

1 This is a common proverbial saying in Persian. 

I 
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'$& >- 31 'b!p dL M J> & 
'$&19>3jl J++ '$j!)>>cUJl & A - O - = V ? ~  

On another similar occasion he pleads the pain in his 
feet (probably gout), to which he elsewhere alludes in his 
poems, as the cause of his absence, wittily observing that 
foot-ache prevents him from giving the King headache, 
which in the Persian idiom means trouble : 

'PS A>+ y 9 29 j l  b b  JJl?jijl 

Finally Shibli Nu'rninf speaks of the innovations intro- 

Shibll's summing duced by Salmin, and especially of his skilful 
UP ~rsalman's use of the figure called fhdm or "ambiguity." 
talents The general conclusion seems to be that SalmQn 
deserves to be ranked amongst the great panegyrists and 
qa;fda-writers; that he was an ingenious, skilful and to a 
certain extent original poet, but that he lacks the fire, passion 
and conviction which make a poet great and famous beyond 
the limits of his own time and country. 

6. Hd$? of Shtrdz 
(Sliamsu'd-Din Muhammad fldfi?). 

What has been already said generally a t  the beginning 
of this chapter as to the extraordinary dearth 

udfi? of Shl& of trustworthy information concerning the poets 
of this period applies especially to the most eminent and 
famous of them, and indeed of all the poets of Persia, the 
immortal and incomparable HQfi? of Shirhz, entitled by 
his admirers Lisdnu'LGhayb ("the Tongue of the Unseen") 
and Tarjumdnu'l-Asrdr (" the Interpreter of Mysteries "). 
Notices of him naturally occur in all the numerous bio- 
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graphies of poets composed subsequently to his death, 
beginning with Dawlatsh&h, who wrote just a century after 
this event, down to quite modern compilations, like Rid&- 
quli Kh5n1s Majmalu'Z-Fzd?a&n' and ~ i y n ' ~ z ~ ' l - ' ~ r $ i n  ; but 
these contain few trustworthy biographical details, and con- 
sist for the most part of anecdotes connected with certain 
verses of his poems, and probably in most cases, if not all, 
invented to explain or illustrate them. The only con- 
temporary mention of HQfi? with which I am acquainted 
is contained in the Preface of his friend and the collector 
and editor of his poems, Muhammad GulandAm, who, after 
expatiating on the poet's incomparable genius, his catholic 
sympathy, and the celebrity attained by his verse even in 
his lifetime, not otdy in Persia, from FArs to I<hur!~s;'~n and 
A d h a r b ~ ~ j d n ,  but in India, Turl<istdn and Mesopotamia, 
proceeds as follows : 

I' However, diligent study of the Qugdn, constant attendance to the 
Icing's business, the annotation of the Knshsh&f and the ~k&brtfis, the 

perusal of the iVatdZic3 and the Mtytcffi4, the acquisition 
Gulandim's of canons of literary criticism and the appreciation of 
account of Arabic poems prevented him from collecting his verses 
Hdb? and odes, or editing and arranging his poems. The 

writer of these lines, this least of men, Muhammad Gulandam, when 
he was attending the lectures of our Master, that most eminent teacher 
QiwPmu1d-Din 'Abdu'llih, used constantly and repeatedly to urge, in 
the course of conversation, that he (HBfiz) should gather together all 
these rare gems in one concatenation and assemble all these lustrous 
pearls on one string, so that they might become a necklace of great 
price for his contemporaries or a girdle for the brides of his time. 
With this request, however, he was unable to comply, alleging lack of 
appreciation on the part of his contemporaries as an excuse, until h e  
bade farewell to this life. ..in AH. 791" (A.D. 1389). 

1 The celebrated commentary on the QuvJa'n of az-Zamakhshari. 
2 Of the many works of this name that of al-Mufarrizi (d. 61o/1213) 

on Arabic grammar is probably intended. 
3 The 11.farfLz"u'CAn?dv of al-BaydPwi (d. 68311284) is probably 

meant. 
4 The M+?f&bu'l-'UZdm of as-Sakkaki (d. 62611229) is probably 

intended. 
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The notice of EIAfi;r, contained in that agreeable work of 
Sir Gore Ouseley, the B i o g ~ a p k i c a Z  Notices of 

Noticesofthe P e r s i a n  Poets1, gives most of the anecdotes life of Qlf i?  
connected with verses in his Diwdn to which I 

have already alluded ; while an admirable account of the 
times in which he lived and the general character of his 
poetry is to be found in the Introduction to Miss Gertrude 
Lowthian Bell's Poenzs f r o m  the Divan of Hafz (London, 
1897)~ which must be reckoned as the most skilful attempt 
to render accessible to English readers the works of this 

poet. On the whole, however, the best and 
ShiblI's critical 
study gdfiq most complete critical study of HAfi? with 

which I am acquainted is contained in Shibli 
Nu'mdnf's Urdit worlc on Persian Poetry entitled Shi'ru'G 
'Ajn.tlt" already repeatedly quoted in this chapter. I feel 
that I cannot do better than summarize a t  any rate that 
portion of this notice which deals with the poet's life, and 
the few facts concerning his personal circumstances and 
relations with his' contemporaries which can be deduced 
from his poems, indicating a t  the same time the Persian 
biographical sources to which the learned author refers. 
Amongst these he specially mentions the well-known 
H a b i b u ' s - S l j a r  of Khwindamirs and the May-Kha'tza 
(" Wine-tavern ") of ' Abdu'n-Nabi Fakhru'z-ZamAn (com- 
piled in 1036/1626-7, in the reign of Jahdngir), of which 

Persian 
latter I have no copy a t  hand. The  Persian 

biographies biographical works which I have consulted, and 
of Hbfi? which yield but scanty results (since, as Shibli 
points out, they generally copy from one another and often 
make statements not merely unsupported by any respect- 
able evidence but mutually destructive) are Dawlatshih's 
"Memoirs of the Poets " ; Jzimi's Bahai.isth4 and Nafa4a'tu'Z- 

Pp. 23-42. 
2 Vol. ii, pp. 212-297. 
3 See vol. iii, pt 2, p. 37 of the Bombay .lithographed edition of 

1857. 
4 P. go of the Constantinople printed ed. of 129411877. 

B. P. I 8 
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UttsI ; Lutf 'Ali Beg's Atash-ko& (" Fire-templc "), which 
mainly follows DawlatshAh ; the Haft IqZi7~ ; and the quite 
modern Mq'nzu'zc'Z-Fu~a&a' ("Assembly of the Eloquent "), 
which gives several fresh particulars of doubtful authenticity, 
such as that Hific came originally from ThysirkAn and that 
he composed a commentary on the Quv'dn. 

Shibli Nu'mAni arranges his matter systematically, be- 

Parentage and 
ginning with an account of the poet's parentage 

childhood of and education derived from the above-men- 
Hbfi? 

tioned Muy-khdnzn, to which, however, he 
apparently attaches little credence. According to this 
account, the father of Hifi~; ,  who was named Bahb'u'd-Din, 
migrated from Isfahdn to ShIrAz in the time of the AtPbeks 
of I;Ars, and tlicrc cnrichcd l~irnsclf I>y commcrcc, Imt clicd 
leaving his affairs in confusion, alld his wife and little son 
in penury, so that the latter was obliged to earn a livelihood 
by the sweat of his brow. Nevertheless he found time and 
means to attend a neighbouring school, where he obtained 
a t  least a respectable education and learned the Qzdr'dn by 
heart, in consequence of which he afterwards adopted in his 
poems the nom de gzderre of " HAfiz " (" Rememberer "), a 
term commonly applied to those who have committed to 
memory and can recite without error the sacred book of 
IslAm. H e  soon began to compose and recite poems, but 
with small success until in a vigil a t  the shrine of BAbA 
Khhi on a hill to the north of S h i r k  he was visited by the 
ImAm 'Ali, who gave him to eat some mysterious heavenly 
food and told him that henceforth the gift of poetry and 
the keys of all knowledge should be his. 

Shibli Nu'mdnf next passes to the enumeration of the 
several kings .and princes whose favour and 

Patrons of Ifbfir 
patronage Hdfiz enjoyed. Of these the first 

was ShAh (or Shaykh) Ab6 Ishsq InjG, the son of Mahm6d 
Inj62 who was appointed governor of FArs in the reign of 

VII I  

W. Nassau Lees' Calcutta printed ed. of 1859, p. 715. 
According to the Fdrs-rrdnzn he was put to death by Arpa (in 

73611335-6), who was in turn put to death by his son Mas'i~d Iniri. 

Add. 7468 (Brit. Mus.), f. 34" 
Tol;rcr$. 274 
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GhBzBn KhBn. This AbG IshBql was a poet and friend of 
poets, heedless, pleasure-loving, and so negligent 

:;:y4k:$,,"" of the affairs of state that when he was at last 
induced by his favourite Shaykh Aminu'd-Din 

to fix his attention on the Mu?;affari hosts who were invest- 
ing his capital, he merely remarked that his enemy must 
be a fool to waste the delicious season of Spring in such 
fashion, and concluded by reciting the verse: 
k;ts 1,+,& ,$ I,> ,* k L & i  4 UC4$. 

"Come, let us make merry just for this one night, 
And let us deal tomorrow with tomorrow's business." 

Concerning Abb IshBqJs brief but genial reign at ShlrPz, 
HAfi? says : 

9 'g9,42& Cj jh  
'>& .c d 3 3  j 3  -9 &+ 

"In truth the turquoise ring of Abd Ishiq 
Flashed finely, but it was a transitory prosperity." 

The five oma- 
The following verses, commemorating five 

merits of Shaykh of the chief ornaments of Shaykh Abb Ishgq's 
AM I S ~ B ~ ' S  court court, also belong to this period : 

H I  y o u & - ' , *  

1 According to the F~Ys-n&n he captured ShLrAz in 743/1342-3, 
was besieged there by Mubirizu'd-DLn Muhammad b. Mupaffar in 
75311352-3, when, after losing his little son 'AIL Sahl, ,he was driven 
back to IzfahLn, and was finally captured and put to death by his rival 
in  75811357. 

I 8-2 
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':,I> J:, 'h + 2 1 -  * >* 91 + ,,., 
1 &"A&&( ..J j &I& 4' dj &A+ *-tljj 

"During the period of ShAh Shaykh Abli Is1?iq1s rule 
The kingdom of FBrs throve wondrously through five persons. 
First, a king like him, a giver of governments, 
Who, thou would'st say, snatched preeminence by justice, bounty and 

equity. 
Secondly, that Remnant of the AbdfZ', Shaykh Amlnu'd-Dln, 
Who was numbered amongst the 'Poles' and was the meeting-place 

of the Azutctdl. 
Thirdly, one like that just judge Asllu'l-Millat wa'd-Din, 
Than whom Heaven remembers no better judge. 
Again one like that accomplished judge LA~z~d[uld-Din al-&la, 
Who dedicated his explanation of the Mawctqif to the King. 
Again one so generous as Hijji Qiwbm3, whose heart is as  the Ocean, 
Who, like HAtim, invited all men to partake of his bounty. 
These departed, leaving none like unto themselves : 
May God most Great and Glorious forgive them all ! " 

The Abddl ("Substitutes"), Aqtdb ('LPoles"), and Awtdd(literal1y 
" Tent-pegs ") are three classes of the RijdZu'Z-Gliayb, or " Men of the 
Unseen World," who are supposed by the S6fis to watch over the order 
of the world and the welfare of mankind. Their number and functions 
are discussed in the "Definitions 'l (Ta'ryit) of ash-Sharff al-Jurjinf, 
who was appointed by Shdh Shujbc to a Professorship in ShirPz, and 
must have been acquainted with IJAfiz. H e  died in 81611413. 

'Adudu'd-Din 'Abdu'r-Ralpin b. Ahmad al-fji composed a 
number of works on theology, ethics, philosophy, etc., amongst which 
the MawdqzyJi 'IZ7ni'l-KaZdnz (on which al-JurjAnf, mentioned in the -. . 

preceding note, wrote a commentary)~is the most celebrated. H e  died. 

in 75611355. See Brockelmann, Gesck. d. Arab. Litt., ii, pp. 208-9. 
Hbjji Qiwim is celebrated by Hbfil: in other poems, as  in the well- 

known verse : 
' J')b u2& dA.4 +I &J:,. 

cL+Jl,5 u7L L& +k AL.h 

H e  died, according to the Fdrs-mfnza, in 753/1352. 
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Mubirizu'd-Din Muhammad b. Mu?aff'ar, who ruled 

over Fdrs from 75411353 to 75911357, was of 
M U ~ A ~ ~ Z U ~ ~ - ~ i ~  ,,, a very different type to his pleasure-loving 

predecessor and victim. Harsh, stern and 
ascetic in character, he had no sooner taken possession 

Closillg of the of ShirAz than he caused all the taverns to be 
tavernsin his closed, and put a stop, as far as possible, to  
reign 

the drinking of wine, to the great annoyance 
of HAfiz, who refers to these. lean days in the following 
amongst other passages of his poems : 

"Though wine gives delight and the wind distils the perfume of the 
rose, 

Drink not wine to the strains of the harp, for the constable1 is alert 
Hide the goblet in the sleeve of the patch-work cloak, 
For the time, like the eye of the decanter, pours forth blood. 
Wash your dervish-cloak from the wine-stain with tears, 
For it is the season of piety and the time of abstinence." 

'*kQ L o & &  J> * &qT ,&' 

1 iMu&tasib, a police officer charged with the superintendence of the 
weights, measures and morals of a town. His activities in certain 
aspects correspond with those of a University Proctor. 
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" 0 will it be that they will reopen the doors of the taverns, 
And will loosen the knots from our tangled affairs ? 
Cut the tresses1 of the harp [in mourning] for the death of pure wine, 
So that all the sons of the Magians2 may loosen their curled locks! 
Write the letter of condolence for the [death of the] Daughter of the 

Grape3, 
So that all the comrades may let loose blood [-stained tears] from 

their eyelashes. 
They have closed the doors of the wine-taverns; 0 God, suffer not 
That they should open the doors of the house of deceit and hypocrisy I 
If they have closed them for the sake of the heart of the self-righteous 

zealot 
Be of good heart, for they will reopen them for God's sake ! " 

Shih Shuji', who succeeded his father Mub5rizu'd-Din 

shdh Shuja, and relaxed his oppressive restrictions, com- 
allowsthetaverns posed the following quatrain on the same 
to be reopened 

subject : 
'&I + jLfl>&j> 

" In  the assembly of the time the concomitants of wine-bibbing are 
laid low ; 

Neither is the hand on the harp, nor the tambourine in the hand. 
All the revellers have abandoned the worship of wine 
Save the city constable, who is drunk without wine." 

1 1.e. strings or chords. 
The sale of wine in Muhammadan countries is carried on by non- 

Muslims, Jews, Christians, or Zoroastrians. With 1;IAfiz and his con- 
geners the "Elder or the Magians" (Pir-i-Mr~glrdtt) and the "Magian 
boys" (Mugh-6acha-hd) are familiar concomitants of the tavern. 

1.e. Wine, similarly called by the Arabs Bintz 'LLlna6. 
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The reopening of the taverns is celebrated by H d f i ~  in 
the following verses : 

'd& b>.+ +J GXA j - 

4u:,+ UUL 9 u;rti &+! G ~ ~ f  

At early dawn good tidings reached my ear from the Unseen Voice: 
' I t  is the era of S h i h  Shuj5' : drink wine boldly ! ' 
That time is gone when men of insight went apart 
With a thousand words in the mouth but their lips silent. 
T o  the sound of the harp we will tell those stories 
At the hearing of which the cauldron of our bosoms boiled. 
Princes [alone] know the secrets of their kingdom ; 
0 Hifi?, thou art a beggarly recluse ; hold thy peace !" 

In another poem Hdfi? says : 

I swear by the pomp and rank and glory of Shih Shuji' 
That I have no quarrel with anyone on account of wealth and 

position. 
See how he who [formerly] would not permit the hearing of music 
Now goes dancing to the strains of the harp." 

In another poem he says : 
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' & I &  L S ~ 3 J  Jjl LkbJ -4 

"The harp began to clatnour ' Where is the objector?' 
The cup began to laugh ' Where is the forbidder ? '  
Pray for the King's long life if thou seekest the world's welfare, 
For he is a beneficent being and a generous benefactor, 
The manifestation of Eternal Grace, the Light of the Eye of Hope, 
The combiner of theory and practice, the Life of the World, ShAh 

Shuj a'.'' 

In spite of this and other verses in praise of Shdh 
Shujd', the relations between the Prince and the Poet are 

said to have been somewhat strained. Shdh 
Shdh ShujL'is 
jealousoraafi~ ShujA' had a great opinio~l of a poet named 

'Imdd-i-Fapih ("the Jurisconsult ") of Kirmdn, 
who is said to have taught his cat to follow him in its 
genuflections when he performed his prayers. This achieve- 
ment was accounted by the Prince almost a miracle, but by 
HPfiz a charlatan's trick, concerning which he said : 

"The S6fi hath made display of his virtues and begun his blandish- 
ments ; 

H e  hath inaugurated his schemings with the juggling heavens. 
0 gracefully-moving partridge who walkest with so pretty an air, 
Be not deceived because the cat of the ascetic hath said its prayers'!" 

The .reference in this line is otherwise explained on p. 243 sttjm. 
Cfi also p. 258. The text given in Rosenzweig-Schwannau's edition 
(vol, i, p. 316: No. 8 in >) differs somewhat from that adopted by 
Shibli which is here given. 
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The scorn expressed by HQfiq for 'Imid is said to have 
been the original cause of ShAh Shujg's dislike for him, 
Contemptof but the Prince himself was his not very suc- 
adfi?for6lmad cessful rival in the field of poetry, and jealousy 
of Kirmdn 

appears to have increased that dislike. On one 
occasion the Prince criticized Hdfi;s's verse on the ground 
of its many-sided aspects : no one motive, he complained, 
inspired i t ;  it was at one moment mystical, a t  another 
erotic and bacchanalian; now serious and spiritual, and 
again flippant and worldly, or worse. "True," replied 
Hdfiz, "but in spite of all this everyone knows, admires 
and repeats my verses, while the verses of some poets 
whom I could name never go beyond the city gates." 

Shih ShujAr was greatly incensed at this answer, and 
soon afterwards came across the following verse of HAfi? 
which seemed to deliver the poet into his hands : 

I ' & l > j  S* j , p t  LSJI jt JI CS~, 
"If Muhammadanism be that which Htifiz holds, 

Alas if there should be a to-morrow after to-day ! " 
HQfiz, being warned that this verse was to be made the 
ground of a charge of heresy or agnosticism against him, 

H&& ingenious- 
went in great perturbation to MawlAnP Zaynu'd- 

iy extricates Din Abd Bakr Tdyabddi, who happened at that 
himselffroma time to be in ShirAz, and asked his advice. 
charge of heresy 

The latter recommended him to add another 
verse placing the words to which exception was taken in the 
mouth of another, on the principle that "the reporting of 
blasphemy is not blasphemy." Thereupon Hdfiz prefixed 
the following verse to the one cited above: 

I "How pleasant to me seemed this saying which a t  early morn 
A Christian was reciting at  the door of the tavern with tambourine 
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On being charged with atheistn he produced this verse 
along with the other, and said that he was not responsible 
for the opinions expressed by a Christianl. 

Shdh Shuji' died in 785/1383-4 or 78fi2, and was suc- 
ceeded by his son Zaynu'l-'Abidln, who, however, was 

Shlh Manpdr 
deposed and imprisoned by his cousin Sh ih  
Man& in 78911387. H i f i ~  celebrated his 

triumph in a poem beginning: 

'A+> e l .  6 9 c3 49 

"Come, for the standard of King Man~dr has arrived ; 
The good tidings of conquest and victory have reached the Sun and 

the Moon." 

The  deposed ruler ZaynuJl-'Abidin (who was subse- 
quently blinded) had accepted the suzerainty of TimGr, 
received his ambassador, Qutbu'd-Dln, and inserted his 
name in the kkzd{ba and on the coins, and TimGr himself 
entered Shfrdz in 78911387, some time before Zaynu'l- 

The alleged 
'Abidin's deposition. I t  must have been at  

meetingbetween this time, if a t  all, that the meeting between 
Timfir and Hbfiq Timfir and Hdfiz, described by Dawlatshihs 
and those who follow him in connection with TimGr's second 
entry into Shiriz in 79511393, three or four years after 
the poet's death, actually took place. The  story, which is 
more celebrated than authentic, has been already given on 
pp. 188-189 szfra. DawlatshAh, with characteristic in- 
accuracy, first gives the date of this supposed meeting as 

79511393, and then states (incorrectly) that 
Date of the 
death of Hbfiq Hifiz died in the previous year, 7g4/13g2. As 

a matter of fact he died in 7grl1389, or possibly 
in the following year. The former date is that given by 

1 This anecdote is given by the flabibu's-Szyar, vol. iii, pt z, pp. 37 
et seqq. 

The latter is the date given by the MujnaC of Fagil~l in the 
chronogram ft& 6 k  j l  

3 See pp. 305-306 of my edition. 
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the chronogram on his tombstone, so ,  ingeniously para- 
phrased by Herman Bicknelll as follows : 

t"6 
* 

I l i j L  +I* L5;eO &I el* ' & >$ jj >H u w  

Chronogram. 
"On spiritual man the lamp of Hafig gleamed ; 

'Mid rays from Glory's Light his brilliant taper beamed ; 
Musallii was his home : a mournful date to gain. 
~hr ice  take thou from MOSALLA'S * . EARTH ITS RICHEST . . 

GRAIN." . 
The sum of the letters composing the words Uj$" JILL 

is 791, and the same date is obtained by subtracting three 
times CIII (= 309) from MLL (= I 100)~. The  same date 
is given by Muhammad Gulandim, the editor of Hifiz's 
Dtwkn ; while the following year (792) is given by J imi  in 
the Nafa&itu'l- Uns, by KhwAndamir in the UabLbu's-Szyar, 
and by Fa~lhf  of Khw5f in his Mzcjmal or Compendium of 
History and Biography. 

Celebrity of 
Mention has already been made of the 

during celebrity achieved by HAfiz even during his 
his l i t i m e  lifetime. As  he himself says : 

'&AI 9 *J jb& U l C  

"The black-eyed beauties of Cashmere and the Turks of Samarqand 
Sing and dance to the strains of q i f i ~  of Shiriiz's verse." 

In another passage8 he says, speaking of a poem he had 
just composed : 

'a i,\*b+ A 4  &+ *& 
/ 

' 3 9 ~  4 6  4 4 uij 

flrtp~ o j  Shfrds : Selectiotts from tcis Poems, translated from the 
Parsinn by Herman Bick~tell (Triibner and Co., London, 1875)) p. xvi. 

a See my Lit. Hist. of Persia, vol. ii, pp. 76-7. 
8 Ed. Rosenzweig-Schwannau, vol. i, p. 416. 
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"All the parrots of India become sugar-breakers 
Through this Persian candy which is going to Bengal. 
Behold the annihilation of space and time in the pilgrimage of Poetry, 
For this infant, though but one night old, is going on a year's 

journey ! " 

Not only with the Mu~affari rulers of Shfrdz, but with 
many other contemporary princes, HAfiz entered into re- 
lations. Sultdn Ahmad ibn Uways-i-Jali'ir, the accom- 
plished fl-khinf ruler of BaghdBd, himself a poet, musician, 
painter and artist, repeatedly strove to induce Hdfiz to visit 
his court, but, as the poet himself sang: 

"The zephyr-breeze of Mu~all5 and the stream of RuknbbPd 
Do not permit me to travel or wander afield." 

However he composed verses in this Prince's praise, 
amongst others the following : 

" I praise God for the justice of the Icing 
A1;mad the son of Shaykh Uways the son of Hasan il-khbnf ; 
A KhPn and the son of a Khln, a Icing of kingly descent, 
Whom it were meet that I should call the Soul of the World. 
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No rose-bud of delight bloonled for me from thc earth of Fbrs : 
0 for the Tigris of RaghdLd and the spiritual wine ! 
Curl your loclcs in Turkish fashion, for in thy fortune lie 
The  Empire of Khusraw and the status of Chingfz IChAn." 

But, though HPfiz never achieved the journey to  
BaghdAd, he seems often to have thought of i t :  

" In Shirdz we did not find our way to our goal ; 
Happy that day when IJPfi? shall take the road to Baghdbd !" 

Two kings of India also sought to persuade Hdfiz 
to visit their courts. One of these was MahmGd Sh ih  

Invitations to 
Bahmani of the Deccan, a liberal patron of 

H 6 5 ~  India tovisit poets, who, through his favourite Mfr Fadlu'llih, 
invited HAfiz to his capital, and sent him money 

for his journey. HPfiz spent a considerable portion of this 
sum before leaving Shirbz, and on arriving a t  Ldr on his 
way to the Persian Gulf met with a destitute friend to 
whom he gave the remainder. Two ~e r s i an '  merchants, 
KhwAja Zaynu'd-Din of HamadPn, and KhwAja Muham- 
mad of KAzarfin, who were on their way to India, offered 
to defray the poet's expenses in return for the pleasure 
of his company. H e  went with them as far as the port of 
Hurmuz, where a ship was waiting to  convey him to India, 
but a tempest which arose just as he was embarking caused 
him such lively consternation that, abandoning his intention, 
he  returned to ShirPz and sent t o  Mahtndd ShPh the poem 
beginning : 
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A verse-translation of  the whole  o f  th i s  p o e m  ( t h o u g h  
t h e  verses stand i n  an order  different from t h a t  given above)  
will be found  a m o n g s t  Miss  G e r t r u d e  L o w t h i a n  Bell's 

graceful  render ings  of Poefns f ~ o f n  the Diva72 of Hajz l  
(No. x x i ,  pp. 91-93), in which the s t a n z a s  cor responding  
to the four couple t s  c i t ed  a b o v e  a r e  as follows : 

"Not all the sum of earthly happiness 
Is  worth the bowed head of a moment's pain, 
And if I sell for wine my dervish dress 
Worth more than what I sell is what I gain I 

The Sultan's crown, with priceless jewels set, 
Encircles fear of death and constant dread; 
It  is a head-dress much desired-and yet 
Art sure 'tis worth the danger to the head? 

4F * * * 
Down in the quarter where they sell red wine 
My holy carpet scarce would fetch a cup- 
How brave a pledge of piety is mine, 
Which is not worth a goblet foaming up ! 

* 4F * * 
Full easy seemed the sorrow of the sea 
Lightened by hope of gain-hope flew too fast ! 
A hundred pearlsZ were poor indemnity, 

Not worth the blasts." 

Another Indian king, SultAn G h i y i t h u ' d - D i n  ibn S u l t d n  
S i k a n d a r  of Bengal ,  s t a t e d  by S h i b l i  Nu'mAni (who is 

1 London : William Heinemann, 1897. 
T h i s  translation corresponds with the alternative reading 

lJbd in place of ~j l j  A+. 
3 This story rests on the authority of the historian of India, Mu- 

hammad Qdsim Firishta of AstarLbLd, who wrote in 101511606-7. 
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responsible  fo r  the story1) to have a s c e n d e d  the t h r o n e  in 
76811366-7, is  s a i d  t o  have corresponded w i t h  Hdfi?, who 
wrote for  h i m  the ode b e g i n n i n g  : 

'< 0 cup-bearer there is talk of the cypress, the rose and the anemone, 
And this discussion goes on with 'the three cleansing draughtsa! 
All the parrots of India will crack sugar 
Through this Persian candy which is going to Bengal. 
0 Hdfi?, be not heedless of the enthusiasm of the Court of SuliAn 

GhiyLthuJd-Din, 
For thy affair will be furthered by thy lamentation." 

H a v i n g  spoken o f  Hdfiz's re la t ions  w i t h  contemporary 
princes,  we pass now to the l i t t l e  that is k n o w n  or con-  

Domestic j ec tured  as to h i s  personal  c ircumstances.  For 
circumstances the s t a t e m e n t  that he fell in l o v e  w i t h  and 
of ydfi? ultimately married a girl called Skdkh-i-Nab& 
("Branch of S u g a r - c a n e  ") there is no w e i g h t y  au thor i ty ,  
nor are s u c h  d o m e s t i c  par t i cu la rs  t o  be e x p e c t e d  f rom 
Persian biographers ,  in view of  t h e i r  re t icence on all 

1 In Mawlawi 'Abdul-Muqtadir's excellent Bankzyore Catalogue 
(Persian Poets : Firdawsi to H i f i ~  : pp. 253-4) the King in question in 
this anecdote is the same a s  in the last, viz. MahmGd Shih  Bahmanf, 
who reigned 780-79911378-1396, and the anecdote assumes a different 
and  fuller form. 

2 This is generally explained as  meaning three draughts of wine 
taken in the morning after a debauch to "break the headache" caused 
by previous excess. The author of the Catalogue cited in the last note 
makes it refer to three of the SultLn's handmaidens called respectively 
Cypress, Rose, and Anemone, and named collectively, for reasons which 
he gives, I' the three washerwomen." 
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matrimonial matters. That he mnrriccl and had sevcral 
children is probable. To the death of his wife he is supposed 
to allude in a poem beginning1 : 

"That sweet-heart through whom our home was Fairyland, 
And who, from head to foot, was like a fairy, free from blemish," 

but there is nothing in the poem to show that his wife 
is the person referred to. There is, however, a clearer 
reference to the premature death of a son in the following 
verses : 

' &j3i c i i t j 2 i  U*J 9 s  ,+ 
&> Stb &\ )dl &J 

'&!- JJ W c3J LS- 
I 

',&.\LJ cd $>&L u 
" 0  heart, thou hast seen what that clever son 

Has experienced within the dome of this many-coloured vault : 
In place of a silver tablet2 in his bosom 
Fate hath placed a stone tablet3 on his head." 

The following fragment4, also believed to refer to the 
death of this or another son, gives the date of this loss as 
Friday, 6th of Rabi' I, 764 (Dec. 24, 1362) : 

1 Ed. Rosenzweig-Schwannau, vol. i, pp. 596-8, and note on p. 819. 
9 Corresponding to a slate on which a child does sums and 

exercises. 
3 I.e. a tombstone. 
4 Ed. Rosenzweig-Schwannau, iii, p. 280. 

'+h,! a) +zjkl~Aa~+ 
It  was the morning of Friday and the sixth of the first Ra6tL 
When the visage of that moon-faced one declined from my heart. 
In the year seven hundred and sixty four of the Flight 
This difficult story became clear to me like [limpid] water. 
How can regret, grief or sorrow profit 
Now that life has passed in vanity without result?" 

According to a biography of poets entitled Khizdna-i- 
(Alzlzira: composed in India by Mir GhulAm 'Ali KhPn Azdd 
in -I I 7611 762-3, a son of HAfiz named ShAh Nu'mAn came 
to India, died a t  BurhgnpGr, and is buried in the Asir-Gayh. 

As regards HAfizJs intellectual attainments, his bilingual 
mt =,,== poems alone show that he had a good know- 
attainmen- or ~ a f i z  ledge of Arabic, apart from the statements of 

his editor, Muhammad GulandAml, as to his 
more scientific work in the language. H e  himself says : 

I " N o  one of the mfizesesP in the world hath combined as  I have 
The aphorisms of the Philosophers with the Scripture of the Qufldn." 

That he knew the Quv'dtz by heart is proved by the 
verse : 

I " I  have never seen any poetry sweeter than thine, 0 Hifi?, 
[I swear] by that Quv)dn which thou keepest in thy bosom." 

MawlawI Shibli Nu'mAnI points out that the oft-made 
assertion that HAfiz was indifferent to the favour of kings 
HafiTnot and princes is not borne out by his poems, in 
indifferent to which there occur incidentally praises of the 
royal favour majority of contemporary rulers, including ShPh 

1 See p. 272 su j~a .  
9 Le. those who have learned the Qur'dn by heart. 
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ShujA', Shaykh Abli IshAq, Sultdn Mal?mhd, Shfili Man~iu-, 
and the rulers of Yazd and I-Iurmuz : 

"The King of Hurm6z did not see me, yet showed me a hundred 
favours without a word [of praise on my part] ; 

The Kilig of Yazd saw me, and I praised him, but he gave me 
nothing. 

Such is the conduct of Kings : be not thou vexed, 0 HBfiz  ; 
May God, the Giver of daily bread, vouchsafe them Ilis Grace and 

Aid I "  

To the King of Yazd's failure to reward him, he again 
alludes in a very famous and beautiful ode1 : 

These lines are thus rendered by Herman Bicknella : 
'' Many a year live on and prosper, SLfqts3 of the Court of Jam4, 

E'en though I, to fill my wine-cup, never to your circle come : 
East-wind, when to Yazd thou wingest, say thou to its sons from me: 
'May the head of every ingrate ball-like 'neath your mall-bat be! 
'What though from your dais distant, near it by my wish I seem ; 
'Homage to your King I render, and I make your praise my theme."' 

1 Ed. Rosenzweig-Schwannau, vol. i, pp. 4-7. 
0~5. Gil., pp. 6-7. Cup-bearers. 

4 Jam or Jamshfd, a legendary king of Persia, whose reign is 
associated with much glory. H e  corresponds to the mythical Yima of 
the Avesta. The kilig of Yazd and his courtiers are here alluded to. 
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The difference between E;IAfi?; and most Persian pane- 
gyrists is, however, as Mawlawi Shibli Ku'minf 

Wherein Hi f i~  
differs from well points out, that, unlike even such great 
other pane. poets as Anwarf, Zahfr of FAryib and Salmin gyrists 

of SAwa, he never employs mean and despicable 
methods to extort money, or has recourse to satire when 
panegyric fails. 

We have already seen how devoted Hifi? was to Shfriz, 
and he never wearies of singing the stream of Rukndbdd 
and the rose-gardens of Mu~allA : 

'' Bring, Cup-bearer, all that is-left of thy wine ! 
In the Garden of Paradise vainly thotiJlt seek 
The lip of the fountain of RuknBb6d 
And the bowers of Mu~allB where roses twine1." 

And again : 

'&+I d l  & b +I u 
"There is a difference between the Water of Khidr, which dwells in 

the Darknessa, 
And our water, of which AllAhu Akbar3 is the source." 

Although it is chiefly of the Spring, the Rose, the 
Nightingale, Wine, Youth and Beauty that Hifi?; sings, 
and at times of the Eternal Beauty of which all fair and 
desirable things are but the pale reflection, he sometimes 

1 Miss G. L. BellJsPoems from tke Divan ofHafiz; pp. 71-2.~ 
Le. the Water of Life, said to be situated in the Land of Darkness. 

I t  was sought in vain by Alexander the Great, but found by his saintly . 
companion and guide KhiPr (sometimes identified with IlyBs or Elias), 
who drunk of it and became immortal. 

The Tang-i-Alldhu Ak6ar is the narrow defile whence the 
traveller approaching from the North first sees Shirh.  See the plate 
on p. xxi of Herman Bicknell's translation of H A f i z .  

19-52 
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rnaltes incidental  mcnt ion  o f  vi l r ioi~s s ta tcsn lcn  a n d  scholars  
whose  favour a n d  p a t r o n a g e  h e  has enjoyed1. Amongst 
these a r e  HAjji Qi~vAm, Qiwbmu'd-Din H a s a n 2 ,  K h w b j a  
Jalilu'd-Din, ShAh Y a h y l i  Nusratu 'd-Din and others ,  be- 
s ides  t h e  k ings  a n d  princes a l r e a d y  mentioned.  A n d  t h o u g h  
he wrote  mathlzazetis, " f ragments  " (nzuqa[ta'rit), qa:z'das a n d  
qua t ra ins  (rubLt'Zjyn't), it i s  i n  t h e  o d e  o r  ghazaZ t h a t  he 
especially excels.  To his  incomparab le  skill  i n  th i s  b r a n c h  
of verse m a n y  of h i s  successors h a v e  b o r n e  tes t imony,  
amongst t h e m  Si ' ib ,  S a l I m  and 'Urfi3; b u t  no o n e  h a s  

be t te r  expressed  it than S i r  G o r e  Ouseley,  w h o  says4: 

"His style is clear, unaffected and harmonious, displaying at the 
same time great learning, matured science, and intimate knowledge of 
SirGoreOuseley the hidden as well as the apparent nature of things; but 
on the genius above all a certain fascination of expression unequalled 
of v ~ f i ~  by any other poet." 

It is, however, to Miss  G e r t r u d e  L o w t h i a n  Bel l  that w e  
are indebted  for  the best e s t i m a t e  o f  HAfiz, at once critical, 
sympathe t ic ,  a n d  full o f  insight.  In part icular  she c o m p a r e s  
and cont ras t s  h i m  i n  the m o s t  i l lumina t ing  m a n n e r  wi th  h i s  
elder c o n t e m p o r a r y  Dante, a f te r  character izing whose poetry 
she says6 : 

"To HBfi?, on the contrary, modern instances have no value ; con- 
temporary history is too small an episode to occupy his thoughts. 

During his life-time the city which he loved, perhaps 
Miss Gertrude 
Lowthian as dearly as Dante loved Florence, was besieged and 
on Hdfiz and taken five or six times ; it changed hands even more 
Dante often. I t  was drenched with blood by one conqueror, 
filled with revelry by a second, and subjected to the hard rule of 
asceticism by a third. One after another Hsfi? saw kings and princes 
rise into power and vanish 'like snow upon the desert's dusty face.' 
Pitiful tragedies, great rejoicings, the fall of kingdoms and the clash 

1 The  verses in question are given by Shibli on p. 232 of vol. ii of 
his Shi'm'LCAjanz. 

2 See the Introduction to Miss G.  L. Bell's Divan of Hnfiz, 
pp. xxii-iii. 

3 See p. 234 of Shibli's above-mentioned work. 
4 Biopq5lzicaZ Notices ofPersia7t Poets (London, 1826), p. 23. 
6 C)p. a't., pp. 58-60. 
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of b:~ttle--all thcsc he must havc seen and heard. But what ecllo 
of them is there in his poems? Almost none. An occasional allusion 
which learned commentators refer to some political event; an ex- 
aggerated effusion in praise first of one king, then of another; the 
celebration of such and such a victory and of the prowess of such and 
such a royal general-just what any self-respecting court-poet would 
feel it incumbent upon himself to write ; and no more. 

"But some of us will feel that the apparent indifference of HBfis 
iends to his philosophy a quality which that of Dante does not possess. 
The Italian is bound down within the limits of his philosophy, his 
theory of the universe is essentially of his own age, and what to him 
was so acutely real is to many of us merely a beautiful or a terrible 
image. The picture that HBfi? draws represents a wider landscape, 
though the immediate foreground may not be so distinct. I t  is as  if 
his mental eye, endowed with wonderful acuteness of vision, had 
penetrated into those provinces of thought which we of a later age were 
destined to inhabit. We can forgive him for leaving to us so indistinct 
a representation of his own time, and of the life of the individual in it, 
when we find him formulating ideas as profound as  the warning that 
there is no musician to whose music both the drunk and the sober can 
dance." 

S h i b l i  Nu'mAni ascr ibes the per fec t ing  of t h e g h a z a d  and 

What the 
the e x t e n s i o n  of  its scope to Hifi?, and i n  a 

X ,  0 0 ,  lesser d e g r e e  to h i s  con temporar ies  S a l m i n  a n d  
owes to Hbfiq 

K h w i j 6 .  W i t h  the ear l i e r  mas te rs ,  s u c h  as Sa'di, 
Amir Khusraw and Hasan of Dih l i ,  i t s  a l m o s t  invariable  
theme was love. ~ h w i j i i  sang of other m a t t e r s  as well, 
s u c h  as the t rans i to r iness  o f  the world,  whi le  S a l m i n  ex- 
cel led i n  rhe tor ica l  artifices and novel  compar i sons  a n d  
similes. Hifiz c o m b i n e d  the mer i t s  of all, a d d i n g  to t h e m  
a c h a r m  a l l  h i s  own,  a n d  of ten  i t  pleased h i m  to take from I 
t h e i r  Diwdns a c o u p l e t  or hemis t ich  and modi fy  it so as to I 
add to i t s  b e a u t y .  In the case of Sa'df I have given some 

I 

Parallel passages 
instances of this in the second v o l u m e  of my 

or Hafir and L i t e r a r y  H i s t o r y  of Persia1,  and S h i b l i  Nu'mdni 
Khwija. 

gives  others as be tween  HBfiz and Khwijd and 
S a l m i n  respectively. A m o n g s t  these l a t t e r  are the following: 

1 Pp. 536-9. See Mawlawf 'Abddl-Muqtadir's remarks on this at 
p. 255 of the Bank@ore Catalope (Firdawsi to HAfiq). 
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Shibli Nu'mAni says that he could give many other parallels between Hdfiz and Khwdj~,  

Parallel passages but deems these few examples sufficient. In each case he discusses the relative merit 
0 0 f ~ a f i ~ a . d  of the parallel couplets, generally, but not always, giving the verdict in favour of m Sal~nin 

HAfiz. He then passes to a similar comparison between ISAfiz and Salmin. 4 
cn 

(1) 8 
Snlmdn. 

' o > C 3  >> 12 db C~j13r 
' b , L j  i)b 1) 5*?* + 
' 3-010 b>l> >4 A a .*lbj 

' 6 $ 4  >l+ &\-d dl+" i,J+ 3+ 

'-efiJ> 3-d >> lJ J> - Al-0 

' 6 , l S C  ,+ J, 6 E& 6- ,I dr 

6 - u 9 >J u j  d 9 1 > ~  
1 4 3 ~ 3  JAL- >, &+F &A.~>+ 

&la'$?. 4 
4 T! 

' b > Q  >b pd & -y, L l  J+ 3 
'b,vc& j d ~ , > & J i A L  E 

I* 3jk dl a> 3-3 O q 

' b 3 b ) P k  >>I? & J&>39.) &b & 

' + + l i ~ p ~ + ~ ~ \ > ~ j ~ j  2? a 
? 

'6,- ,+ J, Lj b, 'dQw LjL m 

2 '&W & + A ,  31, &-9 A>) g 
Go,& $ A+ jL + M - 
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his predecessor or contemporary. This, of course, is quite 
different from parody, such as that indulged in by 'Ubayd- 
i-ZQkdnf and Bushiq, where the object is not to surpass but 
to deride. 

The number of commentaries on the poems of I;IAfiz, 
not only in Persian but also in Turkish, and 

Commentators 
of wafir possibly in Urdli also, is very considerable, but 

few of those which I have had occasion to 
examine are either very critical or very illuminating. The 
three best-known Turkish conlmentaries are those of SurGrf, 
Shem'i and SGdi, of which the last is the most accessible1 
and the most useful, since the author very wisely confines 
himself to the elucidation of the literal meaning, and avoids 
all attempts at allegorical interpretation and the search for 
the "inner meaning." That many of the odes are to be 
taken in a symbolic and mystical sense few will deny; that 
others mean what they say, and celebrate a beauty not 
celestial and a wine not allegorical can hardly be questioned ; 
that the spiritual and the material should, as Shih  Shuji' 
complained, be thus mingled will not surprise any one who 
understands the character, psychology and WeZtanschauu~zg 
of the people of Persia, where it is common enough to meet 
with persons who in the course of a single day will alternately 
present themselves as pious Muslims, heedless libertines, 
confirmed sceptics and mystical pantheists, or even incarn+- 
tions of the Deitya. The student of IjBfiz who cannot decide 
for himself which verses are to be taken literally and which 

His commentary on the first 80 odes is included in BrockhausJs 
Leipzig edition of the Dtwdn (1854-6), and the whole has been printed 
with the text and another Turkish commentary at Constantinople about 
1870. The English reader who desires to acquaint himself with Sddi's 
methods may consult W. H. Lowe's Twelve Odes of@djd done literal& 
into English to,qether wi th the corres-ondinr jortiott of the Tzrkish 
Cofnrtmentavy of S M ,  for the Frst  t ime  translated (Cambridge, I 877, 
pp. 80). See also Lieut.-Col. H. Wilberforce Clarke's English prose 
translation (2 VO~S, London, 1891). 

2 I have endeavoured to depict this type of Persian in the chapter 
of m y  Year amongst the Persians entitled "Amongst the Qalandars." 
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symbolically is hardly likely to gain much from a com- 
mentator who invariably repeats that Wine means Spiritual 
Ecstasy, the Tavern the Shfi Monastery, the Magian elder 
the Spiritual Guide, and so forth. To  the English reader 
who desires to pursue this method of study, however, Lieut.- 
Colonel H. Wilberforce Clarke's complete prose translation 
of the Dfwdn of Hifiz "with copious notes and an ex- 
haustive commentary1" may be recommended. On the sym- 
bolical meaning of the erotic and Bacchanalian phraseology 
of the mystic or pseudo-mystic poets of Persia generally 
E. H. Whinfield's excellent edition and annotated transla- 
tion of MahmGd Shabistari's Gulshan-i-Rciz ("Rose-garden 
of Mystery ") and the late Professor E. 13. I'almer's little 
work on O~ientad Afysticism may bc consulted with ad- 
vantage. On the origin, doctrines and general character of 
SGffism I must refer the reader to chapter xiii (pp. 416-444) 
of the first volume of my Literary History ofPersia. 

One little Persian treatise on Hdfiq, to which my atten- 
tion was first called by Mr Sidney Churchill, 

The Latifa-i- 
chay5* of formerly Oriental Secretary of the British Le- 
Muhammad 
of D A I ~ ~  gation at  TihrAn, deserves a brief mention, 

chiefly because it formulates and subsequently 
endeavours to refute certain adverse criticisms on his poetry 
made by some of his compatriots. This little book is en- 
titled Laftfa-i-Ghaybiyya and was written by Muhammad 
b. Muhammad of DBrib, concerning whose life and date 
I have been unable to learn anything. I t  comprises 127 
pages of small size, was lithographed at TihrAn in 13041 
1886-7, and chiefly consists of explanations of different 
verses. The three hostile criticisms which it seeks to refute 
are stated as follows on p. 5 : 

( I )  That some of his verses are meaningless, or that, if 
they have any meaning, it is very far-fetched 

Defence of Hdfi? 
against his and enigmatical. The following instance is 
cntics given : 

See n. I on the preceding page. 
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- 
'up+ dl* j mlI&p j t  d+ 
"Cease your recriminations and return, for the pupil of my eye 

Hath pulled off the cloak over its head and burned it as  a thank- 
offering'." 

(2) That some of his verses are evidently secular and 
profane, and refer to the pleasures of the senses in a manner 
which cannot be explained as allegorical, as for instance: 

'$ G y  3- "i+* c +  G ~ J  Gt.9>> &9 + 
" My heart, in love with Farrukh's face, is agitated like Farrukh's hair." 

And again : 
4 r 

I .>> &>,I dJ L. G,> j1.A t~ ~4 ,7~ *+; >b 
ILA thousand blessings be on the red wine which hath removed the 

sallow complexion from my face !" 

(3) That many of his verses smack of the Ash'ari 
(Sunni) doctrines, which are repudiated and execrated by 
the Imdmi (Shf'a) doctors, e.g. : 

c&>ls >d y.0 &W d+ >a 

' l J ~ ; & # L S s + ~ , ? J  
"They did not suffer me to pass through the street of good repute: 

If thou dost not approve, then change Destiny2!' 

'GJ> >cJ &k+ d5 i)b &*I 

LSJ N JA c;b; G~JJ 
I' This borrowed life which the Friend hath entrusted to H&fi?-- 

One day I shall see His Face and shall yield it up to Him3." 

1 For Sitdi's explanation of this verse, see Rosenzweig-Schwannau's 
edition of HBfi?, vol. i, No. 26 in a, p. 769 in the notes. I t  is not very 
convincing, and I have never met with any other allusion to the custom 
there allegkd. 

2 I t  is worth noting that the extreme Fatalism commonly regarded 
in Europe as  characteristic of Islam is repudiated by Muslims of the 
Shl'a sect. 

3 The doctrine called R~yayatu'ZZdA ("The Vision of God ") belongs, 
I think, especially to the Yanbali sect, but is held in detestation by the . - 
Shi'a. 
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Although manuscripts of 1;Idfiz offer as many variants 
as  is usually the case with Persian texts, there exists of 

Why the Turks 
this poet's works an established and generally 

are better editors accepted text which we oive, I think, t o  the 
of Persian poetry 
than the Indians Turkish commentator Shdf, and which has 

been popularized in Europe by the editions of 
Brockhaus and Rosenzweig-Schwa~lnau, so that it is usual 
to refer to the odes of Hbfiz by the numbers they bear in 
the latter edition. Turkish editions of Persian poetry, such 
as the Matheawdof Jalblu'd-Din Rhml  the Bfw&n of HAfiq, 
etc., are generally more accurate and trustworthy than those 
produced in India, which commonly contain many spurious 
and interpolated lines composed by the editors, lines which 
a Persian would be ashamed and a Turk unable to produce; 
for the Persian editor has in most cases enough taste 
(dhczwg) to know that he cannot produce verses likely 
to be accepted as those of the master whom he is editing; 
while the Turkish editor is generally conscientious and 
laborious, but incapable of producing any Persian verses 
a t  all. The Indian editor, on the other hand, often has 
a certain facility of versifying without much critical taste. 

This "authorized version" of the Diwctlt of Hbfiz (which 
could probably be much improved by a fresh and careful 

collation of all the best and oldest manuscripts) 
Translations 
or 136fi~ contains in all 693 separate poems ; to wit, 573 

odes (ghnzal'iyydt) ; 42 fragments (muqai!a'dt) ; 
69 quatrains (rtcb&tjydt) ; 6 ?~zath/zlzazuts; 2 pa;idas, and one 
"five-some" or mukha?nnzas. Of all of these poerns German 
verse-translations are given by Rosenztveig-Schwannau, and 
English prose translations by Wilberforce Clarke. There 
exist also many translatiolls of individual odes or groups 
of odes in English, German, Latin, French, etc., either in 
verse or prose1. Of English verse translations the largest 
and most sumptuous collectioll is that of Herman Bicknell, 

For a list of the chief of these, see Dr H. Eth6's Catalogue ofthe 
Persian MSS in Ae fitdin Ofice, No. 1246 (col. 71-o), and the Banki- 
$ore Cataloee (Firdawsi to HBfiz), pp. 256-7. 
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who was born in 1830, studied Medicine a t  S t  Bartholo- 
 new's Hospital and took the degree of M.R.C.S. in 1854, 
entered the Army. Medical Service, went through the 
Indian Mutiny, travelled widely in Europe, Asia, Africa 
and America, made the pilgrimage to Mecca under the 
name of 'Abdu'l-Wahid in 1862, and spent some time a t  
Shfrbz "with the object of clearing up doubtful points [in 
the Ddw&n], and of becoming personally acquainted with 
the localities mentioned by- the' Poet!' , H e  died in 1875, 
and his posthumous work was brought out with loving ' 

care by his brother, A. S. Bicknell, in the same year. It 
contains, besides the Preface, Introduction, Appendix and 
Indices, and nine illustrations, translations, complete or 
partial, of 189 ghazaltjydt, all the 42 muqatfa'dt and 69 
ruba"*yrit,. 2 out of the 6 ~~zathnawt., and the one mzrk- 
hanznzm. 

Of most of these translations of HAfiz, from the Latin 
renderings of Meninski (1680), Thomas Hyde (1767) and 
Revisky (1771); the French (1799) and English (1792) 
versions of Sir William Jones; the numerous German 
versions from Walil (1791) to Bodenstedt (1877); and the 
later English efforts of Payne, Justin McCarthy'and Wilber- 
force Clarke, I do not propose to speak here; but I shall 
say something. of three of .the English verse-translations 
which seem to  me the most worthy of attention. Of the 
oldest of .these three, that of Herman Bicknell, published 
in 1875, I have already spoken above. The  next in point 
of time is that of Miss Gertrude Lowthian Bell (London, 
1897), which contains, besides an admirable Introduction 
on the life, times and character of the poet, verse-translation? 
of 43 of the odes. These, though rather free, are, in my 
opinion, by far the most artistic, and, so far as  the spirit 
of HAfi?; is concerned, the, most, faithful renderings of his 
poetry. Lastly, in 1898 Mr Walter Leaf published, 28 
"Versions from HAfi?;," in,..which he endeavoured to re- 
produce the form as well as the sense 'of the original 
poems, with as much success, probably, as is attainable 
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under these conditions. The  existence of these three 
versions exonerates me from attempting, as I have done 
in the case of other less known Persian poets, to  produce 
versions of my own. In their different ways they are all 
good: Herman Bicknell's are accurate as regards the 
sense, and often very ingenious, especially the chrono- 
grams ; Walter Leaf's give an excellent idea of the form; 
while Miss Bell's are true poetry of a very high order, 
and, with perhaps the single exception of FitzGerald's 
paraphrase of the Quatrains of 'Umar Khayyim, are 
probably the finest and most truly poetical renderings of 
any Persian poet ever produced in the English language; 
for, though some of Sir William Jones's verse-translations 
are pretty enough, they can hardly be dignified by the 
name of poetry, and are, moreover, so free that they can 
scarcely be called translations. 

For the sake of comparison I gave elsewhere' five 
different English verse-translations of one of the best- 
known of the odes of Hrifiz, that beginning2: 

'!$I++ J s;j*+L+ "29- Jk 
which has been rendered into English verse by  Sir William 
Jones, Herman Bicknell, Miss Bell, Walter Leaf, and myself. 

/ I cannot find so many English verse-renderings of any other 
of the odes of Hifi?, for, though many of those translated 
by Miss Bell are also to be found in Herman Bicknell's 
translation, only three or four of the former are included 
amongst the 28 published by Walter Leaf. The one fault 
to  be found with Miss Bell's versions is that they are not 
arranged in any order, nor is any indication given of t he  
opening words of the original, nor reference to its position in 
the text of Rosenzweig-Schwannau which she has followed ; 

In a lecture on the Literatuue of Persia delivered to the Persia 
Society on April 26, 1912, and afterwards published for that Society by 
John Hogg, 13, Paternoster Row, London, E.C., price one shilling. 

See Rosenzweig-Schwannau's ed., vol. i, p. 24 (No. 8 in nlzy). 
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and only after I had succeeded, with considerable labour, 
in identifying the originals of all but nine or ten of her 
translations did I ascertain that ' m y  friend Mr Guy le 
Strange possessed an annotated copy of her book con- 
taining all the references I required save one (No. xv), 
which was wrongly given, and which I am still unable to 
identify. For the convenience, therefore, of other readers 
of her admirable book, I give below the reference to each 

original in Rosenzweig-Schwannau's edition, 
Comparative 
table of odes 

specifying the volume, page, and number under 
translated by each rhyming letter, and adding a reference 
Miss Bell and 

translators, to  Bicknell and Leaf in cases where an ode 
has also been rendered by them. 

(No. in Miss Belys 
transl.) 

'No. i (p. 67) 
No. ii (p. 68) 
No. iii (p. 69) 
No. iv (p. 70) 
2No. v (p. 71) 
No. vi (p. 73) 
No. vii (p. 74) 
No. viii (p. 75) 
No. ix (p. 76) 
3No. x (p. 78) 
No. xi (p. 79) 
No. xii (p. 80) 
No. xiii (p. 81) 
No. xiv (p. 83) 
No. xv (p. 84) 
No. xvi (p. 85) 
No. xvii (p. 86) 
No. xviii (p. 88) 
No. xix (p. 89) 
No. xx (p. ~30) 

(Reference to original in (Reference to H. 
Rosenzweig's ed.) Bicknell's transl.) 

vol. i, p. 2 (1 I )  No. i (p. 3) 
vol. i, p. 194 ( a  58) No. li (p. 83) 
vol. i, p. 204 ( a  63) No. liv (p. 85) 
vol. i, p. IOO ( a  19) - 
vol. i, p. 24 (1 8) No. viii (p. 20) 
vol. ii, p. 86 (& 6) NO. cxxvi (p. I 72)  

v o l . i , p . 1 5 ~ ( 3 4 1 )  - 
vol. i, p. I 10 (a 24) . No. xxxi (p. 60) 
vol. i, p. 8 (I 3) No. iii (p. 9) 
omitted No. clxxii (p. 240) 
vol. i, p. 138 ( 3  36) No. xxxix (p. 71) 
vol. i, p. 32 (I I 2) NO. xii (p. 29) 
vol. i, p. 276 ( a  90) No. lxv (p. 99) 
vol. i, p. 302 (a 3) NO. IXX (p. 107) 

vol. i, p. 222 (3 69) No. Ivi (p. 88) 
vol. i, p. 148 ( a  40) No. xliii (p. 75) 
vol.i, p. 360 (a 23) - 
vol. i, p. 368 (2 26) . - 
vol. ii, p. 18 (> 6) - 

1 See also Palmer's Song of t k c  Reed, pp. 53-4. 
a W. Leaf, No. iv, pp. 27-8. 
3 W. Leaf, No. i. p. 23 ; Palmer, pp. 49-50. , 
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(No, in Miss Bell's 
transl.) 

No. xxi (p. g ~ )  
No. xxii (p. 93) 
No. xxiii (p. 94) 
No. xxiv (p. 95) 
No. xxv (p. 97) 
No. xxvi (p. 98) 
No. xxvii (p. 100) 

No. xxviii (p. 101) 
No. xxix (p. 102) 
NO. XXX (p. 103) 
No. xxxi (p. 104) 
No. xxxii (p. 106) 
No. xxxiii (p. 107) 
No. xxxiv (p. 108) 
No. xxxv (p. 109) 
No. xxxvi (p. I 10) 
No. xxxvii (p. I I I )  
No. xxxviii (p. I I 2) 
No. xxxix (p. I 14) 
No. xl (p. I 15) 
No. xli (p. I 16) 

No. xlii (p. I I 7) 
No. xliii (p. I I 8) 

(Iiefcrence to origin~l  in 
IZosenzweig's ed.) 

vol. i, p. 374 (> 28) 
vol. i, p. 410 (> 41) 
vol. i, p. 596 (> I 13) 
vol. iii, p. 86 (6 31) 
vol. i, p. 502 (3 78) 
vol. i, p. 520 (> 85) 
vol. i, p. 256 (3 82) 
vol. i, P. 490 (3 73) 
vol. ii, p. 8 (> 3) 
vol. ii, p. 104 (U: 7) 
vol. i, p. 560 (> 99) 
vol. ii, p. 32 (> 11) 
vol. i, p. 576 (> 105)  
vol. i, p. 584 (s 108) 
vol. i, p. 662 (> 139) 
vol. ii, p. 78 (yl 2 )  

vol. ii, p. 68 ( j  10) 
"01. i, p. 650 (3 I 35) 
vol. i, p. 416 (s 44) 
vol. ii, p. I 2 0  (&I 15) 
vol. iii, p. 296 (qit'a 

No. 33) 
vol. i, p. 586 (> 109) 
vol. ii, p. 398 (9 74) 

eleterlcc to 13. 
I?,,,el,!s trans1.r 
- 

No. lxxx (p. I 2 2) 

No. ciii (p. 147) 
- 
- 

NO. XC (p. 133) 
- 

No. cxv (p. I 58) 
No. cxxviii (p. I 76) 
No. xcvii (p. 140) 
No. cxvii (p. 162) 

No. ci (p. 144) 
No. cvii (p. 151) 

No. cxxi (p. 166) 

No. lxxxi (p. 123) 
- 

Qit'a xxxiii (p. 292) 

- 
No. clxiii (p. 2 2 7) 

A s  already noted, only three or four of the  odes have 
been rendered in English verse b y  Miss Bell, H e r m a n  
Bicknell and Walter Leaf, and  of one of them ( A g a r  Lin 
Tu~,K-i-Shf~dzf. ..) the  parallel renderings were published 
in my paper on Persinlz Literatz~re, to  which reference h a s  
been already made, together with others. Another  o d e  

rendered by the  three writers above mentioned is t h a t  
beginning1 : 

I --. ., 3jl d, I ~ & J S & ~ ~  

, 1 See Rosenzweig-Schwannau's ed., vol. i, p. 110, No. 24 in a; 
Miss Bell, No. viii, pp. 75-6; Bicknell, No. xxxi, p. 60 ; and Walter 
Leaf, No. v, p. 29. 
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Of this also, for the  sake of comparison, I here reprint the  
three  versions, beginning with H e r m a n  Bicknell's, which is 
as follows : 

BicKneZl's translation (No. xxx i ,  p. 60). 

(I) "In blossom is the crimson rose, and the rapt bulbill trills his song; 
A summons that to revel calls you, 0 Slifis, wine-adoring throng ! 

(2) The fabric of my contrite fervour appeared upon a rock to bide ; 
Yet see how by a crystal goblet it hath been shattered in its pride. 

(3) Bring wine ; for to a lofty spirit, shoald they at its tribunal be, 
What were the sentry, what the Sultan, the toper or the foe of glee? 

(4) Forth from this hostel of two portals as finally thou needst must go, 
What if the porch and arch of Being be of high span or meanly low? 

( 5 )  To bliss's goal we gain not access, if sorrow has been tasted not; 
Yea, with Alastu'sl pact was coupled the sentence of our baleful lot. 

(6) At Being and Not-being fret not, but either with calm temper see: 
Not-being is the term appointed for the most lovely things that be. 

(7) Asa?s display, the airy courser, the language which the birds em- 
ployed, 

The wind has swept ; and their possessor no profit from his wealth 
enjoyed4 

(8) Oh ! fly not from thy pathway upward, for the winged shaft that 
quits the bow 

A moment to the air has taken, to settle in the dust below. 

(9) What words of gratitude, 0 HBfi?, 
Shall thy reed's tongue express anon, 
As its choice gems of composition 
From hands to other hands pass on ? " 

1 " It is maintained by certain interpreters of the Koran that   dam 
and the whole of his future race appeared before their Creator on the 
first day of the world. God said to them : ' A-lash bi-Rabbi-Kum,' 'Am 
I not your Lord?' All responded 'Bald,' 'Yes.' But the word '6aldLf' 
has the additional signification of ' bale' or 'evil.' Hence the sentence 
of bale, or evil, was annexed to the pact of the 'Day of Alast,' and was 
constituted a condition of existence." 

a '' How vain were the glories of Solomon ! Asaf was his minister, 
the East-wind his courser, and the language of birds one of his accom- 
plishments ; but the blast of Time has swept them away." 
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Walter Lercf's translatiotz (No. v, p. 29). 

(I) "Aflame with bloom is the red rose, the bulbul drunk with Spring ; 
What ho, adorers of Wine! Hear the call to mirth that they fling. 

(2) The corner-stone of repentance that seemed a rock firm-set 
Is rent and riven asunder by touch of glasses a-ring. 

(3) Fill high the bowl with the red wine, for here is Liberty Hall, 
: The sage is one with the toper, the ploughman e'en as the king. 

(4) From out this Hostel of Two Doors the signal calls us away, 
Alike if low be the roof-tree or lofty dome upspring. 

( 5 )  We conquer only through anguish the resting-place of delight; 
T o  life, by bond of AZmt-vow, the long 'Alas' must cling1. 

(6) With IS and IS NOT annoy not thy heart ; be merry of soul, 
For IS NOT is but the last end of every perfect thing. 

(7)  Thc fame of Asaph, the wind-steed, the speech with birds of fhe air 
As wind have passed; to their master no more avail shall they 

bring. 

(8) No pinion heavenward soaring desire ; the arrow aloft 
Shall sink to dust in the end, howsoe'er it leap on the wing. 

(9) What thanks and praises, 0 HAFIG, shall yield the tongue of thy 

pen, 
That all the songs of thy singing from mouth to mouth men sing?" 

Miss Bell's translation (No. viii, p. 75). 
(I) 'IThe rose has flushed red, the bud has burst, 

And drunk with joy is the nightingale- 
Hail, Shfis, lovers of wine, all hail ! 
For wine is proclaimed to a world athirst. 

(2) Like a rock your repentance seemed to you ; 
Behold the marvel ! Of what avail 
Was your rock, for a goblet has cleft it in two ! 

(3) Bring wine for the King and the slave at  the gate I 
Alike for all is the banquet spread, 
And drunk and sober are warmed and fed. 

(4) When the feast is done and the night grows late, 
And the second door of the tavern gapes wide, 
The low and the mighty must bow the head 
'Neath the archway of Life, to meet what. ..outside? 

1 See note I on previous page. Mr Leaf has here sought to para- 

phrase the word-play on bald ('Yea') and baM (Woe) in the original. 
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( 5 )  ~ x c e ~ t  thy road through affliction pass, 
None may reach the halting-station of mirth ; 
God's treaty : Am I not Lord of the earth? 
Man sealed with a sigh : Ah yes, alas ! 

(6) Nor with IS nor IS NOT let thy mind contend; 
Rest assured all perfection of mortal birth 
In the great IS NOT at  the last shall end. 

(7) For Assaf s pomp, and the steeds of the wind, 
And the speech of birds down the wind have fled, 
And he that was lord of them a11 is dead ; 
Of his mastery nothing remains behind. 

(8) Shoot not thy feathered arrow astray I 
A bow-shot's length through the air it has sped, 
And then ... dropped down in the dusty way. 

(9) But to thee, oh Ijfrfiq, to thee, oh tongue 
That speaks through the mouth of the slender reed, 
What thanks to thee when thy verses speed 
From lip to lip, and the song thou hast sung?" 

This one example of three parallel translations will 
suffice to show generally the style of work of the three 
translators. Miss Bell's is the least literal, but by far 
the most poetical, and is a wonderful interpretation of the 
spirit of the original. Walter Leaf aims especially at 
exactly reproducing the form (both as regards rhyme 
and metre), as well as the sense, of the original. Herman 
Bicknell steers a middle course, making each verse of his 
translation correspond with its original, but not attempting 
to preserve the same rhyme throughout the poem. 

In view of these and other excellent translations of 
H6fiz into verse and prose in English and other European 
languages, I will content myself with quoting here the 
renderings by Miss Bell and Herman Bicknell of one more 
ode of HAfiz, which has a certain special interest because 
it is engraved on his tombstone1, and which begins : 

For a complete translation of the inscription on the tombstone, see 
the plate facing p. xvi of Herman Bicknell's work above mentioned. 
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RickneZZ's tmtzsbtion (p. 227, No. clxiii). 
"Where doth Thy love's glad message echo for my rapt soul 

To  rise ? 
This sacred bird from the world's meshes yearns to its goal - 

To rise. 
I swear, wilt Thou Thy servant name me, by all my love sublime 
Higher than my desire of lordship o'er space and time 

T o  rise. 
Vouchsafe, Lord, from Thy cloud of guidance to pour on me Thy 

rain. 
Ere Thou command me as an atom from man's domain 

To  rise. 
Bring minstrels and the wine-cup with thee, or at my tomb ne'er sit ; 
Permit me in thy perfume dancing from the grave's pit 

To  rise. 
Though I am old, embrace me closely, be it a single night: 
May I, made young by thy caresses, a t  morn have might 

To  rise l 
Arouse thee ! show thy lofty stature, 
Idol of winning mien : 
Enable me, as soul-reft Hifiz, 
From Nature's scene 

To  rise !" 

Miss Bell's tvanshttion (No. xliii, pp. I I 8- I I 9). 
"Where are the tidings of union? that I may arise- 

Forth from the dust I will rise up to welcome thee ! 
My soul, like a homing bird, yearning for Paradise, 
Shall arise and soar, from the snares of the world set free. 
When the voice of love shall call me to be thy slave, 
I shall rise to a greater far than the mastery 
Of life and the living, time and the mortal span: 
Pour down, oh Lord! from the clouds of Thy guiding grace 
The rain of a mercy that quickeneth on my grave, 
Before, like dust that the wind bears from place to place, 
I arise and flee beyond the knowledge of man. 
When to my grave thou turnest thy blessed feet, 
Wine and the lute shalt thou bring in thy hand to me, 
Thy voice shall ring through the folds of my winding-sheet, 
And I will arise and dance to thy minstrelsy. 
Though I be old, clasp me one night to thy breast, 
And I, when the dawn shall come to awaken me, 
With the flash of youth on my cheek from thy bosom will rise. 
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Rise up! let mine eyes delight in thy stately grace I 
Thou art the goal to which all men's endeavour has pressed, 
And thou the idol of HBfi?;'sworship ; thy face 
From the world and life shall bid him come forth and arise 1" 

The tomb of Hifi? is in a beautiful garden, called after 
him the " HAfi~iyya," situated near Shiriz. I t  was much 

beautified by Abu'l-QAsim Bdbur: the great- 
The tomb of 
W f i ~  grandson of Timbr, when he conquered Shirdz 

in 85611452, the work being entrusted by him 
to MawlAnA Muhammad Mzl'ammd'L9, A t  a later date 
(1226/1811) it was further embellished by Karim Khin- 
i-Zand, one of the best rulers that Persia has ever had', 
by whom the present tombstone, a slab of fine alabaster, 
was contributed. The Hdjf~iyya is much honoured and 
much frequented by the people of ShirAz and by visitors 
to  that city, and the poet's grave is surrounded by the 
graves of many others who have sought proximity to those 
illustrious ashes, so that his ow11 words have been fulfilled 
when he said : 

When thou passest by our tomb, seek a blessing, for it shall be- 
come a place of pilgrimage for the libertines of all the world." 

Before passing on to the mention of other poets, some- 
thing must be said as to the practice of taking an augury 

T&ing auguries (tafdul) from the Di~rtn of HAfi? which is SO 
from the Dfvrrfn prevalent in Persia, where the only other book 
of used for this purpose (and that much more 
rarely) is the Qur'dn itself, just as the ancient Romans 
used to use Vergil (Sortes Vergiliang). I t  has been already 
mentioned that HAfiz is often entitled Lidnu'LGhayb 

1 Not the great BBbur who was the great-great-great-grandson of 
Tfmhr, and who founded the so-called " Mogul Dynasty" in India 

2 See DawlatshLh, p. 308 of my edition. 
8 See Sir John Malcolm's History of Persia, vol. ii, p. 147. 
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("The Tongue of thc Unsecn ") and Ta~yi~ntrfi t7~~GAs7~tt~- 
("The Interpreter of Mysteries"), and it is generally be- 
lieved by his fellow-countrymen that, in case of doubt as 
to the course of action to be pursued, valuable indications 
may be obtained by opening the Dizetdn at  random, after 
the utterance of suitable invocations, and taking either the 
first verse on which the eye falls, or the last ode on the open 
page, with the first line of the succeeding ode. Tables, 
called Fdl-n&a, comprising a number of squares (always 
a multiple of some number such as 7 or g) each containing 
one letter are also employed for the same purpose; and 
one of these, with instructions for its use, is often prefixed 
to Oriental editions of the Dlzodnl. Tllesc tables, however, 
in spite of their mysterious and impressive appearance, 
only give a very limited number of answers-seven when 
the squares are a multiple of seven, nine when they are a 
multiple of nine, and so on ; and as Lane has well observed, 
in speaking of similar squares used by the Egyptians, in 
consequence of the view prevailing in the East generally 
that, if in doubt, it is better, as a rule, to  refrain from 
action, a majority of the answers provided for arc generally 
distinctly discouraging or of a negative character, and only 
a few encouraging. 

The table referred to in the last foot-note comprises 
15 x 15 = 225 squares, each containing one letter. Nine 

hemistichs each containing 25 letters are chosen 
Analysis of a 
fdz-ndma (g  x 25 also =225). In the first square is placed 

the first letter of the first hemistich; in the 
second square the first letter of the second hemistich, and 
so on to the ninth square, in which is placed the first letter 
of the ninth hemistich. Next follow the second letters of 
each hemistich in the same order, the second letter of the 
first hemistich in the tenth square, the second letter of 
the second hemistich in the eleventh square, and so on, 

1 A specimen of these tables will be found on p. 233 of the Banki- 
pore Catalogue, in the volume consecrated to Pevsian Poetry from 
Firdawst to PdJ?. 
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until the table concludes a t  the 225th square with the 
last (25th) letter of the last (ninth) hemistich. In using 
the table, the finger is placed a t  random on one of the 
225 squares, and the letter it contains is written down, 
and after it, in a circle, the 24 letters obtained .by  taking 
each 9th square from the point of departure until the cycle 
is completed. By beginning a t  the proper point, these 
25 letters give the first hemistich of one of the odes, which 
can then be readily found in the Diwa'n. The  table in 
question gives the following nine hemistichs, to each of 
which I have added the second hemistich (not included in 
the table, but needed to complete the verse), the reference 
to Iiosenzweig's edition, and the English translation. 

I. No. 1 7 i n G .  R.-Schw.,vol.'ii;p. i21. 

' J+ o>yj? . . 
'A+ UJ &J> &jl +L?L) & d j ~  

"We have tried our fortune in this city; we must withdraw our 
gear from this gulf." 

This would supply an answer to one who was hesitating 
a s  to whether he should emigrate from the place where he 
was, or not. 

2. No. 62 i n p .  R.-Schw., vol. ii, p. 364. 

"Welcome, 0 bird of auspicious advent and fortunate message ! 
Good is thy arrival ! What news? Where is the Friend? Which is 

the road ? ' 

3. ~ o . ' 5 7  i n p .  R.-Schw., vol. ii, p. 352. 

. . 5 3 )  dk LSH ++ a . 3 9  ., ~ $ 3  
b,, bib+, >LP,> bji,i> 

I.  If 1 go home from this abode of exile, then, when I go thither, I 
shall go wisely and sensibly." 
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This would supply an answer to a traveller or exile 
who was wondering whether he would not do well to return 
home. 

4. No. I in d. R.-Schw., vol. ii, p. 160. 

& >a JI ~ L L ,  

'd+ &+j & >3 ++ 
"Should my lucky star aid me, I will lay hold on his skirt ; 

Should I pluck it, 0 the delight! And should he slay me, 0 the 
honour ! '' 

5. No. 4 in J. R.-Schw., vol. ii, p. 12. 

~k j l  A+ ,FJ 9 k cw 
'd ,4 4 &+ b3tLF 

"Show thy face and take away from my memory all thought of my 
own existence ; 

Bid the wind bear away all the harvest of those who are burned out !" 

6. No. So in >. R.-Schw., vol. i, p. 508. 

" I said, 'I have longing for thee !' She replied, 'Thy longing will come 
to an end.' 

I said, 'Be thou my Moon!' She replied, 'If it comes off!"' 

I 7. No. 19 in d. R.-Schw., vol. ii, p. 128, - ' 

'&+ ~!iw 4 6  $9 31 +J Q 

' A t  2~bAp jl + P I ( C ~ J  + 
" 0 Lord, that fresh and smiling rose which Thou didst entrust to me 

I now entrust to Thee from the envious eye of the flower-bed.') 

8. No. 8 in j. R.-Schw., vol. ii, p. 64 
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I "My desire hath not yet been fulfilled in respect to nly craving for 
thy lip ; 

1 In  the hope of the ruby goblet [of thy mouth] I am still a dkiner  
of dregs." 

I 9. No. 24 in>. R.-Schw., vol. ii, p. 270. 

u>U a i h J >  j l  U* 

'A u>tp &2> OJ J> 

"Arise, that we may seek an opening through the door of the tavern, 
That we may sit in the Friend's path and seek [the fulfilment of] a 

wish ! " 
As will be seen, the answers supplied by these vague 

oracles are often of a somewhat uncertain na- 
Imtances OF ture, besides being limited in number to nine. 
"guriSdrawn from ~ i f i ~  The other method of opening the Dtwa'n at 

random gives, of course, much richer results, and 
there stands on record many a remarkable response, which 
si non d vero C ben trovato. Six of these are recorded a t  the 
end (pp. 122-7) of the little treatise entitled Latga-i-Ghay- 
bzjya which has been already mentioned'. 

The first refers to ShAh Isma'il the Great, the founder 
of the Safawi dynasty, who made the Shi'a doctrine the 
official creed of Persia, and carried his energy so far in this 
endeavour that he ordered the tombs of persons of suspected 
orthodoxy or of known Sunnf proclivities to be destroyed. 
One day, accompanied by a certain ignorant and fanatical 
priest known as Mull6 Magas: he visited the tomb of HBfi?, 
and MullA Magas urged him to have it destroyed, alleging 
(as had been alleged by the poet's contemporaries) that he 
was unorthodox in belief and dissolute in life. The King 
thereupon announced his intention of taking an augury 
from the Diwdn of I;IAfiz, which opened at the following 
verse : 
'pl*J;4r,~k~%& b,.!h&b->V,-ljyr- 

'' At dawn Or~on  displayed his belt before me, 
As though to say, ' I  am the King's slave, and this I swear."' 

See p. 300 sujra. a Magas is the Persian for a fly." 
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This, it is to be supposed, Shbh Isma'il toolr as all ex- 
pression of the deceased poet's loyalty to himself, and there- 
upon, well pleased, he again opened the boolc at random and 
was confronted by the following verse, which was even 
more evidently intended for his ecclesiastical companion : 

0 ,  

'd &y9* d t .  a+& &l 

'CSJ'W l.4 s.pi s cs* >* +> 
" 0 fly (magas) ! the presence of the Simurghl is no fit place for thy 

evolutions : 
Thou dost but dishonour thyself and vex us !" 

After this it may be assumed that MullA Magas effaced 
himself! 

The story referred to above, but not given in the Lntifn- 
i-Ghaybtjya, is that, when Hbfi? died, some of his detractors 
objected to his being buried in the Muslim equivalent of 
consecrated ground, but that, on an augury being taken 
from his poems to decide the question, the following very 
appropriate verse resulted : 

' LjjL '6j'~.+ jl >\A &> 9.j 
8 1 

L-2 >j* GALJ G+ & 

'I Withhold not thy footsteps from the bier of HrEfi?, 
For, though he is immersed in sin, he will go to Paradise!" 

The second instance given by the Luttfa-i-Ghaybiyya 
refers to another king of the same dynasty, ShAh TahrnPsp; 
who one day, while playing with a ring which he valued 
very highly, dropped it, and, though he caused an exhaustive 
search for it to be made under the carpets and cushions, 

1 A mythical bird of great size and wisdom and almost or quite 
immortal, which is supposed, like its Arabian equivalent the 'Anpd, to 
dwell in the Mountains of Qdf or of the Alburz, and which played an 
important part in the legend of SAm and ZrEl (the grandfather and 
father of Rustam respectively) as recounted in the Shdh-ndrza of 
Firdawsf. 

There were two Safawf kings of this name. The first reigned 
A.D. 1524-1576 ; the second 1722-1731. 
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could not find it. An augury taken from Hdfi? gave the 
following result : 

" What cares a heart which mirrors the Unseen and possesses the 
Goblet of Ja~nshfd for a ring which is mislaid for a moment1?" 

The king clapped his hands on his knees in admiration for 
the appositeness of this verse, and immediately felt the ring 
in a fold of his robe into which it had accidentally slipped. 

The third anecdote refers to yet another Safawi King, 
Shdh 'AbbAs the Second (A.D. 1642-1667), who obtained 
the following augury as to a campaign which he was medi- 
tating against the province of Adharbdyjljn, of which Tabriz 
is the capital2 : 

'&dl& >+& ~i;jJ &JU, 3 b  

L'Thou hast captured 'IrPq and FBrs by thy verse, 0 HEM? : 
Come, for it  is now the turn of Baghddd and the time for Tabrlz." 

This decided the king in favour of the campaign, which 
turned out completely successful. 

The fourth anecdote refers to the same king as the last. 
He had a servant named SiyPwush,whom his fellow-servants, 
through jealousy and malice, desired to destroy, so that they 

1 The  original reference is, of course, to Solomon, whose ring, 
. engraved with "the Most Great Name1' of God, whereby he exercised 

authority over birds, beasts, fishes, the winds, men, and the Jinn, was 
stolen for a while by the jinnt Sakhr. The Persians often seek to 
identify their legendary King Jamshid or Jam (the Yima of the Avesta) 
with Solomon, and attribute to the latter the "World-showing Goblet" 
(jdnz-i-jahdn-numd) of the former, which, like Alexander's Mirror 
(A'fna-i -~ikandar) ,  revealed to its possessor all that was passing in the 
world. 

a This story is more often told of Nhdir Shah. See the Bankgore 
Catalogue (Persian Poetry: Firdawsi to Ydfis), p. 235. 
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were constantly striving to convince the I<ilig that he was 
worthy of death. The result of an augury from the Dtwdn 
of Hdfi? was this verse : 

"The King of the Turks hearkens to the speech of the accusers : 
May he be ashamed of the wrong of [shedding] the blood of Siyb- 

wushl ! " 

The fifth instance is from the author's own experience. 
In 1052/164z-3 he reached Ahmad-Abid, then the capital 
of Gujerdt in India, and there made the acquaintance of a 
certain Kan'dn Beg, one of the notables of the place, who 
had a brother named Ylisuf Beg. The latter, who was in 
the army of GujerAt, had a little time previously been re- 
ported missing in a battle fought near Ahmad-dbdd against 
a hostile force. His brother, Kan'An Reg, was greatly 
disquieted until the following augury from HBfi? assuaged 
his anxiety, which was soon afterwards dispelled by his 
brother's safe return : 

I>+ d(r;~? *7 j~ 4 +M 

'j- d u  G~>J >$ dl*l '& 
Lost Joseph ( Y h u f )  will return to Canaan (Kan'dn) : grieve not ! 
The house of sorrows will one day become a rose-garden : grieve not !" 

, The sixth and last instance refers to a certain Fath-'A1I 
SultAn, the son of Imdm-quli Khdn, a youth remarkable 
for his beauty, who was the author's contemporary. One 
day, flushed with wine, and clad in a green coat (pa&) 
embroidered with gold, he visited the tomb of Hifiz on the 
day specially set apart for this, which falls in the latter part 
of the month of Rajab, and while there took an augury from 
the Diw~ifz, which gave the following verse : 

1 See ed. Rosenzweig-Schwannau, vol. i, p. 620, and the note on 
p. 823, which explains the allusion to the old legend in question. 
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"When thou passest by, drunkwith wine and clad in agold-embroidered 
coat, 

Vow one kiss to Hgf i~  who is clad in wool' ! " 

" What is one kiss ? " exclaimed Fath-'Ali ; " I promise 
two kisses ! " A week passed ere he revisited the tomb, 
and took another augury, which was as follows: 

"Thou didst say, ' I will get drunk and give thee two kisses' : 
The promise has passed its limit [of time], and we have seen neither 

two nor even one." 

"What are two kisses?" cried the lad; "I promise three 
kisses ! " And again he went away without discharging his 
vow, and did not return until another week had elapsed, 
when he again took an augury, and received the following 
answer : 

'+ alp , 'b5+ & )S* &I* 4d 

"Those three kisses which thou didst assign to me from thy two lips, 
If thou dost not pay them, then thou art my debtor ! " 

Thereupon Fath-'Ali Sultdn leapt from his seat and im- 
printed kiss after kiss upon the poet's tombstone. 

Other instances of omens taken from the Diwcin of 
H A f i z  by the Moghul Emperor JahAngir, and recorded in 
his own handkiting in the margins of a manuscript formerly 
in his possession, are given in the Bankipore Catalogue 
(Persian Poetry: Firdawsi to Hdfi?), pp. 231-52. 

1 Pashmtna-$hh (" clad in wool ") is the Persian equivalent of the 
Arabic Jfiff. See vol. i of my Lit. Hist. of Persia, p. 417. 
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Not much is known concerning this poet, who, however, 
since his verses won the admiration of HAfi?, 

Kam"Of cannot be passed over. Jdmi says1 that he was Khujand 
a great saint, and that if he deigned to write 

verse it was to conceal the fullness of his saintly nature and 
spiritual attainments, to prevent the complete suppression 
of his exoteric by his esoteric life, and to maintain the 
position of "servitudeJ' to God against an overmastering 
tendency to be merged in the Deity; an assertion in support 
of which he quotes KamAl's verse : 

" These efforts of mine in mypoetry are my 'Speak to m e 0  H ~ m a y r P ' ~ ! "  

Kam6l's spiritual guide was a certain Khwiija 'Ubaydu- 
'llih who resided for some time at Sh6sh2, a 

Particulars of 
Kamdl's life place situated like Khujand in Transoxiana, 

At an unknown but probably fairly early period 
of his life Kamdl migrated to Tabriz, where he made his 
home, and for which he conceived a great affection. The  
Jali'iri Sulf6n Husayn, son of Uways (776-78411374-I 382) 
showed him much favour and built for him a monastery o r  
rest-house. Jimi says that when after Kamdl's death they 
entered his private room in this rest-house, they found in i t  
no furniture save a mat of coarse reeds on which he used to 
sit and sleep, and a stone which served him for a pillow. 
In Tabriz, where he obtained a great reputation for sanctity, 

Nafafidk'Guns, pp. 7 I 2-1 3. 
The Prophet Muhammad, when recovering from the state of  

exhaustion into which he used to fall after receiving a revelation, was 
wont to summon his wife 'A'isha to come to his side and talk to him, 
with the words KaZZinzi-ni ya' fid7?zry~d, ILSpeak to me 0 little red 
one !" 

3 Or Chgch, the modern Tsshkand and ancient BanPkat or Fanltkat. 
Cf. pp. loo and r 10 subra. 
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he came under the influence of Shaykh Zaynu'd-Din 
KhwAfil. 

In 78711 385 TGqtimish,KhAn of Qipchiq, raided Tabriz, 
and, after the fashion of TimGr and other conquerors of 
those days, carried off Kamiil amongst other learned and 
pious persons to his own capital, Sariy. There he remained 
for four years2, at the end of which period he returned to 
Tabrfz where he diedu, according to most authorities, in 
803/1400-I. Dawlatshih places his death in 7gz/13go, a 
date which Rieu shows reason for regarding as much too 
early. A still later date (808/1405-6) is given by the 
MajdZisu'Z-' Ushshdq. On the poet's tomb was inscribed 
the verse : 

r  t ~ k d r ~ ~ ) ) L ? 1 6 j l J U  
" 0 Kamal ! Thou hast gone from the Ka'ba to the door of the Friend : 

A thousand blessings on thee I Thou hast gone right manfully !" 

During his second sojourn a t  Tabriz Kamil was patron- 
ized by TimGr's son MirAnshAh, who was then governor of 
AdharbiyjAn, and who is said to have given the poet, in 
return for some fruit which he or his soldiers had eaten 
from his garden, a sum of a thousand diedys wherewith to 
discharge his debts. 

The Dtwdn of KamAl of Khujand has never, so far as 
I know, been published, and is not common in manuscript, 
though copies are to be found in most of the larger collec- 
tions of Persian books. I possess an undated but well-written 
and fairly ancient manuscript, from which the following 
selections are taken. 

'b&> LSw > e ~ > p  j U 1 . j )  ! : . . .  . 

See pp. 569-72 of JAmi's Nafa&dt and Ibn 'ArabshAh's 'Ajd'ibuJZ- 
MaqdzIv, p. 34 of the Calcutta ed. of 1818. 

a See Rieu's Pers. Cat., pp. 632-3. 
The Atash-Kadu alone says that he died at Yazd. 
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' & O  Kamil, have thy tears from every eye-lash assumed the hue of 
Salmrln 

Because he linth stolen from other people's poetry his brilliant 
ideas? " 

'&The breeze combed the tresses of my Fricncl ; may God keep him in 
health for ever ! 

So long as thou art upright in figure like an alzx we are like a Cdm 
in the midst of woe1 ! 

The moist eye is best [laid] on thy lips, for sweet-meats are best 
[eaten] with what is moist. 

The wounded heart is so filled with the pain of thy love that the 
very idea of healing cannot enter it. 

Vex not thy heart with grief for the Friend, 0 ICamil : his mouth is 
the Water of Life wherein is healing." 

~ ~ I O S I  ,J &i 
/ "Hardly can the artist draw the picture of thy two eyebrows ; 

They cannot easily draw a double bow ! " 

(4) 
'M.~-~a+;rzl**+d,LHI 

' h l ~ k q r  c c J L 4 L S j k ~  
A graceful upstanding figure is compared to the letter alif (I), 

one bent with age or sorrow to (3) or ddl(>) Urn is the middle 

letter of the word bald (%), "woe." 
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'hl;.y~(iiad J>djdSpb&l 

"What company, what paradise, what resting-place are here ! 
Lasting life, the lip of the cup-bearer, the brim of the goblet are here! 
That Fortune which fled from all [others] did not pass by this door ; 
That joy which escaped all is here a servant ! 
When thou enterest our joyous abode with sorrow in thy heart 
All say, 'Indulge not in sorrow, for it is forbidden here !' 
We are on the roof of heaven : if thou passest by us 
Go gently, for here is the glass and the edge of the roof'! 
In  our audience-chamber there is neither seat of honour nor thres- 

hold2 ; 
Here King and dervish know not which is which ! 
Like wood of aloes we are all hot-footed and burning, I 

Save the ice-cold ascetic, who is here [accounted] raw. 
How often, 0 KarnAl, wilt thou ask, 'What station is this which thou 

possessest ? 
Whose station is this?' For here is neither abode nor lodging I "  

A proverbial expression for what is very precarious. "A glass in 
a stone-swept way is another similar idiom. 

Sax-i-nildl ("the shoe-row1') is a t  the lower part of the room, 
where the servants stand, and visitors kick off their shoes before 
stepping on to the raised and carpeted dais. 

21-2 
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" 0 Moon of mine, the Festival1 is come : may it bring thee happiness ! 
What wilt thou give as  a festal-gift to thy lovers? 
Thy cheek is a t  once our festal-gift and our Festival : 
Without thy cheek may our Festival be no Festival ! 
Thou hast said: ' I will ask after thee next Festival' : 
Alas ! for this promise is of long standing ! 
Deliver my soul from grief since the Festival hath come, 
For at  the Festival they set free captives. 
The Festival is come : cease to threaten Kamdl ; 
At the festal season they make glad the hearts of all ! " 

"Blessings on thy power of expression, 0 Kamgl I 
Thou hast, indeed, no choice as to approval. 
The fruit which they bring from Khujand 
Is  not so sweet and so luscious !" 

'&9> dI&lj-. I$& dhy >>I& + j &T 4 
1 The great Persian festival is the Nnwl-iiz, or New Year's Day, 

which corresponds with the vernal equinox (March 21). The two great 
festivals of Isldm are the 'fdu1Z-~i{r at  the end of Ramadfin, and the 
'idt~~l-Adhd on the 10th of Dhu'l-Hijja, the month of the Pilgrimage. 
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'AS &I *bJLoS e;! 
"Thy pain is better than balm, 0 Friend I . 

Thy sorrow enlargeth the soul, 0 Friend I 
H e  who begs of thee at thy door 
Seeks naught but pain and calamity, 0 Friend ! 
Notwithstanding that through poverty I have not 
Aught which is worthy of thine acceptance, 0 Friend. 
I will lay before thee my two bright eyes, 
I will say, ' I t  is the gaze of sincerity, 0 Friend I '  
Thou didst say, ' I  will slay thee,' but this is not right : 
I s  it  right that a friend should slay, 0 Friend? 
Whatever the heart said in praise of thy stature 
God brought true (or  straight), 0 Friend ! 
Straight have I made this ode to thy stature : 
Write, ' I t  is by Kamdl,' 0 Friend ! " 

K a m i l  is, so f a r  as I know, the o n l y  poet who endeavours  
as far as possible  to make a l l  h i s  o d e s  o f  a uniform length, 
n a m e l y  seven verses, as he expressly dec la res  i n  the two 
fol lowing fragments : 

" My odes are for the most part seven verses, 
Not forgotten like the utterance of Salmdn. 
When HAfiz  recites them in 'Irdq 
Fluently and aloud, [they are] like 'the seven hard onesl'; 
All seven [are] like heaven in their foundation, 
And of such sort 'ImLd [of Kirmdn] has not a single versaJ' 

1 The "Seven Lean Years" are so called in the Sdvatu Ydsllf 
(Qur'dn, xii, 48). In  another passage (lxxviii, 12) the same expression 
is used of the Seven Heavens, which is the meaning intended here. 
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"The odes of KamAl are seven verses ; 
Of the grace thereof the 'Five Treasures1 ' are but a tenth part. 
There exist also poems of seven verses by some of my friends, 
Each one of which is limpid and fluent and charming, 
But of every seven of them there should be erased 
Four verses from the beginning and three from the end I "  

"When the DiwAn of Kamdl falls into thine hand 
Copy of his poetry as much as thou wilt. 
If thou wishest to understand aright 
His rare ideas and expressions and words 
Do not pass swiftly over each word like the pen, 
But dive down into every letter like the ink." 
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g+l j l& ' j W - L  &-+ dkb :> 

c~bdo++~>3.)d, ' $ d l ~ *  J j i j , & - l  

'* 4 ~ .  6 j ~ -  'JW3,&lirbJ>&dl& 
"There are two KamAls famous in the world, . 

One from IsfahAnl and one from Khujand. 
This one is incomparable in the ode, 
And that one unrivalled in the elegy. , . 
Between these two Kamfils, in a manner of speaking, 
There is no more than a few hairs' breadthsJ difference I" 

L 
"Salmhn requested from me a poem, saying, ' In  my album there is 

no specimen of that verse.' 
I gave him those answering words like unto which [in value] is no 

pearl in [the Sea of] Aden. 
I wrote them for thee, but his words are naught in my sight? 

I 
' , > ~ s j & > + O > & ? J ~  'i-cw~if?>*~,+.~l~ 

I 

I "That Slifi with his nose cut off hath nothing for us but helplessness 
and humility ; 

I One cannot accuse him of the fault of self-conceit (khud-Hnf), 

1 
For the poor wretch hath not even a nose (Kkud Mnf nu-ddrad) ! " 

1 Some account of Kamllu'd-Din of IzfahLn, called "the Creator 
of [new] ideas" (KknZZdquJZ-Ma'dnt), will be found in vol. ii of my 
Literary History of Persia (pp. 54-42). 

a The whole point of this verse lies in the untranslateable word-play 
on Khud-6tni. 
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T w o  o r  three "fragments" a r e  addrcssecl t o  a certain 
&Id$?, who, however, appears to  be  a minstrel o r  harper  o f  
t h a t  name, not  the celebrated poet  of Shirdz. The following, 
however, almost certainly alludes to the contemporary poe t  
'A&r of Tabrizl :  

"At length poor 'A::Ar died and departed : he took upon his neck 
the blood of the courtsa and departed.'' 

(15) 
T h e  following fragment, to which Rieu refers" contains 

an allusion to an historical event, viz. t h e  invasion of TJq- 
tdmish : 

" Our Farhiid said to Mfr Walt, 'Let us restore the Rashfdiyya4 quarter ; 
Let us give gold to the Tabrfzfs for bricks and stone for this building.' 
The poor fellow was busy with his hill-piercing when, more numerous 

than the ants of the mountain and the plain, 

1 Some account of him will be found in Ouseley's Notices of the 
Persian Poets, pp. 201-226, and another notice by Fleischer in the 
Z.D.M.G., xv, 389-396. The date of his death is variously given as 
A.H. 779 and 784 (AD. 1377-8 and 1382-3). 

a I do not understand these words, which suggest that 'Ag$r was 
put to death. 

V e v s .  Cat., p. 633. 
This was the quarter of TabrIz originally built by the great 

minister and historian Rashidu'd-Dfn Fadlu'llbh. See pp. 70-71 suyjra. 
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The army of King TGqtimish arrived, and the Unseen Voice thus 
cried : 

' Shfrfn's ruby [lip] became the portion of Khusraw [Parwfzl, 
While Farhhd vainly pierces the rock1 I "' 

The following f ragment  refers to the poet HumAm of 
Tabriz (a contemporary of Sa'di) and contains an "insertion" 

(Ta(tmtn) or citation from his  poems : ,. 

"I  said, 'From the region [or Egypt] of ideas I will send thee 
A few sweet trifles which will be like sugar in thy mouth' : 
Again I feared this criticism, that thou mightest say like Humiim 
' Do not again bring sugar from Egypt to Tabriz I ' " ' 

Other fragments contain allusions to NiqArni a n d  Sa'di, 
while one is addressed to a p o e t  n a m e d  Ma'jari of  Samarqand,  
and the following to another (presumably a contemporary 
rival) called Ma'Adhi : 

(17) 

'a>& >b 9 &-\ + db> 

' d ~ ~ f  p% Jaj 
"This is my petition in my every private prayer, ' 0  my Succour and 

my Refuge, 
Save all people of taste and lovers of music from the harp of Maliti 

and the poetry of Ma'hdhl I "  

1 The allusion in the last verse is to the well-known romance of 
Khusraw and Shfrin. 
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(18) 
The following is a rather original and pretty conceit : 

" Knowest thou what is the cause of chuckling of the wine-bottles ? 
They are laughing at  the beard of the town-constable I "  

(19) 
The following fragment seems to show that KamAl's 

odes were not collected into a D i w h  until after his death: 

"A certain man of discernment said to me, 'Why is it . That thou hast [composed] poetry, yet hast no Diwcfn?' 
I replied, 'Because, like some others, 
My verse is not copious and abundant.' 
H e  said, 'Although thy verse is scanty [in amount] 
I t  is not less [in value] than their utterances.' " 

As is so often the case with Persian poets, KamAl's 
fragments are much more intimate and personal, and con- 
tain more allusions to contemporary events and persons 
(though for lack of fuller knowledge these allusions must 
often remain obscure) than his odes ; and for this reason I 
have here quoted them to a disproportionate extent. 

8. Maghribi 
(Mufiammad Shij/zn Maghribt of Tabrtz). 

Of the life and circumstances of Maghribf, one of the 
most thorough-going pantheistic poets of Persia, 

Maghribi little is known, though notices of him are given 
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by most of the biographers1. He is generally stated to have 
died in 809/1406-7 at Tabriz at the age of sixty years, so 
that he must have been born about 750/1349-1350; but by 
a minority of the biographers his death is placed two years 
earlier. The learned modern historian Ridri-quli KhAn states 
that he was born at NA'in, near Isfahin, and buried at 
I~tahbAnAt in Frirs, but he is generally reckoned a native 
of Tabriz. His poetical name Maghribi is said to be due 
to the fact that he travelled in the Maghrib (N.W. Africa), 
where he was invested with the dervish cloak (khirqa) by 
a Shaykh who traced his spiritual pedigree to the great 
Maghribi mystic Shaykh Muhiyyu'd-Din ibnuJl-'Arabf, 
whose thought even at the present day has a great influence 
in Persia, and whose Persian disciples, poets like 'IrAqi, 
Awhadu'd-Din, Maghribi and even the later JAmi, are con- 
spicuous for their thorough-going pantheism. Of Maghribi 
RidA-quli KhAn truly says in his Majma'u'Z-Fu~aba': 

'*-L"$ A&.# 
"His doctrine is the Unity of Being (Pantheism), and his inspiration 

the rapture of Visionz, nor can one find throughout all his verse aught 
save this one idea. His taw'-band andgkaaals are all filled with the 
verities of the true Unitarianisms." 

Maghribf is said by JAmi and other biographers to have 
been personally acquainted with the poet last discussed, 
KamAl of Khujand, which is probable enough, since the 

1 JPmfs Nnfakdtu'l-urn, p. 713 ; Atask-kada and Haft Iqlh, 
under Tabriz; flabibu's-Szj,a~~ vol. iii, pt. 3, p. 91 ; Majma'ulZ- 
Ftqahd, vol. ii, p. 30 ; ~iylfi~u'l-'Avifn, pp. 134-5. There is no men- 
tion of Maghribi in DawlatshPh's Memoirs of the Poets. 

2 Le. of beholding the infinite manifestations of the Divine Beauty 
in the beautiful things of the Phenomenal World. 

3 Formal or exoteric Unitarianism is the declaration that there is 
only One God ; esoteric Unitarianism is the conviction that there is 
only One Being who really exists. 
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two were contemporaries and spent at any ratc a consider- 
able part of their lives at Tabriz. On one occasion he is 
said to have found fault with the following verse of Kambl's 
on the ground that it evidently referred to material charms, 
and was not susceptible of a mystical interpretation*: 

"If eyes be such, and eyebrows such, and charm and coquetry such, 
Farewell, abstinence and piety ! Good-bye, reason and religion ! " 

Kambl, hearing this, sought an interview with Maghribl, 
and said: "[The Persian] chashm is [equivalent to the 
Arabic] 'aye2; so it may be that in the language of allusio~l 
it is to be interpreted as the Eternal Essence ('Ayn-i-Qadivz), 
which is the Divine Personality. So also [the Persian] abr-zi 
is [equivalent to the Arabic] /i*iba, so it may be that it may 
be taken as alluding to the Divine Attributes, which are 
the veil of the Essence." Maghribf, on hearing this ex- 
planation, apologized and withdrew his criticism. If it be 
true, however, as stated by Rieu4, that Kamdl superseded 
Maghribf in the favour of TfmGr's son MirdnshAh, the Go- 
vernor of ~ d h a r b g ~ j d n ,  it is possible that the relations of the 
two poets were not of the most cordial character. 

As the above particulars practically exhaust the little 
we know of Maghribi's life, we may now pass on to his 
poetry, which is represented by a comparatively small 
Diwd~z, comprising for the most part odes (g/zazaZ;Yya't) 
with a few ta$-bands and quatrains. I t  has been several 
times lithographed in Persia6, and I also possess a good and 
well-written, but undated, manuscript. The lithographed 

Nafafidt, p. 714. 
Z Both mean "eye," but 'ayn in Arabic also means the exact 

counterpart of a thing, or its essence. 
3 Both mean ' ' e y e b r o ~ , ~  but &jib also means a veil or curtain. 
4 Pevs. Caf., p. 633. 

1 have two editions, dated A.H. 1280 and 1287 (A.D. 1863-4 and 
1870-1) respectively. 
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edition comprises 153 smallish pages each containing 17 
lines, and the total number of verses may be estimated 
at about 2300. The poems, so far as I have examined 
them, are entirely mystical, and contain no allusions to the 
poet's life and times. The following specimens are typical: 

'&9J ir-c 0 k 9 +  

When the Sun of Thy Face appeared, the atoms of the Two Worlds 
became manifest. 

When the Sun of Thy Face cast a shadow, . from . that shadow Things 
became apparent. 

Every atom, through the Light of the Sun of Thy Countenance, be- 
came manifest like the Sun. 

The  atom owes its existence to the Sun, while the Sun becomes mani- 
fest through the atom. 
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The Ocean of Being was tossed into waves; it hurled a wave to- 
wards the shore. 

That wave sunk and rose in some heart-delighting raiment and form. 
Like violets the Ideas sprung up like the pleasant down on some fair 

beauty's face. 
The anemones of the [Eternal] Realities blossomed ; a thousand tall 

cypresses appeared. 
What were all these? The counterpart of that Wave ; and what was 

that Wave? Identical [in substance] with the Ocean. 
Every particle which exists is identical with the whole ; then is the 

whole altogether the parts. 
What are the parts? The manifestations of the All ; what are 

things? The shadows of the Names. 
What are the Names ? The revelation of the Sun, the Sun of the 

Beauty of the Supreme Essence. 
What is the Shore? The land of Contingent Being, which is the 

Book of God Most High. 
0 Maghribi, cease this discourse : do not make plain the Mystery of 

the Two Worlds ! " 
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'& o>+ a+ ' 0 . w  * ,3 iryp &I 

'b>+ 'b* i)b b*> >+ 'sb*> J>. 

6 4 r vS 9+ J3>+3tlilj irgy 

'It+ w +* d % jl C*JI 

, '>>J 493 jl G ~ F  &+ 
' 1 p - + ~ & j g t A J b i ) L  

"O'Thou in whose life-giving Face all the Universe is manifest, 
And 0 Thou whose Countenance is apparent in the Mirror of the 

Universe ! 
Since the Darling of Thy Beauty looked in the Mirror 
And saw the reflection of his face, he became wild and mad [with 

love]. 
Every instant Thy Countenance displays the beauty of its features 
T o  its own eyes, in a hundred fair vestments. 
I t  looked forth from lovers' eyes 
S o  that it beheld Its Beauty in the faces of Idolsl. 
Thy Face wrought a Mirror for Its self-display, 
And called that Mirror 'Adam and Eve.' 
H e  beheld the Beauty of His Face in every face through him: 
Therefore hath h e q e c o m e  the Mirror of all the Names. 
0 Thou whose Beauty hath shone forth to Thine own eyes, 
And who hast plainly seen Thy Face in Thine own eyes, 
Since Thou art a t  once the Seer and the Seen, there is none other 

than Thee : 
Wherefore, then, hath all this strife become apparent? 
0 Maghribi, the horizons are filled with clamour 
When my King of Beauty pitches His tent in the Plain!' 

1 Le. beautiful persons. Both ;aftam ("idol") and nzgdr ("picture") 
a r e  constantly used in this sense. The same idea is also expressed in 
the following well-known quatrain attributed to 'Umar-i-KhayyLm :- 

' L o  ?k GLS Cu* &d .c; 

O J  

4 L . a G L S l + l i c ; . J f ~ & 3 ~  
4 In both cases Adam is meant  
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" 0  Centre and Pivot of Being, and Circumference of Bounty, 
0 Fixed as the Pole, and Fickle as the Sphere! 
If I send greetings to Thee, Thou art the greeting, 
And if I invoke blessings on Thee, Thou art the blessing ! 
How can any one give Thee to Thyself? Tell me now, 
0 Thou who art Thine own alms-giver and Thine own alms ! 
(3 Most Comprehensive of Manifestations, and Most Perfect in 

Manifestation, 
0 Gulf of gulfs, and 0 Combiner of diversities ! 
0 most Beauteous of the beautiful, and 0 most Fair of the fair, 
0 most Gracious of the graceful, 0 most Subtle of subtleties I 
Thou art a t  once both the Bane and the Balm, both Sorrow and Joy, 
Both Lock and Key, both Prison and Deliverance! 

CH. V] 

Thou art both the Treasure and the Talisman, both Body and Soul, 
Both Name and Named, both Essence and Attribute I 
Thou art both Western (Maghvibt) and West, both Eastern and East, 
Alike Throne, and Carpet, and Element, and Heavens, and Space I"  
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''0 [Thou who art] hidden from both worlds, who is H e  who is 
apparent ? 

And 0 [Thou who art] the Essence of the Apparent, who then is the 
Hidden One? 

Who is that One who in a hundred thousand forms 
Is  apparent every moment? 
And who is that One who in a hundred thousand effulgences 
Showeth forth His Beauty every moment? 
Thou sayest, ' I  am hidden from the Two Worlds' : 
Who then is H e  who appeareth in each and all? 
Thou didst say, ' I  am always silent' : 
Who then is H e  who speaketh in every tongue ? 
Thou didst say, ' I stand outside body and soul' : 
Who then is H e  who clothes himself in the garment of body and 

soul? 
Thou didst say, ' I  am neither this one nor that one' : 
Who then is H e  who is both this one and that one? 
0 Thou who hast withdrawn apart, 
I conjure Thee by God tell me who is in the midst? 
Who is H e  whose effulgence shines forth 
From the beauty and comeliness of the charmers of hearts ? 
And who is H e  who hath shown His beauty 
And who hath cast turmoil into the world? 
0 thou who remainest in doubt, 
Not knowing certainly who lurks in thy doubt, 
Be hidden from the eyes of Maghribi, 
And see who is apparent through his eyes ! " 

The opening lines of the following poem strike an almost 
Christian note : 

_-' 
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"That One who was hidden from us came and became us, 
Aud H e  who was of us and you became us and you. 

, The King of the topmost throne of Sovereignty condescended, 
And, notwithstanding that there is no King save Him, became a 

beggar. 
H e  who is exempted from poverty and wealth , 
Came in the garb of poverty in order to show forth [true] riches. 
Who hath ever heard aught stranger than this, that one and the same 

person 
Became both his own house and his own householder? 
That pure substance and that peerless pearl 
When it germinated became earth and heaven. 
Into the raiment of 'how-ness' and 'why-ness' one cannot say 
How and why that 'how-less' and 'why-less' Charmer of hearts 

entered. 
His eyebrow revealed itself from the eyebrows of the beautiful, 
Until it was pointed at  by every finger, like the new moon. 
In the garden of the Universe, like the straight cypress and the 

anemone, 
H e  became both red-capped and green-robed 
That Sun of the Eternal Sphere shone forth 
So that it became Western (Magkri6t) and Eastern, Sun and Light.' 
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"Ask not the road to the College or the customs of the Monastery; 
Pass by road and custom ; ask not about way and road. 
Adopt the path of [religious] Poverty and Annihilation, and be happy ; 
Look not behind thee, and ask not save of what lies before. 
When thou steppest forth from the narrow cell of the body 
Ask not save of the Holy Precincts and of the King. 
Ask about the delights of Poverty and Annihilation from those who 

have tasted them ; 
Ask not of hinl who is the slave of wealth and rank. 
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When the Royal Umbrella appears, acclamation arises : 
Ask no longer then about the King from the army and the host ! 
When thou hast stepped forth in sincerity and staked thy head, 
Ask not of thy cap, if they steal it of thee. 
Since my state, 0 Friend, is not hidden from thee 
D o  not again enquire of my state from witnesses. 
Wipe out the sin of his existence, since thou thyself art obliterated; 
Do not again ask'of sin concerning the sin of his existence ! 
0 Friend, since MaghribI hath come to Thee to make his excuses 
Overlook in Thy Grace, and ask not concerning the sin of him who 

apologizes ! " 
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" W e  have escaped from the Monastery, the Chapel and the College, 
And have settled in the quarter of the Magians with Wine and the 

Beloved. 
We have cast aside the prayer-mat and the rosary, 
W e  have girt ourselves with the pagan girdle1 in the service of the 

Christian child. 
On the benches [of the Wine-house] we have torn up the dervish- 

cloak of hypocrisy ; 
In the taverns we have broken our hypocritical repentance. 
We have escaped from counting the beads of the rosary; 
W e  have sprung forth from the snares of virtue, piety and asceticism. 
In  the quarter of the Magians we became annihilated from all exist- 

ence : 
Having become annihilated from all existence, we have become all 

existence. 
Hereafter seek not from us any knowledge or culture, 
0 wise and sensible friend, for we are lovers and intoxicated! 
Thanks be to God that from this worship of self 
W e  are wholly delivered, and are now worshippers of wine. 
W e  are drunkards, wastrels, seekers of wine, 
And we are most a t  ease with him who is, like ourselves, drunk and 

ruined. 
Since Maghribi has removed his baggage from our assembly 
And has departed (for he was the barrier in our palh), we are free!" 

The Zunndr (Zonarium), regarded by the Muslim poets as the 
symbol of misbelief, represents the KusAtz', or "Kosti," of the Zoro- 
astrians, the sacred thread of the Brahmins, and presumably the cord 
worn round the waist by Christian monks. 
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"Thou art but a drop : talk not of the depths of the Ocean ; 
Thou art but a mote : talk not of the high Sun ! 
Thou art a man of to-day: talk then of to-day ; 
D o  not talkof the day before yesterday and yesterday and to-morrow 1 
Since thou knowest not earth and heaven 
Talk no more of below and above I 
Since thou hast not the elements of musical talent 
Talk not of tand, nd and tdnd ! 
Cease, 0 my son, from denial and affirmation ; 
Talk not of 'except' and ' no'" 
If they bid thee lay down thy life, 
Go, lay down thy life, and talk not ! 
Until thou knowest who I ' and 'We' are 
Be silent ! talk not of ' I ' and 'We '  ! 
Until, like Adam, thou receivest from God the Science of the Names 
Do not talk about the Names ! 
H e  who hath become the Counterpart of all Things 
Hath said to MagGribi, 'Speak not of Things !'" 

The above specimens should suffice to give a fair idea 
of MaghribiJs thought and style. He belongs essentially to 
the same class of mystical poets as SanQJi, Shams-i-Tabriz 

1 Or, as we might say, I'of sol, fa, re," or "ta, ta-at, ta-te," or "of 
crotchets, minims and quavers." 

2 L d  ("No") and iZZd ("except") is the Muhammadan profession 
of faith, U ildlla illa'lldh (" There is no god but God"). 
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(i.e. Jaldlu'd-Dfn RGmf), and 'IriqI, and, as he asserts, Farl- 
du'd-Dfn 'Affir : 

"From His waves1 arose 'Irlqi and Maghribi, 
And from His ferment came SanBJi and 'AttBr." 

Yet though of the same category as these, he seldom 
reaches their level. 

9. Abz.2 Is.&q("Busl~aq") cn12cd"Af1ima" 
(Fakhlw'd-Btlr A h m r r r i - - 3  of S f ) .  . 

Although there are several other poets of this period 
who are not undeserving of notice, such as 'AS& of Tabriz, 

Jalil-i-'Adudf, Jalbl-i-Tablb, etc., this chapter 
Buchaq of 
shiriz has already reached so considerable a length 

that I shall make mention of only one other, 
Ab6 Ishiq of Shiriz, the poet of foods, hence called At'itfza, 
who offers the greatest possible contrast to Maghribi, the 
mystic and pantheist. 

Of Ab6 Ishiq's life, as usual, very little is known, 
except that he appears to have spent the greater part 
of it a t  Shirbz, where he enjoyed the favour of the great, 
and especially of Timhr's grandson Iskandar ibn 'Umar 
Shaykh MirzA, who governed Firs  and Isfahin from 
A.H. 812 to 817 (A.D. 1409-1415). Dawlatshih consecrates 
a long article to him2, which, however, chiefly consists of 
quotations from his poems and an account of the ambitious 
designs and tragic fate of his patron Iskandar, who was 
deprived of his sight by his uncle Shih-rukh on the 2nd 
of Jumida i, 817 (July 20, 1414), and died the following 

I.e. God, considered as the Ocean of Being, whose waves are 
phenomena. 

Pp. 366-71 of my edition. 
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year. By trade AbG IshAq was, as his title flalldj'indicates, 
a carder of cotton. On one occasion, when he had been 
absent for several days from Prince Iskandar's receptions, 
the latter asked him, when he reappeared, where he had 
been; to which he replied, " I  card cotton for a day, and 
then spend three days in picking the cotton out of my 
beard." Short notices of Abh Ishiq are given in the 
Atash-kada, the Hnft I q l h  and the Mq>?za'u'GFu~a/zd 
(vol. ii, p. IO), but they add nothing to the little recorded 
by Dawlatshih, save a brief anecdote in the last named, 
according to which AbG Ishiq considered himself the 

Buqhdq and Shah disciple and admirer of Shih  Ni'matu'llih, 
Ni'mntu'lldh the mystical poet of MAhAn, a little village 
of Kir~rlPn near Icirmdn, where he is still commemorated 
in a handsome shrine served by dervishes of the order which 
he founded. Ab6 Ishiq's admiration took the dubious form 
of parodying Ni'matu'llih's mystical rhapsodies in profane 
poems addressed to various culinary delicacies. Thus 
Ni'matu'llih has a poem quite in the style of Maghribf, 
beginning : 

'Akjir , Ace9 og 'At4 dl,% rj &' . . 
'Ala;? &+ *C '&+a >> && Le 

"We are the pearl of the shoreless Ocean; sometimes we are the Wave 
and sometimes the Sea ; 

W e  came into the world for this purpose, that we might show God 
to His creatures." 

Bushiq parodied this as follows : 

'AI+~ o d > & J d  b,5b ojp 99 ?UJ 
0 0 

'AL+ +G wh 4% 't& j i r  A-1 jl 

"We are the dough-strings of the bowl of Wisdom ; sometimes we are 
the dough and sometimes the pie-crust ; 

We came into the kitchen for this purpose, that we might show the 
fried meat to the pastry." 

When subsequently Sayyid Ni'matu'llbh met Ab6 
Ishiq, he said, "Are you the 'dough-strings of the bowl 



of Wisdom ' ? "  TO which the latter rcplied, " Since I am 
not in a position to talk about God (Allkh), I talk about 
God's bounty (Ni'matu'lln'h)." 

Manuscripts of Ab15 IshAq's works are not common. 
The British Museum possesses a copy of one of them, the 
Karzzu'd-Idtiha' ("Treasure of Appetite ")I, and I once had 
the opportunity of examining an excellent and very com- 
,,rw,,,,s plete manuscript from the collection of the late 
MS. ofthe D r  Wolf of Bukhdrd fame, to whom it was 
Dfwdn-i-A#'itnn given by a certain HAjji 'Uthmin N6ru'd-Din, 
and by whom it was left to the Society for the Propagation 
of Christianity amongst the Jews. This manuscript was 
copied it1 97011 562-3, contains 1G2 ff. of 22.4 x 12.7 c. and 
17 lines to thc page, ancl is written iri a small, ricnt kz'lfq 
hand between blue and gold lines. I t  is remarkable for 
containing (on K 137-8 and 160-61) some half dozen 
poems in dialect, comprising in all 44 couplets. The book, 

The Con5tanti- 
however, would have remained hardly known 

nop,eprinted but for the excellent edition printed by the late 
e d ~ t ~ o n  of the 
Df~ua'n 

learned and indefatigable Mirzd Hdbib of IS- 
fahPn at  Constantinople in I 30311 885-6. This 

volume, which comprises 184 pages, begins with an extract 
from DawlatshAh's notice of the author, and ends with a 
vocabulary of the culinary terms occurring in the course 
of the work, many of which are now obsolete in Persia, 
often representing dishes no longer prepared, of which the 
exact nature must in many cases remain doubtful. The  
actual text of Abil Ishiq's works begins with the Kanzu'Z- 
Idtihn' ("Treasure of Appetite "), to which is prefixed a 
short prose Preface. Then follow the poems, mostly 
parodies, in which almost every variety of verse (qa~ida, 
tar j i f-bad,  ghazal, &'a, rzfiba"i and nzathnazvi) is repre- 
sented; and these in turn are followed by several treatises 
in mixed prose and verse, to wit "The  Adventure of the 
Rice and the Pie-crust" (bughrd), "Abh Isl?bq's Dream," 
the " Conclusion" (Khdtima), and a " Glossary " (Favha~zg), 

See Rieu's Pers. Cat., p. 634. 
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by the author, not to be confounded with the vocabulary 
above mentioned, which was added by the Editor, who 
also supplements Dawlatshbh's account of the poet with 
a few observations of his own. I n  these he emphasizes 
the philological and lexicographical value of Abh Ishbq's 
works, and adds that though they have been printed or 
lithographed several times in Persia, these editions are so 
marred by errors that they are almost valueless. H e  adds 
that he discovered two MSS. a t  Constantinople, and that, 
though both were defective, he  succeeded from the two 
in constructing what he hopes and believes to be a fairly 
complete and trustworthy edition. 

The poems, filled as they are with the strange and ob- 
solete culinary terminology of mediaeval Yersia,and deriving 
such humour as they possess from being parodies of more 
serious poems familiar to the author's contemporaries, do 
not lend themselves to  translation. In  the Preface to the 
"Treasure of Appetite" (KanzuJZ-Isktika') he claims to have 
written it to stimulate the failing appetite of a friend, just 
as  Azraqi in earlier times wrote his A&yya Skalfiyya to 
quicken the sexual desires of his royal patron, TughdnshAh 
the Selj6q1. Here is a translation of this Preface, omitting 
the doxology : 

"But to proceed. Thus saith the weakest of the servants of God 
the All-Provider, AbG IshAq, known as the Cotton-carder (qaCCdg>, 
Bushaq.s Preface may his comforts endure ! At the time when the tree of 
to the "Treasure youth was casting its shadow, and the branch of gladness 
ofappetite" was heavy with the fruit of hopes, a few verses, of an 
extemporized character and appropriate to every topic, were produced 
by me. I thought within myself, 'The  wisest course is this, that I 
should in such wise guide the steed of poetry through the arena of 
eloquence, and so spread the banquet of verse on the table of diction, 
that those who partake a t  the board of pleasure should obtain the most 
abundant helping ; and that the masters of eloquence should be filled 

1 See vol. i i  of my Lit. Hist. of Persia, p. 323, and, besides the refer- 
ences there given, Jgmf's Bahdristdn, Const ed. of A.H. 1294, pp. 78-9 
(near the beginning of chapter vii); and a note by Von Hammer in 
the jozunal Asiatiqrce for 1827, vol. x, p. 255. 
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with admiration therefor, so that this rnny conduce to my grcntcr fame 
and popularity.' For I had heard this verse which savs : 

'Whatever verse I may utter, others have uttered it all, 
And have penetrated all its domain and territory.' 

" For some days my thoughts ran in this channel : 'having regard 
to the epic narrative of Firdawsf, the salt of whose speech is the 
flavouring of the saucepan of every food; and the mnthnawis of 
NizBmi, the sugar of whose verses is the dainty morsel of sweet-tongued 
parrots ; and the tayyddt of Sa'di, which, by general accord, are like 
luscious honey to the palate of the congenial ; and the odes of Khwija 
JamBlu'd-Din SalmLn, which take the place of milk and honey in the 
mouths of philologists ; and the products of the genius of Khw!ljil of 
ICirmBn, the carroway-syrup of whose utternnccs is n cnrc for the 
inclancholics of the fcttcrs of vcrsc ; :~ntl  Li~c subtle sayings of 'l1n6d-i- 
Faqlh, whose sweet utterances are as fragrant spices and delicious 
potions; and the fluent phraseology and well-weighed thoughts of 
HBfiz, which are a wine fraught with no headache and a beverage 
delicious to the taste ; and other poets, each of whom was the celebrity 
of some city and the marvel of some age, what fancies can I concoct 
whereby men can be made glad?' 

"While I was thus meditating, on a favourable morning, when ac- 
cording to my wont and habit, the smoke of an unfeigned appetite rose 
up from the kitchen of the belly, there suddenly entered through the 
door my silver-bosomed sweetheart, my moon-faced darling, whose eyes 
are like almonds, whose lips are like sugar, whose chin is like an orange, 
whose breasts are like pomegranates, whose mouth is like a pistachio- 
nut, smooth-tongued, melodious of utterance, lithe as a fish, sweet- 
voiced, with a mole like musk ; even as the poet says : 

b j r - 6 j  3~ Jj jl >>>YO 3+ 
By reason of the sweet smiles of the salt-cellar of her mouth1 
Blood flows from the heart, as from a salted kabdb.' 

" Said she, 'I have quite lost my appetite, and suffer from a feeling 
of satiety ; what is the remedy I '  I replied, 'Just as  in the case of that 
person who went to a physician, complaining that he was impotent, and 

1 A particular kind of charm or beauty is called nraZcf&nt (from 
??ti@, " salt "), which may be rendered as " piquancy " or I' spiciness," 
and it is in reference to this that a saucy and provocative mouth is 
compared to a salt-cellar. 
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the physician thereupon composed for him the [book entitled] Afiyya 
Shal/iyyal, which when he had perused he at  once took to his em- 
braces a virgin girl, so will I compose for thee a treatise on the table, 
such that when thou hast once read it, thy appetite will return.' So for 
her sake I girded up the loins of my soul, and cooked a meal garnished 
with verbal artifices and rhetorical devices, and baked in the oven of 
reflection with the dough of deliberation a loaf which rivalled the orb 
of the sun in its conquest of the world ; so that I can proudly exclaim : 

*r dS @d.r lGh 

I have spread a table of verse from QAf to QBf : 
Where is a fellow-trencherman who can rival me ?'  

"I  have entitled this table 'the Treasure of Appetite' (Kanau'G 
I~hfiltd), because the clay was the 'Idrr'l-Fitra ; and the cause of the 
revelation of this book is commemorated in the following fragment4." 

1 See note on p. 347 sujra. 
2 The Mountains of QAf are supposed to form the boundaries of the 

habitable globe. 
8 The Festival of the breaking of the Fast, called by the Turks 

Sheker Bayr-dm. 
4 As this merely repeats the substance of the prose preface trans- 

lated above, I give the text only without translation. 
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Afzfrbs; a mock-heroic account of the war betwccn cloth 
and cotton (]a?zg-nd~~za-i-Mzi't7za zc Kattde); a poem on the 
"Mysteries of Silk"; parodies of Awhadi, Khw&jG, Sa'di, 

Poets 
Sayyid Hasan of Tirmidh,SanA'i, KamAlu'd-Din 

parodiedby Isma'il of I~fahAn, Zahir of FAryAb, '1mAd-i- 
Mahmrid Qbri FAqih of Kirmdn, HAfi?, 'Ali Dur-duzd, KamAl 
of Khujand, Muhammad-i-FfrlizAbAdi, Nayyir of Kirmh,  
Sayyid Nilmatu'llAh, Amfr Khusraw, Jalrilu'd-Din R6mi, 
SalmAn of Sdwa, Sayyid JalAl-i-'Adud, Sa'du'd-Din Nasir, 
Sadru'd-Din Jawharf, Amfni, Amir Hasan of Dihli, JamA- 
lu'd-Din, Shaykh Faridu'd-Din 'AttAr, ICAtibi, NAsir of 
BukhArA, Sultdn Ah6 Sa'id, HumAm of Tabriz, Amir 
Khusraw of Dihli, Darwish Ashraf-i-Namad-~zish, 'Ubayd- 
i-ZAlrAni, and JalAl-i-Tabib. Nearly all the chief varieties 
of verse are represented, including a certain number of 
poems in dialect (Fahlanoiyydt and Shz'~dziyyrEt), and the 
volume concludes with several prose treatises, to wit a 

Further contents 
Dispute between ~ d o d  and Clothes, the Dream 

ofMahmhd of the Bath, Eulogies of the chief Persian poets 
QfrrS's Dfzudn in terms of clothes and stuffs, the story of the 
clothes-thief, Wool's letter to Satin, and other similar 
letters and official documents, the Ardyis/z-ndma ("Book 
of Adornment "), the Book of Definitions entitled Dah 
Wa?Z, containing, as its name implies, ten sections, the 
treatise entitled Sad  Wa'q ("A Hundred Counsels "), a 
mock-heroic nzath7zawt in the style of the Shdh-nrima on 
the battle between Wool and "Cincob" (Kamkhd) en- 
titled MuRhayyat-nha, and finally a Glossary (Farha7zg) 
of articles of clothing. The only indication of the author's 

date which I can find is supplied by the list 
Probable date of 
Mahmlid Qdri of contemporary poets occurring a t  the end of 

the Eulogies of Poets (pp. 138-9 of the text), 
which includes Qdsim[u'l-AnwAr], who died 83711433-4; 
'Ismat [of BukhArA], d. 82g/r425-6 ; Kdtibi, d. 83811434-5 ; 
Khaydli [of BulthArA], d.ci~zd850/1446-7; ShAhi,d. 8 571145 3; 
and Adharod. 8661 146 1-2. We must therefore conclude that 
Mahm6d QArl of Yazd wrote subsequently to the date last 

given, so that he really belongs to a later period than that 
which we are now considering, though it seemed convenient 
to mention him here on account of his close literary affinity 
with AbG IshAq, to whom his work evidently owed its chief 
inspiration. Sayyid Nilmatu'llAh, on the other hand, who 
is one of the poets parodied by Ab6 Ishiq, should, strictly 
speaking, be included in this place, but since he survived 
until 83411430-I, and this chapter has already grown to an 
inconvenient length, I shall defer his consideration, with 
that of 'Ismat, KAtibi and others, to a later section of this 
book. 

ARABIC PROSE-WRITERS OF THIS PERIOD. 

Although it is not necessary to speak at nearly the same 
length about the prose-writers of this period as 

Prose-writers of 
this period about the poets, some at least of them deserve 

at any rate a passing mention, including one 
or two who wrote chiefly or exclusively in Arabic. 

Tim6r resembled another great Eastern conqueror of 
Turkish origin who lived four centuries before him, namely 
Sultdn MahmGd of Ghazna, in his passion for collecting 
and carrying off to his capital eminent scholars from the 
towns which he conquered, and thus endeavouring to in- 
crease the splendour of his Court and his own reputation 
as a patron of letters1, Amongst those whom TfmGr thus 
abducted the most celebrated were Sa'du'd-Din TaftAzini 
and as-Sayyid ash-Sharif al-JurjAni2. 

I .  Sa'dzl'd-Din Mas'tid i6n ' Umar at- TafLzzLinL 

This eminent scholar, who was described by the con- 
temporary 'uZama' of Transoxiana as "at the 

sa'du'd-D'n present time the chief man of learning in the 
at-Taftbinf 

world, and the exemplar of scholars amongst 

1 For an instance of this, see my translation of the Chahdv MaqdZa, 
p. 119 of the tirage-d-$art. 

2 See the flnbtbu's-Szjar (vol. iii, pt 3, pp. 87-90), which devotes a 
long notice to him. 

B. P. 23 
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the sons of men," and of whose works sixteen are enurncrated 
by Brockelmannl, was born at  Taftdzdn near Nasri in Khu- 
risdn in 722/1322, and is said to have written his first book 
(a commentary on az-Zanjdnf's Arabic Grammar) a t  the 
early age of sixteen. Another of his works, the Mu~awwaZ, 
he is said to have dedicated to Malik Mu'izzu'd-Din Husayn- 
i-Kurt (who reigned at  Herdt from A.D. I 3 3 I to 1 370). H e  
then settled at  Khwdrazm, at  that time a great centre of 
learning, where he composed his Mzbk/zta;ar, which he de- 
dicated to Jdnf Beg KhAn of the Golden Horde, a descendant 
of Bdt6 the Mongol, who reigned in Western Qipchriq from 
A.D. 1340 to 1357. When Timlir captured Khwdrazm he 
allowed Malik Muhammad of Saralths, the youngest son of 
the above-mentioned Malik Mu'izzu'd-Din, to take Taftdzinf 
with him to Sarakhs,where he was given a professorship; but 
later, learning how great was his reputation as a scholar, he 
summoned him to his own capital Samarqand, where he 
remained for some years, greatly honoured by all. H e  died 
in 79111389 (in the same year as the poet Hdfiz), or, ac- 
cording to others, in 79711 394-5 a, and was buried a t  Sarakhs. 
H e  left a son named Mawlind Muhammad who died of the 
plague at  Her i t  in 838114.34-5, and concerning whom an 
anecdote is related in the flabtbu's-Sear which reflects but 
little credit either on his filial piety or his sincerity. 

Of Taftdzini's works it is unnecessary to speak in detail, 
for not only are they written in Arabic, but they do  not even 
fall into the category of belles Zettres, being for the most part 
on logic, Arabic grammar, philosophy, theology, exegesis 
and jurisprudence. I am not aware that he wrote anything 
in Persian, but, by virtue of a Turkish metrical trans- 
lation of Sa'df's Bzistdfz which he composed, he is included 
by the late Mr E. J. W. Gibb in his History of Ottoman 
Poetry3. 

1 Ge.tch. d. Aradisch. Lift., vol. ii, pp. 215-16. 
2 According to the Mujmnl of Fa~il>i in 787/1385. 
9 Vol. i, pp. 202-3. 
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As-Sayyid ash-Sharif, chiefly known to European 

As-Sayyid scholars by his book of "Definitions " (ta'rzyn't) 
ash-shar~f of technical and especially Sdfi terms, was born, 
a l - ~ ~ ~ j i ~ i  

as his title aZ-JzqZzt indicates, in the Caspian 
province of Gurgdn or Jurjbn, near AstarAbdd, in 740/133g. 
In 77911377 he was presented by Sa'du'd-Din TaftAzAni to  
the Muzaffari prince ShPh ShujP' who was then residing a t  
Qa~r-i-Zard, and who took him with himself to Sh i rk ,  where 
he  became a professor a t  the Da'ru'd-S/'tzya'. In 78911387 
Timlir conquered ShirPz and transported him to Samarqand, 
where he again foregathered with Taftdzdni, with whom he 
had many scientific controversies. On the death of TimGr 
in 807/1405 he returned to Shirdz, where he died in 816/1413 
a t  the age of 76. Brockelmann enumerates 31 of his works, 
all of which are in Arabic1. Three Persian works, a well- 
known Arabic grammar commonly known as Sarf-i-Mtr, 
a treatise on Logic (a[-Kubra'fi'G1Wanfip), and another on 
the Degrees of Existence, written by or ascribed to him, 
are mentioned in Rieu's PeYsia?z Cataloguea, but he seems 
to have composed but little in his mother-tongue. 

A third but much younger writer of note who was carried 

Ibn 'Arabshbh 
off by TfmGr from his native place, Damascus, 
in 803/1400, when he was only twelve years of 

age,together with his mother and brothers, was Abu'l-'AbbPs 
Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn 'Abdu'llAh ibn 'ArabshAh, 
chiefly famous for the bitterly hostile biography of TfmGr 
which he composed under the title of 'Ajrt1ibu'GMapddr ft 
nawd'ibi Timzir, and to which reference has been made in 
the last chapter3. H e  studied a t  Samarqand with the above- 

* See Brockelmann's GescA. d Avadisch. Lift,, vol. ii, pp. 216--17, 
and the Ifibibu's-Siyat, vol.,iii, pt 3, p. 89. 

9 Pp. 522, 812, 864, etc. 
3 See Brockelmann's Gesch. d. Araiisch. Litt., vol. ii, pp. 28-30, 

where five of his works are described. 
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mentioned al-JurjClnl, mastered the Turliish and I'ersian 
languages, translated from the latter into Arabic the Mar- 
zubci7z-7zd7na of Sa'du'd-Din Wariwinil, travelled widely, 
visiting Khati  (Chinese Tartary), IChwdrazm, Dasht, As- 
trachan and Adrianople (where he became for a time private 
secretary to the Ottoman Sulf in Muhammad I). H e  returned 
to his native town, Damascus, in 82511422, made the pil- 
grimage to Mecca seven years later, settled in Cairo in 
84011436, and died in 854/1450. The undisguised hatred 
of Timi~r  revealed in every page of his history forms a 
piquant contrast to the fulsome flattery of Sharafu'd-Din 
'Ali Yazdi and other Persian biographers. Of Ibn 'Arab- 
shih's other works the best known is the Fkkihntlc'GI<hzdafd. 

Of Arabic writers of this period who had no connection 
with Persia, such as al-Yifi'i and as-Safadl, to both of whom 
we are indebted for valuable biographical and historical 
material, I do not propose to speak here, but two other 
Arabic-writing Persians deserve at  least a brief mention. 

'Adudu'd-Dln 
The first of these, 'Adudu'd - Din 'Abdu'r- 

al-lji Ral!min ibn Ahmad al-fji, who died in 7561 
I 35 5, wrote in Arabic a good many books2 on 

philosophical, religious and ethical subjects, of which the 
Mawdqifis the most celebrated; but it is chiefly on account 
of his connection with the Muzaffari dynasty that he is 
mentioned here, for though his birthplace was in F i r s  a t  
fj, a place between Drirsbjird and Nayrizs, he seems to have 
written little or nothing in his mother-tongue, though, as we 
have seen above4, he is celebrated by HAfiz as one of the 
chief intellectual ornaments of Shlrdz. H e  was a Shifi'i 
jurisconsult, a judge (qdQQ, and a mystic; but he was also 

1 A good and critical edition of this book by Mfrzd Mul~amrnad is 
incluclcd in the "E. J. W. Gibb Mer~~oria l"  Serics, vol. viii, 1909. 

Brockelmann (0). cit., vol. ii, pp. 208-9) enumerates eleven. 
3 See G. le Strange's Lalzds of the Easicr?c CalQhate, p. 289. 
4 See p. 276 supra, and n. 2 adcalc, 

/ 
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employed at  times in a diplomatic capacity, for we learn 
from the Fdrs-lzdma-i-NdsiyP that he was sent by Shaykh 
Abb Ishiq, a t  that time ruler of Shiriz, in 75311352-3, to 
the Amir MubArizu'd-Din Muhammad the Muzaffari, who 
was then in the neighbourhood of KirmAn, to  endeavour to  
dissuade him from attacking Shiriz. In  this mission he 
failed ; but he was well received by Mubdrizu'd-Din, whom 
he had to entertain for three days at  his native town of fj, 
and had the honour of reading and explaining the com- 
mentary on the Mufa;sal (a well-known work on Arabic 
grammar by az-Zamakhshari) to the Amir's son Sh ih  Shuji', 
afterwards ruler of Shiriz and alternately patron and rival 
of the poet Hdfiz. 

Another Persian man of learning who met and received 
favours from Timbrwas the great Arabic scholar 

Al-Firbzbbbdi 
and lexicographer, best known by his monu- 

mental dictionary the Qdf?zzis, or  " Ocean," Abu'f-TAhir 
Muhammad ibn Ya'qlib ash-Shirizf al-Firlizibidi? H e  
was born in 72911326 a t  Firlizdbid in Firs,  and studied 

first a t  Shfriz, then a t  Wisif in Mesopotamia, 
His extensive 
travels then a t  Baghdid (74511 344), and afterwards 

(750/1349-1350) a t  Damascus, where he at- 
tended the lectures of as-Subki, whom he  accompanied to 
Jerusalem. There he  lectured for some ten years, after which 
he set out again on his travels, in the course of which he 
visited Asia Minor, Cairo, Mecca (770/1368), where he re- 
mained fifteen years, and India, where he spent five years in 

1 This copious and valuable account of the province of FBrs, which 
contains some 372 large pages, was lithographed at Tihrsn in 
1313/1895-6. 

See Brockelmann, @. cit., ii, pp. 181-3, from whom the particulars 
here given are taken. Al-FfrhzAbddf is also mentioned in six or seven 
pl;tces in al-Khazrajf's Histoy of Yaman. See the second half of the 
Arabic text ("E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" series, iii, 5), pp. 264-5, 278, 
286, 290, 297, 303-4, and 31 I, where mention is made of him in every 
year from 796/1393-4 to 802/139g--1qoo. . , 
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DihlL He then returned to Mecca, where he spent another 
ten years. In 79411392 he visited the court of the JalA'ir 
Sultdn Ahmad ibn Uways at Bagliddd ; and he also visited 
Timtir at Shirdz, probably in 79511393, and was received 
with much honour. Thence he went by way of Hurmuz on 

the Persian Gulf to Yaman, where he arrived in 
Hishighposition the following year (796/1394), and remained at 
in Yaman 

Ta'izz for fourteen months. He was then made 
Chief Judge (Qkdi'l-quddt) of Yaman, and received in 
marriage the daughter of the Sulfdn al-Malik al-Ashraf. 
In Soz/r400 he again visited Mecca, where he established 
a small college of Mgliki jurisprudence : and, after visiting 
al-Madina, returned to Zabid in Yaman, and died there in 
817/~414. 

Of the five Arabic writers mentioned above all save Ibn 
'Arabshdh (who is included on account of his connection 
with TimGr) were Persians ; and, for reasons which I have 
elsewhere given1, I consider that no literary history of the 
Persians which, confining itself to what is written in Persian, 
ignores the immense amount of valuable work produced by 
Persians in Arabic, can be regarded as adequate in its scope, 
or just to this talented people. 

PERSIAN PROSE-WRITERS OF THIS  PERIOD. 

The period which we are now considering is far less rich 
in notable prose-writers than in poets, and not more than 
four or five need detain us here. 

The first writer who deserves mention is Shams-i-Fakhri, 
whose full name is given above. He compiled 

Shams-i-Fakhri 
in 74511 344 a very excellent work on the Persian 

language entitled Milydr-i-JamnZL, which he dedicated to 
the amiable and talented but unfortunate Shaykh Abli 
lsl?Aq fnjbl. I t  is divided into four parts as follo~vs : 

1 Lifevary History of Persia, vol. i, pp. 445-7. 
See p. 164 szcyra. 

Part i, in g chapters, on Poetry and Prosody. 
Part ii, in 5 chapters, on Rhyme, the different varieties 

of Poetry, etc. 
Part iii, on Rhetorical Devices, Tropes and Figures of 

Speech, etc. 
Part iv, on the Persian language and its rare and archaic 

words. 
The fourth part, which is of most interest to philologists, 

was printed at Kazan in 1885 by Carl Salemann. I possess 
a good MS. of the whole work (except for one leaf missing 
at the beginning) which was given to me by my friend 
Dr  RizA Tevffq in August, 1909. The date of composition 
is given in a poem of 1 1  bayts in praise of "the son of 
Ma1;lmitd ShAh" (i.e.ShaykhAb6 Ishaq fnj6) in the following 
lines : 

- -S be;;; plq ' 0 L  , &>+ &O o w  ' b b "  , 

IOL- r & , z + ~ d o d + + A j  

rt+ +I j9 y%G ~ j s  >W fiJ ;(J) x P) LX' .*: 

The rare Persian words explained in this fourth part 
are arranged under the final letter, and each group is worked 
up into a qa~ida, of which they constitute the rhymes, in 
praise of the author's royal patron. The first three (un- 
published) parts of the book, though good, are relatively of 
less value than the fourth, since the matters of which they 
treat are more fully discussed in such older books as the 
ikIu>kmfi Ma'rtyiyi Ask~n~'C'Ajarn1 of Shams-i-Qays, and 
the gaa'd'iqu's-Sihr of Rashidu'd-Din WatwAt. 

Nearly all tliat is known of this writer is recorded by 
Rieu2 in his notice of one of the British Museum 

Mu'lnu'd-Dln 
Yn,rl,ss hi,tory MSS. of the Mawrthib-i-ildht, a historical mono- 
ofthe ~r MuzafTar Hollse graph on the House of Muzaffar from its origin 

until the battle fought at Shiriz in 76711365-6 

Published in the "E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series, vol. x (1909). 
Rieu's Pevs. Cut., pp. 168-9. 
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bctween Shbh Sllujb' and his 111.othcr a~itl  rival ShAh Malj- 
mfid. Mu'inu'd-Din is described by his fellow-townsman 
Mufid in the JLtjzi'-i-Mufidi(composed in 1082-1ogo/1671- 
79)' as the greatest of the 'zday~za' of his day. His lectures 
were crowded with students, and occasionally honoured by 
the presence of his patron Shdh Shujb' the Muzaffari, a t  
whose instigation and encouragement, seconded by that of 
his father Mubdrizu'd-Din Muhammad, Mu'in began the 
composition of his history a t  Isfahzin in 75711356, though, 
as indicated above, he did not complete it until ten years 
later. Two years earlier, in 755/1354, according to the 
abstract of his history included in some manuscripts of the 
Ta'rikh-i-Gz~zz'Za~, he was made professor at  a college a t  
KirmAn. Me died in 7Sg/13S7. 

The M;twd/zib-i-IZ of which I possess two MSS. from 
the late Sir A. Houtum-Schindler's librarys, besides having 
access to a manuscript belonging to the Fitzwilliam Museum 
a t  Cambridge, is a disappointing book, written, as Rieu 
justly remarks, like the History of \Vas~zif, mainly "with a 
view to rhetorical display." I t  is in fact intolerably florid and 
bombastic, a fault which we might more readily excuse but 
for the undoubted value of the information which it contains. 
Happily the simplified abstract of its contents mentioned at  
the end of the last paragraph dispenses us in large measure 
from the necessity of reading it in its unabridged form. 

This author, a grandson of the famous Shaykh Zarklib 
of Shirdz, deserves mention on account of a monograph on 

his native town, entitled Shz'ydz-ndj~zu, which 
The Shfr,rls- 
ndain he composed in 74411343-4, and which is de- 

scribed by Kieu4. Manuscripts of this work, 

1 See Rieu's Pers. Cat., pp. 207-8. 
a This abstract, by a certain Mal~n16d I<utbl(?), is included in the 

nfs. published in fac-simile in the "E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series 
(vol. xiv, pp. 613-755 ; and vol. xiv, 2, pp. 151-207). 

See my list of these MSS. in the1.R. A. S. for Oct. 1917, pp. 670-1. 
Rieu's Pers. C~rt., pp. 204-5. 
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which has never been published, are rare; and it is a 
matter of regret that the author has devoted his attention 
in the biographical portion of the work so much more to 
Shaykhs and holy men than to poets. 

This writer, called Shamb-i-GhAzAni after a mausoleum 
erected for his own sepulture by the Mongol Ghiiziin Khiin 

Niq5m.i-Shiml, two miles t o  the S.W. of Tabriz, is notable as 
the carliest the author of the only known history of TimGr 
Persianhistorian compiled during his life-time. This history, en- 
of Timdr 

titled, like the later and much more celebrated 
book of Sharafu'd-Din 'Alf of Yazd, Zafir-ndma ("The 
nook of Victory "), is extremely scarce, the only manuscript 
which I know of being the British Museum codex (Add. 
23,980), of which I possess a copy made for me by my 
friend Dr  Ahmad KhAn. Our knowledge of NizAm-i-ShAmi 
is chiefly derived from incidental remarks occurring in his 
history, some of which are copied by his successor Shara- 
fu'd-Din 'Ali, 'Abdu'r-RazzAq (in the MafZa'z~'s-Sa'dayfz), 
Mlrkhwdnd and KhwAndamir. Rieu has admirably sum- 
marized all that is known about this author'. H e  was 
living a t  BaghdAd when it was conquered by TimGr in 
795/1392-3, and was amongst the first who came out to 
do  homage to the conqueror, by whom he was graciously 
received; and he describes the impression made on him 
by the Tartar attack. In  803/1400-I he was detained as 
a prisoner a t  Aleppo, and describes an attack on the citadel 
of which he was a witness. Ih  804/1401-2 TimGr summoned 
him to his presence and ordered him to write the history 
of his reign and his conquests, placing a t  his disposal the 
necessary records, memoranda and official papers: and 
bidding him especially avoid bombast and rhetoric, and 

1 Pers. Cot., pp. 170-2 and 1081. ' Cf. p. 183 sllpva. 
2 As has been already pointed out, the absence of any mention of 

the so-called Institutes of TimGr in this place is one of the strongest 
arguments against their authenticity. See pp. 183-4 supra. 
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write in a simple and straightforward style which ordinary 
people could understand. In 806/1403-4 he preached a 
homily before Timiir in his camp near Ardabfl on the 
occasion of the 'fd or Festival at the end of the RamadAn 
fast (April 12, 1404). Soon afterwards Tirnilr set out for 
his capital Samarqand, and allowed NizAm-i-Shimf to 
return "home" (apparently to Tabrfz), furnishing him with 
letters of recommendation to his grandson Prince 'Umar 
BahAdur, son of Mirdn-shAh, who had just been appointed 
Governor of Persia; a post which he held until 808/1405-6, 
when he was dispossessed by his brother Prince AbG Bakr. 

I t  does not appear that the history was continued beyond 
the year 806/1404, when TimGr, having elljoyed a brief 
period of repose after his last Georgian campaign, set out 
on his last return journey to his capital Samarqand, which 
he quitted on December 28, 1404, on his projected campaign 
against China. This campaign was rendered abortive by 
Timiir's death on March 19, 1405. Particulars of the last 

year of his life, therefore, are not included in 
The later 
zajar-nrtmnof NizAm-i-Shbmi's work, but must be sought for 
Sharafu'd-Din in the homonymous Zafar-nkrza of Sharafu'd- 
'All Yazdi 

Din 'Ali Yazdi, who wrote in 82811424-5 and 
died thirty years later. Although he strictly belongs, there- 
fore, to the period which will be discussed in the next 
chapter, it will be more convenient to consid.er him here 
in connection with the author of the original Zafar-nk~za, 
of which his later Zafar-n&za is essentially a more florid 
and verbose enlargement, garnished with many more verses, 
and increased in bulk by about fifty per cent. 

5. Sharafu'd-Di~z ' A  li Yazdi. 
-~ ~ 

All tha.t is known about this historian, either from his 
own statements or from such books as the jk7~i'-i-&fuffdi, 
MatZa'z2s- Sa'dayn, Haft Iqli772, Tn'rikh-i- Rash i d  Hnbibtc's- 
Stjar', La~ct'z~-?zrt~~za, and Dawlatshdh's "Memoirs of the 

1 Vol. iii, pt 3, p. 148. 
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Poets1," is, as usual, admirably summarized by Rieu9. I t  
is as a poet writing under the nont de guerre of Sharaf, 
and with a special skill in versifying riddles and acrostics 
(mu'amnza') that he is mentioned by DawlatshAh, who also 
speaks in terms of exaggerated praise of his history of 
TimGr, the Zafar-ndrna, on which his fame chiefly rests, 
though its style is intolerably inflated and bombastic, and 
its facts-in spite of the author's implication that he col- 
lected them from original documents and orally from old 
men who had taken part in the events described-appear 
to have been mostly borrowed with little or no acknow- 
ledgement from his predecessor Nizdm-i-Shbmi, to whom 
he is even indebted for many of his citations from the 
Qur'cin and from the poets. His work, however, has entirely 
eclipsed that of his predecessor. I t  has been published a t  
Calcutta in the Bibliotheca Indica Series in two volumes 
(1887-8), and translated into French by Petis de la Croix 
(1722) and from the French into English by J. Darby 
(1723). The author of the Hnft I q l n  calls Sharafu'd-Din 
"the noblest of the scholars of Persia in his time, and the 
subtlest of the doctors of that period; luminous in ex- 
position,sharp-tongued, conspicuous in merit, the illuminator 
of every assembly, the adorner of every company "; and, in 
speaking of his Zafar-nha,  says that "no book so elegant 
has ever been written in Persian on the science of history." 
H e  adds that it was composed in 828/1424-5, a date ex- 

. *>  

pressed by the chronogram jl+ & LhLs ("It was composed 

Other works by in Shirbz"), and that the'author also wrote a 
sharafu'd-Dm treatise on riddles and acrostics; a commentary 
'Ali of Yazd on the celebrated Arabic poem in praise of the 
Prophet entitled ad-Burda ((' The Mantle ") by al-BGsiri ; 
a book on magical squares and lucky numbers, entitled 
Kz~nhz~'l-Murdd day 'IZrn-i- Wafq-i- A'drtd; and a number 
of odes, quatrains and mathnawt poems, of which he gives 
only one short specimen. 

Pp. 378-81 of my edition. Pers. Cat., pp. 173-5. 
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"Sharafu'd-Din," says Iiieu, "attained a position of great 
eminence, no less by his learning and piety than by the rare 
elegance of his style, and was for a long time the favourite 
companion of Shih-rukh and of his son MirzA Ibriihim 
SulfAn. I t  is related in the Ta77*ik/z-i-Xashidi' that the former 
entrusted to his keeping and able tuition Yfinus IChSn, the 
young IChAn of the Moghuls, who had been captured in 
832/1428-9 by Mirzd Ulugh Bey, and who stayed with 
Sharafu'd-Dfn till the latter's death. In 84611442-3 Mirzd 
Sulfbn Muhammad, who had been appointed Governor 
of 'Irbq and established his residence in Qum, invited 
Sharafu'd-Din, who was then teaching crowds of pupils 
in his native city, to his court, and kept him there as an 
honoured guest and trusted adviser. When some years 
later, in 550/1446-7, the Prince having raised the standard 
of rebellion, Shbh-rukh came with an army to I ~ f a h i n  to 
enforce his submission, and ordered several of his ill-advised 
councillors for execution, Sharafu'd-Din, who was also ac- 
cused of having incited the Prince to revolt, was rescued 
from danger by the timely interference of Mirzi 'Abdu'l- 
Latif, who, on the plea that his father, Mirzi Ulugh Bey, 
required the MawldnB1s assistance for his astronomical 
observations, despatched him to Sarnarqand. After the 
death of Shih-rukh, Sulfiin Muhammad, then master of 

Khurbsgn, gave him leave to go back to Yazd. Sharafu'd- 
Din returned to his birthplace in 853/1449-1450, and 
settled in the neighbouring village of Taft. H e  died there 
in 858/1454, and was buried in the precincts of a college 
built by himself and called after him S/zaraf+ya." 

Some manuscripts of the Zafar-nk??za contain "an Intro- 
duction treating of the genealogy of the Turkish Khitls and 
of the history of Chingiz Khin and his descendants down 
to the time of TimGr?" This was compiled in 822/1419, 

See Erslrine's Histovy of htdia, vol. i ,  pp. 45 and 49 ; and the  
History of the MoghuL of Central Asia, by N. Elias and E. I). Ross, 
p. 74 (ch. xxxvi), and pp. 84-5 and 155. 

Rieu, Pcvs. Cat., pp. 174-5. 
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six years earlier than the Zafar-nd??za. It is instructive to 
compare parallel sections of the histories of Nizimu'd- 
Din Shdmi and Shararu'd-Din 'Ali Yazdi, so as to see how 
the latter has amplified and embroidered the work of his 
predecessor; and, did space allow, it would not be without 
interest to offer side by side translations of such parallel 
passages, e.g. the account of the Battle of Angora (June 16, 
1402)~ which resulted in the overthrow and capture of the 
Ottoman SulfAn Biyazid, called " the Thunder-bolt " ( YiZ- 
dirinz). Since Sharafu'd-Din's later work, for all its faults 
of taste and style, probably contains all or nearly all the 
matter chronicled by NizAm-i-ShAmi, it is doubtful whether 
the work of the latter, though more desirable in itself on 
account of its priority, as well as of its greater simplicity 
and concision, will ever be published. 

THE H . u R ~ F ~  SECT AND ITS FOUNDER, FAQLU'SLAH 
OF ASTARABAD. 

Before concluding this chapter, it is necessary to say 
something about the strange heretical sect of 

The Hur(lfi 
sect the gurzlfts ((" Literalists ") invented and pro- 

pagated by a certain Fadlu'llih of Astaribid 
in the reign of Timlir ; a sect worthy of attention not only 
on account of its extraordinary doctrines and considerable 
literature (including not a little poetry,especially in Turkish), 
but on account of events of some historical importance, per- 
secutions on the one hand and assassinations on the other, 
to which it gave rise. The sect does not seem to have main- 
tained its position long in Persia, but it passed over into 
Turkey and there found a suitable medium for its develop- 
ment in the order of the BektAshf dervishes, who are a t  the 
present day its chief if not its only representatives. 

Concerning this sect and its founder the Persian historians 
of the period are unaccountably silent, and the only reference . 
to it which. I have met with occurs in the MujmaL of Fazihi 
of Khwdf under the year 82911426, and in a fuller form in 
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the Nabibu's-Sear1, which places the event described a year 
later. On the 23rd Rabi' ii, 829 (March 4, 1426), or on the 
same day of the month of the following year (Feb. 21, 1427) 
a certain Ahmad-i-Lur, described as " a  disciple ( ? ~ u r t d )  of 
Mawldnd Fadlu'lldh of Astardbdd," on the usual pretence 
of presenting a petition to Shdh-rukh, Tfm6r's son and suc- 
cessor, stabbed him in the stomach as he was leaving the 
mosque at  Herdt, without, however, inflicting a mortal 
wound. The  would-be assassin was killed on the spot by 
one of the King's servants named 'Ali Sultdn Qlichin; a 
fortunate thing for him, as he was undoubtedly saved 
thereby from torture, but subsequently a matter of regret to 
Mirzb Baysunqur and the nobles charged with the investiga- 
tion of the matter, who were thus deprivcd of a valuable 
clue. However, they found in the dead man's pocket the 
key of a certain house, the tenants of which being examined 
cast suspicion on a certain Mawldnd Ma'rlif, a notable calli- 
graphist, scholar and wit, who had formerly been in the 
service of Sultdn Ahmad-i-JalB'ir at  Baghddd, and after- 
wards in that of Mirzd Iskandar of Shirsz, whence Shdh-rukh 
had brought him to Herdt. Here he had associated with 
many men of letters, dervishes and others, and apparently 
amongst them with Al7mad-i-Lur. Bbysunqur Mirzd, who 
had a private grudge against him, wished to put him to 
death, but, after he had been brought beneath the gallows 
several times, he was finally imprisoned in a dungeon of the 
Castle of Ikhtiydru'd-Din. Others, more unfortunate, were 
put to death and their bodies burned. Amongst these was 
Khwdja 'Adudu'd-Din, the grandson of Fadlu'lldh of Astar- 
dbid the Hurlifi. The poet Sayyid Qssimu'l-Anwdr, of 
whom we shall speak in another chapter, also incurred some 
suspicion, and was expelled from Herdt by Mirzb BBy- 
sunqur. 

1 Vol. iii, pt 3, pp. 127-8. I have published a full translation of the 
passage in the Mujmnl in the special number of the MusLon pub- 
lished by the Cambridge University Press in 1915, pp. 48-78. See 
also Price's Xetros~ect, vol. iii, pt z, pp. 546-7. 

i- 
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I One of the few notices of Fadlu'llzih " al-HurGfl" which 
~~~~~~~t of I have met with occurs in the h 6 d  of Ibn Hajar 
Fad'u'116hthe H u r h f i  in Ibn al-'Asqalbnf (died 85211448-9)' and runs as 
Hajar's Itrdrt follows : 

" Fadlu'llAh, the son of AbG Muhammad of Tabrlz, was one of those 
innovators who subject themselves to ascetic discipline. Imbued with 
heretical doctrine, he finally evolved the sect known as  the flurlift~, 
pretending that the Letters [@iurdf] of the alphabet were metamor- 
phoses of men, together with many other idle and baseless fancies. H e  
invited the Amir TimGr the Lame [Tamerlane] to adopt his heresies, 
but he sought to slay him. This came to the knowledge of his [TimGr's] 
son [MlrAnshih] with whom he [Fadlu'llBh] had sought refuge, and he  
struck off his head with his own hand. When this was made known 
to Tfmlir, he demanded his head and body and burned them both in 
this year 80411401-2." 

The  doctrines of Fadlu'lldh were originally set forth in 
a most extraordinary book, written partly in Arabic, partly 

in Persian, and partly in a dialect of Persian, 
The Jrfwiddn 
- i - ~ ~ d i ~  entitled Jdwiddn-i-Kabir(" the Great Eternal"), 

of which manuscripts exist in the library of 
S t  Sofia at  Constantinople, a t  Leyden, in the British Museum 
(Or. 5957), in the Cambridge University Library (EE. I. 27) 
and in my own collection. The  first European description 
of this curious book was, I believe, the brief notice of the 
Leyden MS. contained in vol. iv (p. 298) of the old Leyden 
Catalogue of 1866, the author of which observes "alternum 
exemplar non vidi obvium." A much fuller account of 
the work was published by M. ClCment Huart in the Jour~zal 
Asiatique for 188g2 under the title Notice d'un matzzcscrit 
pehlevi-musulman, and was based on the Constantinople MS., 
which was apparently labelled not by its proper title but as 
"Questions connected with the Qur'bn." M. Huart did not 
concern himself with the contents so much as with the 
language of this manuscript, which he  did not at  that time 

1 This book is not accessible to me, but the passage in question is 
cited by Fliigel a t  pp. vii-viii of the preface to vol. ii of his edition of 
HAjji Khalifa's Kashfu'~-Zunlin. 

viiie Serie, t. xiv, pp. 238-70. 
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recognize as theJdwiddn-i-li'nbtr, or as the chief text-book 
of the Hurdfis, or as the work of Fadlu'llAh of AstarbbAd. 
In  my Catalogue of the Persian Manuscr$ts in the Library 
ofthe Universig! of Cambridge, published in 1896, I devoted 
a long notice (pp. 69-86) to our excellent copy of the 
Jifwidif~z-i-Kahtr, which was "bought a t  Constantinople, 
Oct. 1681, price ten Lion dollars." A feature of special 
interest in this manuscript is an appendix containing ac- 
counts, written in a dialect of Persian explained to some 
extent by interlinear glosses in red, of a series of dreams 
seen presumably by Fadlu'llAh himself. Many of these are 
dated, the earliest in 76511363-4, "a t  a time before the  
explanation of visions and interpretation of dreams was 
vouchsafed "; the latest in 79611393-4 They thus cover 
a period of thirty years, and contain references to a number 

and of places and persons. Amongst the former are 
placesmentioned AstarAbAd, BaghdAd, BAkG, Burlijird, DArnghAn, 
in connection 
with Fadlu'lldh's Egypt, Fir6z-khh, 'IrAq, IzfahAn (especially a 
visions building therecalled'1~nctrat-i- Tzikhjior Tziqcht), 

KhwGazrn, Mesopotamia (Jaztra), Qazwin, Samarqand, 
Tabriz, and the two celebrated strongholds of the Assassins, 
RGdbAr (near AstarAbAd) and the Fortress of Gird-i-Klih. 
Amongst the latter are Amir TimGr (Tamerlane), " King " 
Uways', TliqtAmish KhAna, Pfr PAshA, Sayyid 'Imbdu'd- 
Din (i.e. the Turkish HurGfi poet Nesimi3), Sayyid Shamsu 
'd-Din, Sayyid TAju'd-Din, KhwAja Fakhru'd-Din, KhwAja 
Hasan, KhwAja BAyazid, MawlAnA KamAlu'd-Din, MawlAna 
Mahmild, MawlAnA Majdu'd-Din, MawlAnL QiwAmu'd-Din, 
Mawldnd Sadru'd-Din, Shaykh Hasan, Shaykh Man&, 
Malik 'Izzu'd-Din, Amir Shams, Darwish Tawaltkul, Dar- 
wish Musbfir, Darwish KamAlu'd-Din, 'Abdu'r-Rahirn, 'Ab- 
du'l-QAdir, Husayn KiyA, 'Umar-i-SulfAniyya, and Yisuf 
of DzimghAn. 

1 Presumably Shaykh Uways the JalB'ir, who reigned 757-77711356- 
1375- See p. 321 sz@ra. 

"ee Gibb's History of Otto7~an Poetry, vol. i, pp. 343-68. He 
was flayed alive for heresy in 820/1417-18. 
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The accounts of these dreams, even with the aid of the 
interlinear glosses which explain most of the words in dialect, 
are very elliptical and difficult to understand, being ap- 
parently mere memoranda sufficient to recall the vision to 
the memory of the writer. They seem to form no part of 
the jdwidLtn-i-Knbtr, and do not, I think, occur in most 
copies of it. 

On Oct. 23, 1896, soon after the publication of my 
Catalogue, my friend the late Mr E. J. W. Gibb called my  
attention in a letter to the fact that in several Turkish bio- 
graphies of poets (such as those of Lafifi and 'Ashiq Chelebi) 
the Turkish poet Nesimi mentioned in the last paragraph 
but one is described as "the Hurlifi," and his connection 
with Fadlu'llAh is established by some of his own verses, e.g.: 

',& &I JA A&, 'JdiJSA LSd &"d 

" If thou would'st gain knowledge of wisdom's lore, come hither, 0 sage; 
Hearken to the speech of Nesimf and behold the Grace of God" 

[Fadlu'llih] I 

Mr Gibb, following up this clue, devoted a chapter (the 
seventh, pp. 336-388) in the first volume of his 

Gibb's researches 
into the history Uistoty of Ottoman Poetry to the Hurlifis, and 
Of the Turkish especially to two of the Turkish Hur6fi poets, Hurlifis 

Nesimil and Refi'l, of whom the latter was a 
disciple of the former. Mr Gibb was unable to trace the 
Huri~fis beyond the middle of the seventeenth century, but 
gives (pp. 381 et seqq.) two interesting extracts from Turkish 
chronicles showing the fierce persecution of which the sect 
was on several occasions the object. The  first extract (from 
the Memoirs of Turkish Divines entitled Shqa"iqu'n-Nuc- 
?nh?zzjya, which Gibb renders as  " the Crinison Peony ") 

1 Nesfmf, who was a native of Baghddd, was bilingual, and his 
DLwdn includes a Persian as well as a Turkish section. . Both were 
printed at Constantinople in one thin volume in 1298/1881. Mr Gibb 
calls Nesimi "the first true poet of the Western Turks, the only true 
poet of this far-off period." 
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relates how the Persian Mufti of Constantinople, Falthru'd- 
Din-i-'Ajami, a pupil of as-Sayyid ash-Sharif al-JurjAnil, 
seized and caused to be burned to death as heretics certain 
HurGfis who had succeeded in gaining the confidence and 
favour of the reigning SultAn Muhammad 11, theUConqueror" 
of Constantinople, who, apparently, for all his power, was 
unable to protect them from the fury of the 'zclanza' and the 
fanaticism of the orthodox. I t  is evcu related that the Mufti 
was so carried away by his religious zeal that, in blowing the 
fire kindled for his victims, he singed the long beard for 
which he was conspicuous. The second extract (from 
Lafifi's Biographies of Turkish poets) denounces the heresies 
and "blasphemous nonsense" of a Hurilfi poet named Ta- 
mannb'i, who with othcrs of thc scct  was put to death by 
sword and fire in the reign of Sulfdn Bbyazid, who, as we 
have seen above2, was defeated by Timhr at  the Battle of 
Angora in 804/1402 and died soon after. As it was in this 
same year that Fadlu'lldh the Hurhfi was put to death3, it 
is evident that his doctrines had become widely diffused 
(from Astardbid to Adrianople) even during his life-time, 
and that they aroused the fiercest execration of the orthodox. 
Mr Gibb says that as he had failed to discover any record of 
later movements on the part of the Hurhfis, he was inclined 
to think that the activity of the sect did not extend much 
beyond the close of the fifteenth century; and that such 
organization as it may have possessed was probably de- 

stroyed in the persecutions to which it was sub- 
The Bektishl 
order eider- jected in the reign of Bdyazid. But as a matter 
vishec is the 
present reposi- 

of fact their activity contillues down to the 
tory of ~ u n i f i  present day, the Bektishi dervishes being still 
doctrines 

the representatives and repositoriesof the HurGfi 

See p. 355 s u J m  
Pp. 197-9 sujra. Gibb thinks that BLyazfd I1 (reigned 886- 

g18I1481-1512) is meant, since in his reign, in 89711492, there was, 
according to the historian Sa'du'd-Din, a fierce persecution of "the 
Qnl~znrtnrs" in consequence of an attempt on the Sul!Qn's life made by 
one of them. 

See p. 367 st@ra, but compare also p. 374. 
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doctrines. As lately as 1291/1874-5 there was published 
a Turkish denunciation of the sect entitled "the Revealer 
of Mysteries and Repeller of Miscreants: a Refutation of 
the Doctrines and Practices of the Hur6fis and Bektishis," 
by Ishdq Efendi, who is very well informed concernink the 
matters about which he writes and gives a clear and accurate 
account of the doctrines which he denounces. H e  divides 
his treatise into three chapters, of which the jiyst treats of 
the origin of Fadl[u'llih] the Hurlifi, and the principles and 
laws of certain of the Bektishis; the second of the blas- 
phemies of Firishta-zdda's Jdwidrtn ; and the t/zi~d of the 
blasphemies contained in the other Ja'widLins. He men- 
tions a persecution of the BektAshis by Sultin Mahmlid in 
1241/18~5--6, in which the Turkish poet 'Arif Hikrnat Bey 
acted as chief inquisitor ; and says that he was moved to the 
compilation and publication of his work by the impudence 
of theBektdshis in daring to print and publish the 'lshp-nama, 
or "Book of Love," of Firishta-zida ('Abdu'l-Majid ibn 
Firishta 'Izzu'd-Din) in 1288/1871-2. He says that "the 
books which these persons (i.e. the Bektishis or Hurlifis) 
call Jdwida'n are six in number, of which one was composed 
by their original misleader Fa~lu' l l ih the HurGfi, while the 
other five are the works of his Khalzyas" (Vice-gerents or 
Successors). "In these five books," he adds, "their heresies 
and blasphemies are very evident, and they are wont to 
teach and study them secretly amongst themselves"; but 
" Firishta-zbda in his jdwidrin, entitled 'Ishp-na'ma, did in 
some measure conceal his blasphemies." 

"After a while," continues the author, "the evil doctrines of those 
heretics became known amongst men, and the son of Tlm6r [viz. 
MfrPnshAh] caused Fad1 the Burliff to be put to death, after which he 
tied a rope to his legs, had him dragged publicly through the streets 
and bazaars, arid rid this nether world of his vile existence. 

"Thereupon his Khaltfas (vicars or lieutenants) agreed to disperse 
themselves through the lands of the Muslims, and devoted themselves 
to corrupting and misleading the people of IslLm. H e  of those Khaltfas 
who bore the title of aL'Ali al-ALZd ('the High, the Supreme'), came to 
the monastery of HLjji BektLsh in Anatolia and there lived in seclusion, 
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sccrctly teaching the J<f?uichfr'lftr to the inmates of thc nlon:lstcry, with 
the assurance that it represented the docirine of HAjji RektBsh the 
saint (walz'). The inmates of the monastery, being ignorant and foolish, 
accepted the Jdwiddn, notwithstanding that its obvious purport was 
the denial of all divine obligations and the pandering to the lusts of the 
flesh ; namedit'the secret' ; and enjoined the utmost reticenceconcerning 
it, to such a degree that if anyone enters their order and afterwards 
reveals ' the secret,' they consider his life as  forfeit. By this their so- 
called ' secret' are meant certain blasphemous passages in tl~ejdwin;tn, 
hinted at by detachedletters like nZg (I), wdw (g),jim (?), and zayz (j), - L 
for the interpreting of which symbols they have compiled a treatise 
entitled ' the Key of Life' (Mzjftd&z~'G~aydt). This they name ' the 
Secret,' and should one possess it he understands the jd.ivi&n, which 
without this aid is unintelligible. They were thus careful to conceal 
their sccret for fear lest the doctors of religion ('ztlnnt~t) sl~ould obtain 
some inkling of its nature and shor~ld suppress it ; nncl thus, since 
Sool1397-8, they have succeeded in secretly seducing many." 

The author then goes on to expose and denounce the 
different tricks and stratagems by which they strive to win 
men, both Muslims and non-Muslims, to their heresies, and 
adds : 

" From all this it is plain that these people [the BektBshls] are not 
really Shi'ites, but are essentially a polytheistic sect [Mushrikdlt], who, 
though unable to win over to themselves the Jews and Christians, how- 
ever much they affirm their doctrines, do attract some of those Muslims 
who are partial to the Shi'ite doctrine. So when I questioned certain 
BektAshi neophytes, they declared themselves to be of the Ja'fari [it. 
the ImAmi or Shi'a] sect, and knew nothing of the mysteries of the 
jdwiddn, imagining then~selves to be of the Shl'a. But when I enquired 
of a learned Persian traveller named Mirza SafA his opinion concerning 
the BektBshis, he replied, ' I have associated much with them, and have 
carefully investigated their religion, and they deny [the necessity of] 
actions prescribed by the Holy Law.' H e  thus decisively declared 
their infidelity. We take refuge with God from their ignorance !" 

During the Easter Vacation of I 897 I had the opportunity 
of examining with some care two Hurlifi manuscripts be- 
longing to the Bibliothhque Nationale at Paris1, which I 
described in the J.R.A.S. for 1898  (pp. 61-94) in an article 

1 They bear the class-marks Ancien Fonds Persan 24, and Suppl. 
Persan 107. 
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entitled "Some Notes on the Literature and Doctrines of 
the Burliff Sect." One of these Mss., dated g70/1562-3, 

contains the Istiwd-ndma of Amir GhiyPthuld- 
The Isfiwd- 
ndmu Din, a nzathnawipoem in Persian on Alexander 

the Great's quest after the Water of Life, and 
a glossary of the dialect words occurring in the J&widrEn-i- 

Kabz'y. The other, dated 895/1489-90, contains 
The Mnkabbaf- 
ndma the Mahabbnt -ndfna ,  of which there is reason 

to believe that Fadlu'llQh himself was the 
author. 

Nine years later, in the J.R.A.S. for 1907, I published 
another article 011 this subject entitled "Further Notes on 
the Literature of the HurhfIs and their connection with the 
Bektrlshi Order of Dervishes," in which I described 43 H u -  
rlifi MSS. recently acquired by the British Museum, the 
Cambridge University Library, and myself. Concerning 
the manner in which these MSS. were obtained I then wrote 
as follows : 

"The connection of the Hurdfis with the Bekthshis first became 
known to me in the following manner. About three years after the 
publication of the article to which I have referred above, a certain 
dealer in Oriental manuscripts in London, a native of BaghdAd, from 
whom I had already purchased a number of MS., invited me to furnish 
him with a list of my desiderata, in order that he might submit the same 
to his correspondents in the East. I did so, and mentioned in my list 
the Jdwidd?t-7zdma or any other Hurliff books. Shortly afterwards (in 
Feb.-March, 1901) he forwarded to me a parcel of manuscripts in 
which was included a copy of this work (now in the British Museum, 
marked Or. 5957) besides some other books of the sort in question. 
The prices set on these Mss. were high, but some half-dozen were 
secured by the Cambridge University Library, while five or six more 
were purchased by the British Museum, and dow bear the class-marks 
Or. 59.57-Or. 5961. 

"The comparatively high prices realized by these MSS. seem to have 
stimulated the search for other similar ones, and gradually, as  the 
supply not only continued but increased, it became clear that these 
Hurlifi books existed in considerable quantities, and were still widely 
read and copied in the East, especially in Turkey. Prices consequently 
fell rapidly, and latterly few of these MSS. have fetched more than £2 

or  £3 in the limited market where the demand for them existed. Nor 
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was it long before we discovered that it was from the Uelitbshf dervishes 
that they were, in almost all cases, directly or indirectly derived, and 
that it is amongst the members of this Order that the Hur6fi doctrines 
flourish at the present day." 

Amongst the MSS. described in this article are two or 
three treatises dealing with the biography and teachings of 
H6jji BektAsh, from whom the Order in question derives 
its name, and who died in 73811337-S1, two years before 
the birth of Fadlu'llAh the HurGfi. This latter date, with 
five others connected with the early history of the sect, is 
recorded on the fly-leaf of one of the British Museum M S ~ .  

(Or. 6381) as follows : 
( I )  Rirth of Fa~llu'lldh, 74011 339-1340. 
(2) Manifestation or annunciation 01% his doctrine, 7SS/ 

I 386-7. 
(3) Martyrdom of Fadlu'llAh, 79611393-4, aged 56 lunar 

years. 
(4) Death of his KhaZzya '"adrat-i-'Aliyyu'l-AL1d," 

822/1419. 
(5) Death of TimGr's son MfrAnshAh (whom the HurGfis 

called "Antichrist," DajjidZ, and " the King of Snakes," Mci- 
rdz-st&), who slew Fadlu'llAh, S03/14oo-I. 

From a verse on the same page it would appear that 
Fadlu'llih performed the pilgrimage to Mecca in 775/ I 373-4. 
On a page of another of these MSS. in the British Museum 
(Or. 6380, f. 24) is inscribed a curious document which 
appears t o  be Fadlu'llih's last Will and Testament. From 
this, of which the text and translation are printed in f ~ ~ l l  in 
the article in question2, it would appear that he was put t o  
death at  Shirwhn. The  article concludes with a cbmplete 
index of all the books and persons mentioned in it. The 
titles of most of the books, whether Persian or Turkish, end 
in ndma; e.g. Adam-nha ("the Book of Adam"), A~kirat-  

1 The authority for this date is Mu'nllim NAjl (Esdtrtt', p. 106). By 
a curious coincidence this date is yielded by  the sum of the letters 
composing the word BekMshiyya, the name of the order. 

Pp. 9-10 of the separate reprint from the j. R. A. S. for July, 1907. 
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I 
n~r'nra (" the I3ook of the Hereafter "), 'Arsh-ndvza (" the 
Book of the Throne "), Bashhat-nctma (" the Book of Good 
Tidings "), etc. 

In 1909 there was published in the "E. J. W. Gibb 
Memorial" Series a volume (vol. ix) containing translations 
into French of several HurGfi treatises, with explanatory 
notes, etc., by M. ClCment Huart, followed by a study of 
the HurGfi doctrines (also in French) by Dr  Riz6 Tevfiq, 
commonly known in Turkey as " FeyZesdf Ri?d " or " Riz6 
the Philosopher," a man remarkable for his attainments in 
the learning of both East and West, and an adept in all 
that appertains to the various Dervish Orders of Turkey, 
esl>eci;llly the BelctAshls. This volume, by far the most 
important independent work on the subject, is a rich mine 
of information on the strange and fantastic doctrines of a 
sect which, though its very name seems to have been un- 
known in Europe twentyyears ago,played a not unimportant 
part in the history of Western Asia. Its characteristic 
doctrines, equally ingenious and grotesque, are pretty fully 
discussed in the books and articles mentioned above, to 
which such as desire fuller knowledge of them may be 
referred. 
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(A.H. 807-907 = A.D. 1405-1 502). 
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Turkmrins, and lastly of the Uzbeks, until these in their 
turn, together with the remnants of the House of TimGr, 
were swept aside by the victorious Shdh Isma'il the Safawi. 
But though the House of TimGr was driven out of Persia, 
TheTim6rids, it was still destined to play a splendid part in 
arter their expul- India, where Zahiru'd-Din Muhammad Bdbur, 
sion from Persia, 
play a brilliant the great-great-great-grandson of TimGr, driven 
part inIndia out by the Uzbeks from his own principality of 
Farghbna, founded the dynasty commonly known in Europe 
as the "Great Moguls," which endured there for more than 
three centuries and finally disappeared in the great Mutiny 
of 1857, With the "Great Moguls" of India we are not 
directly concerned in this book, save in so far as they came 
into relations with the Persian Safawis ; but though the 
political importance of the later Timhrids in Persia con- 
tinually decreased after the death of ShAh-rukh, the courts 
of their diminished realms continued to be a centre of 
literary activity, enriched by the presence of numerous cele- 
brated poets and men of letters, while several princes of 
this House, notably Sultdn Abu'l-Ghdzi Husayn b. M a n ~ h r  
b. Bayqard, Ulugh Beg, BAysunqur and the great Bdbur him- 
self, made notable contributions to literature or science, and 
Mir 'Ali Sliir NawA'i, Minister of Sulfdn AbG'1-Ghdzi Husayn, 
was a t  once a notable poet (especially in the Turki tongue) 
and a generous patron of men of letters, so that the literary 
splendour of HerAt under the later TimGrids is comparable 
to that of Ghazua under SulfAn Mahmhd. 

From the political point of view the most important 
representatives of the dynasties mentioned above were 
ShAh-rukh of the House of Tim6r; QAra Yhsuf of the 
"Black Sheep" Turkmrins; 6zhn Hasan of the "White 
Sheep" Turkmdns; Shaybdni KhAn of the Uzbeks; and, 
chief of all, Shdh Isma'il the founder of the great Safawi 

dynasty. Of ~ z h n  ("Tall" or "Long") 1;Iasan 
Vcr;ctinn envoys 
to Uzlin Hasan we possess contemporary European accounts 

in the narratives of Caterino Zeno, Josafa 
Barbaro and Ambrosio Contarini, anlbassadors from Venice 
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to  this great ruler (whom they variously call "Ussun 
Cassano" and "Assambei"), whose assistance against the 
increasingly formidable power of the Ottoman Turks they 
desired to gain. They successively visited Persia for this 
purpose between the years AD. 1471 and 1478, and their 
narratives, full of interest and life-like touches seldom found 
in the pages of Persian historians of this period, have been 
published in English by the Hakluyt Society in a volume 
entitled Six Narratives of Travel in Persia by Italiafzs in 
the sixteeyzth and seventeenth centuries1. 

Before considering in greater detail these Turkmdn 
dynasties of the "Black" and "White Sheep," the history 

Tfmdr's sons 
of the House of Tirnlir, so far as its connection 
with Persia is concerned, must be briefly traced. 

Timhr had four sons and a daughter. Of his sons the eldest, 
Jahdngir, predeceased his father by thirty years; and the 
second, 'Umar Shaykh MfrzA,by ten years. The  third,MirPn- 
shfih, survived him by three years, but fell into disgrace and 
appears to have become affected in his reason. The  fourth 
was Shdh-rukh, who practically succeeded his father, and 
had a long and prosperous reign of forty-three years (897- 
850/1404-1447). Tim6rJs intention was that JahPngfr's son 
Pir Muhammad should succeed him, but he was defeated 
by his cousin Khalil Sultdn,son of lilirdnshbh,who succeeded 

in taking possession of Samarqand and gaining 
Brief reign of 
Khalil Sul!bn the support of several powerful nobles, and was 

finally murdered twoyears afterhisgrandfather's 
death by his trusted minister 'Ali TPz or Pir 'Alf. Khalil 
Sulfbn, though not without parts, was undone by his infatua- 
tion for the courtesan ShPd Malak,whose extravagant whims 
he was ever ready to gratify, to  the disgust of his nobles 
and officers, who, headed by the two KhudP-dPds and Bardi 

1 The three other narratives nre the Discourse of Giovan Baltista 
Xamusio on the wn'lings of Giovnrt Mario Angiolello ... in  which are 
~tawatgdthe life artd deeds of Ussun Cassano; the Travels of n Merchant 
i7t Persia (in the time of Shbh Isma'fl) ; and the Narrative of Vi~centio 
6 ACZesandri, Venetian Ambassador to Sh ih  Tahmbsp. 
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Reg, presently rose against him, deposed him, and banished 
him.to Kislighar. Thereupon his uncle Shdh-rukh marched 
in and took possession, but had sufficient ltindliness to re- 
unite the unhappy Khalil to his beloved ShAd Malak, who 
showed her appreciation of his devotion by stabbing herself 
with a poniard when he died. The two were buried together 
in the same tomb a t  Ray1. Ichalil SulfAn was not only a 
generous patron of poets but l~iinself wrote verse, of which 
several specimens are recorded by Dawlatshdha. 

ShAh-rukh, who now succeeded to the throne, was born 
in 77911377, and mas therefore 28 years of age at  the time 

Shlh-rukh of his accession. H e  had been made governor 
(reigned A D. of I<hurAsAn in his twentieth year (799/1396-7), 
1404-'447) and was already practically absolute in that 
province a i d  struck coins in his own name. His dominions 
were successively enlarged by the addition of MAzandarin 
(Sog/1406-y), Transoxiana (8 I I/I~oS-g), FArs (8 r 711414-5), 
KirmAn (Sr9/14r6-7) and AdharbAyjdn ( Q z ~ / I ~ z c I ) .  The 
attempt on his life by Ahmad-i-Lur, alluded to in the last 
chapter3, was made in 830/1427, and he finally died a t  Ray 
in 850/1447, after a reign of 43 years at  the age of 72. H e  
waged successful wars against the rulers of the "Blaclc 
Sheep" dynasty, Qdra Ylisuf and his so11 Iskandar, but on 
the whole, as Sir John Malcolm says4, "he desired not to 
extend, but to repair, the ravages committed by his father. 
H e  rebuilt the walls of the cities of Her i t  and Rlerv, and 
restored almost every town and province in his dominions 
to prosperity. This Prince also encouraged men of science 
and learning, and his Court was very splendid. H e  culti- 
vated the friendship of contemporary monarchs, and we read 
in the pages of his historian a very curious account of some 

This is Sir John Malcolm's version (Hist. of Persia, ed. 1815, 
vol. i, p. 4S6), for which his author~ty is De Guignes. DawlatshAh, 
ho~rlever (p. 354), saps that the rebcllio~~s nol~les cut off Shitd Malnk's 
c.us :md IIOSL', alid I I I ~ ~ C C S  110 t i l~ t l t i~ l l  o i  llcr rcLII11(>11 wit11 lClinl[l 
S~ll~All. 

Pp. 355-6 of my edition. 
See p. 366 supra. 4 0). cit., i, p. 487. 
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embassies which passed between him and the Emperor of 
China1." 

With this estimate of Shih-rukh's character the most 
recent native historian of Persia, MirzP Muhammad Husayn 

Khin ZuRdu'l-MuZh, poetically surnamed Fa-  
Shdh-rukh's 
character as ~Bgkz', is in complete agreement2. "After TimGr," 
depictedby he says, "his son MirzS ShPh-rukh sat in the 
FurClghI place of his father. He  was a successor who 
was the exact opposite of his predecessor, a peaceful and 
placable man, never prone to war and contention, save with 
seditious rebels and such as sought means to create dis- 
turbances in the empire, whom he deemed it necessary to 
suppress. In brief, the Empire founded by Tim6r was 
refined by the efforts of MlrzA Shbh-rukh, who during a 
long period busied himself in repairing the devastation 
wrought by his father, and in informing himself as to the 
condition of his subjects and compassing their happiness. 
I t  is an extraordinary fact that the son of one so hard- 
hearted should be so kindly, amiable, gracious and friendly 
to learning, showing favour and courtesy to all, especially 
to scholars and men of parts. OgotAy Khhn, the son of 
Chingiz Khin, had a somewhat similar disposition and 
practice, and in particular he has left on the page of history 
a great reputation for generosity, so that he has been entitled 
'the Ydtims of later days'; and we have met with many 
anecdotes concerning his liberality and tenderness of heart 
in the pages of former writers." 

Dawlatshih4 is equally flattering, and, with his usual 

I exaggeration, goes so far as to say that "from the time of 

H e  received a n  embassy of Khidr K h h f r o m  India in 82411421, 
and sent one to the Turkish,Sultin MurPd (Amurath) I1 in 83911435-6. 
(Munajjim-b5shi's Ja4d'z&'Z-AkhWr, vol. iii, pp. 56-7.) Further 
mention of the embassies to China and India will be made later on 
in this chapter. 

1 ~a'rikh-i-frdh, lith. TihrAn, A.H. I323 (~gos) ,  pp. 266-7. 
HBtim of the tribe of Tayy was celebrated amongst the old Arabs 

for his generosity. 
4 Pp. 336-5 of my edition. . . 
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Adam until this our day no age, period, cycle or moment 
can be indicated in which the people enjoyed such peace 

The same 
and tranquillity as they did in his [Shdh-rukh's] 

according to days." H e  adds that such were the virtues of 
Dawlatshdh this Prince that he was credited with miraculous 
gifts and knowledge of the Unseen. Of the two instances 
of this which Dawlatshdh gives, one rests on the authority 
of his father, who was one of his familiar attendants. Ulti- 
mately,however,according to this writer, ShAh-rukh incurred 
the Divine displeasure by putting to death three learned 
and pious men of Isfahdn whom he suspected of having 
encouraged his grandson SultBn Muhammad Bdysunqur in 
his revolt against him. These cursed him ere they died, 
and "the doors of Heaven being open, the prayers of those 
innocent and illustrious victims were answered ; the seed of 
that highly-placed king was cut off, and the sovereignty 
returned to its original source." Amongst the many artists, 
poets and men of learning contemporary with Shrih-rukh 
Dawlatshdhl mentioris four in particular as conferring special 
lustre on his court, namely 'Abdu'l-QBdir of MarAgha the 
musician (who is mentioned by dYu7z~yji~n-bn'sAf~ as one of 
the eminent victims of the plague which afflicted HerAt in 
s38/1434-5), Y6suf of AndakAn the minstrel, Qiwdmu'd- 
Din the engineer and architect, and Mawl6nA Khalil the 
painter, who in skill was "second only to Mdni" (Manes). 

The Turkish historian Mzurnqji71z-bn's/tC speaks not less 
favourably than the writers already cited of Shdh-rukh's 

The same 
character. " H e  was," says he, " a  wise, just, 

according to prudent and benevolent king, prone to forgive 
hlunajjim-bhshl and to do good, devout, temperate and pious, 
so that alike a t  home and on the march, nay, even in time 

P. 340 of my edition. 
Sa4d't;fu7dAkhbdr, vo!. iii, p. 57 (Constantinople, A.H. 1285). This 

useful history was originally composed in Arabic by Ahmad-Ded6 
Efendi ibn Lutfu'llAh, and comes down to roS3/1672. The Turkish 
translation was made in 113211720 by Ahmad b. Muhammad Nadfm 
for the Grand Wazir DBmid IbrAhim Pasha. 

3 (bid., p. 58. 

, / 
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of war and battle, he never neglected the morning, noon and 
evening prayers, while on ' white days ' and on the first day 
of each month he used to fast, and on the eve of Fridays, 
Mondays and Thursdays he used to assemble those who 
knew the Qur'kn by heart and cause them to recite the entire 
scripture in his presence. During the whole period of his 
life he never knowingly committed a major sin. H e  con- 
tinually sought the society of learned and pious men, on 
whom he conferred the greatest benefits and favours. H e  
never suffered defeat, but was always favoured by fortune 
and victorious. T o  whatever land he went, he first of all 
used to visit any shrine which might exist there." His  
empire, in the words of the same writer, extended "from 
the confines of China to the frontiers of Rdm (Turkey in 
Asia), and from the remotest parts of TurkistQn to the limits 
of India." 

Of Shbh-rukh's five sons1 only one, Ulugh Beg, survived 
to succeed him. Of the other four Bdysunqur, who died of 

Bdysunqur Mird 
drink (the curse of this family) in 83711433 a t  
the age of 37, was, perhaps, the most talented%, 

and the greatest patron of art and learning, to whose court 
flocked poets, artists, scholars, calligraphists, miniature- 
painters, book-binders and illuminators from 'IrAq, FQrs, 
AdharbAyjAn, and all parts of Persia. In  connection with 
Persian literature he is chiefly associated with the preface 
prefixed to the S h d h - n h a  of Firdawsi in his name and 
composed for him in 82911426. The  following chronogram 
of his death is given in the @abf6u's-Siyar: 

1 The remaining threesons were Abu'l-Fath I brbhim (d. 838/1434-s), 
who was the patron of the historian Sharafu'd-Dln 'All of Yazd ; 
Suydrghatmish (d. 830/1426-7) ; and Muhammad Jdkf (d. 84811444-5). 

a flabtbu's-SQav, vol. iii, part 3, p. 131 ; Munajjim-b6shPs ~ a & d -  
'gu'l-Akhbdv, vol. iii, p. 66. H e  was especially interested in calligraphy. 

B. P. = 5 
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"In the morning that august prince I3dysunclur said to me, 
'Tell tidings of me to the people of the world : 
I am gone, and this is the date of my death-- 
May my father's life be long in the worldll"' 

ShAh-rukh died near Ray on March 13, 1447, and, as 
stated above, was succeeded, though not peaceably, by his 

Ulugh Beg 
son Ulugh Beg, who had during his father's 
life-time been governor of TdrAn or Turkistdn. 

It was during this period, in 82411421, that he built at 
Samarqand his celebrated observatory, where, with the col- 
laboration of four eminent men of learning, Saldhu'd-Din 
Mlisd,called Qridi-ZAda-i-Rlimi ("the Turkish Judge's son"); 
Mulld 'Ald'u'd-Din 'Ali Qlishjf, the commentator of the 
Tajyid; GhiyAthuYd-Dln Jamshid; and Mu'lnu'd-Din of 
KdshAn, he compiled the notable astronomical tables known 
as the 294- Ukz~gh Beg, or Zg-i-jtadid-i-SzlJta'ni, which were 
probably completed in 84111437-8, and concerning which 
full particulars are given by Rieu2. 

Ulugh Beg, as already indicated, did not at once succeed 
in establishing his supremacy, which was contested by 
U I U ~ ~  Beg is 'Alb'u'd-Dawla, who seized Herdt and cast 
murdered by his 'Abdu'l-Lafif, the son of Ulugh Reg, into prison. 
son 'Abdu'l-Lacif Nor did his authority, when established, endure 
long, for he was killed at the instigation of his son, the 
above-mentioned 'Abdu'l-Lafif,on Kamaddn I O , ~  5 3 (October 
27, 1449) by a certain 'Abbds, the year of this tragic 
event being given by the chronogram 'AbbcEs killed [him] 

(d &G). 
'Abdu'l-Lafif, not content with the murder of his father, 

also murdered his brother 'Abdu'l-'Aziz, but did not long 
profit by his crime, for he in turn was murdered 

'Abdu'l-Lattf 
in the ensuing year, 85411450, by a certain BdbA 

1 The sum of the letters composing this hemistich gives 837, the , 

date of BBysunqur's death. 
2 Persian Catalogue, pp. 455-7, where the European editions and 

translations of thiswork are enumerated. See also Clements Markham's 
History of Persia, p. 224 c&?? cak. 
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IrTusayn, this date, curiously enough, being given by the 
chronogram Bdbd Hzisayn kiZ2't.d [him] (LA.% kt,). 
MirkhwAnd, in recording this event, cites the well-known 
dictum of the poet NizAmi as to the short-lived prosperity 
of roval parricides : - A 

' 'L4 "2.3 i j  ,.lie Jsl 'ails IJylk,'r && )+ 
' I  The parricide is unworthy of sovereignty: 

[Even] if he attains it, he  will not survive more than six months." 

"This'Abdu'l-Latlf," says theTurkish historiailMunq~im 
BcEskP, "was a talented and accomplished man, but very 
impetuous, blood-thirsty and pitiless, so that men's hearts 
were turned aside from him. With his death the succession 
of Ulugh Beg came to an end in Transoxiana." 

From this period onwards until its extinction in Persia 
the House of TimGr rapidly declined in power, cohesion 

l ~ b d u l ~ ~ i h  b. and territorial possessions, and even the suc- 
IhrbhIrnSul$$nb. cession of rulers is somewhat uncertain, or, to 
shbh-~~ki~ be more precise, it is uncertain which should be 
accounted supreme and which subordinate. Thus Stanley 
Lane-Poole2 regards 'Abdu'llAh, the son of IbrAhim Sultdn, 
the son of ShAh-rukh, as the successor of 'Abdu'l-Laflf; 
while Mirkhwdnd substitutes MirzA Abu'l-QAsim BAbur 
(not the great Bdbur), the son of Bdysunqur, the son of 

Abu'l.Qbsim Shdh-rukh. He  died in 861/1456-7, having lost 
Bbbur b. 'IrAq, FArs and KirmAn four years previously 
Bdysunqur 

to Jahdnshdh, son of Qard YGsuf of the "Black 
Sheep" TurkmAns, and killed his brother SulfAn Muham- 
mad, the expelled ruler of FArs, in battle. 

Mfrzd 'AlA'u'd-Dawla, another son of BAysunqur, was 
acting as governor of Herdt a t  the time of his grandfather 

ShAh-rukh's death, but, after a certain show of 
'Alb'u'd-Dawla ,,. Bbysunqur opposition, he made peace with Ulugh Beg and 

BAbur, and contented himself with the govern- 
ment of a district extending from Khab6shAn in KhurAsAn 

1 09. cit., vol. iii, p. 65. 
Mohammadan Dynasties, p. 268. 
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to AstarAbAd and DAmghAn. In S52/1448-9 he was defeated 
- by Ulugh Beg near HerAt and driven into Badakhshhn and 
the Plain of QipchAq. After various vicissitudes, including 
sundry wars with his brothers and a period of allegiance to  
JahAn-shbh, the "Black Sheep" Turkmbn and enemy of his 
House, he finally died in S75/1470-I. His son Ibrbhim, 
having escaped from the custody of his uncle Abu'l-QAsim 
BAbur, fled to Murghbb and there collected a considerable 

army. He occupied HerAt and defeated his 
Ibrdhlm b. 
.A,a,u,d-Daw,a cousin MirzA ShAh MahmGd, whom he was 

preparing to crush at Astarsbid when be was 
suddenly attacked by the redoubtable "Black Sheep" Turk- 
mAn JahAnshAh. Abandoning Herdt he fled before the 
invader, but returned on the withdrawal of the latter, only 
to suffer defeat at the hands of SultAn AbG Sa'id. He died 
in 863/1458-g on the march from DAmghAn to Mashhad, 
and his cousin and rival, the above-mentioned MirzA ShAh 
Mahmhd, was killed in the same year. 

SulfAn AbGSa'id, the grandson of MirAnshbh,is described 
by MirkhwAnd in the Rawdatu's-Safa'as "supreme amongst 
su,+nabd the princes of the House of TimGr in high em- 
Sa'id b. Soltin prise, lofty rank and perfect discernment. H e  
Muhammad b. 
Mirenshfi b. was a friend and patron of scholars, theologians 
Timdr and men of letters, and during the period of 
his rule the lands of Turkistbn, TGrAn, KhurbsAn, ZAbulistAn, 
SistLn and MAzandarAn attained the zenith of prosperity." 
H e  had in early life been attached to the court of his ac- 
complished kinsman Ulugh Beg, whose son 'Abdu'l-Lafif, 
after murdering his father as already related, cast Ab6 Sa'id 
into prison, whence, owing to the negligence of the sentries, 
he escaped to BukhArA. When 'Abdu'l-Latif in turn was 
killed, he marched out from BukhArA, and, after giving 
battle to his kinsman AbG Bakr, made himself supreme in 
TurkistAn and TGrbn. In 861/1456-7 he captured Herbt 
and put to death Gawhar ShAd KhAtGn. In 862/1457-8 
JahAnshAh invaded KhurAsAn and occupied HerAt, but 
afterwards relinquished it to AbG Sa'id. Ten years later, 

1 
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in 872/1467-8, when JahAnshAh was defeated and slain by, 
~ z G n  Hasan, of the rival clan of the "White Sheep" Turk- 
mAns, Ab6 Sa'id, hoping to profit by this circumstance, and 
encouraged by representations from 'IrAq, FArs, KirmAn, 
AdharbAyjAn and other lost provinces, marched westwards 
against his new rival ~ z 6 n  Hasan, by whom he was finally 
defeated and taken prisoner near MayAna. After three 
days his captor, having decided on his destruction, handed 
him over to YAdigAr Muhammad, who put him to death to 
avenge the blood of his grandmother Gawhar ShAd KhAtGn. 
The philosopher Jalilu'd-Din DawAni, author of the well- 
known ethical manual, entitled AKkZdq-i-JaZdZi, commem- 
orated his death in the following chronograml : 

'>9&&5.&44LL43++l 

'+- 91 dctJ, 3.ji. JL c ? ~ w  
By the Venetian travellers of this period, to whom we 

are indebted for much interesting information and indepen- 

AM Sa'ld called dent chronological, details, Abh Sa'id is called 
"BusechUby the "Busech"; while Uzhn Hasan is called "Ussun 
Venetians Cassano," "Assirnbeo," or "A~sambei '~  (i.e. 
Hasan Beg), and JahAnshAh "Giansa." The towns of 'Urfa, 
IsfahAn, KAsh An, Qum,Yazd and KharpGt appear as " Orphi," 
" Spaham " or " Spaan," " Cassan,"' " Como," " Jex " and 
" Carparth." I t  should be noted also that, apart from such 
well-known general histories as the Raw4atu'~-Jafd and 
Habibu's-Siyar, the hitherto unpublished MatZa'u's-Sa'daytz 

Historical value 
of KamAlu'd-Din 'Abdu's-Razziq, a monograph 

or theMntZagu's- on the reigns of " the two Fortunate Planets," 
Sa'dnyn 

i.8. the two AbG Sa'ids (the fl-khini Mongol, 
reigned 716113 16-7361133 j, and the Timhrid of whom we 

I 1 Given in the Rawq'atu's-Say&. The sum of the letters composing 
the last four w o r d s ( ~ o + 1 o o + ~ o o + ~ 0 + 6 o + ~ o + g +  I + 5 0 + 1 + 2  
+ 6 + 60 + 70 + 10 + 4) gives the year of his death 873 (= A.D. 1468-9). 
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are now speaking), which was completed in 875/1470-I, only 
two years after the later AbG Sa'id's death, affords a great 
wealth of material for the history of this period. 

Abii Sa'id was succeeded by two of his sons, Ahmad 
and Mal!m6d, who are accounted by Stanley Lane-Poole 

I the last (eighth and ninth) rulers of the House 
! Ahmad and of Tim6r in Persia and Central Asia. Of these 
I of Sulfdn the first ruled in Transoxiana with Samarqaild 

Ab6 Sa'fd 
for his capital, and the second in Badakhshdn, 

Khatlin, Tirmidh, etc. Both died, the latter by violence 
a t  the hands of the Uzbek Shaybdni IChdn, in the last years 
of the fifteenth century (89911493-4 and gog/rqgg-r 500 
respectively). 

Much more important than the two princes last men- 
I tioned, from the literary if not from the political point of 

Su l f i n  Husayn b. view, was Sulfdn Husayn b, Man~iir  b. Bayqard, 
MansGrb. whose court at  Herdt was one of the most 
Bayqard 

brilliant centres of letters, art and learning 
which ever existed in Persia. This prince, originally at- 
tached to and protected by Ulugh Beg, was, on the death 
of this ruler and his son 'Abdu'l-Lafif, cast into prison by 
Abil Sa'ld, but escaped, joincd Abu'l-Qdsfrn Ijribur, and fled 
to  Khwdrazm or Khiva. In 862/1457-S he captured Astar- 
Abdd, the capital of the province of Gurgin or Jurjdn (the 
ancient Hyrcania) and was there crowned, but recognized 
AbG Sa'id as his suzerain and placed himself under his 
protection. A year later Ab6 Sa'id again compelled him 
to  take refuge in Khwdrazm and occupied Astardbdd, which, 
however, he shortly afterwards recovered, together with the 
rest of the provinces of Gurgdn and Mdzandardn. On the 
death of AbG Sa'id, Sulfdn Husayn captured Herdt, and 
was crowned there on Ramadin 10, 872 (April 3, 1468), 
which date is regarded by Munqji~rz-bksht as the beginning 
of his 38 pears' reign, terminated by his death at  the age of 
seventy years on Monday, I I Dhu'l-kIijja,g~ I (May 5, 1506). 
During the last 20 years of this period he was partly para- 
lysed. His talented minister Mir 'Ali Shir Nawi'f, who, 
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like his master, was not only a great patron of men of 
learning and letters but himself a writer of distinction, both 
in prose and verse, especially in the Turki language, died 
on the 12th of Jumdda ii, go6 (January 3, 1501) a t  the age 
of 62. A n  excellent monograph on his life and literary 
activities was published by M. Belin in theJournaGAsiatipue 
for 1861, and reprinted in the form of a separate pamphlet1. 
Sulfdn Husayn,besides his literary tastes, had a great passion 
for pigeons, fighting-cocks and other birds, and, like so many 
of his House, was much addicted to wine. 

I t  still remains to mention one of the most notable of 
all the descendants of TimGr, namely Zahiru'd-Dfn Muham- 

mad BAbur, who, though he never ruled in 
zahf"'d-D'n Bdbur Persia, was the founder of a new and splendid 

TitnGrid empire in India, the representatives 
of which, commonly known in Europe as the "Great 
Moguls," included such noble princes as  HumAyGn, Akbar, 
JahPngfr, ShAh-Jahdn and Awrang-Zfb ' A ~ a m ~ i r ,  and which, 
though gradually shorn alike of its glories and its virtues, 
continued to exist until the great Indian Mutiny in 1857. 
Until the early part of the eighteenth century their magnifi- 
cent court at Delhi continued to attract a great number of 
eminent Persian poets and men of letters during a period 
when fuller appreciation and more liberal patronage of 
talent was to be found a t  Dihlf than a t  I~fahdn. 

Of the life of BAbur we possess singularly full and 
authentic details in the autobiographical memoir generally 

known as the Bdbzlr-nkwa, or "Book of Bdbur" 
Bdbur's autobio- 
graphy 

which he composed in the Turki or ChaghatAy 
language. Of the original Turki text of this 

remarkable work a printed edition was published by Ilminsky 
a t  Kazan in 1857%; while a fac-simile of the then newly- 
discovered HaydarAbAd codex was edited by Mrs Beveridge 

1 Notice 6iogr@hique et ZittCraire SUY Mir AZi-Chir Nkvdii, suivie 
dextraits iirls des auvres du mtmc auteur, par M. Be&. It com- 
prises I 58 pages. 

2 The text comprises 506 pages. 
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for the trustees of the " E. J. W. Gibb Memorial Fund" in 
Ig0S1. This Turki text has been translated into French 
by M.' Pavet de Courteille, and was published a t  Paris in 
I 87 I. There also exists a Persian translation of the original, 
known as the Wdq2a't (or Tdzuk)-i-Bdba~i, made at  the 
request of the great Emperor Akbar, BAbur's grandson, 
by his accomplished general MirzP 'Abdu'r-Ral!im KhPn- 
Khdndn in ggSJr5Sg-go2, on which Dr  John Leyden and 
MrWilliam Erskine's well-known English version, published 
in London in 1826, is based. Besides this notable and 
most authoritative work, we have the very valuable and 

MIrzd Haydar 
illuminating Memoir of BAbur's cousin Mirzs 

~ u g h ~ d t , ~  Haydar Dughlbt, now accessible to the English 
Memoirs reader in Sir E. De~lison Ross's translation, 
edited, with Preface, Introduction, Commentary, Notes and 
a Map, by the late Mr Ney Elias, formerly H.B.M. Consul- 
General for Khurisin and SfstAn, and published in London 
in 1898 with the title A History of the MoghuZs of Cefztral 
Asia, beifzg the Ta'rikh-i-Rashidf of M i ~ z a '  Mu,+n~lzmad 
gayday DughZLtt. This book, which, as its title implies, 
has a much larger scope than the Bk6ur-nkuzn, of which the 
author made u s e q n  its compilation, greatly supplernents 
and illuminates the earlier work4. Apart from these two 
works, which are worthy of special notice on account of the 
high position of their authors and their active participation 
in the malting of the history which they narrate, the historical 
sources for this period are unusually full and trustworthy. 

Of Bibur's life, which can be studied in detail in the 
above-mentioned and numerous other works6, it is sufficient 

It contains 382 ff. of text, 107 pp. of Indices, and an English 
Preface of 10 pages. 

a See Rieu's Pers. Cat., pp. 244 et sepq. 
See p. 23 of the Introduction to Mr Ney Elias's book. 
The Brfbzlr-ndnza comes down to the year 936/15zg-30, while the 

Tn'rikh-i-linsltidi ends with the year 94811541. 
The best and fullest account I know of is W. Erskine's History 

of India under the two first Sovereigns of the House of Tni?nur, Bcfber 
and Hu?ltdyun (2 vols., London, 1854). 
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to say here that it falls broadly into three periods, of which 
the first was passed in the little principality of Farghina, 

where he was born in A.D. 1482 and whence 
Outline of 
Bbbur's life he was expelled by Shaybini KhAn and his 

Uzbeks about I 504. During the second period 
(A.D. I 504-1 525)he ruled over Afghinistin and Badakhshdn. 
Finally he decided on the invasion of India, and the founda- 
tion of the "Great Mogul" Dynasty in that country dates 
from his brilliant victory a t  Pinipat over Sultin Ibrdhim 
L6df of Dihli on April 20, 1526, and the occupation ofAgra 
and Dihlf and northern India from the Indus to Bengal. 
This third and shortest period was brought to a close by 
his death on December 26, 1530, when he was succeeded 
by his son Humdylin. The narrative of the Bd6ur-n&a 
extends from Ramadan 8ggjJune 1494 (the year of BAbur's 
accession at  the early ageof twelve to the throne of Farghina) 
to 93611 529-30, the year preceding his death. There are, 
however, certain lacunz, to wit the years 915-924 (1509- 
1518) and 927-931 (1521-1525). 

We have, however, overshot the limits of the period 
dealt with in this chapter; for, so far as Persia is concerned, 
the House of Timlir disappears from it before the year I 500. 
The  great empire founded by Timlir, that ruthless man of 
blood, was maintained in Persia by his gentler and more 
enlightened son ShAh-rukh until his death in 850/1447. 
What follows is mainly a dismal record of fratricidal strife 
and invasions of Uzbeks and other barbarians, redeemed by 
brilliant galaxies of poets, artists and men of letters and 
science whom the lavish bounty and undeniable taste of 
these truculent and quarrelsome princes continued to at- 
tract to their various courts, in particular to Herit. The  
details of these wars, set out a t  great length by Mirkh- 
wind, Khwindamir and 'Abdu'r-Razzdq, and in English 
by Erskinel, are somewhat wearisome, being not so much 

1 History of India under the first two Sovereigns of the House of 
Taintur, etc. See the preceding foot-note. Vincent A. Smith's Akbar 
the GrealA&ogul, 1542-1605 (Oxford, 19x7) forms a worthy continuation. 
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between different peoples or principles, as between ambitious 
members of one family. Happily for our present purpose 
we need not go much beyond Sir John Malcolm's excellent 
summary of this period of Persian history. " After the death 
of Ulugh Beg," says he1, "we discover a crowd of the 
descendants of Tim6r contending for the provinces of his 
empire; and so great was the respect which men entertained 
for the blood of the hero that everyone who could boast of 
it in his veins found adherents who enabled him either to 
obtain a throne or an honourable grave." 

To the literary and artistic gifts and tastes of these 
princes, on the other hand, that great authority on Persian 
painting and miniatures, Dr F. R. Martin,bears the following 
eloqucnt testimony in his monumental work on The ikfinia- 
tzlve Painting and Painters of Persia, Ifzdia and Tz~rkey? 

"The TfmGrids soon began to lead a life compatible 
with the wealth their fathers and forefathers had amassed 

Dr Martin on 
during their wars, and tried to squander it as 

Persianpainting quickly as possible. History constantly repeats 
at  this period itself. The life of these rulers forms a true 
epic. They recall to mind the old Paladins in the Chansons 
de Gestes, passing in the space of a short time from the 
splendours of a throne to a position of the utmost decay. 
They were, however, the most artistic princes that ever 
reigned in Persia. If the conquering armies of Tim6r 
destroyed many a work of art, his successors brought into 
being works of art that would otherwise never have been 
created. Does not Samarqand redeem the loss of many a 
town destroyed by TimGr 7 What he destroyed was already 
of itself destined to fall, and Tim6r simply gave the mortal 
thrust. He was not the destroyer we are accustomed to 
consider him, but the master who arranged matters with an 
iron hand. He formed a link in the chain of natural develop- 
ment, and from his realm arose the Persia of later times, 
his successors bringing Persian art to its most flourishing 

1 Vol. i, p. 488 n the 1815 edition. Ulugh Beg died in 85311449. 
Quaritch, 1912, vol. i, pp. 35-6. 
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stage. These Tfm6rids were no barbarians; indeed every- 
thing goes to show that they were highly civilized and 
refined men, real scholars, loving art for the sake of art 
alone, and without ostentation. In the intervals between 
their battles they enjoyed thinking of their libraries and 
writing poetry, many of them having composed poetry that 
far excels that of their court poets. SultAn Husayn Mirzi 
was no bad poet, and his odes, written in Turki, are far 
better than those of many celebrated poets. He  also wrote 
in Arabic and competed with the celebrated Jhmf. The 
most refined style of life prevailed, in certain respects calling 
to mind that of the European princes of the same time, or 
that of France during the 18th century, although it was far 
more literary than either. 

"Bhysunghur,ShAh-rukh,Ulugh Beg and Sultin Husayn 
Mirzi were bibliophiles not surpassed by the Dukes of 
Burgundy, or by King RenC of Anjou, their contemporaries, 
and were far more illustrious than the celebrated French 
and Italian book-lovers of the 16th and 17th centuries. 
Not only did they collect books, but they created them. 
Bhysunqur and Husayn Mirzi were to Persia what William 
Morris was to England four hundred years later. They 
created a new style of book, but theirs was infinitely more 
aristocratic, solid and artistic. The very finest European 
books and manuscripts cannot, except in a very few isolated 
instances, bear comparison with those of the Orientals as 
regards the fineness of their work. 

"BAysunqur was the son of Shih-rukh and grandson 
to Tamerlane ; he died in 83711433, when 37 years of age, 

at Astarhbdd, where he was governor. He  was 
Bdysunqur "one 
ofthe greatest the founder of the most elegant style of book- 
bibliophil" of production in Persia, and well deserves to be 
the world" 

remembered as one of the greatest bibliophiles 
of the world. Under his auspices forty artists were em- 
ployed in copying manuscripts under the guidance of 
Mawlhni Ja'far of Tabriz, himself a pupil of 'Abdu'llAh son 
of Mir 'Ali. By paying large salaries and making princely 
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presents he retained in his service the cleverest masters of 
the period, who executed the finest work in the production 
of their splendid volumes. The paper was unsurpassed, 
the illuminations of extreme delicacy, and the covers are 
unequalled to the present day. Books from his vast library 
are now dispersed over the entire world, and wherever found 
should possess a place of honour. 

" I t  was during the reigns of the Timdrids and not during 
that of Shdh 'Abbis that the finest carpets were produced in 

Culmination of 
Persia. The finest arms and armour, and ivory- 

other arts at work of a minuteness surpassing all examples 
this period produced by other countries, were made at 
their court. All specimens of Persian art that exhibit the 
most refined taste and worlrmanship emanate from their 
time or from the very beginning of the Safawi dynasty. 

"All art produced in the East is the direct result of an 
impulse given by the monarch. But for B5ysunqur and 

"All real art in 
Sultin Husayn Mirzi we should not have had 

the East is that lovely miniature art their artists created, 
Court art" for it was to adorn and illustrate their own 
writings that they ivelcomed artists from all parts of their 
kingdom. But for Sh5h 'Abbis we should not have had 
the splendid figured velvet, and but for Sulaymin the Mag- 
nificent there would be no magnificent Turkish faience from 
Izniq, and but for SulfAn Ahmad we should not have had 
the wonderful manuscripts of the Qur'dyz, by which their 
aesthetic tastes are still perpetuated. All real art in the 
Orient is court art, or is dependent on a Maecenas. It was 
so in the 'Abbhsid court at Baghdhd in the ninth century; 
it was so in Egypt and Spain ; it was so everywhere. This 
fact must be remembered, as it explains much that would 
otherwise be incomprehensible. 

"That an art so brilliant should entirely disappear with 
the ruler was not to be expected. The princes died, but 

Survival of this 
the artists survived and entered the service of 

art into the six- another. The impulse derived from theTimfirids 
teenth century was so powerful that it lasted through a great 
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  art of thesixteenth century. I t  was not only the newrulers of 
Persia, the Safawis, but also princes whose names are almost 
unknown to history, who continued the fashion and had 
manuscripts executed that were more costly than anything 
of the kind produced in Europe." 

I t  is necessary to remind the reader, who may be apt to 
think of far-reaching international relations as in large 

Communications 
measure a product of modern times and an out- 

between Persia, come of modern facilities of communication, 
China and India how considerable was the intercourse in the 
time which we are considering between Asiatic (not merely 
Muslim) states far removed from one another. The inter- 
esting extracts from that valuable but hitherto unpublished 
history, the MatZa'u's-Sa'daytt of 'Abdu'r-RazzLq of Samar- 
qand, published in French by Quatremere in 1843l, include 
the accounts of two embassies from the court of HerAt, the 
one to China, the other to India, narrated in each case by 
one who had headed or accompanied the mission. The 
mission to China, described by Ghiyithu'd-Din Napqdsh 
("the Painter"), left Herit on December 4, 1419, reached 
Pekin (Khdn-bdigh or " Cambaluc ") a year and ten days 
later, and returned to HerAt on September 2, 1422'~ The 
mission to India, confided to and narrated by the above- 
mentioned 'Abdu'r-RazzAq himself, started on January 13, 
1442, and landed once more on Persian soil at Hurmuz in 
the Persian gulf on April 20, 1444~. The activity and cos- 
mopolitan character of that port are well indicated by the 
ambassador in the following descriptive paragraph : 

" This Hurmuz, which they also call Jarlin, is a port on 
the open sea 'which has no equal on the face of the earth.' 

' A ~ ~ u ' ~ - R ~ Z Z A ~ ' S  Thither betake themselves merchants from the 
description of Steven climes ; from Egypt, Syria, Asia Minor, 
Hurmuz Adharbdyjdn, Arabian and Persian 'Iriq, the 

1 Notices et Extraits a2s'Manustuit.r G% la BibZioth2que du Roi, 
vo1. xiv, pp. 1-473. 

a Lac. cit., pp. 387-426. 
LOC.  it., pp. 427-473. 
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provinces of FArs, I<huritsdn, Transoxiana, Trrrlzist;in, the 
Qipchbq Plain, the territories of the Callnucks and all the 
realm of China and [its capital] Pekin (Khdn-bn'ligh). 
Thither coast-dwellers from the confines of China, Java, 
Bengal, Ceylon and the cities of Zirbrid, Tandsuri, Shahr-i- 
Naw, the Islands of Diwa-Mahall, as far as Malabar, Abys- 
sinia, and Zanzibar, the ports of Bfjanagar, Gulbarga, Gujarbt, 
and KanbA'it (Cambay), the coasts of the Arabian peninsula 
as far as Aden, Jeddah and Yanb6' bring rare and precious 
things to which the sun and moon and fertilizing virtue of 
the clouds have given lustre and beauty, and which can be 
brought by sea to that country. T o  that land come travellers 
from all parts of the world, and whatevcr they bring they 
find in that city, without over-much search, the equivalent 
value thereof in whatever form they desire, whether by sale 
or exchange. The  officials levy a ten per cent. ad valorem 
duty on everything except gold and silver. In that city 
are many adherents of all manner of diverse religions, in- 
cluding heathens; yet do they not deal otherwise than 
fairly with any creature, for which reason men call the city 
DLE1~u'Z-Amn'n ('the Abode of Security'). The  people of 
that country combine the winning manner of the people of 
'Irdq with the profound cunning of the Indians." 

Allusion has already been made to the correspondence 
between Shbh-rukh and his successors and the Ottoman 
Relations Sultans Muhammad I (1402-14.21) Murdd I1 
between the (1421-1451), Muhammad I1 (145 1-1481) and 
Tinidrids and 
the Ottomatl Bbyazid I1 (1481-1 5 12); but that this corre- 
Sultans spondence was not confined to princes and 

politics is shown by letters preserved by FiridGn Bey1 ex- 
changed between Bbyazid I1 on the one hand and the 
poet Jbmi, the philosopher Jaldlu'd-Din DawAni and the 
theologian Ahmed TaftAzAni on the other. T o  the first of 
these the Ottoman Sultan sent a gift of a thousand and to 
the second five hundred florins, accompanied by all manner 

Munshd'cit, Constantinople, A.H. rz74/185S, vol. i, pp. 361-5. 
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of gracious and courtly compliments1. I t  was a t  Constan- 
tinople, moreover, that SultAn Husayn's son, Badl'u'z-Zamin, 
fleeing from the murderous Uzbeks, found a final refuge and 
a last resting-place. 

Having described the waning of the House of Timiir, 
we must, before tracing the growth of the Safawi power, 

consider briefly the intermediate TurkmQn 
Tl~e Turkmans 
orthe L1Blacks3 dynasties of the " Black " and " White Sheep," 
andC'Whitc who were so much akin in race and character 
Sheep" 

that Josafa Barbaro is probably justified in 
comparing them to the rival Italian factions of the Guelphs 
and Ghibellines, or the " Bianchi" and " Neri"" T h e  
" Black Sheep " (Qari-qoyGnlG, or " Caracoilu " as Barbaro 
calls them) came first. I n  the time of TimGr they were 
established in the Persian province of Adharbiyjin, and a 

B a y d m  Khwija 
certain chief amongst them, BayrQm Khwdja 
of the BahArlh tribe, attached himself to the 

service of Sulf in Uways the Jalgiri, after whose death he 
possessed himself of Maw~i l  (Mosul), Sinjbr and Arjish. 
In  782/1380-I he died and was succeeded by his son Qdra 

Muhammad, who similarly attached himself to 
QQra Muham- 
mad the service of Sulf in Ahmad, the son of the 

above-mentioned Sulfin Uways, and ultimately 
fell in battle in Syria in 792/1390. H e  was succeeded by 

Q5ra Ydsuf 
his son Qbra YGsuf, who was the first of the 
family to attain the position of an independent 

sovereign with his capital a t  Tabriz. After repeated conflicts 
with Timhr, he took refuge with the Ottoman Sulfbn Bbyazid 
"the Thunderbolt," and succeeded in capturing Baghddd, 
whence, however, he was shortly expelled by Tfmiir's grand- 
son Abii Bakr, and fled to Egypt with a thousand of his 
followers. The  Sultin of Egypt, fearing TimGr's wrath, 
imprisoned him ; but on Timiir's death he was released, and, 

Concerning the enormous influence exercised by J6mf and Mfr 
'Ali Shir NawP'i on Ottoman literature, especially poetry, see the late 
Mr E. J. W. Gibb's History of Ottoman Poetty, vol. ii, pp. 7-1 I. 

a P. 85 of the Hakluyt volume above mentioned. 
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having been rejoined by his scattered followers, took Diydr 
Bakr, and soon afterwards, in 809/1406-7, defeated Ab6 
Rakr at  Nakhjuwdn, reoccupied Tabriz, and took possession 
of the province of Adharbdyjdn. Four yearslater he defeated 
and put to death near Tabriz his old master and fellow- 
captive in Egypt, Sulf in Ahmad JalA'iri. I n  82211419 he 
captured the three important Persian cities of Sdwa, Qazwin 
and SulfAniyya, and died in the following year a t  the age 
of 65, after a reign of 14 years, leaving five sons, of whom 
two, Iskandar and JahdnshAh, succeeded him on the throne. 

Mention has been already made in a previous chapter 
of the important coliection of State Papers connected with 

the diplomacy of the Ottoman Empire which 
Contemporary 

Pnycrs are contained in the iJFrrnshrf'R2 of FiridGn Bey1. 
A good many of these refer to the period we 

are now considering. Thus we have a letter to Sulfin 

BAyazid "the ThunderboltJ' from Sulfdn Ahmad Jald'iri, 
written in 79811396, describing his flight before TfmGr's 
advancing hordes, and the answer to it ; numerous letters 
which passed between Sulfin Muhammad I (805-824/1402- 
1421) and Shdh-rukh, Qdra Y6suf, Iskandar and Sultdn 
Khalil of Shirwin ; letters between Sultdn MurAd I1 (824- 
8551142 1-145 I )  and Shih-rukh ; letters between Sulf in 
Mul!ammad I1 " Fa'tih" (855-886/145 1-1481) and Jafidn- 
shdh, Ulugh Beg, BAysunqur, Bahman Shdh of India, UzGn 
Hasan, and Husayn b. Mansljr b. BayqarA; and later a 
voluminous correspolldence with the Safawi kings S h i h  
Isma'il and Shdh Tahmdsp. These letters are interesting 
not only for the light they throw on the historical events 
to which they refer, but as indicating the relations which 
prevailed between these rulers respectively. Thus, for 
example, in a letter from Shdh-rukh to the Ottoman SulfAn 
Muhammad I in 818114x6 the arrogance of tone is very 
noticeable, both in respect to the comparative poverty of 
titles accorded and the reproaches addressed to the Sultdn 
for having put to death his rebellious brothers Sulaymdn, 

1 Printed at Constantinople in 1274/185S, pp. 626. 

M6sA and 'fsd, which, though "conformable to Ottoman 
practice," is branded as "improper according to the fl-khini 
custom "; and in the peremptory demand that Qdra Y6suf 
shall not be allowed to take refuge in Ottoman territory, 
should he seek to do so. SultBn Muhammad's reply, on 
the other hand, in not only conciliatory in tone, but even 
humble. H e  accords to Shdh-rukh a whole string of high- 
sounding titles; apologizes for killing his brothers by 
quoting Sa'di's well-known dictum that "ten dervishes can 
sleep in one blanket, but two kings cannot be contained in 
a continent"'; and expresses his fear that if he exasperates 
Q i ra  Y h u f  by refusing him entry into his dominions, he 
may endeavour to stir up trouble amongst the neighbouring 
rulers of the Qaramdnf, Hamidi, Isfandiydri, TGrghGdi and 
Dhu'l-Qadari dynasties, and even with the Sultdn of Egypt. 
I n  the case of the Ottoman Sulf in and the "Black Sheep" 
Turkmdn rulers, QPra YGsuf and QAra Iskandar, on the 
other hand, the contrary holds good, the Sultdn writing as 
to inferiors and the Turkmdn princes as to a superior. The  
numerous letters and dispatches contained in this interesting 
volume would well repay a fuller examination than can here 
be accorded to them, but reference will be made to them 
from time to time, as occasion arises2. 

Amir Iskandar Qira-qoy6nlG inaugurated his reign by 
an attack on Shdh-rukh, in which he  was defeated, but soon 

Iskandar 
afterwards he re-occupied Adharbdyjdn. In  
82811425 Shamsu'd-Din, the ruler of Akhldf, 

and in 83011427 Sultdn Ahmad the ruler of Kurdistdn and 
'Izzu'd-Din Shir fell victims to his warlike prowess, and the 
towns of Shirwdn and Sultdniyya passed into his hands. In  
83211429 he and his brother Jahdnshih, in spite of the valour 
which they showed, were again defeated by Shih-rukh. S ix  

1 GuZi~isMn, ed. Platts, p 16. 
Firiddn Bey's Collection of State Papers has been used by Pro- 

fessor H. A. Gibbons in his interesting work on the Foundation ofthe 
Ottoman Emptie  (Oxford, 1916), but only to a limited extent. It is 
also enumerated by Hammer-Purgstall amongst his sources. 

B. P. 26 
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years later, in 838/1434-5,Sl~dh-rulth again advanced against 
Iskandar as far as Ray, where he was joined by Iskandar's 
brother Jahinshdh and his nephew S h i h  'Ali. Iskandar 
fled, and ShAh-rukh bestowed his territories on his brother 
JahinshQh as a reward for his submission. Isltandar took 
refuge in a fortress, but while preparing to resist a siege he 
was murdered by his son Qubdd, a t  the instigation of his 
concubine LaylA 

JahAnshih, with the support and approval of Shih-rukh, 
now succeeded to the throne vacated by his brother's death 

in 83911435-6, and considerably enlarged the 
Jahanshdh 

realm which he had inherited. In 85611452 he 
overran 'Irdq-i-'Ajatn, made a tnassacre of the people of 
IsfahQn, and invadcd Fdrs and Kirmdn. 111 SGzlr~l.57-8 he 
conquered Khurisin, and in the month of Sha'bin in that 
year (June-July, 1458), was enthroned at  Herit ,  and 
remained there for six months, when Sultin Ab6 Sa'id, 
the great-grandson of TimGr, prepared to attack him. A t  
the same time news reached him that his son Hasan, who 
was imprisoned in AdharbQyj6n, had escaped and was in 
rebellion against him, so he was compelled to make peace 
with AbG Sa'id and hasten westwards a t  the average rate 
of twelve parasangs (some forty-five miles) a day, losing in 
this forced march 20,000 camels and ~o,ooo horses. Having 
subdued and expelled his son Hasan, he dismissed his other 
son Pir BudAq from the government of FArs and transferred 
him to BaghdQd, where he also shortly revolted. Jahinshdh 
thereupon besieged Baghdid for a whole year, and finally 
succeeded in killing Pir BudAq and replacing him by another 
son, Muhammad Mirz$ after which he returned to Adhar- 
biyjdn. His realms now extended from the Turkish frontier 
on the west to the two 'Iriqs, Kirmin and the shores of the 
Persian Gulf, thus including nearly the whole of Persia 

except KhurAsAn and the Caspian provinces. 
Jahdnshgh 
killcdbyfizfin In 87111466-7 h: attacked Hasan Biyandari, 
Hasan in A.D. better known as Uzlin Hasan, intending to con- 
1467 quer his realm of Diydr Bakr, but was surprised 
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l and slain by the latter while tarrying behind his army on 

a hunting expedition. His two sons were taken prisoners 
and most of his principal nobles slain. This disaster is 
commemorated in the following verses : 

' 4 9 + w + ~ u J 4  ' o ~ ~ , k ~ e j b , ~  
' " 3  4 & i,-- @u, & i,b, '&dl p> bL + :,u 
"The army of JahAnshgh Bahiidur NdyAn, notwithstanding all the , 

materials of mastery and strength, 
On the twelfth of the month of the second Rabi' perished, and the 

date [of the year was] ' easnn Beg slew [him] ' 

Of the character of JahdnshAh the Turkish historian 
Adtcnn~~inz-bdshi, from whom the above sketch of the QBra- 

qoyGnlG dynasty is taken: gives a most un- 
Character Jahanshdh of favourable account. According to this writer, he 

was " a  dissolute, immoral, blood-thirsty tyrant, 
a malignant inclined to heresy and atheism, who paid no 
heed to the Sacred Law, passed his nights until dawn in 
revelry and vice, and slept like a dog during the day ; for 
which reason he was called ' the Bat."' H e  died a t  theage 
of 70 after a reign of 32 years, was buried a t  Tabrfz, and 

wasan 'All 
was succeeded by Hasan 'Ali, the son whom he 
ha,$ cast off, and who had a t  one time been 

protected by UzGn Hasan. This son, whose mind is said 
to have been disordered by his captivity, reigned but a 
short while in Tabriz ere he was driven thence by Ijzlin 
Hasan to  H,amadAn, whither he was pursued and put t o  
death by UzGn Hasan's son OghGrl6 Muhammad in 

Extinction of the 
873/1468-9. With him the Dynasty of the 

~ l ~ ~ k  Sheep" " Black Sheep," or Qdm-qoydnZz2, came to an  
Dynasty 
87311468-9 

end, and was replaced by that of the "White 
Sheep," or Ap-poyz in~~.  

1 The words gasan Beg 6i-kusht (''Hasan Beg slew ") yield in 
the abjad notation the number 872, and the 12th of Rabi' ii in that year 
corresponds with November 10, 1467. 

2 Sa&dlifu'Z-Akhbdr, Constantinople edition of A.H. 1285, vol. iii, 
PP. 150-1 54. 
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Diydr Baltr was the original centre of activity of the 
"White Sheep" or Bdyandari Turkmdns, of whose amim 
The Bahd'u'd-Din Qbra 'Osmdn, known as Qdyn fluk 
Sheep"Dynasty. ("the Black Leech") from his greedy and blood- 
Qdra 'Osmin thirsty character, was the first to achieve fame, 
Having defeated Qdra Y6suf of the rival "Black SheepJ' 
Turkmhs, he was driven by the envy of his less capable 
brothers Ahmad and Pir 'Ali to seek service with Qddf 
Burhbnu'd-Din' at Siwds. In 8001 I 397-8 Qdra 'OsmAn 
killed his host and seized his territory, but retired, on 
learning that an Ottoman army under Prince Sulaymdn 
was advancing 011 Sfwds, to ErzinjAn. He joined Tim6r in 
his campaign against Asia Minor and Syria, ;111tl rcccived 
as a reward for his services the town of LIiyAr Uakr. Shortly 
afterwards Qdra YGsuf, the "Black Sheep" TurkmAn, 
escaped from Egypt and made war 011 QAra 'Osmbn, but 
died, as already mentioned, in Dhu'l-Hijja 823 (December 
1420), and was succeeded by his son Iskandar, who suffered 
defeat at the hands of Shdh-rukh in the following year. 

QAra 'Osmdn died in 83811434-5, and was 
'*liBegb. succeeded by his son 'Ali Reg, who was com- 
Qdra 'Osmdn 

pelled by a revolt of his brother Hamza to take 
refuge for a time with the Ottoman Sultbn Murbd 11. 

'Ali Beg was succeeded by his son Jahdngir, who was 
soon displaced (85711,453) by his more resolute and capable 
Jahdngir. brother Uzhn Hasan (the " Ussun Cassano" or 
6dn qasan "Assambei " of Josafa Barbaro), who was by far 
y Ussun the most powerful and celebrated of the "White 
Cassano" or 
''Assambein of Sheep" Dynasty. He was the grandson of 
theVenetian '' the Black Leech," and succeeded to the throne 
ambassadors) 

a t  Amid (Diybr Bakr) in the year mentioned 
above, which was the year in which the Ottoman Turks 

1 A full account of this remarkable warrior-poet is given by the late 
Mr E. J. W. Gibb in his History of Ottofrtnn Poetry, vol. i, pp. 204-224. 
Mention of him (under the form " Wurcllanadin ") is also made by 
Schiltberger in ch. ix of his Bondage and Tmvels, published in 
English translation by the Hakluyt Society in 1879, and in the same 
work there are several references to QGa 'Osmin (" Otman "). 
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captured Constantinople. To the fear inspired in Europe, 
and especially in Italy, by this fresh evidence of Ottoman 
power and prowess were due the efforts made by successive 
Venetian ambassadors to Persia to win the support of 
~ z 6 n  Hasan against the Turks, whom it was hoped he 
might harass on their Eastern frontier and so distract their 

attention from further conquests in the West. Thus once 
again since the Mongol Court at  Qdra-qorum had attracted 
emissaries from Rome with a similar object, the "Eastern 
QuestionJ' assumed a new importance, and the good will 
of Persia began to be assiduously sought after by European 
Powers. These Venetian ambassadors have left descrip- 
tions of thcir voyages and adventures which shed a 
welcome sic1e;light on the condition of Persia and the 
character of Uz6n Hasan, of whom Ramusio, in his Preface 
to Caterino Zeno's Travels, speaks in the highest terms, even 
declaring that "amongst all the kings of the East, who 
existed since the government was taken away from the 
Persians and transferred to the Greeks, there have been 
none who equalled the glory of Darius Hystaspes and 
Ussun Cassano." " I t  is to be regretted," he adds, "that 
some Eastern kings, great in power and intellect, have not 
had historians to celebrate their deeds, since among the 
Sultans of Egypt and among the Kings of Persia there 
have been men most excellent in war, and worthy not only 
of being compared with ancient barbarian kings famous in 
arms but even with the great Greek and Roman commanders 
in all those things which constitute able generals of armies'." 
H e  further speaks with admiration of " the manner in which 
this Ussun Cassano, a poor nobleman and the weakest in 
condition of many brothers, ... not possessing more than 
thirty soldiers, besides a small castle, afterwards raised him- 
self to such grandeur that he had the courage to dispute 

. the empire of all Asia with the Ottoman House, which 
under Muhammad I1 (A.D. 1451-1481) was a terror to the 

1 P. 2 of the Hakluyt. Society's Narrative of Italian Travels in 
Persia in the xvi arzd xvii Centuries (1873). 
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East." Contarini, who was with 6zdn Hasan in 1474-5, 

Contarini's 
says that he "always drank wine with his 

dzscription of meals," and " appeared to be a good liver, and 
Uzhn Hasnn took pleasure in inviting us to partake of the 
dishes which were before him." " There were constantly 

present," he continues1, " a number of players and singers, 
to whom he commanded whatever he wished to be played 
or sung, and His Majesty appeared to be of a very merry 
disposition. He was tall and thin, and had a slightly Tartar 
expression of countenance,with a constant colour on his face. 
His hand trembled as he drank. He appeared to be seventy 
years of agea. He  was fond of amusing himself in a homely 
manner ; but when too far gone was sometimes dangerous. 
Talte him altogether,however, he was a pleasant gentleman." 

No such vivid portrait of this remarkable man is to be 
found in the pages of any Oriental historian with whom I 
am acquainted, but the following estimate of his character 
by Munqyi7n-bkshi is worth quoting3: 

" He was a wise, just, brave, pious, religious and devout 
King, a friend of learned and godly men, charitable and a 

di~~rrnn~yi~~t- 
public benefactor. He built many buildings 

ddsfifsdescrip- for pious uses. As has been mentioned, with 
tion of the same but a small army he overcame two such mighty 
kings as JahAnshAh and Abli Sa'id; took tribute from 
Georgia; and ruled over Ad11arb5~jbn, the two 'IrAqs, 
KirmAn, Firs, DiyAr Bakr, KurdistAn and Armenia." 

Concerning his patronage of learned men the same 
historian remarks on the preceding page: "He adopted 

6 z 6 n  Hasan's 
Tabriz as his capital, and there assembled from 

patronageofmen the surrounding lands and provinces many 
of letters learned men and doctors, who received favours 
and honours beyond anything which could be expected." 

1 Contarini's Travels to Tana andPersia in the Hakluyt Society's 
translation of 1873, pp. '32-3. 

He must have looked older than his actual age, which is given 
by Mztna~~ifn-bhhtas only 54 at his death, two years later (A.D. 1477-8). 

Jafid'zyu'l-Ahhbdr, vol. iii, p. 165. 
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One of the most celebrated of those men of learning who 
received honour and rewards a t  his hands was IAli Qlishji, 
who passed through his territories on his way home from 
the pilgrimage to Mecca. 

~ z l i n  Hasan, while still a young man and only Prince 
of DiyAr Bakr, married a Christian wife, to wit the beautiful 

DespinaKhAtlin ("Lady Despina 'I), daughter of 
The Lady 
Despina Kalo Joannesl, the last Christian Emperor of 

Trebizond, of the noble family of the Comneni. 
She bore him a son and three daughters, one of whom, 
named Marta, was given in marriage to Shaykh Haydar, 
the father of Shih Isma'fl the founder of the Safawi dynasty. 

The fullest account of ~ z 6 n  Hasan's reign to which I 
have had access is that contained in the ~a/z&'zj%'LAkhbd~ 
of Mu~zq~inz-bkshta, while another Turkish source from 
which much information is to be gleaned is the collection 
of State Papers (Mz6nsha"kt) of FiridGn Bey: though the 
paucity ,of dates in the dozen despatches interchanged be- 
tween Uz6n Hasan and SultAn Muhammad Fa'tib (".the 
Conqueror ") is a matter for regret. The narratives of the 
Italian ambassadors and travellers already referred to are 
also of great value. The accounts of the Qira-qoylinlli and 
Aq-qoy~n~l i  dynasties given by Mirkhwind and other 
Persian historians are for the most part very meagre and 
inadequate. 

The first three or four years of 6zlin Hasan's reign 
(A.D. 14j3-1456-7) were chiefly filled by repeated revolts 
of his brothers, especially Jahingir, against his authority. 
The scene of these struggles, which were repeatedly com- 
posed by SarAy Khhlin, the mother of the contending 
brothers, lay for the most part outside Persia, round about 

1 See the Travels of a Merchant in Persia in the already cited 
volume of the Hakluyt Society, pp. 178-9. He describes "Despina- 
caton " as "very beautiful, being considered the most beautiful woman 
of that time, and throughout Persia was spread the fame of her loveli- 
ness and grace." 

SaJdJ$i'LAKhbdr, vol. iii, pp. 157-164. 
3 Vo1. i, pp. 274-286. 
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DiyAr Bakr, Mosul and especially Mardin, which suffered 
terrible devastation. Jahingir did not hesitate to invoke 
the help of the rival House of the "Black Sheep" Turkmins, 
represented by Jahinshihl. Once during this period ~ z b n  
Hasan set out on an expedition against KhurisAn, but was 
obliged to turn back to deal with a revolt organized by his 
brother Jahingir aided by JahinshPh, who sent one of his 
generals, Rustam Beg, to his support. The  rebels suffered 
a severe defeat a t  the hands of U Z ~  Hasan near the 
Euphrates, in which many of the fugitives were drowned, 
while five hungred prisoners, including Rustam Beg, were 
beheaded by Uz6n Hasan, who, however, at  the intercession 
of his mother, again pardoned his brothers Jahdngir and 
Uways, but: took 'Ali Khrin, the son o i  tlic former, as a 
hostage to Erzinjrin. 

After this victory (8511'456-7) ~ z 6 n  Hasan's power and 
prestige were greatly increased, and many anzirs of Asia 
Minor and Syria submitted to him. About 564/1459-60 
he wrested from the Ayy6bi dynasty the fortress of H i ~ n  
Kayf, where he installed his son Khalilu'llah Mirz6 as 
governor. In the same year Jahbnshih's son, Ijasan 'Ali 
rebelled against his father and took refuge with Uz i~n  Hasan, 
who, however, after a while drove him away on account of 
certain her,etical opinions ascribed to him. In  or before 
A.D. 1461 UzGn Hasan sent his nephew Mursd Bey2 on an 

6z6n qasan 
embassy to the Ottoman Sultdn Muhammad I1 

sends an "the Conqueror" to request him not to molest 

Ottoman Embassy Sultan to the 
his father-in-law Kalo Joannes, Emperor of 

Muhammad Trebizond. T o  this request the Turkish Sultin 
Fdtrfi paid no attention, but attacked and subdued 
Trebizond (where David Comnenas had recently succeeded 
his elder brother Kalo Joannes) and carried off this last 

1 The '' Giansa" of the Venetian travellers. 
9 In  'Abdu'r-RahmBn Bey Sheref's History, entitled Ta'rikh-i- 

Devlet-i-'Ahfia (p. I~I), f7zhn Hasan is said to have sent his mother 
SBra Khdth, who is evidently the same as the "SarAy Kh6tdnJJ 
mentioned at the bottom of the preceding page (p. 407). 
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representative of Byzantine power to Constantinople, where, 
according to Giovan Maria Angioletto, "he was treated 
honourably enough, but died before a year was over, in 
146z1." 

Thechronologyof the wars waged by ozdn Hasan against 
the Ottoman Turks is somewhat confused. iVuna~~m-<ds,$,i 
speaks of a short contest immediately preceding UzGn 
Hasan's first invasion of Georgia in 87 111466-7, and of an 
embassy headed by Khurshid Beg which he sent to SultPn 
Muhammad I1 "the Conqueror" requesting him not to 
attack Trebizond, which, as we have seen, had already 
fallen to the Ottomans in A.D. 1461. On the first of Rabi' ii, 
872 (Oct. 30,1467), however, he defeated the " Black Sheep " 

Turkmdns near Khliy in AdharbAyj6n, and, 
Jahinshbh is 
deFcateaandput taking their king JahAnshAh off his guard while 
t,o death by he was away from his army on a hunting expedi- 
Uzdn Hasan 

tion, cut off his head and sent it to  the Timlirid 
Sulf in Ab6 Sa'fd, while suffering his body to  be buried in 
the grave of his father QAra Ydsuf. I-Ie then occupied 
'Iriq and AdharbAyjin and besieged BaghdAd. The first 
despatch from 62th Hasan to SulfAn Muhammad 11 re- 
corded by Firiddn Beya refers to this victory. I t  is couched 
in very respectful terms (unlike some later despatches), but 
seems to have received no ackno~ledgement. 

The  second despatch from Uzlin Hasan to "the Con- 
queror " (which, unfortunately, is undated) refers to the next 
important event in his career, namely the defeat of JahAn- 
shgh's son Hasan 'All a t  Marand. This prince, who, as  
already mentioned, had taken refuge with him some seven 
years previously, now attacked him to avenge the death of 
his father Jahdnshih. Ozlin Hasan invoked the help of 
the TimGrid Ab6 Sa'id, urging the constant loyalty of his 
own House of the "White SheepJ'  to  the House of Tfmlir, 
and the disloyalty of the rival "Black Sheep." He also 

See this part of the Hakluyt Society's volume above mentioned, 
p. 74 and note 2 ad calc. 

Munsht'dt, vol. i, pp. 274-5. 
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offered, in return for kelp, to cede 'IrAq to A b i ~  Sa'id, pro- 
vided he might keep Adharbiyj5n. AbG Sa'ld, so far from 
accepting this proposal, immediately marched against 6z6n 

Hasan to avenge JahbnshAh's death, but was 
Sultdn AM Sa'id 
y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ f  defeated and captured, together with his sons 
theVenetians) Muhammad and Shdh-rukh, and handed over to 
taken prisoner 
andputto death Yridigrir Muhammad, who killed him to avenge 
by Uzdn Hasan the death of his grandmother Gawhar ShAd 
Kh4t6n. When the Venetian Contarini was received by 
6 z ~ n  Hasan in his palace at " Spaan " (I~fahAn) on Nov. 6, 
1474, he noticed "a  painting, representing the decapitation 
of Soltan Busech (i.e. Ab6 Sa'id), and showing how he, was 
brought by a rope to execution by Curlumameth (i.e. Uz6n 
TrIasan's son Oghilrlu Muhammad), who had caused the 
chamber to be made'." A b i ~  Sa'id's body was sent in the 
charge of his mother (who had also been captured) to Ichur- 
AsAn with $11 honour and respect. In the same despatch 
in which Uziin Hasan announces to SultAn Muhammad 
"the Conqueror" the defeat and death of IrIasan 'Ali and 
"some 3000 of his men," he announces his capture of Adhar- 
bAyj6n, 'IrAq, FArs and KirmAn, and his intention henceforth 
to fix his capital at Tabrfz. This despatch appears to have 
been sent by the hands of an ambassador, Sayyid Ahmad 
'roghin-oghlu. 

The third despatch from rjz6n Hasan is still less re- 
spectful in its form of address than the preceding one, and 
is also undated. I t  mentions the arrival of an Ottoman 
envoy named Amir Bey, and then proceeds to narrate his 
negotiations and conflict with, and victory over the Tfm6rid 
Sultbn Husayn [b. Man~Gr b.] Bayqard, and the manner in 
which he had divided up and assigned his domains. He  
also announces his conquest of Khurram-dbAd in LuristPn. 

In a fourth despatch, also undated, in which the great 
Ottoman conqueror is insultingly addressed as the "most 
puissant Awzir.. . Shamsu'd-Din Mul>ammad Bey," while 
ShirAz, which he had recently conquered, is described as 

1 P. 131 of the Hakluyt volume already cited. 
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having become " the Seat of the Throne of Sovereignty and 
the Station of the Caliphate," he further announces the sub- 
jugation of Kh6zistAn. This a t  last calls forth a reply 
which reveals a high degree of exasperation : the Ottoman 
"Sult.An Muhammad, son of Murid, son of Muhammad, 
son of BAyazid " addresses his arrogant correspondent as 
"thou," warns him not to be puffed up by temporary good 
fortune, and threatens to march against him in the ensuing 
month of Shawwil. About the same time he despatched 
a letter to his son, Prince Mustaf5, governor of QaramAn, 
ordering him to attack Oz6n Hasan, whom he describes as 
"deserving of the gibbet and the rope" (" musta&iqp-i-ddr 
21 rasarz oldn ozdn &z.sa7t ") ; and to this letter we have 
Prince MusfafA's reply, describing howl aided by his tutor 
Gedik Ahmad Pasha, he defeated UzGn Hasan's army 
near Qonya on Saturday, 14th of Rabi' i, 877 (August 19, 
147z), and killed his sons Ylisuf, Zaynal and 'Umar. The 
two last of this series of documents given by Firidlin Bey1 
contain Shaylrh Aq Shamsu'd-Din's interpretation of two 
dreams about 6zlin ,Hasan, and are written in Arabic. 

The accounts of UzGn Hasan's conflict with theottomans 
given by Caterino Zeno2, Giovan Maria Angiolettos and 
causesofhos- the author of the Travels of a Merchant in 
tilitybetween Persia: in conjunction with those of Munajyit~z- 
the Ottoman 
g_overnrnent and bdshi! and 'AbduJr-RahmAn Sheref Bey, though 
Uzlin Hasan not rich in chronological details, make the 
causes and course of the s t r~ggle  pretty clear. Apart from 
the growing arrogance of Uz6n Hasan, as revealed in the 
despatches to which reference is made above, the Ottoman 
Sultan had against his neighbour four principal causes of 
complaint, to wit: (I)  his negotiations with Venice for a 
conjoined attack on Turkey from both East and West; 

1 MuttsWltJlff, vol. i, pp. 280-2. The date here given (87711472) does 
not accord with that (AD. 1474) given on the next page (line 26), 
which seems to be the more correct. 

2 See the above-mentioned Hakluyt Society's volume, pp. 14-31. 
8 Ibid., pp. 74-96. Ibid., pp. 180-182. 
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(2) his attacks on JahAnshAh the " Rlaclc Sheep " Turlrindn, 
whom he not only conquered but put to death, and on 
Sultdn Husayn Bayqard the TimGrid, both of whom were 
in friendly relations with Sultdn Muhammad Fkti&; (3) 
his promise to support the Christian Emperor of Trebizond 
against Ottoman aggression ; and (4) his protection of Pir 
Ahmad (the " Piranleto " of Zeno) and other princes of the 
QaramAn dynasty, who were the ancient and bitter foes of 
the House of 'OsmAn. 

The ensuing war, which began in 877/147z-3 and ended 
in 87811473-4, presented two phases, in the first of which 

the victory was to the Persians and in the 
War between 
Turks and second to the Turks. The first battle, which 
Pcrdnn- took place on the Euphrates ncar fiiIalatya, was 
(A.D. 14~2-4) 

lost chiefly through the rashness of Murzid Pasha 
Palaeologus, the young Beyler-bey of Rumelia (the "Asmu- 
rat" of Angioletto). ManyTurks weredrownedin the "whirl- 
pools" of the river, besides those who were killed, and twelve 
thousand men, " among whom were several persons of note," 
were missing when the muster was called in the evening1. 
"Having suffered this defeat," says Angioletto (who was 
with the Turkish army), "the Turk became very apprehen- 
sive, and determined to lead his army back to his country 
by the shortest route." They therefore retired towards 
Trebizond, in a valley near which place a second great 
battle was fought towards the end of August, 1474, in which - ~ z ~ n  Hasan was decisively defeated and his 
Defeat of Uz6n 
Hasanby the son Zaynal killed, while much spoil fell into 
Turks the hands of the victors. Prince MustafA dis- 
tinguished himself greatly in this battle. "If Ussun Cassano 
had remained content with his first victory," says Angioletto, 
"the Turk would have gone away ignominiously, and he 
would not have lost the territories he did1." "This battle," 
says 'Abdu'r-RahmQn Sheref Beya, "upset the cup of Tjz6n 

See ch. vii of G.  M. Angioletto's narrative in the Hakluyt Society's 
volume, p. 88. 

a Ta'vikh-i-Devlet-i-'Alfjyn, p. 173. 
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Hasan's fortune, and for twenty or thirty years assured 
the safety of the SulfAn's eastern frontier." 

uzhn Hasan now retired to Tabriz, " where he  caused 
games and rejoicings to be held, not caring much for his 
reverse, as he had lost none of his dominions." His ease 
was, however, soon troubled by the rebellion of his son 
OghGrlG Muhammadl, who seized Shirhz, and, on hearing 
that his father was advancing against him with a great 
army, fled to Constantinople, where he was received with 
much honour by the Ottoman SultAn, who promised "to 
make him king of Persia in the room of his father, who was 
his enemy." ~ z 6 n  Hasan, meeting filial ingratitude with 
cunning, first feigned illness and then caused a rumour of 
his death to be circulated. 

" While thus dissembling," says Angiolettoa, " a report 
was spread abroad to Constantinople that Ussun Cassano 

The strataKen 
had fallen dangerously ill from melancholy, on 

whereby 6 z 6 n  account of the rebellion of his son, and,a rumour 
Hasan lures his 
son back to of his having got worse having been whispered 
Persia and puts about, some of his most faithful adherents, as  
him to death 

had been arranged, announced his death, while 
messengers were sent to Ugurlimehemet with letters and 
tokens, as is customary, giving information of the death of 
his father, and begging him to return and take possession 
of the throne before either of his brothers Halul or Jacobs 
could do so. And in order to give greater semblance to 
the affair, funeral rites were paid, and his death was really 
believed in throughout the country. Ugurlimehemet having 
received three different messengers with secret messages, 
such as are used in affairs of state, thought it safe to go t o  
Tauris. H e  arrived there in a few days with a small escort, 
and, on going to the palace to  make himself sovereign, was 

Called " Ugurlimehemet " by Angioletto, and " Ungermanmet 
by Zeno. 

End of ch. ix, p. 96. 
3 Le. Khalfl and Ya'qbb, who actually succeeded in turn to the 

throne. 
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talzen to wherc his father was in pcrfcct hcnlt11, who ordered 
him to be confined, and afterwards put to death, without 
showing any consideration for his being his son." 

For his defeat by the Ottomans ~ z G n  Hasan was in 
some degree compensated by a victory over the Egyptians, 
who had taken and ravaged 'Urfa, and a successful cam- 
paign in Georgia, from which he obtained a tribute of 
16,000 ducats and the surrender of the city of Tiflis. H e  

finally died in 882/1477-8, and was succeeded 
Sul!dn Khalil 

by his son Khalil, who, however, had only 
reigned six months when he was attacked and killed by 
his brother Ya'qGbl near KhGy. This prince reigned for 
about thirteen years, in the course of which period he killed 

Ya'qbb's perse- 
Sl~aylth kIaydar son of Shaykh Junayd the 

cution or the Safawi (whose growing power -and influence 
Safawi caused him alarm) and interned his children 
(including Isma'fl, the future founder of the Safawf dynasty) 
a t  the old Sisinian capital of I~ takhr .  Munn~ji~~z-bcisht 
says that he built the beautiful summer palace of the Haskt 
Bihisht, or "Eight Paradises" (the " Astibisti" of the Vene- 
tians) outside Tabriz, but :he Italian merchant-traveller: 
ascribes its construction to UzGn Hasan. Finally, according 
to the same authoritys (for t h e  fact is not mentioned by 
Mirkhwind or Muna~jinz-briski), he was poisoned by his 
wife under the following circumstances. 

" H e  took as his wife a high-born lady, daughter of a 
Persian noble, but a most licentious woman : having fallen 

How Ya qbb in love with a great lord of the Court, this wicked 
waspoisoned woman sought means to kill Jacob Sultan her 
by his wife husband, designing to marry her paramour and 

According to Mutta$im-ddsht (SaJri'ryu'l-AKhbhr, vol. iii, p. 165) 
KhaKl put to death his brother Maq~Gd, and thereby alienated and 
alarmed his other brothers. 

a T9-avels of a Merchant irt Persia, in the Hakluyt Society's oft- 
cited volume, ch. viii, "Description of the Royal Palace built by 
Assambei outside the city of Tauris," pp. 173-8. 

Ibis'., pp. 183-4. 
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tnalte him Icing, as, being closely related to Jacob, he would 
become so by right in default of children. Having arranged 
matters with him, she prepared an insidious poison for her 
husband, who, having gone into a perfumed bath, as  was 
his custom, with his young son, aged eight or nine years, 
remained there from the twenty-second hour until sunset. 
On coming out he went into the harem, which was close to 
the bath, where he was met by his wicked wife with a cup 
and a gold vase containing the poison, which she had got 
ready while he was in the bath, knowing that it was his 
custom to have something to drink on coming out of the 
bath. She caressed him more than usual to effect her 
wicked purpose; but not having sufficient command over 
her countenance, became very pale, which excited the sus- 
picion of Jacob, who had already began to distrust her from 
some of her proceedings. H e  then commanded her to 
taste it first, which, although she knew it was certain death, 
she could not escape and drank some; she then handed the 
gold cup to her husband Jacob, who, with his son, drank 
the rest. The  poison was so powerful that by midnight 
they were all dead. The  next morning the news was circu- 
lated of the sudden death of Jacob Sultan, his son and wife. 
The great lords, hearing of their king's decease, had quarrels 
among themselves, so that for five or six years all Persia 
was in a state of civil war, first one and then another of the 
nobles becoming Sultan. A t  last a youth named Alumut, 
aged fourteen years, was raised to the throne, which he held 
till the succession of Sheikh Ismail Sultan1." 

Munajj?m-ba'sht describes Ya'qGb as "disposed to drink 
and a merry life, and very fond of poetry." [' Many poets," 
he  adds, "gathered a t  his court from all quarters, and com- 

Bdysunqur posed resonant pa&'a.s in his praise." H e  was 
b. Ya'qbb succeeded by his son Biysunqur, who reigned 
Rustarnb. a year and eight months, when he was re- 
Maq:Sd placed by his cousin Rustam, the son of MaqsGd. 

1 Munajim-bhshf merely says (vol. iii, p. 166) that Ya'qhb died in 
hfuharram, 896 (Nov.-Dec. 1490). 
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He marched against Badf'u'z-Zambn the Timlirid, but ere a 
battle had taken place in KhurbsAn was compelled to turn 
his attention to Isfahdn, the governor of which city had 
revolted against his authority. On his approach the governor 
fled to Qum, but was pursued and killed, and his severed 
head brought to Rustam. In the same year, 898/149z-3, 
he sent an expedition against ShirwBn, which celebrated its 
success in the Tirnlirian fashion by building pyramids of 
skulls. From these same Shirwdnis, however, Bbysunqur 
raised an army for the invasion of AdharbAyjAn, whereupon 

Rustam released Sulf Bn 'Ali and the other Safawi 
Releaseofthe prisoners at I~takhr  and sent them to avenge 
Safawi captives 

the death of their father, Shaykh Haydar, who 
had been slain by BAysunqur's father Ya'q6b. Sultdn 'Ali 

and his followers were hospitably received at Tabriz by 
Rustam, and proceeded thence to Ahar, where they defeated 
and killed Bgysunqur. Rustam, relieved of this ansiety, 
now grew jealous of Sulfbn 'Ali's increasing power and 
influence, and determined to destroy him. H e  sent one of 
his generals with 4000 horsemen after him, and a fierce 
battle ensued, wherein the Safawis, though only 700 in 
number, fought valiantly-"like lions," says Angioletto1- 
but were eventually defeated and SultAn 'Ali slain, after 
nominating his young brother Isma'il as his successor. He  
and his brother IbrAhim fled to Gildn and Mbzandardn, and 
remained in hiding for some time at L6hijdn and Lishta- 
NishA, whence Ibrdhim presently made his way in disguise 
to his mother at Ardabil. Isma'il remained in Gildn, pro- 

Activity of 
tected by its governor I<Ar KiyA Mirzd 'All, and 

Isrna'il the an active and successful Shi'ite propaganda was 
Yafawi carried on amongst the inhabitants, amongst 
whom the number of "S6fis of Lbhijdn" or "Red-heads" 

1 Seep. IOI of the Hakluyt volume already so often cited. Caterino 
Zeno ([bin'., p. 46) says that the Safawl troops, though few, performed 
prodigies of valour, and there was not one who was not dead or 
mortally wounded. The Venetians throughout confuse Sulf5n 'Ali 
with his father Shaykh Haydar (" Secheaidare," ' I  Sechaidar "). 

CH. VI] BATTLE OF SHURdR 
4'7 

(QbiZ-ddsh), as they were called1, continued steadily to 
increase. 

In g05/14gy-1500 Isma'il, then only thirteen years of 
age2, marched forth on his career of conquest with the nine 

Beginning of tribes which owed him allegiance, to wit the 
Isrnagil.s career Ustdjl6,Shdml6,TakalG, RlimlG, Wdrsdq, Dhu'l- 
or conquest 

Qadar, Afshdr, QAjAr, and the Sfifis of QBra- 
bdgh ; and, after formally visiting the tombs of his illustrious 
ancestors at Ardabil, and seeking the blessing of his aged 
mother, advanced by way of QAra-bAgh, G6kcha Defiiz and 
Erzinjdn on Shirwdn. By this time news had spread abroad 
that the " Shaykh's son" was about to claim his rights, and 
his disciples flocked to his standard from Syria, Diyir Bakr 
and SfwAs, so that he now found himself at the head of 
7000 men. Crossing the river Kur he attacked Farrukh 
Yasdr, the king of Shfrwdn and slayer of his father, near 
Gulistin in the neighbourhood of ShamAkhA, killed him, 
completely routed his army, and occupied Shirwdn, where 
he possessed himself of the royal treasure. He passed the 
winter at Mahm6d-dbdd near that place, and appointed the 
Amir Shamsu'd-Dfn Zakariyydhis first Waztr, the theologian 
Shamsu'd-Din GflAni his Chancellor (Sadr), and Husayn 
Beg ShdmlG and Abddl Beg his counsellors. 

At this juncture, in g07/1501-2, when he had taken BikG 
and was besieging the fortress of GulistAn, news reached 

him that Alwand Beg, son of Y6suf Beg of the 
The Battle of 
Shurrir "Whitesheep" Turkmin dynasty,had advanced 

against him to NakhjuwAn, whither he at once 
turned his victorious banners. A great battle took place at 
Shuriir,near Nakhjuwin, between the" White SheepJ' Turk- 
mdns, commanded by Amfr 'Osmin ('UthmAn) of Mawsil 
(Mosul), and the Safawi army, commanded by Piri Beg 

Munn~j.im-bdsht, p. 181. The red caps from which they derived 
their second name are here said to have been first given by Shaykh 
Haydar to his followers when he attacked ShirwAn. 

a According to Munajjim-brfsht he was born in Rajab 892 (June- 
July, 1487). 
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Qijdr. The Turkmdns were utterly defeated and their 
general captured and put to death. Alwand Beg fledto Diydr 
Bakr, and Isma'il occupied Tabriz, where he was crowned 
King. In the following year, 90811 502-3, he invaded 'Irdq 
and routed Murdd Beg, the last ruler of the "White Sheep" 
dynasty, who fled to Shiriz, which, together with KAzarGn, 
Kirmdn and Yazd, submitted to the victorious Shdh Isma'il 
Safawi in the course of the next year or two. H e  spent 
the winter of A.D. 1504-5 at  I~fahdn, destined to become 
the glorious capital of the dynasty of which he had by now 
so truly and firmly laid the foundations, and here he received 
an ambassador from the Ottoman Sulf in Biyazid 11. The 

fuller history of the origin, development and dccline of 
this great and truly national dynasty will form the subject 
of the next volume. 

The relations between the Timhrids and the Safawis, 
first between Bdbur and Shdh Isma'il and later between 

HumAyGn and Shdh Tahmisp, will also be more 
Relations 
between fully considered in the next volume. On the 
Timhrids whole these relations were singularly friendly, 
and 8aCawls in spite of the difference of doctrine which con- 
tributed so much to isolate Persia from her Sunni neighbours 
after the rise of the Safawi power and the definite adoption 
of the Shi'a creed as the national faith. Bdbur and ShAh 
Istna'il were united by a common fear and hatred of Shay- 
bdni Khan and his terrible Uzbeks, a t  whose hands the 
House of Timhr suffered so much during its last days in 
Khurisin and Transoxiana. The years I 501 -7 were marked 
by a series of triumphs on the part of Shaybdni Khdn, 
who successively seized Samarqand, Farghina, Tdshkand, 
Khwirazm, and finally Khurdsgn. Sulfdn Husayn, of 
whose brilliant court a t  Herdt we have already spoken, died 
in I 506, and the weakness and lack of unity of his sons and 
younger kinsmen made them an easy prey to ShaybAni 
IChAn, who, in the course of 1507, succeeded in defeating 
and killing all of them with the exception of SultLn Husaj~n's 
son Badi'u'z-Zamdn, who fled for protection first to Shdh 

CH. VII DEFEAT OF SHAYBAN~ KHAN 4'9 
Isma'il and later to the Ottoman court a t  Constantinople, 
where he died. In  I5 so, however, Shdh Isma'il marched 

Shdh Isma'il's into KhurAsAn against the Uzbeks and utterly 
victory over the defeated them a t  the battle of Merv. Shaybdni 
Uzbeks at Merv Khdn was amongst the slain. His body was 
dismembered and his limbs distributed amongst different 
cities ; his skull, set in gold, was made into a drinking-cup 
for ShAh Isma'il ; the skin of his head, stuffed with straw, 
was sent to the Ottoman Sulfin BAyazid at  Constantinople; 
and one of his hands constituted the gruesome credentials 
of an envoy sent to one of his vassals, the ruler of Mdzan- 
dardn'. Bdbur's sister, Khdn-zdda Begum, who had fallen 
into the hands of the Uzbeks ten years before, was delivered 
from her long captivity by Shdh Isma'il, and was sent with 
all honour to her brother, who in his Memoirs2 gives an  
interesting account of their meeting. Friendly embassies 
were interchanged between the two monarchs (for Bdbur 
had already in 1508 formally assumed the title of PrtdisItdh 
or Emperor), and as BBbur's final abandonment of Trans- 
oxiana a year or two later, followed in 152- by his 
successful invasion of India, which thenceforth became the 
seat of his government, removed all likelihood of friction 
between him and the Persians, the friendship thus formed 
was fairly stable, and was renewed in the next generation 
by ShAh TahmAsp's hospitality to HumAylin when he was 
temporarily expelled from his kingdom and driven into 
exile. Indeed the complaisance shown by Bdbur towards 
the strong religious views of ShAh Isma'il a t  one time con- 
siderably impaired his popularity amongst his subjects 

inter- beyond the Oxus, who then, as now, were 
coursebetween remarkable for their extreme devotion to the 
Persia and India 
during the Sunni doctrine, which Shdh Isma'il relentlessly 
Safawi period ~er secu ted~ .  Nor were the relations between 
Persia and India confined to their rulers, for during the 

See W. Erskine's History of India, etc., vol. i, pp. 303-4. 
Ed. Ilminsky, p. I I. 

a Erskine, Hist. ofIndia, vol. i, p. 321. 
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whole Safawi period, and even beyond it, we shall, in a 
subsequent volume, meet with a whole series of Persian 
poets, including some of the most eminent of later days, 
who emigrated from their own country to India to seek 
their fortune at the splendid court of the so-called Mogul 
Emperors, where, until the final extinction of the dynasty 
in the Indian Mutiny, Persian continued to hold the posi- 
tion not only of the language of diplomacy but of polite 
intercourse. 

CHAPTER VII. 

The literary and artistic wealth of the period now under 
review has been already summarily indicated in the pre- 
Enormous ceding chapter, and it will be our business in 
literary activity this chapter to discuss in greater detail the 
a[ this period 

work of some of its most eminent representa- 
tives in the world of letters. T o  attempt to treat, even in 
the briefest manner, of all its notable poets and men of 
learning would be impossible in any moderate compass. 
Thus the HabLbu's-Stjar, a history specially valuable on 
account of the biographies of notable writers and poets 
added as an appendix to each reign or historical period, 
enumerates no less than 211 persons of this class who 
flourished during the TimGrid period, of whom all save 23, 
who belong to the reign of TimGr himself, represent the 
period now engaging our attention1. The city of Herit 
during the reign of Sultdn Abu'l-GhAzi Husayn (A.H. 878- 
91 2 = A.D. 1473-1 506) may be regarded as the culminating 
point of this brilliant period, and it derives an additional 
importance from the great influence which it exercised on 
the development of Ottoman Turkish literature, a fact duly 

These biographical notices all occur in vol. iii, part 3, on the 
following pages of the Bombay lithographed edition of 1857 : pp. 85- 
92 (reign of Tfmfir); pp. 142-150 (reign of Shdh-rukh) ; pp. 151-161 
(reign of Ulugh Beg); pp. 171-174 (reign of Abu'l-Qdsim Bdbur); 
pp. ~ g b z o r  (reign of Abfi Sa'fd); pp. 334-350 (reign of Sultdn Abu'l- 
GhBzI Husayn b. Bayqard). To these must be added some of those 
persons who flourished contemporaneously under the patronage of the 
TurkmLns of the "White Sheep" (Apgoydn~d) and early Safawts 
(vol, iii, part 4, pp. IIO-II~), who raise the total number of separate 
biographical notlces to 274. 
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emphasized and fully illustrated by the late Mr E. J. W. 
Gibb in the second volume of his monumental History of 
Ottoman Poetry. 

"This school," he says (pp. 7-8), speaking of what he 
denotes as "the Second Period," " which cultivated chiefly 

Influenceof 
lyric and romantic poetry, and which was dis- 

Jami, Mir 'AII tinguished by its love of artifice, reached its 
Shir Nawd'l etc. 
onOttoman meridian in the latter half of the fifteenth 
Turkish litera- century at  the brilliant court of the scholarly 
ture and accomplished SulfAn H~isayn [ibn] Bay- 
qarA of HerAt. Here its spirit and substance were gathered 
up and summarized in their manifold works by the two 
greatest men of letters of the day, the poet JAini and the 
statesman Mir 'Ali Shir Nawd'i. As  these two illustrious 
writers were the guiding stars of the Ottoman poets during 
the whole of the Second Period (AD. 1450-I~OO), it will be 
well to look for a moment a t  their work." 

After a brief account of these two eminent men, and an 
admirable characterization of the school which they repre- 
sent, Mr Gibb (pp. 12-13) summarizes its chief features as 
" subjectivity, artificialness, and conventionality, combined 
with an ever-increasing deftness of craftsmanship and 
brilliance of artistry." " This all-absorbing passion for 
rhetoric," he adds, "was the most fatal pitfall on the path 
of these old poets ; and many an otherwise sublime passage 
is degraded by the obtrusion of some infantile conceit, and 
many a verse, beautiful in all else, disfigured by the presence 
of some extravagant simile or grotesque metaphor." 

The high esteem in which the poet Jdmi was held in 
Turkey and a t  the Ottoman Court is proved by two Persian 

letters addressed to him by SulfAn BByazid I1 
Jdmi honoured 
by the Otto- (A.D. 1481-15 12) and printed in the Mzcnshd'Lit 
mansultin of FiridGn Bey1. The first, which is in a highly 
Bdyazid I1 

complimentary strain, was, as we learn from 
JAmi's answer, written "for no special reason and without 
the intervention of any demand, out of pure grace and 

Constantinople, Jumdda ii, I274 (Feb. 1858), vol. i, pp. 361-364. 
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favour, and sincere virtue and gratitude." In  his second 
letter SulfAn Biyazid expresses his gratification a t  receiving 
the poet's letter and informs him that he is sending a gift 
of one thousand florins1, which gift is gratefully acknow- 
ledged by the poet in a second letter sent by the hand of 
a certain damisk  named Muhammad Badakhshi, who, with 
some others, was setting out on the pilgrimage to Mecca. 
Unfortunately none of these four letters are dated. Two 

other Persian scholars, the philosopher Jalilu'd- 
Other Persian 
Inen of letters Din Dawini and the theologian Faridu'd-Din 
honoured by Ahmad-i-TaftizAni, were similarly honoured by 
Bdyazid I1 

the same Sulfin, but in the last case Taftizini 
took the initiative (October 25, 1505), while the Sulfhn's 
answer was not written until July 13, 1507. The  great 
Nawb'f s influence exerted on Ottoman poetry by Jimi's 
influence in illustrious patron, the Minister Mir 'Ali Shir 
Turkey NawA'f, who was equally distinguished in prose 
and poetry, both in Eastern Turkish and Persian, is 
emphasized by Mr E. J. W. Gibbl; who also describesS how 

the eminent Ottoman jurisconsult Mu'ayyad- 
A Turkhh juris- 
consultspends zida 'Abdu'r-KahmPn Chelebi (afterwards in 
seven yearsin the reign of SulfAn Biyazid I1 famous as a 
study at Sh idz  

generous patron of letters and collector of 
books) being compelled in A.D. 1476-7 to flee from his 
country, spent seven years a t  Shiriz studying with the 
above-mentioned philosopher Jalilu'd-Din DawAnf. I t  was, 
in short, during this period which we are now considering 
that Persia began to exercise over Ottoman Turkish litera- 
ture the profound influence which in the next period she 
extended to India. 

From these general considerations we must now pass t o  
a more particular examination of the most eminent prose 

1 "The Ottoman florin was a gold coin of the approximate value 
of 9 shillings." Gibb's Ottoman Poetry, vol. ii, p. 26, ad calc. 

2 History of Ottoman Poetry, vol. i, p. 128 ; vol. ii, pp. 10-1 I, p. 48 
and note, ad calc. 

. . Ibia!, vol. ii, pp. 29-31. . 
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writers of this period, deferring the consideration of the 
poets to another chapter. 

HISTORIANS AND BIOGRAPHERS. 

In this, as in the preceding period, history and biography 
are well represented, and at least nine or ten writers on 

these subjects deserve at any rate a brief men- 
Historians and 
Biographers tion. Speaking generally they are distinctly 

inferior in quality to their predecessors in the 
Mongol period, for, while their style is often almost as florid 
as, though less ingenious than, that of Wa;~cif-i-@a&,at, 
they fall far short of him in wealth of detail, breadth of 
treatment, and citation of clocurneuts of historic value, 
whilc thcy conlpare cvcn inorc unri~vouri~l~ly with the great 
historical writers 'Ald'u'd-Din 'Atd Malik-i-Juwayni and 
Rashfdu'd-Din Fadlu'llbh. We shall now consider them 
briefly in chronological order. 

Almost all that is known about this historian, whose 
name is more familiar than his works, which remain un- 

published and are very rare even in manuscript, 
Hafi? Abn5 

is contained in Rieu's Persialz Catalogz~esl. His 
proper name (though otherwise given elsewhere, as we shall 
presently see) is generally assumed to have been Khw6ja 
NGru'd-Din Lutfu'llbh. He was born in Herbtz, but in what 
year is not recorded, and educated in Hamadbn. After 
the death of TimGr, who showed him marked favour, he 
attached himself to the court of his son and successor 
ShAh-rukh, and of his grandson Prince BAysunqur, for 
whom he wrote his great history. This history, generally 
known as Zu6datzl ' t-Tawh~k ("the Cream of Histories ") 

1 See pp. 421-424 for his geography, and pp. 16-18 of the Szq$5le- 
merit for his history. A long and careful account of three Mss. of the 
latter is also given by BaronVictor Rosen in his Collections ScientzQiques 
(Manz~scvits$ersans), vol. iii, pp. 52-11 I. 

2 Or KhwAf, according to Fa~ihl. See p. 426 infua. 

i 
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but called by F a ~ i h i  of Khwif Majma'u't-TawLtrtkk as- 
Su(td~zt ("the Royal Compendium of Histories"), was 
concluded in A.H. 829 or 830 (A.D. 1426 or 1427)', only 
three or four years before the author's death. I t  comprised 
four volumes, of which, unfortunately, the third and fourth, 
dealing with the post-Muhammadan Persian dynasties down 
to the date of composition, appear to be lost2. Manuscripts 
of the first and second volumes exist at S t  Petersburg 
and are fully described by Baron V. Roseny a copy of 
vol. i, formerly in the collection of the Comte de Gobineau, 
is now in the British Museum and is numbered Or. 2774 ; 
and I myself possess a very fine copy of vol. ii (containing 
the history of M~il>ammad and the Caliphate down to its cx- 
tinction) dated Friday, 15 Sha'bin, 829 (June 22, 1426), and 
copied in Herit in the very year of the work's completion. 

Besides this history, Hifi? AbrG also compiled a great 
geographical work, of which the first volume is represented 
by a manuscript (Or. 1577) in the British Museum (fully 
described by Rieu4), and another in S t  Petersburg! From 
this work, composed in 8zo-823/1417-1420 for Shih-rukh 
Rieu has succeeded in gleaning many particulars of the 
author's life, and especially of his very extensive travels. 
H e  accompanied TfmGr in several of his campaigns, and 
was with him at  the taking of Aleppo and Damascus in 
8031 1400-1401. When Shih-rukh succeeded to the throne 
he settled down in Herit to a life of letters not later than 
818/1415-1416, but died at  ZanjAn while returning with 
the royal cavalcade from Adharbiyjdn, and is buried there. 

The following short obituary notice of him 
~ b d  in ~aslht's occurs in the rare MujmaZ ("Compendium ") of 
Mujmal Fa@ of Khwif under the year 833/14~9-1430, 
in which (contrary to most authorities, who give the following 
year6) his death is placed by this writer : 

1 See Rieu's Pers. Cat., p. 42za. See Rosen, lac, cit., p. 53. 
See the first foot-note on the preceding page. 
Pers. Cat., pp. 421-4. 6 Rosen, loc. cit., p. I I I. 

8 See Rieu's Persian Cat., p. 422, and the chronogram there cited. 
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' I  Death of MawlBnli ShihBhu'd-Dln 'Abclu'll5h of KhwBfl, known 
as Hifiz Abr6, the compiler of the Royal Conz$enniirvz o j  Histories, 
on Sunday the 3rd of Shawwil, at Sarjam,, a t  the time of the return of 
His Supreme and Imperial Majesty from AdharbByjan. He is buried 
at  Zanjan near the tomb of the Divine Doctor AkhG Abi'l-Faraj-i- 
Zanj AniZ." 

Free use was made of the Z?~bdatz~'t-Tnwa'ytk/I by the 
author's younger contemporary 'Abdu'r-Razzbq of Samar- 
qand, of whom we shall shortly have to speak, and half of 
the geographical work mentioned above consists of a his- 
torical summary of post-Muhammadan Persian history, 
which becomes very detailed in the latter part, down to 
Ramaddn 822 (October, 1419). The author's style, so far 
as can be judged from vol. ii of the Zz~bcEntrc't-Tazudrikk 
(the only portion of his work to which I have access) is 
very simple and direct, and it is greatly to be desired that 
his works, so far as they are available, should be published. 

This notable historian and biographer is known to us 
only by one book, the Mzimal, or "Compendium" of 

Fagihi of Khwaf 
History and Biography, of which, so far as I 
know, only three manuscripts exist. Of these 

three MSS. one, belonging to the Institut dcs Langzdes Orien- 
t a b  du iMinist2re des Aflnires ~ t r a n ~ 2 ~ e s  de St Pe'tersbourg 
is described by Baron V. Rosens, whose description is 
supplementary to the fuller and earlier one of Dorn. One 
of the two others belonged to the late Colonel Raverty, 
the push ti^ scholar, from whose widow it was purchased in 
1907 by the trustees of the "E. J. W. Gibb Memorial." 
The third was given to me by my excellent friend Mr Guy 
le Strange, who bought it from the late Sir Albert Houtum- 

The discrepancy between the name and birthplace as given here 
and elsewhere has been already noticed on p. 424 su$ra. 

See JAmfs Nafufidtu'l-Uns, ed. Nassau Lees, p. 166, where he is 
called Akhi Faraj-i-Zanjini, and is said to have died in 45711065. 

3 CoZZecfions Scientz~ques de Ilnslitut . .. Manusc? its jeusans, 
pp. 111-113. 
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Schindler. I t  is much more modern than the Raverty MS., 

but is accurate and well-written, and has a lacuna of only 
ten years (A.H. 834-844 = A.D. 1430-1440) instead of the 

I hundred and twenty-two (A.H. 718-840 = A.D. 1318-1437) 
which are wanting in the other. 

In  1915 the expatriated Belgian professors of oriental 
languages temporarily resident in Cambridge brought out 
Description at  the University Press there a number of the 
of Fa~ihi's Muslon, to which, at  their kind invitation, I 
Mujmal contributed an article of thirty pages on this 
interesting work, with numerous extracts, based on the 
two English manuscripts, both of which were then in my 
keeping. The Mujmat, as I there pointed out, consists of 
an Introduction, two Discourses, and a Conclusion. The 
Introduction epitomizes the history of the world from its 
creation to the birth of the Prophet Muhammad. The first 
Discourse continues the history down to the k+a, or flight 
of the Prophet from Mecca to al-Madina. The second 
Discourse, which is by far the largest and most important 
part of the book, contains the history of the years A.H. 1-845 
(A.D. 622-1442). The Conclusion, which is unfortunately 
missing in all known manuscripts, contains an account of 
the city of Herit,  the author's birth-place and home, and 
its history in pre-Muhammadan times. 

All that we know of the author, Fa~fhf of Khwdf, is 
derived from this book, and I have found no mention of 

him elsewhere. Rosen says that he was born ' 
Biography of 
F ~ $ I P L  in 77711375-6, but I have not been able to 

verify this statement from the MzcjmaL In 
807/1404-5 he was employed with three other persons 
whom he names on business connected with the Treasury. 
In  8 I 8/ 141 5-6 he accompanied ShAh-rukh to Shirdz to 
subdue the rebellious activities of the latter's nephew Prince 
BayqarA. In 825/1422 he was sent to Kirmin on business 
connected with the Treasury. In 827/1424 he returned 
thence to BAdghis. In 828/1424-5 he obtained favourable 
notice and State employment from Prince Bhysunqur. 
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Under the year 84111437-8 hc cites some verses by 
Shihbbu'd-Din 'Azizu'llzih of Khwbf commemorating the 
birth of a son on the 24th of Dhu'l-Hijja (June 18, 1438). 
In 84211438-9 he mentions the birth of his grandson 
Mughithu'd-Din Ab6 Nasr Muhammad ibn MahmGd on 
the 10th of Dhu'l-Qa'da (April 24, 1439). In 84311439-40 
he had the misfortune to offend and to be imprisoned by 
Gawhar ShQd A ~ A ,  and he was again imprisoned in 8451 
1441-2, with which year the chronicle ends (though the 
date 84911445 is mentioned in a verse with which one of 
the ATSS. concludes), and it was apparently in that year, on 
the 15th of Dhu'l-Hijja (April 26, 1442), that he presented 
his boolr to Shbh-rulrh. 

Thc clctnilcd account of I~n.;Ll?f's Af~,ji,ztr/ which I pub- 
lished in the Cambridge number of the Muskon to which 
Charactcristiw reference has been already made absolves me 
of Fasfhi's from the necessity of enlarging on its contents 
Mu~>naZ in this place. Its two chief features are a great 
simplicity of style and a special attention to matters of 
literary interest1. I t  is arranged in the form of a chronicle 
the events of each year, including the deaths of eminent 
persons of all sorts, being grouped together under that year, 
and in the necrological part it is remarkable how large is 
the proportion of poets and men of letters, more especially, 
of course, of such as belonged to I<hurbsbn and Transoxiana. 
Moreover it is evident that Fasfhi drew his information to 
a large extent from sources other than those employed by 
later and better known biographers and historians, which 
fact gives a special value to his work. 

Though born at Herdt in 816/1413: 'Abdu'r-Razzdq is 
called "of Samarqand," which was the native place of his 
father Mawlinft JalAlu'd-Din Ishbq, a judge and chaplain in 

See pp. 57-8 of my article in the Muskon. 
The HabQu's-Siyar gives the date of his birth as  the 12th of 

Sha'bln in this year (Nov. 7, 1413). 
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ShAh-rukh's army. At the age of 25, in 84111437-8, after 
his father's death, 'Abdu'r-Razzdq attracted the notice of 

that monarch by a grammatical treatise which 
'Abdu'r-Razziq 
of Samarqand he had composed and dedicated to him. Four 

years later, in 845/1441-2, he was sent to India 
on a special mission to the king of Bijinagar, which lasted 
three years, and of which he gives a detailed narrative in 
his history. In 850/144&7 he was sent on a mission to 
Gilbn ; and, on the death of Shdh-rukh in this same year, 
he was successively attached to the service of MirzA 'Abdu'l- 
Lafif, 'Abdu'lldh, Abu'l-Qisim Bibur, and lastly of Abli 
Sa'id. He afterwards retired into private life, became 
Sllaykh of the monastery or Khdnqdh of Shih-rukh in 
I-Ierdt in 86711463, and died there in 88711482. All these 
particulars are taken from Rieu's Persian Catalogue', and 
are for the most part derived either from the historian's 
own statements or from the notice of him contained in the 
flabfbu's-Siyarz. The fullest account of his life and work 
is that given by Quatremkre in the Notices et Extvaits des 
Manuscrits de b BibZiotRkque NationaZe3, and other references 
will be found in Rieu's Catalogue. 

So far as is known, 'Abdu'r-Razzdq produced only one 
great work, to wit the history entitled Matla'u's-Sa'dayn 

("the Dawn of the two Auspicious Planets"), 
'Abdu'r-Razzaq's 
histow, the which comprises two volumes and covers a 
Mafla'u'r- period of 170 years extending from the birth 
Sa'dayn 

of the last Mongol ruler of Persia, Ab6 Sa'id, in 
70411 304-5 to the death of his namesake the great-grand- 
son of Tim6r4, these two AbG Sa'lds being, presumably, the 
"two Auspicious Planets." The first volume ends with the 
death of Tim6r in 80711405. Reference has been already 

Pp. 181-3. 
Vol. iii, part 3, p. 335. 

a Vol. xiv, pp. 1-514 
4 AbG Sa'id the Timdrid (the ''Busech" of the V~netian ambas- 

sadors to Persia) was captured and put to death by Uzhn Ijasan in 
87311468-9, and the history is continued a year or two beyond this to 
s751147-1. 
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made to the curious coincidence, noticed by the author of 
the Jfatla'u's-Sa'dayn, that the date of the death of the 
last great Mongol ruler of Persia, Abh Sa'id, corresponds 
almost exactly with the birth of Timhr, the founder of the 
next great Tartar Empire in Central Asia1. 

Manuscripts of the Matla'u's-Sa'd~yn, though not very 
common, are to be found in most large collections, and, so 
Value of the far as f have seen, are generally. above the 
M a ~ k ' s -  average in point of excellence and accuracya. 
Sn'drzyx, and 
need ofan The work, though based to a considerable 
edition extent on the Zubdatu't-Tawn'~*tk/t of Hdfi~;  
AbrG, is of great importance, and a critical edition of it is 
much needed, for it deals in a very detailed manner with a 
very important period of Persian history, and is the work 
of one who wrote at first hand and took an active part in 
many of the events which he describes. 

Mu'fnu'd-Din-i-IsfizAri is chiefly notable on account of 
his monograph on the history of HerAt entitled Rawdatu'E 

Ja7znrit ji Ta'~ikki Madhati  Hed t )  written for 
Mu'fnu'd-Din-i- 
Isfizdri 

Sultdn Uusayn Abu'l-Ghdzi, and carried down 
to the year 87511470-1 ; but he was also skilled 

in the epistolary style (tarassul) of the Court and of Diplo- 
macy, on which he compiled a manual, and was besides 
MSS. of his something of a poets. Three MS. of the History 
h is tory of of Herdt are preserved in the British Museum4; 
Herirt another, belonging to Mr A. G. Ellis, copied in 
107311663, has been generously placed at  my disposal by 
the owner; and yet another, belonging to the late Sir 
A. Houtum-Schindler, came into my possession in Jan, 

See p. 159 sujra. 
a There is a MS. of the work in 2 vols. (Or. 267 and 268) in the Cam- 

bridge University Library, and a much better one (Dd. 3. 5), dated 
989/1582, in the Library of Christ's College, Cambridge. 

fladibu's-Siyav, vol. iii, part 3, p. 342. 
See Rieu's Pers. Cat., pp. 206-7, and his Suj~Zente~~t, p. 64. 
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1917. A detailed account of this important work, written 
in French by the late M. Barbier de Meynard, was published 
in the Journal Asiatipue, 5th Series, vol. xvi; pp. 461-520. 
I t  is divided into 26 Raw+ or "Gardens," of which i-vi 
treat of the city of Herdt, its environs, topography and 
excellence, and its earlier rulers in Muhammadan times; 
vii-viii of the Kurt dynasty and its overthrow by TimGr; 
and the remainder of the history of Tfmlir and his suc- 
cessors down to the second ,accession of -Sulfdn Husayn 
Abu'l-Ghdzi. The name of the month of Safar (+ A), 
in -which ' the book was completed, yields by the abjad 
computation the date o f  completion, 875 (August, 1470). 
The author enumerates 'amongst his sources the histories 
of Abh Ishdq Al!mad b. Yd-Sin, Shaykh 'Abdu'r-Rahmdn 
Fdmi, and Sayfi of Herdt;.as well as the K u r t - n h a ,  or 
"Book of the Kurt Dynasty" of Rabi'i of BGshanj. -He 
also cites the above-mentioned MatZa'ul.s-Sa'dayn in at least 
one place (in Rawda xiii). 

(5) Mu&mmad b. Khrfwand Shlth 6. Mabmzid,. 
commonly called Mirkkwdnd. 

Mirkhw And's voluminous general history, the Raw&atuf- 
Safd, is perhaps the best-known work of this sort in Persia, 

and has attracted a quite undue amount of 
MIrkhwLnd attention. I t  has been published in litho- 
graphed editions at Bombay (1271/1854-5) and Tihrdn 
(1270-411854-8), while a Turkish translation was printed 
at  Constantinople in 125811842. A number of separate 
portions, dealing with particular dynasties, have been 
printed, with or without translations, in Europe; and of an 
English translation of the earlier portion by Mr Rehatsek 
three or four volumes were published under the auspices of 
the Royal Asiatic Society. These, it must be admitted 
with regret, are of no great value, for, apart from the fact 
that any student desirous of acquainting himself with the 
ideas of the Muslims as to the prophets, patriarchs and 
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kings of olden time would prefcr to seek his information 
from earlier and more trustworthy sources, the translation 
itself is both inaccurate and singularly uncouth, nor is it t o  
be desired that English readers should form their ideas 
even of the verbose and florid style of Mirkhwrind from a 
rendering which is needlessly grotesque. The  esteem in 
which this history is still held in Persia, however, is suffi- 
ciently shown by the fact that one of the greatest Persian 

writers of modern times, Ridd-quli Khdn L&- 
KhSn'~Supple- bn'sht, poetically surnamed Hiddyat, thought i t  
meni to the 
~ ~ ~ d ~ t ~ ~ ~  worth while to add a Supplement bringing the 
~ a f d  narrative down to his own time, a few years 
after the middle of the nineteenth century. This Supple- 
ment is a valuable source of information for the history of 
modern Persia, ir~cluding the rise of the BAbf religion and 
the civil wars and persecutions connected therewith, but 
its consideration naturally belongs to a later period. 

Of Mirkhwind's life not much is recorded, even by his 
admiring grandson KhwAndamir, the author of the eabfbu's- 

Szjar. His father Sayyid Burhdnu'd-Din, a 
BiOg"phy "' native of BukhArA, migrated to Balkh, where 
Mirkhwdnd 

he died. MirkhwAnd spent most of his life a t  
Herrit under the protection and patronage of that Maecenas 
of the age Mir 'Ali Shir Nawi'i, and died there, after a long 
illness, on the 2nd of Dhu'l-Qaida, go3 (June 22, 1498) a t  

Contents of the 
the age of sixty-six1. Of the seven books into 

Ra,udntu's- which the historical part of the Raw&tz~'s-Safd 
+!!A is divided, the jZrst contains the history of 
the patriarchs, prophets, and pre-Muhammadan kings of  
Persia; the secolzd, that of the Prophet Muhammad and 
the Four Orthodox Caliphs ; the third, that of the Twelve 
Imsms and the Umayyad and 'AbbAsid Caliphs ; thefourth, 
that of the post-Muhammadan dynasties of Persia down to  
the irruption of TimGr; theffth, that of the Mongols and 

1 See fla6tbu's-Stj/ar, part 3, vol. iii, p. 339 ; Rieu's Pers. Cat., 
pp. 87-8; S. de Sacy's Notice sur  Mirkhond in his Md?noire sur Zez 
Antipuitks de La Perse, and other references given by Rieu. 
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Tartars clown to TimGr ; the sixth, that of TimGr and his 
successors to 873/1465-9 ; while the seventh, which has been 
continued by another hand (probably the author's grandson 
Khwdndamfr) to a period several years later than Mirkh- 
wAnd's death, is wholly devoted to the life and reign of his 
patron Abu'l-Ghdzi SultAn Husayn, who died in g12/1506-7. 
The two last books (vi and vii), which deal with the author's 
own time, are naturally of much greater worth and authority 
than the earlier portions, and it is a pity that the attention 
of students of this history has not been more concentrated 
on them. The style employed by MirkhwAnd is much more 
florid and bombastic than that of the preceding historians 
mentioned in this chapter, and in this respect is typical of 
much that was written about this time. This style, im- 
ported into India by BAbur, continued to flourish a t  the 
court of the "Great Moguls" and gave rise to the prevalent 
idea that this floridity and bombast are essentially Persian, 
which is far from the truth, for both in earlier and later 
times many notable works were written with a simplicity 
and sobriety which leave little t o  be desired. I t  was under 
Tartar, Turkish, Indian, and other non-frdnian patronage 
that this inflated rhetoric especially flourished, and the 
Ottoman Turks in particular developed it t o  a very high 
degree. Sir Charles Eliot in his Turkey in Europe (new 
edition, 1908, p. 106) has described it in words so admirable 
that I cannot refrain from quoting them here : 

"The combination of dignity and fatuity which this style affords 
is unrivalled. There is something contagious in its ineffable compla- 

Sir Charles Eliot cency, unruffled by the most palpable facts. Everything 
oa the natural is sublime, everybody magnanimous and prosperous. 
inclination of the We move among the cardinal virtues and their appro- 
Turks the priate rewards (may God increase them!), and, secure in 
grand style 

the shadow of the ever-victorious Caliph, are only dimly 
conscious of the existence of tributary European powers and ungrateful 
Christian subjects. Can any Western poet transport his readers into 
n more enchanted land?" 
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One is much tempted to include amongst the historians 
of this epoch Mirkhwbnd's grandson KhwAndamir, on the 

threefold ground that he also was one of the 
Khwdndamir many writers and artists who owed his success 
in large measure to the enlightened patronage of Mir 'Ali 
Shir NawA'i; that he belonged not merely to the same 
circle as MirkhwAnd, but was his disciple as well as his 
grandson ; and lastly, that his first work, the IChsldsatu'Z- 
Akhbdr, or "Quintessence of Histories," was not only in 
essence an abridgement of the Rawdatzb's-Safd, but was 
actually written in 90511499-1500, two years before the 
end of thc pcriod wiLh which this chnl~tcr rlcals. His 

greater work, however, the firbibz~'s-Siyczl; so often cited 
in this and the preceding chapter, was not written until 
gzg/15z3, and he lived until 941/1534-5, SO that he really 
belongs more properly to the next period, and may be more 
appropriately considered in connection with the founder of 
the Safawi dynasty, ShAh Isma'il, with a long account of 
whose reign the Nabibu's-Szjar concludes. 

After the historians come the biographers, of whose 
works five or six deserve notice, to wit DawlatshAh's 
"Memoirs of the Poets" ( Tndhkiratu'sh-Sh21'ayd) ; Mir 'Ali 
Shir NawA'i's MajdZisu'?z-Nai (which, however, is in the 
Turki, not the Persian language); Jbmi's "Lives of the 
Saints " (Nafaha'tu'G Uns) ; Abu'l-GhAzi SulfAn Husayn's 
I' Assemblies of Lovers " (MajdZisu'Z-' Ushskdq) ; Husayn 
W2i~-i-Kishifi's " Mausoleum of Martyrs " (Rawdatu'sk- 
Skukadd) and the Raskahdt of his son 'Ali. Each of these 
works will be briefly considered here ; but as NawA'i, JAmi, 
and Husayn Wb'iz-i-Kdshifi are more celebrated in other 
capacities than as biographers, their lives will be more 
appropriately sketched when we come to speak of writers 
belonging to other categories. 

CH. VII] JAMPS NAFAHATU'L- UNS 43 5 

(I) J Amf's Nafa!zdtu'Z- U m  and Bahdristdn. 

MullA NGru'd-Din 'Abdu'r-RahmAn JAmf, who derives 
his last and best-known name, which he uses in his poems 

,,,,,,,/,- as his takhaZZus or ~zom-de-perre, from the 
6af7f'l-Unrand town of JAm in KhurAsAn where he  was born 
Bafidrist6~ 

on November 7, 14145 was equally remarkable 
for the quality and the quantity of his literary work. H e  
is often described (wrongly, in my opinion, for reasons 
which will be given later) as "the last great classical poet 
of Persia," and it is as a mystical poet of remarkable grace 
and fertility of imagination that he is chiefly known. Like 
his great predecessor of the thirteenth century, Shaykh 
liarldu'd-Din 'AttAr, who even excelled him in fecundity, 
though he fell short of him in grace, he  composed, besides 
his numerous poems, a great Biography of Mystic Saints 
entitled Nafa/zdttzc'Z- Uns, or " Breaths of Fellowship." This 
book, of which a good edition was printed a t  Calcutta in 
1859, with an excellent notice of the author by W. Nassau 
Lees, comprises 740 pages, contains the lives of 611 SJfi 
,saints, male and female, and is one of the most useful and 
easily available sources of information on this subject, It 
was written in 881J1476, and contains, besides the bio- 
graphical notices, which are arranged more or less in 
chronological order, and conclude with the poets HAfi?;, 
KamAl of Khujand, Maghribi, and others who flourished a t  
the end of TimGr's and beginning of ShAh-rukh's reign, an 
Introduction of 34 pages dealing, in nine sections, with 
various matters connected with the doctrine, practice and 
history of the Sfifis or Muhammadan mystics. 

The  book is written in the simple and direct style 
suitable to such a work; and indeed JAmf's taste was too 
good and his sincerity too great to allow him to fall into 
the verbosity and bpmbast which mar so many books of 
this period. 

1 Sha'bin 23, A.H. 817. 
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Another of JAmf's prose worlts, the Bnhdristdn, or 
" Spring-land," of which the form seems to have been sug- 

gested by Sa'di's GuZisistcilz or " Rose-garden," 
J""LsBahd- ristdtt contains some biographical matter in chapter i, 

dealing with the sayings of the saints, and 
chapter vii, on poetry and poets. This work, however, is 
designed rather to yield amusement and instruction than 
accurate biographical information. In style it is distinctly 
more ornate than the Nnfnbdtzr'Z- U~zs. An English transla- 
tion was published by the so-called " Kima-Shastra Society." 

(2) Dawlatshdh's TndhKiratz~'s/z-Shu'a~d. 

Amtr DawlatshAh, son of 'Alii'u'd-1)awla 13akhttshAb 
Ghdzi of Samarqand, is the author of the best known 

"Memoirs of the Poets" existing in Persian, and 
Dawlatshdh is chiefly responsible, through his interpreter t o  
the West, Von Hammer1, for the perspective in which the 
Persian poets stand in European eyes. His "Memoirs" are 
divided into seven Tnbaqa't or Generations, each containing 
accounts of some twenty more or less contemporary poets 
and the princes under whose patronage they flourished. 
There is also an Introduction on the art of Poetry, and a 
Conclusion dealing with seven poets contemporary with the 
author and the virtues and accomplishments of his royal 
patron Abu'l-Ghdzi Sultdn Husayn. This is an entertaining 
but inaccurate work, containing a good selection of verses 
and a quantity of historical errors which have in some cases 
misled even such good and careful scholars as Rieu. The  
book was lithographed in Bombay in 1887 and published 
by me from a selection of the best available manuscripts 
in 1901 as the first volume of my short-lived "Persian His- 
torical Texts Series." A Turkish version by Sulaymdn 
Fahmi was also published in Constantinople in 1zggl1843 
under the title of Safinatz~'sh-S/lz~'a~~d. 

1 GeschWte de r  schonen Redekiinste Persiens, nzit einen BZiithen- 
Zese nus zweilrundert persischen Dichlern (Vienna, 1818): 
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The oldest account of Dawlatshdh is that given by his 

contemporary Mir 'Ali Shir Nawd'i in his Mq'rtZisu'n- 
Nafa"is, which will be mentioned directly. A 

Biography of 
Dawlatshdh notice is devoted to him in chapter vi of that 

work, dealing with "sundry gentlemen and 
noblemen of Khurdsin and other places whose ingenuity 
and talent impelled them to write poetry, but who, by 
reason of their high estate and exalted rank, did not 
persevere therein." H e  is there described as " a  wholly 
excellent youth, unassuming and of good parts," who relin- 
quished worldly pomp and power for a life of seclusion and 
study, and "composed a Corpus Poetarum on the very same 
subject which is treated in this manual." After praising 
this work, NawA'f adds that news had recently been received 
of his death, which the Mi8dtu':-Jafd, according to Rieul, 
places in goo/~qgq-5. This does not agree with the state- 
ment of NawA'i, who wrote in 896/1qgo-I, unless the 
report of Dawlatshdh's death which reached him was false. 
Dawlatshdh's " Memoir" was composed in 892/1487, when 
he  was about fifty years of age. Of the living contemporary 
poets whom he mentions JAmf is by far the most eminent, 
and I believe that the notion prevalent amongst Persian 
students in Europe that he is "the last great classical poet 
of Persia" arises ultimately from the fact that, directly or 
indirectly, they derive their ideas from Dawlatshdhs. 

(3) Mir 'Ali Shir NawA'i's Mqiilisu'n-Nafd'is. 

Of Mir 'Ali Shir NawA'i, the patron of a whole circle of 
poets, writers and artists, and himself a poet of no mean 

d,,,.n- order, something has been said already, and 

Nnfd'is 'AI~ Shir of Nawa'i Mir 
more remains to be said. For the moment we 
are only concerned with his biographical work, 

the Majrtlsu'fz-Nafd'is, written in the Eastern Turki or 

Pers. Cat., p. 354. 
2 Of the meagre information about Dawlatshih which can be 

deduced from his book, an epitome will be found in my edition of his 
" Memoirs," p. I 5 of the Preface. . . 
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Chagllatby dialect of Turltisll which he did so much to 
popularize and refine. This work, of which I possess a fine 
manuscript, transcribed in 93711 5 30-1 at  Samarqand, was 
composed in 896/14go-I, and comprises an Introduction 
and eight books. 

Book i treats of poets who died while the author was 
still young and whom he never had the good fortune to 
meet, of whom the first and most important is Qbsimu'l- 
Anwbr, who actually died in 83511431-2, nine years before 
'Ali Shir was born. Other celebrated poets mentioned in 
this chapter are Adhari of Isfarb'in, Kbtibi, Khayili, Bisbfi, 
Sibak, Qudsi, TGsi, BAbb-Sawdsi, Badalthshi, Tblib of 
Jbjarm, 'Arifi, Masil~i, ShAhi of Snbzawbr, ctc. 

Book ii treats of poets whom the author had known 
personally, but who were dead at  the time his book was 
written. Of these the first and most celebrated is Sharafu'd- 
Din 'Ali of Yazd, the author of the well-known history of 
TimGr known as the Zafar-n&a. 

Book iii treats of poets who were flourishing when the 
author wrote and with whom he was personally acquainted, 
such as Amfr Shaykhum Suhayli, Sayfi, Asafi, BannA'i and 
Ahli of Turshiz. 

Book iv treats of eminent and pious men who, though 
not primarily poets, wrote occasional verses, such as Husayn 
WAti,-i-Kishifi, the historian MirkhwAnd, etc. 

Book v treats of Princes and members of the Royal 
Family in Khurbsbn and elsewhere who wrote occasional, 
verses. 

Book v i  treats of scholars, poets and wits, not natives of 
KhurAsAn, who shewed poetic talent. 

Book vii treats of Kings and Princes who have either 
composed verses, or cited the verses of others so appro- 
priately as to entitle them to rank with poets. Amongst 
the rulers mentioned in this chaptcr are T imi~r  himself, 
Shbh-rukh, Khalfl Sulfbn, Ulugh Beg, Biysunqur Mirzb, 
'Abdu'l-Lafif MirzA, and other Princes of the reigning 
house of TimGr. 

Book viii trcats of the virtues and talcnts of the reigning 
King Abu'l-Ghbzi SulfAn Husayn ibn BayqarA, to the 
political events of whose reign, as M. Belin observes in the 
monograph on Mir 'Ali Shir which will be mentioned 
immediately, Mirkhwind devotes the seventh book of his 
Rawdatzls-Safdl. 

The  monograph mentioned in the last sentence, which 
contains the best account of Mfr 'Ali Shir and his works 
with which I am acquainted, was published in the Journal 
Asiatipue for 1861 and also as a tirage-d-part comprising 
158 pages. I t  is entitled Notice biog~afliipzre et Zittdiaire 

'sur &fir Ali-Cliir Ndvdii, suivie d'extraits t i i h  des gzrvres 
d z b  nzkte auteur, par M. BeZitz, Secrktairc-lnte7prktete de 
PAntbassade de France d Constanti~zo~Ze. The  extracts from 
the Mq'a'Zisu'n-Nafd'is (or " Galerie des Pohtes " as Belin 
translates it) include the text and translations of the Intro- 
duction and Book vii. These suffice to give an adequate 
idea of the style and scope of the work, which, apart from 
the fact that it is written in Turkf instead of in Persian, 
differs from DawlatshAh's Memoirs in being much smaller 
in extent, and in dealing only with contemporary poets. 
I t  is worth noting that while, as we have already seen, 
NawA'i exercised a great influence over the development of 
Ottoman Turkish poetry, the Ottoman poets seem to have 
been entirely unknown to, or a t  least ignored by, him. 

(4) Abu'l-GhAzi SulfAn Husayn's Maja'Zisu'L'Usklidq. 

But for the principle embodied in the well-known Arabic 
saying, "the Words of Kings are the Kings of Words," and 

the fact that another royal biographer, SAm 
The MajXlisu'Z- 
I U S ~ ~ Q  

MirzA the Safawf, has described it as supplying 
adequate proof of its author's literary giftsa, 

this book, "the Conferences of Lovers," compiled by Sulf in 
Ijusayn in 908-911 502-3, hardly deserves to be mentioned 

See p. 433 ~ g j v a .  
See Rieu's Pevs. Cat., pp. 351-3. 
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as a scrious biographicnl worli. 13cgi1ini11g with a flowery 
Preface, filled with citations from the mystical poets, on 
" real " (i.e. ideal) and " metaphorical " (i.e. material) love, 
and the latter considered as a bridge to the former1, the 
author proceeds to give 76 (or in some M S ~ .  77) articles, 
each entitled Ma11is (" Conference " or " Seance "), and each 
containing a more or less romantic account of some saintly 
or royal personage, and, in most cases, of some Platonic 
love-affair in which he was concerned. As Rieu has pointed 
out, the first 5 5  articles follow a chronological order, be- 
ginning with the ImAm Ja'far %-SAdiq (d. 1511768)) and 
ending with the author's contemporary the eminent poet 
JAmi (d. 89811492-3). The last notice in the book is 
devoted to the author himself" Sultdn 1;Iusayn ibil Sulfdn 
MansGr ibn Bdyqars ibn 'Umar Shaykh ibn TimGr I<6rkAn." 
The title of the book, Mnjn'lisz/'C'Ushshdq, is given in the 
following verse : 

s j C A . j , d ~ - ~ > + g l i  ' S ~ > I +  a>* j i d e > i  

The only copy of this book which I have been able to 
consult is a modern but clearly written manuscript bearing 
the class-mark Or. 761 reccntly acquired by the Cambridge 
University Library, but I am informed that a lithographed 
edition has been published at Luclrnow. 

I t  should be added, however, that the great BAbur 
disputes the authorship of this book (Bcibur-ndma, ed. 
Ilminsky, p. zzr), which he criticizes very harshly, and 
which he declares was really written by Kamilu'd-Din 
Husayn GGzargAhi, one of the pseudo-SGfis who frequented 
the society and enjoyed the patronage of Mir 'Ali Shir 
Nawf i. To  this point I shall recur in discussing the work 
in question. 

According to the well-known saying of the S6fi mystics : "AZ- 
Mcy'(jtfzu pan~~z~-a1ic'l-.ffizqtg~zt~' (" thc l'lieno~lietlnl is thc Llridgc to the 
Real "). 
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(5) IIusayn WA'iz-i-KAshifi's Xaw+atzr'sh-Shz~hada'. 

Husayn-i-KAshifi, surnamed W d i ~  (" the Preacher ")) is 
better known as the author of that famous but over-esti- 

mated work the Anwcir-i-Suhayli, of which we 
The ~s&-S~,rfimdd Raw$atu shall speak presently ; but his " Mausoleum " 
of Husayn (or "Garden") "of Martyrs," which depicts in a 
W i l i z - i - ~ i ~ h i f i  rhetorical manner the persecutions and martyr- 

doms of the Prophets and ImAms, especially of the Prophet 
Muhammad's grandson Husayn, the third ImAm of the 
Shi'ites, and t h e  vengeance which overtook their perse- 
cutors, though of no great account from a historical point 
of view, deserves mention in this place. I t  is fully described 
by Rieul, and has been lithographed at  Lahore in.12871 
1870-1. I t  was translated into Turkish by the poet Fudlili 
of Baghdad: with some additions, about half a century after 
its original composition. 

(6) The Rashaka't-i-'Ay?zu'C-Fay&, by the 
son of Husayn-i-KAshifi. . 

This work, though composed in gog/1503-4 (a date 
indicated by the first word of its title Rasha&dt, or "Sprink- 

lings") and therefore falling just outside the 
TheRnsha&fbi- 
‘.AY~~z-paydt period dealt with in this chapter, had best be 

considered here, since its author 'Ali was the 
son of Husayn-i-KAshifi, the author of the work last men- 
tioned, while it was based on notes taken in Dhu'l-Qa'da 
889 (Nov.-Dec. 1484) and Rabi' ii 893 (March-April, 1488) 
on the occasion of the writer's visits to KhwAja 'Ubay- 
du'llAh (better known as KhwAja AhrAr), the great Naqsh- 
bandi Shaykh, whose predecessors, life, teachings, miracles 
and disciples form its subject-matter. A manuscript of 
this book is preserved in the British Museum and is fully 
described by Rieu8, but it is not common, and, so far as I 
know, has never been published in its original form, though 

Pers. Cat., pp. 152-3. 
9 e e  E. J. W. Gibb's Histary of Ottonzan Poetrjr, vol. iii, p. go. 

Fudhll died in 963115 55-6. 
Pers. Cat., pp. 353-4. 
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a Turkish translati011 was printed at  Constantinople in 
1236/18zo-I. 

RELIGION, MYSTICISM AND PHILOSOPHY. 

Less numerous and important in this period than the 
histories and biographies above enumerated are the works 
belonging to the above categories, but there are one or two 
of each class which deserve a t  least a brief notice. 

(I)  Husayn-i-Kzishifl's Mawkhib-ii'AZzyyal. 

Husayn-i-Kishiff, who has been already mentioned a s  
the author of the Razoqtatzd'sh-S/zukaddl also compiled for 

Mir 'Alf Shir a Persian Commentary on the 
T h e  Ma- fdlrib- Qz~r'dfz, which, in allusion to his patron's name, 
comlnentary on entitled Mazudzib-i-'Altjya. His original 
the Q7ir'rflt 

plan had been to write in four volumes a much 
larger and more detailed Co~i~mentary, entitled Jasvdhiru't- 
Tafsir Zi-Tu@ fatilZ-Amtr (" Gems of Exegesis for a Gift to 
the Amlr "), but after finishing the first volume he resolved 
to moderate his ambitions and write a much smaller, simpler 
and more concise work on the same subject, to  wit the 
Adawkhij, or "Gifts," which he completed in 89911493-4, 
eleven years before his death. Manuscripts of this book 
are not rare, but it is not often heard of, much less studied, 
a t  the present day in Persia. In India, however, I am 
informed that it is still widely read, and that it has been 
published there, though I have never seen a printed or 
lithographed edition. 

(2) AkhZdq-i-JaZdZt and (3) AkhZcip-i-Mzc&sinL ' 
Of the older manuals of Ethics in Persian, the two 

best known and most popular after the AKhlrip-i-Nk?iri 
(written about the middle of the thirteenth 

The three most 
pop,llxr century of the Christian era by the celebrated 
011 Etllicsin astrononler Nasfru'd - Dln - i - r l i ~ ~ l l )  are the 
Persian 

AkhZLtp-i-jnZdZf (properly entitled Lawdni'u'l- 
See Rieu's Persian Cat., pp. 9-11. 

See Rieu's Persian Cat., pp. 441-2, and vol. ii of my Literary 
History of Persia, pp. 220, 456 and 485. 
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Ishrtig f i  JJakdrimi'CARkZctp) composed by the philosopher 
Jalzilu'd-Din Dawdni between A.D. 1467 and 1477, and 
dedicated to 6zGn Hasan of the Aq-qoyfinl~ or "White 
Sheep " dynasty ; and the AKhLdq-i-MuFsi?zt compiled by 
the already mentioned Husayn-i-Kzishifi, "the Preacher," in 
goo/rqgq-5, and dedicated to Abu'l-Ghizl Sult in Husayn 
ibn Bayqari. All three books are available in printed or 
lithographed editions, which are enumerated by Rieu, and 
of that last mentioned both the text (A.D. 1823 and 1850) 
and the translation (A.D. 1851) have been printed a t  Hert- 
ford, for this book was, like its author's other work the 
A7zwdr-i-SuhayZZ, formerly popular (especially as a text- 
book for examinations) amongst Anglo-Indian officials. 

I t  is to  Metaphysics and Mysticism rather than to 
Ethics that the Persian genius turns, and none of these 

three books can be regarded as having any 
The Akhldq-i- 
J I J ~ I ~  and great value, except incidentally, as  throwing 
Akh'df-i- light on Persian customs, institutions and ways 
Mubin< 

of thought. The AkkZip-i-JaZdZt is much the 
most florid in style, and used formerly to be regularly pre- 
scribed in the second or advanced part of Persian in the 
Oriental (formerly Indian) Languages Tripos a t  Cambridge, 
on account of its supposed difficulty, which, however, lies 
rather in the form than the substance. Aristotle, as inter- 
preted by Avicenna (Abu 'Ali ibn Sfni), has in the main 
determined the form and arrangement of Muhammadan 
Philosophy, which is primarily divided into "Practical Philo- 
sophy " (Hikmat-i-'AmaZt) and " Theoretical Philosophy " 
(Hikmat-i-Naqari). Of these two main divisions each is 
subdivided into three branches : the Theoretical into Mathe- 
matics (Xiya'qt+ydt), Physical Science (rabi'zjydt), and 
Metaphysics (Ma' fawqa't- Tabt'at or M d  ba'da't-Tabt'at) ; 
and the Practical into Ethics (Tahdhtdu'l-Akhldq), CEco- 
nornics ( Tadbfzl'Z-ManziZ), and Politics (Siydsatzl'l-Mzcdun). 
I t  is with the three branches of the second division that the 
works now under consideration deal. The two which belong 
to this period have both been translated into English and 
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printed, the AhhZdq-i-Jo/(f/! hy W. F. '1-liotlipson (London, 
1839) under the title of "I'ractical Philosophy of the Mu- 
hammadan People " ; and the AkhZiq-i-Mz~hsifzk (Hertford, 
1851) by H. G. Iceene. The English reader who desires 
to acquaint himself with their contents can, therefore, easily 
do so, and no further description of them is required in this 
place. 

As  regards their authors, JalAlu'd-Din-i-Dawbni was 
born in 830/1426-7 at  the village of DawAn (from which 

he derives his nisbn) in the province of FArs 
JalLlu'd-Din-i- 
DawLni near 1<Azarhn, where his father was Qddi or 

judge. H e  himself held the same office in the 
province and was also a professor at  the Dtitw'Z-Aytdvz or 
Orphans1 Collcge at  Sllli-;iz, wl~crc Ilc ~)nsscd most of his 
i f .  H e  died and was buried a t  his native place in 
goS/1502-31. His fame even during his life-time spread 
far beyond the confines of his native land, and, as we 
have seen2, received recognition even at  the distant Ottoman 
Court. In spite of his fame, he seems to have left but 
little behind him besides his work on Ethics, except some 
Quatrains, written and commentated by himself, and an  
explanation of one of thc odes of Ijdfi?. 

T o  Husayn-i-KAshifi we shall recur later. 

(4) The Jawdhi~u'Z-A srrtv, (5) the Lawn"i4, 
and (6) the Ashi"atu'Z-Lama'&. 

Of the rich mystical literature of this period the major 
portion, which is in verse, will be discussed when we come 

to speak of the poets. Of the prose portion 
Three mystical 
prose works the three books mentioned above may be taken 

as typical. Two are commentaries on earlier 
texts, while the third is an independent work. 

Thejawn'/Tli~z~'l-ASY~Y wa Zawdhi?~z~'GAnzvcEr (" Gems 
of Mysteries and Manifestations of Lights") is a com- 
mentary on the great Mystical Mathnawt of MawlAnP 

See Rieu's Persialt Cat., pp. 442-3. 
See p. 423 szcpra. 
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Jnldlu'd-Din lii~rni by KamAlu'd-Dfn 1;Iusayn b. IJasan of 
KhwArazm, the author or translator of several other works', 

who was killed by the Uzbeks some time be- 
The Jawlfhiru'l- 
A srdr tween 835 and 840 (A.D. 1432-37). H e  was the 

pupil of a somewhat celebrated Sfifi Shaykh, 
KhwAja Abu'l-Wafb, had assiduously studied the Mathnawi 
from his youth upwards, and had already written a briefer 
commentary on it entitled I<unzizz~'G@apa"ip ("Treasures 
of Truths "). The  ]awri/tiru'GAsrd~, the later and fuller 
commentary, has been lithographed in India. There is a 
manuscript of the first half in the British Museum2, and 
one of the second Book (or Daftar) in the Cambridge 
University Librarys, besides a lithographed Indian edition. 
The  most important part of the work is the Introduction, 
which deals with the history, terminology and doctrines of 
the Sfifis. 

The two other works mentioned above are from the 
fertile pen of the great poet and mystic MullA NGru'd-Din 
'Abdu'r-Rahmbn Jbmf. 

The  Ashi"atuJl-La??za'dt, or " Rays of the Flashes,' " is 
a running commentary on the Lawza'dt of 'IrAqi, which has 

 hi's been already discussed in a previous chapter4. 
Asdi"afu'Z- Apart from manuscripts, which are not very 
Lama'dt common, the text has been published in Persia 
in an undated volume containing this and several other 
mystical treatises. Of the genesis of the work JAmi speaks 
thus in his Preface : 

" It is represented that at the time when the learned, practising, 
gnostic lover, the author of excellent prose and admirable verse, that 

cup-bearer of the bowl of generosity to men of high aspi- 
Quotation "Om rations, Fakhru'd-Din Ibrfihim of Hamadfin, commonly 
the Preface known as 'Iriqi, attained to the society of that Exemplar 
of learned seekers after Truth and that Model of Unitarian Gnostics 
Abu'l-MalAll Sadru'l-Haqq Wa'l-Millat wa'd-Din Muhammad of Qlinyab 

See Rieu's Persian Cat., pp. 144-6. 
a Add. 14051. See Rieu's Persian Cat., p. 558. 

Marked Or. 238. 
a See pp. 132-9 supra. Or Qonya, the old Iconium. 
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(may God most High sanctify their secrets !), and heard from him the 
truths contained in the Fzr~zi,~rr'Gflihanzl, he con~piled a short manual, 
which, inasmuch as it comprised several "flashes" from the lightnings 
of these truths, he entitled Lanza'dt. Therein, in pleasant phrases and 
with charming allusions, he flung together jewels of verse and prose 
and mingled aphorisms Arabic and Persian, from which the signs of 
learning and wisdom were apparent, and in which the lights of taste 
and ecstasy were manifest, such as might awaken the sleeper, render 
him who is awakened cognizant of the mysteries, kindle the fire of 
Love and put in motion the chain of longing. 

"But since the author [LlrBqi] had become the target of the tongues 
of 'the vilzpers of sunhy mefz of good repute,' and had suffered at the 

hands of 'certain ill-conditionedwanderers from thepathe,' 
Unjust asper- 
sions on .Irbni the blindly orthodox have imposed on him the stigma 

of repudiation, and withdrawn from him the skirt of 
acceptance. This humble writer also, in view of this rejcction and 
repudiation, abstained from preoccupying himself therewith ; until the 
most illustrious of the 'Brethren of Purity' in this country, and the 
most glorious of the friends of constancy (rnay God cause him to walk 
in the ways of His adept servants !), whose auspicious name has been 
enunciated in the course of this prayer in the best form of enigma and 
allusion between God and His servants, requested me to collate and 
correct the textthereof; which request could only be metwith obedience. 
When I entered on this business, and ran over the details of its com- 
ponent parts, I saw in every leaf thereof a 'Flash'  from the lights of 
Truths, and perceived in every page a gust of the declaration of Divine 
Wisdom. The heart was attracted to the understanding of its subtle- 
ties, and the mind was troubled at the dificulty of comprehending 
its purport. Manuscripts of the text differed, and some of them ap- 
peared to be perverted from the path of accuracy. In certain cases 
of concision and passages of difficulty reference was made to the com- 
mentaries on it;  but neither was any difficulty solved thereby, nor in 
any of them was any concise statement properly amplified. As a 
necessary consequence, this thought passed through a heart disposed 
to the understanding of subtleties, and this wish established itself in a 
mind regardful of the essence of truths, that, to correct its sentences and 
elucidate its hints, a commentary should be compiled gleaned from 
the sayings of the elders of the Path and leaders in the Truth,especially 

1 A well-known and highly esteemed mystical work in Arabic by 
Shaykh Muhyi'd-Din ibnu'l-'Arabf. See vol. ii of my Lit. Hist. of 
Persia, pp. 497-50' 

These two half-verses are from a quatrain generally ascribed to 
'Umar Khayybm. See E. H. Whinfield's edition and versified transla- 
tion, No. 199, pp. 134-5. 
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those two great Shaykhs Muhyi'd-Din Muhammad ibnu'l-'Arabi and 
his disciple and pupil Sadru'd-Din Muhammad of Qlinya and their fol- 
lowers (may God most High sanctify their secrets !). So, in consequence 
of these promptings, the mind decided on undertaking this difficult 
task, which it brought to a conclusion, by the assistance of God's Grace, 
in the shortest time. And since most of the statements which are 
included in this commentary are of the kind which have shone forth 
upon the heart from the consideration of the luminous words of the 
text, it is proper that it should be named 'Rays of the "Flashes,"' and 
should be represented to the eyes of students by this description. It is 
hoped of such as regard justly, though not of scoffers characterized by 
obstinacy, that when they take this manual into their consideration, 
and devote their thoughts to its perusal, wherever they see aught of 
goodness and perfection they will account it the gift of God (Glory 
be to Him and exalted is He!), whilst wherever they find any fault or 
defect they will attribute it to the impotence and shortcomings of 
hu~nanity ; and that they will not specially make the humble author a 
target for the arrows of reproach, nor cast themselves into the vortex 

- 
of evil-seeking and evil-saying. We ask aid from Go4 to whom be 
glory !" 

This Introduction is followed by a long dissertation on 
various points in the philosophy of the Mystics, together 
with questions and answers designed to elucidate special 
difficulties, after which the running commentary on the text 
follows. The book ends with the following Perso-Arabic 

J , O Z ,  

chronogram, in which the word tammamtzlku (w, (<I  
completed it") gives the date of completion as 885 (A.D. 

The Lawd'ih-a word which also, like Lama'&, means 
Flashes " or " Effulgences " of Light-is a mystical treatise 

in prose mixed with quatrains comprising thirty 
Jhrnl's Lawd'i$ sections called "Flashes." I t  has been published 
in fac-simile with a Preface, translation and appendices, 
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by Mr E. 13. Whinfield, who has made such valuable con- 
tributions to our knowledge of Persian mysticism, aided by 
that great scholar Mfrzd Mul!ammad ibn 'Abdu'l-Wahhdb 
of Qazwin. This little volume, the sixteenth in the New 
Series of the Oriental Translation Fund, was published in 
1906 under the auspices of the Royal Asiatic Society, and, 
since it is easily accessible to English readers, any lengthy 
account of it would be superfluous. One of the most 
beautiful things in it, in my opinion, is the prayer which 
follows the Exordium and precedes the Preface, and which 
runs as follows : 

"My God, my God ! Save us from preoccupation with trifles, and 
show us the realities of things as they are! Withdraw from the eyes 

of our understanding the veil of heedlessness, and show 
Jbmi'sprayer US everything as it truly is! Display not to us Not- 
for spiritual 

Being in the guise of Being, and place not a veil of 
Not-Being over the Beauty of Being. Make these 

phenomenal forms a Mirror of the Effulgences of Thy Beauty, not a 
cause of veiling and remoteness, and cause these phantasmal pictures 
to become the means of our knowledge and vision, not a cause of 
ignorance and blindness. All our deprivation and banishment is from 
ourselves : leave us not with ourselves, but grant us deliverance from 
ourselves, and vouchsafe us knowledge of Thyself! " 
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Literatzrre of the flurdft Sect. 

In the account of the Hur6fi heresy given in the last 
chapter (pp. 365-375 szgra) incidental mention has been 
made of the principal books emanating from or connected 
with that strange sect. From the purely literary point of 
view most of these (with the exception of a few poems like 
the Iskandar-nha published and translated by M. C1. Huart 
in vol. ix of the " E. J. W. Gibb Memorial" Series) are of 
little merit1, though to the student ofreligion and the psycho- 
logist they are deeply interesting. To  the uninitiated reader 
Fadlu'llAh's IdwidrEn-nrima, whatever esoteric mysteries it 
may contain, is a series of disconnected and almost un- 
intelligible ravings, and the only one of his extant writings 
which strikes anything approaching a human note is a letter 
addressed to one of his disciples on the eve of his execution. 
From this letter it appears that Fadlu'llih was put to death 
at  Shirwin, which, in allusion to the scene of the Imim 
Husayn's martyrdom, he speaks of as "my Karbald?" 

In Persia, as already observed, the sect does not seem 
to have played an important raze, or to have long survived 

Diffusion of the 
the death of its founder and his immediate 

Hurtifi heresy successor. In Turkey, whither it soon spread, 
in Turkey it was far otherwise. There, in spite of several 
severe persecutions recorded by the Turkish historians, it 
counted many adherents, amongst the most famous of 
whom was the poet Nasimi (Nesimi), who was skinned 
alive for his heterodoxy in 820/1417-8, in the city of 
Aleppo. An admirable account of him and the HurGfi 
sect is given by the late Mr E. J. W. Gibb8, and also of 
his chief disciple, the Turkish poet Rafi'f, author of the 

This refers only to the Persian Hurdfi writings, for, a s  already 
indicated (p. 369, n. I mjra), Mr Gibb regards Nesimi as  "the first 
true poet of the Western Turks." 

a See my second paper on the IJurliffs in the1.R.A.S.  for July, 
1907, pp. 9 and 10 of the tirage-d-part, where both text and translation 
are giveh. 

History of Ottoman Poetry, vol. i, pp. 336-388. 
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Bashd,,at-nhna. Here it may be observed that the titles 
of nearly all HurOfi works are compoullded with the word 
-ndmrta, "book." Thus in Persian we have the Adam-ndma 
(' Book of Adam," or " Book of Man "), the 'Arsh-rzdmn 
(I' Book of God's Throne "), H i d b y a t - a d m a  (" Book of 
Guidance "), Istiwd-vzdazu, K ~ r s i - n i l m a ,  f i+dbai-ndnm, 

etc., and in Turkish, besides the above-mentioned Baslid- 
ya t -nh l ta  (" Book of Good Tidings"), the Akkiratnd~?za, 
Fa&iZat-ndma, Faq~ndrno, Fayd-ndrrza, Ganj-ndfna, f l a p 6  
gat-ndma,  dIskp-ndtna,  and many others, of which the titles 
will be found in the Index appended to my second article 
on the Hurhfi Literature in the 1. R. A. S. for July, 1907,  
where short descriptions of 45 HurBfi MSS. are given. 
The list of works in that Index is undoubtedly far from 
complete, yet even these have for the most part received 
only the most cursory examination, so that there is plenty 
of scope for further research in this field. Ordinary curiosity 
about the sect and its history and literature will, however, 

be amply satisfied by what has been already 
Accounts of the published about it in English and French : to 
Endishand wit, my account of the ]dwicLin-CKabir l  and 
French my two papers in the J. R. A, S. (for 1898 

and 1907) ;  the chapter in Mr E. J. W. Gibb's H i s t o r y  of 
Onoman Poe t ry  ; and vol. ix of the Gibb Memorial Series, 
published in 1909, entitled T e x t e s  Persans r e l a t g s  d la secte 
dts Houyo&?f;s, ifilh'tk, trahitr e t  a~zno tbr  par M. Clbnent 
Htravl, suivir dune ~ t u d e  ssur lo Re l ig ion  des  HourozZ f t s ,#a~  

le D o c ~ r  Rizd T e v f i q ,  corzru rous  le n o m  d e  FeyZesozfR+d. 
I s h a  Efindi's refutation of the HurOfis, written in 

Turkish in r288/1871-2,  and published in I 2g1/1874, under 
the title of the Reveabr o f  M y s t e ~ i e s  and R e j e l f e r  

Ishiq Efendi's 
reiutatiouo, o f ~ d i s c r ~ e a r z t s ~  though very violent in tone, is 
the purfifis fairly accurate in substance, and is the result of 

careful though prejudiced investigations. After a very brief 
doxology it begins as follows : 

1 see  my catahgue ofthe Persia, MSS. i ~ z  the Cambridge ( i7 t ivers i~ 
Library, pp. 69-86. 

2 Kdsh@~'l-Asydr wa D&fiEfilu'l-Askldr. 
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" Be it  known that o f  all those sects which devote themselves t o  the 

misleading o f  the Muslims, the BektAshis are the chief offenders, and 
that although it is evident both from their deeds and words that they  
are not truly Muslims, yet in  the year 1288/1871-2 they made this fact 
perfectly plain. T h e  books called b y  these people jdwiddn ('Eternal l) 
are six in  number, o f  which one was composed b y  their original mis- 
leader Fadlu'llAh the  UurJf;,  while the other five are the works o f  his 
JshaZ@as (successors). And since in these five books their heresies 
and blasphemies are very evident, they are accustomed to  teach and 
study them secretly among themselves; but as Firishta-z5da in hir 

Jdwiddn, entitled 'Iskp-ndma (' the Book o f  Love '), did in some degree 
veil his blasphemies, and as consequently in the year above-mentioned 
(1288/1871-2) his followers made so bold as to  print and publish it, it 
has beyond question become a matter o f  urgent necessity that a treatire 
should be compiled t o  warn the faithful as to  the  true nature and 
blasphen~o~m character o f  the doctrines contained in  their books. 
Therefore, relying on God, I have ventured to write such a treatise, 
comprising three cha~ters .  uiz. : . 1 - .  " Cha+fe~ I.-Setting forth the origin o f  F a g  the  Hurdfi, and the 
principles and rules o f  certain o f  the BektLshis. 

" Chi j t e r  ZL-Setting forth the blasphemies o f  Firishta-zdda's 
Jdwia'dn. 

"CAa$fe~ ZIL-Setting forth the blasphemies contained in the 
b ther /dwiddns. J J  

After a brief account of the Carrnathians and other early 
heretics, and of FadluJ1ldh of AstarbbAd, the founder of the 
Hurljfi sect, the author describes how "the son of Timlr" 
(Mirdn-shBh) caused him to be put to death, "after which 
he tied a rope to his legs, dragged him publicly through 
the streets and 6dzdr.s, and removed his foul existence from 
this nether world." Thereupon his nine KAaZlifas or "Vicars" 
dispersed through the lands of Isldm, and he who was en- 

titled a i - ' A Z ~ y u % A i Z &  (" the High, the Supreme came to 
the monastery of HAjji BektAsh in Anatolia, and, having 
won the confidence of its inmates, began secretly to teach 
the doctrines of t h e / d w i d d n ,  pretending that they repre- 
sented the esoteric doctrine of Hdjji Bektbrh, and naming 
them ' I  the Secret," to divulge which was death. For the 
understanding of certain obscure symbols and pusages in 

H e  died in 822/14rg. 

29-2 
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the Idwiddn, a key entitled l1 the Key of Life " (M;ftd&z~'Z- 
&?aylt)l was compiled. " Should one possess this," adds 
the author, " he will understand the jdwiddn, which, without 
this aid, is incomprehensible." 

In spite of all their precautions, however, several severe 
persecutions of the Hurljfis and Bektdshis took place in 

Persecutions 
Turkey, one of the latest of which was in 

the aurfi, I t4o/r 824-5, in the reign of Sultdn Mahmlid, 
inTmkey killed many of them, destroyed their 

monasteries, and made over their property to the Naqsh- 
bandl order of dervishes. Many of their surviving Shaykhs 
and ordinary members took refuge amongst the Naqshbandf, 
Qadirf, Roffi't and Sa'di orders of dervishes, and cautiously 
carried on their propagalIda in these new environments. 
The order, however, speedily revived, and is still widely 
spread in Turkey, to which country rather than to Persia 
the later history of the Hurljfi sect belongs. Of the con- 
tinued existence of the sect in Persia there appears to 
be no evidence, though doubtless many of their doctrines 
and ideas are still current amongst the dervish " gnostics " 
@ray%) of that unforgetting land, while some of their 
peculiar views and terminology have been assimilated by 
such later heretical sects as the BAbis, who will be discussed 
in the concluding volume of this work. 

The Turkt lite;,atzlve of this period, especial& the 
Blbur-fzdma. 

The principle has been repeatedly laid down in this 
book that the literary history of a people in the wider 

Claims of Turkl 
sense should not be confined to what they 

i a u r  t wrote in their own language, and for this 
some considera- 
tion even in a 

reason Arabic books written by Persians have 
Literary History been included in our survey. 

The case for 
of Persia saying something about the considerable Turkl 

1 Three MSS. of this " Key " are described in my second paper on 
the Literature o f  the flt11-l2fz'~, viz. Or. 5957 of the British Museum ; 
Or. 488 of the Cambridge University Library; and a MS. of my own, 
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literature produced at  the Timlirid courts, especially a t  
Herdt during the reign of Sultdn Abul-Ghdzi Husayn 
(A.H. 878-912 = A.D. 1473-1506)~ is not quite so strong, 
because those who produced it were for the most part, if 
not wholly, of Turkish race ; though since in Transoxiana 
and Turkistdn the two languages flourished (and, indeed, 
still flourish) side by side, the number of bilinguals must 
always have been considerable. The Persian, as being the 
more polished idiom, was more generally used, even by 
princes of the House of Tlmdr like Ulugh Beg, Bdysunqur, 
Mirzd Haydar Dughlit and Sultdn Husayn himself, for 
s,,,ic,, oFMlr literary purposes ; but the great Mfr 'Ali Shir 
' * l { ~ l i ~ N a ~ ~ i  Nawi'i, who did more than any other man 
to the Turkl 
l n n ~ t t a ~ e n n d  to raise the ChaghatAy Turkf to tile dignity 
literature of a literary language, actually maintained its 
superiority to Persian in a treatise entitled Mu/k.iRnmtu% 
Lug/ratqm ("the Arbitration between the two languages"). 
Of some of Mir 'Ali Shir's numerous works something has 
been already said, and those who desire fuller information 
can find it in M. Belin's monograph in the J o ~ r n a l d s i a t i ~ r e  
for 1861, already mentioned, and in another monograph of 
his on the Ma/rbrllu%Qr~Zzidl ("Hearts' Darling") published 
in the same periodical in 1866 under the title of Caract2res, 

Maxig~zes er PensPes de Mfr AZi Chir NJvdzi. DawlatshAh 
also in the Conclusion (Khdtifna) of his Memoiys of the 
Poets mentions several other eminent Turkf poets amongst , 

his contemporaries, while numerous other works in this 
tongue, both in prose and verse, will be found mentioned 
in Kieu's Catalogue ofthe Turkish Manusc~z;Pts in the Britislr 
Mz~seum. Yet, save to the student of Turkish in its wider 
sense, it is doubtful if the interest of this literature would 
be commensurate with the trouble of learning this particular 
dialect of Turki, were it not for the sake of reading in its 

Uniquecharacter original form that unique work, the Bdbur- 
O ~ M U < S  ndma, or Memoirs of the Emperor BAbur, of 
Mrrnoirr 

which at any rate the French or the English 
The text of this has been printed (I think at Consf;mtinople) in 

1 8 g / 1 S p - 3 .  
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translation should be read by every student of Persian or 
Indian history'. Enthusiastic as are the praises lavished 

on this most remarkable book, "singular in its 
Eulogies on the 
, own nature, and perfectly so if we consider the 
who have made circumstances of the writer," by Ersl\-inez, Pavet 
use of them de Courteilles, and all others who have worked 
a t  it, no one who has perused its pages will deem them 
exaggerated. I t  is impossible to better the description of 
i t  given by Elphinstone4, who describes it as containing 
"a minute account of the life of a great Tartar monarch, 
along with a natural effusion of his opinions and feelings 
free from disguise and reserve, and no less free from all 
affectation of extreme franltness and candour. The  style 

is plain and manly, as well as lively and picturesque; it 
presents his countrymen and contemporaries in their ap- 
pearance, manners, pursuits and actions as clearly as in 
a mirror. In this respect it is almost the only specimen 
of real history in Asia; for the ordinary writers, though 
they give pompous accounts of the deeds and ceremonies 
of the great, are apt to omit the lives and manners even of 
that class; while everything beneath their level is left 
entirely out of sight. In  Bdber the figures, dress, tastes 
and habits of each individual introduced are described with 
such minuteness and reality that we seem to live among 
them, and to know their persons as well as we do their 
characters. His descriptions of the countries he visited, 
their scenery, climate, productions, and works of art and 
industry are more full and accurate than will, perhaps, be 
found in equal space in any modern traveller; and, con- 
sidering. the circumstances in which they were compiled, - 
are truly surprising." 

The book is, indeed, extraordinarily frank and intimate, 

1 Pavet de Courteille's French translation was made directly from 
the original Turki, and is therefore   referable to Leyden and Erskine's 
English translation, which was made from the Persian version. 

History of India, vol. i, pp. 522-525. 
P. ii of the Preface to his translation. 
Vol. ii of his History of firdia, pp. I I 7-1 I 9. 
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being such a diary as a man writes for his own private 
I delectation rather than for the perusal of even his lnost 
I L confidential friends, much less subjects; and probably no 
1 king at  any rate ever wrote, or a t  any rate suffered to be 

circulated, such Confessions. While recording fully the 
! 1 many great historical events in which he took part, he 

does not hesitate to mention when he shaved for the first 
1 1  

$ 1  time1 a t  the age of 23 in the year gog/1503-q; when he 
saw the star Canopus for the first time2; how he  was first 
induced to taste wine3 at  HerAt in grz/r;o6-7 ; and when 

I ' he made his first attempt to write Turki verse4. 
H e  de- scribes his unhappy marriage with 'A'isha SultQn Begum; , 

, 
his reckless and unrestrained passion for Bdburi; his I 

1 1  

I drinking-bouts: his favourite vintage: and how on one "i occasion he refrained from exceeding a t  a drinking-party I I 

1 1  in order to form an  impartial opinion as t o  the effects of , 
I drunkenness on others0. Mention has already been made 

of the value of his geographical observations, but his notes I 

I 
on the fauna and flora of Central Asia and India are of 
nearly equal interest, while his impartial and acute de- I 

lineations of the characters and personal peculiarities of 
his royal kinsmen and most notable contemporaries are 

1 
of the highest interest and value. From our present point 

! 
of view, however, no portion of his Memoirs is 

Descriptions of 
men more interesting than that which he devotes 1 

an"*lstsinthe to a series of literary portraits of the leading 
Bzf6rtr-rrdnra 

poets, writers and artists1° who conferred such 
distinction on the court of SultAn Abul-Ghbzi Husayn, 
beginning with that monarch himself and his eminent and 
accomplished minister Mir 'Alf Shfr Nawwd'i". A s  the whole 
of it may be read in French in the first volume of Pavet de 

I 

Bdbur-ndma, ed. Ilminsky, p. 146. 
Zbid., p. I 53. Zbid., p. 239. 

4 Ibid, p. 107. /bid., p. 62. 
Zbid, pp. 62-63. Bid., pp. ~gr,zg3,305. Ibid, p, 6. Ibid., p. 304. - 

lo Ibid., pp. 221-231. 
.' 'I Ibid., pp. 203-214. 
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Courteille's translation (pp. 364-41 5) '  it will be sufficient 
here to summarize a few of the more interesting passages. 

Having spoken of Sulfrin Husayn's birth, death, family 
and personal appearance, Bdbur mentions the predilection 

for the Shi'ite doctrine which he showed at 
Description of 
Sul$n Husayn 

the beginning of his reign, but which was 
checked by Mir 'Ali Shir. Chronic rheumatisln 

prevented hiin from saying his prayers, but is no explana- 
tion of his neglect to keep the fast. After he had reigned 
six or seven years he took to drink, "and during the forty 
years for which he reigned over Khurdsin, there was not 
a day whereon he did not drink after the morning prayer 
though he never drank in the early morning." His sons, 

soldiers and subjects imitated his example, and were for 
the most part dissolute and self-indulgent. H e  was, how- 

ever, of proved valour, a very skilful swordsman, and wrote 
moderately good poetry in the Turki language under the 
nonz de gzlerve of Hasan. His kingdom of Khurisdn ex- 
tended eastwards to Balkh, westwards to Bisfim and 
Dimghain, northwards to Khwirazm (Khiva), and south- 
wards to Qandahir and Sistin. " His was a wonderful age," 
says Bdbur a little further on ; " IChurisdn, and especially 
Herlt, were filled with men of talent and incomparable 
artists. Whoever undertook any task, his aim and ambition 
was to perform it to perfection." 

Mir 'Ali Shir NawA'i is next discussed, and a high 
tribute is paid to his poetical talent, alike in romantic 

and lyric verse and in the quatrain, but his 
Of Mir 'Alf ,,,_,, epistolary style is rated lower. Though he 

wrote chiefly in Turki, he has also a Persian 
DZwdtz, in which he uses the pen-name of FAni. H e  was 

a great patron of art as well as of letters, and the fame 
attained by the painters Bihzdd and Sh ih  Muzaffar was 
largely due to his encouragement. H e  was devout,orthodox, 
and attentive to his religious duties, and was an enthusiastic 
chess-player. In this last respect he was excelled by Mir 
Murtdd the philosopher, who, when he found two good 

,/ 
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players, would play a game with one while he held on to 
the skirt of the other to prevent him from going away until 
he had played a game with him also. H e  was a batchelor, 
without domestic ties, and very free and easy with his 
intimates. Thus on one occasion while engaged in playing 
chess he stretched out his foot and accidentally kicked the 
poet Bannd'f, whereupon he jestingly exclaimed, '(A plague 
on Herit  ! If you stretch out your feet, you kick the back- 
side of a poet." "And so you do if you draw in your feetl," 
retorted Banni'f. 

Shaykhum Beg, who assumed the pen-name of Suhaylf, 
was another of Sultdn Husayn's a 7 7 z t l . ~  who had some 

poetical talent, but was criticized for an undue 
Shaykhum BegSuhaylf partiality for terrifying words and ideas. Thus 

on one occasion he recited the following verse 
in the presence of JAmi: 

" In the night of grief the whirl-wind of my sighs displaced the world; 
The dragon of my tear-torrent engulfed the habitable quarter [of the 

globe]." 

"Do you want to write poetry or to frighten your fellow- 
creatures? " JAmf enquired. 

"Kamdlu'd-Dfn Husayn Gdzargdhf," says Bdbur a little 
further on: "although he was not a Stiff, posed as such. 

Pretended SGfis of this type were wont to 
Kam5lo'd-Din 
G~~~~~~~ gather round 'Alf Shfr Beg and indulge in their 

ecstasies and religious music. This man's prin- 
ciples were better than most of them, and to this fact he 
probably owed the consideration which he enjoyed, for 
otherwise he had no special talent ~ o r t h  mentioning. 
He wrote a book entitled Mq2Ziirrr%'Us1%skdq (KLovers' 
Meetings") of which he ascribed the authorship to Husayn 

Le. "sit on your heels" in the Persian fashion. 
Ed. Ilminsky, p. 221. 
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M r .  I t  is a miserable production, mostly lies, and in- 
sipid and impertinent lies to boot, some of which raise a 
suspicion of heresy. Thus he attributes carnal loves to 
many prophets and saints, inventing for each one of them 
a paramour. Another astonishing piece of folly is that 
while describing the book in the preface as the work of 
Sulta'n Husayn Mirzd himself, over every one of his own 
verses and sonnets occurring in the course of the book he 
puts ' by the author! " 

Of Jdmi, by far the greatest poet of the time, Bdbur 
refrains from uttering ally criticism, because, he says, "he  

Jirnl and 
stands too high to need any praise," wherefore 

s ~ ~ ~ L I ' ~ - D I ~  he only mentiolls his name " for luck and for a 
Taftgzal'r blessing." H e  praises the Arabic scholarship 
and theological attainments of the Shaylthu'l-Isldm Sayfu'd- 
Din Ahmad, son of the celebrated Sa'du'd-Din TaftLzdnf, 
who is said to have regularly attended public prayer for 
nearly seventy years, and who was finally put to death by 
Sha'h Isma'il when he took Hera't for refusing to conform to 
the Shf'ite doctrines and observances so fanatically insisted 
on by that monarch. A longer notice is devoted to ]&mi's 

pupil and disciple Mull5 'Abdu'l-Ghafiir of Ldr, 
'Abdu'l- who commentated his master's Nafa&ftz~'d- Uns, 
Ghafiir-i-Uri 

and whose partiality for the society of dervishes 
was such that when he heard of one who had newly arrived 
he could not rest until he had seen and talked with him. 
Mention is next made of Mfr 'AfA'u'lla'h of Mashhad, a 
good Arabic scholar,who also composed in Persian a treatise 
on rhyme, of which Bdbur considers the chief defect to be 
that the author's illustrations are all drawn from his own 

* 

poems, as well as another treatise on rhetorical figures en- 
titled Badciiyi'u's-Sandyyi'. 

Amongst the poets, besides those already noticed, of 
whom he makes mention areAsafi, Bannri'i, Sayfi of BukhirA 

' 

1 Cf. pp. 439-440 sujrn. 

'l 
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(the author of a useful treatise on Prosody1), Hdtiff (Jdmi's 

Othcrpoets nephew) also known as 'Abdu'llAh-i-Mzth~a- 
mentioned by wt-gzi, Mir Husayn Mu'amma"4 Muhammad 
Babur 

of Badakhsha'n, Ylisuf Badi'f, Ahi, Muhammad 
Sdlih, Shdh Husayn Kdmf, Ahlf and HilPli, the last of 
whom Bdbur criticizes very severely for the subject-matter 
and treatment of his poem " The Prince and the Beggar " 

(Shdh u DamiJR or Shdh u Gadrt). Of the Calligraphists 
andartists many calligraphists a t  the court he mentions 

only SultLn 'Ali of Mashhad, who copied manu- 
scripts both for SulrAn Husayn and for Mir 'Ali Shir; 
and of the miniature-painters Bihzdd and Shdh Muzaffar, 
who was also a poet. His criticism on Bihzbd's portraits 
is that though he drew bearded faces well, he was less 
successful with beardless boys and girls, where he had a 
tendency to exaggerate the china. Yet in another place: 
in speaking of Shaybdnf Khdn's proceedings after he had 
captured Hera't in g13/1507-8, he denounces his action ill 
attempting to improve and touch up Bihzdd's paintings. In 
conclusion Bdbur mentions a number of musicians, rrlinstrels 
and composers. 

The  materials for a literary history of this period, 
especially of its poets, are therefore singularly copious 

and authoritative, for besides Ba'bur's incidental 
Copious 

for noticesof which wehave just spoken,we have the 
li"raryhi"O' vol~minous Memoi~s  of the Poets compiled by 
of this perlad 

DawlatshAh in 89211487, and Mir 'Alf Shir's 
Turk! Mq2Zis11'r~-Nafd'is, completed about four years later, 
of the contents of which some account has been given above4. 
As a pendant to these is the later work of another royal 
author, Sa'm Mirzd, son of Shdh Isma'il the Safawi, who 
was born in g23/1517 and put t o  death in 98411576-7, and 

1 Published with English translation and explanations by Bloch- 
mann at Calcutta. 

"d. Ilminsky, pp. 228-229. 
3 /bid, p. 262. 

PP. 437-439 =@ra. 
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who in 95711550 wrote his T u & f ~ - i - S h z P ,  a somewhat rare 
book which will be considered in the subsequent volume. 
In addition to these are the copious biographical notices 
contained in KhwAndamir's &Iabi6u7s-Szyar. Of all these, 
however, BAbur is the most amusing and the most in- 
structive, because he possesses both humour and a critical 
faculty lacking in the other biographers, who, by indis- 
criminate eulogies, deprive their appreciations of all real 
value. 

1 See Rieu's Persian Catalogue, pp. 367-368, and the references 
there given. There is also a MS. (Or. 648) in the Cambridge University 
Library. 

CHAPTER VIII  

As already indicated in more than one place, the charac- 
teristic of the art which prevailed under the Timfirids, 

Literary taste 
whether literary or pictorial, was an extreme 

under the elaboration and preciosity little in accordance 
Tfmirrids with modern European taste,though verysimilar 
on its literary side to that evolved by John Lyly and the 
Euphuists in England nearly a century after JAmi's reputa- 
tion had reached its zenith in Persia1. In England this 
florid, artificial style enjoyed but a brief popularity; in 
Persia it has flourished intermittently for a long period, 
especially under Tartar and Turkish patronage, but not 
continuously nor in all parts of the country, so that it is 
easy to point out fine specimens of simple, strong, natural 
Persian prose and verse both before and after the period 
now under consideration. During this period, however, 
Pcriodolgrcatest the prevailing literary style in Persia was very 
Persianinfluence ornate and artificial, and as it unfortunately 
on Turkish and 
Indian literary happened that at no time was Persian literary 
style influence greater in the adjoining lands of 

Turkey, India and Transoxiana, this style became stereo- 
typed throughout Western and Central Asia, and has come 
to be regarded by many persons, especially those who have 
pursued their linguistic studies in India, as typically Persian. 
Still it is a fact that not only the Persians, Turks and 
Indians, but even the Arabs, whose natural tendency is to 
a chaster and more simple style, and who seldom quite forget 
their adage that " the best speech is that which is brief and to 
thepointe," tend to regard form as more important than ideas 

1 Lyly was born in 1553-4 and wrote his Eujhues, the Anatomy of 
Wit in 1578. JAmf composed his Nafakddtu'Z-Urn in 1478, and com- 
piled his first Diwdn in the following year. 

r re-  ,ID r -,$ ;9 3 dpy.m* 
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in literary composition, to care less what a writer says than 
how he says it, and to prefer conventionality to originality. 
Most instructive are the remarlrs of that great and original 
historian Ibn Khaldfin, who was not only contemporary 
with Timhr but came into personal relations with him when 
Damascus surrendered to him at  the end of A.D. 1400~. 
These remarks, with other observations germane to this 
subject, I have given in a previous volume2 to which the 
reader is referred. In  particular the student of Persian 
poetry, especially of the later more ornate writers, may be 
recommended to read that curious work, " the Lovers' 
Companion " (Anisz4'Z-' Us/shdq), com osed in 526/1423 by 
Sharafu'd-Din Rimf at  MarAgha in 1 dharbiyjin, of which 
a French translation by M. C1. I-Iuart was published in Paris 
in 1875, and of which I have given a brief account in a 
previous volume3. 

I t  must not be supposed, however, that all the poets 
who will be mentioned in this chapter, or even all who 

flourished at  the court of Sulfdn Husayn at 
The ornate style 
in Persian not so Herit, employ this inflated and ornate style, 
universal as sup- which,indeed,is more noticeable in prose-writers, 
posed including even historians, who ought to know 
better than to fill ten pages with what could very well be 
set-forth in one. The earlier poets of whom we shall imme- 
diately speak, like Shdh Ni'matu'llih and Qdsimu'l-Anwir, 
are free from this blemish, for so we must regard it; and so 
also, as a rule, is Jdmi, who is universally and justly regarded 
not only as the chief ornament of the court of HerAt, but 
as one of the greatest Persian poets of all time. I t  is the 
ornate prose-writers and minor poets and versifiers of the 
later part of this period who are the chief offenders in this 
respect. The passion for the riddle and acrostic (mu'ammd) 
which prevailed amongst the latter is very characteristic, 

r, See Part i of the Baron McGuckin de Slane's translation in Notices 
et Extraits, pp. v and lxxxv-xcii. 

2 Lit. Hist. ofPersia, vol. ii, pp. 17-89, especially pp. 86-89. 
a Ibid., pp. 83-84. 
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while the methods of the former are well illustrated by 
Husayn WA'iq-i-KAshifi's Anwrtr-i-Szc,GayZ< where, for ex- 
ample, a squeaking mouse is described as "raising its 
outcry to the aetherial sphere." In a previous volume I 
have shown1 by parallel extracts from the Book of KnliZa 
and  Dif?z?za as rendered into Arabic by 'Abdu'llih ibnu'l- 
Muqaffa' in the eighth century, and into Persian by Nizdrnuy- 
d-Din Abu'l-Ma'dli Nasru'llah in the twelfth and Husayn 
Wi'iz a t  the end of the sixteenth centuries how the last- 
named writer set himself to "write up" and improve upon 
the work of his predecessors. 

I. Sayyid Ni'nzatu'Z?d/z of Kzr~zd7z. 

Though JAmi is unquestionably the greatest poet of the 
period which we are now considering, it seems better to 

adhere to chronological sequence and to begin 
Sayyid Ni'matu 
'Ildh of Kirmdn 

with the earliest, Sayyid (or Shih)  Ni'matu'llih 
of Kirmin, who died a t  an advanced age in the 

spring of I431 (Rajab 22, 834), and was buried a t  the 
charming village of M i h i n  near Kirmin, of which some 
malicious wit has said : 

Epigram on 
Mdhdn 

' &jj> J, JAI LfiLG & 
" M6hAn an Earthly Paradise would be, I wot right well, 

If you could clear its people out and shake them into hell." 

The  site of his grave is marked by a fine monastery 
inhabited by dervishes of the Sh ih  Ni'matu'lldhf order which 
he founded ; for he was a great saint and mystic as well as  
a poet, and his verses abound in dark apocalyptic sayings 
concerning the "Mischief of the Last Days" (Fitnn-i- 
Akiziyu'z-Zamcin), the Advent of the Mahdi, and other 
similar matters. I visited this shrine in September, 1888, 
shortly before I left Kirmdn, and was very hospitably 
entertained by its acolytes. 

1 Lit. Hist. of Persia, vol. ii, pp. 349-353. 
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As usual, the best account of Ni'matu'llih is that given 
by Rieu in his Persian Catalogz~el, where the substance of 
the information given by the ordinary biographical works A 

is supplemented by details drawn from a rare contemporary % 

monograph existing in the British Museum2 and from the 
history of Yazd and its most notable men known as the 
]d~?zzi'i-Mufidi. His full name was Amir N 6ru'd-Din 

Biography of 
Ni'matu'llAh, his father's name was Mfr 'Abdu 

Sayyid '116h, andhe claimed descent from the fifth Imim 
N~'matu'll&h of the Shi'a, Mul>ammad Biqir, the great-grand- 
sonof 'Ali ibn AbiTilib. I le was born at Aleppo in 73011 329- 
30 or in the following year, but spent most of his youth in 
I At the age of 24 he visited Mecca, where he resided 
for seven years, and became one of the chief disciples of 
Shaykh 'Abdu'llAh al-Yifi'i, a well-known mystical and 
historical writer, who died in 76811366-7. His later life 
was passed in Samarqand, Herit, Yazd and finally, as 
already mentioned, at MihAn near Kirrndn, where he spent 

. 

the last twenty-five years of his life, and where he died on 
Rajab 22, 834 (April 5, 1431) aged more than a hundred 
years. The historian 'Abdu'r-Razziq of Samarqand visited 
his grave in 845/1441-~. 

Ni'matu'llAh was the king of dervishes (the title " ShAh" 
is always prefixed to his name) and the friend of kings. 

He and his de- He enjoyed the special favour of Sh&h-rukh, 
scendants enjoy while Ahmad Shih Bahmani, King of the 
Roya' favour Deccan, deemed himself fortunate in persuading 
to come to his court one of his grandsons. Two other 

grandsons with their father followed him thither, while 
several of Shih Ni'matu'llih's descendants who remained 
in Persia intermarried with the Royal Safawi House. 
According to RieuJ, Ni'matu'llih left more than 500 Sliff 
tracts besides his Diwd7z of verse, but the latter is his chief 
work, and it alone need be considered here. The only 
complete copy at my disposal is the lithographed edition 

Pp. 634-635. a Add. 16,837, ff. 339-355. 
3 Pers. Cat, p. 635. 
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1 

' , !  . i j i  ~ublished at Tihrdn in 1276/1860, but numerous selections 
I , ;  i 
1 j ,  l from it are contained in the various biographies and antho-, 

: , , b !  
:i. I logies in which he is mentioned. His fame, however, is 
1. I 
!, / ' that of a saint and mystic rather than a poet, and his verse 

, ! I ;  
I .., , i ! j  strikes one on thewhole as monotonous and mediocre,similar 

I i 

: /!;: . , in styleand subject-matter to that of Maghribl, and altogether 
: ! j l l  

; ,;:I lacking the consuming ardour and brilliant illustration of : .. !if I 
,' , Shams-i-Tabrfz. His most characteristic poems, though 

I !!: 
" 1 1 ,  few in number, are those couched in the prophetic strain, 

,I: 3 

,!; / and these still exercise a certain influence, and are appealed 
r: 

1 ;  1 to by other Persians than those who belong to 
.l i 1 Importance !! 1 

I I! to his the order of dervishes which he founded. The 
, . 

3 : : :  

prophetic Bibfs, for example, used to tell me in Kirmdn utterances ./ ' 
that the date of the Bbb's "Manifestation" .< , , 

: I [ ,  (1260/1844) was foretold in the following poem. 
When 1 / , .  

' 1  / visited the saint's shrine I took the trouble to obtain from 
I I. one of the dervishes a copy of the poem in question from :I: 

I ~ ! : ;  the oldest and most trustworthy manuscript in their pos- 
,; " 

, , session, and I found that there the date was given as 274 
, ' d:" ' I : , ,  instead of I 260 (e, J, s = 70 + 200 +4 instead of ,J, 

= e :!I 
ii: rooo+ zoo + 6o), while in RidCquli Khdn's Mqnlafu'C 
11 :  : 

/I; '! Fz/ld:  where tile same poem is quoted, the date becomes 
, , ; , I  1204 (e +J + 3 = 1000 + 200 + 4). In the last-named work 1 ! , 1 ,  ' 

;I:' i the poem is thus entitled : ; I ,  . 

" Declaration of surzdyy myste~ies and revelations Jy 

way of alZego&." 

(1) 

'Ak' iS C4&& 3 &bFJ j l  Jwl ~3 

'A U A J ~ ~ ~ J  +- '&+ >LG+ aJ&3 

@ ~h 9 >IS: 3 9  4 '&A &>F JLI  JL + 1 ' ~ o r ' 4 ~ d 3 i r  &I,> jl 

'A u&~[+  3," "1" ' JL j~ G S ~  d,F JI) I), icp 
TihrAn lithographed ed., vol. ii, p. 45. 
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The text here given is that copied for me at  Mdhdn on 
August g, 1888. Of the 50 verses which it contains only 24 
are given in the Mq'nta'u'l-F%;a&rt, which only adds one or 

30-2 
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two new verses, but in some cases atlopts a different order; 
besides supplying a few variants. The  poem is not to be 
found at all in the lithographed edition. 

. , 

"I see the Power of the Maker ; I see the state of the time. 
The state of this year is of another sort; not like last year and the year 

before do I see it. . . 
'These words I speak not from the stars ; rather I see them from the 

Creator1. 
When 'nyn,rd and ddZ(= 274) have passed of the years I see wonderful 

doings. 
In KhurBsdn, Egypt, Syria and 'IrBq I see sedition and strife. 
I see the darkness of the tylxnny of the lands' opptessors boundless 

and beyond con~putation. 
I hear a very strange story ; I see vexation in the land. 
War, strife, mischief and injustice I see on the right and on the left. 
Looting, slaughter and many armies I see in the midst and around. 
I see the servant like the master ; I see the master like the servant. 
They impress a new superscription on the face of the gold ; I see his 

divitams of short weight. 
I see the dear friends of every people grown sorrowful and abased. 
Each of the rulers of the Seven Climes I see involved with another. 
I see the face of the moon darkened ; I see the heart of the sun trans- 

fixed. 
The appointment and dismissal of officials and agents, each one I see - - 

twice repeated. 
In  Turk and TBjfk"o\vards one another I see enmity and strife. 
I see the merchant left friendless on the road at  the hands of the 

thief. 
I see from small and great much cunning, guile and trickery. 
I find the condition of the Indian ruined ; I see the oppression of 

Turks and Tartars. 
I see the Holy Place fearfully desolated, the abode of a number of evil 

men. 

1 I.L. these predictions are not based on astrological predictions 
but inspired by revelation from God. 

2 Tdjih, a term originally applied to the Arabs (Tdzik, Tdzz') who 
garrisoned the towns of Khurdsan and Transoxiana, was later and is 
still applied to the Persian settled population as  opposed to the nomads 
of ~ u i k i s h  stock. 
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Solnc of the trees of the Garden of the World I see springless and 
fruitless. 

If there be a little security, that too I see within the borders of the 
mountains. 

A companion, contentment and a [quiet] comer I now see as  most to 
be desired. 

Although I see all these sorrows, I see the [final] joy of the sorrowful. 
Grieve not, for in this trouble I see the harvest of union with the 

Friend. 
After this year and a few years more1 I see a world like a [fair] picture. 
I behold this world like Egypt ; I see Justice as  its stronghold. 
My king and his ministers are seven ; all of these I see triumphant. 
Such as rebel against my immaculate Imdm I see ashamed and dis- 

graced. 
On the palm of the hand of the Cup-bearer of Unity I see the pleasant 

wine. 
The friendly foe-destroying warrior I see as  the comrade and friend 

of the friend. 
I see the swords of those whose hearts are hard as  iron rusted, blunt 

and of no account. 
The beauty of the Law and the splendour of Isldm, each one I see 

doubled2. 
I see the wolf and the sheep, the lion and the gazelle, dwelling 

together in the meadow. 
I see the treasure of Chosroes and the coin of Alexander all put to 

good use. 
I see the roguish Turk drunk, I see his enemy with the headache born 

of wine. 
I see Ni'matu'll&h seated in a corner apart from all. 
When the fifth winter has passed I see in the sixth a pleasant spring. 
The vicar of the Mahdl will appear, yea, I see him plainly. 
I see a king perfect in knowledge ; I see a leader endowed with dignity. 
I see the servants of His High Majesty all wearing crowns. 
For forty years, 0 my brother, I see the cycle of that Prince continue. 
When his cycle ends victoriously, I see his son as a memorial of him. 
I see a king perfect in knowledge, a ruler of noble family. 
After him will be the Im&m himself, whom I see as the pivot of the 

world. 
I read 'M. a M. D.' : I see the name of that famous ones. 

1 The variants in the Majma'u'Z-Fu:afid give a slightly different 
meaning, viz. "After that year for several years more." 

Or, if the variant be adopted, "strong and firmly established.'' 
3 I.e. Muhammad. 
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I see his aspect and attributes like the Prophet : I see knowledge and 
clemency as his distinctive signs. 

I see again 'the White Hand" (long may it endure !) conjoined with 
Dhu'l-FiqirZ. 

I see the Mahdi of the time and the Jesus of the age both royally 
riding forth. 

I smell the rose-garden of the Law, I see the flower of Religion in 
blossom!' 

These " apocalyptic" poems, however, though they have 
attracted most attention in Persia, constitute but a small 

fraction of the whole. Most of Ni'matu'lldh's 
Pantheistic verses illustrate the doctrine of Wa&'atz~'l- 
poems 

Wzq>id (Pantheis~n), while a certain proportion 
(in which again the B;ibis see an allusion to their founder) use 
the favourite illustratio~l of the " Poitlt " (Nz~qgn), of which 
the circle is only a manifestation; just as the letter alzyis, in 
the world of calligraphy, a manifestation of the diacritical 
" point," which shares with the mathematical " point" the 
same title. A few specimens will suffice for the purpose 
of illustration. 

(2) 

'4 G-42 1~ 3 I_+i LS? la< O C > ~  

'&A& 4 Ic? & &-& 
"King and beggar are one, are one ; foodless and food are one, are one. 

We are stricken with grief and drain the dregs; dregs and sorrow and 
cure are one. 

1 Alluding to the miracle of Moses, when he drew forth his hand 
"white as snow." 

The famous sword of 'Ali ibn Abi TBlib. 
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In all the world there is naught but One; talk not of 'Two,' for God 
is One. 

Mirrors a hundred thousand I see, but the face of that Giver of Life 
is one. 

We are plagued with the plague of one tall and fair, but we the 
plagued and the plague are one. 

Drop, wave and sea and the elements four without a doubt in our 
eyes are one. 

Ni'matu'll&h is one in all the world : come, seek him out, he is one, 
is one.'' 

"The Point appeared in the circle and was not; nay, that Point 
produced the circle1. 

The Point in its revolution becomes a circle in the eyes of him who 
measured the circle. 

Its beginning and end joined together when the Point measured the 
completion of the circle. 

When the circle was completed, the compass put its head and feet 
together and rested. 

W e  are all without Being, without Being ; we are without Beingand 
Thou art Existant. 

I called the whole world His dream : I looked again, and lo, His 
dream was Himself. 

Sweeter than the sayings of our Sayyid Ni'matu'lldh has heard no 
other words." 

1 Cf. 1. 710 of the Guldzan-i-Rdz (Whinfield's edition). 
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(4) 

l,t+~ ;>tjr .LO 9 2-9 .IL? 3 db &.IL? 
r ,  

2 3 ' 2 9 4 L i y 3  &.A\e & > 9 ~  

&+I?>> & ' u ~ 3 > ~ L s s ; z ' . I L ? d ~ ~ c 5 p 9 ~ > ~  

J L  2- 9 , ~ j  b~ Ab LLbe 9' f3+H 

1 C * 3 \ 3 ~  >; j d ++ l k ~ ~  pb 2-9 k.~.-! jj d b  

Cu &j 9 A 4  &>b ' [ A  ) 31 &;>I 

&f>L +\+-,pJls 6,CL! 'c;dl Jls +u &b 

b 1 1 'ip &I +\- 3 1 1  ; j ! > j l +  

'pbj 93 \:, Jls JL 

'~LII Jts Jl- ujIa G 

"Know that the Named is one and the Names a hundred thousand, 
That Being is one, but its aspects are a hundred thousand. 
Its Form is the Glass, and its Meaning the Wine, 
Although both are one substance in our eyes. 
Perceive in two one unit and two units1 ; 
Search it out well, for I have told you a good bit. 
Without His Being all the world is non-existant, 
Of His Being and Bounty the world is a sign. 
The world arises from the diffusion of His universal Being ; 
Whatever thou seest is from His universal Bounty. 
His Ipseity is essential, while our Ipseity 
Is but casual : be annihilated, then, from this annihilation I 
The Ipseity of the world is the veil of the world: 
Nay, the world itself is the veil of the world. 
This veil is eternal, 0 my soul, 
0 my Friend of God, and 0 my Proof! 
I tell thee the state of the world in its entirety, 
So that thou may'st know the state of the world, and so farewell I n  

Thelithographed edition ofNilmatu'llbh's poemscontains 
approximately some 14,000 verses, including a number of 
quatrains, and from the following verse it would appear 

1 1.e. I X3=2. 

that his literary activities continued until he had reached a 
very advanced age : 

"The Living and Eternal [God] hath vouchsafed to this servant ninety 
and seven years of pleasant life." 

The next poet of this epoch who claims our attention 
was like the last a Sayyid and a mystic. The main facts 

concerning his life are thus summarized by 
Qhsimu'l-Anwdr 

Rieul. "He was born in Sarib (Sariw) in the 
district of Tabriz in75711 3 56,and had for religio~~s instructors 
Shaykh Sadru'd-Din Ardabili, an ancestor of the Safawis, 
and after him Shaykh Sadru'd-Din Yamanf, a disciple of 
Shaykh Awhadu'd-Din ICirmdnf. After staying some time 
in Gilin he went to KhurLdn and settled in Herdt, where 
he lived during the reigns of TimGr and Shdh-rukh. There 
disciples flocked to him in such numbers and he acquired 
so great an influence as to give umbrage to the sovereign. 
'Abdu'r-RazzAq relates in the MafZalu's-Sa'dnyn that in 
830/1426-7, ShAh-rukh having been stabbed in the mosque 
of Herdt by a certain Ahmad-i-Lura, Sayyid Qdsim was 
charged by MirzA Bdysunqur with having harboured the 
intended assassin, and was obliged to leave Herit8 and 
repair to Samarqand, where he found a protector in Mirzd 
Ulugh Beg. He  returned, however, some years later to 
Khurdsdn, and took up his abode in Kharjird, a town in 
the district of JBm, where he died in 83711433-4." 

The intimacy of Qdsimu'l-Anwir's relations with Shaykh 
Sadru'd-Din of Ardabil, the ancestor of the Safawi kings 

1 Pevs. Crt., pp. 635-637. 
See above pp. 365-366, where I have endeavoured to show that 

this attempt was instigated by the HurGfi sect. 
A pretty but probably fictitious anecdote about this event is given 

by Ouseley in his Notices of the Persian Poets (London, 1846), pp. 101- 

tog. 
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of Persia, is abundantly confirmed by an unpublished 
Persian work on the genealogy of that dyn- 

Relations of 
asty entitled SiisiZatz,'n-Nasa6-i-~afawzjya, of 

wth Sadru'd- in Sha).kh 
which I possess a manuscript from the library 
of the late Sir Albert Houtum Schindler. In 

this MS. (ff. 27b-zSb) the poet is mentioned as one of the 
Shaykh's most enthusiastic disciples, and an account is 
given of the rigid discipline whereby he attained in the 
great Mosque of Ardabil to that vision wherein he beheld 
himself distributing the light to his fellow-disciples, whereby 
he earned the title of Qn'si?nu'GAnwa'r ("the Apportioner 
of the Lights "). On the death of Shaykh Safi, the father 
of Shaykh Sadru'd-Din, he composed the followin 

(1) 

I r -1 ;La +.$ 3ii 6 *'y3 <J4 

' b ! ,  d-4 >3? JL >gj +A 
I &d 3 >j LJ=+G &> d~ $b 

< ~ t  u ) ~  &, J 3 d i ~  4 

<dl A,+.dl +&I Lj &&d 
(A+\+ dfj j 'd&r) 

< & I  d*> 'jl+ >A) a5 9 
"The  chief representative of saintship, who is actually Shaykh Saff, 

Was for nearly ninety years the guide on this road. 
His soul a t  the moment of its departure sneezed2 and exclaimed, 
' 0 Angel of Death, I have attained unto God ! ' 
When the Angel saw his condition he was amazed and cried, 
0 Shaykh, a thousand times may God have mercy upon thee I '  

Thou art utterly consumed, 0 QBsimf, by separation from the Master 
Be patient in separation : may God give thee patience ! " 

1 These verses also occur in one of my MSS. of the poems of 
Qgsimu'l-Anwir. 

2 For sneezing as a sign of llfe (here, apparently, of Eternal 
see Sir J. G. Frazer's Folk-bre in the OM Testament, vol. i, pp. 6 a 
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JPmf, in the notice which he consecrates to QAsimu'l- 
Anwdr in the Nufa&itu'Z-Unsl, alludes to the suspicions 

Suspected of . which fell upon him in connection with the 
heresy and anti- attempt on Shih-rukh's life in 830/1426-7 and 
nomianism which led to his banishment, and also observes 
that opinions differed as to his character, but that most of 
his disciples with whom he was personally acquainted had 
abandoned the observances of Isldin, for which they ex- 
pressed contempt, and had adopted a kind of communism. 
There is therefore good reason to suspect that QPsimu'l- 
Anwir was a t  any rate something of an antinomian, even if 
he  had not some quasi-political relation with the Shi'ite 
partisans of the still uncrowned Safawis, or with the still 
more irreconcilable Hurdfi heretics. 

The literary work of Qisimu'l-AnwPr consists of an un- 
published D i w h  of lyrical and some mathnawi poetry, of 
which Ipossess two good manuscripts,one dated 86111456-7, 
only 24 years after the author's death. Several of these 
poems are in Turkish and others in some dialect of Persian. 
The  poems are followed in this older manuscript by two . 

treatises, written wholly or partly in prose, entitled respec- 
tively ~niszr'L-'Ar;fin (" the Gnostics' Familiar ") and the 
~ n i s u ' ~ - ~ A s / z i ~ b t  (" Lovers' Familiar "), or Risa'Za-i-Am&nn 
("Treatise of the Trust"). There is also a poem beginning: 

in which there is supposed to be a reference to TimGr's 
death, though it is so vague as to be capable of application 
to any public calamity. 

The poetry of Qisimu'l-Anwir, so far as a foreigner 
may venture to judge it, is only of average merit, and is 
generally of the same mystical character as that of Maghribi 
and other kindred poets. Of its general type the two 
following ghazals may serve as fair specimens. 

Ed. Nassau Lees, pp. 689-693. 
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(2) 

pt+ J & A >,s 
' 5:rx-d sg !Jd-,t3> d 

' ~ p L j l  Y M j l  ~pb &> A cSj3> 

~ ) b  U* + 
'9 G d~.9- ~ l ; j  upjfi A 

d j  di ~ L S !  ,! 4, >> 

last 31- a i u l  3H y~ 
' bljY LL dT d>p? dl+ y j l  

J 

' d h  I>++ ~b 6 +J >+ j A j;d 
' b L j - . a J  u-& @ 

5,; J> dl+ -A>; @ 4s >4 ,-b 
' b b  j @ I  d>+ dl+ L l  

(>+ 6 1 ~  j2,A &1S >Lj ,&lj 

' !Jy> LUL! d>*5 dl$ * & 
"Of thy favour, Cup-bearer, fill me up that clear and crystalline bowl, 

That spirit of holy sanctity, that high and exalted soul ! 
What day thou givest a cup of wine to settle our whole affair 
Bestow, I pray, of your charity a draught on yon Preacher rare ! 
Woulds't thou that the motes of the universe may with thee in the 

dance be whirled? 
Then toss aside in thy dance's stride thy tresses tangled and curled! 
0 chiding mentor, get thee hence : desist and cease thy strain, 
For never thy windy talk can drive from our heads this passion and 

pain. 
'Lose thyself,' thou didst say, 'that thou to thyself the way may'st 

gain ! ' 
But this riddle dark and inscrutable I cannot solve or explain. 
Whenever I cast my life away, a hundred I win in its place : 
Who can limit the miracles of Christ and His healing grace? 
QLsim ne'er of his own free will would play the lover's part, 
But what can one do when the matter lies with the Lord of the Soul 

and Heart ? " 
One MS. has l+ as a variant. 
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0 .  

'&by J+> j hhjk d l +  jl &+ 

' al+t-S >I+ I>>  &ID>,+ 9- 4 Ls 
' " A  - d l >  p Q  r,L ,&-s > 3 j l  

'&?,L* -b*d+LS~ b ,J* 
'r+?- b A d?U LJ> d\& b j l  

cal>>l, gl+l >A -:la>,+ el+ 

' dl* dbj H pf> 4 +b >wj 
< a t U l  &>pa d y >  +d,e  

'&+ >> '45 A b+>\&.b 

 cat&^ ALL&  XI>^ j l  & + 
'dl+ atj b 4 &I+ + utj 

'a[-?.;-b .;-I") &&la C*c;.LT 

'a ,++d 3 L Z 3 ~ 4 3 . & ~ L i  

< -4+?*?u  ' 4 4 k  j 49. + 
'' Ere  ever cloistered cell was built, or Somnath's ancient fane 

We dwelt with Thee in every phase of life on Being's plane. 
'Twixt us all talk of Messenger and Message1 fails away: 
What need of Messenger when Thou dost bide with me for aye? 
Can I oppose the Loved One's will, when ever with the Friend 
I hold communion sweet in moods and musings without end? 
From mention of all 'others '2  let thy tongue be cleansed and freed, 
Since those in whom the Spirit works of 'others' take no heed. 
Sober to tread the mystic Path no obligation's thine: 
Each atom in the Universe intoxicates like wine. 
0 Zealot, press me not, I pray, in language harsh and rude, 
For  unto those of goodly kind allowed are all things goods. 
0 QBsim, silence ! to the steed of speech apply the rein, 
That Love's High Priest may speak of things that neither fade nor 

wane4." 

Le. presumably of Prophet and Revelation. 
V . e .  other than God. 

Qur'dn, xxiv, 26. 
Qur'dn, xviii, 44. 
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The following ode is interesting as showing traces of 
HurGff ideas : 

(4) 
d *  

tal&d p d  &d&I 2L.d 

tabG b t + ~  + 2 
'*Lt;a I; J3p b j a  a+ 

G&5. $ 3 9  R-'*G $U 
d 

' p 4 '  -+ 9 3  28 F H 

'a=)1,!p A;? LSJJ &Q 3- 
'& u~ &J +AJ 6s +fi 

'a+ Ad' w 4' 'Ls, *P - -- 

' & p k  j 1 s  +I+ A+ 

rlaLo\b 9 j 1> b $9 
'CSfl+ dj.e & *o& 

'abb * >* b4 
'A hiij c;r-j uo..rU 

'a& ti, J+&l,A --Li 

L''Ift six days' runs God's Word, while Seven 
Marks the divisions of the Heaven. 
Then at the last 'He mounts ElTis Throne2' ; 
Nay, Thrones, to which no limit's known. 
Each mote's a Throne, to put it plain, 
Where H e  in some new Name doth reign3: 

Know this, and so to Truth attain ! 
' Fie, fie ! ' the zealot answers back 
Whate'er I say. I cry 'Alack!' 

1 One MS. has a\a\b &C j 
2 That God created the heavens in six days and then ascended (or 

settled Himself) on His Throne is mentioned repeatedly in the Qur'd3 
8.g. v, 52 ; X, 3 ; XXV, 60, etc. The number of the heavens, not mentioned 
in these verses, is given as seven in ii, 27 etc. The numbers 7,14 and 
28 have great significance in the Hurlifi doct~ine. 

3 This is the characteristic pantheistic interpretation of the HurGfis. 

, 
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'Who from the Prophet's cup drinks free 
God's Wine, escapes calamity, 
And over-boldness to  dispense 
With proper forms of reverence' !I 
0 drunk with fancies, cease to bawl, 
Nor plague us with thy drunken brawl! 
T o  glory in thine ignorance 
Is but thy blindness to enhance. 
0 QAsirnf, what canst thou find 
In jurists blind with leaders blind I 
Repeat a Frfti&a2, I pray, 
That so this plague may pass away !" 

Although the traces of Hurliff influence in this poem 
are unmistakeable, it cannot on such evidence alone be 
proved that QPsimu'l-AnwAr was actually a member of that 
sect, though his association with an admitted disciple of 
Fadlu'llAh of AstarAbPd and the suspicion which he thereby 
incurred8 afford strong corroboration of this conjecture. 
But his saints and heroes were many, and we find in his 
poems encomiums of theologians like al-Ghazzili, mystics 
like Shaykh Ahmad-i-JAm, BAyazid of Bisfzim, and KhwAja 
'Abdu'llzih An~Pri, and theosophic poets like Shaykh 
Faridu'd-Din 'AffPr and Mawlinb Jalblu'd-Din Rhmi, whose 
works he bids his readers bind together in one volume : 

f & j u y y  JlSl Ls 'p & .L4 j J l&  J3-)) 

It is indeed likely that one of his half-Turkish poems 
with the refrain CheZebi, bizi o n u t m a  (" 0 Chelebi, forget us 
not !") may be addressed to the " Chelebi Efendi," or 
hereditary superior of the Mawlawi or Mevlevf order of 
darwishes,  of Qonya in Asiatic Turkey. Of these Turkish 
or half-Turkish poems there are only two or three, nor are 
they of a high quality. The poems in some Persian dialect 
(probably that of GilAn) are more numerous and more 

1 I take these four lines to embody the orthodox objection to 
mystical antinomianism, while the succeeding lines embody the poet's 
dislike of the orthodox. 

The opening chapter of the Quv'dn. 
a See p. 366 szc$vAa. 
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interesting, though our lrnowledge of these dialects in their 
medizval forms is insufficient as a rule to enable us fully 
to interpret them. The text of one, based on the two MS., 
is here given as a specimen. 

',A&>, &$+ I,, "9 " &f 

C 

<,,? ,, 42.4 9 b &a% d.3' a> 

<$ jb d3j ,Q+ j l  

'+tj\,,,'u?+"'3;;3~ > '  

'>+jM3 &,J.+> Z!$jl *\; 
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"Thou art the QibZa of my soul, 0 Gill with the colour and fragrance 

of an angel, 
The Moon of the Heaven of Nobility, the Cypress of the Gardens 

of Desire. 
Thou art not a GI1 but an angel, compounded of heart and soul, 
How should any Gfl be thus YGrf-like and of such angelic temper? 
May my heart and faith be thy sacrifice! Take them if thou wiltz, for 

thou art very fair : 
Thou art the Qibla: why should I wander from city to city, from 

street to street? 
The tyranny which thy musky tresses have wrought upon me 
I will explain to thee hair by hair, if opportunity offers. 
If the reflection of thy beauty reaches the mirror for a moment 
How [much the more] should it reach him who is ever face to face 

with thee? 
Last night thou didst signify to me by hints, 'Tomorrow I will not 

leave thee in sorrows' : 
Once again of thy clemency repeat the tale of yesterday! 
I said to her, '0 Desire of the Soul, thou didst give me a promise 

of union ! ' 
She said, 'Seek not to recall those stories, for that has gone by ! ' 
I said to her, '0 my Dear, I have been brought low by thy love !' 
She said, 'No, regard not as low one who has spoken with me lip 

to lia ! ' 
I said, ' I am thy lover: what is the cure for my pain?' 
She said, 'Thou speakest this word being beside thyself, and it will 

yield no result? 
Qgsimf, through separation and grief, is lost and heedless of himself: 
Of thy clemency seek to win back him who is lost in separation !IJ 

This term is applied to a native of the Caspian province of Gflsn. 
Ridti-quli Kh5n in his Fa~harrg- i -Amman-d~d-y i  N d s i t  says (s.v.) 
that it is also pronounced Gayl (GtZ), in proof of which he cites the 
following quatrain by Qasimu'l-AnwPr in which it rhymes with mnyl  
and sayl: 

q h e s e  words are entirely in dialect, and the sense given is only 
conjectural. 

3 Meaning doubtful, 

B. P. 
31 
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That Qdsimu'l-Anwdr was familiar with Gildn and other 
regions bordering on the Caspian Sea is confirmed by other 
poems in which he mentions A s t i r ~ ,  Ldhijdn, Ardabil and 
other places in that part of Persia. Further facts about 
him might undoubtedly be deduced from an  attentive 
examination of his poems, but space only permits me to 
give two more extracts from them, both taken from his 
wzathnnurt poem the ~ n i s a t ~ - ~ A v f l i n ,  in the prose preface to 
which he gives his full name as "'Ali b. Nasfr b. Hdr6n b. 
Abu'l-Qdsim al-Husayni at-Tabrizi, better known as 
Qdsimi." The first extract is an allegory of the sinner who 
clings to his sin because it is sweet to him. 

( 6 )  

'>I> 3 a> *O>U Jj >* 
O J  

' 5>5 +u3> &a J+ ,> a 1 5  

' 0  J . 
'>p 9 d$> uSp j\ 

533 >+ LU*? 3 a& b d ~  

1 JL *y jl 4 9 d,c bd9 

I* &Gj &&,j && & 

.kl+ "+ d,+ A& 5 4 6  d 

"A negro, lacking reason, faith and taste, 
Whose life the demon Folly had laid waste 
Had in a jar some treacle set aside, 
And by mischance a mouse fell in and died. 
H e  seized the mouse and plucked it out with speed- 
That cursed mouse, whose death was caused by greed. 
Then to the Qidi sped the unwilling wight, 
Taking the mouse, and told of Fortune's spite. 
The Judge before the folk, refined and rude, 
Condemned the treacle as unfit for food. 
The luckless negro scouted this award, 
Saying, ' You make a great mistake, my Lord 1 
I tasted it, and found it sweet and good ; 
If sweet, it cannot be unfit for food. 
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Had this my treacle bitter been, then sure 
Unlawful had I held it and impure.' 
The mind perverted of this black accursed 
Bitter and sweet confounded and reversed. 
Sin seemeth sweet and service sour, alack ! 
To thee whose face is as a negro's black. 
To  passion's palate falsehood seemeth sweet; 
Bitter is truth to natures incomplete. 
When men are sick and biliously inclined 
The taste of sugar alum calls to mind. 
Sick for this world all hearts, both young and o h ,  
Jaundiced for love of silver and of gold. 
0 captive in the snare of worldly joys, 
Perish not mouse-like for the sweet that cloys ! 
Though bitter seems God's discipline to thee 
This bitter drug is thy sure remedy. 
This bitter drug will cause thine ill's surcease, 
And give the patient healing, rest and peace." 

The  second extract is of greater interest, for it describes 
a meeting between Shaykh Safiyyu'd-Din, the ancestor of 
the Safawis, who take their name from him, and the famous 
Shaykh Sa'di of Shirbz. Some independent corroboration 
of this interview, or a t  least of its possibility, is afforded by 
the previously-quoted SiZsiZntz4'1z-l\insnb-i-~nfnzuzjyn1,which 
gives the date of Safiyyu'd-Din's birth as "in the last days 
of the 'Abbisid Caliphs ill A.H. 650 " (A.D. 1252-3), a t  which 
time, the author adds, Shams-i-Tabriz had been dead five 
years, Shaykh Muhyi'd-Din ibnu'l-'Arabi twelve years, and 
Shaykh Najmu'd-Din Kubr i  thirty-two years ; while of 
eminent contemporary saints and poets, Jal5lu'd-Din RGmi 
died when he was twenty-two and Sa'di when he was forty- . 
one years of age. He  was also contemporary with Amir 
cAbdu'llAh of ShirAz, Shaylih Najibu'd-Din Buzgh6sh, 
'Al$uYd-Din SimnAni, and Mal?m&d Shabistariz. A page or 
two further on we read how Safiyyu'd-Din went to Shiriz 
to seek guidance from the above Shaykh Najibu'd-Din 
Buzghdsh, but found on his arrival that this saintly personage 

1 See p. 474 st~jt-a. Tlle passage here referred to occurs on f. 9 of 
the ars. "ee pp. 146-1 50 sz@ra. 

SA'DI 

Add. 7468 (Brit. Mus.), f. rg 
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had passed away. This, n o  doubt, is the occasion to which 
the following passage in the ~nfszt'i-'~rgfn refers. 

The MS. has jLj & which I have ventured to emend as  in 
the text. 
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'LS"f> d I 9 - 9  ~ 5 1 3 ~  s-4 
'+-16JIt-S $2 j l  >>A+ L* 

> ~ ~ O J I +  h db 3 i)k jg 
'& &j19?5 &+JI JIJW JJ 

'& dcd ,& J&a jj 

' j l j ~ $ + ~ j L S I ) c t . I ~  

'>L& E$* dl &if tJ+& . . 
'.+Ma d~5a-*--I IJajJI d,J 
, '++ 31s.a JL >> F b ~ ~  

> 
' LpL~a LS-? 6 $1 ~ > I J  

' 

'& * &+ a1 &iJ,-? 

From this passage, which is hardly worth translating in 
full, we learn that, while at Shirdz, Shaykh Safiyyu'd-Din, 
whose reputation had made Ardabil (or Ardawil) famous, 
became acquainted with the great Sa'di, who was so much 
impressed by his sanctity and holy enthusiasm that he 
offered to add to his Diwrt7z some poems in his praise. This 
offer, however, Safiyyu'd-Din declined, on the ground that 
he was too much preoccupied with "the Beloved " to con- 
cern himself with anything else ; a refusal which evidently 
caused poor Sa'di some chagrin, as he "wept bitterly," while 
paying tribute to the Shaykh's exalted motives. 

Between the subjects of the last two biographies, who, 
if not very remarkable poets, had at  least a certain character 
and individuality, and the great Jdmi, in whom culminated 
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the literary talent of this period, there intervene a number of 
minor poets amongst whom it is difficult to  make a selec- 
tion, but of whom half a dozen or more deserve at  least a 
brief mention. Little, as a rule, is known of their lives or 
personal characteristics, though. most of them- are noticed 
in the numerous biographical works of the period, and for 
convenience they may best be arranged in chronolbgical 
order, according to the dates of their death. 

Kdtibi of Nishdplir (or of Turshiz), who died in 
838/1434-5, comes first in sequence and perhaps 

Kiltibi of 
Nisl~dplir in merit. Mir 'Ali Shir Nawd'i, in his Ma@- 

lisu'n-Nafd'is, classes him amongst the poets 
who were living in his time but whom he had never had the 
honour of meeting, and writes of him : 

I' H e  was incomparable in his time, and introduced wonderful ideas 
into whatever kind of verse he attempted, especially his pa~idas, even 

inventing new artifices, which were entirely successful. 
Mlr 'All Shir's 
opinionofhim SO also his mathnalc~is, such as  'Love and Beauty' 

(Hzcsn u 'lskp), 'Regarder and Regarded' (Ndfliv u 
Man~zir),  ' BahrAm and Gul-andbm,' which illustrate such artifices as 
the double metre (dhulGba&rayn), the double rhyme (dku'Z-qrfjyatayn) 
and various kinds of word-plays1. His Diwrfn of ghazals (odes) and 
pasidas (elegies) is, however, more celebrated and better. Towards the 
end of his life he attempted a n  imitation of the Khamsa (Quintet), in 
which he advanced great pretensions ; probably for this reason he 
failed to complete it. In my humble opinion his poetical talent was 
such that had he enjoyed the patronage of a ruler, like our own most 
fortunate Sovereign, capable of appreciating good verse, and had his 
life endured longer, he would have captured the hearts of all with his 
effusions, but through his ill-fortune he did not survive into either of 
the two reigns here mentioned2.* 

Mir 'Ali Shir then quotes a verse each from a qasida 
and a ghazal of his, and finally the -two following kerses 

1 Dawlatshih, however, implies that these were separate poems 
entitled Majmn'u'l-Babuayn, Dku'l-aflyatayn, and Dah-ndmn-i- 
Tajnirrf t. 

2 Probably Sultin Abfi Sa'id and Abu'l-Ghbzi Qusayn are meant. 
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which KhwAndamirl adduces as a proof that he perished in 
the outbreak of plague at  Astaribid to which he alludesz: 

"That AstarAbBd whose dust was more fragrant than musk 
Was suddenly made desolate by the fiery wrath of the pestilence. 
No one, old or young, survived therein : 
When fire falls on the forest neither moist nor dry remains." 

DawlatshAh consecrates ten pages of his Memoirs of the 
Poets3 t o  KAtibi, who, according to him, was born at  a 
village between Turshiz and NishApGr, whence he is some- 
times called Turshizi and sometimes NishApGri. H e  learned 
the art of calligraphy from the poet Simi4, who, however, 
became jealous of him, so that he left NishApGr for Herit. 
Finding his talent unappreciated at  the court there, he went 
to Astaribid and Shirwbn, where he attached himself for a 
time to Amir Shaykh Ibrihim, from whom he received 
large sums of money which he dissipated in a short while, 
so that he was reduced to the state of penury depicted in 
the following verses : 

'>A J1h P>+ rlfi d> bLS;?M 
C C 

'&L i)+ > b >k &\ (Jlj >+ U 

>I> dl* +> ,A &if 

CICCI, o1,J t* dki 4 7  i i i  

1 eabtbzc's-Szjtar, vol. iii, part 3, p. 149. 
2 These verses are also glven by Dawlatshsh (pp. 389-390 of my 

edition), who merely says that he composed them "on the plague and 
the fierceness of the pestilence." 

3 Pp. 381-391 of my edition. 
4 SimTs life is given by Dawlatshhh, pp. 412-417. 

I 
I 
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"-Yesterday I called my cook and bade him bake for me a pie 

That my guest's needs and mine own might eke be satisfied thereby. 
' If,' said he, ' I  get the meat and get the fat, whoJll give the meal?' 
'He,' I answered, ' who the millstone of the heavens made to wheel."' 

Kjtibf next proceeded to Adharbiyjin, and composed 
a pa~ida in praise of the Turkmin ruler Iskandar ibn QarA 
YGsuf. As this potentate failed to appreciate his efforts or 
to reward him for them, he wrote a very coarse lampoon on 
him and departed to I ~ f a h i n ,  where he seems to have under- 
gone a kind of conversion at  the hands of SP'inu'd-Din 
Tarika, to have renounced the adulation of princes and 
attendance a t  courts, and to have adopted the outlook of 
the SGfi mystics. Dawlatshdhl quotes one of his poems 
(also occurring, with two additional verses, in a manuscript 
of mine) which reflects this change of heart, but is more 
conspicuous for piety than for literary merit. From I ~ f a h i n  
he went to Rasht and thence once more to AstarAbdd, 
where, as we have seen, he died. 

Jimi, a better judge than Dawlatshih, is more guarded 
in his praise of Kitibi, of whom he says in the seventh 
chapter of his Bahkyistdn that he had many original ideas 
which he expressed in an original way, but that his verse 
was unequal and uneven-"cats and camels" (shuturgu~da). 
I possess a good manuscript of his Diw& (hitherto, so far 
as  I know, unpublished) dated 923/1517 and containing 
nearly 3000 verses, odes, fragments and quatrains. As  
usual the fragments are the most personal, and therefore, 
froin the biographical point of view, the most interesting, 
though unfortunately ignorance of the persons and circum- 
stances to which they refer often render a full appreciation 
impossible. Of these fragments my MS. contains 105 
(ff. I O ~ ~ - I I ~ ~ ) ,  mostly consisting of only two verses, of 
which only two can be precisely dated. The  first records 
the death by violence of MinGchihr Sh ih  in 82511422, and 
the second the death of Mir 'Adil S h i h  in 82711424. The  
following have been selected as presenting some special 

1 P. 384 of my edition. 
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feature of interest. The first is remarltable only on account 
of the ingenious rhyme and alliteration : 

()i> j b  & J > H F  csl-s eij 
l$dk G~ , *ab+,?~>+J 

'a j& 3jG J> J+>&> Lij LJ'JAG 
' I , ~ k  3  &&s d l *  Cd;"jl> jy 1) 

>.+jt+I j> O!,L 3 Q >&>I>> 0t9 
I'O h e a ~ t ,  ~f thou wouldst ride on the road of honour, swiftly gallop 

the steed of ambition into the arena of contentment. 
That thy heart may become acquainted with the mystery of everything 

that is, cast the cash of thy being in full at the feet of the mystics. 
If the substance of thy soul he d~minished when thou siftest the dust of 

poverty, suffer not dust from this road [to settle] on thy heart, 
but sift again. 

And if thou knowest rightly the occasions for sitting and rising', sit 
if thou wilt in Armenia, or rise up if thou wilt in AblrhAz. 

The alliterations tdz tz'z, rdz riz, bdz Biz, and Abkhdz 
K/z iz  are very ingenious, though otherwise the lines are not 

The reference in the following fragment may 
be to the poet SalmAn of SAwa himself2, or possibly to 
KBtibiJs contemporary 'Arifi of Herdt, who, as Mfr 'Ali 
Shir tells us in his MnjdZiszb'?z-iVafdJis, was called by his 
admirers "the second Salmsn." 

'&& +t j l  ~ 4 >  >> A>Si)i 
' d + ? & d t ~ j l + @ & ~ > >  / * 

c'.Jl& iF& 4-61 J, &3, &p )rS . . 
I*&? w U~ @ L P  

1 B~ the "rules of sitting and risingW the Pe~sians understand tht 
laws of etiquette. 

2 See pp. 260-27 I stipra. 
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"Those people who advance a claim on behalf of Salmhn, why do they 
take objection to my verse ? 

The verse of me the illuminated and then Salmfin's poetry ...- I say 
nothing ; all men can see [the difference for themselves] ! " 

In the following squib the Kamfil referred to may be 
Kamdl of Khujand, but is more probably Kfitibi's contem- 
porary Kamfilu'd-Din Ghiydth al-Ffirsi of ShirAzl, while 
Khusraw and Hasan are presumably the two eminent poets 
of Dihli already noticeda. 

'JL-5 jf >A b+ J3 

'>1331 >j> > )i> bjl & 3bLL FA 

"If Hasan stole ideas from Khusraw, one cannot prevent him, 
For Khusraw is a master, nay, more than the masters ! 
And if KamLl stole Hasan's ideas from his Diwdn 
One can say nothing to him : a thief has fallen on a thief !" 

The two following pleasant quips, which help to explain 
KBtibi's unpopularity with his colleagues, are addressed to 
a contemporary poet named Badr (" Full Moon "). Dawlat- 
shfih, who accords him a brief notice3, tells us that this Badr 
was for many years the principal poet of Shirwsn, where, 
as we have seen, Kdtibi established himself for a time. 
Dawlatshah gives the first of the two following fragments 
as a specimen of the literary duels which took place between 
these two, and adds that though some critics prefer Badr's 
poetry to Kfitibi's, the people of Samarqand hold a contrary 
opinion. 

See DawlatshLh, pp. 418-420 of my edition. 
a See pp. 108-1 10 supra. 

Pp. 377-378 of my edition. 

Dawlatshhh has the better variant : '>b> J+ al yG d l 4  
" I  will tear thee asunder with my index finger." 



I' I have the title ICPtibi, 0 Badr, but Mu$ammad is the name which 
came to me from heaven ; 

Muhammad became my name, and thou art Badr ; with my finger 
I will tear thine asunder1." 

'&& 41*gi u,& dS td 
I / 

arb +4 dkT &I +I 
L'Ye~terday 1 said to the ill-conditionedlittle Badr, 'Thou art no poet 

H e  who is of the poets, him should one encourage.' 
' In every city,' he replied, ' I have hung up2 a poem' : 
One who produces such poetry ought [himself] to be hung I"  

The following, on the other hand, is a tribute to the 
skill shown by Abli Ishdq (BushAq) of Shir5z3 in the gastro- 
nomic poems contained in his Diwa'n- i-AtLima : 

D J  

' ~A.&sI J& gl 4,s 'u 41.) j L = +  t3 
'If- '&,Y~\ dl+* &.& '&& j l  gl 'c2& 

"Shaykh Bushdq (may his luxury endure!) dished up hot the idea of 
foods : 

H e  spread a table of luxuries : all are invited to his table." 

The following satire on a poet named Shams-i-'Ald is 
imitated, and indeed partly borrowed, from a well-known 
poem by 'Ubayd-i-ZQkQni4 : 

'IS.lniJJlj>) AS&&? ' 9 -  r 5 + j \ + T ~ )  
' d ~ d ?  &$+ 4 GAG A '+ 9 \ 9 5  gj \  A b  3 d~ $ 

1 The allusion is to the Prophet Muhammad's mi~acle of cleaving - 
the full moon (Badr) asunder with his finger. " Thine" means "thy 

name." 
2 Probably alludes to the common belief that the classical Mu'allaqdt 

of the Arabs were so called because they were "suspended" on the door 
of the KaLba at Mecca. Badr means that he has produced a prize 
poem in every city. 

See pp. 344-351 sz(pra. 
See pp. 230-257 sujra. 

" Shams-i-'A1P hath at length departed from the world, he who now 
and again used to be taken into account. 

H e  hath departed and left behind him a Dlwdn of verse ; even 
that would not be left if it were of any use !" 

In the following he accuses the poet Simi: who taught 
him calligraphy, of plagiarism : 

"When Simf saw the tasteful poems of KPtibf in the city of NishPp6r 
H e  went to Mashhad and produced them in his own name : he ate 

the salt and stole the salt-cellar! " 
Here is another denunciation of plagiarists : 

" H e  is no poet who, when he produces verses, brings together images 
from the poems of the masters ; 

No house which is made of old bricks stands on so firm a foundation 
as a new house." 

Here is a gentle hint to one of his royal patrons to see 
that he gets his full allowance of wine at  the banquet : 

Dawlatshdh (pp. 412-417) consecrates an article to him, in which 
he mentions his migration from NishAp6r to Mashhad. Besides being 
a notable penman, poet and maker of acrostics, he was an expert in 
gilding, illumination, and all arts connected with books, and gave 
instruction in these subjects. H e  is said to have composed 3000 verses 
of poetry in one night. H e  had also so voracious an appetite that on 
one occasion he ate twelve maunds of food and fruit without suffering 
any evil effects. 
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" 0  Prince, thou art he on account of the weight of whose love the 
back of the arch of the Placeless is bowed even as  the vault of 
Heaven ! 

Our share of favour is not lacking out of thy abounding liberality, but 
the wine they bring is of short measure, like the life of thine 
enemy." 

Finally here is an epigram addressed to his pen : 

'>$, &A JA &l*j 4 5  

4s GA 9 J jlp+* c 
'' Alack at the hands of my pitch-stained pen, which showed forth 

my secret to foe and friend ! 
I said, ' I will cut its tongue that it may become dumb' : I did so, 

and it waxed more eloquent than before1." 

There are references to other places, such as S i r i  in 
MizandarAn, and to other individuals whom I cannot iden- 
tify, such as KhwAja Nizfim, 'Abdu'r-Rahmin, a poet named 
Amin, and ShbpGr, Jamshid and Ardashir, who were perhaps 
Zoroastrians, since the first two of the three are mentioned 
in connection with wine. The last seems to have been a 
rebel against the king of Shirwin, who, having got him into 
his power, hesitated between killing and blinding him; 
whereon the poet advises the latter course in these verses: 

'I,LI,,~ ,A )&,>\ & bG 

'l>I,+ "4 ;cl-CS 

c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ &  

J 

'l,Ala& & ,+ &d$G a; + 
The nibs of the reed-pen (qalam) are cut to make it write better 
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" 0 king, do not kill the rebel Ardashir, although he hath broken the 
support of ShirwAn : 

Thou didst ask, 'Shall I kill him, or apply the needle to his eyes?' 
It  is not good to kill ; blind the devil ! " 

The  next poet of whom something must be said is 

'Arifi of Herat [Arifi of Herdt, whose best-known work is the 
mystical and allegorical poem properly entitled 

fldl-ndwa ("the Book of Ecstasy "), but more commonly 
known, from its subject, as  Gdy u Chawga'n (Othe Ball and 
the Polo-stick "), which was written in 84211438-9 in the 
space of a fortnight, and for which the author received as a 
reward from his royal patron a horse and the sum of one 
thousand dZna'~s1. As he was, according to his own state- 
ment, over fifty years old a t  the time, he must have been 
born about 791/135g, the year in which the great Hdfiz 
died. His own death appears to have taken place in 

853/1449. 
As  already mentioneda, he  was called by his admirers 

"the second Salmdn," partly because his style was deemed 
similar to that of the earlier poet, and partly, as Mir 'Ali 
Shir informs us in his MajkIisu'n-Nafk'is, because both 
poets suffered from weak and inflamed eyes. This is proved 
in the case of ' ~ r i f i  by the following verse : 

L'The white salve on the red lid of my eye is exactly like powdered 
salt on roast meat." 

Though almost all the biographers (except the modern 
Ridd-quli KhAn in his IWajma'u'Z-Fu~a&a~ make mention of 
.Arifi, the particulars which they give about him are very 

See Rieu's Persian Catalogae, pp. 639-640, and his Persian Szg- 
#Cement, p. 185. 

P. 490 slcpm. 
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meagre. Ilis @dl-rrdmn, whicb J6mI calls "one of his best 
poems," comprises only some 500 verses. I t  has not, 1 
think, been printed, but I have looked at  a pretty and fairly 
good manuscript of it in the Cambridge University Library1, 
transcribed in 952/1546, and found it, I regret to confess, 
laboured and insipid. The  following passage, describing 
the king's polo-pony, includes some of the specimen verses 
given both by JAmi and Mir 'Alf Shir, and may therefore 
be assumed to be a favourable sample: 

'- d \ - j k  i ) u  
'AM o ~ ~ H J - " '  I$l-$A>e 

'dt+e,4"+ 1)s ;iJ 'dg* d;ifi,? A && 

j j '>Jlii J> ;-jr A 0; 

7 I '&';I fi k24 $fit 0 , ~  . . 6 , ',A 4 3  &$s* 
>J+ ~ J - Y  p 9  j l  ' ~ 3  J .a r 

' G3.29J 2-.) * cs4.5 f i  r & + y  hj>t4*;;..9. JA 

'GJ+ t&e >> 3 6~ t?b4 '69 && 2~ J) ~ k f i  / 

J .. . 
' > t  <> j r  -31 '31 jt >ji' *zA-& 

<'The King of the denizens of earth Muhammad2, whose throne is ---- " 
the sun and his cushion the moon, 

That King for whom, when he lifts his polo-stick, the moon becomes 
the ball and heaven the playing-field. 

At what time he throws his leg over the saddle he raises thedust 
from the terrestrial sphere. 

When his spur excites his horse, thou wouldst say that fire mingled 
with wind. 

When the King's polo-pony is a t  the gallop it snatches away the ball 
from the steed of heaven. 

If he did not restrain it in its leaping, it would overshoot the goal of 
heaven. 

When it is drenched in perspiration it is like rain with lightning in 
the midst. 

Fire flies from its hoof, while the whirlwind clings to its tail." 

1 Add. 3150. See my Cnnrb. Pen. Cat., pp. 365-6. 
2 1.8. Prince Muhammad ibn Biysunqur. See Rieu's Pers. Cat. 

Zoc. cit. 
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The whole poem is filled with these ingenious and often 
far-fetched similes and metaphors drawn from the game of 
polo, but to most European readers they will seem tasteless 
and artificial, and the resulting product hardly worthy to 
be called poetry in the sense in which we understand the 
word. 

Of the poets who died in the second half of the ninth 
century of the hcya (fifteenth of the Christian era) it is diffi- 
cult to decide which are of sufficient importance to deserve 
mention in a work like this, until we come to the last and 
greatest of them, JAmf, whose claim to  be regarded as one 
of the most notable poets of Persia is indisputable. That  
tllcrc is no lack of them, so far as numbers go, will be evi- 
dent to anyone who consults the contemporary biographers. 
Thus Dawlatshdh gives notices of some two score of this 
period, while Mir 'Ali Shfr  Nawd'i in his NajdZisu'n-Nnfd'is 
(composed in the Turkf language) mentions forty-six in the 
first chapter (Mnjis) of his work, wherein he treats of those 
poets who were still living in his time, though he had never 
met them. Some of these poets are familiar by name to  
students of Persian literature, and most of them have pro- 
duced graceful verses, but few if any attain a degree of 
excellence which would preserve their names from oblivion 
but for their association with princes and rulers who gloried 
not only in the quality but in the quantity of the men of 
letters who frequented their courts and enjoyed their 
patronage. Dawlatshrih, implicitly recognizing this fact, 
often makes a brief notice of some minor poet the peg on 
which to hang a much fuller account of his royal patron. 
Thus in his notice of Sh6h Ni'matu'lldh, who really has 
claims to distinction as a mystic if not as  a poet, he con- 
cludes by enumerating1 the chief Skaykks, men of learning, 
poets and artists who added lustre to the court of Sh6h- 
rulrh. Of the poets he mentions Shaykh Adhari of Isfargin 
(d. 866/1461-z), Bribd SawdA'i of Abiward (d. 853/144g-so), 

P. 340 of my edition. 
B. P. 

32 
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Mawlini 'Ali Shihib of Turshiz, Amfr Shrihi of Sabzawir 
(d. 857/1453), Kitibi of Turshiz (d. 839/1435-6), and Nasimi, 
" the fame of whose writings and dz'w&ns," he adds, " is cele- 
brated throughout the habitable quarter of the world." 
" There were," he concludes, " four talented artists a t  the 
court of Shbh-rukh who in their own time had no peer, 
Khwija 'Abdu'l-Qidir of Marigha in the art of music and 
roundels (adwd~), Ydsuf of Andakin in singing and min- 
strelsy, Ustad QiwAmu'd-Din in geometry, design and 
architecture, and Mawlbnb Khalil the painter, who was 
second only to Minil." Yet the verses of these poets, for 
the most part unpublished till this day and very rare even 
in manuscript, were probably but little lcnown even in their 
own time outside IChurisAn, and wc may consider ourselves 
fortunate if we can individualize them by some special 
personal characteristic or incident in their lives, such as that 
Adhari visited Shdh Ni'matu'lldh, became a mystic and 
renounced the flattery of kings, and made a journey to 
Indiaa; or that ShAhhi was a descendant of the Sarbadiri 
rulers of Sabzawdr and a Shi'a, which latter fact has won for 
him a long and laudatory notice in the MnjdZisu'bMi'nzini~t 
(.'Assemblies of true believers," ie. Shi'ites) of Nliru'llbh ibn 
Sayyid Sharif al-Mar'ashi of Shlishtars. "Scholars are 
agreed," says DawlatshAh4, with his usual exaggeration, 
I' that in the verse of Amir Shdhi are combined the ardour 
of Khusraw, the grace of Hasan, the delicacy of Kambl, and 
the clarity of Hifiz." That  he entertained no mean opinion 
of himself is shown by the following verses which he extem- 
porized when assigned a lower place at  the reception of some 
prince than that to which he considered himself entitled' : 

1 It  is commonly believed by the Persians that MAni (Manes), the 
founder of Manichaeanism, claimed that his skill in painting was the 
miraculous proof of his divine mission. 

2 See pp. 399-400 of my edition of Dawlatshhh. 
3 Composed about 99311585. See Rieu's Persian Cat., pp. 337-8. 
4 P. 426 of my edition. 
Ibid., p. 427. 
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' (0  king, the revolution of heaven's wheel in a thousand years 
Will not show forth one like me,unique in a hundred accomplishments. 
If thou makest me to sit below everybody and nobody 
Herein is a subtle point ; so much I know. 
Thy court is an ocean, and in the ocean, without dispute, 
The pearl is a t  the bottom and the rubbish at  the top." 

What, again, is to be thought of such a verse as this of 
. Qudsi of Her i t  in which he alludes to the slobbering mouth 

with which he was afflicted as  the result of some paralytic 
affection of the face1? 

j r ~ t p e & i c . > d . + ~ m . , b  
"Notwithstanding such a mouth as  I have 

I utter verse from which water2 drips." 

Such ingenuities are very characteristic of the time and 
place of which we are speaking, and therefore deserve notice, 
but they do  not constitute what we understand by poetry. 
The following passage from Dawlatshihs gives a good idea 
of what the courts of these TfmGrid princes were like. 

I' Now the auspicious birth of Prince Bsysunghur took place in the 
year 80~/13g9-1400. H e  possessed a perfect comeliness and favourable 
fortune and prosperity. Alike in talent and in the encouragement of 
talent he was famous throughout the world. Calligraphy and poetry 
were highly esteemed in his time, and scholars and men of talent, 
attracted by his renown, flocked from all regions and quarters to enter 
his service. I t  is said that forty calligraphers were busy copying in 
his library, of which scribes the chief was MawlAnL Ja'far of Tabrfz. 

1 Cited by Mir 'Alf Shfr NawA'f in his Majdlisu'n-Nafd'is. 
2 A6 means water, but also lustre, temper (of steel), water (of 

diamonds), splendour, and the like. 
3 Pp. 350-351 of my edition. 

32-2 
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H e  showed favour to men of talent, loved poets, strove after refinement 
and luxury, and entertained witty courtiers and boon-companions. Of 
the kings of all times since Khusraw Parwfzl none lived so joyous and 
splendid a life as BBysunghur SultBn. H e  composed and appreciated 
good verse both in Turki and Persian, and wrote six different hands. 
This verse is by him : 

' BBysunghur hath become the beggar in thy street : 
The king is the beggar in the street of the fair.' 

" I t  is related that, in the time of Sultdn Bhysunghur, KhwAjja 
YGsuf of AndakLn had no peer in song and minstrelsy throughout the 
Seven Climes. His notes, sweet as David's song, lacerated the soul, 
while his 'Royal ModeZ' sprinkled salt on wounded hearts. On several 
occasions SultBn IbrBhim the son of SliBh-rukh sent from Shfriz to ask 
for Khwfija Y6suf from Bhysunghur Sultfm, who, however, raised diffi- 
culties. Finally he sent a hundred thousand diltdrs in cash in order 
that hlirzii BBysunghur might send KhwBja YGsuf for him, but BAY- 
sunghur answered his brother in this verse : 

'>I) &f> ,+ .,&..I A.+ 3 '&+ & .rgh -3 b 
I .  

'We will not sell our YGsuf [Joseph] : keep thy black silver 1' 

"Between Ulugh Beg Kilrkdn, Bdysunghur Bahddur and Ibrdhim 
SultBn there passed many pleasant sayings and much correspondence 
which transcend the scope of this Memoir, but faithless Fortune and 
the cruel Sphere laid hands on the life of that joyous prince in the days 
of his youth, nor did the ministers of Fate and Destiny take pity on his 
immaturity. One night, by the decree of the Lord of lords, through 
excess of wine he was overwhelmed by the deep sleep of death, of 
which the inhabitants of HerBt supposed apoplexy to be the cause. 

'They say that death is a strange sleep : that heavy sleep overtook us.' 

'' SO the Prince, half-drunken, staggered to the bed of earth, whence 
he shall rise up bemused on the Resurrection Morning, with others 
drugged with the Wine of Death, to seek from the cup-bearers of 'and 
fkeir Lordsknllgive them to dri?zk#zrre wine3' the purification of the 

1 The SBsBnian, contemporary with the Prophet Mubammad 
(seventh century after Christ). 

2 Akang-i-~kusrawn'nt,, the name of one of the modes or airs of 
Persian music. 

Qur'dn, lxxvi, 2 I. 
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headache-healing wine of 'a full  6unz;berl.' I t  is our firm hope that 
the All-Merciful Judge will overlook his sin, which naught but the 
dew of His. Mercy can wash away. This tragic catastrophe of BBy- 
sunghur Sultan took place in the metropolis of HerBt in the White 
Garden in the year 83711433-4, his age being then thirty-five years. 
The poets who were attached to the service of Bfiysunghur BahAdur 
during the reign of Shdh-rukh SultBn were BAbd SawdPf, MawldnL 
YGsuf Amfri, Amir Shiihi of Sabzawiir, Mawliinii KBtibi of Turshiz, 
and Amir Yaminu'd-Din ... The poets composed elegies on SultBn 
Biiysunghur's death, but Aniir Sh;lhi surpassed them all in this 
quatrain : 

'The age lamented much in mourning for thee; the red anemone 
poured forth all the blood of its eyes into its skirt; 

The rose rent the collar of its crimson mantle ; the dove clothed its 
neck in black felt.' " 

Dawlatshih, in spite of all his faults, of which inaccuracy 
and an intolerable floridity of style are the worst, does suc- 
ceed in depicting better than many contemporary historians 
and biographers the strange mixture of murder, drunken- 
ness, love of Art and literary taste which characterized the 
courts of these TimGrid princes, and it may not be amiss to 
add to the preceding extracts the portrait of one of the 
most accomplished of them, Ulugh Beg, with which he 
concludes his notice of the poet 'Ismat of BukhAr$ the 
master of Bisdti and Khaydlf, and the contemporary' of 
Rustam of KhGriydn, TAhir of Abiward, and Barandaq of 
BukhArF After mentioning that ' I ~ m a t  died in 82911425-6 
he continues2 : 

" NOW as to the late SultBn of blessed memory Ulugh Beg KGrkBn, 
he was learned, just, masterful and energetic, and attained a high 
degree in the science of Astronomy, while in Rhetoric he could split 
hairs. In his reign the status of men of learning reached its highest 

- .  

Qur'dn, Ixxviii, 34. Pp. 391 et  sepq. of my edition. 
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zenith, and in his period the rank of scholars was at its greatest. 
In the science of Geometry he was an expositor of subtleties, and on 
questions of Cosmography an elucidator of the Almagest. Scholars 
and philosophers are agreed that in Isldmic times, nay, from the days 
of [Alexander] 'the Two-horned' until now no monarch like unto 
MirzL Ulugh Beg KhrkAn in philosophy and science has ever sat on 
a royal throne. H e  had the most complete knowledge of the mathe- 
matical sciences, so that he recorded observations of the stars with the 
cooperation of the greatest scientists of his age, such as Qadi-zAda-i- 
Rhmi' and MawlCnd Ghiydthu'd-Din Jamshid. These two great 

scholars, however, died before completing their work, and the Sulidn, 
devoting all his energies to this task, completed the observations and 
produced the Z(j-i-Sz~Z?&d~ (' Royal Almanac '), to which he himself 
prefixed an exordium. These tables are today in use and highly 
esteemed by philosophers, some of whom prefer them to the 23-i- 
hkhd,tt of Nasiru'd-Din of Ths3. 

" H e  further constructed a fine college in Samarqand, the like of 
which in beauty, rank and worth is not to be found throughout the 
seven climes, and in which at the present time more than a hundred 
students are domiciled and provided for. During the reign of his 
father Shdh-rukh he exercised absolute sway over Samarqand and 
Transoxiana.. .. 

' 'It is related that MirzA Ulugh Beg's intelligence and power of 
memory were such that a record was kept of every animal which he 
overthrew in the chase, with the place and date of the hunting, recording 
the day, the locality, and the nature of the quarry. By chance this book 
was mislaid, and seek as they might they could not find it, so that the 
librarians were filled with apprehension. ' Be not troubled,' said Ulugh 
Beg, 'for I remember all these particulars from beginning to end! So 
he  summoned the scribes and repeated the dates and circumstances, 
all of which the scribes took down until the record was completed. 
After a while by chance the original record turned up. They collated 
the two copies, and found divergences only in four or five places. 

''Many such marvels are related of the genius and intelligence of 
this prince. Thus the learned Shaykh Adhari (the poet) relates as 
follows : 

1 His proper name was Salihu'd-Din MhsL. 
2 Concerning this important work, probably completed about 8411 

1437-8, see Rieds Persian CataZopre and the references there given, 
eipccially to the partial text and translation published by Srdillot 
(Paris, 1847 and 1853). 

3 Rieu's Pers. Cat. pp. 454-5. Some account of Nasiru'd-Din of 
TIIS will be found in my Lit. %st. of Persia, vol. ii, pp. 484-6. 

i 
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" ' I n  the year 800/1397-8, when I was in Qard-bAgl1 with my 
maternal uncle, who was story-teller to the great Amfr, the Lord of 
the Fortunate Conjunction, T imlr  Kdrkbn, I became attached to the 
service of Ulugh Beg Mirzb in the days of his childhood, and for several 
years was that Prince's playmate in childish games and used to tell 
him tales and stories, while he, after the fashion of children, became 
familiar and intimate with me. In the year 852/1~8-9, when the above- 
mentioned Prince conquered Khurdsdn and halted at  Isfarg'in, I arose, 
after the grey dawn of age had been kindled from the evening of 
youth1, and hastened to wait upon him. When he saw me from afar 
offin the garb of the religious mendicants and men of God, after saluting 
me and enquiring after my health, he said, "0  dnme,i~&~ thou seemest 
to be my ancient companion and friend. Art thou not the nephew of 
our story-teller?" I was amazed at  the quick apprehension and clear 
memory of the King, and replied, that I was. H e  spoke of QarA-bdgh, 
the wars in Georgia and the marvels of that country, while I answered 
to the best of my recollection.' 

"Many similar instances are related of this Prince's keenness 
of memory, but more than this much exceeds the scope of these 
Memoirs." 

A year after the meeting described above (in 853/1449- 
1450) the talented Ulugh Beg was murdered by his un- 
natural son 'Abdu'l-LaPC who was himself murdered seven 
months later. 

@z~.raytz W A'iz- i- Ka'shzj?. 
Almost all the literary achievements of the latest period 

treated in this volume centre round that great and liberal 

Husayn patron of the arts the Minister Mir 'Ali Shir 
wdiit" N a w q  as they culminate in the brilliant and Kishifi 

many-sided poet JAmi, with some account of 
whom we shall conclude. First, however, a few more words 
must be added about Mir Ali Shir and also about Husayn 
Wd'i+-i-Kdshifi, agreeably to a promise given in the pre- 
ceding chapter, where something was said about their more 
solid prose work. Of the latter a notice is given by 
KhwAndamfr in his +Ja8i6s%Siyo~: of which the substance 

-. 
1 The turning grey of black hair is often poetically described by the 

Persians as the dawn coming up out of the night. 
2 Bombay lith. ed. of 1273/1857, vol. iii, part 3, p. 341. 
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is as follows. His full name was Kam Alu'd-Din Husayn, and, 
as his title Wd'iq implies, he was by profession a preacher. 
H e  had a fine and melodious voice and a considerable know- 
ledge of theology and traditions. Every Friday morning he 
used to preach in the Ddru's-Siyddaii-Sz~I{d~ti a t  Herbt, 
and afterwards used to officiate in the hlosque of Mir 'Ali 
Shir. On Tuesday he used to preach in the Royal College, 
and on Wednesday a t  the tomb of KhwAja Abu'l-Walid 
Ahmad. In  the latter part of his life he also sometimes 
preached on Thursday in the chapel of SultAn Ahmad 
MirzL H e  was skilled in astronomy as well as  in the 
art of literary composition, and could hold his own with 
his compeers in other branches of learning. His son 

Fakhru'd-Din 'Ali, who succeeded him as a preacher, was 
something of a poet and composed the romantic mathnnwi 
known as Mafinzzid and Ayhz. The father, however, does 

not seem to have written poetry, but preferred to display 
his skill in fine writing, chiefly in the well-known Anwdr-i- 
Szrliayli, or " Lights of Canopus." This florid and verbose 
rendering of the famous Book of Kalila and Dimna, thanks to 
the repotatioll~vhicll it elljoys in India,has attracted anundue 
amount of attention amongst English students of Persian: 
i t  was for many years one of the text-books prescribed 
for candidates for the India Civil Service, and is one of the 
lengthiest Persian texts which ever issued from an English 
printing-press1. The  way in which this wordy and bombastic 
writer has embroidered and expanded not only the original 
Arabic version of Tbnu'l-Muqaffa', but even the earlier 
Persian version, may be appreciated by the English reader 
who will refer to vol. ii of my Literfary History of Persia, 
pp. 350-353. The other works of Husayn Wd'i? have bcen 
already mentioned: except an epistolary manual entitled 
Mahizzanu'l-I~zsh which I have not seen. H e  died in 

g10/1504-5, nineteen years before Khwbndamir's notice of 
his life was written. 

1 Messrs Austin of Hertford, 1805. 
V p .  441, 442 supra. 
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M ~ Y  'AZi Shiy NawdJzZ: 
The importance and influence of Mir 'Ali Shir, both as a 

writer and a patron of literary men, was, as pointed out in 
the last chapter, immense, and he may without 

Mir 'Ali 
sh;r Na,va,i exaggeration be described as the Mzcenas of 

his time and country. H e  was the friend and 
patron of Jdmi, who dedicated many of his works to him, 
and on whose death in 898/1492 he composed an elegy of 
which Khwbndamfr quotes the opening lines, and his name 
occurs in connection with a large proportion of the scholars 
and poets noticed by the last-named writer in the section 
which he devotes in the fiabdbu's-Siyarl to the men of letters 
of Sultan Ilusayn's time. Bdbur, who is much more critical 
and much less addicted to indiscriminate praise than bio- 
graphers like Dawlatshdh and Khwbndamir, speaks in the 
highest terms of Mir 'Ali Shir: and says that he knows of 
no such generous and successful patron of kalent. Apart 
from the numerous writers and poets whom he encouraged 
and patronized, the painters Bihzdd and Shdh Muraffar and 
the incomparable musicians Qul-Muhammad, Sh aykhi NA'i 
and Husayn 'bd i  owed their success to him. H e  himself 
was a successful musician, composer and painter, and un- 
rivalled as a poet in the Turki language, in which he pro- 
duced four Diwdns of lyric poetry and six long maltrawdr, 
five in imitation of Niz5mi.s Khomsa ("Quintet") and one 
in imitation of 'AttPr's Mantip'{-Tayy ("Speech of the 
Birds ") entitled Lisrfnzr'tToyr ("the Language of the 
Birds"). In Persian poetry, which he wrote under the pen- 
name of Fbni, he was, according to Bbbur, less successful, 
for though some of his verses were not bad, most were weak 
and poor. His prosody also was lacking in accuracy, and 
in the treatise entitled Mz'zdtzr'Z-Awz& ("the Measure of 
Metres ") which he wrote on that subject Bdbur asserts 

Bombay lith. e d  of 1273/1857, vol. iii, part 3, pp. 334-351. 
Bdbucadma, ed. Ilminsky, pp. 213-214 (=Pavet de Courteille's 

French translation, vol. i, pp. 382-385). 
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that he made erroneous statements about four of the twenty- 
four quatrain-metres which he discussed. 

I t  is on his Turkish rather than on his Persian poetry, 
therefore, that Mir 'Ali Shir's claims to literary fame are 
based, though his munificent patronage of all literature and 
art entitles him to honourable mention in any history of 
Persian literature. Sucb as desire further particulars of his 
life and work will find them in the admirable monograph 
published by M. Belin in the JozrnzaZ Asiatigae for 1861 
under the title of Notice biogma$hique et littkraire sur  Mir 
Ali-Chir NPvbii, suivie d'extraits tivPx des wvres  du rntme 
auteur1. H e  was born a t  HerPt in 844/1440-1 and died and 
was buried there on the 12th of JumAda ii, go6 (January 3, 
I 501). His life, for a statesman in so troublous a land and 
time, was singularly peaceful, and throughout it he  enjoyed 

. 

the friendship and confidence of Sul!An Abu'l-GhQzi Husayn, 
his school-fellow in childhood and his sovereign in maturer 
ages. For public life and political power he cared little, 
and would willingly have renounced them in favour of 
spiritual contemplation and literary leisure, nor did he ever 
take to himself a wife. H e  was even admitted by the illus- 
trious JQml into the Naqshbandi order of danvlrkes" His 
zeal for good works was unfailing, and he is stated to have 
founded, or restored, and endowed no fewer than 370 
mosques, colleges, rest-houses and other pious and charitable 
institutions in KhurAsQn alone. H e  was a prolific writer, 
and Belin4 enumerates 29 of his works, composed a t  various 
dates between the accession of Sultan Husayn and his 
death. The  latest of these was his Mu~dkamatu'l-lz~ghatayrt, 
or "Judgement between the two Languages," in which he 
endeavours to establish the superiority of the Turki over the 
Persian tongue. This was written in g05/1qgg-1500, only 
the year before his death. 

1 Also published separately as a pamphlet of 15s pages. 
2 He succeeded to the throne of Herat on the death of Abli Sa'fd 

in RamacjAn 873 (March-April, 1469). 
3 Belin, ofi cit., p. 19. 

Ibid., pp. 59-64. 

JAMf 

Ja'ljy~L 

Mulld NBru'd-Din 'Abdu'r-Rahmbn Jbmf, who was born 
a t  the little town of Jdm in Khurdsdn on Sha'bAn 23, 817 

Jdml (November 7, 1414). and died a t  Herdt on 
Muharram 18,898 (November g, 14g2), was one 

of the most remarkable geniuses whom Persia ever pro- 
duced, for he was at  once a great poet, a great scholar, and 
a great mystic. Besides his poetry, which, apart from minor 
productions, consisted of three Dtwdns of lyrical poetry 
and seven romantic or didactic matlnawis, he wrote on the 
exegesis of the Qur'dn, the evidence of the Divine Mission 
of the Prophet Muhammad, traditions, lives of the Saints, 
Mysticism, Arabic grammar, Rhyme, Prosody, Music, 
acrostics (mu'ammd) and other matters. In  the Tuhfa-i- 
Sdnrl forty-six of his works are enumerated, and I do  not 
think this list is exhaustive. H e  was held in the highest 
honour by his contemporaries, not only by his fellow- 
countrymen, but, as we have seen1, even by the Ottoman 
Sultdn, who vainly endeavoured to induce him to visit his 
court. By his most illustrious contemporaries he was re- 
garded as so eminent as to be beyond praise and so well 

known as to need no detailed biography. Thus 
wh~hJ""'as Bdbur? after observing that .in exoteric and 
held b y  Bdbur 

esoteric learning there was none equal to him 
in that time," says that he is "too exalted for there to be any 
need for praising him," and that he  only introduces his 
name "for luck and for a blessing." Sbm Mfrzd, the son 

of Shdh Isma'il the Safawi, places him first in 
-by Sam 
Mirzd the fifth section (Sahifa) of his Tuhfa-i-Sdmz': 

and says "by reason of the extreme elevation 
of his genius...there is no need to describe his condition or 
set forth any account of him, since the rays of his virtues 
have reached from the East to the uttermost parts of the 

See pp. 422-3 szlpva. 
Bddur-ndma (ed. Ilminsky), pp. 222-223. 

a Cambridge MS. Or. 648, pp. 93-100, 
L 
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has recorded the date of his birth and the double reason for 
which he adopted the pen-name by which he is known, and 
he has also recorded the dates when most of his poems and 
other works were composed, for the most part during the 
last fourteen or fifteen years of his long life. These dates, 
as well as the texts of the poems, rest on an unusually firm 
foundation, for there exists at St  Petersburg, in the Institat 
des La~zg-zdes Orientales da Mi,tisthre des Aflaiyes &tra,zg2res, 
an autograph manuscript of the poet's KaZZZjyn't, or Com- 
plete Works, which has been described in great detail by 
the late Baron Victor Rosenl, and which has finally settled 
several doubtful points of chronology. For further details 
of his life and character there is no lack of contemporary 
evidence. Even as a boy he showed remarkable quickness 
and ability, and, as he grew older and pursued his studies 
under more famous masters, he rapidly assimilated such 
knowledge as they were able to impart, and often finished 
by being able to confute them in argument. Of his scholar- 
ship Nassau Lees writes as follows : 

"Considering JBmf, not as a poet, but simply as  a scholar, it cannot 
be denied that he was a man of remarkable genius and great erudition ; 
and it is to be regretted that he does not seem to have been free from 
elf-conceit, supercilious hauteur, and contempt for the literati of his 
ay, so commonly the characteristic of the votaries of his peculiar 

philosophy. H e  was extremely reluctant to admit that he was indebted 
to any of his masters for his acquirements. ' I  have found,' said he, 
'no master with whom I have read superior to myself. On the con- 
trary I have invariably found that in argument I could defeat them all. 
I acknowledge, therefore, the obligations of a pupil to his master to 
none of them ; for if I am a pupil of anyone it is of my own father, who 
taught me the language.'" 

More pleasing, though possibly due to the same motives, 
was his refusal to flatter or humble himself 
before the rich and powerful, a rare virtue 
amongst the poets of that day, which led his 

iographer 'Ali the son of Husayn Wd ' i~  al-Kishifi to 

ColZections Scientz@ques de Z'lnstitut etc. Les Manuscrits Persuns, 
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remark that to one more than JBm( did the following lines this book 511 

were that. ..the people of Khurdsdn might 
of Nizdmi apply1 : accuse him Of 

S h h  tendencies, but that it never occurred to 
'3 ,, p ?w ' 3 ~ j '  2% d* him to imagine that on account of it he should fall into 

( ~ > \ j  j 9)) H bee* at the hands of the Shca." ~ h ,  incident, however, 
(@1&.4 $+JP ~4 ir-0 ""'led in his mind, and is c0mmelnorated in a rather bitter 

" Since in my I ne'er forsook Thy gate Poem beginning' : 
To seek elsewhere the favours of the great, 
Thou in return didst send them 311 to me : 
I sought it not; it was a boon from Thee." 

To his spiritual teachers, on the other hand, and to 
who guided him in the mystic's path showed the / ' " P ~ C P  r a j j l  4 A , ~  

' ~ J ~ ~ ~  > j f i j  J b >  bt uhli A 

greatest veneration and rendered the most ungrudging 

homage ; a fact abundantly illustrated Nassau Lees in 

his ~ i o ~ ~ n p h i c a l  Sketclz2. 
But though, or 

because, he refused to flatter Or 

fawn on the great, few 
Persian poets have enjoyed during 

"O 
the [wine-]jar 

by the brink of 
Shalt: and 

their lives such profound and widespread respect, Or have my n'cmory unpleasantness of  the Baghdldb. 

lived so long without being exposed to such 'Ips with the wine-cu~, for not one of the people of this land 1s worth discussion. 

experiences or discouraging vicissitudes of fortune as Expect not 
or generosity from the unworthy; seek not 

to the lot ,,f evell the greatest of them, such as Firdaws" 
'Or the virtues Of men from the dirposition ofdevils.J, 

Nbsir-i-~husraw, Anwari, Sa'di or Hgfiz. 
Only "- 

Notwithstanding his piety and mysticism, Jam{ had a 
pleasant incident recorded as having befallen Jdmi* and One 

from u,llich he easily and speedily extricated 
Sharp tongue 

and was ready a t  repartee, Thus o,l one Occasion 
repeating with fervour the line : 

occurred at ~ ~ ~ h d & d  when he was returning the 
L S r  

grimage in 577-8/1412s. A garbled citation from One of 
L s -  

uJ9 AJ~.++ + 9 31n J$ 4 . k  
his poems, the ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t ~ ' d ~ z - D h a / z a b ,  or "Chain Of 

was CS'! J J ' ~  J3> ' 1  
J >Ad 1% & ,a 

employed by 
ill-disposed persons to cO1lvict him (1 So art Ihou 

in my Stricken soul and sleepless eye 
hostility to the House 

o f c ~ l ~ ,  in spite of a remarkable poem That whosoever 
appear from afar, I should think tilat it was thou." 

praise of al-Busayn, 'AlC.5 Son, which he had compos 
a lisle while before when he visited the scene of 
martyrdom at Karbal& i n  a Crowded meeting presi An irreverent bystander interrupted him with the ques- 

t ion~ "Suppose it were an ass ? J >  

should think that it by the c l l ie fdoct~r~  of Baghdbd, Jdmi succee Was thou," replied J A m i f  
in refuting the accusation and turning the 

On 

detractors, adding that if he had any fears at in writ'n 
Nassau Lees, o$. c i l ,  pp. rq-, i. 
The S " z f ' * " z - ~ ~ b  is the name given to the united streams of the 

I N~~~~~ Lees's ~iogra jh ica l  Sketch, P. 5' Tiglis and Euphrates 

3 Zbid., pp. 12-15 4 Bid., p. 12. /bin'., p. 19. 
Pp. 5-11. 
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On another occasion JAmi composed the 

verses Of 
these the second only, so far as  I know, remains 

I Possess a fine old manuscript of it, on which 
on a contemporarY poet named SPghar' 

who had accused the 
table of contents is based. 

his fellow-poets of plagiarizing his ideas : (Mu4adda~@). On the meaning of Na6r 
'&lo,> UjLea Apostle), and other matter connected 

>*ts $+ u- + @ y J First chapter ( ~ ~ k n ) .  o n  the signs and evidences 
6 &\& preceded the birth of His Holiness the prophet. 
, di & ~ 1 1  ~ L \ o a + > j >  * a fine idea the time of his 

Second chapter. Setting forth what took 
from 

', Shghaha,i was saying, Wllerever the plagiarists 'lave birth until [the beginning his mission. 
in my poetl they have stolen it' Third setting forth what took place from 

have noticed that 
most of h~ poems are devoid of beginning ofl his mission until the night. 

said the had been stolen the truth." 
Setting forth what took place from the 

SAgllari angrily repro~c1led JPm' for thi' verse' he Flidlt ~111til his dcatll. 

said, " It is not my fault. 
What 1 wrote was (La Fifth Setting forth what has, or is known to 

certain 
\ S p ~ ) ,  not ~dgizayf (GP'~)* but 'Ome 

have9 no 'pecial 
connection with any one of these periods, 

chief-maker 
has altered the dots over the letters to annoy and that whereof the significance became apparent only 

Amongst the chronogramS wllich commemorate 
the 

,, ,- 
Sixth 

Setting forth the signs and evidences 

date of l g m ~ s  death the two best known are 
irr' which became through his Noble c~~~~~~~~~ and 

G; dg ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ,  iii, 91: 6 + 40 + 5''- 4 '  
600 + 30+5  the ImAms of his House 

(may God be well pleased with 
11 whosoever 

+,zo + 1 + 50 + l + 40+ 5 ~ +  I =898) etting forth the evidences which 
mte,,eth it ir s f e H  ; and a41 fi d~'+ 

,3>, " S"zoke Lof 
the Followers [of tile c~~~~~~~~~~ 

the heart, ie, sighs] callre U p  [or 'was 
subtracted 'I fyoM 

Followers, down to the 
Kiizrydrb,z.n ~ h ~ ~ d ~ d i z  gives G O O + ~ O O +  I 

1+50Sg1Z 

( ~ d )  gives 4 + 6 + 4= '4 ; 9'' - I4  ' 898' a). On the punishment his 
We pass now to a This book is written in a very simple style, and would, 

works, which fall pimarily in if 
published, constitute an admirable introduction to the 

J B ~ I " ~  prose and poetry. of fhe  Muslims about their prophet. 
prose works Ivafnhdtu71- U ~ X  (Biogra Other 

works which I have not had an 
colnposed in 88 3 /  r478), the ~ h n w d h  Opportunity of reading are the L a e ~  ( u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ,,), a 

dences of prophetho 
Contents of the 

mentary On the celebrated F u ~ d ; ~ ' z - f i k  of the great 
Shnwrihtd,a.n- the on ' 
~ u d r r ~ o w n t  Aslziuatzc'~-~nllzn'dt, C 

On this (Companions ; 
~ ~ l l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ; of 

alld the Lawd.i+ ( a ~ i ~ ~ h ~ ~ " )  mention 
the FolloWers ; sBfis) compare the 

(/nr (ed. Lees), 

1 Nassau Lees, o#. cit.1 P '9. 
33 
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JAMFs BAHARISTAN 
mystic Sl,aykh M ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ - D ~ I I  ibnu'l-'Arabi 

in 
Last' but not least, amongst JdmfJs prose works is the 

896 ,1491), and a commentary on the NWds Of his 
Bakliyi'id'z, Or '' Spring land," a book similar in character 

Shaykh Sadru,d-~in al-~unyawi. This is entitled and arrangement to 
the more celebrated G~~~~~~~ The Balidr. 

Nwtis, and is one of ]gmi.s earliest works, for it was 'Om- ist& in 892/1~g~,  I t  comprises , 

posed in 863/1458-59. eight chapters (each called ~~~d~~ u Garden ,,), 
,Amips minor works I have noted some two 

the first containing anecdotes about saints and Sfifis ; the 

included by S ~ f i  M ~ ~ ~ A  in the list of which he 
second sayings ofPhilosophers and Wise M~~ ; t& third on 

gives in his ~ ~ ~ b f ~ - i - S d m i ,  but this latter number the 
Justice Of Kings; the fourth on G ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  the fifth 

,r,,,i.s ,,,inor is more than doubled by the J!fiydtu'CKhayazl' On Love ' 
the sixth On Jokes and Witticisms~; the seventh which states that JAmf left behind llim works On 
and the eighth on dumb animals The work is 

ninety works. *heSe minor works include commentaries in 
mixed Prose and verse, tile proportion of verse 

on portions of the ~ ~ g d ~ ,  e.g. the ~ z i m t f ~ l - F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ;  'Om- being 
considerable. The text, accompanied by a 

rnentaries on ~~~t~ Traditions and 0" the Traditions of .' ' German traoslatioll by S c h l e c f ~ t a - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  was published 
AbO Dharr 

theological tracts on the ~ i v i l l e  Unity (R i5dza- at 
in I Q 6  There are also several Constantinople 

dT4hIiziyYa 
and ~d izdka i ~ ~ a  '~~dh) ,  the lcites of the printed 

editions of the text: a complete ~ ~ ~ l i ~ h  translation 
grimage (dJatzhik-i-fin/j) 

and the like ; monographs 
in IS87 by the Kama Shastra society, and an 

the lives or sayings of 
eminent mystics, version 

of the sixth book entitled 
Wit Jalblu,d-Din R6mi, Khwqa 

pgrsA and 'Abdu'llAh An and Humour" C. E- WiISoil. The curious reader can tracts on Sfin ethics and practice ( rg .  the 
~ a " ~ q - ~ - J ~ v * ~  therefore 

acquaint himself more fully with the con- 
and TalrPiq-i-Madhhed-i-sdf;ya'~) ; and 

On 
tents Of this book, even 

if he does not read persian, and it 
Arabic and Persian mystical verses, such as Td'*ya and is therefore 

to describe it fully in this Mimiyyn (or Kha ,,zv ijya) O f . ~ m a r  ibnu'l-Firid, the opening place. 

.,,, of the ~ ~ i h ~ ~ ~ i  (also known ais the 
Nay-'rdma' O r -  " 

', Reed-boOk" from its subject), a couplet Of It is as a poet, however1 that Jdmi is best known, and it 
Dihli, and a 

of some of his Own is of his poetical works that we must now speak. These 

Besides all these J 
wrote treatises On ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y ,  J m f i  poet, 'Om prize seven matknauf poems,~kno wn collec- 

and music, a commentary Arabic 
on the ~z~tn' lZu' l-Gh~yb and i. 

tive'y as the Sad's (" Septet '7 or H ~ ~ ~ A ~ ~  
another for his son piyb3u3d-Din3 on the well-known . ("Seven Thrones*J' on. of the names by which the constel- 

grammar Of 
I b n u q - ~ ~ j i b  known as the Kdf*a. i s -  

, lation Of the Great Bear is known in persia), and three 
also a collection 

J A ~ ~ . S  letters (Munslzd'dt), and five separate 
DiwdaJ* or collections of lyrical poetry, known 

treatises on the 
~ ~ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ m d ,  or Acrostic, which was so popul as the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a t u j ~ - S ~ a 6 d 6  (I 

pening of " in 884/1479-r480 ; the WdSttattupclgd at this period. 
Cited by Nassau Lees, lot. cit.9 P* '9.  

I This chapter 53 "witticisms," many of them very coarse, , Published by Blochmann a t  the end of his and an). of them suficiently 
to raise a smile. 

(Calcutta, 1872)- 
Particulars Of 'Ome three dozen 

are given, but tl,e notices 
a book, common~y called ~~zar(ri-MuNJjbmi> by Iamf Of his own contemporaries 

very brief. 
titled, in allurion to the 

name, n i -~awJ ' i~~ 'd -~ ly .*  I possess that printed a t  the 
A&hfar press in r7gU1877. 

well known and widely used in the East' Ethes India of ice ~ e ~ s i n n  ~ ~ t ~ [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  col, , 
33-2 
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(I1 Middle of the Necklace "), compiled in 89411489 ; and the 
Khdtilimah'6flaydt End of Life"),compiled in 896/14g0-1, 
only two years before the author's death. 

The Haft Awrang comprises the seven following poems : 
( I )  SiZsiZatu7dh-Dhaa (the " Chain of Gold ") com- 

posed in 89011485. 
The Haft 
Awrang 

(2) SaZd?nd~ wa AJskZ, published by Forbes 
Falconer in 1850, and translated into English 

in 1856. This edition contains I 131 verses. Another 
English prose abridged translation by Edward FitzGerald 
was published in London in 1856 (pp. xvi + 84). 

(3) Tu&fatu'CA&~d~t ('I the Gift of the Noble"), com- 
posed in 886/1481, was published by Forbes Falconer in 
1848, and contains 1710 verses. 

(4) Szd+atu'l-Abrdr ("the Rosary of the Pious") has 
been twice printed (18 I I and 1848) and once lithographed 
(I 8 I 8) at Calcutta. 

(5) Ydsuf u ZuZayRhd, composed in 888/1483, the be 
known and most popular of these seven poems, was pu 
lished with a German verse-translation by Rosenzwe 
(Vienna, 1824). There is an English translation b 
R. T. H. Griffith (London, 1881), and another in ve 
mediocre verse by A. Rogers (London, 1892). 

(6) LayZd wa MajnJn, composed in 889/1484, has bee 
translated into French by Chezy (Paris, 1805) and i 
German by Hartmann (Leipzig, 1807). 

(7) Khirad-ndggza-LSikaadari (" the Book of Wisdo 
of Alexander ") has received the least attention of the sev 
poems, and, so far as I can ascertain, has never been p 
lished or translated. 

I. The Chaie of Gold. 

Of the SiZsiZntddh-Dhairab, or " Chain of Gold," I pas 
a good manuscript transcribed in 997/158 

Silrtlntridh- 
Dhnhad (the 

This poem discusses various plrilosoph~ 
"Chain of ethical and religious subjects with illustratie 
Gold ") anecdotes and comprises some 7200 coup1 

CH. VIII] JAMPS " CHAIN OF GOLD " 
J ' I  A certain incoherence and scrappiness, combined with a 

not very pleasing metre, seem to have rendered it less 
popular than the remaining poems of the .Septet," and 
hence probably its comparative rarity. It is dedicated to 
Sult6n Husayn, "whose justice bound the hands of the 
Sphere from aggression " : 

- . - and there follows a most elaborate and artificial acrostic on 
this Prince's name, full of the most far-fetched conceits. 

As a specimen of the poem we may take the following 
anecdote concerning the distress of a poet who composed 
a brilliant panegyric on a king, which no one applauded 
save an ignorant fellow who had no acquaintance with the 
forms of poetry. 
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''A bard whose verse with magic charm was filled, 
Who in all arts of eulogy was skilled, 
Did for some king a flag of honour raise, 
And wrought a poem filled with arts of praise. 
Reason and Law the praise of kings approve; 
Kings are the shadow of the Lord above. 
The shadow's praise doth to the wise accord 
With praises rendered to the shadow's Lord. 
A skilful rhapsodist the bard one day 
Brought in his verse before the King to lay. 
Melodious verse melodious voice doth necd 
That so its beauty may increase indeed. 
From end to end these praises of the King 
Unto his ears the rhapsodist did bring. 
A fine dclivery is speech's need : 
The Book God bids mclocliously to rend1. 
When to the end he had declaimed the piece 
And from reciting it a t  length did cease, 
The poet strained his ears to hear the pause 
Swiftly curtailed by thunders of applause. 
The man of talent travaileth with pain 
Hoping the critic's well-earned praise to gain, 
Yet no one breathed a word or showed a sign 
Of recognition of those verses fine. 
Till one renowned for ignorance and pride, 
Standing beyond the cultured circle, cried, 
'God bless thee! Well thou singest, well dost string 
'Fair pearls of speech to please our Lord the King !' 
The poet gazed on him with saddened eye, 
Covered his face, and sore began to cry. 
' By this,) he wailed, ' my back is snapped in twain : 
'The p a i s e  of this lewd fellow me hath slain! 
'That King and beggar grudged my praises due 
'My fortune's face wlth black did not imbrue, 
'But this fool-fellow's baseless ill-judged praise 
'Hath changed to woe the pleasure of my days !' 
In folly's garden every flower and fruit, 
Though fair of branch and bud, is foul of root. 
'Verse which accordeth with the vulgar mood 
4 Is known to men of taste as weak and crude. 
' Like seeks for like ; this is the common law ; 
' How can the ripe foregather with the raw? 

1 Qzrr'dn lxxiii, 4: '$and chant the Qur'dlz with a well-mea 
:itation.'' 

CH. VIII] JAMFS '< CHAIN OF GOLD " 
'The crow repeats the crow's unlovely wail, 
'And scorns the warbling of the nightingale. 
'The owl to some forsaken nook doth cling, 
'Nor home desires in palace of the King. 
' H e  hath no eye to judge the worth of verse, 
' SO from his praise I suffer shame and worse ! ' 
E'en so the R5fidi1 fulfilled with fraud, 
When occupied with 'Ali's praise and laud, 
Shame comes to 'All from his shameless praise, 
Which praise on him a grievous burden lays. 
If thou shouldst say, ( A  heart's devotion ne7er 
' Can be devoid of some relation fair ; 
' A l i  so high, the R5fidi so mean, 
'Doth no relationship subsist between?' 
Another anecdote I pray thee hear, 
Ponclcr it wcll, and rend an answer clear2." 

The SiZri/auYdh-DhoAa6 is divided into three books or 
daftam, whereof the first ends with an Ptiqdd-%&ma, or 
Confession of Faith, which exhibits Jdmf, in spite of his 
mysticism, as a thoroughly orthodox Sunni. This is suffi- 
ciently shown by the sectional headings, which run as 
follows : Necessary Existence ; Unity of God ; the Attri- 
butes of God, v k  Life, Knowledge, Will, Power, Hearing, 
Seeing, Speech ; Divine Actions ; existence of the Angels ; 
belief in all the Prophets ; superiority of Muhammad over 
all other prophets ; finality of Muhammad's mission; the 
Prophet's Law ; his Night-Ascent to Heaven ; his miracles; 
God's Scriptures ; eternal pre-existence of God's Words; 
superiority of the people of Muhammad over all other 
peoples; unlawfulness of regarding as infidels any of the 

Literally "Rejector" ( i r  of the first three orthodox Caliphs), a 
term of vituperation applied by the Sunnis to the Shi'a. 

The following lines, which are a continuation of these, are 
entitled: "Story of that Riifidf who begged a certain scholar to 
describe 'Alf, and how that scholar enquired, ' Which 'All shall I 
describe, the 'Ali in whom I believe, or the 'All in whom you believe?' '' 

This important dogma, hotly repudiated by the Mu'tazila, was 
one of the test-beliefs of what ultimately became the orthodox doctrine 
of Isliim. 
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people of the QiWal " ; the Angcls of the Tomb, Munkir 
and Nakir ; the two blasts of the trumpet ; the distribution 
of the books kept by the recording angels; the Balance; 
the Bridge of Sirkt ; the fifty stations of 'Aya;dt ; indicating 
that the infidels shall remain in Hell-fire for ever, while 
sinners shall escape therefrom by the intercession of the 
virtuous and the pious ; Paradise and its degrees. 

The  second book of the "Chain of Gold" consists chiefly 
of dissertations on the different kinds and phases of Love, 
I' metaphorical " and " real," and anecdotes of saints and 
lovers. The  third contains for the most part anecdotes of 
kings, and towards the end several about physicians. 
Amongst the latter it is intercsting to find two borrowed 
ftom the fourtll Discoursc of the ChnhtCj, Al(iqciZa of NizBmi- 
i-'Arlidi of Samarqand, one related by Avicenna concerning 
a certain physician at  the SdmPnid Court who healed a 
maidservant by psychical treatment, and the other describing 
how Avicenna himself cured a prince of the House of Buwayh 
of melancholic delusions2. These are followed by a dis- 
quisition on the two opposite kinds of poetry, the one "a 
comfort to the soul" and the other " a  diminution of the 
heart" ; and an interesting dissertation on poets of old time 
who rewarded their royal patrons by immortalizing their 
names, which would otherwise have passed into oblivion. 
The  poets of whom mention is here made are Rlidakl, 
'Unsuri, SanA'i, Nizdmf, Mu'izzi, Anwari, Khdqdni, Zahlr, 
Sa'di, ICamil and Salmdn of Sdwa. Another anecdote from 
the Chahdr MaqdZas about one of 'Unsuri's happy improvisa- 
tions is also introduced in this place. The book ends some- 
what abruptly with a short conclusion which, one cannot 
help feeling, would have seemed almost equally appropriak 
a t  any other point in the text. In a word, the "Chain of 
Gold * could bear the withdrawal of many of its component 

1.e. those who turn towards Mecca when they pray. 
2 See my t~anslation of the Clmhdv MaqdZ~, Anecdotes x d  

(pp. I I 3-II 5) and xxxvii (pp. 125-128). 
Ibid., Anecdote xiv, pp. 56-58. 
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links without suffering much detriment. I t  contains some 
excellent matter, but is too long, and lacks artistic unity of 
conception. 

2. Sal&?%dn and A b s d  
The character and scope of the curious allegorical poem 

of Saidmdn and A6sdl may be readily apprehended by the 
English reader from Edward FitzGerald's rather 

SaZhmfn 
free and somewhat abridged translation. His 
rendering in blank verse is generally graceful 

and sometimes eloquent ; but the employment of the metre 
of mawatha  for the illustrative anecdotes (which, as is 
generally tlle case in 1)oems of this class, frequently inter- 
rupt the continuity of the text) is a less happy experiment. 
The story is of the slenderest kind, the d~amat is  personre 
being a King of Greece, a Wise Man who is his constant 
mentor and adviser, his beautiful and dearly beloved son 
Salbmdn, AbsPl the fair nurse of the boy, and Zuhra (the 
planet Venus), representing the heavenly Beauty which 
finally expels the memory of Absal from Saldmdn's mind. 
Amongst the somewhat grotesque features of the story are 
the birth of Saldmdn without a mother to bear him (the 
poet's misogyny holding marriage in abhorrence, though he 
was himself married), and the seniority by some twenty 
years of the charming Absdl over her nursling, whom, when 
he reached maturity, she entangles in an attachment highly 
distasteful to the king and the sage. The  latter, by a kind 
of mesmeric power, compels Saldmdn in the earthly paradise 
whither he has fled with Absdl to build and kindle a great 
pyre of brushwood, into which the two lovers cast them- 
selves,with the result that,while poorAbsdl is burned toashes, 
SalPmdnemerges unhurt, purified from all earthly desires,and 
fit to receive the crown and throne which his father hastens 
to confer upon him. The allegory, transparent enough with- 
out commentary, is fully explained in the Epilogue'. 

Pp. 71-5 of FitzGerald's translation ; 11. 1076-1120 of the original 
in Forbes Falconer's edition. 
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As FitzGerald9s work has a special interest in the e '&hi J> 3 f 4 ~ j f  e 4  L5f& j j 
i I of amateurs of Persian literature, I here give an extract 'L-~JL L-~T &-31Ae p+ 

of his translation with the corresponding passage of the 
origillall. The passage selected describes the arrival of - '+lo.@ &d&s&-Le 4 
the lovers, in the course of their flight from the King's '+" wi &+ &Jw reproaches, in the enchanted island where they spend t 'b*" . :+  chkl +> fblb a,+ joyous days of dalliance. 

'&I b ~ ~ j ) t  jlgj 6 y! jl ' !JP+A-JI >+ OL~+ ,-k", jl 

'*-4 3 6 t -41  J-A f >LJ , L+ b~~~ j j g l  j 1-21, A+ j) e .! 
'A-c& J> ~414 --.(  LA-^^ la-+: *L? A-2 

"LL~~LI PS j ~J>-C-+  91 'M 3 j  3 irk -4 i)I>k 9, )g 
J 

c,& ,JLs b a - b  j&l tp ,tb *.' 3 & d3t P;d. 3, 9 
~,,+j ,,, LC;+ di p - j l - 5  '>3> J ( -41  &j-d3i j -&- 

'&p 2- A 4 0 j - b  J, + A  ' J~J  JL-5-3 
j LT;Pb 

' j,b j d,a; 347 3 9\2 jl f 3 ~ = .  '& f-I [+ + a% d 
G c s ~ r  ~ L , ~  + A  '4 ol;14 +&I ju yi 

' ~6 >~h;e j\ b>+ 3L;4> jl-", 'd ~k &I+ 3 &+iJ, JJ 
'gp-jl t L 2  1, t l - 2 ~  &L&., + 

'u' J L  ej 3 Ae J> FJ 
'gl-l +\-;A 3 L i . a  !+ J:, '"'* b>fi &>p>4 J> fbj 9 
'k;-&d, i)\-;&J, & >, O,-t-" 'ria,+ &JL &..+ jl yii )-. 
&;,&.-+a; AA-L? I-+ 3 9 

'"-ei J [ L ~ +  J-+Q L) o d  - ' p b  p<j-? r!l '&+- - 
C 'bA-e' J 1 + A  -b+b 4 od 

'&;I c"~;l J,+ A+\& ) +L.Lil 
' G . - ~ S +  J ,  y j l b  4 ,LJ' 

.)L> jt-1 jl >* +U '>1> '&J> A 4  b J, b ~ g  
'~lfj >-,? jl jL+> )-$ C-2-a '+$ 3 GG jl A J, o(j+ 

a ,  
c31 & \,-$A Ad &>$ d3-y  ' *& j 3 j  

9, p, 
LLL~I F ~ p .  j 1  &-&?> ' ~ b d  Q d!j 4~ a+ 

'J- fi irk* r t - s  3 31, J, 1 pp. 45-49 I J ~  the translation, 11. 802-824 of the text 
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Fitz Geyald's tm?zsZatio?z ( p p. 45-49). 

"When they had sailed their Vessel for a Moon 
And marr'd their Beauty with the wind o' th' Sea, 
Suddenly in mld Sea revealed itself 
An Isle, beyond Description beautiful ; 
An Isle that all was Gatden ; not a Bud 
Of Note or Plume in all the World but there; 
There as  in Bridal Retinue array'd 
The Pheasant in his Clown, the Dove in her Collar; 
And those who tuned their Bllls among the Trees 
That Arm in Arm from Fingers paralyz'd 
With any Breath of Air Fluit moist and dry 
Down scattered in Profusion at then Feet, 
Where Fountalns of Sweet Water ran, and round 
Sunshtne and Shadow chequer-chased the Ground. 
Here Iram Galden seemed in Secresy 
Blowing the Rosebud of ~ t s  Revelation; 
Or Parad~se, forgetful of the Day 
Of Audit, lifted from her Face the Veil. 

Salhmdn saw the Isle, and thought no more 
Of Further-there with AbsAl he sat down, 
AbsAl and He together slde by stde 
Rejoicing like the Lily and the Rose, 
Together like the Body and the Soul. 
Under its Trees in one another's Arms 
They slept-they drank its Fountalns hand in hand- 
Sought Sugar with the Parrot-or in sport 
Paraded with the Peacock-raced the Partridge- 
Or fell a-talking with the Nightingale. 
There was the Rose without a Thorn, and there 
The Treasure and no Selpent to beware- 
What sweeter than your Mistress at your side 
In  such a Sol~tude, and none to chide!" 

3. The Gift of the Free. 

The Tu+fatu'l-A?&~dr, or " Gift of the Free," is a didactic 
and moral poem of theological and ethical contents com- 

prising, besides doxologies, eulogies of the 
Tu&firtril- 
A+Y‘~Y 

Prophet, and Supplications to God (Mzmdjdt), 
twenty MapLilrEt or Discourses, of which the last1 

1 See note on p. 527. 
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is addressed to the poet's little son YGsuf DiyA'uld-Din, who 
was then only four years of age, while his father was sixty. 
Each discourse is, as a rule, followed by one or more illustra- 
tive anecdotes. In  a short prose preface prefixed to the poem 
JQmf implies that it was inspired by the Makhzanu'kAsrLEr 
("Treasury of Mysteries ") of Nizdrnf and the Ma{Za'zi'Z- 
Aewdr ("Dayspring of Lights ") of Amir Khusraw of Dihli. 
The poem is on the whole dull and monotonous, and can- 
not be regarded as a favourable specimen of JQmi's work. 
As a specimen I give a prose translation of part of the 
author's above-mentioned address to his son, the original of 
which can be consulted by those who desire it in Forbes 
Falconer's printed text1. 

Twentieth Discourse, 
giving counsel to my precious son. 

(May Ae be nurtured on the Herb of Beauty  in the Garden of 
Childhood, and may he find his way to the Limit of Perfctio?~ 

in the School of EZopue~zce!) 
(1615) 
" 0 - ~ e w  Moon to the night of my hope, to whose Image the eye of 

my fortune is a pledge ! 
The  Crescent Moon arises after thirty days, while thou didst show 

thy face after sixty vearc. 
t 2 ---- 

Thy years are four at  the time of reckoning : may thy four be forty 
and thy forty four" 

May each forty [years] of thine be pzrad~agiztta~, wherein, by know- 
ledge and ecstasy, thou mayst explore the degrees of Perfection ! 

Thy name is the Ydwf [Joseph] of the Egypt of Faith: may thy 
title be the Light (Qzyd) of the Empire and of Religion ! 

With the pen which inditeth wisdom I write this Book of Wisdom 
for thee. 

Although thou hast not a t  present understanding of advice, when 
thou attainest the age of understanding put it into practice. 

Pp. 91-93 of Forbes Falconer's edition, 11. 1615-1659. 
a Le., I suppose, "may thy four years increase to forty years, yea, to 

four times fortv ! " 
3 ChiZZa (Arabic ArbaCLn), a period of fasting and religious exercises 

lasting forty days practised bydarwtshes and seekers after occult powers. 
See my Year amonxst the Persians, p. 148. 
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Until the hair of thy face becomes a veil, set not thy foot outside the 
house into the market and the street1. 

Be the enchainer of thine own feet ; be the [willing] prisoner of thine 
own apartments (&arnm). 

Never carry thy goods from the companionship of thy house-fellows 
to the doors of strangers. 

The sight of a stranger is not auspicious, especially if his age exceed 
thine. 

If they set thee to work at school and place the tables of the alphabet 
in thy lap, 

Do not sit beside every low-born [school-fellow]: separate thys 
from all and sit alone. 

Although the letter .,if(') is not by itself of crooked stature, see ho 
crooked it becomes [in combination] as lam-aZif("\). 

When thou placest thy slate in thy lap lift not up thy finger like 
alif therefrom. 

Modestly hang thy head like the letter da l (3 ) ;  fix thine eyes up 
it like the letter sdd (@). 

Smiling now at this one, now at  that one, show not thy teeth li 
the letter stn (d). 

Divide not thy heart with errant thoughts; be like the letter m 
(p) too narrow-mouthed for speech. 

Hearken not vainly to every kind of tittle-tattle, so that thou ma 
not suffer the pain of a box on the ear. 

Take heed of right behaviour during the teacher's lessons, lest th 
become the little clruni2 of the school-room. 

Although the [master's] slaps impart virtue, yet is it better if 
dost not bring the affair to slapping !" 

Excellent as this paternal advice (and there is 
more of it) may be, it does not constitute what we s 
regard as suitable material for poetry, while here agaln 
many fanciful conceits about the ethical lessons to be 1 
from the shapes of the letters of the alphabet make 
cult to produce a tolerable translation even in prose. 

.. 

4. The R o s a r y  of the Pious.  

The Su6&atdZ-Abrdr, or "Rosary of the Pious" is 
didactic poem of theological, mystical 

Sf(bhnia'l- ethical coiltents very similar to the last, eq 
A 6 ~ d r  

lacking in collerence and even less attractiv 
1 young boys in the East are almost as carefully secluded as 
9 By being beaten with the sticks. 
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529 form and matter. The following story of Abraham and 
- 

the aged Fire-Worshipper, which also occurs in Sa'di's 
Bzistd~l, and is the subject of some very lengthy reflections 
in Forbes's Perxian Gramnrar:  where it is quoted amongst 
the extracts, may serve as a specimen. 

See Graf's edition (Vienna, 1858), pp. 142-3, 11. 37-54 
Pp. 152-4 and 164-70. 
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*'One from a heathen temple took the road 
And lodged as  guest in Abraham's abode, 
Who, seeing that his practice did accord 
111 with true faith, dismissed him from his board. 
Beholding him a stranger to God's Grace, 
The Fire-fane's smoke apparent in his face, 
Bade him confess the Lord who doth bestow 
Men's daily bread, or leave the board and go. 
The aged man arose, and ' Friend,' quoth he, 
'Can Faith the vassal of the Belly be? '  
With lips athirst and mouth unfilled with food 
H e  turned away his face and took the road. 
To Abraham a message from the skies 
Came, saying, ' 0 most fair in qualities! 
'Although that stranger held an alien creed, 
'Food to forbid him was no righteous deed. 
'For more than threescore years and ten, in fin1 
' H e  offered worship at  a heathen shrine, 
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'Yet ne'er did I his sustenance withhold, 
'Saying, "Thy heart is dead to faith and cold." 
'What harm were it if from thine ample store 
'Some morsels thou shouldst give him, less or more 
Abraham called him back, and did accold 
A place to him at  his most bounteous board. 
' This flood of grace,' the aged man enquired, 
'After that first rebuff what thought inspired?' 
He told the message which his act had banned, 
Arld told him too of that stern reprimand. 
'To  one,' the old man said, 'who thus can take 
'To  task his servant for a stranger's sake 
'Can I endure a stranger to remain, 
'Or fail his love and friendship to attain ? '  
Unto the Source of Good he then addressed 
His homage, and his faith in God professed." 

The story and the moral are admirable, but most Persia11 
scholars will, I think, prefer Sa'di's older to J d m h  later 
version. 

5. Ydsa f and ZaZaykkd. 

The fifth of the "Seven Thrones," the Romance of 
Ycsuf (Joseph) and Zulaykhd (Potiphar's wife), is by far the 

rnost cclebratcd and popular, and is also the 
YdsrL/ntrd 
ZurIIYk,,d most accessible both in the original and in trans- 

lation. The entire text, with German metrical 
translation arid notes by Vincenz Edlem von Rosenzweig, 
was published in a fine folio volume at Vienna in 1824, and 
there are several Oriental editions of the text1. I have 
already alluded to the late Mr A. Rogers' English rhymed 
translation (1892) which cannot be described as happy; 
R. T. H. Griffith's earlier translation ( I  85 I)  I have not seen. 
Of two fine passages on the nature of Beauty and its 
essential desire to manifest itself, and on love of the ,creature 
considered as the bridge leading to love of the Creator2 
I have published translations, originally in a lecture on 

See EthCJs India Ofice Persian Catalogue, col. 746-747. 
This latter passage is practically a commentary on the well- 

known Sdfi aphorism, "the Phenomenal is the Bridge to the Real." 
(%&.It Z J d  j \ + I )  

34-2 
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SOfiism contributed to the Religiozrs Syste~rzs of the World1 
and again in part in vol. i of my Literary History of Persia 
(pp. 439 and 442)- 

The story itself, based on the S d r a t ~  Yztruf (Qugi'b xii), 
which describes it as "the most beautiful of stories," is one 
of the most popular themes of romantic poetry in Persia 
and Turkey, and engaged the attention of the great Firdawsl 
after he had finished the Shdh-ndtna, and after him of a 
whole series of Persian poets. Of the Turkish renderings 
of the tale a pretty complete list will be found in a foot- 
note in the second volume of Gibb's History of Ottonran 
Poeliy2. But of all these renderings of the well-known tale 
Jbrni's deservedly holds the highest place, and on it his 
reputation largely rests. The text of the following trans- 
lation, which unfortunately is a very inadequate representa- 
tion of the original, occurs on p, 81 of von Rosenzweig' 
edition, 11. 19-42. 

This speech from BLzigha3 when Joseph heard 
From his sweet mouth came forth this living word: 
'That Master-craftsman's work am I,' said he; 
'One single drop contents me from His Sea. 
'One dot is Heaven from His Pen of Power, 
' And from His Beauty's garth this world a flower. 
'The Sun's a gleam from out His Wisdom's Light, 
'The Earth's a bubble on His Sea of Might. 
'Each mundane atom H e  a Mirror made, 
'And His Reflection in each one displayed. 
'His Beauty from all faults and flaws is free, 
'Hid 'neath the Veil of what no eye can see. 
'Discerning eyes in all that's dowered with Grace 
'See naught, when well they look, except His Face4. 
Beside the Prototype the Shadow's dim; 

'See His Reflection, haste thee unto Him. 
If from the Prototype you stand bereft, 

'When fades the Shadow, naught to you is left. 

Yublished by Swan Sonnenschein in 1892, pp. 314-332. 
2 Vo1. ii, pp. 148-150 ad cab. 
3 A lady who, like ZulaykhA, falls in love with Joseph, but is turn 

by his exhortations from love of the creature to love of the Creator 
Cf. Qzc+dn ii, 109. 
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JJJ 'Nor r i l l  the Shadow long remain with thee; 
The Rose's colour hath no constancy. 

'Look to the Source, if permanence you claim; 
'Go to the Root, if constancy's your aim. 
'Can that which is, and soon is not again, 
'Make throb the heart, or twinge the vital vein ? ' J J  

6. Lay& and 1Mqiztin. 
Of the last two of Jdmh "Seven Thrones," the Romance 

of Layld and Majnlin and the Book of Wisdom 
Layld wa 

of Alexander, copies are rare, but I have been 
able to examine them cursorily in a fine manu- 

script1, transcribed in 93711 530-1, belonging to Trinity Col- 
lege, Cambridge, and have selected the following passages 
as typical. The first two are from the Lay& and 1Mqizdn2. 

It  bears the class-mark R. 13.8. 
a Ff. 68b-6gb. 
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On the fneaning of the Love of 2/ze Loyal and the Loyal& 
of Lovers. 

When the Dawn of Eternity whispered of Love, Love cast the Fire 
of Longing into the Pen. 

T h e  Pen raised its head from the Tablet of Not-Being, and drew a 
hundred pictures of wondrous aspect. 

The Heavens are the offspring of Love : the Elements fell to Earth 
through Love. 

Without Love is no token of Good or Evil: that thing which is not 
of Love is indeed non-existent. 

This lofty azure Roof which revolveth through the days and nights 
I s  the Lotus of the Garden of Love, and the Ball [which lies] in the 

curve of Love's Polo-stick. 
That Magnetism which is inherent in the Stone, and which fastens 

its grasp so firmly on the Iron, 
Is  a Love precipitated in Iron Resolve which hath appeared from 

within the Stone. 
Behold the Stone, how in this resting-place it becomes without 

weight through longing for its opponent: 
Judge therefrom of those who suffer sorroiv in the attraction of the 

love of those dear to the heart. 
Although Love is painful, it is the consolation of pure bosoms. 
Without the blessing of Love how shall a man escape from the 

soriow of the inverted Wheel [of Heaven]?" 

. - 
' ,  
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Conceynhg the cause of the ve~sz>catlbn of thjs Boo&, and the 
reason of the arrairzgeme?zt of this Address. 

"When I withdrew the Veil from this Mystery, and prepared this 
strange Song, 

The Parrot of my Genius became an eater of sugar from the Story 
of Joseph and Zulaykhb. 

In this outpouring of sugar there sprang from my Pen sweet verses 
mingled with sugar. 
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Therefrom tumult fell upon the World, and a gladness in the hearts 
of lovers. 

It  was a Fountain of Graciousness, but therefrom my thirst was not 
appeased. 

The Bird of my Heart desired to sing another song on another topic. 
When under fortunate auspices I cast lots, [the lot] fell on an account 

of Majn6n9s plight. 
Although aforetime two Masters, raised high above the Realm of 

Verse, 
Unloosed their tongues in the enunciation of subtleties, and therein 

did full justice to speech ; 
That one1 pouring forth pearls like a Treasure (ganj) from Ganja, 

and this one2 scattering sugar like a Parrot in India; 
That  one smiting the ears of [unjustified] pretension, and this one . 

unveiling the bride of the Ideal ; 
That one with his verse engraving an inscription on the rock, and 

this one giving colour [to the tale] by his exquisite art ; 
That one raising his standard to the Zenith of Glory, and this one 

preparing the spells of Magic; 
I also bound my girdle behind me, and seated myself onmy dromedary 

fleet as the wind, 
And wherever their Pegasus3 attained, through their inspiring minds 
I also urged onwards my camel in humility, and brought myself 

within the range of their dust. 
Though I fall behind their reckoning, yet their dust upon my face 

sufficeth me." 

7. The Book o f  Wisdoggz of Alexander. 

The following anecdote from the Khirad-ndwza-i- 
Sikandnrt, or " Book of Wisdom of Alexander," is taken 
from the same manuscript4 as the last two extracts : 

'@ -5-04 llsu >4j d+ e&tdJl ,, ;,s 4 >(L *U;) 

( ' > I +  &> jl 

'>&4 J+* <>> .D d+ 

',La, d,.k sA.2 & d l  3+ 

I.e., NizLml of Ganja. 
Amfr Khusraw of Dihlf. 

8 Rakhslt, the name of Rustam's celebrated charger. 
4 R. 13.8 ofTrinity College, Cambridge, f. 171'. 
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Story of the Kite which lent an ear to  the F~oog's talk, 
ho$e of credit Let slig the cash from its hand. 

"The cycle of heaven now bids me indite 
For example the tale of the frog and the kite. 
A kite, wont to prey on the birds of the air, 
By the weakness of age was reduced to despair. 
For soaring its pinions no longer avail ; 
For hunting the strength of its talons doth fail. 
From the depth of its soul bitter wailing arose; 
An abode by the shore of a lakelet it chose. 
Now when in that place it had dwelt for a spell 
On a sudden a frog in its clutches there fell. 
The miserable frog made a piteous appeal : 
'To  woe thou hast turned,' it lamented, 'my weall' 
'0 haste not to seek my destruction,' it cried; 
'Turn the steed of intent from my murder aside! 
'An unsavoury morsel I yield a t  the best, 
' Neither sweet to the palate not good to digest. 
'My body is nothing save ill-flavoured skin : 
' What eater of meat can find pleasure therein? 
'Unclose then thy beak, leave me free to depart, 
'And tidings of gladness convey to my heart! 
'Then by magic and spells evermore at  thy wish 
' I  will guide thee to toothsome and savoury fish, 
' In the river's clear streamlets long nurtured and bre 
'And with various food-stuffs abundantly fed, 
'From the head to the tail flesh and fatness alone, 
' With scarcely a skin and with hardly a bone ! 
'Their bellies like silver, their backs bright of blee, 
'Their eyes like reflections of stars in the sea. 
'With silvery scales back and sides are alight 
'As with God's starry largesse the heavens by night. 
'Far  better, all persons of taste will agree, 
'IS a mouthful of such than a hundred like me.' 

The kite, by an oath confirmation to seek, 
Relaxed its control : the frog fell from its bealc ; 
With one leap it returned to its watery lair, 
And the kite once again was the slave of despair 
Its seat in the dust of destruction it took, 
Neither frog in its talons nor fish on its hook. 
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and in 



That kite disappointed is like unto me, 
Whose soul has been turned from the pathway of glee: 
Composure has quitted my heart a t  the thought 
Of finding expression for thoughts so distraught. 
In my hands, through my lack of good fortune, I find 
Neither graces of speech nor composure of mind. 
0 cupbearer, come, pass the bowl, I entreat, 
And like heaven, I pray thee, the cycle repeat ! 
That wine I desire which to peace giveth birth, 
And frees us from all the defilements of earth. 
0 minstrel, approach, that the listening lute 
At the touch of thy fingers may cease to be mute. 
The heart of the heedless shall wake at  its cry, 
And the message of angels descend from the sky." 

As the Snb'n (" Septet") of JAml was admittedly inspired 
by and modelled on the Khaiizsa ("Quintet ") of Nizlmf, 

some compariso~l of their respective styles  and^ 
Cornparison of 
Jimi as a methods may fairly be demanded. As I con- 
romanticpoet sider that in questions of literary taste it is very 
with Nizdmf 

difficult for a foreigner to judge, I request 
my Persian colleague, Mire& Bihrliz, son of the distinguish 
physician and writer Mirzd Abu'l-Fad1 of Slwa, a you 
man of great promise and ability, well read in both 
and Persian literature, to write a short essay on this 
and I here reproduce in English the gist of his opinions. 

Jdmf's verses, writes Mirzd Bihrbr, rival, and 
even excel, those of Nizbmi in poetical form, sweetness and 
simplicity, being unlaboured and altogether free from 
artificiality ; but they fall far short of them i n  strength 
(nraidnnt), poetic imagination and eloquence. T o  appreciate 
and enjoy Nizdml a profound knowledge of the Persian 
language is required, while Jdml can be read with pleasu 
by all, whence his greater fame and popularity, especial 
in India, Turkey and other lands where Persian literature 
is an exotic. Moreover NizBmi was a man of far-reachin 
attainments, not only in the language and history of 
country, but in the sciences, especially the mathematic 
sciences, of his time, so that often he cannot be understo 
except by a reader similarly gifted. Such an one, howev 

will find in him depths and subtleties for which he would 
seek in vain in JBmi's poetry. 

In  one only of his "Five Poems" does Ni~Ami challenge 
comparison with his great predecessor Firdawsi, to  wit in 

his "Alexander Book" (Sikandar-nk~a),  which, 
Nizdmf and 
Firdawsi alike in metre and subject-matter, resembles 

the corresponding portion of the Sh&-ndma, 
but, in the judgement of most critics, falls short of itl. 

Rut 
here Nizlmi was apparently more hampered than Firdawsi 
by the fanaticism of a less tolerant age, as he hints in the 
following lines : 

- 
"The world was so warmed by Fire-worship 

That thou mayst well be ashamed of thy Muhammadanism. 
We are MusulrnBns, while he is called a Guebre (gad?): 
If that be heathenism (gnbrt), what is Muhammadanism? 
Return, 0 NizBmf, to the tenour of thy tale, 
For harsh are the notes of the bird of admonition ! " 

Jdmi, though a mystic, was essentially an orthodox 
Muhammadan, and shows little of the enthusiasm for pre- 

JAmi,sclose Islamic Persia which inspired Firdawsi, and, in 
imitation of a lesser degree, Nizlmf. Of his indebtedness 
Nisbmi 

to  the latter he makes no secret, and, indeed, 
follou~s his footsteps with extraordinary closeness, though 
here and there he introduces topics and dissertations entirely 
his own2. Not only does he imitate Nizlmi in the titles, 
metres and subdivisions of his poems, but even in minute 

1 This matter is discussed at  length by Shibli in his Shi'ru'l-'Ajam, 
vol. i, pp. 323-356. 

2 E.g. his curious explanation of and commentary on the letters of 
the BisnziJZZdh near the beginning of the Tu~fatu'LAfirctr. 

t 



personal details. Thus each poet addresses himself and 
gives advice to a seven-year-old son, the only difference 
being that while Niz6mi encourages his son to study 
Medicine, JAmi recommellds Theology. The parallelism 
is especially apparent in the sections dealing with the 
"cause of the versification of the tale" of LaylA and 
Majn6n in the respective versions of the two poets, but 
lack of space compels me to omit the illustrations of this 
given by MirzA Bihr6z in his essay. Such critical com- 
parison of the works of the great Persian poets is very 
important and has hitherto been too much neglected, but 
the necessary preliminary work of a historical, biographical 
and bibliographical character is all that I have been able to 
attempt in this and the preceding volumes oil the literary 
history of Persia. 

Of JAmi's lyric poetry, embodied, as already mentioned' 
in three separate Diadns, it is impossible to give an adequate 

account in this volume, which has already 
Jbmi's lyric 
poetry exceeded in bulk the limits I had assigned to it. 

In  Europe German scholars alone have done 
much work in this field, notably von Rosenzweig2, Riickert' 
and Wickerhauser in his Blzitenkra?zz4. Having regard to 
the eminence of Jdmi in this field also, and to the abundance 
of his output, a separate monograph would be required to 
do adequate justice to the subject, which deserves fuller 
study not only on account of Jdmi's own merit as a lyric 
poet, but also by reason of the profound influence which, 

1 See pp. 5 I 5-6 su$va. 
2 Biograjhische NoLizen u6er BewZana A6durrahman 

nedst ~bersetzz~n&roben aus seiften Diwanen von Vinze 
von Rosenzwe& (Vienna, 1840). The pages of this vo 
unfortunately, unnumbered. 

His work extends over 33 years (1844-1876). It be 
2. f: d. Kunde d. Mou~enZandes, vols. v, pp. 281-336, and vi, pp: 189- 
227 ; and was continued in the 2. D. M. G., vols. ii, pp. 26-51 ; IV, p p  
44-61; v, pp. 308-329; vi, pp. 491-504 ; xxiv, pp. 563-590; XXV, pp 
95-112; xxvi, pp. 461-464 ; and xxix, pp. 191-198. 

Leipzig, 1855 and Vienna, 1858. 
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as  already indicated: he exercised over his successors, 
not only in Persia, but also in Turkey. I hope that it may 
be possible to recur to his lyric poetry in my next volume, 
when I come to trace the development of the ghazal in 
later times, but for the moment I must content myself with 
a few specimens selected after a cursory perusal of the 
edition of his first Bizvkn printed a t  Constantinople in 
rz84/1867-8, and based, as stated in the colophon, on an 
autograph manuscript2. I have also at  hand a much fuller 
text of the same Diwkn lithographed a t  Lucknow in 
1298/1881, which contains many poems omitted in the 
Turkish edition, and comprises 568 as against 182 pages: 

(1) 
. J  .. .. 0 .  4 

11; i ji UI-? IU +, 4 
# u 

' I &  I*- ".,A dL'p >I*,% l>l+ 

'w j h J &  I* G& oJ LSab 

1 See pp. 421-3 su$ra. 
Unfortunately no indication of the whereabouts of this MS. is 

brthcoming. The texts here given have been emended in some places 
from the Indian lithographed edition, which often gives a more correct 
reading. 
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" Thou whose ~ e a u t y  dot11 appear in all that appeareth! may ? '* ~ 2 4  OJ J, JJ 31 j t  tF 

thousand holy spirits be Thy sacrifice ! 
Like the flute I make Complaint of my s5paration lrom Thee everl 'l*c;kd& J W ~ ~ ~ I  &A+,*- 

moment, and this is the more strange since I am not parted W J  

from Thee for a single instant', 
=>>- ' I ,  b'L& LSbk~~,&.k >j, >,+ j . O Y -  I . I 

It is Love which reveals itself in the two worlds, sometimes - .oE ,o, 0 , 
through the raiment of the King, and sometimes 

the 'v* 2 J%I J+ @ 

garment of the beggar. " O Breeze of Morning, visit the hills of Nejd for me and kiss them, 
One sound reaches thine ear in two Ways i now thou it 'Echo' for the fragrance of the Friend comes from those pure camping- 

grounds. 
and now 'Voice.' 

Arise, 0 cupbearer, and graciously pour Out a drmght that grief- the longing for union increases, what occasion for blame is 
dispelling wine for the sorrow-stricken lovers ! there if Majnfin follows the litters in the hope of [finding amongst 

Of that special wine which, when it delivers me from myself, leaves tlleml LayM's howdah ? 

in the eye of contemplation naught but God. 
My heart is filled with love for the Friend, who is not heedless 

the of guidance to God is naught but Love: Lthis1 we for they say ' Hearts have a road to hearts.' 

tell you, and t peace be upon him who followeth right guidance!" Salmd hath arrived from the road, while I am in such case 
weakness; take, then, 0 comrade, my spirit as 

~h~ following is evidently inspired by and modelled On a gift from me and accept it. 

the ode of ~ d f i ~  composed in the same metre O cloud-like' eye, do not shed the rain of regret in her path, for it 
is better that her horse's hoof should be far removed from the 

and rhyme2: plague of such mire. 

(2) 
In my heart were knotted a hundred difficulties through separation 

, - O J  O A . O *  * from her;  when I saw her form all difficulties were solved 
forthwith. 

I &$ &> . . >j  , e l  4 Jgmi suffers vexations from the harshness of this grievous cycle, but 

c yj;. ++Q j\ JJ S-9 &_r? fear Of the wearisomeness of penitents did not prolong 

.,g\ + L54 4 + 3 ~ 1 + 3 + + ~ d *  (3) 

'Lr-.,+& J&J, s;j &J,p G W  
df a,+ p 31 3 , 2 - e  j A iw 4s 'MI alp tr-eI es ++ ~jl-, 

cW, Jr b y ,  c-. d b  w,G ' tb  293 jl d *: J d a 3 &  t~ 6> j &-I I d h j  & &- j \  + 9 '&I -1- J l h  & I  aS a j k t o ,  + 
.E, .I 5 ,  0 J 

J 

6 G* .s '\*I 3 "LA LS?j> -e #. L - i c . . A - j l . r ; > ~ & ~ ~ , L & , + J  r 

' +b + a- , + t  , D ,  b*, et hP ' h l  - I S  oak 
4 A 

' \JJ' a+ j\ +I / &>\ >3, L~ 
' k b  J> 4-;1 bi ,j 04 & J  p ~ ,  

This line is an obvious reminiscence of the opening line of thq '+ 
~nt lznnwi .  

.p - fi 
2 lt is the firstgltazal in the Diwd?~ of HBfi?. 1.e. weeping. 

B. P. 
3 5 
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'2 ,& I,L. J, &jL &J # 

ub + ,G "a& S'LL-cj 
'-1 '* J, ~ d j l  

rk+. &>, y.4 
lB\* , &, ua A, - '+-G isi ape, J-r4 $ + j1 d b  

4j-& & 
' b - 1  ;-.b , j 6 4  LC 9% 4' 

The fair Ones are a thousand, but of them all my desire is one ; my 

" Here is the border of the garden, the brink of the 
and the speech is One, though they Cut me into a hundred pieces with 

the sword. 
lip of the 

arise, 0 cup-bearer, for here abstinence is a 
The assembly Of the beautiful is a pleasant meeting-placel but the 

clime. 
If the elder of the monastery is intoxicated with the 

delights Of Moon whence this assembly der~ves its lustre is one. 

mur,c, me 
wine-tavern, for here this state For each pace Of her advmce we desire a different present, but we 

fa'1 s'lort [ofthis our desire], for the soul in thebody is 
one. cont~nually ! I the drunkard I have growl1 '0 thin that, but for my lamentation and 

Thou didst touch the lip ofthe goblet with thy lip1 and wailing, it 
know Ilot wh,ch is here thy luby Ilp and which 

would not appear that there was anyone in this shirt. 

my heart alone is bound in thy black tresses: wherever there is pebbles the chalming are ruby [lips] of Shb(n are glowing, rubies 
in the eyes of [Farhhd] the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l l ~ ~ .  

a ,,irdllke hear- it is here Caught in the snare' 

dost draw the sword to divlde my in ; lay aside 
I t  was thou Of the fair ones who didst shatter my name and fame; 

yea, Of a hundred Abrahams the breaker of idols is but one. 
the sword, for here one glance is sufficient. 

Do not 
the difficulties of Love to the leasonable ; utter 

Jan'i9 thy mouth from speech in this garden, for there tile 
the nightingale and the shriek of are one ! ?, 

private 
for here is a public assel'rl'ly. 

is Intox,cated thy love, though he llas win This poem bears a great similarity, both in form and 
nor goblet: here is the Banquet of Love: what place is ther 

to an Ode of unknown authorship of which I printed 
for wine or goblet ? ' the 'pening lines with a verse translation in year 

(4) amongrr 'Iie Per&an~'. The fourth couplet appears to have 
4 ~ - ~ j j _  p 5+.e ( b ~  jl 3 99 dQ+ 

been the well-known Arabic verses of a l - ~ u -  
tanabbiz: 

i * +  0 O a  # o r  r , ~  

, &* * 25 elk ,A.4 'j+ G~IA,:  LI &jiJ 
" O " '  ~ ' 0 L . . O C  

' J 3  dt,Q - '3.9 3 Wl M 9, 

'4 t &*I 3 3 ~  i-*+ dLI 
'J, FA_-- +rLj 9 H A 4  

d* ,, ob "A!& 
r r  0 -  (49 r~ &I 4-i j j- 

c & * . & > J  '45 dflG I p. 501. % Ed- Dieterici, p. 5. 

35-2 
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" O n  t h e  d a y  of part ing  assi ion wore away m y  body with sorrow, 
- 

while separation effected a divorce between m y  eyelids a n d  sleep. * 

[I a m  only] a spirit permeating [a body] l ike a splinter [in leanness], 
n o  longer visible when t h e  wind blows t h e  garment  away from it. 

T h i n  enough is  m y  body, for ~ n d e e d  I a m  a m a n  whom thou wouldst 
n o t  see  if I d ~ d  not  speak  t o  thee." 

This is not an isolated instance of the influence of 
Arabian poetry on Jbmi's Persian a f verse. Thus the line : 

' ~ G l b  jI jj, dd J* 
aj >p! ;11tj Db j l  & & 

" I was of t h e  company of dreg-drainers o n  t h a t  d a y  
W h e n  there war [as yet] n o  t l a c e  of t h e  vine o r  of t h e  vine-planterY 

is, as MirzQ Bihrhz has pointed out to me, almost certainly 
inspired by the celebrated couplet of the great Egyptian 

- 

mystic 'Umar ibnu'l-Fbridl: .. .o - 
cZ~i2 -Aoi&j . . . . &+ 

J O l D d  , . O J  O E  0. 0 

c J ~ ~  ;lir ;I\ Ja ,p G G& 
" W e  drained a dr&ht of'wing t o  t<e memory  of t h e  F r i e n d :  

We were intoxicated therewith e r e  ever t h e  Vine  was  created." 

Of the great Persian lyrical poets who preceded Jdml 
the influence of Said{ and H d f i l  is most noticeable ; and in - 
the verses sometimes known collectively as the Nay-ndma', 
or "Book of the Reed," he has skilfully imitated the style 
and lucidly developed the idea of the Prologue to Jalblu'd- 
Din Rumi's great Mystical Mathnowi. T o  conclude and 
epitomize in one sentence this wholly inadequate account 
of one who, though I decline to regard him as the last great 
classical poet of Persia,was certainly one of the most talented, 
versatile and prolific. In JQmi the mystical and   ant he is tic 
thought of Persia may be said to find its most complete and 
vivid expression; while, though he may have been equalled 
or eve11 surpassed by others in each of the numerous realms 
of literature which he cultivated, no other Persian poet or 
writer has been so successful in so many different fields, and 
the enthusiastic admiration of his most eminent c o n t e m p  
raries is justified by his prolific and many-sided genius 

1 Ed. C h e h h  ed-Dahdah  (Paris, 1855)~ p. 472. 
a S e e p .  514 supra. 
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In the following Index where many reference-numbers occur under one 

heading the more important are printed in Clarendon type, which is also used 
for the first entry under each letter of the alphabet. T o  save needless repe- 
tition, all references to any name common to several persons mentioned in the 
text are brought together under one heading, the individuals bearing this name 
being arranged either in chronological order, or in order of importance, or in 
classes (rulers. men of letters, poets, etc.). The letter b. between two names 
stands for I b n  ("Son of..."), and n .  after the number of a pageindicates a foot- 
note. The addition in brackets of a Roman number after a name or book 
indicates the century of the Christian era in which the man lived or the book 
was written. Prefixes like A b d  ("Father of...") and I b n  ("Son of...") in 
Muhammadan, and de, le, v o n  in European names are disregarded in the 
alphahetical arrangement, so that names like A b d  Sa1fd, I b n  Sin&, l e  Strange,  
d e  Slane, etr., must be sought under S, not under A,  I, L or D. Titles of 
books and foreign words are printed in italics, and an asterisk is prefixed to the 
former when they are quoted at  any length in the text. A hyphen preceding 
a word indicates that the Arabic definite article al-  should be prefixed to it. 

A b l q i  (Mongol f l - ~ h b n ,  xiii), 17-25, 
.. - -. , 4 53, 69, 106, 112, "4, 175 

' ~ 1 ~ s  "the Great," Shih  - (Safawf . . - .  king, xvi-xvii), 3 I 7, 396 
'Abl~is  (murderer of Ulugh Beg, xv), 

3 R f i  
'Abbdsid Caliphs (viii-xiii), 91, 206, 

396, 484 
'Abbisi clan or family of Qazwin, 94 
A6d2 (a class of invisible saints), 

276 and n. 
Abdal Beg (xv-xvi), 417 
'Abdn'l-'Adz b. Ulugh Beg (Tfmhrid, 

XV), 286 
'~bdu' l-chafhr of Lir (disciple of 

Jimi, xv-xvi , 458, 508 
'Abdu~' i-~amid /OitornanSul~bn. xix- 

XX), 107 n. 
'Abdu'llhh. Shaykh - Ansdrl (saint, 

iv-v ,479, 514 ; Amir- of Shiriz 
( x i ;  &fir - (father of S h i h  
Ni'mntu'llih, xiv), 464 ; - b. 
Fadlu'llih of Shiriz (historian, xiii- 
xiv), see WassPf- i -Hadra t  and 
Ta'r ikh-i-wissPf;  Prince - b. 
Ibrihim b. Shih-rukh (Timdrid, 
XV), 387, 429 ; - b. Mir 'Ali (calli- 
gyphist, xv), 395; - Math~rawt- 
gu (known as Hbtiff, xvi), 459 

AbG 'Abdi'llih Muhammad b. Abi 
Bakr b. ' ~ t h m i n :  See Imdmi 

'Abdu'l-Latif, son of the minister 
and historian Rashfdu'd-Din Fad- 
lu'llih (xiii-xiv), 82,84; Priilce:, 
son of Ulugh Beg theTfmlirid (xv), 
82, 84, 386, 387, 388, 390, 429, 
438, 503 

'Abdu'l-Majfd b. 'Izzu'd-Din (Nurhfi 
heretic, xv). See F i r i s h t a i z l d a  

'Abdu'l-Md'min, son of Rashldu'd- 
Din Fadlu'llbh (xiii-xiv), 81; - 
the rhapsodist, put to death (xiv- 
XV), 195 

'Abdu'l-Muqtadir, Mawlawi - (con- 
temporary Indian scholar), 259 n., 
260, 261, 263, 287 n., zg3 n. 

'Abdu'l - Qldi r .  - of Marigha 
(musician, xiv-xv), 191, 3Sq; - 
(? yurhri, xiv), 368 

'Abdu 1-Wahid (name adopted by 
H e r m a n  Bicknell, g.v., xix), 
301-3 .,-- 0 

'Abdu'n-Nabi Fakhru'z-Zambn (bio- 
grapher of poets, xvii), 273 

'Abdu'r-Rahim. - Hurdfi (xiv), 
368 ; - Khin-Khbnin (Akbar's 
general, translator of the Bdbur- 
ndt~za into Persian, xvi), 392 
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~Abdu ' r -Rabmhn.  Shaykh - Fdmi 
(author of old and appxreutly lost 
history of Herdt), 174,43 I ; - (un- 
identified, xv), 494 ; 7 Bey Sheref 
(contemporary Turklsh historian), 
408 n., 411, 412 

'Abdu'r-Razzaq. -Sarbadir ruler 
(xiv), 178; - Kamilu'd-Din of 
Samaraand (historian, xv), 361, 
393, 367,426; 425-430, 4643 4 i3  ; 
- Ldhiji (commentator of the 
Gutshan-i-R~B, xvii), I 48 

Abel-Remosat, 10, 1911. 
Abgliiy (grandfather of Tfmdr, xiv), 

'85 
Abhar (near Zanjdn), 31, 87 
Abfward, 497 
Abkhiz, 85, 122, 490 
Abrahanl, 89, 529-31, 547 
Abulustayn,Battleof- (A.D. 1277)~ 19 
Abyssinia, Abyssinians, 89, 398 
~ c l ~ a e m e n i a u  dynasty, 3 
Adam, 73, 89, 100, 133, 219n., 2451 

335,343 
Adant-?zdma (Hurhfi work), 3743 450 
Aden, 11 1, 327, 398 
Adharbiyjin (Persian province), 43, 

122 n., 146, 'Go, 173, 187, 1923 
194, 264, 27% 3171 321, 3327 3829 
3859 389, 397, 3999 4009 40'9 4023 
406,409,410, 416, 425, 426, 4621 

Adha;; (poet, xiv-xv), 259, 350, 3529 
438, 49i9 4483 502-3 

'Adil Shih, blir - (d. A.D. 142419 
489 

Adriano~le (Turkish Edilrti), 104, 
- 356,370 ' '~dudu'd-  in. -; 'Abdu'r-Rahmin 

b. Ahmad al-Iji (theologian and 
philosopher, xiv), I 59, 170, 276 n., 
356-7 ; - (grandson of Fa$lu'llih 
al-Hurlifi, xv), 366 

Afiq u A@ux (poem by Bushiq, xv), 
350; - (poem by Mahlnitd Qiri  
of Yazd, xv), 351-? 

Afdal-i-Kkht (poet, XIV), 154 
AfGalu'd-Din. Mawlini - (xiii), 

21; Sayyid - Mas'itd (pensioner, 
xiv), 81 

Afghinistin, Afghdns, 64, 107, 122 n., 
rgzn., 161, 175, 193, 379, 393 

'Afifa (daughter of Amir IThusraw, 
xiii), 109 

'Afifu'd-Din of Baghdid (xiv), 83 
Afrdsiyib (Atibek of Luristin, xiii), 

37 

)EX 

Afiica, North -, 92 
Afshir t11be (supporting Shdh Isma'fl 

the Safawi, xvi), 417 
Agra (taken by Bibur, A.D. 152619 

393 
Aha~zg- t -~usrawi in t  (name of a Per- 

slan an),  500 n. 
Ahar, 27, 4 ~ 6  
Ahi (poet of Bibur's time, xvi), 4jg 
Ah11 (poet of Turshiz, xv), 438, 459 
Abrnad. Sultin - Taklidar (hlongol 

11-khin, xii~), 25-6, 27, $31 ; - 
(Muzaffari plcnce of IClrrnan, xlv), 
163, 168, 169, 190; - h. UwaYs 
of the 11-khioi or Jali'ir dynasty 
(xiv), 172, 173,187, 191, 196, 197, 
204, 205, 206, 284, 358, 366, 399, 
400;  - b. Abu Sa'id (Timlind 
prince, xv), 390; Chapel of -, 
504; Sultd,, - (Ottoman, xv~i), 
396; - Xhah Rahmani (of the 
Ueccan, xv 01 xvl), 464 ; Soltdn - 
(governor of Kurd~stin, xv), 401 ; 
- b. Rashidu'd-Din Fadlo'llih 
(governor of Ardabil, xili-xlv), 84, 
86 ; - (Aq-qoyirn~d prince, xiv), 
+04 ; Shnykh - -I-Jim (sa~nt, xi- 
 xi^), 479 ; - Suhrawardi (calli- 
graphlst, xiii), 84 ; - b. Sahl of 
Balkh (geographer, cited in Nur- 
hadu'l- QuLdb, ? xiii), 99; - b. 
Abi 'Abdi'llih (author of the 
Tzbyd~t, cited in the Nuzhatu'l- 
Qz~lzib), 99 ; Qidt -of Dimghbn 
(historian, source of Ta'riRh-i- 
Guztda), 89 ; Khwija - (mer- 
chant, xlv), 84; -of Tabriz (poet, 
author of SilMt7tshdh-nd?na, xiv), 
103 ; - -1-Lur (Hurlifi, assailant of 
Shih-rrtkh, A.D. 1~26) ,  366, 381, 
473 ; Sayyid - Toghiu-oghlu (en- 
voy of 6~611 Hasan to Ottoman 
Sultiu, xv), 410 ; Farfdu'd-Din - 
b. Sa'd at-Taftizini (theologiaa 
and jurist, xv),, 398, -423, 458 t - Declk b. Lutlo l l ih(  lurklsh his. 
torian, xvi~),  384" ; - b. Muh~m. 
mad Nadim (Turkish h~stor~an, 
translator from the Arabic of the 
last wnter's Sahd'tfi~'L-Akhbdr, 
x v ~ i ~ ) ,  384 n. ; ~ r ' -  IChdn (con- 
tempo~ary), 183, 36r 

Ahmad-abid (Gu~eri t ,  Indla), 318 
Ah&, Khwija - Naqshbandi (saint, 

' 

xv), 441 
'kisha (wife of the Prophet, called 

g z t ~ t r a y ~  d), 320 n. 

INDEX 55' 
'A'isha SultQn Begum (Biibur's wife), 

5 5 5  
, 'Ajd'ibu'Z-Ma2hZdgdt ("Wonders of 

Creation" of al-Qaz~4nf, xiii), 64:. 
'Ajd'ibzl'Z-Maqddr fi ahh6dri Ttlnur 

("Marvels ofDestinyin theHistory 
of Timdr," by I b n  'Arabshah,  
p.v., xv), 181, 183, 321 n., 3 5 5 4 ,  

Akbar (the celebrated "Great Mogul 
Emperor of India, xvi-xvii), 3qi, 

xiv), 484; - 'All Qlidijl (astro- 
nomer and philosopher, xv), 386, 
A07 

~ l b u r z  Mountains, 3 16 n. 
Aleppo (Halab), 181, 197, 361, 425, 

4499 464 
Alexander " the Great " (Iskanda'ar- 

i-Rzitnt), 3, 16, 89, go n., 182, 
228, 291 n., 317 n.7 373,5333 536, 
4 4 1  . -<  - 

3929 393 n. ~ l & a n d r i a  (Iskandarij.ya), 53 n. 
Akht Jdq  (antagonist of Mubdrizu'd- ACfiyya [wa] Shapyya (pornographical 

Dfn, xiv), 165 work by Azraqi, xi), 347 and n., 
Akhire t -~ td~ta  (Turkish Huritfi book), 240. 1 4 0  

374-5, 450 
AQhldq - i -JaldZf (by Jalilu'd - Din 

Dawini, xv), 246, 389, 442-4 
Akhldq-i-ICTtlhsint (by Husayn Wi'iz- 

i-Kishiff, xv), 246, 443, 444 
ARhld~ - i- N d ~ i ~ i  (Ily Na~iro'cl-Din 

7'ilsi, xiii), r8 n., 44% 
*Akhldgzb'l-AshrdJ (by 'Ubayd - i -  

Zikini, xiv), 230, 232, 235, 237, 
244-51, 257 

AkhlLt, 188, 192, 401 
AKhtar (the " Star," a Persian news- 

paper published at Constantinoale. - .  ~ . n .  187~-1895)~ 515 n. 
'Akkb (St Jean d'bcre in Syria, 

ravaged by Timdr in A.D. r401), 
rn7 
- 7 1  

Ala T i g h  (or - digh, mountain), 59, 
inz  

Alai&k (son of Gaykhitli, Mongol 
prince, xiii-xiv), 43, 48 

Alamitt (stronghold of the Assassins), 
6, 25, 66, 69, 92, 255 

AZast ("Day of -"), z r g n . ,  307 
and n., 308 

'All'u'd-Dawla. -b. Ahmad Jali'ir 
(xiv), 191; .- b. Ba'ysunqur 
(Timdrid prince, xv), 386-8; - 
BakhtIshih Ghizi (father of Daw- 
l a t shdh ,  q.v., xv), 436 

IAll'u'd-Din. - 'At& Malik-i-Ju- 
wayni (historian, xiii), 20, 22, 24, 
25, 29, 65, 88, 106; IChwdja - 
Hindh (correspondent of Rashi- 
du'd-Din Fadlu'llih, xiii-xiv), 82 ; 
Malik - (correspondent of same, 
xiii-xiv), 85; Sultdn - of India 
(correspondent of same, xiii-xiv), 
85; - Kurt (xiv), 176 ; Khwija 
- Muhammad (fiscal officer of 
Sultdn Abd Sa'fd, xiv), 215 ; - 
(appealed to by 'Ubayd-i-Zikini, 
xiv), 240, 241; - Simninf (xiii- 

" .,. "., 
'Ali. - b. Abf Til ib (fourth Caliph 

of Sunnis and first Imbm of Shi'a, 
vii), 51, 71, 911 2509 255, 510, 
519. 521 ; - Ridi  (eighth Imdm 
of Shi'a, viii-ix), 44,; Shaykh - 
b. Kinjilc (or Kikllsh~k, or Kichik, 
Mongol, xiv), 53 ; Amir - Pbdi- 
shdh (Mongol noble, xiv), 59; 
Amir- (governor of 'Iriq-i- 'Arab, 
xiii-xiv), 80-81, 82 ; - b. Rashi- 
du'd-Din Fadlu'llih (xiii-xiv), g4; 
- Sahl (son of Shaykh Abh Ishdq 
Injh, xiv), 163, 275 n.; - b. 
Uways Jald'ir (xiv), 172 ; - 
Mu'ayyad (Sarbadir, xiv), 178 ; 
- Sultdn Qdchin (retainer of Shih- 
rukh, xv), 366; - T i z  (or Pfr 
'Alf, xv), 381; - Beg h. Qi ra  
'Osmin (or'uthmdn, oftheUWhite 
Sheep" Turkmbns, xv), 404; - 
Qilshji (entitled 'AlP'u'd-Din, 
g . ~ . ,  X V ) ~  386, 407 ; - b. Husayn 
Wi'i4-i-Kdshifi (xv), 434, 441-2, 
4 0 0  

A ~ Y  ' h i  b.Sfnd, 443. See Avicenna  
'Ali-garh (A.-0. M. College, India), 

108, 261 
'Ali-shah. - (rival and enemy of 

Rashidu'd-Din FadIu'lIPh, xiv), 
51-2, 54, 70, 7:; (son of the 
same Rashfd, XIII-xlv), 84 

'Aliyyu'l-A'ld (successor of Fadlu'lldh 
al-RIarhfi, xiv-xv), 371, 374, 451 

Alldhu Akbar, Tang-i* - (defile near 
Shfrdz), 291 and n. 

Allesandri, Vincentio d' - (Italian 
traveller in Persia, xvi), 381 n. 

Almagesf, 18, 502 
" Alumut" (last ruler of Aq-~oyf in ld  

dynasty so called by Italians), 41: 
Alwand Reg b. Y6suf Aq-~oylinlu 

(xv-xvi), 41 7-18 
Amdn-Kith, I 76 
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America, 107 
h i i d  (Uij.6; Bakr), 192, 404 
'Amidu'l-Mulk Sdhib-Dlwrin (patron 

of 'Ubayd-i-ZBkdni, xiv), 235, 2-38 
Amin (poet~ontemporary with Kdtibi, 

xvj; 494 
Amini (poet parodied by Mabnlitd 

QBrf of Yazd), 352 
Aminu'd-Din. - Nasr Mustawfi 

(great-grandfather of Hamdu'llbh 
Mustawfi of Qszwfn, xiii), 87, 96; 
KhnBjjn - (minister of Shaylcll 
Abli IshbqInj6, xiv), 233 ; Sliaykh 
- (7 dentical with preceding), 
275 ; - (poet by Uushiq, 
orobablv identical with Anrtizt 
kentiolled above), 350 

Amir Bev (Ottoman envoy to T j z h  -- . . 
Hasan, xv), qro 

Amir Khusraw of Dihli (poet, xiii), 
10s-10. See under K h u s r a w  

Amlrl, Yilsuf - (poet attached to 
Bhysunghur, xv), 501 

Amurath, a corruption of Murbd,q.v. 
' ~ n a  (in Mesopotamia), 42, 69,,?1, 
Atza'i-Haqg ("I am the Real, 8.8.  
-- 

G O ~ ) ,  *i9g'n. 
Anatolia, 371, 451 
AndakBn, 180 
Andakhitd, 185 
Andalusia, 132 
Angioletto, Giovan Maria - (Italian 

traveller in Persia, xv), 381 n., 
409,411, 412, 4139 416 

Angora (Anqura), Battle of - (A.D. 
740%); 198, 199, 365, 3'50 

*Antszr'l- 'Arifilz (the Gnostics' 
Familiar," by QQsimu'l-Anwir, 
q.v.1, 4731 4823 485 

Aizt~u'l- 'Ashtqh (the " Lovers' 
Familiar," by Qbsimu'l-Anwk, 
!7.".), 475 

Anfsu'l- ' Ushshdq (by Sharafu'd-Din 
=mi, A.D. 1423)~ 462 

Anjou, King RenC of -, 395 
'Atrqd (mythical bird), 136 and n., 

z rhn .  
~ n d o c h  (Antikiya), 81 
Ankharwrln,' Khusralv - (the Sbsb- 

nian. vi). See N ~ s h i r w a n  - - --. -. , -, - 

Anwari (poet, xii), 64, 118, 224, 291, 
35:~ 510, 52s 

Anway-2-Sz~haylt (" Lights of Cauo- 
pus," by E;Iusayn WiLiz-i-Krlshifi, 
xv), 441, 443% 463, 504 

Aq F i g h i  ("White Bull," grandfather 
of Shsykh I-Iasan-i-Buzurg), 171 

Aq-~oydnld  ("White Sheep " Turk- 
iniu dynasty, xv-xvi), 319, 380, 
381, 389, 399, 403-4, 407-9~ 
417, 418, 421 n., 444 

Aq Shamsu'd-Din, Shaykh-(Turkish 
theologian, xv), 41 I 

Aqidb ("Poles," plural of Q2110, a 
class of the R+n'Zu'l-Ghayb, or In- 
visible Saints), 276 n. 

Arabia, Arabic, Arabs, 3-5, 32, 64, 
93, 99, 132. 162, 231 n., 250 n., 
461, 467, 46'5 n. 

Arahla Felix, 164. See Y a m a n  
<'Arabian Nights" (Al f  Layla wa 

Layla), zz r 
Arabic literature produced in Persia, 

62-65 
Ibnu'l-'Arabf, Shaykh Mohyi'd-Dfn 
- (the great mjstic, xii-uili), 63, 
127, 128, 132, 139, 446 ll., 447, 
484, 514 

Ibn 'Arabshdh (historian, xiv), 181, 
183, 185, 197 n., 198, 203, 321 n.) 
355-6 

A_raxes (Aras) river, 187, 192, 196 
A?dytsh-nd??za ( "  Book of Adorn- 

ment" by the poet Mahmdd Qbri 
or Yazd, xv), 352 

Arbil, 191 
Archives (Paris), 10 

Arcturus (Szj~za'K), r 13 
Aidabll, 42, 85, 86, 362, 416, 473, , 

474, 482, 485, 486 
Ardashir. - BdbakLn (founder of 

Sbsinian dynasty, iii), 90 n.; - 
-i-Changi(bfirinshBh'sha~per,xiv), 
19 j u.; - (unidentified, xv), 49+-5 

Argh6n (blongol fl-khin, A.D. 1284- 
9r), 26, 27-34, 37,40, 46, 471 163 

~Arif Hlkmat Bey (Turkish poet, 
xviii-xix), 37 r 

'Arifi (poet of Herbt, xv), 438, 490, 
495-7 

Arik B6qi (brother of WGligd the 
Mongol, xiii), 58 

Aristotle, 18, 443 
Arj[qh,.399 
Armema, Armenial~s, 54, 181, 190, 

196, 201, 406, 489 
Arpa, Arpagrl'fin (Mongol f l-khh,  

58-59, 171, 974 n. 
Arrin, 57, 67 
'Arslt 1m6nta (" Book of the Throne," 

Perstan fIurdff work), 375, 450 
Arzanj&n,83, 188. See also E r z l n ~ b n  
&af (Solomon's minister), 67, 307, 

30% 309 

Asnfi (poet, xv), 438, 458 
'Ashira (unident~fied place in Meso- 

potamia). 81 
Aspari  (doctrine), 301 
*Ashil'afu'l-Lama 'dt (Jdrni's coni- 

mentary on 'Irdqi s Lama'dt. 
4:".)9 132-39 444-7; 512 

Chelebl (biographer of Turkish 
poets). 160 

~ s h a f ,  ~Jik/-i- - (xiv), 170 
Ashraf-i-Na~?~ad-z.rh (poet parodied 

by Mal>mitd QQrf of ITazd), 352 
Asia Minor, 3, 5, 53, 54, 56, 58, 71, 

9% 99, 111, 127, 155, 188, 196, 
357, 397. 4043 40% 479 

'Asjadt (poet, xi), 6 j  
A ~ f l u ' d - D i n  (b. Nasfru'd-Dln Thsi, 

astronomer, xiii), 48; - (judge of 
Shirdz, xiv), 275, 276 

Asir-Ga~h (Burhinphr, India), 289 
"Asmurat " (Italian corruption of 

Murid). A I Z  
~rrdru't-YaAzfl (al-Baydd~vi's com- 

mentary on the Q z L Y ' ~ ~ ~ ,  xiii), 63 
"Assambei" (Italian* corruption of 

Hasan Beg, i.c. U z d n  H a s a n ,  
4-v.), 389, 404 

'*?br (poet of Tabriz, xiv), 159, 328, 
? A d  

~ s t a r d b i d ,  190, 216, 286, 355, 365, 
36%. 31:s 3889 390, 3959 48.89 489 

"Astlb~st~ (I tal~nn corruption of 
Uasht Bihdsht, "the Eight Para- 
dises"). A I A  

~strachan;  3'56' 
Astrology condemned, 86  
Atdbek  (son of Shamsu'd-Din Mu- 

hammad J&i6-Dtwdn, xiii), 28, 
29; - dynasty of Firs, 92, roo, 
rzr ,  274 (see also Sal'gharid) ; - 
of Lur i s tbn ,  g.v., 68, 9;, 189 

Atash-kada ( " Fire-temple, a well- 
known biography of Persian poets 
by Lntf 'AIi Beg Adhar. xviii). - , ,> r r r ,  119, 210, 211, 216, 222, 230, 
258, 274, 321 n., 331 n., 345 

'Ati'u'llih, Mir -of Mashhad (writer 
of Bibur's time, xv-xvi), 458 

Athd?t,lr'l-eldd (" Monuments of thc 
Lands by al-Qazwini, xiii), 64-5 

Athcnmzr?tt (newspaper), 95 n. 
Atliir-i-Awmrlnf (poet, xiii), r 54, 261 
Ibnu'l-Athir (Arabian historian, xiii), 

88, '44 n. 
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Augories from I;Idfiz (fafd'ul), j r  r- 

10  

AUS& (printers, of Hertford), 504 n. 
Austrians (defeated by Mongols a t  

Liegnitz, A.D. I Z A ~ ) .  6 
~ - r - , >  - 

~ v e s l a ; z ~ o  n., 317 n. 
Avicenna (Shaykh Abb 'Alf ibn SfnL, 

x-xi), 443, 522 
Avnik, 192, 196 
'Au~dsim. 81 
'Awff' (N6r~i'd-Din Muhammad, bio- 

grapher. xiii). 6; 
Awhadl of .~a;&h: $och xiii-xiv), 

?r28, 141-6; paro ied, 352 
Awhadu'd-Din of Kirmdn (poet, xiii), 

65, ?128,139-41,473 
Aivibn, 166 
~nrrang-zib 'Alamgir ("Great Mogul'? 

Emperor, A.D. 1659-I~o?), 3 1 ) ~  
Awtdd (a class of the " Invls~ble 

Saints "), 276 n. 
Aydabkn, 171 
Aydin, 192 
Ay IChitGn (daughter of Rashidu'd- 

Din Fadlu'llih), 84 
'Ayn Jdlde' (defeat of Mongols by 

Egyptians a t  - in A.D. 1260), 19 
'Ayntib, 197 
Aywa'nak (near Ray), 194 
Ayy6bi Dynasty, 408 
Azid, Ghuldm 'A11 Khdn - (bio- 

grapher, xviii), 289 
Azraqi (poet, xi), 347 

BdbP H u s a y n  (murderer of 'Abdo'l- 
Latif the parricide in A.D. r4jo), 
386-7 

BQbd Khhf (Shrine of - a t  Shirhz), 
2 7 A  

~ L b i : a n ~ &  (holy man of Andakhitd, 
wiv). r 8 r  

~r - - J  

~ ~ ~ i i - s - ~ a ~ d ~ ~ i  (poet, xv), 43'5,497, 501 
Bibis, 432, 452, 4 9 ,  47? 
Bgbur,  AIfrzi Abu I-QLtm (TimArid, 

d. 1456-719 311% 387, 385, 390, 
421 n., 429; Ghiru'd-Din Mu- 
?fmmad (Tfrnririd, founder of the 

Great Mogul " Empire in India, 
xv-xvi), 184 and note on pro- 
nunciation of the name, 31 1 n., 
38O9 39I-3, 41~-19, 433) 440, 
453-60, 505, 507 

Bbb!~rJ (favourite of Zahfm'd-D{n 
,, C " "  

*Bn'bur-ndma (autobiography of Za- 
hiru'd-Din Bibur), 391-3, 440, 
453-9, 505 n. 
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~ ~ ~ ~ l , ~ l ~ ~ , ~ ~  "Sultan of -," 199, 201 Bnliman Shih (of India, xv), 400 Batnfr, Massacre of - (xiv), 194 Belgian professors at  Cambridge (A.D. 
~ ~ ~ h , j  NhyLn (Mongol general, his Bnhrdnz u G1*Gana'i7n (poem by Bit6 (Mongol prince, xiii), 54, 354 1915)~ 112 n.,' 427. See also 

letter to the Pope), 10 Kitibf, ,xv), 487 Ibn Batdta (Arabian traveller, xiv), Fas th i ,  M u s e o n  
Badakhshin, 388, 390, 393 Bakhshis (Uyghi~r priests and scribes), 47 n., 55 n., 56 n:, 58, 61, 64. Belin (Notice s u r  Mir Ali- Chjy.. ., 
Badakhsht (poet, xv), 438 50, 111, 11% and n. Bdyandari (the " W h ~ t e  Sheepn '1 urk- 1$61)? 391, 439, 506, 508 
Barfdyidu>J.-Sandyiyt' (a work on Rhe- A b d  Bakr.  - (the first Caliph, vii), mgn .dynasty, xv-xvi), 402, 404. Bell, MISS Gertrude Lolvthian - 

by Mir 'Ati'u'llih of Mash- 74, 255 and ".; - b. Sa'd-i-zangf See Aq-qoydnld (Poet?zs from the Divan of Ha&, 
had, xv), 458 ( ~ t d b e k  of Firs ,  xiii), 100; - Bayd'zz"l-*ff!?' (by Rashidu'd-Dfn I 897), 162, 273, 286, 29r, z92, 

Biclchfs, 179, 427 (father of Mubdrizu'd-Din, founder Fadlu'llih, xiv), 77, 79 303-6, 308-1 I 
BadiCuTz-Zaman. - al-Ha~nadhiui of the Muzaifari dynasty, xiii), B g ~ a z f d .  - (of Bisfim, saint and Bengal, 286, 287, 393, 398 

(man of letters, x-xi), 139 n.; - 162 ; - (son of Mirillshih b. mystic), 479; - b. Mubirizu'd- Bernhauer, 156 
b. Abn'l.Ghizi Sultan Husayn Tlmhr, xiv-xv), 362, 3991 40° Din Muhammad, founder of the Beveridge, Mrs - (edition of ~ d 6 ~ ~ -  
(Tim6rid prince, xv-xvi), 399,416, B i k h  175, 368- 4'7 Muzaffari dynasty (xiv), 163; - 

Bala'hakk (Baalljek), 197 
fzdma, 1905)~ 391 

418 b- Sulti11 Uways of the fl-khdni Bianchi, 399 
Badr.  - (poet of Chich or Shish in Baladu'l-'Ayn, 8' Or Jalair  dynasty (xiv), 173 ; - I ,  Biblioth+ue Nationale (Paris), 237, 

Transox~ana, xiii), 106, 110; - Balkh, 108, 4327 456 known as YiIdip,im, the "Thunder- 372 
(po?t satirized by Kitibf, xv), -Balkhi, Ah6 Zayd Ahmad b. Sabl - bolt" (Ottoman Sultin, A.D. 1389- Bicknell, Herman - (translator of 
491-2 

(geographer and author of the 1402)1 1739 196, '198-93 203-6, Hifiz, d. 1875), 283, 290, 291 n., 
Baghdid, 4, 20, 24, 31, 32, 33, 34, Szfi"a""~A!?dzt77z, One of the s657 3999 400; - 11 (ottoman 302-3, 304-7, 309, 3r0 

54, 55, fiO, 62, 66, jo, 78, Sz, 111, sourcesof the Nuzhatu'l-Qulfibs S"lti'1, *.D. 1481-1512), 398 Bihnsm (hls fatal banquet at  
rho, 161, 162, 16qn., 166, 17% q.v.), 99 and n. (wliere " 11 " is twice erroneous~y din,  A.D. 25 n. 
183, 191, 195 n., 196, 197, 204, B a n ,  81, 165 given as "I1I7')1 418, 419, 422, Bihrdz, Mirzi Dhabihu'lldh - of 
zo5, 206, 208, 223, 225, 226,230, Bimiyin, 122 423; Khwija - (HurGff, xiv), S iwa  (contemporary), 541, 542, 
z34, jo, 257, 2 6 ~ ,  263, 264, 284, Banikat (or Fanikatin Transoxiana), 368 548 
z~j,317,357,361,366,368,396, 100a"dn.9320n. , B i ~ a z f d  (Tu~kishfrontierfortress), 188 Bihzid (miniature xv), 4j6, 
399; 402, 4099 5101 5" Bandkafi, Ta'rtkh-i- -, roo-10j. Baybars (al-Maliku'z-Zihir, Sultin of 459, 505 

~ ~ ~ h d ~ d  Khitdn (dar~ghter of the See Ra=~datzc Uli'l-A16db Egypt, xiii), 19 Bijanagar, 398, 429 
ilmfr chbbin ,  xiv), j4, 56, 57, Baadtrr'n-iVaLsh (Arabic name for the -Baydl (the A r a b ~ c  name of Turbai-i- Birjand, 15 j 
58, I i O ?  171 constellationof Ursa Major), 213 n. Saffd in Firs) ,  63 Bisdfi (poet, xv), 438, 50' 

 hid^^ (title assumed by the Mongol Bang (Cannabis Indica or Uashfsh)~ -Ba~d$wf,  Qidi  N&iru'd-Dfn - (com- Bishiri (family or clan of ~ ~ ~ ~ f ~ ) ,  g4 
i l -khin AbG Sa'id in A.D. 1318)~ 150 and n., 151 and n. mentator, historianand judge, xiii), BistAm, s9, r78 
5 3 Bankipore (Library and Catalogues) 63, 88, 100, 101, 272 n. Bitlls, 192 

~ ~ h ~ d , ~ t d , t  (the "Spring-Land," by 108, 109 n., 959 n.9 260, 287 n. B a ~ d &  (Mongol fl-khdn, A.D. 1295), "Blaclc Sheep" Turkmills, see 
Jdmi, xv), 258, 273, 347 n., 436, 293 n.3 3'2 n.7 3'7 ".t 3I9 39-40 QAra-qoyunld 
489! 515 . 1:annB'i (poet, xv), 438, 457,. 458 Bayhaq, 178 Blochet, M. Edgar - (edition of part 

BahLrlu trlbe, 399 Bin6 Jahdn (wife of Mubar~zu d-Dh Ba~¶ard  ('rimfirid prince, nephew of of the JArni'ult-TawArikh, q.u,), 
~ ~ h i ' ~ ' d - D a w l a ,  Bahman Mitzi (Qi-  Muhammad, xiv), 163 Shih-rukh, xiv-xv), 427 74 n- 

jir prillce and bibliophile, xix), Biqir b. Ghiybthu'd-Din Kurt (xiv), Bayrim, Khwija - Bahirl6 (of the Blochmann (Persian prosody, 1872), 
80, 100 11. 177 dynasty of the "Black Sheep " or 514n. 

BahA'u'd-Din. - Juwayni (great- Barandaq (poet of Bukhdrd, xv), 501 QAra-qo~finld,  T.?), 3519 Blue Banner (Lkon Cahun) , 15 
grandfather of ~hamsu'd-Din 1\fu- Birbad (minstrel of Khusraw Parwiz, I B g ~ s u n ¶ u r .  - (Tinlund prince, son Blti.thensanrmb~?~~ aus d. &forgenl. 
hammad Sdfiib-Dtzuin, xii-siii), vii), 267 and n. Of Shih-rukh, xv), 108, 366, 3x0, Hystik (Tholuck, 1825). 147 
zo; - Juwayni (son of the above- Barbara, Josafa - (Venetian envoy - ' 385 and n., 3869 387, 395-6, 400, BZiitcnkranz (Wickerhauser, 1885-8), 
mentioned Sdfid-Dizudn, xiii), zr- to Persia, xv), 3803 399, 404 4% 4279 438, 4539 4739 499-501 ; 542 
22, 29, 119; - Zakariyyi (saint Barbier de bteynard, 431 -. b. Ya'qnb (of the Aq-qoyunlb Bodenstadt (translator of H$fiz, 1877)~ 
of Multi11 and spiritual guide of Bardi Beg (xv), 381-2 or "White Sheep" dynasty, c i r ~ .  

: A.D. I ~ O O ) ,  415 
303 

' ~ ~ i ~ i ,  xiii), 125, 1 7 ~ ;  - Bar-IIebraeus, Abn'l-Faraj - (Chris. Bohemia, 10, roz 
~ l , ~ ~ d  (commonly called Sulfln tian historian alld physician, xiii) Baidiri family o f  Qazwin, g4 Bombay, 231 
W a l a d  or Veled p.v., son of 12, 18, 19 n., 25 n.9 26 n., 27n- Bdzigha (her love affair with Joseph), "Bousaet," "Bonssay7' (ltalian tor- 
Mawlini Jalilu'd-Din Rhmi, xiii), 48 n., 64, 106 n. 532 and n. ruption of A b d  Sa'id, p.v.), 61 
r55 ; - (father of the poet IJifi?, Barmak, House of -, or "Barme " Beard," "Book of the -" ( R f ~ h -  Brahmins, 342 n. 
xlv), 274 ; - Qira 'Osmin (known cides," 2 1 'zdtna, by 'Ubayd-i-Zbkbni, xiv), Britain, British, 102, 183 
as ~ d , . ~  1ltIk, 6 6  the Black Leech," Barq6q (al-Maliku'z-Zih.hir, ruler 0 235, 2.51 British Museum, 367, 430, 445 
of the AT-ToytinLzi, or "While Egypt, xiv), J9I  Bektish, H4:jji - (d. A.D. 1337-8), Brockelmann, Karl - (Gesch. d. ara6, 
sheep fl ~ ~ ~ k ~ ~ ~ s ,  ~iv-xv), 404 Bashril-at-ndma (Turkish Huritfi poe 37 1-21 374, 451 Lift., 1898-rgoz), 63 n., 64 n., 

Bahmall Mirzi, 80, roon. See above by Rafl'i, xv), 3753 449-50 BektLshf order of dervishes, 365, 
370-5, 450-2 

99n.9 3549,3559 3561 357 
llnder Bahl 'u 'd-Dawla Bqra,  81, 85 Brockhaus (ed~torof Hifi?), 299n., 302 
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Rroussa, 199 
Buddhist, Buddhism, 44, 73 
Buhldl (rebellion of -, A.D. 139 j), 

I93 
Bukhiri, 82, 186, 188, 189,234, 238, 

432 
BG16 TimBri (family or clan of Qaz- 

will), 94 
Bulgarian;, 15 
Bulqin IChitdn (mentioned in Rashi- 

du'd-Din's will), 28 
Bdqa', Amfr - (mentioned in Rashi- 

du'd-Din's will), 28 
Boriq (rebellion of -, A.D. 1268-9), 

2 5  ̂
-Bur& (the " Mantle-poemJ' of al- 

Bo~iri), 363 
Burgundy, Dukes of -, 395 
,&whdn-i-/ra'mt' (Persian dictionary), 

35' 
Burhd~z-i-Qritic (Persian dictionary), 

351 ". 
Burbinf (family or clan of Qazwfn), 

0 4 
Burhanpdr, zS9 
BurhBnu'd-Din. Qbaf - (Turkish 

warrior-poet, xiv-xvj, 404 ; Say- 
vid - (father of Mirkhwind the: 
Listoria~i), 432 

Burcjird, 187, 190, 368 
lLBusech" (Italian corruption of Abb 

Saifd,  j.v.), 389, 410, 429" 
ndshanj, I ~ o , ,  175, 186 
~ ~ s h s i q  ( A h  I ~ l > i q ,  parodist of 

S~liriz), 159, 209, zrr ,  257, 299, 
344-51, 3537 492 

-Bu$ri (Arabic poet, author of the 
Bzlra'a), 363 

Busfa'n (of Sa'di, xiii), 16, 354, 529 
Buwayhid dynasty, 91, 522 
Byzantine Empire, 205, 409 

Caesarea (Qay~ariyya), 83, 8 j 
Cahun, Lkon -, 9 n., 14, 15 
Cairo, 42, 196, 356, 357 
Calcutta, 216 
calf ,   olden -, 35, 36 
Caliph, Caliphate (IcXalifa, XhiZfal), 

5, 62, 73, 74, 90, 9'7 927 !O'y 
267 n. See also under 'Abbaslas, 

- - 
Calmncks, 3 4  
Canibay, 398 
Cambaluc (IChin-biligl~, i .e. Pekin), 

397 
Cambridge, 112, 162, 367, 368, 3731 

427, 43011.3 4409 4431 445, 4g6 

I .  

) 

I INDEX 
1 Chronolo.gcalRtlrosprd (Major David 

I Price, 1811-zr), 196 and n. 
Chdbin, Amfr-(xiv), 51-56, 59, 60, 

170. 1 7 1  , . -,- 
Churches destroyed by orders of 

Ghbzin (circ. A.D. 1295), 40 
Churchill, Sidney - (rare Persian 

books acquired by -), 95, 300 
Clarke,Col. H. Wilberforce- (transla- 

torof Hifiz,etc.),zgg, 300, 302,303 
C F j o ,  Ruy Gonzalez de - (Span~sh 

ambassador to Tfmhr, A.D. 1404- 
5)9 199-201 

Clement.  Pope - IV, 19; Pope - - - " 9  49 
Cologne (mentioned by the historian 

Banikati, xiv), roz 
"Como" (Italian corruption of Qum,  

4.v.'.), 389 
Comneni, 407, 408-9 
Compass, invention of -, 15 
Constantinople, 64, 199, zor, 203, 

206, 231, 257, 367, 368, 37% 399, 
4053 409, 413, 4!9 

Contarini, Ambros~o - (Venetian 
envoy to Persia, xv), 380, 406 and 
n., 410 

Copts, era of the -, 89 
Cordier, M. Henri - (edition of 

Odoric of Pordenone), 61 n. 
Crusades, 8 
"Corlumameth " (Italian corruption 

of O g h d r l d  M u b a m m a d ,  q . ~ . ) ,  
410 

D a b f r l n  (family of Qazwfn), gq 
Dah Fasl (by 'ULayd-i-Za'kbni, xiv), 

2371 252 
Dnh W a ~ l  (by Mahmdd Qirf of Yazd, 

xv), 352 
Dahha'k (legendary tyrant of Persia), 

250 
Dalmatia, 6 
Dimid  Ibrihfm Pasha (xviii), 384 n. 
Damascus (Dimashq),'.+~, 42, rza, rzS, 

181, 197, 3559 356, 3573 425, 462 
Dbmghdn, 81, 190, 368, 388 
Dinishmand Bahidur (general, xiii), 

156 , -  
Dante compared with Hifiq, 292-3 
Dbra'bjird, 356 
Darband, 175 
Darby (translator of Petis de la Croix's 

L5fc of Tfmlir into English, 1723)~ 
161 

~a;iu"s (Diri). - IFystaspes, 405 ; 
the last -, 228, 229 

Darr ib ,  Sayyid Amir Hij j i  - (xiv), 
164 

~dru'>-Aytlim (in Shfriz), 444 
Dd~z~'s/l-Shz,fld (in Shiriz), 166, 355 
DBru's-Siyddat-i-Ghn'zdnf (at hi- 

wa's), 83 ; - -i-SzrICdnl(at Herit), 
504 

Dasht, 35: 
Dasldv-aama (by Niziri), 155 
David's melodious voice, 500 
David Comnenas, 408 
Davy, Major - (xviii), 184 
Dawa'n (in Firs), 444 
"Dawlatshhh. - (ruler of Kirmdn, 

xiv), 166; - b. Bakbtishih of 
Samarqand (author of the well- 
known Biography of Poets, xv), 
40% 47, 72, 108, rogn., 111, 
175 n., 11811.~ 119, 141, 188,209, 
210, 211, 2153 222, 223, 224, 230, 
258, 259, 262, 263, 265, 272, 273, 
274, 282, 311 n., 321, 331 n., 344, 
3459 346, 347, 362, 363,382,383- 
49 4347 436-73 4399 453, 459, 
487 n., 488, 489, 49' ".r 497, 498, 
499-5019 505, 508 

Daylamis, 91. See B u w a y h i d s  
Deccan, 285, 464 
Defremery, 64 n. 
Delhi. See Dihli  
Deluge, era of -, 89 
Despina.  - (daughter of Michael 

Palaeologus and wife of AbAq6 
Khan the Mongol fl-khin, xiii), 
18 ; - (daughter of Kalo Joannes 
and wife of Ozdn Hasan, xv), 
407 

Abii Dharr, traditions of -, 514 
Dhu'l-Figdr ('Ali's sword), 467, 468 

and n. 
Dhu'l-Qadar (one of the nine tribes 

supporting Shih Isma'fl, A.D. 

'500)~ 4'7 
Dhu'l-Qadari dynasty (xv), 401 
Dieterici (editor of al-Mutanabbi), 

347 n. 
Dihlf, 107, 108, 181, 183, 194, 358, 

391: 393 
Dilshad.  - Kha'tGn (daughter of 

Dimashq  Khwhja, q.v.), 55. 58; 
171, 172, 260, 262; - Agha 
(Timlir's wife, xiv), 186 

DimashqKhwija (sonof Amfr Chdbin. 
xiv), 54, 55; 170 

Dfwa-Mahall? 398 
~ i w d n - i - k l h a  (by Mahmdd Q5ri of 

Yazd, p.u.), 3 5 1-3 



558 IN1 
*Dhvifn-i-At'i911a (11 BusQPq of 

ShirPz, q.v.), 3 4 1 5 i  
Diwdnu'rt-Nasa6 (source used by 

author of Ta'rtkh-i-,Gzrzida), 88 
Diydr Bakr (formerly Amid), 84, 92, 

192, 400, 402, 404, 406,407, 408, 
417, 418 

Divku'd-Din (Timi's son), 514 
fiGrui, 83, r9; 
Dol?~zefsch (suggested Turkish etymo- 

logy), 9 n. 
Dominican archbishop of Sultit~iyya 

(xiv), 54 
Doqdz Khithn (wife of Hhligd Khbn, 

xiii), 18, 52 n. 
Darn, Bernard -, zron., 426 
Drink, indulgence in - by Tartars, 

24, zoo, 391, 406 ; laws against -, 
535 58, 277-8 

Dughlit, Mlrzi Ilaydar - (consin of 
Bihur and author of Ta'rikh-i- 
Rashidi ,  g.v.),,392, 453 

Dulafi (clan or fam~ly of Qazwin), 94 
Dur-duzd, Mawlind 'Ali - (poet 

parodied by BushQq and Mahm6d 
QW, 3509 352 

Ebujc-?iyP Tevf iq  (Abu'd-Diyb 
Tawfiq) B e y  (Turkish man of 
letters and printer, xix-XX), 231 

E d w a r d  King of England. - I, 
11, 19; - 11, 11, 12, 49 

Egypt, Egyptians, 11, 19, 20, 41, 42, 
44, 49, 51, 53, 54, 56, 709 85. 869 
92, 106, 127, 162, 1 6 ~ n . ,  170, 
173, 191, 197, 1999 205, 206,312, 
329, 365, 396, 3979 3999 4009 401, 
404, 405, 414,466, 468, 469 

"Elephant," "Year of the -;' 89 
Eleutherius, Pope -, 102 
Elias, N. - (cl. 1897), ~ p n . ,  364n., 

392 n. 
Eliot, Sir Charles -, 433 
Elliot, Sir H. - (Hislory of India), 

107, I I O  
Ellis, A. G. -, 174, 179 n.,.430 
Elphinstone (Z?isto?-y of I t~d la ) ,  454 
Enlessa. See H i m ?  
England, English, 6, 43, 44, 102, 107, 

395, 
E r a ,  11-khini -, 45; others em- 

ployed by different peoples, 89 
Erdmann, Dr  Franz von -, 224, 225, 

226 
Erskine, W. - (historian of India), 

364 n., 392 n,, 393 and n., 419 n., 
454 

IEX 

Er-To~hr i l  (ancestor of the Ottoman 
Sultins), 205 

Erzeroum, 158, 196, 199 
Erzinjbn, 188, 196, 404, 408. See 

also ArzanjPn 
EthC, D r  IIerrnann - (d. June 7, 

1917)~ 68 n., 103, 302 n., 515 n., 
53' ". 

Euclid, 18 
Eupbrates (Eiz~rdt), 42, 69, 81, 8+, - -  

379? 408, 412, 511 n. 
Eupht~lsts, q61 
Europe, Europeans, 89, 395 
Eve (Uamwd), 334, 335 
Evil Eye (rue or pepper burned for 

protection against -), 229 n. 

F a c e t i z  (Hazaliyydt) of 'Ubayd-1-' 
Zbkani, q.v., 231, 238 

Abu'l-Fa511 of SQwa, Mirzi - (physi- . 
cia11 and xwiter, xix), 540 

I;n<?i/at-,rttnta (IIurdlf work), 450 ' 

Fadlu'llPh. - al-Husayni (author : 
of aL-Muyam 3 Alhdri Mzrlbk2l- 
'Ajanr, xiii-xiv), 68; - (author I 

of Jdmi'u't- Tawdrikh, xiii-xiv), 
see under Rashidu'd-Din ; -al- 
1;Iurlifi of Astaribbd (heresiarch, 
xiv), 190, 365-374,.4.49, 451!,479; : 

- of Tabriz (phys~c~an to 1 ~mdr, 
xiv-xv), zoz ; -, Mir - (courtier 
of hlalpn6d Shdh Bahmani of the' 
Deccan, xiv), 285 

Fahln~u7$ydt (poems in dialect), 352 
F a k i h a t u ' Z - K a  (by Ahmad ~ b n  

~ A r a b s h a h ,  g.v., xiv), 356 
*Fnkhrt, Kitabu'l- - (xiv), 4-5 
Fakhri-i-Baniltatf (historian and poet, . ~ 

xiv), 100-103 
Fakhri-i-JurjQni (poet, xi), 65 
Fakhrujd-Din.  Monastery of Shakh 

-, 28 ; - Icurt, Malik - (xiv), 
$1, 50, 150-1, 174% 176; - :: 
Irdql (g.v., poet, xiv), 63, 124-39, 

1749 321, 344, 35% 4459 446, --. 
512 ; - Abu'l-'Abbis Ahmrd-i- - 

Shirizi (author of the Shirdr- :. 

ne'nra, xiv), 360-1; -, Khwd'a 
- 

- (correspondent of Hurfifis, rivj; - 
- 'Ajami (Persian Mufti of Con. 
stantinople, xv), 370; - 'AH b. 
EIusayn Wi1iz-i-Kishifi (poet, 
preacher and biographer, xv-xvi), 
441-21 5043 509 

Fakhru'l-Mulk Shamsu'd-Dawla (pa- 
tron of the poet Imdmi, xiii), 117, 
118 and n. 

INDEX 
Fdl-ndma (table for taking auguries), Fath-+blid, Gardell of -, 83 

235, 312-15 Fatalism (Hifi? charged with -), 
Falconer, Forbes -, 516, 523 n., 527 301 and n. 
Fin1 (Persian fakhal/us of M i r  'Ali Fath-'Ali Sulfin b. Imim-qult Khin, 

S h i r  NawP'i, q.v.). i;o: 318-10 ,, " " 
Faqr-ndma ( ~ u r 6 f i  work), 450 
Farbh, 17s. 186 
Farajulll&' (son of the Srihib-Dfwdn 

Shamsu'd-Dill Muhammad-i-Ju- 
waynf? xiii), 29 

Abu'l-Faraj, Gregorius - b. Ahriln 
(physician and historian). See 
B a r  H e b r a e u s  

Akhh Abi'l-Faraj of Zanjbn (saint, 
xi), 426 and n. 

Farghina, 380, 393, 418 
Farhid,. 328, 329, 547 
Farhddi~rd. 178 

Ibnu'l-Firid,   mar- (Egyptian mys- 
tical poet, xii-xiii), 133, 514, +48 

Farld-i-Ahwal (" squint in^ Far~rl." 
poet, xiv), 1g4 ' - 

Faridu'd-Din.  - 'Attbr (mystical 
Poet, xiii), 88, 344, 350, 352, 435, 
479, 505; Qddi - (envoy of 
Bayazfd " theThunder-bo1t"to Tf- 
mdr),zoj;--Ahmad b.SaCdu'd-Dfn' 
at-Taltbzinf. See under A h m a d  

Farmin-IChdnd (daughter of Rashf- 
du'd-Din Fadlu'llih, xiv), 84 

Farrukh (ode of Ijifiz addressed to 
-1, 301 

Farrulch YasQr (king of ShtrwAn, c. 
A.D. 1500), 417 

Parrukhi (poet, xi). 6r( 

410, 444 
F i t s - n d n z a - i - N k ,  162, 165 n., 

168 n., 274 n., 275 n., 357 and n. 
Fbryib, 17.5 
~ a r ~ d r n a d i z 1 2 ,  215 
FasQ (in Firs) ,  168 
Fasthi of Khwdf (author of the rare 

MujnraZ, or Compendium of his- 
tory and biography), 28 n., 29, 
+on., 67 n., 112 and n., 150 and 
n., 151-2, 174 and n., 195 n., 
210 and n., 211, 214-rj, 224, 
230, 282 n., 283, 354 n., 365, 
424 n.3 425, 426-8 

~ b $ l - ~ a < h  Ibrihim b. Shlih-rukh 
(d. A.D. 1434-5), 385 n. 

Rdti&atzl'sh-SAa6db (Jimi's first Di- 
w h ,  compiled in AD. 1479-go), 
ere 

F' ' afil;?d Caliphs, 92, 154 
-Fawd'idu'd-&d'tyya (Arabic gram- 

mar compiled by Jimi for the use 
of his son), 5 14 

Fay@-ndma (Turkish Hurliff work), 
450 

FertC, M. -, 231, 235 
Filwdgdshin (clan or family of Qaz- 

win), 94 
Fiott-Hughes (collector of Oriental 

nrss.). 226 
Firdg-nAtua - (by Salmin-i-SAurajt, 

xiv), 261 
Firdawsi, 65, 89, 95, 104, 108, 224, 

2593 316 n.3 348, 350, 385, 510, 
532, 541. See also S h P h - n l m a  

Fire-arms, invention of -, I4 
Fire-worshippers. SeeGabr, Guebre,  

Magian ,  Zoroas t r ian  
Firiddn Bey (Ahmad FiridGn Tawqi'i, 

'I'urkish writer and official, com- 
piler of a great collection of State 
Papers known as Mz~nsM'df, xvi), 
203-6, 398 and n., 400, 401 and 
n., 407, 409-11, 422-3 

Firishta, Muhammad Qisim - of 
~staribdd.dhistorian of India), 246 

Firishta-zida ('Abdu'l-Majfd b. Fi- 
I-ishta 'Izzu'd-Din, Hurdff heresi- 
arch and authorof the'lshg-ndnra), 
3779 4.51 

Firuzdbdd (in Firs), 357 
-Firbzdbidi, Ahd Tihir  Muhammad 
- (l~xicographer, xiv-xv), 357-8 

Ffrhz-Kuh, 175, 193, 368 
Fish supporting the earth (mdhf or 

savzahl. I 11 

~ i t z ~ e r a l d ,  Eudward -, 304, 516, 
523v.5247 526 

Fitzwllllam Museum, Cambridge, 162, 
160 

~lerscher,  156, 328 
Florence, 292 
Florin, Turkish -, 423 and n. 
Fliigel, 88 n., 367 n. 
Forbes, Duncan -, 529 
"Four" (i.e. the Four Elements), 248 
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France, French, 6, 9, 10, 395 
Franciscan envoys to Mongol court, 

'9 
Franks, 73, 74, 101, 200, 205- See 

also E u r o p e a n s  
Frazer, Sir J. G. --, 474 
Friesland, 6 
~ n d h l i  (Fuzilli, Turkish poet of Bagh- 

'did,' xvi), 441 
Furdghi (Muhammad Husayn Khdn 

ZuRd'tr'Z- Afzdlh, contemporary Per- 
sian poet and historian), 383 

FusrSstl'l- flihant (by Shaykh M u -  
hLi'd- in ibnu'l-'Arabi, Y.v.), 

G a b r  (Guebre), 38, 39, 541. See also 
M a g i a n s ,  Zoroastrians 

Ganja, 122, 326n., 535, 53F 
Galy.-ntt?~a (Turkish 1;lurufi bonk), 

450 
Ganlin, M. Jalcs- (editor of fiz'dkh- 

i- G~[atda), 94 
Garm-slr, 52 
G a w l ~ a ~  Shid  Khitdn (or - Aq&, XV) , 

388, 389, 41% 428 
Gaykh5til(Mo11golIl-k!1an,A.D. 1291- 

-5 ) ,  31, 37-9, 43, 163 
Gayl (G@l, Gtl), 480, 481 
G d i k  Ahnlad Pasha (tutor to the 

Ottoman Prince Mustafd, xv), 411 
G61. See above under Gayl  
Genon, zor 
Geoffrey cle Langley (English envoy 

to Ghdzbn's court), 44 
Georgia, Georgians, 9, 85, 160, 188, 

190, 192, 197, 199,3629 406,4093 
4i4, 5b3 

German, Germany, 6, 542; German 
Emperor, 107 n. 

Ghariistin, 175 
 ha& (Egypt), 19 
Ghizdn (Mongol 11-khdu, A.D. 1295- 

1304)~ 17, 27, 40-46, 47, 48969s 
70, 72, 73, 749 769 829 839 841 
101, 104 n., 1 6 ~ ,  176, 275, 361 

Ghizbniyya (suburb of Tabriz), 46, 

7 9  Ghazan-lrd~~a (by Ahmad of Tabriz, 
xiv), 103 

Abu'l-Ghdzi Sultirn Wusayn b. Man- 
s&[ b. ~ a ~ ~ a r i  (Ttmdrid prince, 
xv-xvi), 380, 390-1, 395, 396, 
399, 400, 410, 412, 418, 421-2, 
430-1, 433, 434, 43% 439-4Or 
443, 453, 455-9, 487 "-1 505, 506, 

Ghazna, Honse of --, 73, 74, I, 3 8 0  
-Ghazzill, Shaykh Muhamma]- (XI- 

xii), 479; shaykil Ahmad -, 
I35 n. 

Ghibellines, 399 
Ghiy i thu 'd  - Din. - Muhammad 

Sim (king of Ghhr, d. A.D. 1202), 
174, 179 ; - Kurt ruler of Her6t 
(d. A.D.  1329), 55, 57, 176-71 
179; - Ptr 'Ali Kurt (grandson 
of the preceding), 57, 179, 186; - 
(Muhammad b. Rashidu'd - Din 
Fa+lu'll5h (minister and patron ot 
letters, pnt to death in A.D.  1336), 
56-7, 58-99 71, 83, ,84, 87, 1031 
226, 261-2 ; - H ~ J J I  Khur6sinf 
(ancestor of the Muzaffari dynasty, 
xui), 162 ; - b. Sultbn Iskandar 
( k ~ n g  of Bengal and correspondent 
of the poet Hafiz, xiv), 286-7 ; 
Alnlr - ( I  Ir~rlirf poet), 373; - 
Naqqis11 (uv), 397 

Ghdch Htisayn b. Ankir Chdbin (xiv), 
170 

Ght~ldm 'Ali K h i n  Azdd (author of 
the ~hzza'lza-i-'Amira, xviii), 289 

Ghdr, 152, 155, 176; kings of -, 
9'9 '79 

Ghuri, Amfr - (SarbadBr, xiv), 180 " Giansa," 389. See Jahdnshdh 
Gibb, E .  J. W. - (Torkish scholar, 

d. I ~ O I ) ,  156, zron., 354, 368n., 
369, 370, 3921 399% 404n.t 42% 
423, 426, 441 n., 449, 4.50, 539 

Gibbon (author of the Declzne and 
Fall), 202-3 

Gibbons, Professor H. A. -, 198, 
401 n. 

Gilin, Gil, 49, 416, 429, 4.73, 479, 
481, 482. Seealso Casplan pro- 
vinces, Gayl  

Gird-i-Kith (stronghold of the Assas- 
s ~ n s ) ,  368 

Gobmeau, le Comte d e  -, 103, 4'5 
de Goeje, 88 n., gg n. 
Gog, 16 
Golden Horde, 57, 354 
Gomez de Salazar (member of Spanish 

mission to 'Simhr, xv), I99 
Gonzalez de Clanjo (Spanish ambas- 

sador to Timur), 199-201. See 
Clavijo 

Gothland, 6 
Gottwaldt, 88 n. 
Government service to be avoided, 38 
Graf (editor of Sa'di's Bustdn), 16 n., 

529 n. 

, 

INDEX 
Greece, Greek, 3, 89, 405 
Gregory X, Pope -, 19 
Griffith, R. T. H. - (translator of 

Jdmi's YdsufwaZulay&hd),5 1 6 , s ~  I 
Gddarz (rebel at Sirjin, xiv), 192 
Guebre (xnbr), 38, 39, 541. See also 

Magians,  Zoroas t r ians  
Guelphs, 399 
de Guignes, 382 n. 
Gujllaume d'Ada (archbishop of 

- Sultbniyya, xiv), 54 n. 
Gujarit, 318, 398 
Gulandim, Muhammad - (compiler 

of the Df'wdiz of Hdliz), 252, 283 
Gulbarga, 398 
Gulzstdrc (of Sa'di), 16 n., 401 n., 

4369 515 
Gulistdn (place in Caucasia), 417 
"Gz~iJ-/mrz-i-A'/iz ( I L  Rose-garden of 

Mystery "1, 146-9, 300, 471 n. 
GtugLll, 190, 355, 390 .  Sce also 

~ s t a r d b d d , ' ~ u r j h n  
Gurjistin (Georgia, p . ~ . ) ,  188 
l Gdy ZL Chwgdrz ('I Ball and Polo- 

stick," a puem by 'Arifi, xv), qg j-7 

Habib-i- '6di  (favourite of Mirinshih 
put to death by Tin~dr), 195 

Habib, Mirzi - of Isfahin (xix). 

- ,  
arnlr, xvi), 39 n., 40 n., 41, 60 n., 
171 I]., 174, 255, 264, 273, 282n., 
2839 331 n.9 353 n.9 3549 366,385, 
389, 421, 428 n., 429,430 n., 432, 
434, 460, 488 n., 503, 505 

@adfyaft~'l-&kqtyaf (by SaniY of 
Ghama), 141 

Haditha. 81 
~ a d i y y a  ~ a l i k  (daughter of Rashf- 

du'd-Din Fadlu'llLl~), 84 
Hi f iz .  Muhammad Shamsu'd-Din 
- of Shfrdz (the poet, xiv), 108, 
159, 161, 166, 170, 188-9, 207, 
209, 211, 225, 238, 243, 258, 
259". , 260, 269 n., 27r-31g132o, 
325, 3 4 8 ~  35% 3529 354, 356, 357, 
4359 444, 4951 4989 508, 510,. 544, 
548; tomb of - (&'df;?zyya), 
3 I I, 318-9 ; - b. Ghiy5thuJd-Dfn 
Kurt (xiv), 57, 117-8 ; - Abrh 
(historian, xv), 424-6, 430 ; - 
(minstiel of Shfriz), 328; Darwish 
- (copyist, xv), 225 

*RaftAwrang (the Sad'a, Septet, or 
"Seven Thrones" of Jimi, xv), 
515, 516 
B. P. 

Waft Biy&z'avd% (the I' Seven Bro- 
thers, the constellation of the 
Great Bear)," 213 n. 

*Waft IyZirn (the " Seven Climes," a 
geographicalandbiographical work 
by Amfn Ahmad-i-Rizi), III,  141, 
142, 153, 210, '211, 216, 222, 223, 
230,258,274, 331 n., 345,362,363 

Haithon (Armenian historian), 25 n. 
'Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalid (hz6d), 367 
*Ibnn'l-Hijib (Arabic grammarian, 

author of al-Kayya), 514 
Hij j i  Reg b. Amfr Chdbin (xiv), 170 
IILjji author TChalifa of (Turkish the Kashh'g.-Zunzh:), bibliographer, 

88 n., 367 n. 
Hakluyt Society, 6n., 8, 381, 399 n., 

4oqn., 405 n., 407, 416n. 
15alldj (wool-carder). See B u s h d q  

(AM Isk~drl) of Shfrdz, who lol- 
lowed this trade 

&dI-nd?~za ("the Book of Ecstasy") 
of ~Arifi, 495-7. See also ~ d y  
d C h a w g i n  

"Halul," 413. See Khalil,  of which 
this is an Italian corruption 

Hama (in Syria), 197 
Hamadin, 25, 39, 69, 85, 125, 193, 

403, 424 
Ijamdu'llbh Mustawfi of Qazwin (his- 

torian andgeographer), 56,87-100, 
234, 231 n. 

IJarnldl dynasty, qor 
von Hammer, 68, 156, 347 n., 436 
Hammer-Purgstall, 147, 401 n. 
Hamza b. Qara 'Osmin ((Uthmin} 

Aq-qoydn16 (xv), 404 
Hanaf i .  sect, 46, 50, 97, 98 ; clan 

or famlly of Qazwin, 94 
Hanbali sect, 301 n. 
gaptqat-ndma (Turkish Hur6fi book), 

450 
@iaqqu'L Yadn (by MahmSld Shabis- - - 

, tart, xiv); 149-150 
@a?*amayn, SuZfifnu'l- - (title as- 

sumed by Egyptian rulers, xiv), so5 
Harqadiq (Mongol general, xiv), 48 
Hartmann, 516 
Hdrdn.  - ar-Rashid ('Abbirsid Ca- 

liph, ix), 21 ; Sharafu'd-Din - b. 
Shamsu'd-Din Muhammad &+jib- 
Dfwa'n (xiii), 2-21 

g a s a n .  The Imim - b. 'Alf b. ~ b i  
Til ib (vii), 90, 91 ; Shaykh - b. 
Pusayn Jalb'ir or Ilkdni (11-Khini) 
called B u z u r g  ("the Great." d. 
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208, 260, 261, 262, 264 ; Ilisn Kayf (fortress), 408 
Shaykh - b. Timdrtish b. Chdbin Iiit,  81 

called Kdchak  ("the Little," d. 
A.D. 1343), 59, 60, 170-2; b. H 0 ~ t l l  

Uways b. Shaykh - i-Buzurg 19 
(killed A.D. 1382), 172, 3" ; --b- 
&Ali Beg b. Qira 'Osn~au ('Uth- H O  
min) Biyandari or Aq-qoYbn16 
(A.D. 1453-77), 4029 403; see 
f izdn  H a s a n ;  -rAlIJ b. Jahin- 
shih (xv), 402, 403, 408, 409,410; H 
-i-Sabbih (founder of the Assas-  
s ins ,  p . ~ . ,  xi), 66 ; Amir - of 
Dill11 (poet, xiv), 106, 108, 293, 
350, 352, 491, 498; Shaykh-i- 
Jyri (XIV), 21'-12; Sayyid - of 
Tlrmldh (parodied by Mahmhd 
Qgri of Yazd), 35%; Khwi.ja - 
and Shaykh - (correspondents of 
~ ; l ~ ~ & r [ ~ ,  xiv), 368 ; 1,Iijji M(yz8 
- of ~ d r ~ - n d n r a - t - N ~ f ~ t r t ,  
xix), 162 

Hasht Bihisht (a garden near Tabriz, 
the " Astibisti" of the Venetian xiv), 152-4, 329, 352 

travellers), 41-4 
Humayri ('A'isha, the Prophet's wife, 

HAtifi (nephew of J imt and poet, wi). 
so called), 320 

459 
Humbydn (" Great Mogul" Emperor 

Hitim-TB'i, 276, 383 
of India, xvi), 391, 393, 4 1 8 ~ 4 1  

uaydar.i-$afa~i, Jhaykh - (xv), 407, Bu?zdy wa Hu?jzdrin (poem & ' 
414, 416, 417". 

Khwij6 of Kirmin), 226 

Haydar of sh i r i r  (poet, xiv), 323-4 
Hungary. Hungarians. 6 9  

HaYdal-ibid codex of the Bkbur- Wurmuz, 47, 193: 238. 285, 2901 397 

~zdrna, 391 
Hlirr b. Yazid-Ii~yLhf, 87 

Ha&rrsp dynasty in Luristin, 37 
Hurbfisect (x~v), 190,365-75, 449-52, 

Hebrews. See J e w s  
H~~~~ the pious, Duke of Silesia, 6 
Herit, 41, 49, 50, 55, 57, "59 152, 

161, 163, 173, 175, 176, 178,179, 
180, 186, 208, zro, 354, 355 n., 
362, 366, 380, 382, 384, 3879 38% 
390, 393, 397, 402, 4 ~ 8 ,  427, 422, 
424, 425, 427-32, 455, 4579,462, 
464,473,488, 500,5?17 jo3'5069507 

Hertford (Oriental prlntlng at  -), 
443, 444 

Hiau~aiha, 523 
~ i d i ~ ~ t  (takhallrd~ of RidQ-q~li KhLn 

~ i l g - b i ~ h f ,  xix), 432. See R i d l -  
quli KhAn 

f&'~Ya~.md~a (Persian Hurlifi book), 
450 

EIil61I (poet, xv-xvi), 459 
1:Iims (Emcssa), 41, 197 
Hindds, 193 
I-Iindushih (poet, xiii), 22 

lbn Hishim (biographer of the Pro- 
phet), 88 

INDEX 
, - -  

pusayni, Amfr - of Khnrisin (ques- Ilminsky (editor of the B&ur-ndnm), tio~ier of Mahmdd-i-Shabistari, 391 
4, 147 'Imadu'd-Din. -RapiA("the Juris- 

u 'Zshy (" Beauty and Love," a 
cons~llt." poet of Kirmin, xiv), poem by Kbtibf, xv), 487 
159,209,211, 258-g,zSo,~81, 325, Hyde, Thomas - (xviii), 303 
348, 350,,352 ; - Nasfmi (Nesfmf, Hyrcania, 390. See A s t a r i b i d ,  
the Turklsh Hurbfi poet, xiv-xv), G u r g i n ,  J u r j l n  368. See N a s i m i  

Ibnu'l-Athir (Arab historian, xiii), 6, 
12, 88, 14411. 

I b r l h i m .  Shaykh Sadru'd-Din - 
al-Hamawi (xiii), 40; ShaykhIbri- 
him al-Jnwaynt (xiii), 40 n. ; 
Khmija - b. Rashidu'd-Din Fad- 
lu'llih (xiv), 52, 71, 83, 84, 86;  
Mirzii - Sultiin b. Shih-rukh 
(xv), 364,387, 500 ; - b. 'Ali'n'd- 
Dawla b. Biysunqur (xv), 388; 
Sulkiiti - L6dt of Dihlf (xvi), 39.3; 
- (brother of Shdh Isma'il-i-Sa- 
fawf, A.D. ISOO), 416; 
Shaykll - of bhfrwin (xv), 488 

Iconium, 63, 127. See also Qonya  
fdijf, Sultin - (put to death, A.D. 

'29')9 33 
Idol-temples destroyed in Persia by 

Gh6zin (A.D. ~ z g j ) ,  40 
' j d t r ' ~ - ~ ~ f u ,  349 and n. 
Iftikhiri, clan or family of Qazwfn, 93 
Iftikhiru'd-Din, Malilc Sa'id - Mu- 

hammad b. Abd Nasr'(xiii), 93,115 
f j  (place in Firs), 356, 357 
IkhtiyLru'd-Din, castle of -, 366 
fldaci or Ildonchi, 1 hornas - (Mon- 

gol envoy to E d n w d  I1 in A.D. 
1307)~ 11 and n., 49 

i l - ~ h A n s .  This title 1s properly ap- 
plied to the Mongol successors  
of  HdlAgd K h a n ?  whose history 
is contained in ch. I (1-61), but it 
is also sometimes applied to the 
dynasty founded by S h a y k h  H a -  
san-i-Buzurg,  more correctly 
called Jal l ' i r  or i l k i n i  (170-3). 
The references to the former are : 
15, 17, 18, 20, 271 44, 45, 49, 50, 
58, 7x9 741 833 87, 92, 172, 205; 
to the latter: 160, 161, 170-3, 
208, 260, 261, 262, 401: On the 
forms 11-Khlnf and I l k i n i  see 
especially 171 ; but it is to be 
noled that in the received text of 
H i 6 2  (ed. Rosenzweig-Schwan- 
nau, vol. iii, p. 8) the former title is 
applied to the grandson of Shaykh 
Hasan-i-Uozurg 

Imims, the Twelve - (vii-ix), 91. 
See also under 'Ali, vasan, 
H u s a y n ,  etc. 

Imim-qulf Khin, 318 
'Imirat-i-Thqchf (Isfahin), 368 
f n i l  (old Turkish nan~e), 120, 121 and 

n. 
-2fihf (of Ibnu'l-Hajar, xiv-xv), 367 
India, Indians, 3, 44, 64, 73, 74, 83, 

85, 89, 101, 106, 107, 108, 111, 
125, 127, 128, 174, 181, 182, 183, 
184, 19.3~ 194, 272, 284, 302, ~ I E ,  
357, 380, 38311.~ 393, 397, 398, 
4'99 4209 423, 429, 433, 442, 461, 
4669 46% 498, 504, 335, 536, 540 

Indian hemp (Bang, flishtsh), 150 
and n., 151 and n. 

India11 Mutiny, 183 n., 380, 391, 420 
Indus, 4, 1759 193, I949 393 
I n j 6  Shaykh Abu Ishiq - (xiv), 163, 

164-5, 166, 225, 226, 230, 231, 
233 2359 237s 274, 275, 290, 
7 C C  
S J I  

" Institutes" (Tuzu'Kdt) of Tfmdr, 183, 
202, 361 n. 

Iouldouchi, Thomas -, 11, qg. See above S.V. l ldac i  - 
Iram, 525 
Irancllill (Mongol officer, xiv), 52, 53 
'Iriq, 20, 21, 160, 168, 173, 191, 204, 

2259 3r71 3251 3649 368, 385, 387, 
389, 3979 398,402, 409, 410, 418, 
4641 4 6 4  468 

'Iriqf, Fakhru'd-Din - (poet), 63, 
''4-391 '743 3 2 1 ~  344, 350, 445, 
446, 512 

Jreland, I r ~ s h ,  44, 102, 107 
Irin (place near Ray), 265 
'f s ~ .  Sultin - (governor of Mirdfn, 

xiv), 192 ; - brother of the Otto- 
man Sultin Muhammad I, 401. 
See also Jesus  

Isen-bdqi (Mongol officer, xiv), 52 
I~fahbn, 15, 22, 37, 81, 82, 119, 14r, 

160, 161, 165, 168, 169, 181, 188, 
'90, 208, 274, 331, 3449 360, 364, 
3689 3841 389, 402, 410, 416,489 

Isfandiydrf dynasty, 401 
Isfari'in, 186, 497, 503 
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IsfizLr, 175, 176 Jahbnglr. - b. TfmGr (xiv), 381 : 
Ishiq Efendi (author of the Kdsh+r9L - ( M o p 1  Emperor of Dihll, xvii), 

Asrdr, xix), 371, 450 273, 319, 391; - b. 'Ali Reg b. 
Abd I s h i q .  - b. Sul!in Uways b. Q i m  'Osman ('Uthmdn) Aq-qop 

S h i h  Shuji' Muqaffarf (slain by 6nlh (xv), 404, 407,. 408 
~ i ~ " ~ ,  A . ~ .  1393), 169 ; Sha):\h Jahda-gzshd, Ta'vikh-z- - (by 'Ali- 
- ~ ~ j ;  (xiv) ; see above s.v. I n j u ;  'u'd-Din 'At6 Malik-i-Juwaynl, 
- Ahnlad b. Yi-Sin (historian of xiii) ; see under Ta'r ikh 

  it), 4 3 ~  ; - of Shfriz Jahdn IChLtdn (satirized by 'Ubayd-i- 
(gastronomic poet, xiv) ; see above Zikini, xiv), 233 n. 
,.,. ~ ~ ~ h & ~  ; - Ibrihim (saint jahdn-nat~za (one of the sources of the 
of Kdzarlin), 226 1Vuzhatu'l-Qultirl), 99 

<l jh  nlirr~a (Persian Hurrifi book by Jahinshih b. Qira Ydsnf QBra 

6 i r i s h t a - z i d a ,  y.v. ) ,  371,450,451 qoyhnlil (xv), 387-9, 400-3, 406, 
Iskandar.  -b. 'Unlar Sbaykhh'firzi 408-10, 412 

(Timhid, XV), 344, 345, 366; - Jali'ir falllily and dynasty, 54, 59, 60, 

b. ~i~~ Ylisuf Aq-qoybn16 (xv), 160, 161, 166, 170-3, 1871 I?Ir 

382, 4 ~ o ,  401, 402, 404, 489. See 
26% ~ 8 4 3  320, 399. See 11- 

also Alexander t h e  Great  k h i n i  (ilkhni) 
Isknirdal--~rri,~~a (EIuri'fi poem), 449 Jal i l .  - i-'Acludl ( ~ o c t ,  xiv), 159, 

I S ~ C ~ ,  4, 8, 11, 17, 31, 32, 40, 431 44, 344, 950, 3.52 ; 1<1l\*rija - [or 

46, 48, 49, 739 789 93 
j aliiln d-l)in] b. liasl~idu'd-Din 

Ismalil, Shih - Snlawi (A.D. I ~ O O ) ,  Fadlu'llBh (xiv), 82, 84 ; - -I- 
31 j, 316, 379, 380, 381, 400, 407, I<ll\\iri ( l ~ ~ ~ e t ) ,  65 ; - i-Tabfb 

414, 415, 416, 417-19, 434, 458, (poet), 659 1.59, 344, 3501 352 

4599 507 
JalAlu'd-Din. - Mankohirni IChwB- 

IsmaSil <Ali (Indian copyist, xix), 154 razmshdh (xiii), 12, 66 ; - Sim- 

Isma'ili sect, 53, 73, 74, 154. See also nini  (minister to ArghGn, put to 

Assass ins  death in A.D. 1289), 31; - ICap 
&Ismat of BukhLri (poet, xv), 352, Qubidb.  'Ali'u'd-DinKay-Qubid 

353: $0'. 
Seljliq of Rlim (xiii), 83; Khwija 

Istahbanat (m Firs), 331 b. liashidu'd-Din Fadlu'llah (x' 

~ $ a k h r  (in Firs), 414, 416 82, 84 ; Mawlini  - Rdmi (aut 
~ > i ~ & - ~ d n t a  (Persian Hu~lif i  poem), of the Mathttazwf, q . ~ . ) ,  105, I 

3739 45O 111, 139, 140, 155,217,3028 344 
Isti+haru'l-AKhd&r (one of the sources 350, 445, 479, 484, 514, 548 ; - 

of the Ta'rtkh-i- Guzldn), 89 Man~dr-i-Mupffari, 163 (see also 

Italy, Italians, 381, 395: 399, 405, ifIfi-ar s.v.Man?fir); Mawlina- 
414. See also Venetians b. Husim of Herdt (contemporary 

1yds b. Mu'iwiya, 255 of 'Ubayd-i-Zilcini), 257 ; Khwija 

Izniq, 369 
- (qzttron of Hafiz), 292; -- 

'Izzat Malik (wife of Shaylrh Hasan- Da~vanf (philosopher, xv)? 389, 
i-liiirhak, xiv), 60 398, 423, 442-4; lfawlani - 

qzzu9d-Din. - Muzaffar (minister Ishiq of Samarqa~ld (xiv-xv), 418 
responsible for ~ntroclucing paper J i m  (town in Khurisin), 175, 435, 
money into Persia, A.D. ~ 2 9 4 ) ,  $3 ; 47.3, 507 

(Urnar-i-Marghinl (minister, Jdnt-s-Jans (poem by Awhadf of Ma 
x;i-xiii and ancestor of Kurt dy- gha, xiv), 141 

nasty), 174, 175 ; Malik - (ruler j imi,  Mulli Ndru'd-Din 'Abd 
of Luristin, xiv), 187, 192, 368 ; Rahmin (poet, xv), 124,125, r 

- Shir (xv), 401 133n.. 139n., 140, 141 2 
261, 273, 283, 320, 321 n., 33 

Jacob,  413, 414,,?~5., See Ya'qdb 34711., 395, 398, 399% 422-3, 
Ja'far. - b. Abl 1 alib- Tflyydu (vii), 426 n., 434, 435-6 ; 437, 44% 

144 andn. ; - Sidiq (Imim, viii), 445-8, 457, 4591 461 n.9 4631 475, 
410; - of T a b ~ i z  (calligraphist, 486, 496, 497, 503, 505,5061 507- 
xv), 3957 499 548 

INDEX 
Jamdlu'd-Din. Shaykh - (xiii), 

35, 36 and n. ; - Dastajirdini 
(minister of Baydli, A.D. 1295)~ 
39, 41 ; - Shifi'f doctor of Bagh- 
dad (xiv), 70 ; - Abu'l-Qisim of 
Kish in  (historian cited in Ta'rfkA- 
i-Gltsida), 88 ; - Muhammad b. 
Husim (poet, xiv), 177; - (poet 
parodied by Mahmlid Qi r i  of 
Yazd). 2r;z 

/ d m i ~ - i - k & k  (monograph on the 
town of Yazd),,360, 362, 464 

Idmi'tr'i- Ta~dnif--2-Rash fdt (xlv), 77 
and n. 

Jdnct'u'l-Tarudvfkh (by Rashidu'd- 
Din Fa$lu'llih, author of the pre- 
ceding work), 12, 17, 44n., 49, 
67, 68, 72-5, 89 

Jamshid.  - or Jam (the J7ii~za of 
the Avcsta, a legendary Persian 
demi-god or Icing), 15 r ,  190, 3 1 7  ; 
- Mnwlgni, Ghiyithu'd-Dln - 
astronomer, xv), 386, 502; - 
unidentified), 494 

janzshfd v A%uushfd (by Salmdn-i- 
Siwajf, xiv), 261 

Jdni Beg Khdn (of the Golden Horde. 
xiv), 354 

J?rbidhaqdnf, Abd Sharaf - (trans- 
lator of al-'Utbi's Kitdbu'l- Ya- 
mini), 88 and 11. 

Jarfin, 397 
Java, 398 r, 

Jawih~ru' l -AsrAr (of ndharl), 259 ; 
- of Kamilu'd-Din Husayn b. 
Hasan of Rhwirazm (commentary 
on the ikfaihnazut), 444-5 

jawdhiru5~- Tafsstr- (larger commen- 
tary on the Qur'dn by Husayn 
Wa'iz-i-Rishifi, xv), 442 

Jawhari, Sadru'd-Dfn Muhammad - 
(parodied by Boshiq and Mahmitd 
Qirf), 3 . v ~  352 

Jdzuidtn-i-Kadir (by Fadlu'llLh al- 
Hurdfi), 36729, 449 (whereJLzui- 
ddl~-?z&t12a is a mistake for the 
above title), 450-2 

Jaxartes (river), called by the Arabs 
Sfhdn, 202 

-Jazfra (Mesopotamia,  g.v.), 368 
Jedda, 398 
Jerusalem, 99, 357 
Jesus Christ ( ' h a ' l - ~ a s f $ ) ,  298 
.Jews, 177 31-69 39-40, 4 7 ~ 4 9 ,  69, 71, 

739.74, 89, 101, 1943 251, 372 ; 
Society for the propagation of 
Christianity amongst the -, 346 

"Jex" (Italian corruption of Yazd, 
g.v.1, 389 

Jibba (place), 81 
/inn, 3 r 7 n. 
 oha an-~okhnan-dng ter John "), I I n. (origin of 'LPres- 

John XXII,  Pope - (A.D. 1322), 54 
Jones, Sir William -, 303, 304 
Joseph, 263. See ~ l i s ' u f  
Jul?i (a celebrated wit orjester), 254, 

255 
JunaFa, Shaykh - (Safawi, grand- 

father of Shih 1smi4il), 414 
Jurjin (province of Persia), 355, 390. 

See Astardbdd, G u r g d n  
-Jurjinf, -Sayyidu7sh-Sharif (xv), 159, 

2i6n.v 353, 355, 370 
Ji?shlcab (Mongol noble executed), 33 
Juwaynf (family), 20-24 ; 1 A ~ d 7 ~ ' d -  

Din 'Atd Malilc-i- - (author of 
theTa'rikh-i-Jahhngushd. 0.v.). 

Ka'ba,  32, 89, 321, 492 n. 
Kabfro'd-Din b. Fakhru'd-Dln 'Iriqf 

(xiii). 127. 128 
Kibul, 86, 
"ICibuli thief," Khwdjfi of Kirnldn so 

called, 224 
Kifiristdn. roz 
K i h a  (of 1b;;u31-Hijib), 514 
Kajahiui, Shaykh--, ~6~ 
Kalit-i-Nddirf, 15% n., 186(?) 
KalfLa wa Dimna (Book of -), g4 / 

(translated into Mongolian); I 1 I 
(versified by Qini'i, xiii); 463, 
504. See also Anwdr-i-Suhayli  

Kalo of Joannes Trebizond, (last xv), Christian 407, 408 Emperor 

Kamil  of Khujand (poet contem- 
porary with Hifiz, xiv), 159, 209, 
211, 320-30, 331-2, 350, 352,435, 
491, $98. See also under the next 
h e a d l n ~  

~ a m 9 l u ' a - ~ f n .  Khwija - of Siwds 
(correspondent of Kashidu'd-Din 
Fadlu'llih, xiv), 84; - Isma'il of 
I ~ f a h i n  (poet, xiii), 261,. 327 n., 
352, 522; - Husayn (satlr~zed by 
'ubayd-i-~dkkni, xiv), 238 ; - 
of Kishdn (poet parodled by 
Bushdq), 350; - Ghiydth al-Fdrsi 
of Shirdz (accused of plagiarism by 
ICBtibi), 491 ; Khwiia - (rnrre- 

\----- spondent -of ~ u r & f f i ,  xiv), 368 ; 
- 'Abdu'r-Razziq (author of the 
Matla'u's-Saldayn, g.~.) ,  389, 
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428-30; - uusayn Gizarglhl 
(pseudo-Sdfi and poetaster, alleged 
to be the real author of the M a j i -  
lisu'l- 'UshshPq, q.o.), 440, 457,- 
8 ; - Husayn b. Hasan of IChwa- 
razm (author of a commentary on 
theMathnawf entitled Jazerdhi?-u'I- 
A s ~ d r ,  xv), 445 

Kamdl-ndnza (by Khwijd of Kirmin, . . 

xiv], 226 
<' Icirna-Shastra Society," 436 
KCmi, Shih  Hnsayn - (poet con- 

temporary with Bbbur), 459 
Kan'ln Beg (xvii), 318 
Kanbl'it (Cambay), 398 
Kanzn'l-ljhtihn' (the "Treasure of 

Appetite by Bushiq of Shiriz, 
x;), 346-50 

Karaji, clan or family of Qazwin, 94 
Karbali, 42, 44, 191, 256, 449, $10 
Karduchin (wife of Alnir Chubbn, 

xiv), 55, 
Karin1 Khan-i-Zand (xviii), 3 r 1 

Karlt, ICerait (a people a k ~ n  to the 
Mongols), I I ,  18 11. 

Kir-liiyb Mirzi 'All (governor of 
GilCn, A.D. r ~ o o ) ,  416 

KarkJk, 192 
Kdr-ndma (of Rabi'iof Bhshanj, xiv), 

1 C I - 2  

halifa), 

~ l & i h a r ,  382 
Kdshfu'l-Asycir (refutation of Hurdff 

heresies by Ishiq Efendi), 371, 
450-2 

Kashmir, language of -, 43 ; beauties 
of -, 283 

-Kashshai (of -Zamakhshari), 272 
Kltibi (poet of Nishbpdr or Turshiz, 

xv), 352, 353, 438, 487-95, 498, 
501 

Kl'iis, Kay - (legendary king of 
Persia), 152 

Kawthar (stream or fountain in Para- 
dise), 134 

Kaybni dynasty of Persia, go 
Kayfi (name of a place), 82 
Kavsi, clan or family of Qazu~in, 94 
~ i z a n ,  391 
Kizarhn, 226, 418, 444 
Keene, H. G .  - (translator of Akhldp 

i-Mzc+sint), 444 
Keri'it, Karit, 11, 18 n. 

EX 

'' Key of Life " (ililtffdhz8'2-Naydf), 
372 

Khabis, 81 
Rhabifhdt (obscene poems of Sa'df), 

232 n. 
Khabdshin, 387 
Khafila (Arab tllbe), 162, 231 
Ihn Khalcllin (blstorlan, xiv), 461 
Khlhdi clan or famrly of Qazwin, 94 
Khalil. - Sultin of Shilwin (uv), 

400; - Siiltiin b. Mirinshih 
(Ttmdrid prlnce, xv), 381, 382, 
438 ; Mawlini  - Naqqish ("the 
~ a ~ n t e r " ) ,  384, 498 

Uhalili, clan or ianllly of,Qazwfn, 94 
Kha!ilu'llih Mirzi b. Uzlin Hasan 

Aq;qoyGnlh (xv), 408, 413, 414 
K7tailuqzc'L-Ma'dltt ( ' I  Creator of [new] 

Ideas "), 327 n. See above under 
Kamblu'd-Din I smaci l  

Ibn  IChallikbn (b~ographer, xiii), 64 
Khnnz, rlya (the "Wine-poem " of 

r u m &  b. al-Fbrid,  q.v.),.5;4 
K h a m s a  ("Quintet") of Nqarni of 

Gan~'x, 226, 505, 541; - Of 
Khwij6 of Klrmin, 225-6; - 
tu'l-illutahayyz? t n  of Mir 'Ali Shlr 
Nawi'i, 508 

Khin-biligh ( " Cambaluc," Pekin), 
3971 398 

Khln~qin,  163 
KhLn-Ada Regum (Bbbur's sister), 

4'8 
* 

I<hiqani (poet, xii), 65, 224, 522 
Kl~ar-banda (origrnal name of Uljiytd 

changed to Khudi -banda ,  p.v.), 
46-7 

Kharj i~d,  473 
Kharpht, 389 
KhatC (Cathay), 75, 228, 356 
Klratimatu'l-Haydt (Jimi's last Di- 

wdn, complled in A.D. 1490-I), 
516 

Khatlln, 390 
Khayili (poet of BukhCrh), 352, 438, 

501 
Khaysiir, 152, 174, 175, 176 
-Khizin al-Baghdbdi, Ab6 T&b 'Ali 
- (h~storian), 88 

-Khazraji (author of a[-'Uq?idu'l- 
Ld'ld'ty~~a, a history of Yaman), 
357 

Khtdr, r34, 259, 291 
Kliidr Khln  (xv), 383 n. 

. *Khtrad-~dma-i-Stkandarl (by Jdml), 
516, 536-40 

Khiva, rgo. See KhwPrazm 

Khizdmz-i-'drtzira (biography of poets 
by Mir Ghulim 'Ali Khin  Azda', 
xviii), 289 

Khudi-banda (dljiYtfi, A.D. 1305-16), 
4:-51, 83, 176, 215. See also 
Uljdytd 

Khudl-did (leader of revolt against 
Khalil Sulta'n, xv), 381 

Khujand, 206,' 209, 320, 324, 327 
Khul&atzc'l-Akhbdr (by Khwindamir, 

xv-xvi), 434 
Khurgsin, 25, 27, 32, 52, 54, 83, 147, 

152 n., 160, 162, 175, 177, 185, 
190, 1939 210, 233 n., 272, 354, 
364, 352, 3879 388, 392, 398, 402, 
408, 410, 416, 418, 419, 428, 435, 
438, 4569 466, 4689 4737 4989 503, 
506, 507, 511, 512 

Ibn  Khurdidhbih (geographer), 99 
Khu~ram-Ahid (Luristbn), 187, q ro 
Khursliid Beg (arnbaszador from ~ z h n  

I-Iasan to the Ottoman Sultbn 
34uhammad I I ) ,  409 

K h u s r a w  I (vi), see Ndshf rwdn;  
- I1 (- Parwiz, vii), 267, 329, 
5 m ;  AmIr - of Dihli (poet, XIII), 
106, 107, 108-10, 293, 352, 491, 
498, 514, 527, 536 n. See also 
Chosroes,  Kisra, S i s l n i a n s  

Khutan, 33,266 
Khfiy, 199, 414 
KhJzistin, 82, 83, 193, 411 
Khwbf, 11 z, 21 I ,  424 n:, 428. This 

place is chiefly ment~oned in con- 
nection with Fas ih i ,  p.v. 

~ h w l j J  (poet of ~{irmin, xiv), 159, 
209, 211, 222-9, 293-59 296, 348, . - 

350, 352 
Khwindamfr (historian and bio- 

grapher, xvi), 17, 40, 171, 273, 
283, 3619 3933 4339 434,488. 5 ~ 3 ,  
504, 505. See also H a b i b u  s- 
Siyar ,  Khul i sa tu ' l -Akhbl r  

Khwir. 81 
~ h w i r a z m  (Khiva), 12, rgo, 354,356, 

368, 390, 418, 456 
Khwirazm-shihs, 66, 73, 74, 92, 180 
Kichik, 53 
Kieff, 10 - 
Kikshik, 53 
-Kinlsa, 254 
Kinjik, 53 
Kirmdn, 47, 48, 81, 85, 92, 115, 139, 

160, 161, 163, 166, 168, 169, 190, 
208, 223, 224, 258, 259, 280, 325, 
345, 3571 360, 387, 359, 402,406, 
410,4189 4271 463, 464, 465 

'DEX 

Kisrh, rzo, 121, 185, 467, 469. See 
also Chosroes,  Khusraw,  N d s -  
hirwdn,  Sbsbnians  

Kitdb-i- Yafninf (History of Sultin 
Mahmud of Ghazna), 88 

Kitibtr'l-A+yd wa'l-AtRd2tl- (by Rashf- 
du'd-Din Faglo'llih, xiii-xiv), 75, 
v n  

f i t h ~ z ~ ' ~ i ~ n ' c i r i f ( ~ h n  Qutayba , 88 
Aitd8dt- Tatzbth wa'CliiirY /-Mas- 

'Jdi), 90 n. 
Kiyl, clan or family of Qazwin, 94 
Kosti (Zoroastrian girdle), 342 n. 
Kubla Iihln. See Q u b ~ l i y  
-Kubrd (treatise on Logic by al- 

Jurjini, xiv-xv), 355 
Kdcka-i- 'UZantd ( ' I  Street of the 

Learned" in the Rab'-i-RashMi 
at  Tabriz), 86 

Kdh-i-Chalril Mapdrti (mountain near 
Shirizl. 167 

~fc:hu'l-%ur~d (by Sharaiu'd-Din 
Ali Yazdi), 363 

Kzcnrlzu'l-&apd'iy (commentary on 
the Mafhnawi), 445 

Kur. River -. a17 
~ i i r d i s t i n ,  ~ ~ d ,  kdr, 406 
Kursf-ndma (Persian Hurliff work), 

450 
Kurt (dynasty of Herit), 41, 50, 55, 

57,60,160,161,163,173-80, 186, 
908, 211, 3547 431 

Kurt-ndma of Rabi'i of Bushanj, 174, 
43 I 

Kushtf (Zoroastrian girdle), 342 n. 
Kutbi, Mahmitd - (historian of Mu- 

qaffari dynasty, xv), 162, 166, 360 
Kuyhk KhBn (Mongol Emperor,xiii), 8 

LAhijBn, 416,482 
Llhiji, 'Abdu'r-Rahmin - (commen- 

tator of Gdskan-i-Rdz), r48 
Ldld-Msht. See Rid i -qu i t  KhAn 
*Lamaldt (of 'Iriqf), 127, 132-9, 

444-71 51% 
Landa~ier (editor of Shdhndrna), 89 
Lands 9 the Eastern CaZt3hatc, by 

G. le  Strange, loo 
Lane, Edward -, 312 
Lane-Poole, Stanley --, 19 n., 178, 

3799 387, 390 
Langles, Professor -, 184 
Ltir, 285 
Lbranda, 155 
Latd'if- i- Rashidiyya (dedicated by 

the author MahmGd b. IlyL to 
Rashidu'd-Din Fa$lu'llBh), 84-5 
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Latrt'if-nn'ftza, 362 
Latd't?r'l-flagd'iq (by Rashidu'd-Din 

Fadlu'llbh), 76 
Latga-i-Ghaybijya (critical essay on 

Hific), 300, 315, 316 
Lafifi (Turkish biographer of poets), 

369 
Latin, 9, 10, 11, 43, 62 
*Lnwd'i& (by Jdmi), 444, 447-8, 512 
Lawdnti' (commentary by Jimi on the 

Ffr~&z~'l-Hikam), 5 13 
~au ,dnz i 'u ' l -hhrd~  (by Jalilu'd-Din 

Dawini), 443. See Akhlaq-i- . .- 
Jaldli 

Lay15 (concubine of QubLd b. Iskan- 
dar QBra-qoyhnli~), 402 

*Layla w a  M a j n d n  (of Amir Khus- 
raw, xiii), 109-10; - (of Jim$, 
XV), 516, 533-69 545 

* T . ~ n f .  Walter - (translations from - 
Wfiz),  303-6, 368, 309 

L e y d e n  (in Holland), 367; Dr John 
- 7  39% 454 

Liegnitz, Battle of - (April 9, I z4r), 6 
Listtrtu'Z-Ghlnj~A ("Tongue of the Un- 

seen," Hifiz so entitled), 311 
Lisdrzu'f- Tayr  (" Language of the 

Rirds." Doem by Mir 'Ali Shir 
Naw$i),'505 - 

Lishta-Nishb (in Gllin), 416 
Literary History of Persia, by the 

anther of this volume (vol. i from - 
the earliest times to A.D. 1000, 
vol. ii from A.D. 1000 to 1265, 
pubhshed by Fisher Un~vin in 
1902 and 1906 respectively), 5 n., 
6 n., 15 n., 17 n. and passim 

Llandudno Junction, 231 n. 
Locksley Hall (Tennyson), 218 n. 
Lhdi, Sultdn Ibrihim - of Dihli 

(xvi), 393 
Lombardy, roz 
Lowe, W. II. - (translator of IJifiz), 

299 
L~cbdbu'Z-AZbdb (by Muhammad 'Awfi, 

xiii), 65 
Lnr, Lnristin, 37, 68, 92,  IS^, 189, 

191, 410 
Lutf 'Ali Beg (author of the Atash- 

kada, p . ~ . ) ,  275 
Lutfu'llih b. Sadrn d-Din 'Iriqi (xiv), 

'165 
Lyly, John - (the Euphoist), 461 
Lyons, 8 

Ma'ldhf (satirized by ICamBl of 
Kh~ljand), 3zg 

)EX 

McCarthy, Justin -, 303 
-Madha, 55,  111, 127, 167, 427 
Magas, hfullb -, 315-16 
Maghrib (Morocco), 84, 331 
Maghribi (mystical poet of Tabrfz, 

xiv-xv), I j9, 211, 330-44, 345, 
435, 465, 475 

Maglans, 234, 278 and n., 300, 342 
and n. See also G a b r  or Guebre, 
Zoroas t r ian ,  Z u n n i r  

Mdh (the Moon), 113 and n. 
M a h a b b a t - n l m a .  - (I'ersian Hu- 

rdfi work), 373. 450; - -i-Sdhrb- 
d , Z n  (by ' Iniidu'd-Dln Kirmdni, 
A.D. 1322). 259 

MLhLn (near Kirmin), 345, 463, 4641 
467 

Mahbtibrr'l-Qultib (" Hearts'Darllng," 
by Mtr 'Ali Shir Nawi'i), 453 

Mahdi.  Advent of the expected -, 
463, 4G7, .+rig, 470; pietended -, 
50, 54 ; Sultin - b. Shill ShujL1 
MuzaffarI (xtv), 169; Ibn - 
(physician, xni), 85 

nfi fhl  ( t l~e  F i ~ h ) ,  I13 
M a h m d d .  Sultin - of Ghazna 

(x-xi), zj6, 353, 380; - Shih 
Bahtnani (of the Deccan, patron 
of Hifiz, xiv), zSj, 287 n., 290; 
Sultin - I1 (Ottoman, xix), 371, 
452 ; - b. Mubii~zu'd-Din Muzaf- 
fari (xiv), 16j, 166-7, 360 ; - 
Injit (uiv), 274; - b. Ab6 Sa'td 
(Timilr~d, xv), 390 ; Mirzd Shih 
- (Tlmilnd, xv), 388; Amir - 
b. Rashidu'd-Dfn Fadlu'llbh (xiii- 
xiv), 81, 84, 85; - b. Ilyds 
(rewarded for dedicating a book 
to Ra5hidu1d-Din, xiii-xiv), 84; 
Khwija - of S iwa (envoy to 
India, xiii-xiv), 85 ; - Qiri of 
yazd (parodist, xv), 257, 351-3; 
- Kutbi (histor~an of Muzaffarls), 
360 n.; MawlBni - (coriespon- 
dent of Hurlifis, xiv), 368 

Mahmlid i h i d  (near Shirwiun), 417 
N u h o t ~ i d  z i  Aydz (poem by Falihru'd- 

Din 'Alf), 504 
A~~J~~~SU'Z-M~'?~LIIZ~~~ (by Sayyid Nh- 

ru'lldh of Shdshtir, xvi), 44 n., 
223' 498 

' M n p ~ l z ~ ~ r  12-Nnfd'is (by Mir 'Ali Shk 
NnwL'f), 434, 437-9, 459, 487, 
4907 4'459 4979 499 11.9 508 

Mulril,su'l- ' Ushshdq (ascribed by 
Bibur to Rainilu'd-Dln Ilusayn 
Gi~arg ih i ,  but generally attlibuted 

to Abu'l-Ghizl Sullin Husayn), 
724, 321, 4341 439-40, 457-8 

Ma'jarl (poet of Samarqand, xiv), 329 
Majdu'd-Din. - Isma'fl Fdli (xiii- 

xiv), 80, 82; Shaykh - (xiii-xiv), 
82 ; Khwdja - b. Rashidu'd-Din 
Fa~lu'lldh (xiii-xiv), 83, 84; - 
I-Iamgar (poet of Yazd, xiii), 115, 
116, 118, 119-24; - Mutqaffar 
(xiv), 168; Mawldni - (corre- 
spondent of Hurdffs, xiv), 368 

Majdu'l-Mulk of Yazd (minister of 
Abriqd, xiii), 22-4, 27, 30, 31 

Mnjfna'u'l-Ansdb (xi!,), 103 
fifajn~a'zi Arbdbi'l -Maslak (? Mzclk : 

one of the sources of the Ta'rfkh-  
i- Gtdzfa'a), 89 

Majnca'u'l- F u ~ a h d  (of Rid& - quli 
Khin, xix), 111, 115, 119, 139, 
140, 141, 211, 216, 222, 230, 272, 
274, 331, 345, 495 

Majma'u'l-hluru~ (Egyptians defeated 
by Mongols in A.D. 1299-I~OO), 41 

Haj~ta'zr't- TnwddRh as-Szrlfdnf (A. D. 
144, 425. See Hif iz  k b r d  and 
Zubdatu ' t -Tawlr ikh  

Majntti'a-i-Rash tdiyya (xiv), 76, 79 
Majnhn. See L a y l a  w a  M a j n d n  
Mikint  clan or family of Qazwin, gq 
MaRAzanzr'I- Asp-dv (of Nizimi of 

Ganja), 527 
Mahhznnzr'l-Inshd (by Husayn Wi'ip- 

i-I<Ashiff), 504 
Malahar, 398 
Jfaldhat, 348 n. 
MaZ&zda (plural of Afzrlhid, <'He- 

retic "), r j4, 255. See Assass ins ,  
Isma' i l is  

Maliti (harper satirized by Kamil  of 
Khujand), 329 

Malatya, 2o+, 205, 412 
Malcolm, Sir John -, 182, 183 n., 

- .  
203, 311 n., 382, 394 

&a~~?+dt ,  or "Memoirs," of Timdr, 

INDEX 

183-4 
Mnliku'sh - Shzl'avd, Qini'i (xiii) 

created - or Poet Laureate, I I I 
Malthusianism of Ibn-i-Yamin (xiv), 

Manichaeanism of Ibn-i-Yamfn, 218 
-Manhi's commentary on al-'Utbi's 

Kifdbu'l- Yanrtnf, 89 
Mansdr .  Jalilu'd-Din - (ancestor 

of Muzaffarls, xiii), 163 ; Shih  - 
Muqaffari (xiv), 168-9, 173, 189, 
19r, 206, 290; Shaykh - (corre- 
spondent of Hurbffs, xiv), 368 

Manfiqu't- Tayv  (by Farfdu'd - Din 
'Attdr, xiii), 505 

Maq& (Aq-qoybnlli, xv), 414 n., 415 
Marigha, 18, 48, 59, 106, 462 
Maraud, 409 
Mardin, 192, 408 
Marghinf, Tiju'd-Din 'Uthindn - 

(ancestor of Knrts, xii), I 74 
Marju's-Suffar (Mongols defeated by 

Egyptians at -, A.D. 1303), 42 
Markham, Sir Clements R. -, 199, 

203, 386 
Ma'rdf. Khwbja - (nephew of Rash6 

du'd-Din Fadlu'llbh, xiii-xiv), 81 ; 
M a ~ v l i ~ x i  - (suspected of com- 
plicity in attempt on Shih-rukh's 
life in A.D. r426),, 366 

Marta (daughter of Uzliii EIasan and 
Despina Khitdn, xv), 407 

'Martin, Dr  F. R. -, 394-7 
Marzubrinin (clan or family of Qaz- 

mlin), 94 
Mnrzzrbdn-nrima, 3 56 and n. 
Masttlik w a  Ma??~dZik (by Ibn Khur- 

dddlibih, ix), 99 and n. 
Mashliacl, 44, 55, 199, 388, 493 
"Mashhadls," men of Transoxlana so 

called, 234 
Mashdribrr'f - Tajdrib (one of the 

5ources of the Ta'rfkh.i-GzrztrIa), 88 
Ma6s:d. - son of the Sahib-Dtwdn 

(XIII), 28, 29; - I n j ~  (xiv), 274n. 
-Mas'6di (the historian, x), 90 n. 
M@dli'z~'l-Angfr (of al-Baydiwi, xiii), 

27% n. 
Mathnnwt (of Jaldlu'd-Din Rbmi, 

~ ' i l ) ,  139, 217, 302, 444, 445, 514, 
544 n.3 548 

Matla'zr'l-Anzudr (of Amir Khusraw 
of Dihli. xiii). 627 

218 ' ~ a t Z a ' z z s - i a ' d a $ ~ ~ ( d f  ICarndlu'd-Din 
Mamlakh (Mongol ambassador to 'Abdu'r-Razziq of Samarqand, 

Edwatd I1 in A.D. 1307)~ rr XV), 58, 60n.v 159, 174, 361, 362, 
Mnmlillcs of Eqypt, zo 389, 3979 428-30, 431, 473 
Matrti~rfit<'l-~qij(Rites of the I'ilgrim- Malthew Paris. 6-8 

age), JBmf's treatise on -, 5 i4 ~azud~if(of'igudu'd-~inal-fji, xiv), 
Mangd K h i n  (Mongol, xiii), 8, 174 276, 356 
Mint (Manes) as a painter, zor, 384, Mawdhib-i-'AZ;Uya (of Husayn W&'iT- 

498 and u. i-Kbshifi, rv), 44% 
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&faw&ib-i-Ildht (of MuCinu'd-Din 
Yazdf, xiv), 359, 360 

Maw~il ,  82, 192, 399, 408, 417 
MayLna, 389 
Maybud, 163 
May-kha'na (of 'Abdu'n-Nabi, xvii), 

2 73 
Mizandarin, 27, 51, 52, 152, 160, 

186, 187, 190, 193, 194, 388, 390, 
416; 4'97 494 

Mecca, 32, 51, 71, 111, 127, 157, 
356, 357, 358, 374, 407,423, 427, 
464, 492 

Menlnslc~ (Latin renderings of Hhfiz, 
r680), 303 

Mercury (the planet), I Z I  and n. 
Merv (Marw), 175, 382, 419 
Mesopotamia, 6, 66, gy, 190, 192, 

272, 357, 368 
Mevlevi (Mawlawi) dervishes, 479 
de Meynard, Barbier -, 94 
Michael Palaeologus (xiii), 18 
Mifln'&u'Z-Ghayb (Jimi's commentary 

on -), 514 
JI8Ii&r~'Z-flaydt (key to the Jbwi- 

din-i-Kabir ,  q.v.), 372, 452 
Mift<i+u'Z-'Uldf)t (of as-Sakkiki, xiii), 

272 n. 
Miftliha~'t-Tafdstr (of Rasl~idu'd-Din 

Fadlu'llih, xiii-xiv), 76 
Mfmiyjla (or /<hnntrzjrjra, poem of 

LUmar ibnu'l-Firi?), 5 14 
Minilchihr Shih (killed in A.D. 1 ~ 2 2 ) ~  

459 
Mir 'Alf S h i h  Nawi'i (man of letters, 

patron of art and learning, and 
minister to Abu'l-GhPzi S u l t i n  
H u s a y n  b. Manslir  b. Bayqarb,  
g.V., XV), 380,390-1,399 11.9 422-3, 
432, 434, 437-97 440, 4421 4539 
4553 4569 4571 459, 4879 4902 4959 
496, 497, 499 n ,  503,505-6, 505 ; 
Mosque of -, 304 

Mfrinshdh (d. A.D. 1400), 71, 180, 
186, 190, 194-5, 321, 332, 3679 
371 n., 374, 3819 388, 451 

Mirritu'GA7har~dZ, 5 14 . - 
Mi7 I i t ~ ' ~ - ~ a f i ,  443f 
Mirkhwind (historian, xv), 17, 58, 

361, 387, 388, 393, 407, 414, 
431-3. 4349 4389 439. See also 
Rawdatu 's-Safd 

Jfi,rbdh (jof nl-.~uknr~izf, xiii), 272 
*Mi~-brfRt~'1-Arn,ti& (by Awl!adu'd-Uln 

df ~ i r m i n ,  xiv), i40-1 
Ibn Miskawayhi (historian), 88 
Mi91 b. Qira Ydsuf (xiv), 192 

EX 
~fzdrtn'l-Azuzn'n (treatise on prosody A 

by Mir 'Ali 5hfr Nawi'i), 504, 
hloguls or Moghuls ("Great - of - 

Dlhli, xvi-XIX), 107, 183, 184,319, 
364, -180, 391, 3,93, 420, 4 3 3  See 
also kkbar ,  Babur,  H u m i y d n  

&hl, Jules- (ed~tion of Shdh-nama), 
89 n. 

Mongols (or Tartars), 4-17, 327 37, 
39-45, 48, 49, 60, 62, 679 71-47 
77, 87, 95-9, 101, 108, 111, 1599 
162,170, 178, 185, 186, 190, 205- 
208, 50, 405; Mongolian Ian- - 
guage, 31, 93, 111 

Morav~a, 6 
Morris, W~ll iam -, 395 
Mosalld, 283. See Musallh 
Moscow, 192 
Moses, 89, 114, 267 and n. 
Mu'ifiyin, or Mo'ifiniyin, a clan O r  

fam~ly of Qasa'ln, 94 
Mz~'a2Zaqa'l (the seven -), 49% n. 
Mu'a7tzmd (aclostic). 462, 507, 514 
Mu'ammA'i Ma\vldui Mul>amrnad 
- (architect, xv), 311; MLr 
Husayn - (poet, xv or xvi), 459 

Mu'5w1ya (Umayyad Caliph, VII), go, 
z 50 

Mu'ay3ad - zida, 'Abdu'r - Rahmdn 
Chelebi (xv), 423 

Mubirizu'd-Din Muhammad (ancestor 
of MuzaEaris, &v), 162-6, 225, 
275 n., 277-8, 3579 36: 

.Mzda,rsal of -Zamalchshn~~, 357 
Mufid of Yazd (author of theJdmi6-i- 

ilhftdi, xvii), 360 
Mughithu'd-Din (grandson of Fasiht  

of Khwlf ,  p.v , xv), 428 
Muhadhdhib (? Jew~sh notable who 

perlshed in massacre about A.D. 
rzpr), 35, 36 n. 

Mi~&ahamatu'l-Lt~~hn&n (composed 
in n.n. r joo  by hlir 'Ali ShIr 
Nawi'i), 453, 506 

M u h a m m a d .  Theprophet (vi-vii), 
3%. 49, 519 739 74, 76, 893 90, 95, 
101, 144 n., 231 n., 320 n., 424, 
427, 441, 492 n., y 7 ,  513, 521 ; 
- B i q ~ r  (fifth Iman of the Shi'a, 
viii), 464; Shamsu'd-Din - b. 
Qays of liay (xiii), ser Mucjam 
and Shams-i-Qays;  Shanlsu'd- 
Ilfn - Juwnynl ( x I I ~ ) ,  .;ee Qdhib- 
Diwbn ; - Sdm (Ghdri captain, . 
defender of Herbt, put to death in 
A.D. 1307)~ 50; - Shdh (hst 
Mongol fl-khin, put to death in 

;I 
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A.D. 1338), 59; - of Abnrqdh 
(editor of the letters of Rashidu'd- 
Din Fadlu'lldh), 80; MawlLni - 
Rdmi (appointed Head of the 
College at  Arzanjin, xiv), 83; - 
b. 'Ali of Shabinkdra (author of 
the Majma'u ' l -  AnsPb, p.v.), 
103; Sultin - (Muzaffari prince 
put to  death by Timdr in A.D. 
1393)~ 169,  go ; Malik - Kurt 
(put to death by Timdr in A.D. 
1389),180; Sultin -b. Abd Sa'id 
of Tabas (revolied against Timdr 
in A:D; 1395), 192; Mawlini  - 
Quhlstanf (one of Mirinshih's 
jntimates put to death by Timdr 
1" A.D. 1399), 195,; - al-Qicli 
(accom~an~ed Clavijo from Spain 
to Tfmlir's court in A.D. 1404)~ 
199; - KRzarfint (a merchant 
who befriends H i f i ~ ,  xiv), 285; 
- QBsim Astaribidf (historian of 
India), see F i r i s h t a ;  - b. - 
Dir ib i  (author of L a t i f a  - i - 
Ohaybiyya,  Y.V.)., 300 ; - F i ~ d -  
zLbid1 (poet parodled by Mahmdd 
Qiri  of Yazd), 352 ; Malik 1 of 
Sarakhs b. Mu'izzu'd-Din Kurt 
(xix), 354; -b. Saidu'd-DinTafti- 
zini (d. A.D. 1 4 3 ~ ) ;  - I (Ottoman 
Sultfin, A.D. 1402-zr), 356, 398, 
400; - I1 (Ottoman Sulcdn, A.n. 
1451-1481), 370, 398, 400, 401, 
405, 407-12; Mitzi Sultin - 
(governor of h i q ,  xv), 364; - 
Juki b. Shih-rukh (d. A. D. 1444)~ 
385 n. ; - Mirzi b. Jahdnshih 
Qira-qoylinld (xv), 402; - b. 
AbGSa'id (xv), 410; -Badalchshf 
(poet and bearer of Jimi's letter to  
Sultan Bdyazld 11, xv), 4f3, 4.59; 
- b. Khiwand S h i h  (h~storian, 
xv), 431, see Mirkhwbnd;  - 
Silih (poet contemporary with 
Bibur), 459; - b. Bdysunqur 
(xv), 496; Mirzi - b. 'Abdu'l- 
Wahhib of Qazwin (contemporary 
Persian scholar), 16n., z r ,  66, 
88n., 106n., r53n., 356n., 448; 
- Iqbil  (contemporaly scholar), 
269 n.; - vusayn Khin,  see 
Zuki'u'l -Mulk  

A b i ~  hfnl!ammntl of Tabrlz (father of 
Fadlu'llih al-Hurlifi), 367 

Muhiasib, functions of -, 1 6 ~  n., 
277 n. 

Muhyi'd-Din. - (divine, xiii), 27 ; 

Shaykh - ibnu'l-'Arahf (xiii), 63, 
127, 128, 132, 139, 331, 446n., 
447,484, 514 

Mli'ina (near Ahar), 27 
Mu'in-i-Isfizdri (author of a history of 

Herit), 173, 430-1 
Mu'inu'd-Din. - Parwina (xiv), 

85, 106, 115, 127; - of Yazd 
(historian of the Mu~affarfs), 159, 
161-2, 170,359-60; - of Kfishdn 
(astronomer, xv), 386 

Muir, Sir William - (author of L+ 
of Mahornet), 144 n. 

Mu'izzl (panegyrist of the Seljdqs). 522 
Mu'izzu'd-Din. - b. Ghiyithu'd- 

Din Kurt (xiv), 57, 177, 178,179, 
211-14, 354; - Jahingir b. ShPh 
Yahyi Mu~affari (xiv), 169 

-Mu yam fi Athdrz' Mtdldki'l- 'Ajam 
(history of the ancient kings of 
Persia by Fadlu'llfih al-gusayni, 
xiii-xiv), 68 

-1Muyarnfi Ma'dytri Arh'dri'l- 'Ajam 
(work on Persian prosody by 
Shams-i-Qays, xiii), 16 n. 

Mujir of Baylaqin (poet, xii), 65 
*Mrjtzal of Fa~ihf  of Khu.if (A.D. 

1 4 ~ 2 ) ~  426-8. See F a s i h i  
Mukhayyapnrima (mock-heroic poem 

by Mahmud Qiri  of Yazd, xv), 
352 

Mukhtdri, clan or family of Qazwin, 94 
Mukhtasar .  - (of -Taftizfini, xiv), 

354; - u'd-Duwal (of B a r -  
Hebraeus ,  q.v.), 18, 64; - 

f t ,  Ta'rfkhi'l-Bashar, see Abu'l- 
F ~ d d  - --- 

Ibn Muljam (assassin of the Imam 
'Ali, A.D. 66r), 256n. 

Mullinin, 83, lz$? 174 
Muldk-i-pwa If(Parthiamsocalled), 

Po Md minin,clanorfamilyof ~ a z w f n ,  94 
Munqjivz-bdshf (by this title, " the 

Astronomer in chief," Darwish, or 
Dervish, Ahmad, author of the 
history entitledSa+d'ifil'GAMbtr, 
is generally known), 383 n., 384 
and n.; 3877 3909 403, 407, 409, 
411, 414, 415, 417n. 

M2inisrr'l-Abrdr (by 'Imdd of Kir- 
m5n, A.D, r3h4), 259 

Munkir (name of one of the angels 
who conducts the " Questioning 
of the Tomb"), 522 

Ibnu'l-Muqaffa', 'Abdu'llBh - (viii), 
463, 504 



Mliqdn, 39 
Ihn Muqla (calligrxphist). 84 
Murdd I1 (Ottoman Sultdn, A.D. 

1421-51), 383 n., 398, 400, 404 
Mur+d Bey (nephew and envoy of 

Uzhn Hasan. A.D. r461), 408, 418 . , .  . 
Mnrid ~ d f ; h $  ~ h a e o l o g u s  (xv), 412 
Murghdb, 175, 388 
Murtdd, Mir - (philosopher and 

chess-player), 456-7 
Mlisb. - (the last Mongol ruler of 

Persia, d. A.D. 1337)~ 17, 59; 
- the Kurd (pretended Mahrli, 
xiv), 50; - (brother of Sulf in 
Muhalnmacl I, put to death ahout 
A.D. 1416), 401 

MusBfir, Darwish - (IJurbff corre- 
spondent, xiv), 368 

Musalli (" the Oratory," near Shiriz), 
238,284, 291 

Mz~sPon, L -, I rz n., 366 n., 427. 
428, 465.467, 469.n. 

 MI'S^ (town m Armenla), 188, 192 
*iMush rr Gzwba (" the Mouse and the 

Cat," poem by 'Ubayd-i-Zikduf), 
230, 241-4 

Mu~rafi ,  Prince - (son of Sulf in 
hluhammad 11, campaign against 
~ z 6 n  Uasan, A.D. 147%-4), qrr-r* 

-Mustalcfi (titular Caliph at  Cairo, 
xiv), 1 6 ~  n. 

-MustaCli (Fbtimid Caliph, A.D. 1094- 
Irol) ,  I54 

-Mustansir (Fbtimid Caliph, A.D. 

1035-94, 154 
-Must?'sim (the last IAbbBsid Caliph, 

killed by the Mongols in A.D. 

1258), 74 
Mustawft, clan or family of Qazwin, 

94; Amin N+r - (resident in 
Qazwin when it was sacked by the 
Mongols in A.D. rzzo), 96. See 
also Hamdu' l lbh,  Ta'rikh-i- 
Guzida  

M z t s t a z u f i ' l - M a  (" Chancellor of 
the Exchequer "), zo 

Mh'ta, Ihtlle of - (A.D. 6z9), 144 11. 
-Mugtadid (titular Caliph at Cairo, 

A.D. 13.52-62), 164 n. 
-1futanabbi (Arabic poet, x), 547 
-Mufarrizf (grammarian, xi i~) ,  272 n. 
-Rfntan.wal (of -TafLdzinf, xiv), 3 j 4  
i'vlu'<nzila (sect), 5% r n. 
Mutinv, Indian - (A.D. 1857), 183 n., 

3863 391, +SO 
Muwaffaqu'd-Darvla 'All (grandfather 

of Rasilidu'd-Din Fadlu'llih), 69 

f 
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Mhy-dirdz (" lonq-haired," nick-name 
of theSdhib- Dtz~dt ' s  glandfather), 
zo. See under Juwaynf  

M u p f f a r ,  House of - (xiv), 60, 139, 
160-70, 152, 173, 186, 188, 189, 
190, 191, 193, 206, 208,225, 258, 
275, 284,355, 356,357; - (go~er -  
no1 of Qnzwin when ~t was sacked 
by the Mo~lgols in A.D. ~ z z o ) ,  96- 
7;  Shih  - (artist, xv-xvi), 4561 
459, 505 

Muzaffarf, clan or family of Qazwin, 
94 

Nddir  ShAh (A.D. I 736-47), 371 n. 
NafakddCz6'l- Uns (u [ItLen by ] dinf in 

A.D. 14;6), 12+,139n., 140, rqrn., 
273, 283, 321, 331 n.,426n., 434- 
6, 455, 461 n., 47 j, 508, 512, 513 

Ni'in, 3.11 
Najd5hi (envoy of Snlfbn Bdyazid to 

'Timlir), 205 
Najibu'd-Din. - Kahkn'l (" the 

ocnl~st," xiii, creature bf Saidu'd- 
Dawla,  g.v.), 32; Shaykh - 
Buzghlish (xiv), 484 

Najmi (poet parodled by Bushiq), 
350 

Najmu'd-Din KubrB (xiii), 484 
Nakhluwdn, 59, 16j ,  166, 187, 188, 

400, 417 
Nakfl, 522, See ahove under Munkir  
Napoleon I (compared with Timir), 

182 
Nagdzr'n-Nu& (composed by Jim1 

in A.D. 1458), 5x4 
Nagfiu'l-Ashrdf, Sayyid Tiju'd-Din 
- , 71 

Naqshbandf, order of dervishes, 441, 
qjz,  506 

Nilin BilqB, Amfr - (xiv), 57 
Nasd (in Khtu d s h ) ,  354 
Nasf i, Shihiibu'd Dfn - (biographer 

of Jaltrlu'd-Din KhwLrazmshLh, 
xiii), 12  

Nashit (acrostic on the name -), 
12s 

Nasinll (or Nesfmi, Turkish poet put 
to death fat hetesy in A.D. 1417)~ 
368, 369 and n., 449% 498 

Nbsir. ,4h-Malik al- - (Muhammad, 
Sultbn of Egypt, A.D. 1293-[340), 
49, 51, 53. j41 170; (Falaj, h.D. 
13o8-l419), 196, 197, 199; - 
- i- l f ius~aw (Persian poet and 
traveller, xi), 65, 154. 510; -of 
Bukhiri  (Pers~an poet), 351 

I 
INDEX 

Na~frn'd-Din Tdsi (asttonbmer and 
philosopher, xiii), 17, 18, 48, 67, 
4427 502 

A b d  Nasr .  Hasan Beg Bahddur 
Khdn (xv) , I 03 ; - -i-Farirhi (poet 
and author of the well-known 
rhymed vocabulary entitled NKsdd- 
i-J'ib~lLn), 3 50 

*Nassau Lees, Captain W. - (editor 
of the Mafahltu ' l -Uns,  q.v.), 
435, 508-9, 510 n. 

Nd'hsa  l lace), 81 
NawL'f. See M i r  'Ali S h i r  
Nawrdz ,  Festival of the -, 324n.; 
- (son of Rashfdu'd-Din Fad- 
lu'llah, xiv), 28 ; Amir - (Ghdzin 
Khdn's general, xiii), 40, 41, 176 

N a w ~ d z  u Gul (poem by Khwdjh of 
Kirmin, xiii-xiv), zz j, 226 

Naw-Shahr, 30, 31, 59 
Ndy-ndnta ("Book ofthe Reed-flute," 

by Jdmf), 514, 548 
Nayriz (in Firs), 356 
Nayyir of Kirmin (poet parodied by 

Mahmhd Qirf of Yazd), 352 
Ndzir u Manzzh (poem bv Kdtihf of 

NfshgPdr, .xv),'kg7 
Nebuchadnezzar, 89, 250 
Nejd (or Kajd), 544 
Neri, 399 
Nesimf. See above N a s i m i  
Nestorians, 11, roz 
Nicholson, D r  I<. A. - 88, 95 
Nicolas 111, Pope - (sends envoys 

to Mongols in A.D. 1278), 19 
Nicolas (Ihjdytli said to have been 

baptized under this name), +6 
Nihiwand, 193 
Nikisi (harper of Khusraw Parwfz), 

267 and n. 
Nikhdarfs, 25, 177 
Ni'matu'llih, Sayyid or S h i h  - of 

Kirmin (xiv-xv), 345, 350, 352, 
353, 463-731 497, 498 

Nishipdr, 112-15, 178.487, 488, 493 
Nishdptiriyin (clan or family of Qnz- 

win), 94 
N i z l m .  Khwkja - (unidentified), 

4941 - -i-Shdmi (biographer of 
Timlir, xiv-xv), 159, 183, 197, 
103, 361-2, 363, 365 

Niqbmi. - (pdet of Ganja, xii), 65, 
224, 226, 326 n., 348, 350, 387, 
505, 510, 522, 527, 536; 540-42; 
- -i-'Arlidf of San~arqand (author 
of the C h a h i r  Maqbla,  p.v., xii), 
65, 522 

N i ~ i m u ' d - D i n .  - Awliy5 (Saint, 
d. A.D. 1324)~ ro8; - Mah- 
mhd Q L i  of Yazd (parodist), 
zrr,,  351-3 ; Abu'l-Ma'dll Nas- 

, ru'llah (translator into Persian of 
the B e  of Kalfla a n d  Dirnna, 
xii), 463 

N+dmzt'lMuZk(minister to the SeljGqs 
Alp Arsldn and Malikshih, xi), 89 

N@dmzr1t- Tawdrfkh(historica1 manual 
by al-Baydiwi, xiii), 63, 88, IOO 

N k i r  (b. -Mustansir, Fdtimid prince. 
. A -  

xil, '54 
NizLd of Quhistin (poet, xiii-xiv), 

IqA-5 ' 

NO&; (kongol prince, xiii), 25 
Nor.thanlptonvisited by Mongol envoy 

Ill A.D. 1307, 11 
North Sea, 6 
Nu'min, Shdh -, so11 of the poet 

IIILfiz Indial. (buried 28n at Burhinphr in 

NU$" ("'Po&"), 470, 471 
Ndru'd-Din. - b. Shamsu'd-Din 

Muhammad (author of the Ghdzrifz- 
mima, composed in A.D. 1361), 
103; - Rasadi(xiii), I 15; Shaylth 
- 'Abdu'G-~iahmdn of Isfard'in 
(xiv), 177, 191; Mull5 - 'Abdu'r- 
Nahmdn, see Jbmf;  Khwdja - 
Lutlu'llih, 424, see Hbfiz Abrd  

Nhrt~'liih, Sayyid - of Shilshtar 
(authorofMajblisu'l-Md'minfn, 
1.v.1, 44 n., 498 

Nhshfrwdn (Sdsintan king of Persia, 
vi), 114,119, Izrn., 250. Seealso 
Chosroes,  Kisrb, S a s i n i a n s  

Nusratu 'd-Din.  - Ahmad b. Yhsuf 
(Atdbek of ~ u r - i - ~ u z u r ~ ,  xiii-xiv), 
68;  Amir - Sitby (governor of 
Mawzil, xiii-xiv), 82 

-NupL: (of Shaykh Sadru'd-Din al- - .  
Qunyawf), 5r4 

Nuzhatu'l-Akhbdr (history by Firiddn 
Bey, xvi), 204 

Nuzhatz~'2-Quldb (geography by Ham- 
du'llih Mustawfi of ~azwin,'xiv), 
63 n., 87, 93 n., 98-100 

Odoric of Pordenone,  Friar-(xiv), 
f; r -. 

Oghurlu Muhammad b. dzhn  Hasan 
Bdyandari (xv), the " Curlu- 
mameth " or " Ueurlimehemet " - -- -. 
of the Venetians, 403, 410, 413 

Oghuz (legendary ancestor of the 
Turks), 73 
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Ogotiy (son and successor of Chingiz 
Ichdn, A.D. 1zn7-41), 74, 383 

d'Ohssoo's Histoire des Mo?rgols 
(Amsterdam, 1834-5), 5, X I  n., 
12, 13, 15, 26n., 49, 50, 53n.. 
54n., 58n., 60, r Ian .  

Omar. See ' U m a r  
Omayyads. See U m a y y a d s  
Ong Khin, 11 n. See P r e s t e r  J o h n  
Oriental Translation Fund, 448 
Orphi, 389. See 'Urfa 
'Osmdn, Amtr - (xvi), 417. See 

also 'UthmLn 
Ottoman (LOsmdnli) Turks, 4, 5, 107, 

156, 164n., 196, 198-9, zor, 204, 
381, 398, 400-1, 404-53 4099 
410-14, 479-23, 433, 439, 4449 
507. See also Turks ,  and under 
the names of the several Ottoman 
Sultins 

Ouseley, Sir Gore -, 15zn., 263, 
273, 292, 328 n., 473 n. 

Oxford, 184 
Oxus (Amti, jayhiin), 4, 175 9 190, 

194, 3791-419 

Paez d e  S a n t a  Maria,  Fray Alonzo 
- (xv), I99 

paladins, '394 - . 
Palaeologus, Michael - (xiii), 18 
Palmer, Professor E. H. -, 300, 

705 n. 
P&lu (place), 82 
Pinipit, Battle of - (April 20, 1526), 

393 
Pa?,j Ganj  ("the Five Treasures," 

i.e. the five great romantic poems 
of NizLmi of Ganja,  p.v., also 
known' as the "Quintet" or 
Khamsa ,  g.v.), 326n. 

Pan-Turanian movement, 14, 15 
Paver currency. See C h a o  
P&S, 102, z 3 j  
Pirrsd, Khwija - (mystic), 514 
Parthians (Mz/ltikulf - TawBif), 90 

and n. 
Parwiz, Khusraw - (Sdsdnian king, 

vii), rzrn., 26711. 
Patydli (India), 108 
Pavet de Courteille, 392, 454, 4559 

505 n- 
Payne, 303 

Pehlevi-musulman," 367 
Pekin (Khin-biligh, Cambaluc), 397, 

398 
Pen, the - (Qnlanz), zzo n. 
Persia Society, 304 n. 

EX 
Persian Gtllf, 3, 285, 379, 402 
" I'eisian Histollcal Texts Series," 

436 
Peruse, Fransois de - (archbishop of 

Sultbntyya, A.D. 1322)~ 54 
Petits de la Croix, 363 
Petrograd, I I Z  n., zIon.  See also 

S t  Pe te rsburg  
Pharaoh, 89 
Philip le Bel, 49 
Plan de Carpme, Friar John of -, 

87 9 
Pir Ahmad (of the QaramLn dynasty, 

xv), 412 
P i r  'All, Ghiyhthu'd-Din - Kurt 

(xiv), 179, 180; - (minister and 
murderer of Khalll Sultdn b. 
Mtrinshdh b. Ttmdr, xv), 381; 
- (brother of Bahb'u'd-Din Qdra 
'Osmdn of the " Whlte Sheep" 
Tulkmans, xiv), 404 

'I P~rameto." See Pir A h m a d  
above 

Pirl Beg Qdjir (commander of ShAh 
Isma'il's army at  the Battle of 
Shordr), 4 1 7 ~ 8  

Pir Budbq b 1 ahanshdh (of the "Black 
Sheep" Tarkmans, xv), 402 

P i r  M u h a m m a d  (son of Ghiybthu'd- 
Din P i r  'Ali, q . ~ . ) ,  179, 180; - 
b. Jahbngir b. Timdr, 186, aoa, 
38 1 

Plr l'asha (connected with Hurdfh), 
368 

Pir Sultin (son of Rashidu'd-Dh 
Fa?lu'llQh), 84, 85 

Pishdidi (legendary) kings of Persia, 
00 

~ l a i o ,  18, 125 
Pococke, 64 n. 
'I Point." See N u q f a  
Poland, 6, 10, 102 

Popes, 8,g,  10, 19, 101, 10% 
Portugal, 102 

Potiphar's wife, 531. See Z u l a y k h i  
Pf ess and  Poetiy of Modtrft Persia 

(by E. G. Rrowne), I 5 
Prester John, 11, 19n. 
Price's Chronological Retrospect, 196 

and n., 366n. 
Printing, Invention of - ascribed to 

Chlnese, 14, 102-3 
Prostitutes, AbG Sa'id's legislation 

against - (A.D. 1318-19), 5 j 
Pul-1-Fasb (in Firrs), 168 
Pdr-i.Rahd yi-JLmi (poet, xiii), 111- 

'5, I77 

Q d b d s  b. W a s h m g i r  (Prince of 
'rabaristin, x-xi), zzr 

Qadawl, clan or family of Qazwin, 94 
Qadiri, prder of dervishes, 452 
Qadi - zada - i - Rliml (Salahu'd - Din 

M h i ,  astronomer, xv), 386, 502 
Qif, mountains of -, 316n., 349 
Qij ir  tribe, 417, 418 
Qya- i - Ja f id  (" the White Castle JJ 

In Firs), 165, 168, 191 
Qalandar, 124, 125 
Qali'dn (Mamldk Sol$n of Egypt, 

A.D. 1279-go), 26n. 
Qdmdn (Mongol medicine-men), I 11, 

112 and n. 
Qamaru'd-Din (xiv), 186 
Qdmds of -Firdzibddf, 357 
QandahLr, 187, 456 
Qdni'i (poet, xiii), I r r  
Qbra-high (near ArrQn), 57, 166, 188, 

1 9 ~ s  I97, 199, Z 0 1 ~  417, 503 
Qiira-Bdqi (" Black Bull," xiii-xiv), 

82 
QarichPr Noyin (Mongol ancestor of 

Timdr), 185 
Qdra f luk ( I L  the Black Leech," nick- 

nameof Qi ra  'Osmin Aq-qoydn~fi, 
xiv). AOA 

Qdra-~hiti 'f,  dynasty of Icirmin, xiii- 
xiv), 48, 92 

Qaramdn (formerly Liranda in Asia 
Minor), 155, 4x1; dynasty of -, 
A 0  I 

~ i r a  Muhammad b. Bayrim Khwhja 
Qbra-qoylinld (xiv) , 399 

Qarbnqay (Mongol prince executed), 
33 

Q i r a  'Osmdn ('Uthmin); see above 
under QLra i l u k  

Qaraqorum (the Mongol metropolis), 
8,  405, 

Qkra-qoyunlb ( I '  Black Sheep" Turk- 
mdns), 173, 379, 380. 381, 382, 
387~388,399~4017 403,4049 405-Y 

Qdra Sunqur (xrv), 53 
QarLwu1, clan or family of Qazwin, 94 
Q i r a  Ydsuf ("Black Joseph ") son of 

QBta M u h a m m a d ,  p.v., 173, 
192, 196, 204, 206, 3809 382,399, 
4001 401, 404, 409 

Q i r s  (in Armenia), 188 
Qbsimu'l-Anwdr (poet, xv), 352, 366, 

438, 473-86 
Abu'l-Qisim BLbur (TlmJrid prince, 

xv), 3rr9 387 
Qa~r-I-Zald (m Fdrs), 355 
Qatdda (family of- a t  Mecca), 51 

Q b ~ i n , .  155 
Qay5arlyya (Caesarea), 83, 85 
Qazwin, 571 873 939 949 96, 979 9 %  

190, '957 23% 23'3 232, 233, 934, 
2551 256, 257, 368, 400 

-Qazu?nl, Zakariyyi b. Muhammad- 
(geographer, xiii), 64 

QibLa, 522 and n. 
Qinnasrin, 81, 86 
Q i ~ c h i q ,  3219 354, 388, 398 
Qi jap ' l -  A7zbiyd (" Tales of the 

Prophets "), 88 
Qiwiim, gdjj i  - (xiv), a76 and n., 

2'JZ 
~iwimu'l-a in. MawlLnd - of 

Sliirhz (xiv), 166, 292; - 'A~I -  
do'llih of ShlrLz (xiv), ~ 7 2  ; Maw- 
l i n i  - (connected w ~ t h  Hurlifis, 
xiv), 368 ; UstQd - (architect to 
Shih-rukh, xv), 384, +98 

Qizil Arslin (ruler of 'IrLq, xiv), 225 
QizzZ-bdsh (" Red-heads "), 416-17 
Qonya (Iconium), 63, 111, 127, 411, 

4457 479 
Quatremere, 69, 70, 72, 74 n., 75, 76, 

779 73 n., 79, So, 397, 429 
Qubdd b Iskailtlar Qara-qoydnld 

(xv), 402 
Qubiliy (" Kubla ") Khdn (xiii), 19, 

27, 74 
Qudsi (poet of HerLt, xv), 438, 499 
QuhistQn, 155, 156 
Qul- muh ham mad (musician patronized 

by Mir 'Ali Shir Nawb'i), 505 
Qum, 27, 3648 389, 416 
Qhmis, 27 
Qumishah, 16 
Qunquratiy &ongo1 noble put to 

death, A.D. r284), 26 
Qu~'kn, 27, 36n., 63, 76, 84, 86, 92, 

125, 165, 166, r75, 2x5, 259n., 
2729 2741 2899 311, 3635 3679 38 5, 
442, 4;s n., 479n., Soon., 501 n., 
507, 5147 51% 5% 532 

Quraysh, 89 
Qhshjl, Mull& 'Ald'u'd-Din 'A11 - 

(astronomer, xv), 386 
Ibn Qutayba, 88,. 
Qutb-i-Jahin (XIII), 41 
QuTbu'd-Din. - Muhammad Kh- 

wirrazmshih (A. n. I 199-1 220)~ 20, 

66; - Mas'itd of S h i r h  (xiii-xiv), 
83 ; - (ruler of Kirmbn, xiv), 163 ; 
- Mabmitd b. MubMzu'd-Din 
Muhammad (Muqaffarf, born A.D. 
1336), 163 ; Amfr - (son. of Say- 
y ~ d  Amir Hbjji par r ib ,  x~v) ,  164; 
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- (envoy of Timdr), 167, 282 ; 
- NPi  (courtier of MirinsIlBh, put 
to death by T h d r  in A.D. 1399)~ 
'95 

QutlughTurkin &hi (sister of Timdr, 
d. A.D. l382), 186 

RabAb-nAma (of Sultin Walad or 
Veled, xiii), I j6 

Rabban Sawmi (member of Arghlin's 
mission to Europe in A.D. 1287-8), 
31 

Rab'-i-Rashfdf (or Rashidiyya,  p.v.), 
71, 75, 77, 82, 84, 86 

Rabi'i (poet of Bdshanj, xiv), 150-2, 
1749 431 

Radloff, 156 
Rdfidis (Rrifizis), 234, 5193 521 and n. 

See Shi 'a  
RAfi'i. - author of a work entitled 

Tndwbz, q 3  ; - clan or family of 
Qazwin, b i  

Rafici (or Ref1 i, Turkish Hur6fi poet, 
xv), 369, 449 

Rafi'u'd-Din-i-Abhari (poet, xiii-xiv), 
I K A  

Rafs&j iin, 1 63 
Rahba (Iiahbat) in Syria, 51, 81 
~ a k h s h  (Rustam's war-horse), 53 j, 

536 n. 
Ramusio, Giovan Battista -, 381 n., 

405 
Rapdt,  Nilru'd-Dfn - (xiii), I I5 
Rashahdt-i-'Ayfru'l-Hnydt (composed 

bv'  'Ali b. Husayn-i-IiLhifi in 
LD. 1 ~ 3 ) ~  434, 441-2 

Rashidu'd-Din.-Fad111'llih (states- 
man, physician and historian, pot 
tp  death by Abd Sa'id the hlongol 
11-Khkn in A.D. 1318), 17, 31, 41, 
43, 46-7, 48,49, 5% 51-2, 56, 679 
68-87, 89, 94, 100, 101, 1g+, 
328 n., 424; -WafwBt (poet,xll), 
65 

Rashidiyya (quarter of Tabrfz), 70, 
328. See also above under R a b 6 -  
i-Rashidi  

Rasht, 489 
Raverty, the late Colonel -'s manu- 

scripts, 67 n., 150 n., 210 n., 426, 
427 

Rawdatu'l-Anwdr (poem by KhwfijB 
of lcirniin composed in A.D. I 3 4 ~ ) ~  
226 

*Rawdatz~' l jafzndt  (history of Herht 
to X.D. 1473 by MU% of Isfizir), 
173-4, 179 n. 

EX 

Ra~o~lirfr,'~-Safd (general history by 
~ i r k h w a n d ,  q.v.), 161, 174, 388, 
389, $31-3,434, 439 

Raw(l'aZz6 sh - Shzrhadd (by Ilasayn 
Wri'iqi-Kishlfi, xv), 434, 441, 441 

'Rawdatzc Uli'l-Ar6db (composed In 
A.;). 1317 by Fakhru'd-Din Bani- 
kati), 100-103 

RazvdzZr-KzyliAin (by -Y6fi1[), 88 n. 
Rawha, 192 
Ray (Rhages), 16, 27, 187, 190, 1939 

194, 199, :,65, 3sz9*386, 402 
"Red Heads, +16. bee also Qizil- 

b i s h  
Refill. See Rafi 'i  supra 
Rehatsek, 431 
Rclzgzous Syste?izs of the World (I 8ga!, 

532 ". 
Renaissance, 5 
Re116 of An~ou,  Icing -, 395 
Itev~sky (t~an.;lator of Hbfiz), 303 
Rhages. See R a y  sztpra 
Rlgri-quli K h i n  Lala-bdshi, poetically 

named Hta'dyat (Persian states: 
man, wllter and poet, xix), 140, 
141, 222-3, 272, 432, 465, 481 n., 
495. See also Farhang-i-Anju- 
man- i r i -y i -Nbs i r i ,  R i y  Adu'l- 
'Arifin and Majma'u'l-FusahP 

R i a i  Tanffq (Kizri Tevfiq, called 
Feylesilf Rizk," contemporary 

Turkish scholar and politician). 
103, 375, 450 

Rieu, Dr  Challes -, 58n., 67, 68, 
95n. ,  96, roon., 103, I r r ,  184n., 
203, 223, 226, 321, 328, 33% 355, 
360, 361, 363, 364, 386, 424, 4% 
429, 430 n.7 4367 437, 4409 44'9 
4-43, 453, 460n.1 464, 4739 495n.r 
502 n. 

Rijiilu'l-Ghayb (LLMen of the Unseen 
World"), 276x1. 

Risdln-i-At~zd?za (by Qdsimu'l-Anwir, 
xiv-xv), 475 

*Rtsdla-i-Dzigushd (by 'Ubayd-i-Zk- 
khni, xiv), 232, 235, 254-7 

Risdla-z-Qz/sha~~~zyya, 88 
Rzsdla-i-Sad Pand (by 'Ubayd-i- 

ZBkini, A.D.  1350), 232, 235 
Rzsdla-2-Sha'hid (by Mahmlid Shabis- 

tari, xiv), 149 
Rzsiila-i-Szrltd?ztyya (by Rashidu'd- 

Din Fa~lu'llrih, A.D. 1307), 76 
Rzsdla-i- TahZilzyyn (by Jrimi, xv), 514 
Rish-ndmn (the "Book of the Beard," 

by 'Ubayd-i-ZBkini, xiv), 235, 
2371 251 

INDEX. 
~t>n'g'zd'l-'h$?in (by Ridi-qulf Ichin, Ruthenians, g 

rix), 272, 331 n. Kdyatu'lLdA ("the Vision of God3'), Rizi. See Rl'dA 301 n. 
Rizwin or Ridwin, the custodian of 

Paradise, 215 
Rockhill, W. W. -, 8x1. 
Rogers, A., 516, 531 
Rome, Romans, 3, 102, 311, 405 
Ronmlus, 10% 

Rosen, Baron Victor -, I 74n., zlon., 
444n.9 425: 4269.4279 509 

von Rosenzurelg, Vincenz Edlem -, 
5'6, 5317 5323 542 

van Rosenzwe~g-Schwannau, Vincenz 
Ritter -, 209, 302, 305. See also 
Wfiz 

Ross, Sir E. Denison -, 108, 131, 
170n.p 184, 259, 3P4n.1 392 

Royal College of Iferat, 504 
Rubruck, Friar William of - (Rubru- 

quis), 8, 9 
Riiclcert, 542 
R6daki (poet, x), 522 
Rddbdr, 368 
Rufi'f, order of dervishes, 452 
Rulznribid (stream of - near Shfrh), 

238,284, 291 
Ruknu'd-Din.  - Khurshkh (late 

Gland Master of the Assassins of 
Alamt'it, xiii), 25 ; Sk'in (prinie 
minister to Abd ~ a ' i d ' t h e  Mongol, 
A.D. 1324)r 54, 55; Qidi - JU- 
naynt (one of the sources of the 
Ta ' r ikh- i -  Guzida,  y . ~ ) ,  89 ; 
Mallk - Ab6 Rakr b. Tri~u'd-Din 
'Uthmfin (ancestor of the Kurt 
kings of Herdt, xiji), 174, 175 ; - 
b. Shamsu'd-Din-I-Icurt, known as 
Kih fn ,  "the Lesser" (A.D. 1278- 
1307)~ 176; Shaykh - 'Ald'u'd- 
Dawla of Simnin, 223; - (un- 
identified, praised by 'Ubayd-i- 
Zikini, xiv), 235 

Rdm, 81,82? 83,84. 85,106. See also 
As la  Mlnor ,  T u r k e y  

R6ml6 (one of the nine tribes which 
supported Shdh Isma'll the Safawi 
In A.D. 1 ~ o o ) ,  417 

Rumelia, 412 
Russia, Russians, 5, 6, 9, 10, 190, 192 
R u s t a m .  - (the legendary hero of 

Persia), 31611.; - Reg (general of 
Jahdnshih beheaded by Tjzfin 
Hasan in ,A.D. 1456)~ 408 ; - b. 
lMaq~dd Aq-qoyiulld (xv), 415, 
416; - of Iihdriyiin (poet, xv), 
501  

Sa6'a (the "Septet" of Jiimi, also 
called H a f t  Awrang, Y.V.), 515 

Sabzawir, 160, 161, 178, 186, 208, 
21% 498 

de Sacy, Silvestre -, 432 n. 
Sad I 'ad  (by 'Ubayd-i-Zdkiini, xiv), 

251 
Sad Wac? ( b y  Mahmtid Qiiri of Yazd, 

xv), 352 
Sa'd b. Abfi Bakr, Atibek of F i r s  

(xiii). 121 

Sa'df, S'haykh Mu~lihu'd-Din - of 
Shiriz (xiii), 15, 16, 70, 100, 105, 
106, Ir59 1163 119, 1399 143, 153, 
224, 232n.9 2389 2939 329, 348, 
350, 3521 401, 4849 485, 4869 310, 
516, 522, 529, 531, 548 

Sa'df, order of dervishes, 452 
Fadr-i-JahAn. Sadru'd-Din Ahmad- 

i-Khilidi of Zanjin (prime minister 
to Gaykhitil, A.D. 1291-5), 31, 37, 
39,69; Jamblu'd-Din Dastajirdini 
(prime minister to Baydd, A.D. 
1295!, 41 ; Mawlini - of Bu- 
khira, 82 

Sadru'd-Din. - Ahmad-i-Khiilidi, 
see immediately above; Shaykh - 
Ibrbhim (xiii), 40; Shaykh - 
Qunyawf (or Qonya, Konia or  
Iconium), 63, 127, 445, 514; - 
'Ali b. Na~iru'd-Din Tdsi (xiii), 
67; Shaykh - b. Bahd'u'd-Dfn 
Zakariyyd (xiii-xiv), 81 ; Mawlini 
- Muhammad Turka'i (xiii-xiv), 
81, 83; - Qayruwdni (parodied 
by Bushiq), 350; Mawldni - 
(connected with the Hurdfis, xiv), 
368; Shaykh - of Ardabil (an- 
cestor of the SaTawi kings, xv), 
473,'474, 484; Shaykh- Yamani 
(xiv), 473 

Sa'du'd-Dawla (Jewish minister of 
Ar~h:hdu, A.U.  1284-91), 31-6 

Sa'du'd-Din. - -tIamawi (xiii), 40 ; - of Siwa (xiii-xiv), 48, 50, 69, 
70; - Mag66d b. 'Umar-Tafti- 
zdnf (xiv), 159, 353-4, 458 ; - b. 
Rashidu'd-Din Fadlu'lldh (xiii- 
xiv), 84, 86 ; - b. N q i r  (parodied 
by Bushiq), 350; - Wariwinf 
(author of Persian version of the  
Marzzcbdn-ndma), 356 

-Safadi (xiv), 356 
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Safawi dynasty (A.D. 1502-1736), 160, Silt Noyan, I74 

207, 315, 316n., 317, 379, 380, 
Saljhqs See SeljfW 

396, 397, 399, 400, 407, 414, +16, 
Saodg-?zdnza (of Lzhiri of Nishlpbr), 

417-20, 421 n., 434,439,459' 464, 89, 
473, 475, 484, 507 

Salma (woman's name), 544, 545 
Saffari dynasty (A.D. 867-900). 91 Salmin of Siwa (pet, xis), 60, 159, 

Sufiz-Nzidl (the L'shoe-row"), 323 171, 172, ~11,230,233,  234, 260- 

Safi or Safiyyn'd-Din of Ardabil, 71, 291, 293, 296-82325, 3489 350, 
shaykil - (ancestor of the Safawi 352, 490, +')I, jzz 

kings), 85, 474, 484-6 
Salinas, I 8S 

Safi7zatrL'r/i-Sht~'a~a' (rurkish trans- S a m .  - (legelrda1y hero of Persia. 

lationof Daw1atshah's"Memoirsof grandfather of Rustam), 316 n. ; 

thePoets"by S~1layminFahmi),436 -Mirzd(Safawi plince, xvi, author 

Sigharf (poet, satir~zed by Jdmi), 512 of the Tul!fa-i-SAmi, pv.), 439, 

Sahd12ft~'l-Akhbdr (general history In 459, 507, ,514 
~ ~ ~ k i ~ h  by Munajj im-bishi ,  Santnk (the Flsh which supports the 

q . ~ . ) ,  38311.~ 384n., 38jn., 403 n., 
Earth), "3 and n. 

497 
Simdnld dyoasty (x), 91, 52% 

Sahban b. Wi'il, I r 6 and n. Samarqand, 169, 180, 186-9, 191-4, 
~d!~~b-4hii$t-i-Ju%vay11t, Shamsn'rl- 196, 197, 199, 20%. 206, 283, 329, 

Din - (xl~i), 30-24, 27-31? 66,  354, 3557 362, 368, 381, 356, 3901 

106, 115, 121, 1.53, 175 394, 418, 428, 436, 438, 464, 473, 
Sd&b-Qi,dn (" Lord of the Fortunate 421, 502 

Co~~~ut~c t ion ,"  title given to Ti- Sanai  (poet, xii), 65, 261, 3439 344, 

mdr,  g . ~ . ) ,  185 35'4, 592 
SDib (Perslan poet), 292 Sangu~neth, 6+ n. 

~ b f i  Sacid. -b. Abi'l-Khayr (mystic San Lucar, 201  

and poet, xi), 65, 121 ; - (Mongol Santa hlarla, 199 

f l - ~ h b n  of Peisia, A.D. 1317-3 j), Sarib, Sarai, barriw, Sariy, 53 

48, 51-8, 59, 71, 74, 959 999 1 0 3 ~  122, 3219 473 
159, 160, 170, 171, 178, 215,229, Saracens, 9 

226, 251, 261, 352(?), 389, 42?- Sarakhs, 186, 354 
30; Sultdn -(grandson of Milan- Saranclib (Ceylon), 12.1 

shdh b. Timbr, xv), 388-90, 402, Sari\! -1 itd, 70 

406, 409-10, 421 n., 429, 487 n., Sariylihfifin(or 561s Khithn, mother 

506 n. 
of Uzbn Hasan, xv), 407, 408 n. 

S t  Albans, 6 
Sarbaddr dynasty of Sabzawir (xiv), 

S t  Bar~holomew's Hospital, 303 
60, 160, 161, 178-80, 208, 210, 

StPeter ,  10% 211, 216, 495 
s t  petersburg, 210 n., 425, 509. See Jarf-i-Mfr (by -Sharif-Jurjini, xiv, 

also pe t rograd .  XV), 355 
S t  Sophia (Constantinople), 367 Sir1 (Mizandarin), 494 

Sg'inu2d-Din Tarlka (saint, xv), 489 Sarjam (near Zanjin), 426 

-sakkiki (author of M ~ t d h u ' L s  Ufzim, Sdsdnian kings of Persia (iii-vii), 3, 

xiii), 272". 14, 68, 74, 90, "9,120, 121, 250, 

Sakyamnni (Buddha), 73 4 7 ,  414, 500"- 

~ ~ l b b ~ ~ d - ~ h  M ~ J ,  386. See Q i d i -  Sit1 Beg (daughter of d l j ~ y t h ,  and 

&la-i-Rlimi queen A.D. 13391, 51, 53, 55, 
*Sa[da'mdn u Absdl (poem by Jimi, 599 170 

xv), 523-6 
Savinj (Sevinj), Amir - (d. A.D. 

Saleinann, I 56 131% 52 
Salgharid Atibeks of F i r s  (xii-xiii), Savinj (Sevlnj). Qutlugh Aghl (niece 

739 749 92 
of Tirnhr, xiv), 179 

Sililltyqacemetery (Damascus), 118 Siwa, 55, 400 
Salim. - (or Selim) "the Grim" Sawdnth (by Shaykh Ahmad Ghaz- 

(Ottoman Sultbn, xvi), 107 and zLli), 135 and n. 

n. ; - (Persian poet), 292 Sawdi'i, k i b b  - (poet, xv), 438 

INDEX 
SatVn1L, Rabban - (one of envoys 

206, 258, 264, 276n., 278, 279, sent by Arghdn to Europe in A.D. 
280, 281-2, 290, 299, 355, 357, 1287-8)t 31 360 Sayfi. - of Her5t (historian), 174, Shihi. Amir - (poet of Sabzawbr, 176, 431 ; - of BukhhL (poet, xv), 352,438,498,501 ; - Khbtdn XV), 4389 458 (daughter of Iiashfdu'd-Din Fad- 

Sayfu'd-Din. - of Isfarang (poet, lullih, xiii-xiv), 84 
xiii-xiv), 154 ; Shih  - (praised Shdhbshdh-ndmn (or Chi@-&a) by Busbiq), 350; Amir - Mah- of Ahmad of Tabriz (A.D. 1337), 
mild (father of Amir Khusraw, 

103 xiii), 108 Shahr-i-Naw, 398 
Sayyids, heretical - (xiv), !go 

Shahr-i-Sabz (Kash, near Samarqand) Sayyid-i-Sharif-i-Jurjrini (xlv), 159, 
166% 189-90, 355 I94 

Sbikh-i-NabLt (alleged sweetheart of Schefer, M. Charles -, 89 n. 
Hifiz), 287 Schiltberger, Johann-(xiv-~v),4oqn. 

Shim (Damascus, a word-play on the Schlechta-Wssehrd, 21 6, 515 
name), 122 Scotland, Scotch, 43, loz Shamikhi, 83, 417 "Secl~aiclar," "Secheaidare" (Italian Shnmms, 44 

corruption of S h a y k h  Haydar ,  Shnm'f. See Shemi i  
q . ~ . ) ,  416 n. Shimld (one of the nine tribes who SPdlllot, 502 n. 

supported Shih  Isma'il the Sa- Seljdqs, 73, 74, 83, 91-2, I I I  
fawi), 417 Seven Heavens, 248 and n. 

" S h a m s .  - i-Qays (prosodist, xiii), 
< ' Seven Lean Years," 325 n. 16; - i-Tabriz (mystic, riii), 139, Seven years' Campaign" of Timdr, 

343,465,484; i-Tabasl (poet), 65 ; 
~ 9 "  Amfr - (connected with EIurlifis, Sevllle, 199 

xiv), 368; - i-'Ali (poet satirized Sevinj. See Savin j  
by Katibi, xv), 492-3 Shibardn, 83 Shamsu'd-Din.  - Muhammad-[- 

Shabistar, r46 Juwaynf, entitled Sbhib-Diwdn, 
Shabistari, Shaykh Mal~mdd - 4.v.; - (grandfather of the pre- 

(mystical poet, xiii-xiv), 146-50, ceding, xii), entitled Buzrcrg ( ' I  the 
30% 484 Great ") and Mdy-dirdz ("the Shid F l a k  (the beloved of Khalil Long-haired "), 20; Mawlini - Sultan, XV), 381-2 (xiii), 28; - h. Ruknu'd-Din-i- ShafAthi, 81 

Kurt (xiii), 57, 174, 175 ; - Shdfi'i (sect), 46, 50, 70, 97, 98, 356 Muhammad-i-Kurt (xiv), 177-8; Sir& u G a d  ("the Icing and the 
Qdrli - Muhammad b. Hasan Beggar," poem by Hilbli), 459 (xiii-xiv), 81 ; - Muhammad-i- S h b h  Jahbn. - Qbra-Khiki'i (ruler Abarqlihl (xiii-xi"), 86; Sayyid of Kirmin, A.D. 1301-3), 48; - - (connected with Hurliffs, xiv), Timdr (descendant of Abbqd, xiv), 368; - (ruler of Akhldt in A.D. 60; - (bIogul Emperor, AD. 1425)~ 401; Amir - Zakariyyi 1625-591, 184, 391 (first Prime Minister of Shdh IS- Shdh-ndvza (of Firdawsi. xi). 65, 89, 
ma'il the Safawi, A.D. I 500)~ ?I 7 ; 

951 104, 111, 316 n., 352, 385, - Gilini (first Chancellor of 5hbh 
532,541 Isma'il, A. D. I~OO),  4x7 Shbh-rukh. - b. Timdr (A.D. 1404- Shanb-i-Gllbzini, 361 
4719 747 169, 192, 193, 194, 344, Shbpdr. - I (Sdsbnian king, iii), 
364> 3667 3793 380-7, 393, 395, 93 ; - (unidentified, xv), 494 398, 400, 401, 404, 421 n., 424, -Shaqd'ip'n - flu'mdnz>ya (bio- 425, 427-8, 435, 438, 464, 473, gra hies of Ottoman divines), 369 
475, 498, 591, 5.2; - b. Abb s h a r a L 7 d - ~ f n .  -Hbrlin-i-Juwayni Sa'fd (Timdrld, xv), 410 (poet and patron of poets), 20-1 ; ShAh Sbujb' (Muzaffari, xiv), r63, - Hasan Mustawfi (xiii-xiv), 82 ; 
164, 165, 166-7, 169, 172, 186, MawIdnd - i-Tabasi (xiii-xi"), 
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86; - 'Ali Yazdi (biographer of 
Timdr, xv), 159, 181, 183, 189, 
190, 191, 196, 197, 198, 201, 202, 
203, 356, 361, 362-5, 385, 438, 
see also Zafar -n ima;  - hfuzaf- 
far b. Mibirizu'd-Din) A.D. 1325- 
51), 163; - Iidmi (author of the 
Antszc'b-'~shshlt~, A. D. 1423)~ 462 

Sharafiyya College (in Taft of Yazd), 
364 

S h k h  (or Chdch, the modern T k h -  
kand), 110, 320 and n. 

Shaftu'l;'hrab, ~ g r  I and n. 
Shawdhidzr'n-Nubz17uwa ("Evidences 

of Pro~hethood," composed by 
Jimi  in'^.^. 1480), 512-13 

Shaybini K h i n  the Uzbek (xv-xvi), 
380, 390, 393, 418-19, 459 

Shaykhi b. Rashidu'd-Din Fadlu'llih 
(xiii-xiv), 84 

Shaykhi NB'i (musician, xv-xvi), 505 
Shaykhum Suhayli, Alnir - (poet, 

kv), 438, 457 
Shemil (Turkish comnientator of 

IrIjfiz), 29? 
Shibli. Sultan - b. Shdh Shuji'-i- 

Muzaffari (xiv), 167, 169; - 
Nu6mdni (Indian critlc and scholar, 
xix-xx), 108, 261, 265, 267, 269, 
271,  273, 214, %So n., 259, 291, 

grapher of Jalilu'd-Din Manlto- . 
birni, xiii), 12; - Suhrawardi 
rSh&fili doctor of Baghdid, xiii- 
xiv), 70, r39; Amir -- (governor 
of Baghdad, xiii-xiv), 82 ; - b. 
Rashida'd-Din Fa~llu'llih (xiii- 
xiv), 84 ;  - Haydar (satirized 
hv ~~Thavd-i-Zikini, xiv), 238 ; 
&ay& '- Qalandar (satirized 
by 'Ubayd-i-Zikini, xiv), 257; 
shaykh - 'Abdu'llih (or 'Azi- 
zn'llih) of IChwif, 426, 428. See 
also H i f i ?  A b r ~  

Sld'a, Shi'ites, 42, 44, 50, 51, 1789 
224, 255, 256, 301, 3153 3729 416, 
418, 441, 456, 458, 464, 475, 4987 
5 y ,  521 n. See also RBfidis 

Shiraz, 15, 16, 30, 33, 383 399 $49 86, 
163, 164, 166, 167, 168, 169, 188, 
189, 190, 191, 206, 208, 225, 2307 
231, 237, 238, 274, 276 n., 2777 
281, 282, 283, 303, 311, 3449 3559 
356, 357, 35% 359, 363, 366,410, 

413, 418, 423, 427, 4369 4443 4859 
486, 500 

Shjyltz-nltn~a (composed in  A.D. 1343 
by Shaykh Fakhru'd-Din), 360-1 

Shirin (the beloved of Ichusraw Par- 
wiz), 329, 547 

Shiiru'l-'Ajaftz (by Shibli  Nu 'min i ,  
Y.V.), 108, 109,261,265,273,292n. 

Shirmin, 374, 401, 416, 417, 4499 
458, 4943 495,. 

Shirwin-shBh (xln-xiv), 83, 225 
ShirzLd, clan or family of Qazwin, 94 
Shujic, Shih -. See above under 

ShLh S h u j i '  
Shurdr, Battle of - (A.D. 1502)~ 379, 

417-18 
Shdshtar, 166, 168, 189, 191 
Sibak (poet, xv), 438 
3ihin. See Jaxartes 
~i iesia,  6 
*Silsilatz~'dh- Dha7rah (the "Chain of 

Gold," composed by Jim1 in A.D. 
1485), 510, 516-23 

~i~siL~tzc'n-f~asa6-i-sa~aw~@ya (a rare 
work on the Genealogy of the 
Safawi kings of Persia), 474, 484 

(the star Arcturus), I I 3 
Sind (poet and calligraphist, xv), 488, 

49 3 
Sinxnin, 55, 81, 190 
Sfnruvgh, 316 
Sinai, Mount --, 11.1. 
Sinrl, 83 
Si~zdijfid-tzrimta (Turk1 translation of 

--)I 94 
Sinjir (place near Rtawi;il), 82, 399 
Sillope, 205 
Siriju'd-Din of Dizful, Khwija -- 

(gove~nment auditor, xiii-xiv), 83 
Sivdt, Bridge of -, 522 
~i~atzc'n-1Vabt (LrBiography of the 

Prophet," probably Ibn Hishim's), 
88 and n. 

Sirjin, 169, 190, 192 
Sistin, 86, 91, 160, 175, 1779 181, 

186, 187, 193, 388, 392,456 
Siwis, 83, 192, t96, 204, 205, 206, 

4049 P ' 7 
Siyih-push KBfrs, 193 
Siya~u'l-~/1firlzik (" Biographies of the 

I k g s " ) ,  89. The work here in- 
tended is the S i y i s a t - n i m a ,  q.v. 

Si~virat-,zlinra (by the Nizimu'l-Mulk, 
xi), 88-9 

Siyiwush, 31 7-18 
de Slane, Earon McGuckin --, 64 n.. 

462 n. 

INDEX - 
Smith, Vincent A. - (historian of Sunqur Bdwarchi (governor of Basra, Akbar's reign), 393 n. xiii-xiv), 8 r 
Smyrna, 199 Surghdtmish Qard-Khitb'i (ruler of Solivero, of Barcelona (Spanish envoy Kirmdn, xiii), 1 6 ~  at  GhLzin's court about A.D. Surdri (Turlcish commentator of 

'3001, 44 
Solomon, 317 n. Hifi?), 299 

Sds, 81 
Somnith, 477, Suwam'l-Aqdlfm (geographical work " Sortes Verg~Iian;r," 311 by Abd Zayd Ahmad b. Sahl al- 
" Spaan,'' " Spaham " (Italian cor- Balkhi), .gi ruptions of Ipfahin,  q.~.) ,  389, Suyurghatmls (son of Shih-rukh, 

410 died A.D. 1426-7), 385 n. 
Spain, ~ ~ a n i a r d s ,  Spanish, 4, 44, -Suy'iti, 'Abdo'r-Rahmiin Jaliilu'd- 199-201, 396 Din - (historian and polymath, 
Sprenger (CataLogue af the Library of xv), 1 6 ~  n. 

the Kilzg of Ottdc), 125 and n., Sdzani (poet and satirist, xii), 257 155 and n. Swan and Sonnenschein (publishers), 
S S Z L ~ J ~ F Z Z ~ S  (by Dr Tholuck), 147 532 n. Stewart, Major Charles - (translator Syria, Syrians, 19, 41, 42, 51, 53, 69, ofMa~L~Lif-i-Tintzi~f,  1830)~ 184 85, 86, 92, 127, 197, 205, 397, le  Strange, Guy --, 63 n., 70 n., 80, po4, 408, 417, 466, 468 

93 n., 99, 100, 155 n., 304, 356 n., Syrlac language, 12, 31 
426 Synagogues (destroyed by Ghdzdn in 

Strassburg or Strasbourg, 107 n. Persia about A.D. 1295), 40 
'Sub~afu'EAbrdr (the "Rosary of the 

Pious," by Jdmi, xv), 516, 528-31 TabPbakLn (clan or falnily of Qoz: 
-Subki (scholar and lecturer at  Da- win), 94 mascus, xiv), 3 57 Tabapdln'l-Alibbd (" Lives of the 
Snbutdy (Mongol general, xiii), 25, Physicians" by Ibn Abi U?aybiea, 

96, 97 xiii), 63-4 
Sddi (Turkish commentator of Hdfi?), Tabarak, Castle of --, 165 

2991 302 -Tabari (the historian Muhammad 
Sfiflisnl, Slifls, 85, 92, 319 n., 417, Jarlr -), 88, 220 n. 

435 Tal)aristLn, 221 
Suhaylf. See Anwir - i -  -, Shayk-  Tabas, 55 h u m  

27, 28, 33, 38, 40, 46, 61, go, SulaymLn., - Iihdn (one of the last 79, 82, 86, 103, 1 ~ 6 ,  161, 165; puppet 11-lthdns of Persia, xiv), 166, 172, 173, 175, 187, 199, nor, 60 ; Sulfdn - "the Magnificent " 20% 230, 3179 320, 321, 328, 329, (Qdpzht~i~f~ A.D. 1520-66): 396 ; 330, 361, 362, 368, 379,400, 403, Prince - (brother of Sultan Mu- 406, 410, 413, 414, -416, 418, hammad I, killed in A.D: I ~ I O ) ,  473 400, 404; - Fahmi (translator of Tncirus, 80 
Dawlatshdh's "Memoirs of the Tadwin of -RdfiCi, 93 ; - of -YAfiY; 
Poets " into Turkish), 436 88 

Abd Sulaymin Db'dd. See BanAkati Tadhkirafrr'l-A~ulGd ( I r  Memoirs of 
Salaymin K6h, 193 the Saints," Ily LAffdr, xiii), 88 
S u l t i n  'Ali. - (elder brother of Tadhkirafzt'sh-Shu'ard ("Memoirs of 

ShLh Isma'il the Salawi), 416; - the Poets,"by Dawlatshbh,p.v.), 
(calligraphist of Mashhad, xv), 459 434 Sultdn Veled (or Walad, son of Maw- Tafd'ul (auguries from U d f i ~  etc.), 
l i n i  Jalilu'd-Din Rdmi and author 311-19 
of the Rabd6-ndftzo, xiii), r55-6 Taft (near ~ a z d ) ;  3c4 

Suit-iniyya, 48, 51, 53, 54, 55, 61~67,  Taftiain (in Khurasan), 354 
70~81,  166, 187, 190,192, 400, 401 -TaftPzinf. See Sa'du'd-Din and 

Sunnjs, 50, 178, 238, 256, 301, 315, A h m a d  b. Sa'du'd-Din 
418, 419, 521 Ibn Taghribardi (historian), 58 
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T l h i r .  - Abiwardi (poet, xv), 501 ; 
- of Farydmad, I r r 

Abd Tihir-KhitIini (Persian poet and 
wiiter), 65 

Tahmbp, Shbh - I (Safawi, A.D. 
1524-76), 316 and n., 381 n., 400, 
418, 419 

Tahgtg - r - Madhhab - i - J d j y d n  (by 
J imf ,  xv), 514 

Td'iyya (poem by 'Umar ibnu'l- 
F i ~ i d ) ,  133 n., 514 

Taidridu'l- Umanz (of Ibn Miska- 
wayhi), 88 

Tijik, 466, 468 
Tajrtd (commentary on - by al- 

Qdshji, xv), 386 
Tl ju 'd -Din .  -Awaji (Shi'ite divine 

contemporary with Uljiytd, xiv), 
50 ; Sayyid - Naqibzl'l-Ashrd! 
(x~v) ,  70-1 ; Sayyid - (conoectecl 
w ~ r h  Hurdfis, xiv), 368 ; - ' Uth- 
min-i-Margllini (ancestor of the 
Kurt kings, xii-xiii), 174 

Tajziyatu'l-Amsdr. See Ta'rikh-i- 
W a s ~ P f  

Takald (one of the nine tribes who 
supported S h i h  Isma'il in A.D. 

15qo), 417, 
Takhtakh I n ~ u  (xiii-xiv), 83 
Takrit, 191 
Takddar. See A h m a d  T a k ~ d a r  
Ti l ib  of Jijarm (poet, xv), 438 
Bbh Til ib al-Husayni (translator or 

author of the supposed autobio- 
graphical ~ ~ o r k s  of Timdr, xvii), 
184 

Tilish b. Amir Hasan (xiv), 170 
9 hlvrfh (allusion), 243 
~ a m a n n b ' i  (Turkish ITurdfi poet, xiv), 

3 70 
Tamerlane (corruption of T h d r - i -  

Lalzg, " Limping Timdr "), see 
T i m d r  

Tamlmi (clan or family of Qazwin), 
94 

T a ~ b s u r i  (place), 398,, 
Tarigl&y (father ot I~mdr) ,  185 
Taramtbz. Amir - (xiv), 50 
*Ta'rifAt ("Definitions " )  - of 

'U bayd-i-Zikbni (xiv), :32, 235, 
252-4, 276 ; - of -Sayy~d-Sl~arif- 
Juriini (siv-xv), 355 

Ta'rikh. - "i-Ba,tnkati (composed 
ia  A.D. 1317)~ 100-3; - i-Ghii- 
~ d t ~ f ,  72; see JQmi1u't-TawP- 
r ikh;  - i-Gl~ztdn (composed in 
A.D. 1330)~ 17, 56, 57 n., 87-95, 

115, 118, 119, 162, 166 n., r67, 
168 n., 224, 231 n., 360 ; - i -Ird?~ 
(by Zuki'u'l-Mulk, xix), 3!3,n.; - 
i-jahhz-gz~shd.~ (by Ala u d-Din 
'A$ Malik-i-Juwaynf, completed 
in A.D. 1260), Ion., 12, 17, zon., 
21, 65-6, 88, 97 n., 106 n., 153 n.; 
- -Kdmil  (by Ihnu'l-Athir, xiii), 
88 ; - -Khulafd (by Jalblu'd-Din 
'Abdu'r-Rahmin as-Suydti), 164 ; 
- i -Rashfdi  (by Mirzi Baydar.i- 
Dughiit, xvi), 362, 364 and n., 
39% and n. ; - i-Tadart, 88; - 
i- Wappdf (completed about A.D. 
I ~ I Z ) ,  12, 21 n., 28 n., 29, 31, 331 
34, 37, 42, 48 n., 53 n., 67-8, 70, 
3 60 

Tal-Ly-i-Stijydtz ("the Sdfis' Way," 
by ~ g n ~ i ,  xv), 514 

Tarju,,rdn2i'l-Asl$,- ( '<the Interpreter 
of the Unseen," Bbliz so called), 
3'2 

Tarsus, 81 
Tartary, 266, 267 
Tartars (properly Tatkr, the common 

form being based on a popalar 
etymology, see pp. 6-7), 4-10, 
466, 468. See Mongols  

~ i r u n ~ a ~ n ,  87 
Tishkand, 110, 262 n., 320, 418 
TBsh-Tirndr (executed in A.D. 1327), 

57 
Tnuris, 413. See Tabr iz  
Tb'ilsl (clan or fanlily of Qazwin), 94 
Tawabkul, Datwish - (connected 

' with Hurdfis, xiv), 368 
Tawdlfidt (by Rashidu'd-Din Faa- 

lu'llih, xiii-xiv), 75-6 
Tawqi'i (Tevqi'i), 203. See Firidlin 

B e y  sups 
Tiybbid, 186 
Tayy (Arab tribe), 132 
i'ekfhr (Byzantine Emperor so called), 

205 
Tennyson, 218 n. 
Tevqi'i (Tawqi'i), 203. See Firidlin 

Bey, sz~pl-a 
-ThaClabi (author of the Qyap ' l -An .  

6 9 4 ,  88 
Thiqatu'd-Din Fimi, Shaykh - (xiii), 

I75 
Tholucli, Dr  -, 147 
Thomas Ildaci or Ildoucl~i (Mongol 

envoy to Edward 11 in A.D.  1307)~ 
1 1 9  49 

Thompson, W. F. - (translator of 
the Akhldq-i-JaldN), 444 

Tibet, Tibetan, 43 
Tzbyd~z (of Ahmad b. Abi 'Abdi'llih, 

one of the sources of the Nuzha- 
tzl'l-Qztlzib), 99 

TiRis, 188, 192, 414 
Tigin (typical Turlr~sh suffix to names), 

120, 121 and n. 
Tigris, 223, 234, 251, 264, 284, 285, 

511 n. 
Tihrdn, 300 
* i m ~ r ( ~ u r k i s h f o r  6'Iron:J). - Q6'dn 

( ~ m p e r o r  of China, A.D. r305), 49; - -tash (son of Amir Chdbin, put 
to death in Egypt in A.D. 1328); 
54, 56, 59, 170; - (grandson of 
Qubilby Khin), 74; - i-Lang 
(" Tamerlane," the great Timfir, 
b. A.D. 1336, d.  1405), 4, 9, 12 ,  

57, 58, 60, 71, 159, 160, 161, 163, 
167-9, 172, 173, 179, 179, 180- 
206, 208, 216, 282, 311, 3211 332, 
344> 353-5, 3579 361-89 371, 3741 
3797 380, 3819 3839 388, 390, 3939 
3943 3959 3999 400, 4049 421, 424, 
4%5, 4=9, 430, 4319 4321 4339 4357 
4387 4622 4737 503 

Tirih,  175 
Tirm~dh, 390 
Tongudar (Armenian form of T a k d -  

dar ,  p.v. ), 25 n. 
Toqi t  (or Tdqit), 127, 205 
Tornberg, 88 n. 
Toynbee, Arnold -, rf; I 
Transoxiana (Md wa~d'a 'n-Nnhr) ,  5, 

54, 64, roo, 101, 110, 185, 234, 
3209 353 n.3 3797 382, 387, 390, 
3983 418, 4191 428, 4531 461, 468, 
502 

Trebizond, 85, 199, 201, 407, 412 
Trinity College Library, Cambridge, 

553 n:, 536n. 
Tdgbachar (Mongol general, put to 

death in A.D. 1zg5), 35, 36, 37, 
39 

Tughin-shih (patron of Azraqi the 
poet), 347 

Tughly-Timdr (xiv), 59, 60, 216 
Tu4fa-i-Sdnzt (Biography of later 

poets by S im Mirzli the Safawi), 
460, 5 4 ,  j r 4  

*Tzi&jatu'C-Afirdr (poem by JBmi, 
composed in A.D. 1481), 516,526-- . , 
8, 541 

Tdmin  (Mongol Envoy to Edward 11 
in A.D. 1$7), 11 - 

'Tunis, Sq 
Tdqi t  (or Toqit), 127, 205 

DEX 

Tdqdtmish (rill 1 of Timdr. xiv). r8n. 
7 .  190, 192. 321, 328-9, 36d (for 

TIiqt5mir!& in the later references 
read Tulitmish) 

Tdqjdq (niece of Jdshkab, a -Mongol 
noble, put to death), 34 

Tdqmdq (conspires against Chbbin in 
A,? 1 3 f 9 ) ~  52 

T u q t a ~  ( ~ 1 ~ 1 ,  49 
TbrLn, 58. See also Transoxiana ,  

T u r k i s t l n  
Tdrghddi dynasty, 401 
Turkey, 14, 107, 302, 365, 385, 422, 

449, 452, 461,540, 543. See also 
O t t o m a n  T u r k s  

Turki (or Eastern Turkish) langoage 
and literature, 32, 93, 111, 184, 
380, 391, 3929 395, 437-8, 4391 
452-8, 505, 506 

Turkistdn, 5, 262 n., 272, 385, 386, 
388, 398, 453. See also ~ d i l n ,  
Transoxiana  

Turkmins, 85,172, 57 33 193,379,399, 
418. See also Aq-qoydnld and 
Qari-qoydnld 

Turlcs (Eastern), 73, 74, 108,228,232, 
2521 2833 318, 466, 467, 468, 469 

Yuya'il (the organ of the Ye& 
Tdrdn or Pan-Turanian party in 
Turkey), 15 

Turner Macan (editor of the Shdh- 
nlfma), 89 n. 

Turshiz, 186, 487, 488 
?ds (the modern Mashhad), I r I, 186. . . - ,  

'903 234 
Tdsi (poet, xv), 438 
Tdvsirkin. 271 
~d ' zuk- i - jdb& of the B l b u r - n l m a ,  (Persian q.v.), translation 392 

TuzdRdf - i -Thdr t  (the so-called " In -  
stitutes of Timdr"), 183-4, 202-3 

'Ubayd-i-Zlkdni  (poet and satirist. 
xiv), 159, 209, z h ,  230-57, 260; 
'999 3501 35's 35% 492 

'Ubaydu' l l ih.  Khwhja - of Shlsh 
(xiv, splrilual guide of Kambl of 
Khujand), 320; Khwija - A h r h  
(Shaylch of the Naqshbandi order 
of dervishes, xv), 441 

" Ugurlimehemet " (Italian corrup- 
tion of Oghdrld M u h a m m a d ,  
P.v.), 413 

~ j b n ,  52 
Uljiytytd (Mongol fl-khdn, reigned 

~.~.1305-16),46-51~ .j2,55,67,68, 
to9711729 731 76883, 163, I70,171 



INDEX 

Zllugh Beg (son of ShLh-rukh, mur- 
dered by his son 'Abdn'l-Latif in 
AD. 1449)~ 192, 364, 385, 386, 
367, 388, 3901 394, 39-59 400, 4389 
4539 501-3 

'Umar .  - b. Abi'l-IChatfbb (the 
Caliph, vii), 250, 255 ; --i-Khay- 
v im (the astronomer-poet, xi-xii), 

Uzbek Khdn (of the Golden Horde, 
A.D. 133511 579 59 

Uzbeks. 204, 379, 380,390, 393,399~ . . - .  
4189 4x9, 4A5 

6zdrl Hasan (Aq-qoydnld, also called 
Bbyandari ,  q.v., d. A.D. 1477-8), 

, I 

65, "9, 121, 227,304, 335% 
446 n. ; - I). al-Fbrid (Egyptian Vbn, 188 
myst~cal poet, xll-xili), 514, 548; Venice, Venetians, 61, 380, 381, 40j: 
- i-Sultiniyya (connected with 410, 411,416, 4zgn. 
Hurdfis, xiv), 368; - Shaykh, Vergil, 31 I 
Mirzb b. hlirbnshbh (xiv-xv), 367, '' ~ l s i o n  of God" (Rzlyafu'llih), 301 n. 
381 ; b. dzhn yasan (killed in Vullels, 89 n. 
A.D. 1472), 411 

Umayyad Caliphs (vii-viii), 90, 91 
'Ummrin, Sea of -, 148, 2 tz, ? I4  
Ung Khbn (the supposed original of 

Prester John), 11, 19n. 
'Unsuri (poet, xi), 65, 522 
Urdd (Hindustbni) language, 107-8 
'Urfa, 389, 414 
'Urfi of ShirLz (poet, Ci7'Cd A.D. IOOO), 

292 
'Urmiya, 188 
Urdk IChbtdn (mother of Uljjtd 

Khudd-banda), 46 
Ibn Abi U~aybi 'a  (author of the 

Ta6agn'tu11-Ati66d, or Biographies 
of Physicians, xiii), 64 

Ushshrtg-ltdnta (" Book of ,Lovers1:) 
of 'lKiqI, 132; - of Ubayd-I- 
ZLkini, i35 ,  23 j 

L L  Ussun Cassano " (Italian corrupti3n 
of 6 z d n  p a s a n ,  q.v.), 389, 404 

Ustijld (one of the nine t r~bes  w h ~ c h  
supportedShihIsn~a'll theSafawi), 
4'7 

Usury prohibited by GhLdn IChbn 
(A;< 1299), 40 

- < U t b ~  (aothor of the Ta'f-ikh'! 
Yanai?zt, xi), 88 

GUthmbn. - b. 'hffLu (the Caliph, 
"ii), 255 ; Amir -of Maw$ (A.D. 
ISOZ), 417. See also 'Osmbn - .  . .  

Utrir, 20% 

Uways.  Sultdn - (il-khbni of 
BaghdLd, xiv), 55, lo.+"., 166, 
171, 172, 208, 230, 235, 260, 
262-3, ~ 6 ~ - 5 ,  368n., 399 ; Sultin 
- b. Shbh S h ~ ~ j b '  (MuzaEari, xiv), 
167,- 169 ; - (Aq-clo ydnld, brother 
of Uzdn Hasan), 408 

~ y g l l d r  script, r rz  and n. 
' UyS~zz~'t- Tawdrthh (of al-KhLzin al- 

Baghdidi), 88 

Abu'l-WafA, Shaykh - (xiv-xv), 44 j 
Wafayn'tu'l-A'yLn (by Ibn Khall~kin, 

xin), 64 
Wahl (translator of Hbfiz), 303 
Wajihu'd-Din.  Khwb~a -- Zangi 

(xl~i), I 11 ; Mawlinb - Nasati 
(xi~i), 175 ; K h w i ~ a  - Mas6dd-i- 
Sarbadir (xiv), 21 1-19 

Wali, Amir - (ruler of NILzandarLn, A 

xiv), 186 
Abu'l-Wal~d Ahmad, Tomb or - in 

Herb+, 504 
Walt Whitman, 107 
Wang (or Ung or Ong) Khin, 11 n. 

See Pres te r  J o h n  
mfgi'~it-z-Bri6z~rl, 392. See Bbbur- 

n l m a  
Warbwinl, Sa'du'd-Dln (author of 

~~a~zubn 'n- rzdn~n,  xl~i), 3,i6 
Wbrsbq (one of the nine tribes w h ~  

supported Shdh Isma'il the Safa- 
Wi), 417 

WLs$ (m blesopotamia), 357 
Wdsztntu'l - 'Iqd Ubmi's second 

Diwrilt), 5 r 5 
Wassdfi,f-t-gudtat (the l' Court Pane- 

gyrlst," 'Abdu'~lbh b. Fadlu'llbh 
of Shirbz, xlv), 21, qz, 67-89 
87, 424. See also Tar ikh- i -  
Wassbf  

Water of Life, 291 n. 
WatwLt, Rashidu'd-Din- (poet, xii), 

P5 Well, 88 n. 
Whinfield, E. H. -, I 19 n., 146, 148, 

300, 446 n., 443 
Whlte, Dr  - (Professor of Arabic a t  

Oxford in A.D. 1779)~ 184 
'I White Garden" (Herbt), 501 
" White Fl and" ( Yad-i-Bay&), 267, 

470 and n. 

INDEX 
"White Sheep" Turkmbns. see'Aq- 

qoydnld 
Wickerhauser, 156, 542 
Wilson, C. E. -, 5 15 
Winchester, Bishop of - (A.D. 1238), 

6 
wine-drinking. See Dr ink  
Wolf, Dr -, 346 
" Wurchanadln" (i.e. Burhbnli 'd- 

' Din,  q.v.), 404 n. 
Wiistenfeld, 64 n., 88 n. 

YBdigbr M u h a m m a d  (xv), 389,410 
-Yifi6i, Imbmu'd-Din - (xiii), 1,8 ; 

Shaykh 'Abdu'llbh - (xiv), 356, 
464 

Yabya .  - (son of the Sd+i6-DLwilz, 
xiii), 29 ; Nu~ratu'd-Din S h i h  - 
Muzaffari (xiv), 167, 168, 169, 
190, 292; Rhwbja - pi-Narrbd 
(favoorite of Mirinshbh, put to 
death by Timdr about A.D. 1~00).  

0 ,. 
'95 n. 

Yaman (Arahia Felix), 89, 184 
Yaminu'd-Din. Amir - TughrLY 

(father of the poet Ibn-i-Yamin, 
xiv), 211, 215;  Amir - (one of 
Mirzb Bbysunghur's poets, xvj, 
501 

Ibn-i-Yamin, Amir Mahmdd - (son 
of the above, d. A.D. 1367-8), 159, 
179, 210, 211-222 

Ynnl~il', 398 
Ya'qilb (son of dzdn IIasan, xv), 413 

and n., 414-16 
YBqdt. - (the historian and geo- 

grapher, xiii), 6, 12; - al-MustaC- 
~ i l n i  (the celebrated calligraphist, 
xiii), 84 

Yarmouth, 6 
YasL'dl (xiv). :z 

J" 

Yasdr Nikddari, Prince - (killed in  
A.D. 1320), 177 

Yazd, 119, 162, 163, 168, 169, 193, 
zos, .225, 290, 3641 389, 464 Yazdiglrd (name of three Sasanlan 
kings). - I "the sinful " (A.D. 
399-420), 250; - 111, son of 
Shahriybr, the last of the line, 
9O 

Yazid b. Mu'bwiya (Umayyad), 256 
Year anzo~zgsl the Persians (by E. G. 

, . 
Browne), 241n., 29911. 

Yefii Tzira'n (the '' Pan-Turanian " 
movement), 15 

YiZdirim ("the Thunderbolt ") Biya- 
zid (the Ottoman Sultbn Bbvazid I. 
reigned A.D. 1389-1;oz), 'j3, 1~6: 
See under Bbyazid 

Yima (in the Avesta, the Jam or  
Jamshid of the Persian eoic). 

~,7 ,- 
zgon., 31711. 

Ydnus KhLu (xv), 364 
Yzirish-i-Patq-sdh (TimGr's " Five 

years' campaign," A.D. 1392-6), 
'90-3 

Ydsuf. - Amid (poet of Mirzi 
Bbysunghur, xv), 50 r ; - i-Anda- 
kin1 (musician of Shbh-rukh, xv), 
384, 4p8, 500; - Badi'i (poet of 
Btibur s time, xv-xvi), 459; - 
Eeg (xvii), 318 ; - i-Dimghbni 
(connected 368 ; - QiyL'u'd-Din with Hur~ifis, (Jbmii son), xiv , 

514, 527; - ShLh (minstrel, xiv), 
264 ; - b. Uzlin Hasan (killed 
in A.D. 1472), 411, 4 1 ~  ' 

Yzisuf u Zulaykhd (poem by Jbmi, 
composedin A.D. 1483), 516,531- 
3, 535 

Yzlsuf, SLratu ~- (sdra xii of the 
Qur'ctrt), 325 n. 

ZbbulistAn, 388 
Zbdini, clan or family of Qazwin, 94 
Zafar -n ima.  -(of Hamdu'llbh MUS- 

tawfi of Qazwln, xiv), 87, 95-98, 
99; - (of Nizbrn-i-Shdmi, circd 
A.D. 1404), 183, 361-2: - (of 
Sharafu'd-Din 'Ali Yazdi,p.v.), 
181, 185, IgOn., 191, 193, 361, 
362-5, 438 

-Zahir ,  al-Malik. - (Sultbn Bay- 
bars of Egypt, A.D. 1 ' ~ 6 0 - ~ ~ ) ,  
I9 ; - (Barqdq, A.D. 138%-g8), 
l n T  
- Y -  

Zahiri )zdmn), of Nishipdr 89 (author of Saljlig- 

Zahir-i-Farybhi (poet, xiii), I 18, 261, 
291.3 350, 3529 522 

ZakariyyA. - b. Muhammad al- 
Qazwini (geographer, xiii), 64, 
94 ; - (son of the Sahib-Dlwds, 
xiii). zS 

zbkin,';i1lage of - near Qazwin, 231 
Zikbni, clan or family of Qazwin, 94, 

231x1. Seealjo'Ubayd-i-Zbklni 
Zbl (son of Sbm and father of Rustam 

in the Persian epic), .3 16 n. 
-Zamakhsharf (philolog~st and com- 

mentator), 256n., 272 n., 357 
Zand dynasty, 3 I I 



Znllj{n, 37, 48, 87,. 97 n., 42j 
-Zanjdnl (grammar~an), 354 
Zanzibar: 398 
Zarkdb, bhaykh - of Shiriz, 360 - - 
Zawa, I 79, n I I 
Abd Zayd Al~mad b. Sahl al-Balkhi 

(author of the Jc~waru'Z-Aydlz'~~~), 

99 Zaynal b. ~ z d n  Hasan (Itilled in 
battle in A.D. 1472 or 1474)~ 411, 
412 

Zaynu'l-'Abidin b. Shih ShujBC-i- 
MugEarl (A.D. 1384-7), 167-9, 
188, 189, 191, 282 

Zaynu'd-Din. - 'Ali b. Si'id 
(preacher and rhapsodist, xiii), 
34 ; Muhammad (brother of Ham- 
du'llih hfustawfi of Qazwin, xiv), 
87 ; - 'Ali(brotherof hfubirizu'd- 
Din Muhammad, xiii), 163; - 
Abd Bakr-i-Tdyabbdi (sni111, xiv), 
186, 281 ; - of Hamadin (mer- 
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chant, friend of qifiz, xiv), a8j;  
Sllaykh - of I<hwLf (xiv), 3a1 

Zeno, Cate~ino - (Venetian traveller, 
XV), 380, 405, 4113 412, 41611. 

Zi j  ( Astronom~cal tables). -I-Ilkhinl 
by Na~iru'd-Din of Tds (xiii), joz ; 
- ijiadici-i-Su&d?tt (by Ulugh 
Beg, xv), 386, joz 

Zirih, 186 
Zirbbd, 398 
Zoroastrians, 342 n., 494. See also 

Gabr,  Guebre, M a g i a n s  
Zubdatu't-TawPrikh. - of Jamd- 

lu'cl-Din Abu'l-QQsim of Kishin, 
88 ; - of ~ I Q f i ~  Abrd, 424-6, 430 

Znbayri, clan or fnlllily of Qazwin, 94 
Zuhra (in the allegory of SaLdrimdn a n 3  

Absdl), 523 
Zuhd7zr'Z-Mzrlh (author of the Ta'rlkh- 

i-h-dn, six)! 383 
Zzr~znn'r (zonarlu~n or sacred girdle), 

342 n. 
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